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Willemijn deserves an entire paragraph. 
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 The ‘Culture Club’, founded by Giselinde late 2012 and formalised when the 
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excellent opportunity to discuss work in progress. I wish to thank in particular Alex van 
Venrooij (who also helped me with advanced statistical techniques), Hans Abbing and 
Olav Velthuis for their helpful comments on provisional chapters. I would also like to 
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and Marloes van Westrienen, I discussed many draft papers, articles, chapters and specific 
issues. Together we went through the ups and downs of doing a PhD. By coincidence, 
most of them are – more or less – cultural anthropologists. This not only means that they 
were often surprised by the high degree of structuration of my research and by my 
enthusiasm for the quantitative part, but also that they positively influenced my analysis of 
interview material and my writing style. Moreover, they became good friends, with whom 
I shared – and hopefully will continue to share – lunches, dinners, drinks and occasional 
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Introduction 
 

‘Highbrow’ or ‘nobrow’?  
The study of cultural hierarchy 

 
 
The concepts ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ are often used in the cultural field and in the 
media, as well as by cultural sociologists. They indicate a hierarchical relation between 
cultural artefacts, and, implicitly, between their audiences. Most users share a common 
sense knowledge of their meanings. However, definitions of these categories cannot be 
objectively determined, and it is often suggested that the boundaries between them have 
blurred. A quick search in the archives of Dutch newspaper NRC Handelsblad in a time 
span of six months1 gives several results, which do not seem to question the classification. 
Below are just three examples:  
 

For high culture one can go to the hotel Bellagio [in Las Vegas]. In order to reach the 
entrance of ‘The Gallery of Fine Art’, one should first find a way along roulette tables and 
gambling machines. In two small rooms, there are 25 paintings by the French impressionist 
master Claude Monet. Every six months there is a different overview exhibition. Previously, 
the hotel displayed paintings by Chagall, Picasso and Hockney. (6-10-2012) 
 
[Television and musical theatre entrepreneur Joop van den Ende is] the fatherly figure, the 
well-respected businessman , the patron who, with his foundation, pumps millions of private 
money into high culture (…). (9-11-2012) 
  
[Street artist Banksy’s] imagery often refers to forms of low culture, such as cartoons, comic 
books and advertisement. (10-8-2012) 

 
These quotes do no express doubts on the existence and the nature of high (Monet 
paintings) and low culture (cartoons). Strikingly, most of the times the concepts are not 
used in an isolated way, but are (implicitly) contrasted to an antipode: casinos and 
entertainment moguls are generally not perceived as high culture. The quotes present 
surprising combinations; a crossing of borders even.  

In the NRC quotes, both concepts are more often mentioned in one phrase. Dutch 
Poet Laureate Ramsey Nasr provides a ‘meeting (…) between high and low culture’ (1-2-
2013), David Foster Wallace’s books contain ‘a hybrid of high and low culture, the 
colloquium of the gutter and the academic discourse’ (14-12-2012), fantasy series Game of 
                                                            
1 A search for both the Dutch terms ‘hoge cultuur’ en ‘lage cultuur’ and the surprisingly often used English 
equivalents ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, ‘highbrow’ and ‘lowbrow’, between August 2012 and early 
February 2013. Translations are mine. 
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Thrones and The Walking Dead ‘connect low with high culture by integrating human 
drama’ (17-11-2012), TV quiz De Slimste Mens ‘takes high and low culture equally 
seriously’ (27-8-2012), and former prime minister Balkenende even ‘canonised the 
mixture of high and low culture in Dutch media’ by commenting on the breakup of a 
celebrity couple (4-1-2013). Statements on contrasts between high and low culture are 
much rarer than those on the combination of the two. It seems as if the terms ‘high culture’ 
and ‘low culture’ are not worthy of existing by themselves, without being combined. 
Again, the existence and meaning of the concepts as such are not questioned.  
 However, it has often been put forward that the erosion of boundaries between high 
and low culture makes the concepts less significant. They are seen as remnants of a lost 
age, when cultural and social hierarchies were more important in daily life, while today 
more egalitarian and meritocratic ideals are cherished. Scholars in cultural studies, such as 
John Fiske in the US and Maarten Reesink in the Netherlands, criticise the elite audience 
of high culture and their distinctive goals, and they propagate the value of (the academic 
study of) low and popular culture. In a public lecture, Dutch graphic novelist Dick 
Matena2 hyperbolically compared cultural hierarchy with Nazist categorisations: 
 

To just plunge into the matter: I think the terms ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ are objectionable. 
They remind me too much of the classifications Übermensch and Untermensch, with which – 
in a dark past – Adolf Hitler and his gang liked to flirt. Goebbels, the brilliant brain of 
propaganda with the Nazis, could have invented these terms high and low culture. (…) I 
presume that the ‘genius’ who burdened us with these humiliating and discriminating 
concepts meant: (…) culture for Average Joe versus culture for White-Collar Joe. (Matena 
2008, my translation) 

 
Besides such strong anti-hierarchical opinions, others argue that cultural tastes in reality 
are no longer ranked hierarchically. American journalist John Seabrook (2000) does not 
think that pop music today is positioned lower on the ladder than classical music. In his 
view, the ‘highbrow–lowbrow’ distinction has been replaced by ‘nobrow’: culture is 
nowadays perceived more individually. High culture has lost its status and has ‘become 
just another subculture’ next to other subcultures (ibid.: 66). Although Seabrook values 
this shift less positively as his essay progresses, his initial rejection of cultural hierarchy is 
often shared. Seabrook, Matena and others deny or contest the superiority of high culture. 
They do not perceive (or desire) a reverse cultural hierarchy, with low or popular culture 
on top, but rather no cultural hierarchy at all. 

This is a frequently discussed matter: the alleged waning of the distinction between 
high and low culture, and how to value this process. Two issues are at stake here: first, can 
high and low culture actually be defined, and if so, how; and second, how strict and static 
                                                            
2 Matena is known for turning ‘serious’ literature by classic Dutch writers into – highly praised – comic 
books.  
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are the boundaries between them? When artists such as Andy Warhol mix art and 
advertisements, or when the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra performs with trance DJ 
Armin van Buuren, does this mean that cultural hierarchy is fading? Or do high and low 
culture remain significant, yet with shifting meanings? This study does not aim to 
‘objectively’ answer these questions, but will look at people’s perceptions of and opinions 
on this matter: do people actually recognise concepts such as high and low culture, and if 
so, how do they define them? Scholars often define them a priori in order to measure 
tastes and participation rates, without questioning the meanings attached to them, and 
without considering possible shifting classifications.  

Another important question is what these shifts in tastes and in perceptions of 
hierarchy mean for hierarchical practices: when so-called ‘cultural omnivores’ 
increasingly listen to both high and low music genres, or when they alternate ‘serious’ 
literature with ‘easy’ romance novels, do they no longer look down on others’ tastes? Or 
do they do this differently? On a more general level, I ask the question whether and how 
cultural taste plays a role in people’s classifications and judgements of others, even when 
they are hesitant to judge people on the basis of class. In other words: does (cultural) 
distinction occur in an allegedly individualist and egalitarian society, such as the 
Netherlands in the early 21st century, and if so, how? 

These questions are the central issue of this dissertation. In this book, I aim to 
unravel the perceptions present-day people in the Netherlands have of cultural hierarchy, 
what their opinions are on this hierarchy, and in what ways these perceptions and opinions 
are linked to their own cultural tastes and distinctive practices. Do they look down on 
others or not, and how is this related to their classifications of taste and to their ideas of 
high and low culture? Hence, this study aims to contribute to our understanding of the 
possible persistence of hierarchical practices and perceptions in a relatively egalitarian and 
individualist society. Also, it explores people’s – sometimes inconsistent and ambivalent – 
classification practices, both regarding objects (cultural items) and people (those who like 
or dislike these items). 

I will continue this introduction with an overview of the research questions and the 
methodology. Subsequently, I sketch the rationale behind several aspects of these 
questions: 1) the sociological relevance of studying perceptions of and opinions on 
cultural hierarchy in a relatively egalitarian society; 2) the reason for scrutinising the 
logics behind cultural hierarchy and the definitions of high and low culture; 3) the choice 
for specific research groups, as defined by education, parents’ education, age and gender; 
and 4) the Netherlands as a research site. I conclude the introduction with an overview of 
the organisation of the book and with some notes to the reader. 
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Practising, perceiving and valuing hierarchy: On research questions and 
methods 
 
In this dissertation I study cultural hierarchy by concentrating on three different aspects. 
First, I look at the actual practices of hierarchy, by which I mean explicitly distinguishing 
oneself with one’s taste, looking down on people with ‘lower’ tastes, as well as looking up 
to people with ‘higher’ tastes. I study if and how people from different backgrounds speak 
about their and others’ cultural taste in such hierarchical ways, or whether they use 
egalitarian (‘one cannot dispute about taste’) or perhaps more neutral narratives. Second, I 
study people’s perceptions, definitions and classifications of cultural hierarchy. Do they 
rank cultural items in a hierarchical order and do they recognise specific concepts such as 
‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’? If so, how do they define such concepts and how exactly 
do they classify and rank cultural items? I aim to find out whether there is a consensus on 
these definitions and rankings, or whether people perceive and define contradicting 
hierarchies. Third, I examine people’s opinions on cultural hierarchy. After all, perception 
and opinion are two different things: one can perceive a social phenomenon as existent 
and even define it, but nevertheless reject it. This question is particularly salient because 
of the potential contradiction described above between distinctive practices and egalitarian 
ideals. These three aspects of cultural hierarchy will be related to people’s accounts of 
their cultural preferences and dislikes. 

Furthermore, I unravel the possible tensions within and between these three aspects 
and taste. For instance, does a preference for classical music (taste) automatically lead to 
social distinction from those who do not like this music (hierarchical practice)? If so, do 
they describe classical music as ‘high culture’ (perception), and do they agree with such a 
hierarchical classification (opinion)? Or might it also be possible to perceive one’s taste as 
high culture, without personally feeling the need to look down on those who prefer ‘low 
culture’? In short, how are culturally hierarchical practices, perceptions and opinions 
related? 
 An overarching question is how the findings on the above issues are distributed 
over society. The educated might be more hierarchically oriented, as they are likely to 
locate themselves in the upper half of the hierarchy, whereas people with less education 
probably more often share egalitarian ideas. We might also observe a generational shift in 
this matter, corresponding with theses of the gradual blurring of boundaries and decrease 
of distinction. Furthermore, I wonder to what extent there is a consensus on the nature of 
cultural hierarchy, and if not, whether deviations can be explained with background 
variables such as level of education, social origin (i.e., parents’ education), age and 
gender. 
 These issues result in the following research questions:  
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How do people in the Netherlands practise, perceive and value cultural hierarchy, 
and how is this related to their own taste preferences? 
 
To what extent are people consistent in their narrative, and if not, how can 
contradictions and tensions be explained? 
 
How are these practices, perceptions and opinions related to people’s social 
position, as indicated by education, social origin (i.e., parents’ education), age and 
gender? 

 
I studied these issues by conducting interviews with a sample of ninety Dutch 

people, distributed over three status groups (based on education and parents’ education), 
three age groups, and an equal number of men and women.3 The range of cultural domains 
in the interviews was broad: music, film, television fiction, theatre and the visual arts. The 
interviews consisted of three parts, which shed light on different aspects of the research 
questions. The first part concerned semi-structured, open questions, in order to retrieve 
people’s perceptions of (the relation between) their own and others’ taste, and thus to 
explore their possible hierarchical practices. By letting people speak in their own words 
about cultural taste, whether or not in a distinctive way, I was able to study people’s 
interpretations and valuations of taste differences. The second part consisted of relatively 
more structured questions on concepts such as ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, in order to 
specifically study people’s perceptions and definitions of (and often opinions on) cultural 
hierarchy. The final part was a ranking task, in which respondents were asked to rank 
thirty items from the field of music, both according to their personal taste and to their 
perception of high and low culture. This part of the research, analysed in a quantitative 
way, enabled me to scrutinise the exact hierarchical rankings and the logics behind these 
rankings, as well as the differences and similarities between taste preferences and 
hierarchical perception.  

By combining two methods – open interviews and card ranking – I was also able to 
unravel possible contradictions and tensions, such as perceiving a cultural hierarchy and 
uttering egalitarian views at the same time. With this mixing or triangulation of methods to 
study several aspects of cultural hierarchy, I aim to deliver an important contribution to the 
sociology of cultural taste and distinction. Chapter 2 will give a more detailed account of 
both methods. This introduction will continue with a more elaborate account of the 
theoretical rationale behind the different (elements of the) research questions. 
 
                                                            
3 The respondents were largely randomly selected, after defining eighteen quotas, based on the mentioned 
variables. See chapter 2 for more details on the selection procedure. 
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The rationale behind the research questions 
 
Practising cultural hierarchy in a more egalitarian society 
 
Although not the first (cf. Veblen 1924 [1899]; Simmel 1957 [1904]; Gans 1999 [1974]), 
Pierre Bourdieu is the sociologist who most extensively analysed distinction processes and 
hierarchy mechanisms, and he is still regarded by many – including his critics – as the 
scholar on this theme. In his 1979 work La distinction, translated as Distinction in 1984, 
he argues that social stratification is shaped and continually reproduced by means of 
ongoing distinctive practices. People from higher classes actively – though not necessarily 
consciously – distinguish themselves from those in lower strata, in particular from people 
in proximate strata, who are competing for the same status. They behave and speak in such 
a way as to exclude others, who behave and speak differently. These distinction practices 
mainly take place within the cultural realm, such as clothing and food, and particularly in a 
more narrow cultural domain: music, art, literature. Cultural taste ‘unites and separates’, 
‘whereby one classifies oneself and is classified by others’ (p. 56). Because of a life-long 
learning process, particularly within the family but complemented at school, people have 
internalised such manners in their ‘habitus’, which cannot easily be learned by those who 
did not inherit it from their parents. As a result of these distinction processes, the 
‘legitimate’ culture that elites cherish – which others call ‘high culture’ – becomes a 
separate domain that is continually reproduced. This legitimate culture, which serves as 
‘cultural capital’, seems to have rigid and objective boundaries. 
 However, Bourdieu did not explicitly study people’s distinctive practices, but he 
theoretically interpreted quantitative material and illustrated his findings with some 
interviews. Furthermore, he did not study people’s perceptions of and opinions on such 
cultural hierarchy. He did suggest that most people, from whichever class, acknowledge 
this hierarchy (pp. 372-396), but he did not provide clear evidence for these claims. My 
study questions whether hierarchical practices and perceptions indeed go together or 
whether there are contradictions and ambivalences. This will contribute to a more 
comprehensive understanding of cultural hierarchy.  

This richer question becomes even more salient when studying a society where 
social and cultural hierarchies are less rigid than in France in the 1960s, when Bourdieu 
did his research. In a hypothetical completely egalitarian society status distinction from 
others becomes irrelevant. One does not need to hold up one’s position; cultural taste does 
not function as a status marker. Such a society does not exist, but many present-day 
societies are less hierarchical than Bourdieu sketched and share more egalitarian ideals. 
For instance, in contemporary Dutch society, class plays a less significant role than in 
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France in the 1960s. At the same time, the relation between status group (nowadays often 
measured with educational level) and ‘legitimate culture’ (as Bourdieu used it) remains 
high, but has become more diffuse. Higher educated people have a broader taste than a 
‘high cultural’ one alone (particularly younger generations who grew up with ‘popular 
culture’), and therefore the dominance of high culture has come under attack (e.g. Van 
Eijck 2001; De Haan & Knulst 2000). It is most relevant to study hierarchical practices 
and perceptions in such a society.4 Does it imply that such practices and perceptions are 
less significant, and that the opinion of cultural hierarchy is more negative? Or are these 
practices and perceptions still prominent, but did they perhaps change in nature?  

In the 1990s, some scholars on ‘cultural omnivorousness’ (starting with Peterson & 
Simkus 1992) have interpreted their findings on broad, boundary-crossing tastes of high 
status people in several countries as obsoleting or even falsifying the work of Bourdieu. 
The question rose what the blurring of this so-called ‘homology’ between social and 
cultural hierarchy meant for the significance of domains such as high and low culture and 
for distinctive practices (Wilterdink 2005; cf. Holt 1997). Some scholars, for instance, 
suggested that cultural distinction has been replaced by tolerance towards others’ tastes 
(Peterson & Kern 1996; Bryson 1996; Ollivier 2008a). Several omnivore scholars, though, 
have tried to reconcile the new empirical findings with Bourdieu’s theory, for instance by 
downplaying the actual breadth of omnivorous tastes (Van Eijck 2001; Atkinson 2011), by 
assuming the distinctive value of a broad taste as such (Van Eijck 2000; Ollivier 2008a), 
by retrieving distinction practices within popular culture domains and genres (Bellavance 
2008; cf. Thornton 1995; Wermuth 2002; Bachmayer & Wilterdink 2009) and by 
exploring the ambivalences people experience between social distinction and egalitarian 
values (Lahire 2003; 2008; Vander Stichele 2007; Friedman 2012).5  

This study wants to contribute to our understanding of cultural hierarchy in less-
hierarchical societies by looking at the matter from different perspectives: it will explicitly 
study hierarchical practices, perceptions and opinions. Moreover, it will counter the a 
priori definitions of high and low/popular culture that guide many of the above studies. 
The next section discusses the need to question such predefined classifications. 
 
 
Defining and classifying cultural hierarchy 
 
A second important contribution this book wants to make is to study people’s perceptions 
of the exact nature of cultural hierarchy, more in particular how they define the concepts 
‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, and how they classify and rank cultural objects. Several 
early omnivore scholars (e.g. Peterson & Kern 1996; Van Eijck 1998) predefined cultural 
                                                            
4 Below, I will focus more deeply on the particular case of the Netherlands. 
5 More on this (now densely formulated) discussion in chapter 1. 
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domains, in order to measure who combines cultural items or attends cultural activities 
from different domains. They did not take into account how people actually perceive such 
items and activities, nor potential dynamics in the nature of cultural hierarchy.6 Similarly, 
the newspaper quotes in the opening of this introduction do not show doubts about the 
nature of high and low culture, whether they are increasingly being mixed or not. A more 
thorough analysis discloses many inconsistencies and ambivalences. In this section, I 
critically discuss several ways in which high and low culture are classified, both by 
sociologists and by other authors. I do not aim to give a comprehensive overview, but 
rather to give several examples for each classification. 

The most common way to classify cultural items as high or low culture – or as 
‘highbrow’ and ‘lowbrow’ – is by placing entire domains and genres into one of the 
categories, as we saw above. Classical music, the visual arts, serious literature, and stage 
plays are often classified as high culture; low culture refers to romance novels, comic 
books, pulp television, B movies, and – in the Netherlands – certain Dutch-language 
music. Many items, such as pop music, films and television, are usually not placed in one 
of these categories, but are referred to as ‘popular culture’, an alternative antonym of high 
culture. However, adjectives such as ‘serious’ and ‘pulp’ in the above enumeration and the 
letter B before ‘movies’, already reveal that it is hard to decide which part of a particular 
cultural discipline (literature, film) belongs to which domain. Furthermore, some will 
contest the categorisation of a popularising classical violinist such as André Rieu as high 
culture. Some will claim that jazz has reached the status of high culture, others will regard 
it as a ‘high’ form of popular culture. And what about the blending of ‘brows’ such as in 
pop art? Hence, this simple classification of cultural disciplines and genres raises many 
problems. 
 A second common classification is the link with social hierarchy: high culture is 
what upper-class people and/or people with a higher educational level – in short: high 
status people – prefer; low culture is liked more by low status people; in between one can 
find the ‘middlebrows’. Of course, both types of classifications are linked: high status 
people like classical music, the visual arts, serious literature and stage plays more than low 
status people do, and therefore these domains are called high culture. This logic is applied 
by Bourdieu (1984), but is also used by later scholars who conducted factor analysis on 
their data (e.g. Van Eijck 2001; Vander Stichele 2007; see also chapter 1). However, the 
discussion on the waning of cultural hierarchy was instigated mostly by the increased 
blending of cultural tastes, particularly by high status people. This notion attacked the 
rigidity of cultural hierarchy. Hence, one could state that because high status people do not 
limit themselves to high culture anymore, it can no longer be called high culture. 

                                                            
6 See chapter 1 for a more detailed discussion of the operationalisation of cultural omnivorousness. 
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However, as we have seen, many still use this term, particularly when describing such 
blends. 
 The third way to rank cultural items and fields in a hierarchical way is to define the 
‘objective’ quality of the works: high culture is superior to low culture. Some literature 
scholars, for instance, try to assess literary quality by measuring formal characteristics of 
texts, such as vocabulary and syntactic structure.7 Most sociologists would never objectify 
cultural items in this way, as they regard such categories as social constructions rather than 
as objective realities8, but defenders of ‘high culture’ in the media often do. They critically 
respond to both the blending of genres that they observe (both in art itself and among 
educated consumers) and to relativistic thinkers who either downplay or criticise the 
distinctions between high and low, such as Seabrook and Matena quoted above. Examples 
of these objectivist thinkers are the British conservative intellectual Theodore Dalrymple 
(below) and his Dutch admirer Chris Rutenfrans. The latter says: 
 

They [the elite] do not take themselves seriously anymore. (…) They deny themselves by 
downplaying their own norms. Then one gets phrases such as these: ‘Personally I like Bach 
more, but when my pupils prefer to listen to 50 Cent, who am I to judge?’ Instead, we should 
be able to just say: ‘Bach is higher than 50 Cent. Classical music is higher than hip hop, and 
that’s final!’ (Rutenfrans, quoted in Veilbrief 2006, my translation) 

 
Dalrymple showcases his objectivist opinion on a particular example of popular culture, 
singer Amy Winehouse, who died 2.5 weeks before he writes: 
 

Perhaps Amy Winehouse was its finest flower and its truest representative in her militant and 
ideological vulgarity, her stupid taste, her vile personal conduct and preposterous self-pity. 
Her sordid life was a long bath in vomitus, literal and metaphorical, for which the exercise of 
her very minor talent was no excuse or explanation. Yet not a peep of dissent from our 
intellectual class was heard after her near canonisation after her death, that class having long 
had the backbone of a mollusc. (Dalrymple 2011) 

 
Both in these discussions and in recent (Dutch) debates on the reduction of art subsidies, 
this objective quality of art and high culture is often legitimised by using specific criteria. 
In Dalrymple’s quote, for example, one recognises both lack of talent and moral 
distinctions. In the remainder of this section, I discuss several of these frequently 
mentioned ‘objective’ attributes of high culture. 

                                                            
7 For a Dutch project, see http://literaryquality.huygens.knaw.nl/ (visited 13-09-2013), particularly under the 
header ‘Proposal’.  
8 Some Marxist sociologists did have a hint of objectivism in their descriptions and analyses of mass culture 
(e.g., Hauser 1982 [1974]).  
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One of the most frequently used characteristics of high culture is seniority and 
sustainability. Roger Scruton, another prolific example of conservative British 
intellectuals9, defines high culture as: 
 

the accumulation of art, literature, and humane reflection that has stood the “test of time” and 
established a continuing tradition of reference and allusion among educated people. (Scruton 
2007: 2) 

 
In other words, besides referring to the social hierarchy, Scruton contends that high 
cultural objects must be old and classic and must have survived the ages. Although the age 
of an object can indeed be objectively determined, this criterion also raises questions. It 
excludes much of contemporary art, present-day literary books, and ‘classical’ music from 
the twentieth and twenty-first century. Perhaps Scruton would classify these examples as 
‘references and allusions’ to classical culture, although elsewhere he denounces many 
modernist and avant-garde art forms (ibid.: 8-11; 95-100; cf. 1998: 80-83). 
 The exclusion of newer art forms also ignores the highly appreciated value of a 
second important criterion in the art world: originality, innovativeness and authenticity. 
Cultural gatekeepers such as critics, gallery owners, programmers and funders often judge 
artists first and foremost for their innovative abilities and their individual, authentic touch, 
and so do many artists themselves (e.g. Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010; Hekkert & Van 
Wieringen 1993). Bourdieu (1996) describes this criterion as the most important logic in 
the cultural field and one of the basic attributes of the ‘aesthetic disposition’ (1984). It 
opposes the cliché and the imitation, as well as the commercial, but it also seems to 
suggest that a taste for innovative art occupies a higher rung on the cultural ladder than for 
classical art. However, if both classical and avant-garde art belong to the domain of high 
culture, neither of the attributes can be the distinctive feature of high culture.  
 A third criterion to distinguish high from low culture is morality, as we saw in 
Dalrymple’s denunciation of Amy Winehouse’s ‘vulgar’, ‘vile’ and ‘sordid’ nature. Low 
culture is denounced as immoral or vulgar, because it satisfies low senses and it can lead 
to sexual licentiousness and/or violent behaviour. Opposite, high culture shows moral 
superiority and civilisation. Scruton, for instance, relates it to religious virtues (1998: 15-
16; 55). This idea is not monopolised by the conservative wing of the political spectrum, 
as Dutch left-wing sociologist and columnist Evelien Tonkens (2010a; 2010b) shows in a 
debate on the ‘civilising’ aims of art and high culture. In her view, Dutch reality show Oh 
oh Cherso10 is leading us ‘away from civilisation’ rather than the reverse. However, moral 

                                                            
9 Scruton does not call himself an intellectual, as he saves this term for the left-wing thinkers and dreamers 
that he criticises (1998: 105-115). The term ‘intellectual’ has various connotations, both neutral and 
subjective (mostly derogatory, referring to leftist thinkers) (Collini 2006: 45-49; cf. 15-40; 149).  
10 Oh oh Cherso, on the unbridled behaviour of a group of Dutch lower educated youngsters in a Greek 
beach resort, is somewhat comparable to the American show Jersey Shore. 
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distinctions are highly subjective. Another objection is that this criterion, similar to 
seniority, would exclude many iconoclastic and taboo breaking avant-garde works of art 
from high culture that others would include.  
 Finally, the most frequently used criterion to distinguish high culture is complexity, 
as Tonkens adds to her civilisation discourse:  
 

Shakespeare [is] less accessible (…). One has to learn how to value it. Refined cultural 
expressions demand knowledge, study and practice, both from the artist and from the 
audience. (Tonkens 2010a; my translation) 

 
In this quote, Tonkens combines two aspects of complexity that are not necessarily 
connected: complexity in producing art (referring to a high degree of craftsmanship of the 
artist) and in understanding it (referring to the ‘decoding’ process by the viewer or 
listener). The latter meaning is the most common one in debates on high culture and also 
in social science (cf. Alexander 2003: 226/7). Ganzeboom’s (1982) theory of information 
processing, derived from psychology, for instance refers to people’s varying abilities to 
understand complex art. This explains, he argues, the differences in arts appreciation 
between people with high and low levels of education. Many argue that one needs training 
in order to ‘learn’ how to appreciate something. The question rises, however, which aspect 
of art makes it complex and whether this can objectively be determined. It can be the 
production process, as Tonkens suggests (cf. Kruithof 2006: 174, who speaks of 
‘excellence’), but one can wonder whether a highly skilled Rembrandt painting is difficult 
to understand. More often, it is the meaning attached to the artwork that is called complex, 
for instance because it has been obscured or because it is multi-layered. In abstract art, for 
example, it is not immediately clear what the artist means or what the artefact refers to (if 
anything), although it often seems easy to produce. The aspect of complexity in high 
culture is also often downplayed or criticised (e.g., Alexander 2003: 226/7; Abbing 2009: 
38-45). De Meyer even wrote several books (e.g. 2006) in order to prove that popular 
culture can be complex too.11 

Hence, although many people – in the cultural field, the media and academia – 
often speak of ‘high’ and ‘low culture’, whether or not because they observe (or criticise) 
a blending of the two, the distinctions between high and low culture are not clear at all. 
Whether one classifies high culture as an enumeration (an umbrella term for specific 
domains), with a social logic (as the cultural preferences of high status people), or with 
objective measures (as superior to low or popular culture; based on often contradicting 
characteristics such as seniority, originality, morality, craftsmanship and complexity), a 
definite picture does not emerge. This dissertation therefore studies the perceptions people 

                                                            
11 He does try to objectify complexity, for instance by analysing the plot structure and character networks in 
popular TV series. 
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38-45). De Meyer even wrote several books (e.g. 2006) in order to prove that popular 
culture can be complex too.11 

Hence, although many people – in the cultural field, the media and academia – 
often speak of ‘high’ and ‘low culture’, whether or not because they observe (or criticise) 
a blending of the two, the distinctions between high and low culture are not clear at all. 
Whether one classifies high culture as an enumeration (an umbrella term for specific 
domains), with a social logic (as the cultural preferences of high status people), or with 
objective measures (as superior to low or popular culture; based on often contradicting 
characteristics such as seniority, originality, morality, craftsmanship and complexity), a 
definite picture does not emerge. This dissertation therefore studies the perceptions people 

                                                            
11 He does try to objectify complexity, for instance by analysing the plot structure and character networks in 
popular TV series. 
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have of cultural hierarchy. I analyse in a detailed and systematic way which criteria and 
repertoires people apply when they define concepts such as high and low culture, as well 
as when they legitimise their personal likes and dislikes. I also look at the potential 
inconsistencies in their narrative. Do they, for instance, speak in terms of innovation 
and/or do they stress seniority; do they objectify high culture or do they link it to high 
status people?  
 
 
Cultural upbringing or education? Studying upwardly mobile people separately 
 
In this study I compare three different status groups and three birth cohorts, as well as men 
and women. In this and the next two sub-sections I explain the rationale behind these 
group comparisons, starting with the two groups of higher educated people: those with 
equally educated parents and those with parents with a lower education (the upwardly 
mobile people). The reasoning behind this comparison lies in Bourdieu’s claim of the 
influence that the parental milieu has on cultural taste compared to level of education, and 
in the prominent role that some omnivore scholars attribute to upward mobility.  
 Bourdieu (1984) analyses the lifestyles of different classes and class fractions. 
People from the dominant class, or bourgeoisie, are able and inclined to judge cultural 
objects on formal aspects rather than on function and content, he argues. They use certain 
arguments to value art, for example by positioning a work of art in a historical context and 
by appreciating originality and innovation. This ‘aesthetic disposition’ has become part of 
their ‘habitus’, which they learned and internalised during their upbringing in this 
dominant class. The habitus makes people perceive things naturally: they do not think 
about it, they are not aware of their perceptions, behaviour, and taste, but they take things 
for granted. It is embodied (pp. 11-96).12 

School education also plays an important role in people’s taste for ‘legitimate 
culture’, but not as significant as the part played by their family. People with a middle-
class background who have a high educational level still cannot speak about legitimate 
culture in the same way upper-class people do. They did not inherit the same amount and 
the same type of ‘cultural capital’ in order to develop this high class habitus; they will 
betray themselves with their manners and talk (ibid.).13 Hence, the alleged complexity of 
cultural products as such – legitimate culture is seen as more complex and can thus be 

                                                            
12 Important in Bourdieu’s work are the distinctions within the dominant class, between those with relatively 
more economic capital (perceived as having a conservative taste) and those with relatively more cultural 
capital (taste for more innovative culture). This distinction did not play a role in the selection of my 
respondents, but I will come back to it several times throughout this book. 
13 Bourdieu also extensively describes middle-class people without high educational levels, the petite 
bourgeoisie. He describes them as the class of ‘cultural goodwill’, i.e., aspiring to enjoy legitimate culture 
without knowing how. They prefer the more easily accessible ‘middlebrow’ culture. (pp. 318-371) 
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understood only by the educated – does not tell the complete story. People in the dominant 
class distinguish themselves from classes below (especially the classes most proximate) by 
these subtle differences in cultural talk and behaviour. As a result, the hierarchy between 
these classes and between taste cultures is being reproduced. Individuals are not only 
shaped by social structures, but in turn shape these social structures: habitus is both a 
‘structuring and structured structure’ (p. 170).  

Thus, when we follow Bourdieu, we can expect a difference in cultural taste and 
participation between educated people with educated parents, who are more likely to have 
acquired the habitus of aesthetic disposition, on the one hand, and upwardly mobile people 
on the other. Several studies have indeed shown, by means of multiple regression, that 
people’s class background (often operationalised by parents’ educational level and 
occupational status) plays a more important role than education as such (e.g., Nagel 2004; 
Bennett et al. 2009; for an overview see Sullivan 2011). However, Bourdieu does not 
delve much deeper into those who did achieve a high position thanks to a high educational 
level, except for his own autobiographical account (Bourdieu 2004, quoted in Bennett 
2007).  

Some scholars claim that upwardly mobile people are more likely to have a broad 
taste than people with more stable positions, because they moved between classes, and 
hence between taste cultures. Van Eijck et al. (2002) and De Haan & Knulst (2000) 
validate this claim in quantitative studies on the distribution of cultural omnivores (cf. Van 
Eijck 1998; 2000; see Coulangeon (2013b) for opposite findings), although they restrict 
their findings to certain birth cohorts. In two qualitative studies, Brands (1992) and 
Matthys (2010) show that upwardly mobile people in the Netherlands often feel 
uncomfortable with living in two different milieus. They unwillingly tend to look down on 
their working-class families and at the same time they do not feel completely accepted by 
fellow academics from higher classes. They feel they have to prove themselves more in 
order to reach a certain position, which is in line with Bourdieu’s theory (cf. Friedman 
2012). 

Although neither Brands nor Matthys focuses on cultural taste, their findings 
suggest a high awareness of cultural hierarchy among upwardly mobile people. Because 
these social climbers have experienced and observed different rungs of the ladder as well 
as the distinctive practices by people from higher classes, they are probably more sensitive 
to the social mechanisms of these hierarchies. Therefore, it is relevant to focus specifically 
on the distinctive practices and hierarchical perceptions and opinions of these upwardly 
mobile people. Furthermore, unlike Brands and Matthys, I compare them with educated 
people from a higher origin (operationalised as having parents with a high educational 
level). 
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Although neither Brands nor Matthys focuses on cultural taste, their findings 
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these social climbers have experienced and observed different rungs of the ladder as well 
as the distinctive practices by people from higher classes, they are probably more sensitive 
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The less educated: Accepting, resisting or unaware of cultural hierarchy? 
 
In this study I compare these two groups of higher educated people with a third group: 
people with a lower level of education, similar to their parents. Bourdieu has often been 
criticised for his meagre analysis of the working class. Workers are underrepresented in 
his sample14, and the chapter ‘The choice of the necessary’ has only half the length of the 
chapters on the bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie. Bourdieu argues that the working class 
(or ‘dominated class’) have the ‘taste of necessity’: they do not possess much capital – 
economic nor cultural – and simply appreciate what they can afford. They use a ‘popular 
aesthetic’: their taste is pragmatic and functional rather than contextual and detached from 
emotion. Moreover, they implicitly acknowledge the value of high culture by buying 
cheap substitutes, such as reproductions. They do not want to rise above their fellow class 
members. As a result, they tend to accept their inferior position, which is one of the factors 
why cultural hierarchy and social stratification are being reproduced again and again 
(Bourdieu 1984: 372-396). 
 These findings have often been contested. Rather than accepting high culture’s 
status, another plausible attitude would be one of indifference: they simply like or dislike 
certain tastes without attaching status consequences (Lynes 1949: 318-320), and they are 
ambivalent about the superiority of ‘high culture’ (Bennett et al. 2009: 209-212). Kuipers 
(2006: 77) for instance found that less educated people sometimes accidentally see 
‘highbrow’ humour on television, do not understand it, and simply change channels. They 
do not feel stupid for not understanding high culture, nor do they reject it. One cannot 
acknowledge, nor reject, what one does not know. 
 A second objection against Bourdieu’s analysis of the working class concerns its 
alleged homogeneity. Bourdieu recognises many distinctions within the dominant class 
and within the middle class – based on the volume and composition of capital and the 
social trajectory – but puts the working class all in one box. However, several studies did 
show differences in taste and attitudes among working-class people, according to the 
relative amount of economic or cultural capital (Rupp & Haarmans 1994; Blasius & 
Friedrichs 2008; cf. Bennett et al. 2009: 205-9). 

It is therefore highly relevant to systematically compare working-class people with 
people from other classes on specific questions regarding cultural hierarchy and 
distinction. Do working-class people – or, in the case of this research: people with a lower 
educational level, which includes the lower middle class15 – acknowledge a cultural 
hierarchy that is similar to the ranking perceived by people with a higher educational level, 
which Bourdieu implicitly suggests? Or do they reject this and propose a completely 

                                                            
14 166 people from the working class were included, compared to 584 middle-class and 467 upper-class 
people (pp. 526). 
15 More on the shift from class to level of education in chapter 2. 
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different hierarchy, for example with their own taste, which is perceived as low culture by 
others, on top? A final possibility would be ignorance of (other’s perceptions of) 
hierarchical rankings as such.  
 
 
High culture for older women? The importance of age and gender 
 
Besides comparing three groups based on respondent’s and parent’s level of education, 
two other important variables will be taken into account: age and gender. Age is an 
important explanatory factor for cultural taste and participation (e.g., De Haan & Knulst 
2000; Van der Stichele & Laermans 2004; Nagel 2004); in the taste for music and film 
even the most important one (Bennett et al. 2009). Popular culture is liked more by 
younger than by older people (e.g., Van Eijck 2002; 2004). It is debated whether these 
differences stem from ageing or from differences between birth cohorts: do older people 
like ‘high’ culture more because they were raised in an era when it received more status, 
or did their interest in ‘high’ culture increase when they grew older? The Dutch Social and 
Cultural Planning Bureau (SCP 1998) predicts that younger generations will more often 
refrain from high culture, because they grew up with it to a lesser degree (cf. Bennett 
2013). This would be in line with observations on the blurring of cultural hierarchy in 
recent decades. 

De Haan & Knulst (2000) and Van Eijck et al. (2002) are even more precise: they 
found that Dutch people born in the 1950s are most likely to have an omnivorous taste. 
Older people are more often high cultural ‘univores’, whereas younger people (born from 
1960 onward) more often limit themselves to popular culture.16 Hence, it is most relevant 
to research how people from different age groups perceive cultural hierarchy. For instance, 
do younger people, who are more inclined towards popular culture, nevertheless recognise 
the high status of high culture, and if so, what do they think of this high status? Or do they 
share a more egalitarian attitude than older people do, perhaps because they grew up in a 
more egalitarian period?  
 Gender, a final important variable, also plays an important role in cultural taste and 
participation, but its possible implication for hierarchical practices and perceptions points 
in opposite directions. On the one hand, in every age and education group, women are 
more active in cultural consumption than men are (e.g., De Haan & Knulst 2000, Katz-
Gerro 2002). In the US, this difference is even increasing (DiMaggio & Mukhtar 2004). 
Furthermore, married women influence the cultural participation of their husbands far 
more than the reverse (Upright 2004), and mothers influence their children more than 

                                                            
16 Bryson (1996) simply found a negative correlation between omnivorousness and age. Tampubolon (2008) 
found omnivores in all age groups, but distinguished old and young omnivores, depending on the kind of 
genres liked and disliked. 
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16 Bryson (1996) simply found a negative correlation between omnivorousness and age. Tampubolon (2008) 
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fathers do (Van Wel et al. 2006). Causes that are mentioned for these gender differences 
are the different ways in which boys and girls are socialised (young girls attend more 
music and art classes) and the fact that women more often work in the cultural and 
educational sector (Christin 2012).17 When studying actual tastes rather than participation, 
the differences between men and women are far more significant in the fields of television, 
film and reading – all narrative forms of culture – than in music and the visual arts 
(Bennett et al. 2009). Several authors found that taste differences between men and 
women are larger among lower educated people than within the higher strata of society 
(Bourdieu 1984: 380-4; Kuipers 2006: 52).  
 On the other hand, the production, distribution and reviewing of art have since long 
been – and are still – dominated by men (e.g. Tuchman & Fortin 1980; Schmutz & Faupel 
2010; Bennett 2000: 44-46). For example, in 2003, only 38 female musicians (excluding 
mixed bands) were included in the ‘500 Greatest Albums’ list of Rolling Stone, the highest 
being Joni Mitchell on number 30. What is more, those women who did appear in the list 
were less often than men described as important, original or autonomous and more often 
as dependent on producers or on other artists (Schmutz & Faupel 2010). Feminists often 
argue that men have always ‘decided’ what is good art, and implicitly what counts as high 
culture. In literature, for instance, male tastes often count as higher on the status ladder 
than female tastes (cf. Meijer 2005). This contradiction between women’s roles in cultural 
consumption and production makes gender a relevant aspect to research practices and 
perceptions of cultural hierarchy.  
 
 
Between hierarchy and egalitarianism: The strategic case of the Netherlands 
 
This study takes place in the Netherlands, not only because of pragmatic reasons (my 
Dutch citizenship) and sociological tradition (a rich body of literature on Dutch cultural 
tastes and participation), but also for strategic reasons: it occupies an interesting position 
vis-à-vis other countries. This section explores this ambiguous position. 

Bourdieu has often been criticised for his neglect of the world outside France: ‘The 
only socially relevant geographical distinctions appear to be the ones between the Rive 
Gauche and Rive Droite18, and between Paris and the province’, Wilterdink remarks 
ironically (2002b: 221, my translation). In order to explain the deviance between 
Bourdieu’s theory and cultural omnivorousness, which was first described in the US, 
several studies made cross-national comparisons with respect to cultural taste, cultural 

                                                            
17 These were the main effects in Christin’s regression analysis, which also left a sizable difference 
unexplained. Lizardo (2006) did not find proof for the latter factor because the gender differences are even 
larger within economic sectors. 
18 The left bank and the right bank of the river Seine, in Paris. 
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participation and other aspects of the cultural world (e.g. Katz-Gerro 2002; Lizardo & 
Skiles 2009).19 In some of these studies, the French appear to draw strong cultural and 
social boundaries and to attach status to ‘high culture’. This is somewhat similar to the UK 
and even stronger in Germany. The US, on the other hand, appears to be a relatively 
egalitarian country (despite a larger income inequality), with less cultural distinction, an 
omnipresence of popular culture, and hence a high percentage of cultural omnivores.20 
Partly due to different operationalisations, however, there is no consensus on these 
differences. Lahire (2008) for instance contested Bourdieu with his finding that France 
contains many cultural omnivores too (cf. Peterson 2005; Coulangeon 2013a).  

DiMaggio (1987) developed a theoretical framework to explain the strength of 
cultural hierarchies by means of structural characteristics of countries. He argues that 
cultural hierarchies are generally stronger in societies with relatively high social 
inequality, little interaction between social classes and a more stratified educational 
system. Furthermore, Lamont (1992) tries to explain geographical differences by looking 
at the ‘historical national repertoires’, which she tests with rich qualitative data. For 
example, she explains the French emphasis on cultural boundaries between people with 
the strong aristocratic tradition as well as the French Revolution (with a ‘cult of Reason’) 
(pp. 137-9), and the American preference for economic and moral boundaries with 
pragmatism, meritocratic egalitarianism and populism (pp. 136-7).  

Several authors used the above theoretical frameworks to position the Netherlands 
vis-à-vis other countries (e.g. Janssen et al. 2011; Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010). On the 
one hand, the Netherlands are more similar to large European countries than to the United 
States: income inequality is relatively low21 but the education system is highly stratified 
(from age 13), which would imply a preference of cultural over economic boundaries. 
Furthermore, the Netherlands share with other European countries a large state subsidised 
cultural sector and a significant public broadcasting system (Janssen et al. 2011), which 
might imply a high esteem for ‘high culture’. On the other hand, the Dutch egalitarian and 
pragmatist ideal is more similar to the US. The Netherlands has a weaker aristocratic and a 
stronger mercantile tradition than other European countries, and there has been more 
social mobility (ibid.). Recent studies have indicated that the Dutch do not like to speak in 
terms of class (Van Eijk 2013), even compared to Americans (Terwijn 2008: 252, n6), and 
                                                            
19 See also the references below. For overviews and critical remarks, see Peterson (2005: 261) and Katz-
Gerro (2011). 
20 Both Bourdieu and the later omnivore studies focus on the Western world, with a few exceptions on 
Eastern Europe (e.g., Bukodi 2007; Zavisca 2005) and Latin America (e.g., Torche 2007). Non-Western 
countries have not been considered in this debate. See Daloz (2007; 2010) for a discussion on Bourdieu, with 
many examples of economic distinction from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. Cf. Moro (2004) on the 
emergence of cultural hierarchy in three Asian countries. 
21 The Gini index (an inequality measure, in which 0 represents the lowest inequality and 100 the highest) is 
estimated as 31, compared to 28 for Germany, 33 for France, 36 for the UK, and 41 for the US (source: 
World Bank, published on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_income_equality, visited 21 
May 2012). 
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fathers do (Van Wel et al. 2006). Causes that are mentioned for these gender differences 
are the different ways in which boys and girls are socialised (young girls attend more 
music and art classes) and the fact that women more often work in the cultural and 
educational sector (Christin 2012).17 When studying actual tastes rather than participation, 
the differences between men and women are far more significant in the fields of television, 
film and reading – all narrative forms of culture – than in music and the visual arts 
(Bennett et al. 2009). Several authors found that taste differences between men and 
women are larger among lower educated people than within the higher strata of society 
(Bourdieu 1984: 380-4; Kuipers 2006: 52).  
 On the other hand, the production, distribution and reviewing of art have since long 
been – and are still – dominated by men (e.g. Tuchman & Fortin 1980; Schmutz & Faupel 
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17 These were the main effects in Christin’s regression analysis, which also left a sizable difference 
unexplained. Lizardo (2006) did not find proof for the latter factor because the gender differences are even 
larger within economic sectors. 
18 The left bank and the right bank of the river Seine, in Paris. 
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participation and other aspects of the cultural world (e.g. Katz-Gerro 2002; Lizardo & 
Skiles 2009).19 In some of these studies, the French appear to draw strong cultural and 
social boundaries and to attach status to ‘high culture’. This is somewhat similar to the UK 
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19 See also the references below. For overviews and critical remarks, see Peterson (2005: 261) and Katz-
Gerro (2011). 
20 Both Bourdieu and the later omnivore studies focus on the Western world, with a few exceptions on 
Eastern Europe (e.g., Bukodi 2007; Zavisca 2005) and Latin America (e.g., Torche 2007). Non-Western 
countries have not been considered in this debate. See Daloz (2007; 2010) for a discussion on Bourdieu, with 
many examples of economic distinction from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. Cf. Moro (2004) on the 
emergence of cultural hierarchy in three Asian countries. 
21 The Gini index (an inequality measure, in which 0 represents the lowest inequality and 100 the highest) is 
estimated as 31, compared to 28 for Germany, 33 for France, 36 for the UK, and 41 for the US (source: 
World Bank, published on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_income_equality, visited 21 
May 2012). 
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that they look down less on lower-class people than the British do, despite their equally 
strong opinions on lower-class tastes (Friedman & Kuipers 2013).  

Some characteristics of the Netherlands are more specific, unlike large European 
countries and the US. The small size of the country and its strong trading tradition are said 
to have made the Dutch open to people with different worldviews and for foreign cultural 
products (such as American popular culture), whereas France, for instance, is more 
protective of its own culture.22 Dutch schools, public television and newspapers pay more 
attention to popular culture than their French and German counterparts (Janssen et al. 
2011; Bevers 2005). This intermediate and ambiguous position makes the Netherlands a 
highly interesting case to study actual perceptions of and opinions on cultural hierarchy, 
related to people’s distinctive practices.23  
 
 

Organisation of the dissertation  
 
In order to unravel the different definitions of ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ discussed earlier in 
this introduction, I will begin this dissertation with a critical discussion of the diverging 
historical and sociological accounts of the social construction and possible deconstruction 
of cultural hierarchy in the course of time. I argue that, since the nineteenth century, two 
different hierarchical logics – a classic one and a modern one, based on different criteria – 
are competing, which confuses our understanding of cultural hierarchy as a whole. I partly 
follow Lizardo in his thesis that the modern hierarchical logic eventually led to the partial 
downfall of this hierarchy. This understanding can end the confusion and reconcile the 
relativistic omnivore studies with Bourdieu’s distinction theory.  
 In the second chapter, I will present the methodology of my research in more 
details than I did above. I will argue that a combination of methods – qualitative open 
interviews and the quantitative ranking of items – is the best way to study cultural 
hierarchy. I will explain the logic of the questionnaire, the reasoning behind the ranking 
assignment and the sampling procedure. Also, I discuss the intricate interaction between 
respondent and interviewer that is often ignored: diverging presentations of self, the 
construction of opinions on the spot and diverging interpretations of concepts used by the 
interviewer (such as ‘culture’ and ‘art’).  
 The empirical part of the dissertation starts with a focus on the quantitative part of 
the research, which studies hierarchical perceptions and classifications: the results of the 
card ranking question. Chapter 3 shows that in music there is an almost unanimous 

                                                            
22 Recently, this self-image of tolerance has come under attack due to increasing critique on migrants, whom 
many Dutch accuse of not sharing tolerant attitudes (towards women, homosexuals, etc.). 
23 Other intermediary countries might be Belgium (cf. Vander Stichele 2007) and the Scandinavian countries 
(e.g. Hjelbrekke 2010). 
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consensus on the nature of high and low culture, regardless of people’s personal taste. I 
will show the logic behind this hierarchy and explain some of the deviations. 
 However, recognising specific cultural hierarchies is only one way of studying 
cultural hierarchy, as I argued above. Chapter 4 looks at hierarchical practices, i.e. the way 
people talk about their own and others’ tastes during the open interview, and opinions. 
Indeed, many aspects of hierarchical thinking can be recognised in people’s distinctive 
practices, which will be described in great detail. However, the opposite appears to be just 
as significant: many respondents express egalitarian, individualist and anti-elitist opinions. 
Chapter 4 analyses these two contrasting narratives.  

This duality of narratives does not imply, however, that there are simply two 
opposing groups of people. Chapter 5 presents respondents who are often ambivalent 
about distinction and cultural hierarchies and who use both the hierarchical and the 
egalitarian ‘repertoire’ in the same interview. I will describe who these people are, how 
these ambivalences come across and what causes these mixed feelings. Also, this chapter 
zooms in on the people who neither use the hierarchical nor the egalitarian repertoire, but 
who only express themselves in a neutral way when speaking about taste. 
 Whereas chapters 4 and 5 deal with the ways people perceive and value their own 
and others’ tastes, chapter 6 discusses how they try to explain these tastes. Sociologists 
often explain taste differences with parental background, secondary socialisation (school) 
and other variables (age, gender). How people themselves interpret these differences, 
however, has never been researched. Chapter 6 fills this gap by exploring people’s 
narrated taste biographies as well as their classifications of people with similar and 
different tastes. It shows that people use both structural influences and individual agency 
as explanatory factors. 
 In the final chapter, 7, I will scrutinise which criteria people apply to explain their 
personal likes and dislikes, as compared to the way they define high and low culture. 
Characteristics such as craftsmanship, complexity and originality have often been 
discussed as a by-product of broader taste research, often in terms of the ‘pure’ versus the 
‘popular’ aesthetic (Bourdieu), but have never been thoroughly analysed. I will show that 
the higher educated are not only more omnivorous than people with less education with 
regard to their taste, but also with regard to the criteria they apply. Furthermore, I 
demonstrate that people describe high culture more with classic criteria than with modern 
criteria such as originality, which brings me back to the discussion in chapter 1 on the 
genesis and nature of cultural hierarchy. 
 In the conclusion, I answer the research questions and discuss the theoretical 
implications, by focussing on the tensions between the practices and definitions of and 
opinions on cultural hierarchy. I conclude with suggestions for further research, for 
instance on practices and perceptions of social stratification in general. 
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Notes to the reader 
 
This is an English language book about research that took place in the Netherlands. 
Although the subject of this research is intended to be relevant to readers all over the 
(Western) world, many of the examples are from Dutch society and culture. Excluding 
these examples without losing the richness of the data would have been impossible. 
Instead, I tried to make the text as comprehensible as possible for non-Dutch readers. Not 
only will I explain Dutch examples immediately when necessary, I also use asterisks (*), 
which refer to an alphabetic glossary in appendix 1.24 This glossary contains all Dutch 
examples that appear throughout this book: not only singers and TV shows, but also 
untranslatable concepts (volks, fout) as well as a section on the Dutch education system. 
Regarding the quotes, I try to stay as close to the original as possible. Sometimes I literally 
translate Dutch sayings, accompanied by an explanation. 

The respondents in this dissertation were promised anonymity. Therefore, I use 
pseudonyms: all respondents are referred to by fictitious first names. For reasons of 
consistency, I refer to older people with first names too. Their names are followed by four-
digit codes, which can be looked up in appendix 2: an overview of the main characteristics 
of the respondents. The codes are explained below. 
 
The first letter refers to his/her status group:  
Higher educated (with higher educated parents) 
Upwardly mobile (higher educated with lower educated parents) 
Lower educated (with lower educated parents) 
 
The second letter is age:  
Old (born before 1945) 
Middle-aged (born 1945-1965) 
Young (born 1965-1985) 
 
The third letter is gender: 
Male 
Female 
 
For example, UYF3 is the third upwardly mobile young female respondent. 
  
                                                            
24 The Dutch names that appear on the cards that respondents ranked (André Hazes, Frans Bauer, etc.) and 
that are mentioned many times throughout the book will not be marked with an asterisk each time they 
appear in the text. Naturally, they do appear in the glossary. 
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As is customary in reports on qualitative research, quotes longer than two lines are printed 
in a smaller font and are set off as block quotations. The bold lines in these quotes 
indicate the words by the interviewer, myself. 
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Chapter 1 
 

The rise and fall of cultural hierarchy?  
A historical analysis 

 
 

For centuries there has been a cultural hierarchy, for centuries there was an elite that had the 
will and the power to maintain it. At the end of the last century, due to new media, commerce 
and the power of mass audience it has ended. (…) The novel is, partially due to this 
equalisation of high and low culture, losing its place at the centre of culture. 
(Oek de Jong, NRC Handelsblad 22-3-2013, my translation). 

 
Both people who defend cultural hierarchy and those who criticise this high–low 
distinction, or claim that it has faded, often fail to realise that this hierarchy has not always 
existed in this form. Although ‘high culture’ is often perceived as a rich tradition that has 
recently come under attack by iconoclastic proponents of popular and mass culture and by 
egalitarian omnivores, this ‘tradition’ is not as old as many, such as novelist Oek de Jong 
above, think it is. Furthermore, the introduction showed there are conflicting definitions of 
cultural hierarchy: is high culture morally better, more complex or more innovative than 
low culture; or does it simply consist of the preferences of high status people? In order to 
better understand both these diverging interpretations of cultural hierarchy and its alleged 
fading in recent decades, this chapter will analyse its emergence in the course of time. 

Authors who analysed the sociogenesis of cultural hierarchy do not agree on the 
exact nature of this process, nor on the period when it started. Many scholars date this 
cultural shift in the late nineteenth century, but others trace it back to the fifteenth century. 
This huge gap is partly due to the geographic scope of analysis. A classic book on the 
matter, Highbrow / lowbrow: the emergence of cultural hierarchy in America by historian 
Lawrence W. Levine (1988), deals with – as the title indicates –the history of hierarchical 
distinctions in the United States. The institutionalisation of ‘legitimate culture’ in this 
country around 1880 was partly a deliberate imitation of the European example, which 
apparently already existed at the time. Another possible cause of conflicting timings is the 
focus on different cultural domains: Levine mainly discusses the theatre and classical 
music, whereas others speak about the visual arts (e.g., Kempers 198725) or emphasise 
literature (e.g., Bourdieu 1996).  

Finally, and most importantly, the different interpretations of the process are 
connected with diverging definitions of cultural hierarchy. When one defines it as the 

                                                            
25 However, Kempers does not speak in terms of cultural hierarchy, and he downplays the social significance 
of early cultural distinction, as we will see later. 
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cultural stratification between elites and common people with regard to the sheer 
possession of artistic objects, one may date its beginnings in Antiquity, or even before. 
Levine (1988) and Peterson (1997) on the other hand describe the rise of the explicit 
division between an institutionalised ‘high culture’ and mass-produced ‘popular culture’, 
starting in the nineteenth century. However, this was the culmination of distinctive 
practices by ‘civilised’ and ‘refined’ elites, which started some centuries before (Abbing 
2009; cf. Burke 1978; Kempers 1987; Smithuijsen 2001). This civilisation narrative is 
ignored by Bourdieu himself (1984; 1996), as well as by Lizardo (2008), who both focus 
on the autonomisation of art by artistic bohemians in the Romantic era and the nineteenth 
century. This narrative in its turn is overlooked by the former authors. Confusion is the 
result. 

Surprisingly, no one seems to integrate these different processes into one coherent 
analysis of the emergence of cultural hierarchy in a long-term perspective.26 This chapter 
tries to fill this gap, in order to unravel the relation between cultural distinction and 
cultural hierarchy, and to better understand the alleged waning of cultural hierarchy since 
the second half of the twentieth century. I define cultural hierarchy as the outcome of 
specific cultural distinction practices by certain groups in society. This definition is both 
inclusive, in the sense that it involves different elites and their respective distinctive 
practices, and exclusive, because it does not involve the stratification of the sheer 
possession of art. The analysis takes into account the subsequent emergence of (sometimes 
mutually exclusive) criteria for arts appreciation and cultural distinction, such as grandeur, 
craftsmanship, civilisation, complexity and innovativeness.27  

I argue that the Romantic ideal of innovative and authentic art led to a second 
hierarchical logic in the nineteenth century, which juxtaposed the previously germinated – 
and at the time still developing – hierarchy based on civilisation and complexity. 
Elaborating on Lizardo (2008), I contend that this novel distinctive practice and perhaps 
alternative hierarchy eventually undermined the hierarchy based on the first logic. This 
analysis can clear up the present-day confusion on either the existence or the waning of 
cultural hierarchy and, hence, of cultural distinction. 

This chapter is based on secondary literature solely, as historical-sociological 
analysis is not the main focus of the dissertation. This analysis is presented largely in a 
chronological order, starting in the late Middle Ages, but will also go back and forth in 
time when describing different processes that took place simultaneously (e.g., in the 
nineteenth century). Furthermore, it does not give a complete account of art history, but 

                                                            
26 After writing this chapter, I did find two authors who discuss both processes. Boëthius (1995a) interprets it 
as primary and secondary cultural differentiation, but he describes the latter as distinction within the 
bourgeoisie solely and he concludes that both differentiations have faded. Storey (2003: 32-42) does not 
integrate both – briefly discussed – processes either. 
27 The present use of these criteria by my respondents is the subject of chapter 7. 
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rather highlights certain periods that mark important changes with regard to distinctive 
processes and hierarchy formations. 
 
 
The social construction of cultural hierarchies 
 
The unimportance of cultural distinction in the late Middle Ages 
 
If one argues that distinctive and hierarchical practices started to emerge in a certain time, 
it is necessary to begin with showing why these practices did not exist before. However, it 
is very difficult to prove this non-existence. The further one goes back in history, the 
lesser is known about people’s actual tastes and opinions. Therefore, I have to rely on 
other’s interpretations of original sources and I have to weigh their plausibility.  

Until the fifteenth century, art was not regarded as having a function in itself. 
Besides sheer decorative, entertaining and political functions, most art had a religious 
meaning. Painters produced frescos and icons, depicting Jesus, the Virgin Mary, Biblical 
representations and Saints. Churches, convents, and mendicant orders commissioned 
artists specific tasks, which they executed to the best of their ability (Kempers 1987: 104-
7). One aim of these artworks was to educate the illiterate, who could better understand the 
Bible through images, and another to improve memorisation of Biblical stories among the 
literate (Baxandall 1972: 40-45). Consequently, art had to be comprehensible; symbols 
that are nowadays only understood by art historians and religious people were then equally 
interpreted by clergymen and illiterates (ibid.). They were ‘drawn from a “cultural 
repertoire” (...) that was widely shared across social groups’ (Lizardo 2008: 7; italics in 
orig.).28 Therefore, Lizardo (2008) claims that there was no distinction yet based on 
divergent ‘cultural competence’ to ‘understand’ art (cf. Hauser 1982: 551-5).  

Furthermore, in most parts of Europe, until the sixteenth century there was no 
significant spatial and cultural stratification between elites and the common people. 
Although European societies were socially highly stratified, different strata shared their 
cultural participation to a large extent. British historian Peter Burke (1978: 23-29) 
describes how in different (rural) parts of Europe the upper classes and the educated 
enjoyed the same folksongs, how ‘rich and poor, nobles and commoners attended the same 
sermons’ (p. 25), and how clowns performed ‘at courts as well as taverns’ (ibid.).29 Still in 

                                                            
28 In response to Lizardo, Trentmann (2008) argues that this logic does not apply to references to Antiquity, 
which could only be understood by classically trained people. Furthermore, Baxandall (1972: 86-102) claims 
that geometrical forms and ratios were only understood by people with secondary education (including most 
tradesmen), but there is no particular reason to believe that this knowledge was the basis for cultural 
distinction. 
29 There are also exceptions, such as the poetry by medieval troubadours in the eleventh to thirteenth century 
that was restricted to the court (e.g., Maso 2010). 
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cultural stratification between elites and common people with regard to the sheer 
possession of artistic objects, one may date its beginnings in Antiquity, or even before. 
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26 After writing this chapter, I did find two authors who discuss both processes. Boëthius (1995a) interprets it 
as primary and secondary cultural differentiation, but he describes the latter as distinction within the 
bourgeoisie solely and he concludes that both differentiations have faded. Storey (2003: 32-42) does not 
integrate both – briefly discussed – processes either. 
27 The present use of these criteria by my respondents is the subject of chapter 7. 
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rather highlights certain periods that mark important changes with regard to distinctive 
processes and hierarchy formations. 
 
 
The social construction of cultural hierarchies 
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sermons’ (p. 25), and how clowns performed ‘at courts as well as taverns’ (ibid.).29 Still in 

                                                            
28 In response to Lizardo, Trentmann (2008) argues that this logic does not apply to references to Antiquity, 
which could only be understood by classically trained people. Furthermore, Baxandall (1972: 86-102) claims 
that geometrical forms and ratios were only understood by people with secondary education (including most 
tradesmen), but there is no particular reason to believe that this knowledge was the basis for cultural 
distinction. 
29 There are also exceptions, such as the poetry by medieval troubadours in the eleventh to thirteenth century 
that was restricted to the court (e.g., Maso 2010). 
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the late sixteenth century, William Shakespeare – nowadays consecrated as the pinnacle of 
high culture – presented his plays in public theatres. Both common Londoners and Queen 
Elizabeth and her household shared their enjoyment for the fights and vulgar jokes as well 
as the royal intrigues and moral messages (Schama 2012; cf. Burke 1978: 277).30 Burke 
(pp. 27-29) claims that elites, despite their contempt for the common people, did not 
associate this culture with these common people, but instead perceived it as the common 
culture of the region or country where they all lived (cf. De Meyer 2004: 134). 
Furthermore, many (rural) aristocrats and priests were illiterate themselves. A small 
number of literate noblemen and clergymen studied the ‘great tradition’, but according to 
Burke they perceived it as a field different from common culture in which they also 
participated, not necessarily a superior field. Although ‘the great tradition was serious, the 
little tradition was play’ (Burke 1978: 28), at the time these traditions were probably 
simply juxtaposed or in a minor degree asymmetrical, rather than implying distinction (De 
Meyer 2004: 134).31  
  
 
Size, grandeur and craftsmanship: Early signs of cultural distinction 
 
Thus, until early sixteenth century Europe, elites and common people often enjoyed 
culture together and also interpreted it in the same way, which implies a lack of cultural 
distinction, and of cultural hierarchy based on distinction. However, elites did derive status 
from the possession and display of art since long before the fifteenth century. This was 
mostly based, though, on possession as such, representing wealth differences. The size and 
grandeur of paintings and murals were the basic attributes for distinction. Reflecting on 
Bourdieu, Kempers (1987: 356/7, note 42) claims that ‘large, colourful, and expensive 
[art] counted as beautiful, impressive and thus representing status’ (my translation32).  

However, Lizardo (2008: 4-8) argues that distinctions based on the possession of 
art (‘objectified cultural capital’) do not form the basis for an actual cultural hierarchy, as 
people probably made no other distinctions within art other than by size and grandeur. 
Furthermore, Kempers (1987) states that most artistic status display in early fourteenth 
century Italian city-states was purely dedicated to the collective: the Church (frescos in 

                                                            
30 This is shown excellently in the motion picture – though fictitious – Shakespeare in love (John Madden, 
1998). In the United States the mixing of social classes at cultural venues still occurred in the nineteenth 
century. Levine (1988: 13-45) describes vividly how Shakespeare’s plays were rarely performed as a whole, 
but rather as a potpourri of scenes, combined with acts from other cultural disciplines, such as arias from 
famous operas, vaudeville acts, jugglers, magic shows – in short: with lots of spectacle. Not only did various 
people enjoy cultural shows together, they also behaved in about the same way.  
31 Later, Burke downplayed these statements somewhat, as we do not know whether elites ‘participated in 
the same way as people for whom popular culture was all the culture they had’ (Burke 1997: 130). 
32 The book was translated into English (see Kempers 1992), but it was hard to retrieve the exact quotes. 
Therefore, I translated quotes from the original Dutch version myself. 
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cathedrals) and the city (secular art in city halls). Ostentatious display by individuals or 
families was taboo (Kempers 1987: 184-7). In Italy, the ‘stylisation of social inequality’ 
(p. 207, my translation) began only in fourteenth and fifteenth century Florence, where 
rich merchant families started to build large villas and family chapels, decorated with the 
most beautiful paintings and murals (p. 189-207). Kempers describes this development as 
an increasing privatisation, secularisation, and aristocratisation of art. This process was 
continued in the sixteenth century in other parts of Italy, such as Rome.  

Elites could not only derive status from the size and grandeur of the art they 
possessed, but also from the craftsmanship being displayed. This was also a product of 
money: the richest patrons could pay the highest salary for the best artists. For ages, 
painters and sculptors have only been admired for their craftsmanship. Artists were hired 
by the church, the state and rich patrons to produce a certain piece of art. The profession of 
artist was similar to that of a carpenter or a smith. They were not supposed to deviate from 
the assignment, to be ‘original’, but to just make what they were asked for, to the best of 
their abilities. Of course they innovated over time – one of the most important attributes to 
evaluate artists today – but these innovations were solely meant to improve the ‘objective’ 
quality of the work. In the case of painting, for instance, the degree of realism rose during 
the centuries due to better use of colours and light, and due to new mathematical insights, 
such as on perspective (Baxandall 1972; Kempers 1987). Great artists were able to 
‘reproduce observations in a true to nature, elegant and well-proportioned way’ (Kempers 
1987: 357, n. 46, my translation) and to paint the smallest details (Baxandall 1972: 17-23). 
Because of their superior craftsmanship, the greatest artists of the Renaissance, such as 
Raphael and Michelangelo, acquired a lot of status at the royal and papal courts. Several 
master painters were identified by their specific styles, but these too were described in 
terms of craftsmanship and of impact on the viewer (ibid.: 23-27). The increasing 
‘consciousness of the development of and diversity in style’ was only ‘an aside within a 
generally accepted frame of thought on professional expertise’ (Kempers 1987: 357, n. 
46).  

Hence, originality and authenticity, present-day norms for art appreciation, were 
not valued yet; Bourdieu’s ‘aesthetic disposition’ could not yet function as a tool for 
distinction. Nowadays, Michelangelo is admired as a genius innovator who followed his 
inspiration, but this is a nineteenth century romanticisation (ibid.: 277-284; 309-12; cf. 
Bourdieu 1996: 315-9; Baxandall 1972).33 In the seventeenth century Netherlands – the 
Golden Age of Rembrandt and others – originality and authenticity were increasingly 
appreciated by art buyers, yet still in a narrow sense. Increasing price distinctions between 
originals and copies show that patrons preferred one-of-a-kind paintings (or the first 
version of a series) to which the ‘master painter’ contributed significantly compared to his 
                                                            
33 Michelangelo and others were surely admired, and the great art historian Vasari contributed to this in the 
sixteenth century, but not for being innovative. 
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assistants. This signifies originality in the sense of uniqueness and authorship rather than 
actual innovativeness (De Marchi & Van Miegroet 1996). Rembrandt’s innovations in his 
later career were only valued since the Romantic era (Schama 2006: 178).  
 
 
Aesthetic refinement and professionalisation: The first logic of cultural hierarchy 
 
Between 1500 and 1900 an actual cultural hierarchy gradually emerged and 
institutionalised, based on elite distinctions that went further than the price of art, as 
manifested in size, grandeur and displayed craftsmanship. A complex interplay of 
civilisation and professionalisation processes resulted in a specific domain of ‘the fine 
arts’ and later ‘high culture’, which was perceived as morally better, more civilised and 
refined, and more complex than common culture. 

As we have seen, until about 1500 the elites and the common people in Europe 
often enjoyed culture together. In the course of the sixteenth century, however, the elites 
distinguished themselves more and more from the common people. An important factor 
was the church, which between 1500 and 1650 increasingly expressed moral objections 
towards common culture. All kinds of practices and activities were condemned for being 
pagan or immoral: ‘Festivals were denounced as occasions of sin, more especially of 
drunkenness, gluttony and lechery, and as encouraging servitude to the world, the flesh, 
and the Devil’ (Burke 1978: 212). Both Catholics and Protestants condemned these 
practices, either by adapting common culture or by abolishing it. The reformers aimed to 
reach the common people with their higher moral values and their more purified culture, 
but the unintentional effect was a growing distinction between the educated and the 
illiterate (pp. 207-243). The former group was growing, due to the expansion of education 
in Europe over the centuries (pp. 250-9). Both processes went hand in hand with a 
civilising process in more general terms, which paved the way for a more significant 
cultural distinction. 

During the sixteenth and seventeenth century, the increasing spatial separation 
between religious, and later secular, elites on the one hand, and the common people on the 
other, gradually spread over Europe, culminating in French king Louis XIV’s move to 
Versailles in 1682 (Burke 1978: 276). This separation also led to more cultural distinctions 
between classes. Artists no longer appeared in courts and taverns; the English upper 
classes built private theatres to enjoy Shakespeare’s plays amongst themselves. 
Furthermore, people from different classes increasingly spoke different languages: elites 
for example favoured ‘national’ language over regional ‘dialects’ (pp. 270-281). These 
processes went together with an increasing ‘civilisation’ of behaviour, a self-control of 
impulses, and a cultivation of style (p. 271; Elias 1994 [1939]). ‘Civilised’ nobles started 
to distinguish from the common, ‘uncivilised’, people, with whom they used to share 
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manners and customs only a few generations ago. In the sixteenth century, everyone still 
celebrated Carnival together, but in the late eighteenth century, the diversions of this feast 
were described by a French writer as ‘a coarseness which makes the taste for them 
resemble that of pigs’ (Mercier 1782, quoted by Burke 1978: 273).  
 This civilising process was the effect of continuous power struggles and distinctive 
practices between different members of the elite. When the lower aristocracy imitated the 
refined behaviour of the higher aristocracy, the latter had to distinguish further with even 
more refined behaviour, and so on (Elias 1994 [1939]).34 The same counts for the status 
display by means of large villas with impressive paintings and murals, complemented in 
the eighteenth century with ever larger private orchestras. During the sixteenth century the 
distinction based solely on size and impression made space for more sophisticated 
distinctions. Italian merchant families, for instance, increasingly displayed their intellect. 
Private libraries and studies became status symbols, both in real life and on painted 
portraits (Kempers 1987: 267-9). In ‘academies’, aristocrats, men of learning, as well as 
artists (who had gained status themselves), gathered to discuss (classical) art and literature, 
with which they elevated themselves above others (pp. 327-332). In the course of the 
eighteenth century, both learning and establishing a pronounced taste became more 
important among elites, who in their salons wished to converse with ‘men of letters’ (Kale 
2004: 35, on France). 
 Civilisation and intellectualisation went together with an increasing 
professionalisation, autonomisation and formalisation of art. In 1568 for instance, Giorgio 
Vasari completed a seminal work on the history of art, which he described as a progressive 
process of increasing control of techniques, and which was based on theoretical insights 
from classical and contemporary writers. This resulted in a high professional ideal – both 
practical and theoretical – that artists should apply (Kempers 1987: 333-9). The process of 
autonomisation and formalisation can also be recognised in the field of music. In early 
seventeenth century Italy, Monteverdi was the first composer to develop a music genre 
that was not rooted in religion: his secular music appealed more to the mind and the heart. 
Furthermore, composers increasingly described in minute detail how their pieces should 
be performed. Musicians were taught the rules of conduct during a concert, particularly 
concerning body language (Smithuijsen 2001: 36-46). 

The civilisation of listeners emerged in a later stage. For a long time aristocrats 
attended concerts not so much for listening to music, but rather as entertainment during 
                                                            
34 In the Netherlands, this distinction between higher and lower elites was less strong. The Calvinist and non-
aristocratic Dutch elites of the seventeenth century ‘were proud of not being idle, overdressed nobility’ 
(Schama 2006: 140, italics in orig.). Furnée (2007) does describe in detail the elite stratification in a later 
period – the nineteenth century – in The Hague: the aristocracy, patricians, high civil servants, officers, free 
and (semi-)intellectual professions, bourgeoisie, and others all distinguished from each other and hardly ever 
mingled socially. The 1856 initiative for a zoo in which the elites would mingle caused high uproar. Within 
the Netherlands, however, The Hague was an extreme case, as elites in other Dutch towns were still more 
bourgeois.  
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social gatherings. There was no urge to remain silent yet, but people chatted, walked 
around, ate and drank. No one paid much attention to the compositions or to the way these 
were performed. During a European tour, Mozart complained in his letters about the 
rooms with the set tables and about the indifferent audiences with their loud noises in 
several of the cities where he performed (Smithuijsen 2001: 58-67, 88-91). Only in the late 
eighteenth century, a number of groups in society started to take music more seriously and 
began to distinguish themselves from those who listened to music in a less formalised way 
(Smithuijsen 2001). DeNora (1991) situates this early practice in Vienna, between 1790 
and 1800, where certain aristocrats developed an ‘ideology of serious music’, as Dowd 
(2008) called it. When one could no longer distinguish oneself by the size of the house 
orchestra (Hauskapelle), one had to find a qualitative attribute of distinction: funding 
‘great men’ such as Beethoven, who composed more ‘complex’ music. This counted as 
‘good taste’ in these circles (DeNora 1991). Furthermore, the bourgeoisie increasingly 
distinguished itself from the aristocracy, particularly in Northern Europe and in Paris. 
Bourgeois circles established collegia musica, in which amateurs played music together in 
a highly formalised way, with high quality standards. The small groups of listeners were 
bound by strict rules of behaviour, such as arriving on time, not leaving early, keeping 
silent, and listening with full concentration. This was a response to the chatting and eating 
practices of both aristocrats and the ‘commercial’ opera scene (Smithuijsen 2001).  
 During the nineteenth century, these more civilised rules of conduct and formal 
criteria to judge art were gradually established all over the cultural domain. Even the 
behaviour of lower class spectators during vaudeville acts became regulated (Smithuijsen 
2001: 93-95).35 Specific actors, mainly conductors, played a pivotal role in this 
development. In the United States, for example, conductor Theodore Thomas and critic 
J.S. Dwight actively taught the audience both the ‘pure’ value of music and the serious 
concert etiquette, because they became more and more irritated by their audience’s loud 
and gross manners. ‘Silence is to music what light is to painting’, composer Edward 
Baxter Perry said in 1892 (quoted in Levine 1988: 190). This emphasis on civilised 
behaviour contains a strong moral undertone. The fine arts were presented as morally 
better than popular entertainment, and if ‘the fine arts were civilizing, fine arts 
appreciation came to be seen as a sign of virtuous character’ (Peterson 1997: 82, italics in 
orig.).  

Besides the high moral value, also the supposed refinement and complexity of the 
high arts (a result of increased formalisation) caused social distinction. One had to put 
considerable efforts into understanding high cultural objects, and it therefore took a long 
time before one was able to appreciate them. ‘Culture required training’ (Levine 1988: 

                                                            
35 Smithuijsen argues that this eventually led to an all-encompassing duty to remain silent in concert halls 
that still rules today and that prevents many (upwardly mobile and younger) music lovers from attending (cf. 
Abbing 2009, who wishes to challenge these strict rules). 
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213), and those who did train – and who had the time and money to train – could 
distinguish from those who did not, or less. Hence, the elite could use the ability to 
appreciate complex art with a high moral value to recognise each other and to exclude the 
increasing number of social climbers from their circles (Peterson 1997).36  
 
 
High vs. low culture: The institutionalisation of cultural hierarchy 
 
In the nineteenth century these processes culminated in an institutionalisation of 
‘high(brow) culture’, as opposed to ‘low(brow) culture’. Cultural objects were 
increasingly classified, categorised, and canonised, in order to maintain status positions 
(Abbing 2009: 53). The new ‘canon’ of high culture also became part of (national) school 
curricula, which resulted in the continuous reproduction of its status (Bourdieu 1984). 
Several still existing prestigious institutions were established or built in the same time 
period. In Vienna, although the Wiener Philharmoniker was founded in 1840, it only 
performed continuously from 1860 on, and the concert hall Musikverein was built in 1870. 
Paris got its Opéra (Palais Garnier) in 1875; Berlin its Philharmonic Orchestra in 1882; 
Amsterdam both its Concertgebouw (concert building) and its Concertgebouw Orchestra 
in 1888 – just a few dates to illustrate this same development in several European 
countries.37  

Levine (1988: 109-132) describes in more detail why and how this process took 
place in the US, which happened at a much faster pace than in their great example, 
Europe. The actors who ‘taught’ the audience how to behave at a concert, such as 
conductor Theodore Thomas (see above), eventually founded their own orchestras, funded 
by rich patrons.38 Out of discontent with the behaviour of the audience of touring 
orchestras, they initiated orchestras for their ‘own kind of people’. The effect was a further 
‘sacralisation’ of high culture. Similar developments took place in the theatre. Furnée 
(2007) shows how noblemen and patricians in The Hague from the 1850s to 1870s strived 
to lift the standards of the theatre, which in their view had been debased and which only 
attracted lower classes.39 One of the initiators, the lawyer A.W. Jacobson, called them:  
 

[those] of the Hague audience who go out to entertain themselves, rather than to enjoy, to 
learn, to taste intellectual pleasure after exacting labour. (Jacobson 1873, quoted in Furnée 
2007: 294, my translation, italics in Furnée).  

                                                            
36 This process started in late eighteenth century Vienna too, but was initially only short-lived (DeNora 
1991).  
37 Based on several internet sources. 
38 Thomas founded the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 1891, ten years after the first permanent symphony 
orchestra in the US was founded in Boston. 
39 Furnée shows that the perceptions at the time did not correspond with reality. The actual theatre visitors 
were mainly from the middle class and partly the bourgeoisie (2007: 251-272). 
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They succeeded in winning back the upper classes by ameliorating the level of acting and 
the degree of realism (both aspects of craftsmanship). Other examples of this elevation and 
sacralisation of art can be found in museums (the places with a bric-a-brac of objects made 
room for ‘temples’ with authentic artworks; Levine 1988: 70-78; 146-155) and in ballet 
(from an exhibitionist and vulgar kind of acrobatics to high art; Di Maggio 1992: 38-43).40  
 This institutionalisation and sacralisation of the fine arts, as compared to more 
popular art forms, also became visible in language. In English language books, the term 
‘high culture’ emerged around 1830 and reached a temporary peak in 1880, as figure 1.1 
shows.41 There are some search results in the late eighteenth century too, but these only 
refer to civilisations or to agriculture, as did the word ‘culture’ itself at the time. ‘High art’ 
(not included in the figure) follows around the same line as ‘high culture’, though its first 
peak was somewhat sooner and higher; and since 1960 it does not reach as high as ‘high 
culture’ anymore.42 Its antonym ‘low culture’ is nearly non-existent, until a slight increase 
after 1970. The steep rise of the use of ‘high culture’ after 1980 is probably due to the 
emergence of its new antonym ‘popular culture’ (not included in the figure), which rises 
since the 1970s until a peak of about 4.8 times higher than ‘high culture’ in the year 2000. 
This concept rarely occurred before 1940.43  
 
Figure 1.1 Percentage of the terms ‘high culture’, ‘low culture’, ‘highbrow’, and ‘lowbrow’ 
in English language books, between 1750 and 2000 (source: Ngram) 

 
 

                                                            
40 In the US, the tour of the famous Russian company Ballets Russes in the 1910s was a first step to status, 
but it took until the 1930s before ballet was recognized by elites as high art (DiMaggio 1992: 38-43).  
41 Ngram is a Google search tool which counts words and phrases in a large sample (of 6,000 books per 
year) of English language books, both British and American. The numbers on the y-axis mean the percentage 
of all words that the particular words occur (in the case of ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ the percentage of 
all combinations of two words). See http://books.google.com/ngrams. 
42 The term ‘fine arts’, however, has been much more common during the entire period, though its antonym 
‘popular arts’ has not. 
43 Ngram is available for several languages, but unfortunately Dutch is not one of them. In French, ‘haute 
culture’ initially follows around the same line as ‘high culture’, but it reaches its peak only around 1920, 
after which it falls back. Unlike ‘high culture’, it does not rise again after 1960. 
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The graph also shows the striking popularity of the word ‘highbrow’ in the first half of the 
twentieth century. It was coined around 1880 (the opposite ‘lowbrow’ stems from circa 
1900), in the wake of phrenological practices. In the nineteenth century, skulls were 
measured in order to trace personalities (such as the criminal mind) and to categorise 
races. It refers to the height of the brow or forehead. Intelligent and Caucasian highbrows 
were positioned on top; dumb and black lowbrows at the bottom of the human ladder 
(Levine 1988: 221-3). Most present-day users of these words will not be aware of this 
quasi-biological and even racist etymology.  

Thus, the increasing cultural distinction by the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, 
from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, both amongst each other and in contrast to the 
common people, eventually resulted in the institutionalisation of ‘high(brow) culture’. The 
ever more refined distinctions were based on civilised rules of conduct, formal and 
rational principles, and the allegedly required intellect to understand ‘complex’ cultural 
objects. Civilisation (linked to morality), aesthetic refinement, and formality (complexity) 
formed the first logic of a cultural hierarchy, which I call the ‘classic logic’.  
 
 
Authenticity and innovation: An alternative logic of cultural hierarchy 
 
Originality, authenticity and aversion to commercialism do not play a role in the above 
narrative, but constitute the rise of a second logic of cultural hierarchy, starting in the late 
eighteenth and developing in the nineteenth century, which I call – by lack of a better term 
– the ‘modern logic’. Therefore, in this section we will begin by moving back the clock 
about one hundred years.  

In the second half of the eighteenth century, the upcoming middle classes and 
bourgeoisie increasingly criticised the aristocracy for being insincere. The nobility liked 
classical art, which represented nature in an idealistic way, without deriving pleasure from 
it. Campbell argues that even hedonistic excesses such as drinking were not meant for 
pleasure but rather for (masculine) status competition (Campbell 1987: 154-172). The 
same counts for the non-aristocratic dandies, who cultivated a refined taste and who 
equally controlled their emotions (ibid.: 167-172). The upcoming bourgeoisie, on the 
contrary, developed a cult of sentimentalism, in which the feeling and expression of 
emotions was highly valued. Sensibility became an important religious virtue for middle 
classes, due to a new, emotional, interpretation of the puritan ethic (ibid.: 107-142). This 
found its way in their art preferences: picturesque rather than idealistic images, for 
instance of animals and children (ibid.: 148-154). Some of them objected to the universal 
classical aesthetics by the nobility and proposed an individualist and intuitive taste instead 
(ibid.: 154-6). They were, in other words, searching for more sincere, or ‘authentic’, 
personal tastes (ibid.: 173-9) and for art that represented more ‘authentic’ emotions.  
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 In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century this new ethic, critical of 
civilisation, developed into Romanticism. One of its pillars was the upcoming progressive 
movement that desired a better society, based on the same Enlightenment principles that 
guided more conservative artists. Progressive painters such as Delacroix rejected the 
idealistic ‘academic’ painting and promoted a ‘cult of ugliness’ instead.44 Conservatives 
accused them of subversion and hence immorality (Witcombe 1995). Furthermore, the 
Romantics rediscovered the common people in the countryside, comparable to Rousseau’s 
‘noble savages’. Folk art represented the ‘authentic’ and ‘pure’ culture of the ‘nation’, 
untouched by the rationality and artificiality of high art, nor by commercial values and 
urban industrialisation (see below). People such as the Grimm brothers allegedly 
wandered around the countryside of Germany, in search for old folk tales: the basis of 
their still known, yet highly adapted, fairytales (Burke 1978: 3-22; 281-6; Storey 2003: 1-
15). 

Romanticism also influenced the image of the artist. Creativity, imagination and 
individual inspiration were preferred over artificiality and civilisation (Campbell 1987: 
181-7; Guignon 2004: 70-77). Painters and writers emerged who struggled, without being 
constrained by the market nor by patronage, to give their own personal vision of the world. 
More and more artists perceived themselves as a ‘heroic figure (...), a rebel whose 
originality is measured by how far he is the victim of incomprehension and how much 
scandal he arouses’ (Bourdieu 1996: 133). The ‘bohemian lifestyle’ emerged: living in 
poverty, working at purely individual art, while opposing the ‘artificial’ bourgeoisie (ibid.: 
48-57; 357 n1; Campbell 1987: 195-200). This movement progressed significantly in the 
course of the nineteenth century. The autonomisation of art that emerged in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century further developed into a situation in which artists and 
writers increasingly defined their own rules and criteria for good art, rather than following 
their patron’s or the market’s rules. They chose their own subjects, without moral 
objections. French writer Gustave Flaubert, one of the main proponents of this movement, 
wrote in a letter in 1852:  

 
[T]here are no noble subjects or ignoble subjects; from the standpoint of pure Art one might 
almost establish the axiom that there is no such thing as subject – style in itself being an 
absolute manner of seeing things. (Flaubert 1852, quoted by Bourdieu 1996: 106) 

 
Style, or form, became of more importance than the contents or external function of art, let 
alone economic gain. New styles of painting, composing and writing were invented. What 
Flaubert and Baudelaire meant for literature, Impressionist painters meant for the visual 
                                                            
44 These painters were influenced by Dutch painters such as Rembrandt, who already left classical idealism 
behind him in the seventeenth century in order to produce down-to-earth depictions of both Biblical scenes 
and Amsterdam dignitaries and merchants – yet still with widely admired craftsmanship. This might be 
caused by the bourgeois rather than aristocratic elite in the seventeenth century Netherlands (Schama 2006). 
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arts – both fields influenced each other (Bourdieu 1996). The first non-traditional 
paintings that Manet wanted to exhibit, in 1863, were refused by the bourgeois oriented 
Salon, which did include the more gradual innovations of Romanticism.45 This led him 
and colleagues to organise an annual ‘Salon des Refusés’ (Salon of the Refused). 
Originality and innovativeness in subject and style as well as the artist’s authenticity 
became of growing importance. In the early twentieth century, this resulted in a 
‘“permanent revolution” of stylistic innovation’ (Lizardo 2008: 13), for example by a 
decreasing degree of naturalness and increasing abstraction. The producers of these ever 
new art styles came to be known as ‘the avant-garde’. Furthermore, the fast increasing 
number of artists oriented themselves more and more towards their colleagues and other 
members of the emerging art world rather than to the rest of society. They became each 
other’s sources of inspiration and each other’s critics; the idea of l’art pour l’art, art for 
art’s sake, gained importance (Bourdieu 1996).46 Formal aspects, which Bourdieu calls the 
‘pure aesthetic’, appeared as new criteria to judge art. Campbell (1987: 195-200) argues 
that this ‘aestheticism’ bares similarities to both bohemian Romanticism and to the 
aristocratic self-control of emotions: one has to respond in a detached way to abstract art 
that does not immediately stimulate one’s senses or invoke emotions. Furthermore, it now 
became more difficult and contested to separate good art from bad than in the time when 
craftsmanship was the main criterion. Cultural specialists such as critics and dealers 
emerged who possessed a large knowledge of art history and hence the skills to determine 
good (innovative, and so on) art. That is, they claimed to have these skills, and these skills 
were ascribed to them by others in the art world (cf. Bourdieu 1986: ‘symbolic capital’). 

People in and around this emerging art world distinguished themselves from those 
who still appreciated art for what it represents, for its moral value, or for a specific 
purpose outside art. They protested against both the ‘official’ cultural hierarchy and the 
logic of commercial success among the new bourgeoisie (cf. Adang & Van Steenderen 
1999). Bourdieu (1996: 71-77) describes how Flaubert both opposed ‘bourgeois’ art 
(which he perceived as conservative and as commercially oriented) and ‘social art’ (the 
anti-bourgeois, progressive movement which was not oriented towards art itself either).47 
People from the bourgeoisie in their turn loathed experimental and ‘immoral’ innovations 
which were propagated by the new Modernist artists and critics. This was the beginning of 
the ‘dualist structure’, the continuous struggle between two competing ideologies of 
cultural value (pp. 113-125): ‘between the Bohemian avant-garde and the Bourgeois 
philistines’, as Ollivier (2008b: 2) puts it. Adang & Van Steenderen (1999: 140) argue that 

                                                            
45 This initial rejection had more to do with the depiction of a nude woman in a non-classical environment, 
but rejections of later works were related to the non-realist style. 
46 This early nineteenth century expression was promoted more explicitly by the French novelist and critic 
Théophile Gautier in the 1850s (Witcombe 1995). 
47 However, Flaubert was ambivalent about his goals: on the one hand he wanted to be taken seriously by the 
bourgeois ‘Académie’, whose values he on the other hand rejected (pp. 87-94; cf. Campbell 1987: 200). 
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constrained by the market nor by patronage, to give their own personal vision of the world. 
More and more artists perceived themselves as a ‘heroic figure (...), a rebel whose 
originality is measured by how far he is the victim of incomprehension and how much 
scandal he arouses’ (Bourdieu 1996: 133). The ‘bohemian lifestyle’ emerged: living in 
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wrote in a letter in 1852:  

 
[T]here are no noble subjects or ignoble subjects; from the standpoint of pure Art one might 
almost establish the axiom that there is no such thing as subject – style in itself being an 
absolute manner of seeing things. (Flaubert 1852, quoted by Bourdieu 1996: 106) 

 
Style, or form, became of more importance than the contents or external function of art, let 
alone economic gain. New styles of painting, composing and writing were invented. What 
Flaubert and Baudelaire meant for literature, Impressionist painters meant for the visual 
                                                            
44 These painters were influenced by Dutch painters such as Rembrandt, who already left classical idealism 
behind him in the seventeenth century in order to produce down-to-earth depictions of both Biblical scenes 
and Amsterdam dignitaries and merchants – yet still with widely admired craftsmanship. This might be 
caused by the bourgeois rather than aristocratic elite in the seventeenth century Netherlands (Schama 2006). 
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arts – both fields influenced each other (Bourdieu 1996). The first non-traditional 
paintings that Manet wanted to exhibit, in 1863, were refused by the bourgeois oriented 
Salon, which did include the more gradual innovations of Romanticism.45 This led him 
and colleagues to organise an annual ‘Salon des Refusés’ (Salon of the Refused). 
Originality and innovativeness in subject and style as well as the artist’s authenticity 
became of growing importance. In the early twentieth century, this resulted in a 
‘“permanent revolution” of stylistic innovation’ (Lizardo 2008: 13), for example by a 
decreasing degree of naturalness and increasing abstraction. The producers of these ever 
new art styles came to be known as ‘the avant-garde’. Furthermore, the fast increasing 
number of artists oriented themselves more and more towards their colleagues and other 
members of the emerging art world rather than to the rest of society. They became each 
other’s sources of inspiration and each other’s critics; the idea of l’art pour l’art, art for 
art’s sake, gained importance (Bourdieu 1996).46 Formal aspects, which Bourdieu calls the 
‘pure aesthetic’, appeared as new criteria to judge art. Campbell (1987: 195-200) argues 
that this ‘aestheticism’ bares similarities to both bohemian Romanticism and to the 
aristocratic self-control of emotions: one has to respond in a detached way to abstract art 
that does not immediately stimulate one’s senses or invoke emotions. Furthermore, it now 
became more difficult and contested to separate good art from bad than in the time when 
craftsmanship was the main criterion. Cultural specialists such as critics and dealers 
emerged who possessed a large knowledge of art history and hence the skills to determine 
good (innovative, and so on) art. That is, they claimed to have these skills, and these skills 
were ascribed to them by others in the art world (cf. Bourdieu 1986: ‘symbolic capital’). 

People in and around this emerging art world distinguished themselves from those 
who still appreciated art for what it represents, for its moral value, or for a specific 
purpose outside art. They protested against both the ‘official’ cultural hierarchy and the 
logic of commercial success among the new bourgeoisie (cf. Adang & Van Steenderen 
1999). Bourdieu (1996: 71-77) describes how Flaubert both opposed ‘bourgeois’ art 
(which he perceived as conservative and as commercially oriented) and ‘social art’ (the 
anti-bourgeois, progressive movement which was not oriented towards art itself either).47 
People from the bourgeoisie in their turn loathed experimental and ‘immoral’ innovations 
which were propagated by the new Modernist artists and critics. This was the beginning of 
the ‘dualist structure’, the continuous struggle between two competing ideologies of 
cultural value (pp. 113-125): ‘between the Bohemian avant-garde and the Bourgeois 
philistines’, as Ollivier (2008b: 2) puts it. Adang & Van Steenderen (1999: 140) argue that 

                                                            
45 This initial rejection had more to do with the depiction of a nude woman in a non-classical environment, 
but rejections of later works were related to the non-realist style. 
46 This early nineteenth century expression was promoted more explicitly by the French novelist and critic 
Théophile Gautier in the 1850s (Witcombe 1995). 
47 However, Flaubert was ambivalent about his goals: on the one hand he wanted to be taken seriously by the 
bourgeois ‘Académie’, whose values he on the other hand rejected (pp. 87-94; cf. Campbell 1987: 200). 
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avant-garde artists placed traditional and bourgeois art outside of the cultural field: 
distinctions from former avant-gardes became more important than from academism and 
commercialism. In the Netherlands, the anti-bourgeois movement, both in society as a 
whole (e.g., the labour movement) and in art, only started in the 1880s, when, due to 
economic growth, artists were no longer solely dependent on their upper-class patrons 
(Van Uitert 2002; Aerts 2002).  

This process led Bourdieu (1984) to distinguish between the economic and cultural 
elite, according to the amount of economic and cultural capital one possesses (see 
introduction). Despite his analysis of the emergence of this dual structure in the nineteenth 
century (Bourdieu 1996) and its continuation in the twentieth century (Bourdieu 1984), he 
did not describe the situation as two rival – classic versus modern – logics of distinction, 
and thus as two opposing cultural hierarchies.48 However, since the nineteenth century 
high culture can be interpreted both as consecrated and ‘conservative’ art and as 
innovative avant-garde art. Both logics lead to cultural distinction: on the basis of 
civilisation and refinement on the one hand, and on the basis of originality and authenticity 
on the other. What complicates this contrast is that both logics also share one principle: 
the alleged complexity of (high) art. The bourgeois (and initially aristocratic) distinction 
by means of the ability to ‘train’ for understanding complex art and for restraining the 
initial emotional response is comparable to the bohemian distinction by the ability to learn 
to appreciate ever new forms of art that do not appeal to the senses immediately, such as 
abstract art and a-tonal music (cf. Campbell 1987: 195-200). Furthermore, the contrast is 
made more complex due to the continuous recycling of art forms: when the new avant-
garde has replaced the previous one, the latter is often (though not always) consecrated, 
canonised and embraced by the bourgeoisie after all.  

The neglect of this contrast, the shared importance of complexity and the circular 
process between avant-gardes contribute to the confusion when discussing cultural 
hierarchy and its waning today. Before moving to this recent discussion, however, I will 
present developments towards more refined hierarchies than simple high–low distinctions.  
 
 
Kitsch, middlebrow, popular and mass culture: Distinctions from lower and middle 
classes 
 
Above, I sketched the emergence of ‘high(brow) culture’, which more or less split into 
two different forms in the nineteenth century. We saw that it is the result of cultural 
distinctions among different elites, both within aristocratic and bourgeois circles and 
between bourgeoisie and bohemians. People mainly distinguish from those who are close 
                                                            
48 Nor did Schulze (1992: 142-150), who did discuss both ‘harmonious’ classic art and innovative modern 
art as two elements of high culture, but who blends it into one style of enjoying art.  
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and aspiring and who therefore form a threat to their own status, rather than from people 
further down the ladder (Bourdieu 1984: 479; cf. Elias 1998). The ever more refined 
distinctions between good and bad taste are comparable to Freud’s ‘narcissism of minor 
differences’ (cf. Blok 1998).  

In the seventeenth and particularly the eighteenth century, however, more and 
more people distinguished themselves from middle and lower classes, due to the 
emergence of commercial capitalism and the commercialisation of culture. Population 
growth, urbanisation, increasing wealth, and technical innovations affected the production 
of (standardised) items enormously. This included cultural items such as books. Increasing 
literacy laid the foundation for a growing market for books, starting in North-western 
Europe (Burke 1978: 244-259).49 Artists and writers were no longer dependent on patrons, 
but they more and more produced for the market (following Dutch painters from the 
seventeenth century). Popular books, such as novels, were published for a potentially 
unlimited audience, in particular the upcoming middle class – the precursor of what we 
now call ‘popular culture’ (Lowenthal 1961).  

Critics of this commercialisation of culture argued that popular books were less 
rooted in regional or local settings than traditional folk culture described in the previous 
section. Furthermore, market orientation led to more standardisation and homogenisation, 
in order to reach the ‘average’ reader. This phenomenon was criticised by those who 
wanted to defend ‘true’ art with a high aesthetic value (ibid.). Following this Romantic 
critique, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century new terms were coined to label 
these different kinds of commercial culture: kitsch, the middlebrow, mass culture, and 
popular culture respectively.  

In the late nineteenth century, the term ‘kitsch’ was introduced, initially referring 
to mass-produced cultural items sold at tourist art markets (cf. Elias 1998 [1935]). Not 
only folk culture was eclipsed, many critics said that ‘high culture’, too, became more and 
more popularised by means of mass production. They criticised the imitators of ‘real’ art 
for producing ‘kitsch’, a derogatory term referring to ‘pseudoart, art in a cheap, sugary, 
sentimental form, a falsified mendacious representation of reality’, as Hauser (1982 
[1974]: 590) would later put it. Kitsch was allegedly consumed by members of urban 
(lower) middle classes, who aspired to consume art that they could not afford (Greenberg 
1956 [1946]). Due to the popularity of these imitations of ‘good taste’, the originals often 
lost their exclusive, and therefore distinctive, character (cf. Ward 1991: 11). 
 Somewhat related is the concept ‘middlebrow’ (cf. Macdonald 1956 [1953]; 
Peterson 1997), which was coined in the early twentieth century as an intermediate 
addition to ‘highbrow’ (ca. 1880) and ‘lowbrow’ (ca. 1900). Around 1930 a ‘battle of the 

                                                            
49 Campbell (1987) explains modern consumerism – in a Weberian style – in light of changing religious 
ideas: certain emotions such as longing and pleasure became important puritan virtues. He argues that both 
consumerism and its antithesis, Romanticism, unintentionally sprung from the same neo-puritan ethic. 
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emergence of commercial capitalism and the commercialisation of culture. Population 
growth, urbanisation, increasing wealth, and technical innovations affected the production 
of (standardised) items enormously. This included cultural items such as books. Increasing 
literacy laid the foundation for a growing market for books, starting in North-western 
Europe (Burke 1978: 244-259).49 Artists and writers were no longer dependent on patrons, 
but they more and more produced for the market (following Dutch painters from the 
seventeenth century). Popular books, such as novels, were published for a potentially 
unlimited audience, in particular the upcoming middle class – the precursor of what we 
now call ‘popular culture’ (Lowenthal 1961).  

Critics of this commercialisation of culture argued that popular books were less 
rooted in regional or local settings than traditional folk culture described in the previous 
section. Furthermore, market orientation led to more standardisation and homogenisation, 
in order to reach the ‘average’ reader. This phenomenon was criticised by those who 
wanted to defend ‘true’ art with a high aesthetic value (ibid.). Following this Romantic 
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popular culture respectively.  

In the late nineteenth century, the term ‘kitsch’ was introduced, initially referring 
to mass-produced cultural items sold at tourist art markets (cf. Elias 1998 [1935]). Not 
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49 Campbell (1987) explains modern consumerism – in a Weberian style – in light of changing religious 
ideas: certain emotions such as longing and pleasure became important puritan virtues. He argues that both 
consumerism and its antithesis, Romanticism, unintentionally sprung from the same neo-puritan ethic. 
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brows’ burst out in British periodicals. Self-acclaimed middlebrow writers criticised 
highbrows for being too ‘intellectual’ and estranged from ordinary readers (Collini 2006: 
110-9). One of the addressed, Virginia Woolf, hit back in a letter that was posthumously 
published in 1942. She wore the epithet ‘highbrow’ with pride and distinguished herself 
from middlebrow people, who, in her view, only like canonised dead art, and who do not 
have the capacity to decide for themselves what is good or bad within contemporary 
culture (Woolf 1942: 115-9).50 In the Netherlands, a similar debate was going on in 1939 
between Christian and middle-class writers on the one hand, who attacked intellectuals 
and defended ‘decent’ literature, and intellectuals, such as Menno ter Braak, on the other 
(Van Boven 2012). Both Woolf and the American journalist Russell Lynes (1949), who 
elaborated on the distinction between high-, middle-, and lowbrow, stated that highbrows 
look down on middlebrows, but embrace the ‘simple’ and ‘authentic’ lowbrows:  
 

The highbrows would apparently like to eliminate the middlebrows and devise a society that 
would approximate an intellectual feudal system in which the lowbrows do the work and 
create folk arts, and the highbrows do the thinking and create fine arts. (Lynes 1949: 333) 

 
This embrace of ‘authentic’ ‘folk arts’ went hand in hand with critique on the enormous 
expansion of mass cultural production in the twentieth century, largely due to 
technological innovations. The invention of sound recording and filming paved the way 
for the mass production of music records and films respectively. More and more cultural 
products – both high and low – could now be distributed widely against low costs. 
Although this also implied the larger accessibility of ‘high culture’, many working- and 
middle-class people still did not participate in this part of the cultural realm. They started 
to flock together to see the latest Hollywood movie and, somewhat later, to buy the newest 
popular music record, rather than to see vaudeville acts and plays in the theatre (cf. Levine 
1988: 70-78; Lizardo 2008: 15-16). ‘Popular culture’ was born, a term that – according to 
Ngram figures – only started to increase in English language books in the 1940s.51 The 
adjective ‘popular’ does not so much refer to the degree of popularity, although popular 
culture as a whole appeals to more people than ‘high culture’ does, but to the common, the 
ordinary: it is the culture ‘of the people’.  
 This emergence of mass produced popular culture, or ‘mass culture’52, led to strong 
distinction practices by several elites. The main critique was aimed at the commercial 

                                                            
50 In these views we can recognise both the avant-garde critique on bourgeois culture and the highbrow 
critique on what Bourdieu (1984: 318-371) would later call the class of ‘cultural goodwill’: middle-class 
people who vainly aspire to move up the ladder and to connect to the upper classes. 
51 The title of Peter Burke’s book, Popular culture in early modern Europe (1978), to which I often referred 
in previous sections, is therefore anachronistic. 
52 Ngram shows that the terms ‘mass culture’ and ‘popular culture’ rose to prominence from the 1940s to the 
1960s evenly, but after 1970 ‘popular culture’ increased its lead enormously. 
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goals and homogenising effects of the popular culture industry, rather than at its 
consumers. It was believed that: 
 

… in order for this industry to be profitable, it must create a homogeneous and standardized 
product that appeals to a mass audience; and that this requires a process in which the industry 
transforms the creator into a worker on a mass production assembly line, requiring him or her 
to give up the individual expression of his own skill and values (Gans 1999 [1974]: 30).  

 
In other words: high culture (but also the older forms of folk culture53) is seen as better 
than popular culture because it is more heterogeneous and because it is created by 
‘creative’ and ‘authentic’ artists, who put their hearts and souls into it. Mass culture has 
‘such a leveling effect that the special norms and values of individual attitudes and 
products often fall victim to equalization’, as Marxist sociologist Hauser (1982 [1974]: 
597) puts it. This emphasis on individualism and authenticity and this distinction from 
commercialism and homogeneity existed before (see above; cf. Tocqueville 1956 [1840]), 
but the rise of mass culture strongly enlarged the importance of this alleged contradiction. 
This critique was expressed by Marxist thinkers such as Horkheimer and Adorno (2002 
[1944]; cf. Adorno 1956 [1954]). Adorno despised the capitalist ‘culture industry’, which 
aimed – in his view – to control ‘the masses’, the ‘suppressed’ and ‘passive’ working-class 
people, by infusing them with authoritarian and conservative messages and keeping them 
from resistance (cf. Gans 1999 [1974]: 29-88; Hauser 1982 [1974]: 583). A nice example 
is this Disney critique by the American socialist critic Irving Howe: 
 

On the surface the Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse cartoons seem merely pleasant little 
fictions, but they are actually overladen with the most competitive, aggressive and sadistic 
themes. Often on the verge of hysteria, Donald Duck is a frustrated little monster who has 
something of the SS man in him and whom we, also having something of the SS man in us, 
naturally find quite charming... (Howe 1956 [1948]: 499) 

 
Because folk culture was not eclipsed completely by mass or popular culture, some 
present-day scholars reject the high–low or high–popular dichotomy and replace it with a 
triangle of high, popular, and folk culture (Schulze 1992; cf. Frith 1996: 36-42; Van Eijck 
& Lievens 2008). This triangle is complicated too, however, because the word ‘folk’ 
nowadays has different meanings. Besides the original meaning of ‘authentic’, non-
commercial, and local culture, it often refers to a particular genre in popular culture, 
especially in music. In this sense, folk music is based on and popularises this ‘authentic’ 
local music (such as Pete Seeger); for instance by promoting acoustic instruments (e.g., 
                                                            
53 Hauser (1982 [1974]: 562-597) explains the popular–folk distinction in a less plausible way, with 
increasing urbanisation. City dwellers fall victim to boredom and therefore seek entertainment and sensation 
in popular culture. In the folk oriented countryside, however, ‘[t]he peasant does not get bored; when he has 
nothing to do, he sleeps.’ (p. 580). 
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Mumford & Sons), or by commercialising local music genres (e.g., Clannad, for Irish 
music).54  
 Mass culture critique also came from the other end of the ideological spectrum. 
Conservative thinkers, such as Ortega y Gasset (1932: 7-13), attacked popular culture 
because they resented and feared the rising power of the masses. They believed that high 
culture, and society as a whole, was in danger due to the growing masses, supported by the 
culture industries (Gans 1999 [1974]: 29-88). These mass culture critiques, as well as the 
embrace of folk culture, follow the second, modern, logic of cultural hierarchy, which 
hails authenticity and originality.55 However, conservatives who mainly used religion in 
their opinion followed the first, classic, logic of cultural hierarchy. They used strong moral 
arguments to oppose popular culture, similar to their opposition to avant-garde art. They 
protested against the obscenities of ‘vulgar’ or ‘brutal culture’. Jazz music, frivolous 
dances, Hollywood films and comic books were held responsible for corrupting the youth, 
who therefore should be protected. The targets of these moral thinkers were later extended 
to, among others, rock ‘n roll, commercial television, hip hop, and video games (e.g. 
Bennett 2001; Ter Bogt 1997; cf. Boëthius 1995b for a discussion on ‘moral panics’).  
 
Although we saw in this section that cultural hierarchy is the result of several distinction 
processes over a long period of time, one might expect that, at a certain point, the process 
is ‘finished’. Classical music, the opera, certain stage plays, ‘real’ literature, museums, and 
ballet have become part of the high cultural domain, whether or not the division between 
conservative and innovative art is taken into account. Popular music, film, and – later – 
television count as popular culture, or perhaps as low culture. Finally, this dichotomy is 
sometimes extended to a triangle, including more ‘authentic’ folk culture.  

It is, in this view, the same situation that Bourdieu faced during his research in the 
1960s, which he presents in a rather universal way. Indeed, in the introduction we saw that 
many scholars still use this rigid classification in order to measure high and popular 
culture practices and tastes. In a certain way, they have a point, as the correlations between 
these practices and status indicators such as level of education remain strong until today. 
However, this view ignores ongoing processes during the twentieth and early twenty-first 
century. These processes have often been described as the decline of cultural hierarchy, 
and hence of cultural distinction, although many still speak of high and low culture. The 
next section will give an overview of these changes and will both present and criticise 
common explanations. The eventual aim is to give an alternative explanation, based on the 
insights gained in the previous sub-section on the two different hierarchical logics, based 

                                                            
54 The Dutch version of the word, volks, is even different from the former two: it refers to ‘lowbrow’ and 
often mass-produced Dutch language songs (comparable to German Schlagers). 
55 Paradoxically, Marxists also criticise consumers’ desire for ever new innovations, which in their view is 
fuelled by the industry (cf. Campbell 1987: 207-210). 
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on different sets of criteria. This will shed light on the puzzle on the existence or waning 
of cultural hierarchy according to divergent definitions. 
 
 

The end of distinction? The alleged fading of cultural hierarchies 
 
In the second half of the twentieth century, many say, the boundaries between high and 
low culture have become blurred, cultural hierarchy has weakened, and – consequently – 
cultural distinction has diminished. Due to the increased following of popular culture, the 
desacralisation of high culture, the mixing of both in ‘postmodern’ art forms such as pop 
art, and increasing individualisation in society, the clear boundaries that had emerged in 
the few centuries before – and which were perceived as ‘traditional’ – disappeared.  
 This view has been put forward by postmodernists and thinkers of ‘high’ or ‘late 
modernity’, who stressed the increasing individualism in the choices of lifestyle and 
cultural taste. In cultural sociology, the idea has been linked to the rise of ‘cultural 
omnivores’: literally people who like or consume everything, but mostly defined as those 
(often high status people) who like many things – particularly combining items from high 
and low culture. Although omnivorousness is often presented as a negation of Bourdieu’s 
distinction theory, many scholars have downplayed this rigid contradiction. In this section, 
I sketch these presumed changes in society. I will interrupt the section by a discussion of 
the thesis of cultural omnivores, as positioned between the Bourdieuian view and 
postmodern thoughts: how can people with broad and allegedly individual tastes still be 
distinctive? Next, I continue the historical thread of this chapter by showing ongoing 
dynamics in cultural hierarchy as well as distinctions made within popular culture. Finally, 
this historical analysis helps me to develop a new perspective, which will be tested in 
subsequent chapters. 
 
 
An individualist and non-hierarchical era? 
 
The notion of the waning of cultural hierarchy has often been associated with 
postmodernism. Starting in architecture, art became more and more eclectic, mixing many 
styles into new hybrid forms. Pop art is an excellent example of a deliberate mix of high 
and low, by creating art out of advertisements or comic books (cf. Wilterdink 2002a: 196; 
Jameson 1991). Not only art itself, also its consumers became more eclectic. It is assumed 
that ‘postmodern’ consumers choose whatever they like. This idea corresponds with 
certain notions of the individualisation of society: people do not follow the prescriptions of 
their class, their families or their religion anymore, but find their own way. They form, so 
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Mumford & Sons), or by commercialising local music genres (e.g., Clannad, for Irish 
music).54  
 Mass culture critique also came from the other end of the ideological spectrum. 
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protested against the obscenities of ‘vulgar’ or ‘brutal culture’. Jazz music, frivolous 
dances, Hollywood films and comic books were held responsible for corrupting the youth, 
who therefore should be protected. The targets of these moral thinkers were later extended 
to, among others, rock ‘n roll, commercial television, hip hop, and video games (e.g. 
Bennett 2001; Ter Bogt 1997; cf. Boëthius 1995b for a discussion on ‘moral panics’).  
 
Although we saw in this section that cultural hierarchy is the result of several distinction 
processes over a long period of time, one might expect that, at a certain point, the process 
is ‘finished’. Classical music, the opera, certain stage plays, ‘real’ literature, museums, and 
ballet have become part of the high cultural domain, whether or not the division between 
conservative and innovative art is taken into account. Popular music, film, and – later – 
television count as popular culture, or perhaps as low culture. Finally, this dichotomy is 
sometimes extended to a triangle, including more ‘authentic’ folk culture.  

It is, in this view, the same situation that Bourdieu faced during his research in the 
1960s, which he presents in a rather universal way. Indeed, in the introduction we saw that 
many scholars still use this rigid classification in order to measure high and popular 
culture practices and tastes. In a certain way, they have a point, as the correlations between 
these practices and status indicators such as level of education remain strong until today. 
However, this view ignores ongoing processes during the twentieth and early twenty-first 
century. These processes have often been described as the decline of cultural hierarchy, 
and hence of cultural distinction, although many still speak of high and low culture. The 
next section will give an overview of these changes and will both present and criticise 
common explanations. The eventual aim is to give an alternative explanation, based on the 
insights gained in the previous sub-section on the two different hierarchical logics, based 
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on different sets of criteria. This will shed light on the puzzle on the existence or waning 
of cultural hierarchy according to divergent definitions. 
 
 

The end of distinction? The alleged fading of cultural hierarchies 
 
In the second half of the twentieth century, many say, the boundaries between high and 
low culture have become blurred, cultural hierarchy has weakened, and – consequently – 
cultural distinction has diminished. Due to the increased following of popular culture, the 
desacralisation of high culture, the mixing of both in ‘postmodern’ art forms such as pop 
art, and increasing individualisation in society, the clear boundaries that had emerged in 
the few centuries before – and which were perceived as ‘traditional’ – disappeared.  
 This view has been put forward by postmodernists and thinkers of ‘high’ or ‘late 
modernity’, who stressed the increasing individualism in the choices of lifestyle and 
cultural taste. In cultural sociology, the idea has been linked to the rise of ‘cultural 
omnivores’: literally people who like or consume everything, but mostly defined as those 
(often high status people) who like many things – particularly combining items from high 
and low culture. Although omnivorousness is often presented as a negation of Bourdieu’s 
distinction theory, many scholars have downplayed this rigid contradiction. In this section, 
I sketch these presumed changes in society. I will interrupt the section by a discussion of 
the thesis of cultural omnivores, as positioned between the Bourdieuian view and 
postmodern thoughts: how can people with broad and allegedly individual tastes still be 
distinctive? Next, I continue the historical thread of this chapter by showing ongoing 
dynamics in cultural hierarchy as well as distinctions made within popular culture. Finally, 
this historical analysis helps me to develop a new perspective, which will be tested in 
subsequent chapters. 
 
 
An individualist and non-hierarchical era? 
 
The notion of the waning of cultural hierarchy has often been associated with 
postmodernism. Starting in architecture, art became more and more eclectic, mixing many 
styles into new hybrid forms. Pop art is an excellent example of a deliberate mix of high 
and low, by creating art out of advertisements or comic books (cf. Wilterdink 2002a: 196; 
Jameson 1991). Not only art itself, also its consumers became more eclectic. It is assumed 
that ‘postmodern’ consumers choose whatever they like. This idea corresponds with 
certain notions of the individualisation of society: people do not follow the prescriptions of 
their class, their families or their religion anymore, but find their own way. They form, so 
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to speak, their own lifestyle (cf. Featherstone 1991: 86; Putnam 2000). Furthermore, in 
several Western countries strong and rigid hierarchies have been replaced by more 
egalitarian social relations, partly due to protests among younger generations in the 1960s 
and ’70s. Relations between classes, between parents and children and between teachers 
and pupils became less unequal and also less authoritarian and more informal (cf. Wouters 
2007). 

This waning of social hierarchy had its impact on cultural hierarchy. The 
participation in ‘high culture’ declined (e.g., Van Eijck et al. 2002), and hence its symbolic 
value (Prieur & Savage 2013). This is partly explained by changes in the educational 
system. After World War II, the increasing wealth and the expansion of higher education 
caused a tremendous upward mobility.56 More than ever, children from working and 
lower-middle class families were able to attend higher levels of secondary education and, 
subsequently, university. Also, due to technological change the working class shrunk in 
size; the transition to a ‘post-industrial’ society in which class boundaries have become 
less clear. The growing group of upwardly mobile young people were probably partially 
responsible for the status rise of low and popular culture from their parental milieu (Van 
Eijck 1998). Furthermore, since the 1960s the status of traditional high culture decreased, 
also at schools. In cultural education, the old Bildung ideal – one should get acquainted 
with high culture in order to become a better person – was replaced by a more democratic 
ideal of self-expression (Henrichs 1997).57  

A more specific cause of the waning of a sharp cultural hierarchy is the expansion 
of popular culture. Pop music, which emerged in the 1950s with rock ‘n roll, was 
specifically aimed for (and also made by) young people. This resulted in a specific ‘youth 
culture’, in which age played a more important role than class (despite class differences 
within youth culture). Due to increasing wealth and leisure time after World War II, young 
people had more money to buy records and transistor radios as well as more time to visit 
concerts and festivals (Bennett 2001: 7-23; cf. Janssen 2005). At the time, this music was 
seen as a youth phenomenon: when people grew older, they would leave it behind them 
(cf. SCP 1998: 728-9). Still in 1983, Simon Frith claimed that ‘the sociology of rock is 
inseparable from the sociology of youth’ (1983, quoted by Bennett 2013: 2). However, 
these predictions did not come true. People who were young in these decades continued to 
like pop music when they got older (Bennett 2001: 152-161; 2013). Furthermore, pop 
music has increasingly been taken seriously by consecrating institutions, such as ‘quality’ 
newspapers and universities, and as such rose on the cultural ladder (e.g. Janssen et al. 
2011; Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010). 
                                                            
56 In the Netherlands, this was symbolised by the 1968 Mammoetwet (Mammoth Law). However, unlike 
popular belief, this huge reform in secondary education did not cause a sudden change in upward mobility, 
as this was already a long term trend (Dronkers & De Graaf 1995). 
57 A third stage in art education that Henrichs describes is emancipatory goals for suppressed groups in 
society. 
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Hence, new generations became more and more acquainted with popular culture in 
their leisure time, whereas ‘high culture’ became less and less part of the curriculum, 
while at the same time social hierarchies were broken down. Some increasingly perceived 
high culture as just another subculture, equal to many popular subcultures (e.g., Seabrook 
2000). Cultural literacy came to mean knowledge of both King Lear and King Kong, 
Levine (1988: 243-9) concluded in the epilogue of his historical work on the nineteenth 
century hierarchy construction. Already in 1956, Rosenberg wrote in a pessimistic way 
that ‘[n]ever before have the sacred and the profane, the genuine and the specious, the 
exalted and the debased, been so thoroughly mixed that they are all but indistinguishable’ 
(Rosenberg 1956: 5). 
 
 
The omnivore debate: Tolerant or distinctive? 
 
The main sociological discussion on cultural taste in the last two decades has been around 
the concept of the ‘cultural omnivore’. In 1992, this term was coined by American 
sociologist Richard A. Peterson, in a paper written with Albert Simkus, to indicate the 
high number of people who like many musical genres, both from high and low/popular 
culture. They based their findings on the 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts 
(SPPA). Four years later, Peterson and Kern (1996) observed that the percentage of 
omnivores had increased between 1982 and 1992, when a new SPPA had been 
conducted.58 Both papers instigated a wide array of omnivore studies, in many different 
countries (see Peterson 2005 for an overview; cf. Katz-Gerro 2011).  

However, the notion of omnivorousness does not imply that tastes are developed 
completely individually, and hence most omnivore scholars keep their distance from 
postmodern views discussed above. Traditional institutions, such as family, class, and 
religion, have indeed lost much of their significance, but that does not automatically imply 
people’s choices have become an unpredictable chaos. Omnivore studies showed that 
tastes remain socially stratified, yet in a different way. It are mainly high status people 
who like many musical genres (both classical and popular), whereas low status people 
remain relatively ‘univore’. Peterson has called this an inverted pyramid (Peterson & 
Simkus 1992). In 1992, high status people liked even more ‘lowbrow’ genres than a 
decade before, even more than low status people did (Peterson & Kern 1996). Many other 
scholars from numerous countries have found similar findings (e.g. Katz-Gerro 2002; 
López Sintas & García Álvarez 2004). In the Netherlands, omnivorousness was linked to a 
specific generation: De Haan & Knulst (2000) and Van Eijck et al. (2002) found that 
Dutch people born in the 1950s are most likely to have an omnivorous taste, whereas later 
                                                            
58 Cf. De Haan & Knulst (2000: 99-102) for a similar rise in the Netherlands. Based on different methods, a 
(2013) downplays this rise. 
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to speak, their own lifestyle (cf. Featherstone 1991: 86; Putnam 2000). Furthermore, in 
several Western countries strong and rigid hierarchies have been replaced by more 
egalitarian social relations, partly due to protests among younger generations in the 1960s 
and ’70s. Relations between classes, between parents and children and between teachers 
and pupils became less unequal and also less authoritarian and more informal (cf. Wouters 
2007). 

This waning of social hierarchy had its impact on cultural hierarchy. The 
participation in ‘high culture’ declined (e.g., Van Eijck et al. 2002), and hence its symbolic 
value (Prieur & Savage 2013). This is partly explained by changes in the educational 
system. After World War II, the increasing wealth and the expansion of higher education 
caused a tremendous upward mobility.56 More than ever, children from working and 
lower-middle class families were able to attend higher levels of secondary education and, 
subsequently, university. Also, due to technological change the working class shrunk in 
size; the transition to a ‘post-industrial’ society in which class boundaries have become 
less clear. The growing group of upwardly mobile young people were probably partially 
responsible for the status rise of low and popular culture from their parental milieu (Van 
Eijck 1998). Furthermore, since the 1960s the status of traditional high culture decreased, 
also at schools. In cultural education, the old Bildung ideal – one should get acquainted 
with high culture in order to become a better person – was replaced by a more democratic 
ideal of self-expression (Henrichs 1997).57  

A more specific cause of the waning of a sharp cultural hierarchy is the expansion 
of popular culture. Pop music, which emerged in the 1950s with rock ‘n roll, was 
specifically aimed for (and also made by) young people. This resulted in a specific ‘youth 
culture’, in which age played a more important role than class (despite class differences 
within youth culture). Due to increasing wealth and leisure time after World War II, young 
people had more money to buy records and transistor radios as well as more time to visit 
concerts and festivals (Bennett 2001: 7-23; cf. Janssen 2005). At the time, this music was 
seen as a youth phenomenon: when people grew older, they would leave it behind them 
(cf. SCP 1998: 728-9). Still in 1983, Simon Frith claimed that ‘the sociology of rock is 
inseparable from the sociology of youth’ (1983, quoted by Bennett 2013: 2). However, 
these predictions did not come true. People who were young in these decades continued to 
like pop music when they got older (Bennett 2001: 152-161; 2013). Furthermore, pop 
music has increasingly been taken seriously by consecrating institutions, such as ‘quality’ 
newspapers and universities, and as such rose on the cultural ladder (e.g. Janssen et al. 
2011; Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010). 
                                                            
56 In the Netherlands, this was symbolised by the 1968 Mammoetwet (Mammoth Law). However, unlike 
popular belief, this huge reform in secondary education did not cause a sudden change in upward mobility, 
as this was already a long term trend (Dronkers & De Graaf 1995). 
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Hence, new generations became more and more acquainted with popular culture in 
their leisure time, whereas ‘high culture’ became less and less part of the curriculum, 
while at the same time social hierarchies were broken down. Some increasingly perceived 
high culture as just another subculture, equal to many popular subcultures (e.g., Seabrook 
2000). Cultural literacy came to mean knowledge of both King Lear and King Kong, 
Levine (1988: 243-9) concluded in the epilogue of his historical work on the nineteenth 
century hierarchy construction. Already in 1956, Rosenberg wrote in a pessimistic way 
that ‘[n]ever before have the sacred and the profane, the genuine and the specious, the 
exalted and the debased, been so thoroughly mixed that they are all but indistinguishable’ 
(Rosenberg 1956: 5). 
 
 
The omnivore debate: Tolerant or distinctive? 
 
The main sociological discussion on cultural taste in the last two decades has been around 
the concept of the ‘cultural omnivore’. In 1992, this term was coined by American 
sociologist Richard A. Peterson, in a paper written with Albert Simkus, to indicate the 
high number of people who like many musical genres, both from high and low/popular 
culture. They based their findings on the 1982 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts 
(SPPA). Four years later, Peterson and Kern (1996) observed that the percentage of 
omnivores had increased between 1982 and 1992, when a new SPPA had been 
conducted.58 Both papers instigated a wide array of omnivore studies, in many different 
countries (see Peterson 2005 for an overview; cf. Katz-Gerro 2011).  

However, the notion of omnivorousness does not imply that tastes are developed 
completely individually, and hence most omnivore scholars keep their distance from 
postmodern views discussed above. Traditional institutions, such as family, class, and 
religion, have indeed lost much of their significance, but that does not automatically imply 
people’s choices have become an unpredictable chaos. Omnivore studies showed that 
tastes remain socially stratified, yet in a different way. It are mainly high status people 
who like many musical genres (both classical and popular), whereas low status people 
remain relatively ‘univore’. Peterson has called this an inverted pyramid (Peterson & 
Simkus 1992). In 1992, high status people liked even more ‘lowbrow’ genres than a 
decade before, even more than low status people did (Peterson & Kern 1996). Many other 
scholars from numerous countries have found similar findings (e.g. Katz-Gerro 2002; 
López Sintas & García Álvarez 2004). In the Netherlands, omnivorousness was linked to a 
specific generation: De Haan & Knulst (2000) and Van Eijck et al. (2002) found that 
Dutch people born in the 1950s are most likely to have an omnivorous taste, whereas later 
                                                            
58 Cf. De Haan & Knulst (2000: 99-102) for a similar rise in the Netherlands. Based on different methods, a 
(2013) downplays this rise. 
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generations were more and more inclined to solely like popular culture. Hence, these 
scholars argue, the hierarchy of cultural tastes has changed rather than disappeared, with 
more diversity in the top and among young (and middle-aged) generations. Some of the 
omnivore scholars therefore attacked Bourdieu, either because they considered his theory 
to be outdated, uniquely French, or plain wrong. Several scholars who found a more 
diverse distribution of taste therefore claimed that they ‘falsified’ Bourdieu (e.g., 
Stokmans 2003). 

Since the cultural omnivores were first described, there have been debates on two 
issues: (1) whether they actually exist, and if so, who they are and with how many; and (2) 
what meanings they attach to their broad tastes, whether they are ‘still’ distinctive towards 
others’ tastes or not. I will remain brief on the first question, as it appears to be a matter of 
definition, operationalisation and statistical technique. Many scholars defined omnivores 
as those who combine (a high number of) high and low cultural activities or musical 
genres (Peterson & Kern 1996; Van Eijck 1998; De Haan & Knulst 2000; Van Eijck et al. 
2002; Emmison 2003; López Sintas & García Álvarez 2004). A serious shortcoming of 
this approach is the a priori categorisation of high and low culture, although some later 
scholars partially counter this by statistically clustering certain genres or activities which 
often occur together, for instance by means of factor analysis, and labelling the factors 
afterwards (Van Eijck 2001; Vander Stichele 2007; Coulangeon 2013b). Peterson revealed 
in 2005 that even the SPPA surveys on which he had based the increase of omnivores 
between 1982 and 1992 are not easy to compare, due to differences in sampling, 
questionnaire and coding. The deviation in statistical techniques between Bourdieu 
(multiple correspondence analysis) and many omnivore studies (often multiple regression) 
even makes Lahire conclude that the rise of omnivorousness is nothing more than a 
‘statistical artefact’ (quoted in Bennett et al. 2009: 19). He accuses Peterson and others of 

 
... an interpretative mistake (…) of a kind that is fairly classic in the social sciences: he 
confuses a change in the model of reality (the scientific point of view on the world) with a 
historic change of reality itself (in terms of the nature of cultural practices and relationships 
with culture). (Lahire 2008: 182, italics added) 

 
The second issue is which meanings omnivores – however one defines people with 

broad or boundary-crossing tastes – attach to their tastes. When people have a broad taste, 
easily combining items from traditional high and low (or popular) culture, does this mean 
that they do not make distinctions between high and low anymore? Several omnivore 
scholars tried to explain their findings with similar factors as discussed in the previous 
sub-section (e.g. Peterson 1996), but they complemented it with an emphasis on tolerance: 
broad tastes are the result of a high degree of openness for other tastes, and hence less 
distinction (e.g., Peterson & Kern 1996, cf. Ollivier 2008a). These scholars presumed that 
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high status people, while living in a more open society, increasingly learn how to deal with 
many different kinds of people. This attitude gained importance and thus became part of 
people’s habitus: they have ‘multicultural capital’ (Bryson 1996). However, omnivores are 
not necessarily open and tolerant towards others’ tastes. When one ‘tolerates’ something, 
one does not like it, but accepts that someone else does. Hence, it is not the basis for a 
broad taste. Besides, many ‘omnivores’ still dislike certain cultural objects or genres, 
specifically the ones liked most by lower classes (Bryson 1996). The question is whether 
they ‘tolerate’ others’ likes or look down on them.  

It has been suggested that omnivorousness is a new distinction marker in itself: 
omnivores might gain prestige out of their broad taste and their alleged openness and 
tolerance, and distinguish themselves from the ‘narrow-minded’ univores, whether these 
univores like high or low culture (Van Eijck 2000). Also the total amount of cultural 
participation, whether in ‘high’ or popular forms (which Sullivan & Katz-Gerro (2007) 
call ‘voraciousness’), might form a distinction marker (cf. Coulangeon 2013a). Finally, 
people might feel they replace class distinction with a more individual distinction, based 
on their own ‘unique’ and ‘authentic’ taste.  

Hence, omnivorousness and distinction do not exclude each other (cf. Vander 
Stichele 2007: 353-360), but we do not yet understand completely in what respect they are 
still related and what this means for practices and perceptions of cultural hierarchy 
(Wilterdink 2005). In the next sub-section I continue this chapter’s historical thread by 
taking a closer look at the criteria with which people value cultural items and distinguish 
between high and low. 
 
 
Auteur films and authentic hip hop: Continuous dynamics within cultural domains 
 
One problem with the a priori labels ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ is that they fail to recognise 
further dynamics in cultural hierarchy. The first part of this chapter showed how 
hierarchies are socially constructed in the course of time, but this process has never 
finished. During the twentieth century, more and more disciplines and genres followed 
about the same route. This section presents two illustrative cases: the discipline of film and 
the music genre jazz. 

Shortly after the first public screening in 1895, film was a travelling fairground 
attraction, in which people could gape in admiration at this amazing technical innovation. 
The production of fiction films and the founding of sedentary cinemas in the years 
following could not confer status to this new discipline yet, as it was still regarded as a 
cheap imitation of older genres such as photography (at the time not perceived as high 
culture in itself) and the theatre (Van Beusekom 1998). It was not until the 1920s that 
small groups of intellectuals began to take certain films seriously because of their aesthetic 
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generations were more and more inclined to solely like popular culture. Hence, these 
scholars argue, the hierarchy of cultural tastes has changed rather than disappeared, with 
more diversity in the top and among young (and middle-aged) generations. Some of the 
omnivore scholars therefore attacked Bourdieu, either because they considered his theory 
to be outdated, uniquely French, or plain wrong. Several scholars who found a more 
diverse distribution of taste therefore claimed that they ‘falsified’ Bourdieu (e.g., 
Stokmans 2003). 

Since the cultural omnivores were first described, there have been debates on two 
issues: (1) whether they actually exist, and if so, who they are and with how many; and (2) 
what meanings they attach to their broad tastes, whether they are ‘still’ distinctive towards 
others’ tastes or not. I will remain brief on the first question, as it appears to be a matter of 
definition, operationalisation and statistical technique. Many scholars defined omnivores 
as those who combine (a high number of) high and low cultural activities or musical 
genres (Peterson & Kern 1996; Van Eijck 1998; De Haan & Knulst 2000; Van Eijck et al. 
2002; Emmison 2003; López Sintas & García Álvarez 2004). A serious shortcoming of 
this approach is the a priori categorisation of high and low culture, although some later 
scholars partially counter this by statistically clustering certain genres or activities which 
often occur together, for instance by means of factor analysis, and labelling the factors 
afterwards (Van Eijck 2001; Vander Stichele 2007; Coulangeon 2013b). Peterson revealed 
in 2005 that even the SPPA surveys on which he had based the increase of omnivores 
between 1982 and 1992 are not easy to compare, due to differences in sampling, 
questionnaire and coding. The deviation in statistical techniques between Bourdieu 
(multiple correspondence analysis) and many omnivore studies (often multiple regression) 
even makes Lahire conclude that the rise of omnivorousness is nothing more than a 
‘statistical artefact’ (quoted in Bennett et al. 2009: 19). He accuses Peterson and others of 

 
... an interpretative mistake (…) of a kind that is fairly classic in the social sciences: he 
confuses a change in the model of reality (the scientific point of view on the world) with a 
historic change of reality itself (in terms of the nature of cultural practices and relationships 
with culture). (Lahire 2008: 182, italics added) 

 
The second issue is which meanings omnivores – however one defines people with 

broad or boundary-crossing tastes – attach to their tastes. When people have a broad taste, 
easily combining items from traditional high and low (or popular) culture, does this mean 
that they do not make distinctions between high and low anymore? Several omnivore 
scholars tried to explain their findings with similar factors as discussed in the previous 
sub-section (e.g. Peterson 1996), but they complemented it with an emphasis on tolerance: 
broad tastes are the result of a high degree of openness for other tastes, and hence less 
distinction (e.g., Peterson & Kern 1996, cf. Ollivier 2008a). These scholars presumed that 
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high status people, while living in a more open society, increasingly learn how to deal with 
many different kinds of people. This attitude gained importance and thus became part of 
people’s habitus: they have ‘multicultural capital’ (Bryson 1996). However, omnivores are 
not necessarily open and tolerant towards others’ tastes. When one ‘tolerates’ something, 
one does not like it, but accepts that someone else does. Hence, it is not the basis for a 
broad taste. Besides, many ‘omnivores’ still dislike certain cultural objects or genres, 
specifically the ones liked most by lower classes (Bryson 1996). The question is whether 
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innovations. With the foundation of film societies in several countries59, they screened 
artistic – often very abstract – films for a limited audience, discussed them, and wrote 
about them. They distinguished themselves from the masses, who flocked together in 
cheap cinemas for the latest Hollywood production. Opposite these mass produced films 
they placed the so-called auteur films, made by ‘real’ artists (Heise & Tudor 2007, Linssen 
et al. 1999). In the 1950s, a group of French film directors revalued, in their journal 
Cahiers du cinéma, certain popular American directors as innovative authors too. From 
the 1960s on, the institutionalisation of film as an art form broke through to mainstream 
media in the US: film critics increasingly used a ‘highbrow’ discourse60 and an 
interpretative narrative in their reviews (Baumann 2001).61 Not the genre as a whole was 
being elevated however; a hierarchy within film appeared instead. It was the ‘idea that film 
can be art’ that became accepted (ibid.: 405).  

In the rise of jazz on the status ladder, analysed extensively by Paul Lopes (2002), 
we can recognise both hierarchical logics discussed in the first part of this chapter.62 The 
initial low status of jazz, which originated in the early twentieth century in and around 
New Orleans, was mainly caused by racial and moral denunciations. Jazz was a black 
genre, and therefore ‘lowbrow’ by definition, and the rhythms and dance moves were 
considered as primitive and decadent (ibid.: 11-27). In the 1920s, however, more and more 
white orchestras started to play jazz music in a symphonic way. They recognised some 
value in this black, lowbrow, art, which they tried to upgrade and legitimise by cultivation 
and formalisation (comparable to the increasing civilisation of classical music and the 
theatre in earlier centuries63). Soon, the black middle class imitated these practices (ibid.: 
32-93). In the 1930s and ’40s, however, several opposition movements rose against this 
‘whitening’ of jazz. First, ‘swing’ artists started to promote improvisation (compare 
Romantic painters), which in its turn was not taken seriously by ‘professional’ jazz 
musicians. Second, white urban youngsters rediscovered the oldest jazz records, which 
they perceived as more ‘authentic’ than both the ‘cultivated’ and ‘commercial’ symphonic 
jazz and swing (ibid.: 96-198) (compare the Romantic folk revival). Third, black 
professional musicians developed bebop, a modernist style with complex improvisations 
(compare the avant-garde). Beboppers shared the objections against symphonic jazz, but 
they also wanted to move beyond the ‘primitive’ jazz that the white youngsters found 

                                                            
59 Examples are the Club des Amis de Septième Art in France (1920), The Film Society in Britain (1925) and 
De Nederlandsche Filmliga in the Netherlands (1927). 
60 Strikingly, Baumann does not count originality and innovativeness among the high art criteria. 
61 An art form can rise on the ladder due to increasing evaluation by means of typical high art criteria in for 
instance reviews, but there is also a second possibility: popular criteria in itself can be taken more seriously 
(Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010). 
62 Lopes himself interpreted the process as the blurring of high–low boundaries rather than as a rise (pp. 269-
271). 
63 In this paragraph, the comparisons between brackets with other art forms in earlier centuries are on my 
behalf. 
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authentic. Others in their turn rejected bebop, partly because of deviant behaviour such as 
drug use (ibid.: 204-214). In the second half of the twentieth century, jazz became more 
and more professionalised and institutionalised, comparable to film (ibid.: 225-250). The 
strong distinctions vis-à-vis each other, with different rationales, are somewhat 
comparable to the distinctions between the bourgeoisie and the cultural elite in the art 
world as a whole, as I showed above in the comparisons between brackets. Jazz developed 
both into a cultivated and civilised high art and into innovative and original high art.64  

These two examples not only show that genres or cultural disciplines can gain 
status and hence rise in the cultural hierarchy, but also that many distinctions are perceived 
within them. Film is now being divided in (among others) auteur films and Hollywood 
blockbusters – comparable to high and popular culture – and jazz can be valued for its 
cultivation and for its innovations – comparable to the two competitive logics of high 
culture. 

Within what is generally called popular culture one can just as easily distinguish 
oneself from others as within ‘high culture’, and with the same arguments and criteria. 
Thornton (1995), for instance, describes the quest for authenticity and the distinction from 
‘the mainstream’ by people within the club scene, who possess what she calls ‘subcultural 
capital’.65 Wermuth (2002) finds similar distinctions in hip hop: both fans and specialised 
magazines use a vocabulary of originality and craftsmanship to distinguish good from bad 
hip hop (p. 204). Bachmayer & Wilterdink (2009: 360) found clear educational differences 
in the appreciation of various styles of salsa: educated fans judge salsa by its lyrics and 
complexity, whereas people with less education prefer melodic and danceable salsa. Also 
within an applied art form such as fashion (which is not perceived as ‘real’ art or ‘high 
culture’ by Dutch museum curators; Van Steenbergen & Van Steenbergen 2009: 130), 
distinctions between high and low fashion are continuously made: photographers, bookers 
and stylists perceive high fashion as original and edgy and low fashion as commercial and 
appealing to everybody (Mears 2010; cf. Van der Laan & Kuipers 2012). Finally, US 
gourmet food magazines nowadays favour ‘authentic’ and ‘exotic’ food over French haute 
cuisine: food should be non-industrial, non-commercial, local and unusual (Johnston & 
Baumann 2007). 

People who like the same object can even distinguish themselves vis-à-vis each 
other, based on the diverging ways of enjoying. One of my students, Sami Ghilazghi 
(2012), shows how educated hip hop fans carefully listen to the lyrics during a concert, 
while looking down on lower educated boys at the same concert, who, with their 
bandanas, ‘pretend to be Crips’ (an LA gang) (p. 21) and who ‘just jump around’ (p. 22). 
                                                            
64 I must note that my summary is a highly simplified version of all intricate developments, distinctions, and 
counter-distinctions, and that I largely ignore racial issues, which played an important role in this process 
throughout the century. 
65 See Jensen (2006) for a critique on the concept ‘subcultural capital’, which is not entirely compatible with 
Bourdieu’s ideas. 
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Conversely, the latter do not understand why the former are acting ‘like a statue’ (p. 22) or 
like ‘wallflowers’ (p. 20), thereby spoiling the atmosphere66 (cf. Holt 1998: 19; Rimmer 
2011: 14; Friedman 2012; Prieur & Savage 2013). One can also enjoy ‘bad taste’ with 
irony, which distances one from those who like the same thing in a more serious way, like 
Van der Jagt et al. (2013) showed with karaoke. 

These examples show that cultural distinction is not exclusively practised between 
the domains of high and low culture. Within both domains, and even within seemingly 
homogeneous genres, many status distinctions are being made.67 Although cultural 
hierarchy is the logical result of cultural distinction, distinction does not necessarily lead 
to (the continuation of) such a rigid hierarchy. But how should we understand why many 
think cultural hierarchy has declined, and why others state that it remains strongly present? 
 
 

A hierarchy-breaking hierarchy? Lines for inquiry 
 

The historical analysis that I presented in this chapter forms the key to understand how the 
waning of a clear and rigid cultural hierarchy does not necessarily imply the decline of 
hierarchical practices (distinction) and the disappearance of the concepts high and low 
culture. The American scholars Douglas B. Holt and Omar Lizardo give the first clues in 
this explanation, but they fail to draw the complete picture. 

Holt (1998) argues, in line with omnivore scholars, that an overlap exists between 
the tastes and activities of people with high and low amounts of cultural capital. However, 
it is not these ‘objectified’ tastes that should be studied, but the ‘embodied’ tastes: the 
ways of enjoying and speaking about taste; the criteria people apply; the vocabulary they 
use. People with a large amount of cultural capital have an aesthetic disposition, as 
Bourdieu called it, in every aspect of their (broad) cultural taste, whereas those low on 
cultural capital use a more popular aesthetic (Holt 1997: 103; cf. Lahire 2003; Rimmer 
2011; Friedman 2012; Prieur & Savage 2013).  
 Lizardo (2008) elaborated on this argument by proposing that the cultural hierarchy 
(i.e., of high and low cultural items) has been replaced by a hierarchy of these embodied 
tastes. The rigid boundaries between high and low have faded, but there is still a hierarchy 
of aesthetic standards with which people of different status groups (often levels of 
education) judge cultural objects, from whichever domain. Lizardo expands his argument 
further by claiming that the emergence of high culture as a domain in the nineteenth 
century eventually caused its fading in the course of the twentieth century. Due to the rise 
                                                            
66 Ghilazghi interviewed a random sample of visitors of two hip hop concerts in Amsterdam, by Method 
Man and Nipsey Hussle. Both higher and lower educated respondents were of diverse ethnicities. 
67 DeMeyer (2004: 108-110) makes this into a triangular argument: each point of the triangle of high, 
popular and folk culture (cf. Schulze 1992) can be sub-divided into three triangles, each based on tradition, 
new-elitist (avant-garde) and ‘consumptive’ (commercial) respectively. 
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of an autonomous artistic field with its own criteria of originality, innovativeness, 
authenticity and anti-commercialism, these novel criteria were increasingly used to judge 
all cultural forms, both within high and popular culture – thereby decreasing the 
homogeneity of these domains. The same process that established the hierarchy caused the 
breaching of the boundaries only a few decades later, Lizardo argues. 

Although this is a highly interesting thought, Lizardo is incorrect in his claim that 
high culture emerged in the nineteenth century. As I showed in the first half of this 
chapter, he and others ignore the classic logic of cultural hierarchy, whose emergence 
preceded and coincided with the rise of the modern logic described above: the aristocratic 
and later bourgeois aim for civilised and high moral art, which also shows great 
craftsmanship (cf. Ollivier 2008b). It was not high culture as such that emerged in the 
nineteenth century, but a competing logic of defining good art.  

I contend that this new, nineteenth century, modern logic was initially applied only 
within the existing domain of high culture, resulting in the dual structure that Bourdieu 
(1984; 1996) describes. This led to the misunderstanding among many that we can still 
speak of one high culture, existing of classical music, the visual arts, and so on. This 
confusion is enlarged because complexity and self-control of emotions form a basis of 
both logics within high culture, and because innovative art is often canonised after some 
time, thus changing positions within this high cultural domain. It is this classic domain of 
civilised high culture that later has been combined with popular culture by omnivores, and 
left behind by others. This is the high culture that some scholars a priori define as such; 
the high culture that excludes fields such as film and jazz, which have more recently risen 
on the status ladder.68  

The question rises whether this rigid hierarchy that is based on the classic logic of 
civilisation and morality still holds strong in people’s perceptions and definitions of 
cultural hierarchy, whereas at the same time – as Lizardo suggested – the modern 
originality and authenticity logic shaped new hierarchical practices within these rigid 
domains. These new practices might in their turn lead to new perceptions and definitions 
of hierarchy, which then either eclipse or coexist with the older and more rigid perceptions 
and definitions.  

These questions will be answered in the empirical chapters of this dissertation. I 
will scrutinise what exact hierarchical practices people of different backgrounds and birth 
cohorts perform and on which criteria – classic or modern – these practices are based. 
Furthermore, I will research whether and how people define the concepts ‘high culture’ 
and ‘low culture’, ‘good taste’ and ‘bad taste’, and how they rank items hierarchically. Do 
they use the same logic in their definitions and rankings as in their distinctive practices 

                                                            
68 This high culture does not necessarily correspond with the ‘legitimate culture’ that Bourdieu was speaking 
of, i.e. ‘culture that has been endorsed or consecrated by institutions or individuals with cultural authority’ 
(Johnston & Baumann 2007: 197), and that therefore can be broader. 
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and their (perhaps more ‘neutrally’ formulated) descriptions of their cultural likes and 
dislikes? Or do they use different logics simultaneously? But first, in the next chapter I 
will show which methodological choices I made in this research. 
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Chapter 2 
 

How to research cultural hierarchies:  
Methodological considerations 

 
 
Most research on cultural taste and participation is based on survey material, often derived 
from existing databases such as the Survey of Public Participation in the Arts in the US 
and time spending research in the Netherlands. Although these studies have greatly 
broadened our knowledge of the determining factors of taste and participation, they have 
failed to fully grasp the (whether or not distinctive) meaning of taste differences. The 
previous chapter showed that the a priori classification of highbrow and lowbrow 
activities limit the interpretation of results, which led Lahire to conclude that the concept 
of the ‘cultural omnivore’ is only a statistical artefact (quoted in Bennett et al. 2009: 19).  
 In the last few years more qualitative studies emerged that either try to understand 
and/or downplay the cultural omnivore (Bellavance 2008; Ollivier 2008a; Atkinson 2011), 
or that focus on a specific cultural field (Friedman 2012, on comedy) or on a specific 
aspect of taste (Rimmer 2011, on habitus formation). These studies show, among others, 
that omnivores are not a homogeneous group, that the broadness of tastes can be 
downplayed, that distinctive practices have not disappeared, and that taste formation is 
still to a high degree related to parental upbringing and school education. Most of these 
studies, however, are limited, either in the number of respondents and the exploratory 
nature (Bellavance, Ollivier), or in the scope of research (Friedman, Rimmer). 
Furthermore, neither of them explicitly question practices and perceptions of cultural 
hierarchy. Nor do Bennett et al. (2009), who were the first to combine qualitative and 
quantitative methods (surveys, household and elite interviews, focus groups) in a large 
study on present-day cultural tastes in the UK. Only Vander Stichele (2007) comes close 
to these questions, with his comprehensive mixed methods research on omnivores in 
Flanders, Belgium, but the qualitative part of his dissertation has to date never been 
published.  

In order to grasp the multiple aspects of cultural hierarchy, I developed a research 
design, consisting of both in-depth interviews and a statistically analysable ranking 
assignment. This triangulation of methods enables me to benefit from the advantages of 
both research techniques. The interviews provide me with detailed knowledge on cultural 
taste, both distinctive and anti-hierarchical narratives, and the actual perceptions of and 
opinions on cultural hierarchy. The card ranking question at the end of each interview 
allows me to quantify tastes and hierarchical perceptions, and therefore to measure 
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nature (Bellavance, Ollivier), or in the scope of research (Friedman, Rimmer). 
Furthermore, neither of them explicitly question practices and perceptions of cultural 
hierarchy. Nor do Bennett et al. (2009), who were the first to combine qualitative and 
quantitative methods (surveys, household and elite interviews, focus groups) in a large 
study on present-day cultural tastes in the UK. Only Vander Stichele (2007) comes close 
to these questions, with his comprehensive mixed methods research on omnivores in 
Flanders, Belgium, but the qualitative part of his dissertation has to date never been 
published.  

In order to grasp the multiple aspects of cultural hierarchy, I developed a research 
design, consisting of both in-depth interviews and a statistically analysable ranking 
assignment. This triangulation of methods enables me to benefit from the advantages of 
both research techniques. The interviews provide me with detailed knowledge on cultural 
taste, both distinctive and anti-hierarchical narratives, and the actual perceptions of and 
opinions on cultural hierarchy. The card ranking question at the end of each interview 
allows me to quantify tastes and hierarchical perceptions, and therefore to measure 
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differences between the two rankings and to determine explanatory factors. Not only does 
this mixed methods design allow me to use different analysing techniques, it also enables 
me to answer the research questions from different perspectives. If I only asked open 
questions, I would not find hierarchical perceptions that do not play an important role in 
people’s daily lives, or that they want to hide because of social desirability. Similarly, if I 
only asked people to rank items, I would find neat hierarchies, without knowing whether 
they are actually relevant for people. With mixed methods I am able to fully fathom the 
complexity of cultural hierarchy and the variation in the ways people speak about this (cf. 
Bryman 2012: 635-7).  

This chapter will explain the rationale behind the methodological choices, both on 
the questionnaire and the sample, focusing on aspects that distinguish my research from 
other’s studies. First, I explain the design of the questionnaire – from open and flexible to 
more closed and structured – and the broadness of its scope. Second, I explicate the 
reasoning behind the card ranking question, in particular the actual selection of items. The 
questionnaire itself and the thirty items are placed in boxes separate from the main text. 
Third, I explain the choice for a quota sample combined with a random selection process. 
The technical details of the selection process are discussed in a third box. I also reflect on 
the potential shortcomings of the composition of the eventual sample of respondents. 
Finally, I discuss some intricacies of the practice of interviewing, such as the self-
presentations people give and the answers they construct on the spot, that are often ignored 
in qualitative research. 
 
 
Which questions to ask, and why: The interview design 
 
In order not to influence respondents with my actual object of interest, perceptions of 
cultural hierarchy, I avoided using the terms ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ in advance. I 
developed a semi-structured questionnaire, which enabled each interview to gradually shift 
from open to closed questions, and from a flexible to a fixed structure. After some 
introductory questions on people’s lives and social networks, I asked open questions on 
people’s tastes and dislikes and on its dynamic and social aspects. The order in which 
these different aspects of people’s taste were discussed varied between interviews, but I 
tried to keep the same order of cultural disciplines: first music, then film, television, 
theatre and the visual arts. I presumed that in this part of the interview some respondents 
would already speak in socially distinctive ways, or use a hierarchical narrative. Others 
would not, but that would not necessarily imply they did not perceive hierarchical 
relations (cf. Payne & Grew 2005 on sequence effects). 
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 I continued with several open questions that were always asked in the same way 
and in the same order. Some of these questions dealt explicitly with ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
culture and with ‘good’ and ‘bad’ taste. After this more structured part I asked respondents 
to rank several cultural objects according to their taste as well as in the hierarchical order 
they think exists in society. In this way I wanted to find out whether they have a 
perception of cultural hierarchy, and if so, how it is related to their personal taste.  

I tested the questionnaire by means of five pilot interviews with acquaintances 
from different backgrounds. This test stage helped me improve the interview structure and 
the actual phrasings of the questions. Furthermore, I learned which questions were too 
extensive and fatiguing or too little informative. In the first stage of the research period I 
still changed some details and added some questions. Also, I gradually allowed the 
structure to become more flexible. 

In the following subsections I will explain several aspects of the questionnaire (see 
box 1) in more detail, both the reasoning behind the questions and how it worked in 
practice. I will focus on the dynamic and social aspects of taste and on some of the more 
concrete questions. The questionnaire itself is included in the frame on the next pages. 
 
 
Taste or participation? 
 
Cultural sociologists have debated which is the most valid indicator of cultural 
preferences: reported taste (e.g. Peterson et al. 1992; 1996) or reported participation (e.g. 
Van Eijck 1998). Some scholars firmly defend research on participation, because one can 
deal with hard facts on social action rather than subjective tastes. They suspect 
respondents of giving socially desirable answers when asked about their taste, whereas 
they will be more honest on factual questions on numbers of visits to certain institutions or 
time spent on certain activities (Chan & Goldthorpe 2007b). Finally, participation is more 
interesting to policy makers and cultural institutions, who often commission this specific 
type of research. 

Opponents argue that cultural participation – particularly outdoors – is influenced 
by many factors external to taste: place of residence, age, household composition, health, 
availability of time. In most studies on cultural participation the great majority of people is 
a non-participant or an occasional participant. Furthermore, self-report can be invalid and 
unreliable due to bad memory and – again – social desirability. In these scholars’ view, 
expressions of taste are a much better indicator of cultural preferences (Peterson 2007). 
Social desirable answers as such might even be a pro, if one is most interested in 
(unconscious) distinctive practices and hence in self-presentations (cf. Holstein et al. 
1995). 
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 I continued with several open questions that were always asked in the same way 
and in the same order. Some of these questions dealt explicitly with ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
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they think exists in society. In this way I wanted to find out whether they have a 
perception of cultural hierarchy, and if so, how it is related to their personal taste.  
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As I concur with the latter arguments, I focused the interviews on tastes, i.e. both 
likes and dislikes in several cultural fields, as well as dynamics in taste and differences 
with others. However, while emphasising these issues, actual participation remained part 
of the conversation too.69  
 
 
The scope of research: Five cultural disciplines 
 
The range of cultural fields to be included in research is also a much debated issue. Many 
taste studies limit themselves to one field, mostly music (e.g. Peterson et al., 1992; 1996; 
Bryson 1996; Van Eijck 2001; Rimmer 2011). Bourdieu (1984: 18, 76-80) calls music the 
ideal status marker as this is a broad field in which almost everyone participates. However, 
people might make different distinctions and even perceive different hierarchies in 
different disciplines. Therefore, only one discipline would be too narrow. Some qualitative 
studies on omnivores followed an opposite approach by leaving it entirely open to the 
respondents. They can talk about the lifestyle subjects that are most relevant to them, 
whether it is literature, home decorating, or folk songs (Ollivier 2008a, Bellavance 2008; 
Atkinson 2011). This gives perhaps the richest information, but it would also be very hard 
to focus during the interviews and to compare between respondents in the analysis. 
Therefore, I took an intermediate position. My interviews dealt with five cultural fields: 
music, film, fictional television series, theatre70, and the visual arts. These fields share the 
attribute that they contain symbolic objects that are produced with the single purpose of 
watching and/or listening. It excludes tastes for more functional objects (fashion, food, 
furniture) and lifestyle attributes (sports, gardening).  
 The main cultural activity that I did not include, in order to reduce the duration of 
interviews, is reading. In hindsight, I regret this decision somewhat. Reading seems a more 
relevant discipline than for instance theatre. First, several respondents displayed many 
books in their living rooms; some of them expressed their disappointment about the 
omission of this topic. As a gift in return for their time, more than half of the respondents 
preferred a book voucher over a CD/DVD, cinema, or theatre/concert voucher.71 Second, 
the perceived distinction between ‘literature’ and other fiction books (bestsellers, thrillers, 
romance novels) has recently become a much debated issue in the Netherlands (e.g. 
Vaessens 2009). However, except for the first series of interviews, I did not avoid 
                                                            
69 Bennett et al. (2009) also combine taste and participation, complemented with a third aspect: knowledge. 
The latter I included implicitly in the card ranking assignment. Bourdieu (1984) also paid attention to both. 
70 Theatre was understood by many in a broader way than I initially intended. Not only stage plays were 
discussed, but many other cultural forms that take place in a theatre as well, such as musicals, comedy 
shows, operas, and dance performances. 
71 I let my respondents choose between these four vouchers, all worth ten euros. The book voucher was 
preferred by people from all age and education groups; only the older academics were more diverse in their 
choices. Six respondents declined a gift. 
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literature completely. Whenever relevant to a respondent, I encouraged him/her to 
elaborate. Also home furnishing, clothing, sports, and food were sometimes briefly 
discussed. Hence, in the empirical chapters some examples from other disciplines than the 
five main ones are also included. 

 

Box 1. Questionnaire 

Explanation before the interview 

 This  interview will be about your cultural preferences  in the fields of music, film, TV fiction, 
theatre,  and  the  visual  arts;  both what  you  like  and what  you  dislike.  I will  also  ask  for 
possible changes in your taste during your lifetime. Furthermore, I will ask for the differences 
and similarities with other people’s tastes, both in your proximity and beyond.  

 It  is an  interview, not a survey;  therefore you have  the opportunity  to answer  in your own 
words and to take the time you need.  

 You  will  remain  anonymous.  In  my  dissertation  and  possible  articles  you  will  get  a 
pseudonym. I would like to record the interview with a voice recorder. The recording will only 
be heard by me and my research assistants. 

This introduction was a summary of the information in the letter that I sent the respondents. I did 
not want them to know beforehand that the actual topic would be cultural hierarchies,  in order 
not to influence them on this matter. 
 
Biography 
Before we discuss your cultural taste, I would like to ask some more general questions, just to get 
a glimpse of who you are. Could you please start by telling where and when you were born? 
Probing  on:  family/milieu  in which  one was  raised,  parents’  occupations,  brothers  and  sisters, 
educational and professional career, geographical movements, partners and (grand)children. 
 
Network 
Questions  (not  phrased  in  a  structured way)  on  siblings,  children  and  two  best  friends  (m/f); 
particularly on their (educational and) professional career. 
 
Likes, dislikes, and taste biography 
This section of  the  interview was not structured. Questions  I often asked, but not always  in  the 
same order, are: 
 Do you like listening to music? Do you often listen to music?  
 What kind of music do you like? Why? What else? 
 Do you listen to CDs and/or the radio, do you attend concerts? 
 What music don’t you like? Why not? 
 Do you know people who  like what you dislike, or who dislike what you  like? Do you ever 

discuss these differences? What happens? Do you know what (s)he thinks of your taste? 
 What music did you hear when you were young, e.g. what your parents liked? 
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 Did your taste change during your  lifetime? Are there things that you  like now that you did 
not like before? And the other way round: are there things that you used to like, that you left 
behind? Why? 

After  these questions on music were discussed,  I  turned  to  the other  cultural disciplines:  films, 
television, theatre, and the visual arts respectively. I asked roughly the same set of questions, but 
often not as elaborately as in the part about music. 
 
Comparisons with significant others 
As many differences with  significant others had already been discussed  in  the previous  section, 
this section was meant to fill the gaps  in a systematic way. I did not aim for a complete picture: 
knowing everyone’s taste in each cultural discipline was unnecessary in order to get an image of 
the ways in which people describe and interpret differences. Questions I asked include: 
 Do  you  know  what  [cultural  discipline]  your  [relation]  likes?  Could  you  focus  on  the 

differences to your own taste?  
 Do you ever discuss these differences? What happens?  
 Do you know what (s)he thinks of your taste? 
 
Comparisons with distant others 
 Do you  sometimes  read about  culture,  such as  reviews  in newspapers or on  the  internet? 

What do you think of these reviews? Do you often agree or don’t you? 
 Are there cultural items that you like of which you do not speak to others, that you prefer to 

hide?  (and/or: do you know people who do not understand  (part of) your  taste, or  find  it 
strange?) [indicating embarrassment] 

 Do  you  have  an  idea  about  the  tastes  of  the  following  persons,  who  have  different 
occupations  –  although  of  course  there  might  be  many  internal  differences:  (1)  a  bank 
manager, (2) a bricklayer, (3) a female writer? 

 
Cultural hierarchy 
 What  image  do  you  have  of  the  concept  ‘high  culture’? What  image  do  you  have  of  the 

concept ‘low culture’? What are the differences between the two, according to you? Do you 
think this distinction plays an important role in (Dutch) society?  

 What do you think is ‘good taste’? And ‘bad taste’? Why? 
 
Government policy  
 Do you  think  it  is good  that  the arts and  culture are often  subsidised? What do you  think 

should or should not be subsidised? 
 Do you think it is good that schools pay attention to the arts and culture? What do you think 

should or should not be taught? 
 
Ranking cards 
 I  have  here  thirty  cards,  alphabetically  ordered,  with  the  names  of,  among  others, 

composers, singers, and bands. I want to ask you to rank these cards  in a row, according to 
your own taste,  i.e. on top what you  like most, through to the bottom, what you  like  least. 
When you don’t know an item, or don’t know well enough to judge, you can put it aside.  
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 Could you now rank the items from high to low culture, as you think is perceived in society? 
Half of the respondents, randomly chosen, were asked these two questions in the opposite order. I 
often  probed  for  the  reasons  for  some  top  and  bottom  positions,  but  many  people  already 
explained their choices while ranking. See box 2 for the items. 
 
 
The dynamic aspects of taste: Taste biographies 
 
Most studies focus on people’s present taste, or on their cultural participation during the 
last year. However, people change. Although several scholars studied the influence of 
parental milieu and school education on cultural participation (Bourdieu 1984, Nagel 
2004) or the individual development of taste (Parsons 1987; Van Meel-Jansen 1998; both 
psychologists), research in which people are interviewed retrospectively about the 
development of their cultural taste is relatively new.72 That is why I explicitly studied the 
dynamic aspects of taste. This can supply answers to such questions as ‘what influence do 
new friends, partners, and colleagues have on people’s taste?’, ‘do people now look down 
on the music they liked in their youth?’, and ‘do upwardly mobile people – because of 
their trajectory – have an extra sense for distinctions and hierarchies?’ I studied these 
‘taste biographies’ by asking some simple questions (see box 1), but many respondents 
already started speaking about changes by themselves, for instance when they explained 
how they got to know the cultural items they like.  
 I am aware that people’s stories about their past do not necessarily correspond with 
their ‘real’ past. First, people often remember things differently, for instance because they 
remember certain stages in life more than other stages (cf. Draaisma 2007), or they only 
remember the events most relevant to them (Thompson 1981: 131-2). Second, stories 
about the past are influenced by knowledge of the present. People keep reinterpreting the 
past; they constantly rewrite their autobiography, a more or less coherent story full of 
causal relations (Giddens 1991: 76). However, these interpretations of the past are 
interesting in themselves, as will be shown in the section on the presentation of self in the 
last section after this chapter.  
 
 
The social aspects of taste: Comparisons with others 
 
Despite Bourdieu’s focus on cultural distinction and hence people’s ‘aversion to different 
life-styles’ (1984: 56), most sociological research on cultural taste is limited to preferences 
rather than dislikes. Bryson (1996) was the first scholar who analysed dislikes in a survey 

                                                            
72 Most examples were published after I had started my research project in early 2008: Bellavance (2008), 
Atkinson (2011), Rimmer (2011). I discovered Vander Stichele (2007) somewhat later. 
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 Did your taste change during your  lifetime? Are there things that you  like now that you did 
not like before? And the other way round: are there things that you used to like, that you left 
behind? Why? 

After  these questions on music were discussed,  I  turned  to  the other  cultural disciplines:  films, 
television, theatre, and the visual arts respectively. I asked roughly the same set of questions, but 
often not as elaborately as in the part about music. 
 
Comparisons with significant others 
As many differences with  significant others had already been discussed  in  the previous  section, 
this section was meant to fill the gaps  in a systematic way. I did not aim for a complete picture: 
knowing everyone’s taste in each cultural discipline was unnecessary in order to get an image of 
the ways in which people describe and interpret differences. Questions I asked include: 
 Do  you  know  what  [cultural  discipline]  your  [relation]  likes?  Could  you  focus  on  the 

differences to your own taste?  
 Do you ever discuss these differences? What happens?  
 Do you know what (s)he thinks of your taste? 
 
Comparisons with distant others 
 Do you  sometimes  read about  culture,  such as  reviews  in newspapers or on  the  internet? 

What do you think of these reviews? Do you often agree or don’t you? 
 Are there cultural items that you like of which you do not speak to others, that you prefer to 

hide?  (and/or: do you know people who do not understand  (part of) your  taste, or  find  it 
strange?) [indicating embarrassment] 

 Do  you  have  an  idea  about  the  tastes  of  the  following  persons,  who  have  different 
occupations  –  although  of  course  there  might  be  many  internal  differences:  (1)  a  bank 
manager, (2) a bricklayer, (3) a female writer? 

 
Cultural hierarchy 
 What  image  do  you  have  of  the  concept  ‘high  culture’? What  image  do  you  have  of  the 

concept ‘low culture’? What are the differences between the two, according to you? Do you 
think this distinction plays an important role in (Dutch) society?  

 What do you think is ‘good taste’? And ‘bad taste’? Why? 
 
Government policy  
 Do you  think  it  is good  that  the arts and  culture are often  subsidised? What do you  think 

should or should not be subsidised? 
 Do you think it is good that schools pay attention to the arts and culture? What do you think 

should or should not be taught? 
 
Ranking cards 
 I  have  here  thirty  cards,  alphabetically  ordered,  with  the  names  of,  among  others, 

composers, singers, and bands. I want to ask you to rank these cards  in a row, according to 
your own taste,  i.e. on top what you  like most, through to the bottom, what you  like  least. 
When you don’t know an item, or don’t know well enough to judge, you can put it aside.  
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 Could you now rank the items from high to low culture, as you think is perceived in society? 
Half of the respondents, randomly chosen, were asked these two questions in the opposite order. I 
often  probed  for  the  reasons  for  some  top  and  bottom  positions,  but  many  people  already 
explained their choices while ranking. See box 2 for the items. 
 
 
The dynamic aspects of taste: Taste biographies 
 
Most studies focus on people’s present taste, or on their cultural participation during the 
last year. However, people change. Although several scholars studied the influence of 
parental milieu and school education on cultural participation (Bourdieu 1984, Nagel 
2004) or the individual development of taste (Parsons 1987; Van Meel-Jansen 1998; both 
psychologists), research in which people are interviewed retrospectively about the 
development of their cultural taste is relatively new.72 That is why I explicitly studied the 
dynamic aspects of taste. This can supply answers to such questions as ‘what influence do 
new friends, partners, and colleagues have on people’s taste?’, ‘do people now look down 
on the music they liked in their youth?’, and ‘do upwardly mobile people – because of 
their trajectory – have an extra sense for distinctions and hierarchies?’ I studied these 
‘taste biographies’ by asking some simple questions (see box 1), but many respondents 
already started speaking about changes by themselves, for instance when they explained 
how they got to know the cultural items they like.  
 I am aware that people’s stories about their past do not necessarily correspond with 
their ‘real’ past. First, people often remember things differently, for instance because they 
remember certain stages in life more than other stages (cf. Draaisma 2007), or they only 
remember the events most relevant to them (Thompson 1981: 131-2). Second, stories 
about the past are influenced by knowledge of the present. People keep reinterpreting the 
past; they constantly rewrite their autobiography, a more or less coherent story full of 
causal relations (Giddens 1991: 76). However, these interpretations of the past are 
interesting in themselves, as will be shown in the section on the presentation of self in the 
last section after this chapter.  
 
 
The social aspects of taste: Comparisons with others 
 
Despite Bourdieu’s focus on cultural distinction and hence people’s ‘aversion to different 
life-styles’ (1984: 56), most sociological research on cultural taste is limited to preferences 
rather than dislikes. Bryson (1996) was the first scholar who analysed dislikes in a survey 

                                                            
72 Most examples were published after I had started my research project in early 2008: Bellavance (2008), 
Atkinson (2011), Rimmer (2011). I discovered Vander Stichele (2007) somewhat later. 
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on musical genres, but her example was not often followed. I want to observe Bourdieu’s 
logic by asking about both likes and dislikes in the fields discussed. Furthermore, I often 
probed on these dislikes by asking whether people knew someone who does like the 
particular item, and if so, whether they ever discussed these taste differences. In a later 
stage of the interview I filled the gaps, when necessary, by systematically asking about the 
taste differences with several significant others: the persons who were mentioned during 
the biographical part of the interview. This set of questions shed light on the rigidity, the 
character and the hierarchical aspects of the ‘symbolic boundaries’ that people draw vis-à-
vis each other (Lamont 1992; Lamont & Molnár 2002), without making it too explicit.  
 Next, I turned to the tastes of people whom most respondents do not know 
personally, such as professional reviewers and people from other social backgrounds. The 
opinion on people from other backgrounds was operationalised as the opinion on three 
occupations from different corners of Bourdieu’s social space (Bourdieu 1984: 128-9): 
bank managers (indicating economic capital), bricklayers (working class, low capital), and 
female writers73 (cultural capital). Although most respondents understood these hidden 
references, some only made associations with the nature of the occupations themselves74 
(‘a writer must concentrate, so she likes quiet music’, ‘a bricklayer builds things, so he 
likes constructive art’), whereas others only thought about people they knew personally. 
Because many people objected generalisations – the ‘average’ bank manager does not 
exist – I soon structurally included a downplaying remark myself. Some persisted in their 
refusal to answer, but most respondents had no problems with thinking in – as many called 
it – ‘stereotypes’ or ‘prejudices’. 
 
 
Specific questions on hierarchies and policies 
 
After these open questions that implicitly try to uncover hierarchical perceptions without 
people being aware of my actual research question, I eventually asked a number of open 
questions that explicitly deal with this matter. This enabled me to unravel this concept 
from different angles. The first question was the most specific: ‘What image do you have 
of the concept ‘high culture’?’75, followed by the same question about ‘low culture’. 
Depending on the elaborateness of the answers, I probed on the nature of this distinction, 
its perceived significance in the Netherlands, and people’s opinion. Second, I asked a 
similar question on the concepts ‘good taste’ and ‘bad taste’, which partially elicited quite 

                                                            
73 In Dutch ‘female writer’ is referred to in one word: schrijfster (literally translated: ‘writress’). Thus, the 
writer’s gender was not stressed as it would seem in English, but in hindsight I reject the variation in gender. 
74 The bank manager (in Dutch: bankdirecteur) was interpreted in different ways: from the director of the 
Dutch central bank (De Nederlandsche Bank) to the manager of a local branch. 
75 Several respondents already used this concept or a similar one (‘highbrow’) earlier in the interview, so that 
I could phrase the question in a different way. More on this in chapter 4. 
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different responses, such as on undisputable tastes (see chapter 4) and on food and 
clothes.76  
 Since in the first series of interviews cultural subsidies and cultural education 
appeared to be relevant topics, from the fifteenth interview on I included some specific 
questions on these issues. As I was not interested in the opinions on these matters as such, 
I omitted these questions when there was lack of time and/or when I already had sufficient 
data. During the research period, the topic of subsidies became more and more prominent 
in the Dutch political debate and the media, due to the economic crisis. In the campaign 
for the national elections in June 2010 and the subsequent coalition negotiations, the 
populist party PVV heavily rejected cultural subsidies. They phrased it as ‘left-wing 
hobbies’77, with the only intention to subsidise the elites, thereby ignoring the common 
people. Elements from this discussion came up during the interviews, which shows that a 
changing societal context can affect opinions on concrete matters.  
 
 

Ranking the cards: Unravelling tastes and hierarchies 
 
In addition to the qualitative interviews I included an assignment that can be analysed 
quantitatively: the ranking of thirty cards with specific examples. In order to reduce 
complexity, this assignment solely covered music. I printed the names of composers, 
musicians, singers and bands on thirty small cards, which I piled in alphabetical order. I 
asked my respondents to rank these cards twice: (1) according to their own taste 
preference, and (2) according to their perception of cultural hierarchy. With this method I 
wanted to find out whether people perceive their taste and hierarchical perception as one 
and the same – ‘high culture is what I like’ – or whether they see severe differences. What 
logics do people use when ranking the items, and are the hierarchies that different people 
perceive similar? Therefore, I did not limit myself to a quantitative analysis of this 
question, but I also included people’s arguments and doubts in the analysis.  

Although ranking questions are not unique in sociological research, particularly 
with a limited number of items, they have never been used in studies on cultural taste. The 
hierarchy ranking is inspired by research on the ranking of occupational prestige (for the 
Netherlands: see Van Heek & Vercruijsse 1958; Sixma & Ultee 1983), although I did not 
intend to use it in order to determine ‘the’ hierarchy that exists in society.  

At the start of my research I phrased the hierarchy question as ‘Could you rank the 
items in the order of the status you think they have in society?’, comparable to both Van 

                                                            
76 Vander Stichele (2007) asked the same questions in his interviews with Flemish participants of culture. I 
was not aware of this at the time of the questionnaire design. 
77 Other ‘left-wing hobbies’ include ‘multiculturalism’, challenging the climate change, and aids for 
developing countries. Many left-wing people adopted the term as an honorary nickname. 
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on musical genres, but her example was not often followed. I want to observe Bourdieu’s 
logic by asking about both likes and dislikes in the fields discussed. Furthermore, I often 
probed on these dislikes by asking whether people knew someone who does like the 
particular item, and if so, whether they ever discussed these taste differences. In a later 
stage of the interview I filled the gaps, when necessary, by systematically asking about the 
taste differences with several significant others: the persons who were mentioned during 
the biographical part of the interview. This set of questions shed light on the rigidity, the 
character and the hierarchical aspects of the ‘symbolic boundaries’ that people draw vis-à-
vis each other (Lamont 1992; Lamont & Molnár 2002), without making it too explicit.  
 Next, I turned to the tastes of people whom most respondents do not know 
personally, such as professional reviewers and people from other social backgrounds. The 
opinion on people from other backgrounds was operationalised as the opinion on three 
occupations from different corners of Bourdieu’s social space (Bourdieu 1984: 128-9): 
bank managers (indicating economic capital), bricklayers (working class, low capital), and 
female writers73 (cultural capital). Although most respondents understood these hidden 
references, some only made associations with the nature of the occupations themselves74 
(‘a writer must concentrate, so she likes quiet music’, ‘a bricklayer builds things, so he 
likes constructive art’), whereas others only thought about people they knew personally. 
Because many people objected generalisations – the ‘average’ bank manager does not 
exist – I soon structurally included a downplaying remark myself. Some persisted in their 
refusal to answer, but most respondents had no problems with thinking in – as many called 
it – ‘stereotypes’ or ‘prejudices’. 
 
 
Specific questions on hierarchies and policies 
 
After these open questions that implicitly try to uncover hierarchical perceptions without 
people being aware of my actual research question, I eventually asked a number of open 
questions that explicitly deal with this matter. This enabled me to unravel this concept 
from different angles. The first question was the most specific: ‘What image do you have 
of the concept ‘high culture’?’75, followed by the same question about ‘low culture’. 
Depending on the elaborateness of the answers, I probed on the nature of this distinction, 
its perceived significance in the Netherlands, and people’s opinion. Second, I asked a 
similar question on the concepts ‘good taste’ and ‘bad taste’, which partially elicited quite 

                                                            
73 In Dutch ‘female writer’ is referred to in one word: schrijfster (literally translated: ‘writress’). Thus, the 
writer’s gender was not stressed as it would seem in English, but in hindsight I reject the variation in gender. 
74 The bank manager (in Dutch: bankdirecteur) was interpreted in different ways: from the director of the 
Dutch central bank (De Nederlandsche Bank) to the manager of a local branch. 
75 Several respondents already used this concept or a similar one (‘highbrow’) earlier in the interview, so that 
I could phrase the question in a different way. More on this in chapter 4. 
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different responses, such as on undisputable tastes (see chapter 4) and on food and 
clothes.76  
 Since in the first series of interviews cultural subsidies and cultural education 
appeared to be relevant topics, from the fifteenth interview on I included some specific 
questions on these issues. As I was not interested in the opinions on these matters as such, 
I omitted these questions when there was lack of time and/or when I already had sufficient 
data. During the research period, the topic of subsidies became more and more prominent 
in the Dutch political debate and the media, due to the economic crisis. In the campaign 
for the national elections in June 2010 and the subsequent coalition negotiations, the 
populist party PVV heavily rejected cultural subsidies. They phrased it as ‘left-wing 
hobbies’77, with the only intention to subsidise the elites, thereby ignoring the common 
people. Elements from this discussion came up during the interviews, which shows that a 
changing societal context can affect opinions on concrete matters.  
 
 

Ranking the cards: Unravelling tastes and hierarchies 
 
In addition to the qualitative interviews I included an assignment that can be analysed 
quantitatively: the ranking of thirty cards with specific examples. In order to reduce 
complexity, this assignment solely covered music. I printed the names of composers, 
musicians, singers and bands on thirty small cards, which I piled in alphabetical order. I 
asked my respondents to rank these cards twice: (1) according to their own taste 
preference, and (2) according to their perception of cultural hierarchy. With this method I 
wanted to find out whether people perceive their taste and hierarchical perception as one 
and the same – ‘high culture is what I like’ – or whether they see severe differences. What 
logics do people use when ranking the items, and are the hierarchies that different people 
perceive similar? Therefore, I did not limit myself to a quantitative analysis of this 
question, but I also included people’s arguments and doubts in the analysis.  

Although ranking questions are not unique in sociological research, particularly 
with a limited number of items, they have never been used in studies on cultural taste. The 
hierarchy ranking is inspired by research on the ranking of occupational prestige (for the 
Netherlands: see Van Heek & Vercruijsse 1958; Sixma & Ultee 1983), although I did not 
intend to use it in order to determine ‘the’ hierarchy that exists in society.  

At the start of my research I phrased the hierarchy question as ‘Could you rank the 
items in the order of the status you think they have in society?’, comparable to both Van 

                                                            
76 Vander Stichele (2007) asked the same questions in his interviews with Flemish participants of culture. I 
was not aware of this at the time of the questionnaire design. 
77 Other ‘left-wing hobbies’ include ‘multiculturalism’, challenging the climate change, and aids for 
developing countries. Many left-wing people adopted the term as an honorary nickname. 
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Heek’s and Sixma’s phrasings on occupations. Soon this question appeared to be too 
difficult for people. Both the concepts ‘status’ and ‘society’ were interpreted in different 
ways. People were aware that in certain milieus one does not get much status by saying 
one likes Bach, while in others one does. Therefore I soon rephrased the question into 
‘Could you rank the items from high to low culture?’, still often followed by ‘as you think 
is perceived in society’. Because of the preceding interview question about the concepts 
‘high’ and ‘low culture’, it was easy to refer to these terms again. When someone did not 
know a certain name, (s)he could put this card aside. I asked half of the respondents – 
randomly chosen – to begin with taste, the other half with hierarchy78, in order to control 
for the influence the two rankings could have on each other. The order in which the two 
questions were asked did not influence the rankings.79  
 
 
The selection of items 
 
In many studies on cultural taste people are asked to give their opinion on a selection of 
(musical) genres. However, genre as a category is often too broad. Classical music is 
frequently categorised as one genre, whereas popular music comprises many different 
genres. But, even the popular genres can be very broad: when one likes ‘authentic’ country 
music but dislikes contemporary ‘commercial’ country, what to think of country as a 
whole? The broader a genre is, the higher the chance that people express mixed feelings 
(Holt 1997; cf. Savage 2006; Atkinson 2011). This can explain the high percentage of 
people who fill in the box ‘mixed feelings’ on five-point scales.80 Furthermore, the 
meaning of genres can change quickly; new subgenres emerge and others disappear (cf. 
Lena & Peterson 2008).  

Other researchers, such as Bourdieu (1984), tried to solve this problem by referring 
to specific musical pieces or songs, which allow no misunderstandings. Bennett et al. 
(2009) asked people’s opinion on both genres and specific works, such as Mahler’s Fifth 
Symphony and Frank Sinatra’s song Chicago. However, if one does know Sinatra but his 
specific song Chicago does not ring a bell, or if one cannot distinguish between Mahler’s 
                                                            
78 While ranking, respondents were not aware yet of the nature of the next question. 
79 There was a significant difference that could not be attributed to other causes only with two items: rapper 
50 Cent was liked more when the taste ranking was asked first, and modern composer Arnold Schönberg 
was placed higher in the hierarchy when hierarchy was asked first (both with p < .05). The order of 
questioning did not significantly influence the mean deviance between people’s taste and hierarchy ranking. 
80 In the 1993 General Social Survey that was used by Bryson (1996) and Tampubolon (2008), the category 
‘mixed feelings’ was the second most filled in box, a fact both scholars ignored. Because the odds to give 
this answer increased with educational level, it cannot easily be explained by lack of knowledge. Besides, 
the answer category ‘don’t know much about it’ was offered as well, and there is no clear correlation 
between this answer and ‘mixed feelings’. These are my observations from a table offered by Bryson (1996: 
893) and a figure by Tampubolon (2008: 250); I did not see the original survey data. However, Sonnett 
(2004) – referring to the same survey – calls people with many mixed feelings ‘indecisives’, which in my 
opinion misses the point. 
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symphonies, one cannot give his/her opinion.81 Therefore, I chose an intermediate 
position, by asking for composers, musicians, singers, and bands (cf. Nagel et al. 2011). 
These could still be too broad – some for example hesitated about Mozart because of the 
distinction between his ‘frivolous’ work and his Requiem – but overall it appeared to be 
easy to judge. 
 
Box 2. Items in the ranking assignment 
 
The items are grouped by genre, but in the interviews they were ordered alphabetically. Included 
in this box are years of birth and death (for bands: years active) and country of origin. 
 
Classical music: composers 
J.S. Bach        1685‐1750  Germany     
W.A. Mozart        1756‐1791  Austria 
A. Schönberg         1874‐1951  Austria/US 
Johann Strauss Jr      1825‐1899  Austria 
A. Vivaldi        1678‐1741  Italy 
 
Classical music: musicians 
Glenn Gould (pianist)      1932‐1982  Canada 
André Rieu (violinist, conductor)  1949‐    NL 
Wibi Soerjadi (pianist)      1970‐    NL 
 
Jazz: singers and musicians 
John Coltrane        1926‐1967  US 
Ella Fitzgerald        1917‐1996  US 
Norah Jones        1979‐    US 
 
Popular music: pop/rock bands 
ABBA        1972‐1982  Sweden 
The Beatles        1960‐1970  UK 
Pink Floyd        1965‐1994*  UK 
Radiohead        1985‐    UK 
Rolling Stones        1962‐    UK 
* plus some reunions after 1994, such as at Live 8 in 2005. 
 
Popular music: (female) singers 
Tori Amos        1963‐    US 
Céline Dion         1968‐    Canada 
Britney Spears        1981‐    US 

                                                            
81 Savage (2006), who is part of the same research project, systematically compared the valuations of genres 
and specific works. However, he ignores the high percentages of the answer ‘unknown’ when asking for 
works. Furthermore, comparison is difficult, as the genres and musical works in his study do not match 
100%. 
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Heek’s and Sixma’s phrasings on occupations. Soon this question appeared to be too 
difficult for people. Both the concepts ‘status’ and ‘society’ were interpreted in different 
ways. People were aware that in certain milieus one does not get much status by saying 
one likes Bach, while in others one does. Therefore I soon rephrased the question into 
‘Could you rank the items from high to low culture?’, still often followed by ‘as you think 
is perceived in society’. Because of the preceding interview question about the concepts 
‘high’ and ‘low culture’, it was easy to refer to these terms again. When someone did not 
know a certain name, (s)he could put this card aside. I asked half of the respondents – 
randomly chosen – to begin with taste, the other half with hierarchy78, in order to control 
for the influence the two rankings could have on each other. The order in which the two 
questions were asked did not influence the rankings.79  
 
 
The selection of items 
 
In many studies on cultural taste people are asked to give their opinion on a selection of 
(musical) genres. However, genre as a category is often too broad. Classical music is 
frequently categorised as one genre, whereas popular music comprises many different 
genres. But, even the popular genres can be very broad: when one likes ‘authentic’ country 
music but dislikes contemporary ‘commercial’ country, what to think of country as a 
whole? The broader a genre is, the higher the chance that people express mixed feelings 
(Holt 1997; cf. Savage 2006; Atkinson 2011). This can explain the high percentage of 
people who fill in the box ‘mixed feelings’ on five-point scales.80 Furthermore, the 
meaning of genres can change quickly; new subgenres emerge and others disappear (cf. 
Lena & Peterson 2008).  

Other researchers, such as Bourdieu (1984), tried to solve this problem by referring 
to specific musical pieces or songs, which allow no misunderstandings. Bennett et al. 
(2009) asked people’s opinion on both genres and specific works, such as Mahler’s Fifth 
Symphony and Frank Sinatra’s song Chicago. However, if one does know Sinatra but his 
specific song Chicago does not ring a bell, or if one cannot distinguish between Mahler’s 
                                                            
78 While ranking, respondents were not aware yet of the nature of the next question. 
79 There was a significant difference that could not be attributed to other causes only with two items: rapper 
50 Cent was liked more when the taste ranking was asked first, and modern composer Arnold Schönberg 
was placed higher in the hierarchy when hierarchy was asked first (both with p < .05). The order of 
questioning did not significantly influence the mean deviance between people’s taste and hierarchy ranking. 
80 In the 1993 General Social Survey that was used by Bryson (1996) and Tampubolon (2008), the category 
‘mixed feelings’ was the second most filled in box, a fact both scholars ignored. Because the odds to give 
this answer increased with educational level, it cannot easily be explained by lack of knowledge. Besides, 
the answer category ‘don’t know much about it’ was offered as well, and there is no clear correlation 
between this answer and ‘mixed feelings’. These are my observations from a table offered by Bryson (1996: 
893) and a figure by Tampubolon (2008: 250); I did not see the original survey data. However, Sonnett 
(2004) – referring to the same survey – calls people with many mixed feelings ‘indecisives’, which in my 
opinion misses the point. 
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symphonies, one cannot give his/her opinion.81 Therefore, I chose an intermediate 
position, by asking for composers, musicians, singers, and bands (cf. Nagel et al. 2011). 
These could still be too broad – some for example hesitated about Mozart because of the 
distinction between his ‘frivolous’ work and his Requiem – but overall it appeared to be 
easy to judge. 
 
Box 2. Items in the ranking assignment 
 
The items are grouped by genre, but in the interviews they were ordered alphabetically. Included 
in this box are years of birth and death (for bands: years active) and country of origin. 
 
Classical music: composers 
J.S. Bach        1685‐1750  Germany     
W.A. Mozart        1756‐1791  Austria 
A. Schönberg         1874‐1951  Austria/US 
Johann Strauss Jr      1825‐1899  Austria 
A. Vivaldi        1678‐1741  Italy 
 
Classical music: musicians 
Glenn Gould (pianist)      1932‐1982  Canada 
André Rieu (violinist, conductor)  1949‐    NL 
Wibi Soerjadi (pianist)      1970‐    NL 
 
Jazz: singers and musicians 
John Coltrane        1926‐1967  US 
Ella Fitzgerald        1917‐1996  US 
Norah Jones        1979‐    US 
 
Popular music: pop/rock bands 
ABBA        1972‐1982  Sweden 
The Beatles        1960‐1970  UK 
Pink Floyd        1965‐1994*  UK 
Radiohead        1985‐    UK 
Rolling Stones        1962‐    UK 
* plus some reunions after 1994, such as at Live 8 in 2005. 
 
Popular music: (female) singers 
Tori Amos        1963‐    US 
Céline Dion         1968‐    Canada 
Britney Spears        1981‐    US 

                                                            
81 Savage (2006), who is part of the same research project, systematically compared the valuations of genres 
and specific works. However, he ignores the high percentages of the answer ‘unknown’ when asking for 
works. Furthermore, comparison is difficult, as the genres and musical works in his study do not match 
100%. 
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Popular music: exponents of several genres 
Jacques Brel (French chanson)     1929‐1978  Belgium 
50 Cent* (hip hop)      1975‐    US 
Aretha Franklin (soul)      1942‐    US 
Metallica (heavy metal)      1981‐    US 
Dolly Parton (country)      1946‐    US 
Tiësto        1969‐    NL 
* alphabetically he was ordered under the F of Fifty. 
 
Dutch language music: (male) singers 
Frans Bauer        1973‐    NL   
Marco Borsato        1966‐    NL 
André Hazes        1951‐2004  NL 
Ramses Shaffy        1933‐2009  NL 
 
Fictitious item 
J. Pirakovich        ‐‐‐    ‘Russia’ 
 
Notes on the Dutch items 
Many Dutch language singers and bands – though not all – are often considered as the ultimate 
example of  ‘low  culture’  in  the Netherlands  (e.g. Hitters & Van de Kamp 2010). Their music  is 
characterised by simple  lyrics and melodies,  is either cheerful or very sad, and  is often sung out 
loud  by  the  audience.  It  is more  or  less  similar  to German  and Austrian  Schlagers  and  Italian 
sentimental songs.  

I  chose  two  typical  exponents  of  this music.  First,  the  cheerful  Frans  Bauer  from  the 
southern province of Brabant. Partly due to his reality TV show he  is widely perceived as a nice 
guy, also by people who do not like his music.  

The second  is  the Amsterdam singer André Hazes. Hazes attracted a broader audience 
than  Bauer,  partly  because  of  camp  value,  and  partly  because  he  was  perceived  as  more 
‘authentic’, writing his own lyrics about his troublesome life. A 1999 documentary film about him, 
Zij gelooft in mij, was seen by many – including higher educated – people. His untimely death in 
2004, at 53,  sparked off many emotional  reactions; his  funeral was broadcast  live on national 
television and attracted six million viewers.  

A third singer, Marco Borsato,  is sometimes seen as an exponent of this genre as well, 
but he is also more pop oriented. He sings both ballads and cheerful songs, with less simple lyrics 
(not written by himself). With  fourteen number 1 hits  in  the Dutch Top 40 between 1994 and 
2008 he is the most successful singer in the Dutch charts ever.  

A Dutch language singer who is generally not associated with this genre is Ramses Shaffy. 
His songs, mainly from the 1960s and ‘70s, are inspired by French chansons. The bohemian artist 
died during my research period, to be exact on the day before the 34th  interview (his death did 
not influence the rankings of my respondents).  

The  three other Dutch  items are more well‐known  internationally, particularly  violinist 
and conductor André Rieu, who  tours around  the world with his  Johann Strauss Orchestra and 
huge stage sets, and Tiësto, who is one of the most popular trance DJs worldwide. Although the 
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third one, pianist Wibi Soerjadi, performed in Carnegie Hall in New York, his fame mainly stayed 
within the Netherlands. In his teenage years he won many prizes, but more recently he has been 
criticised for popularising classical music too much. He is widely known for his media appearances 
on his private life too, such as TV interviews in his home filled with Disney toys.  
 
The names on the cards were chosen to cover a broad range of music styles and to test 
several criteria of distinction that people might use. First, I selected four important musical 
domains: classical music, jazz, popular music (subdivided in several genres), and local 
(Dutch language) music. This first classification already sketches a cultural hierarchy in 
broad strokes as it is featured in most literature.  

Second, within the different domains and genres I tried to achieve a wide diversity: 
originating from different countries, of different ethnicities, and both men and women. 
The popular music items originated from several decades, because of the age diversity 
among my respondents. Within some time periods I selected ‘rivalling’ acts, whose 
audiences were often separated, such as The Beatles and The Rolling Stones in the 1960s.  

Third, in order to reduce the number of missing values, it was important to include 
names that are well-known among a high diversity of people. However, I also included 
some items that I expected to be known only among smaller groups, such as young people 
(contemporary pop artists), or connoisseurs in certain genres (e.g., Schönberg in classical 
music, Tori Amos in popular music). The latter examples are not only less known, but also 
less popular, and thus deviant from the mainstream.82  

Fourth, I took into account several possible distinction criteria, based on the 
colliding criteria that developed in different time periods (see chapter 1). The most 
important one is perceived complexity, which forms an important foundation for both 
logics of cultural hierarchy. Within classical music Schönberg (who invented the 
formative atonal music) and Bach are often regarded as more complex than Mozart and 
Vivaldi. Johann Strauss is seen as less complex than the latter two, and violinist André 
Rieu simplifies his waltzes even more in order to reach a wider and less educated 
audience. The same continuum can be recognised in jazz and in popular music. Two 
criteria are derived from the classic logic of hierarchy: craftsmanship and morality. 
Perceived (technical) craftsmanship is represented by Wibi Soerjadi (excellent pianist) and 
Céline Dion (strong voice and wide vocal range), who are both not always valued highly 
because of a perceived lack of originality or authenticity (second principle). One of the 
reasons to include rapper 50 Cent is his perceived immorality, in the form of a violent past 
and sexist music videos. The ‘modern’ criteria ‘authenticity’ and ‘originality’ can be 
compared to the above-mentioned deviation from the mainstream. 

                                                            
82 For some genres I chose only one example, often the best-known one, and thus ‘mainstream’ – which is 
unfortunately not representative. However, selecting less known items would increase missing values, 
whereas including more items per genre would make the pile of cards too large. 
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Popular music: exponents of several genres 
Jacques Brel (French chanson)     1929‐1978  Belgium 
50 Cent* (hip hop)      1975‐    US 
Aretha Franklin (soul)      1942‐    US 
Metallica (heavy metal)      1981‐    US 
Dolly Parton (country)      1946‐    US 
Tiësto        1969‐    NL 
* alphabetically he was ordered under the F of Fifty. 
 
Dutch language music: (male) singers 
Frans Bauer        1973‐    NL   
Marco Borsato        1966‐    NL 
André Hazes        1951‐2004  NL 
Ramses Shaffy        1933‐2009  NL 
 
Fictitious item 
J. Pirakovich        ‐‐‐    ‘Russia’ 
 
Notes on the Dutch items 
Many Dutch language singers and bands – though not all – are often considered as the ultimate 
example of  ‘low  culture’  in  the Netherlands  (e.g. Hitters & Van de Kamp 2010). Their music  is 
characterised by simple  lyrics and melodies,  is either cheerful or very sad, and  is often sung out 
loud  by  the  audience.  It  is more  or  less  similar  to German  and Austrian  Schlagers  and  Italian 
sentimental songs.  

I  chose  two  typical  exponents  of  this music.  First,  the  cheerful  Frans  Bauer  from  the 
southern province of Brabant. Partly due to his reality TV show he  is widely perceived as a nice 
guy, also by people who do not like his music.  

The second  is  the Amsterdam singer André Hazes. Hazes attracted a broader audience 
than  Bauer,  partly  because  of  camp  value,  and  partly  because  he  was  perceived  as  more 
‘authentic’, writing his own lyrics about his troublesome life. A 1999 documentary film about him, 
Zij gelooft in mij, was seen by many – including higher educated – people. His untimely death in 
2004, at 53,  sparked off many emotional  reactions; his  funeral was broadcast  live on national 
television and attracted six million viewers.  

A third singer, Marco Borsato,  is sometimes seen as an exponent of this genre as well, 
but he is also more pop oriented. He sings both ballads and cheerful songs, with less simple lyrics 
(not written by himself). With  fourteen number 1 hits  in  the Dutch Top 40 between 1994 and 
2008 he is the most successful singer in the Dutch charts ever.  

A Dutch language singer who is generally not associated with this genre is Ramses Shaffy. 
His songs, mainly from the 1960s and ‘70s, are inspired by French chansons. The bohemian artist 
died during my research period, to be exact on the day before the 34th  interview (his death did 
not influence the rankings of my respondents).  

The  three other Dutch  items are more well‐known  internationally, particularly  violinist 
and conductor André Rieu, who  tours around  the world with his  Johann Strauss Orchestra and 
huge stage sets, and Tiësto, who is one of the most popular trance DJs worldwide. Although the 
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third one, pianist Wibi Soerjadi, performed in Carnegie Hall in New York, his fame mainly stayed 
within the Netherlands. In his teenage years he won many prizes, but more recently he has been 
criticised for popularising classical music too much. He is widely known for his media appearances 
on his private life too, such as TV interviews in his home filled with Disney toys.  
 
The names on the cards were chosen to cover a broad range of music styles and to test 
several criteria of distinction that people might use. First, I selected four important musical 
domains: classical music, jazz, popular music (subdivided in several genres), and local 
(Dutch language) music. This first classification already sketches a cultural hierarchy in 
broad strokes as it is featured in most literature.  

Second, within the different domains and genres I tried to achieve a wide diversity: 
originating from different countries, of different ethnicities, and both men and women. 
The popular music items originated from several decades, because of the age diversity 
among my respondents. Within some time periods I selected ‘rivalling’ acts, whose 
audiences were often separated, such as The Beatles and The Rolling Stones in the 1960s.  

Third, in order to reduce the number of missing values, it was important to include 
names that are well-known among a high diversity of people. However, I also included 
some items that I expected to be known only among smaller groups, such as young people 
(contemporary pop artists), or connoisseurs in certain genres (e.g., Schönberg in classical 
music, Tori Amos in popular music). The latter examples are not only less known, but also 
less popular, and thus deviant from the mainstream.82  

Fourth, I took into account several possible distinction criteria, based on the 
colliding criteria that developed in different time periods (see chapter 1). The most 
important one is perceived complexity, which forms an important foundation for both 
logics of cultural hierarchy. Within classical music Schönberg (who invented the 
formative atonal music) and Bach are often regarded as more complex than Mozart and 
Vivaldi. Johann Strauss is seen as less complex than the latter two, and violinist André 
Rieu simplifies his waltzes even more in order to reach a wider and less educated 
audience. The same continuum can be recognised in jazz and in popular music. Two 
criteria are derived from the classic logic of hierarchy: craftsmanship and morality. 
Perceived (technical) craftsmanship is represented by Wibi Soerjadi (excellent pianist) and 
Céline Dion (strong voice and wide vocal range), who are both not always valued highly 
because of a perceived lack of originality or authenticity (second principle). One of the 
reasons to include rapper 50 Cent is his perceived immorality, in the form of a violent past 
and sexist music videos. The ‘modern’ criteria ‘authenticity’ and ‘originality’ can be 
compared to the above-mentioned deviation from the mainstream. 

                                                            
82 For some genres I chose only one example, often the best-known one, and thus ‘mainstream’ – which is 
unfortunately not representative. However, selecting less known items would increase missing values, 
whereas including more items per genre would make the pile of cards too large. 
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Fifth, I included examples that are sometimes mentioned as gradually rising or 
falling on the cultural ladder. Vivaldi’s Four seasons has been popularised to a broader 
audience and has thus lost much of its distinction value for elites: it has ‘trickled down’ 
(De Swaan 1985: 87; cf. Bourdieu 1984: 104). Jazz and pop music on the other hand have 
partially risen in the hierarchy (e.g. Lopes 2002). I included some items that might have 
risen within pop music in more recent days, such as ABBA.  

Finally, I included one fictitious item, in order to test people’s honesty or 
attentiveness. People might want to hide their ignorance of a certain ‘high cultural’ name 
out of embarrassment towards the interviewer. Bourdieu (1984: 89) for instance found that 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers are, more than people from other classes, likely to say 
that they like the painter Rousseau (who does exist, but is not very well-known), possibly 
confusing him with the better known philosopher with the same name. Conversely, higher 
educated people might more often bluff about their knowledge. Therefore, I invented a 
Russian sounding name, presuming that people would think him to be a classical 
composer: J. Pirakovich.83 If many people included him in their rankings, this would mean 
that they probably faked their knowledge for several other items as well. 
 
 
Which respondents to search, and how: Questions of sampling 
 
Comparing status and age groups: Defining the quotas 
 
Rather than striving for a representative sample of the Dutch population, which would – if 
carried out well – give information on the ‘average’ Dutchman, I wanted to compare 
different groups. In the introduction I showed that age, level of education and parents’ 
education are the most important variables to be researched, next to gender. Therefore, I 
designed a cross-tabulation of three status groups and three birth cohorts, resulting in nine 
quotas of ten people each (see table 2.1). In each quota I searched for five men and five 
women.  

The three education groups are defined by respondents’ own and their parents’ 
educational level, hence with upwardly mobile people as the intermediary group. 
Education is operationalised as ‘high’ when one has a university or higher vocational 
education (HBO). A low education means at most medium vocational education (MBO), 
although in most research MBO itself is considered medium rather than low.84 Because of 
the stratified education system in the Netherlands, it is common in Dutch to speak of 

                                                            
83 In order to check whether I really invented this name myself, I did a Google search. There were no 
matches. After finishing my research, a new Google search did find one person with the same name: a 
Frenchman with a Facebook profile. 
84 See appendix for explanations of the abbreviations in the Dutch education system. 
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highly/higher and lowly/lower educated people. Although this is not usual in English – 
‘lowly educated’ might even sound derogatory – in this dissertation I use these terms to 
distinguish the two groups. Note that two thirds of the sample are higher educated, 
whereas of the Dutch working population this is only one third (CBS numbers on 2009). 
In reality, the birth cohorts are not equally distributed over the status groups either. 
However, representativeness was not something I aimed for. 
 
Table 2.1. The quotas: distribution of respondents in advance 
education /   birth cohorts TOTAL 
parents’ education 1925‐1945 1945‐1965 1965‐1985
high / high  10  10 10 30 
high / low  10  10 10 30 
low / low  10  10 10 30 

 
TOTAL  30  30 30 90 
 

I could have used several more independent variables to classify respondents and 
to compare groups, such as ethnicity and religion.85 However, I did not include these 
factors in the research, in order not to complicate matters any further. Although highly 
interesting in itself because of possible cultural differences and blends, I did not search for 
immigrants from non-Western countries and their children. In the end, I did interview six 
people who were born outside the Netherlands (though two of them with Dutch parents), 
but they did not come from the most common immigrant countries Morocco and Turkey.  
 Finally, place of residence might be of importance (see De Wijs-Mulkens 1999), 
but will not be a focus in itself either. For practical reasons the respondents were mainly 
selected in and around Amsterdam, both in urban, suburban, and rural areas. I realise that 
there might be differences in cultural taste between different regions in the Netherlands, 
but assume that this does not imply large differences in hierarchical perceptions. 
Furthermore, many regional differences might be caused by differences in educational 
level: in the densely populated west of the country people have an, on average, higher 
educational level than in the more rural north, east, and south. In my sample, 26 out of 27 
people living in Amsterdam received higher education; the lower educated respondents 
live in suburban and rural areas. 
 
 

                                                            
85 In the Netherlands, religious people and immigrants are less culturally active than secular and Dutch born 
people (De Haan & Knulst 2000). On the tastes of Dutch immigrants and their descendants, see for instance 
Van Wel et al. (2006) and Trienekens (2002). There is not much literature on the tastes of certain religious 
groups, except maybe Halle (1993) on catholic art in the US and Brinkgreve & Van Stolk (1997) on the taste 
of reformed people in the Netherlands.  
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Fifth, I included examples that are sometimes mentioned as gradually rising or 
falling on the cultural ladder. Vivaldi’s Four seasons has been popularised to a broader 
audience and has thus lost much of its distinction value for elites: it has ‘trickled down’ 
(De Swaan 1985: 87; cf. Bourdieu 1984: 104). Jazz and pop music on the other hand have 
partially risen in the hierarchy (e.g. Lopes 2002). I included some items that might have 
risen within pop music in more recent days, such as ABBA.  

Finally, I included one fictitious item, in order to test people’s honesty or 
attentiveness. People might want to hide their ignorance of a certain ‘high cultural’ name 
out of embarrassment towards the interviewer. Bourdieu (1984: 89) for instance found that 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers are, more than people from other classes, likely to say 
that they like the painter Rousseau (who does exist, but is not very well-known), possibly 
confusing him with the better known philosopher with the same name. Conversely, higher 
educated people might more often bluff about their knowledge. Therefore, I invented a 
Russian sounding name, presuming that people would think him to be a classical 
composer: J. Pirakovich.83 If many people included him in their rankings, this would mean 
that they probably faked their knowledge for several other items as well. 
 
 
Which respondents to search, and how: Questions of sampling 
 
Comparing status and age groups: Defining the quotas 
 
Rather than striving for a representative sample of the Dutch population, which would – if 
carried out well – give information on the ‘average’ Dutchman, I wanted to compare 
different groups. In the introduction I showed that age, level of education and parents’ 
education are the most important variables to be researched, next to gender. Therefore, I 
designed a cross-tabulation of three status groups and three birth cohorts, resulting in nine 
quotas of ten people each (see table 2.1). In each quota I searched for five men and five 
women.  

The three education groups are defined by respondents’ own and their parents’ 
educational level, hence with upwardly mobile people as the intermediary group. 
Education is operationalised as ‘high’ when one has a university or higher vocational 
education (HBO). A low education means at most medium vocational education (MBO), 
although in most research MBO itself is considered medium rather than low.84 Because of 
the stratified education system in the Netherlands, it is common in Dutch to speak of 

                                                            
83 In order to check whether I really invented this name myself, I did a Google search. There were no 
matches. After finishing my research, a new Google search did find one person with the same name: a 
Frenchman with a Facebook profile. 
84 See appendix for explanations of the abbreviations in the Dutch education system. 
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highly/higher and lowly/lower educated people. Although this is not usual in English – 
‘lowly educated’ might even sound derogatory – in this dissertation I use these terms to 
distinguish the two groups. Note that two thirds of the sample are higher educated, 
whereas of the Dutch working population this is only one third (CBS numbers on 2009). 
In reality, the birth cohorts are not equally distributed over the status groups either. 
However, representativeness was not something I aimed for. 
 
Table 2.1. The quotas: distribution of respondents in advance 
education /   birth cohorts TOTAL 
parents’ education 1925‐1945 1945‐1965 1965‐1985
high / high  10  10 10 30 
high / low  10  10 10 30 
low / low  10  10 10 30 

 
TOTAL  30  30 30 90 
 

I could have used several more independent variables to classify respondents and 
to compare groups, such as ethnicity and religion.85 However, I did not include these 
factors in the research, in order not to complicate matters any further. Although highly 
interesting in itself because of possible cultural differences and blends, I did not search for 
immigrants from non-Western countries and their children. In the end, I did interview six 
people who were born outside the Netherlands (though two of them with Dutch parents), 
but they did not come from the most common immigrant countries Morocco and Turkey.  
 Finally, place of residence might be of importance (see De Wijs-Mulkens 1999), 
but will not be a focus in itself either. For practical reasons the respondents were mainly 
selected in and around Amsterdam, both in urban, suburban, and rural areas. I realise that 
there might be differences in cultural taste between different regions in the Netherlands, 
but assume that this does not imply large differences in hierarchical perceptions. 
Furthermore, many regional differences might be caused by differences in educational 
level: in the densely populated west of the country people have an, on average, higher 
educational level than in the more rural north, east, and south. In my sample, 26 out of 27 
people living in Amsterdam received higher education; the lower educated respondents 
live in suburban and rural areas. 
 
 

                                                            
85 In the Netherlands, religious people and immigrants are less culturally active than secular and Dutch born 
people (De Haan & Knulst 2000). On the tastes of Dutch immigrants and their descendants, see for instance 
Van Wel et al. (2006) and Trienekens (2002). There is not much literature on the tastes of certain religious 
groups, except maybe Halle (1993) on catholic art in the US and Brinkgreve & Van Stolk (1997) on the taste 
of reformed people in the Netherlands.  
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The sampling procedure: Randomly filling the quotas 
 
With the creation of eighteen quota of five people each (the nine mentioned quota, each 
equally divided by men and women), I wanted to be able to systematically compare the 
different groups, without running the risk that certain groups are underrepresented. 
However, I did not simply apply a traditional quota sample (as described by Bryman 2012: 
203-4), in which respondents are chosen primarily by the interviewer himself. This would 
lead to biases and exclude less accessible people (ibid.). Instead, I partly used random 
samples in order to fill the quota, and I persevered with less accessible people. So, despite 
predefining characteristics of respondents, I wanted chance to decide which people to 
select.86 

I sent letters to randomly selected addresses in which I asked the residents to 
cooperate with my research. In these letters, printed on university paper, I introduced my 
research, gave an approximate duration of the interview (sixty to ninety minutes), and 
promised a book or CD voucher worth ten euro in return. In a two page appendix I 
answered some possible questions, e.g. on anonymity, and referred to my UvA web page 
and my supervisors. I tried to persuade people in a language that was not too complex nor 
too simple, in order to interest a wide range of respondents. 

 After a few days I telephoned the households and asked the person who took up the 
phone whether someone in his/her household wanted to participate in my research. If no 
one answered the call, I tried again later on different dates and different times of day, up to 
a maximum of ten times. Upon reading the letter, most people had already made up their 
mind about their cooperation, so I could hardly ever persuade non-willing people, however 
sympathetic, over the telephone.  
 The people who did want to cooperate, an average of about 25% (see table 3), often 
became enthusiastic after reading my letter; some of them said they never participate in 
research but made an exception for this one. I asked these willing people three initial 
questions about their birth year, educational level and parents’ educational level in order to 
determine whether they fit any of the quotas.87 Because certain quotas filled up very 
quickly while others remained empty, in a later stage I randomly selected households in 
deliberately selected neighbourhoods. This may have caused certain biases, but chance 
remained the main selection criterion. In the final stage I left the random selection behind 
and used my personal network instead. In this way I found the last fifteen respondents. A 
complete overview of the different sampling stages, technical procedures and ways to 
avoid biases, can be found in box 3. 
                                                            
86 This procedure – a random sample in pre-selected neighbourhoods in order to fill certain quota – was 
partly inspired by Lamont (1992: 217-220). 
87 This sometimes led to quite absurd situations. Once I turned down a higher educated woman with lower 
educated parents who was born in 1945, because this quota had already been filled. However, I did accept 
her partner, who was also a higher educated woman with lower educated parents, but born in 1944. 
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By means of the different sampling techniques I was eventually able to interview 
ninety respondents, in the period from April 2009 to December 2010. They are distributed 
over the quotas as planned, except for some minor differences: in three quotas the gender 
division is not 5:5 but 4:6 or 6:4. On several other points I decided along the way to be not 
as strict as planned: first, a high education can also mean the highest secondary school 
level (VWO; before 1968 HBS or gymnasium); and second, people born before 1925 were 
included too. The oldest respondent was born in 1915. 
 
Box 3. The sampling procedure in three stages 
 
Stage 1: random selection 
I started the sample with the collection of a large file of postal codes (CBS 2006)88 in roughly the 
province of North‐Holland.89  I  first made some pre‐selections  for both practical and  theoretical 
reasons:  I  excluded  the  areas  roughly north of Alkmaar which were  too  far  from Amsterdam, 
postal codes with fewer than ten  inhabitants, and postal codes with 20% or more non‐Western 
migrants. This resulted in a sample frame of 40,195 postal codes, from which I randomly selected 
90.90 Within each of  these 90 postal codes  I  randomly selected one address  that  is  included  in 
phone directories.91  

This  first sample  resulted  in 24 people willing  to cooperate, of whom 22  fit one of  the 
quotas. Middle‐aged and higher educated people were  severely overrepresented. Some of  the 
non‐willing people were very kind on the phone, explained why they did not want to participate, 
and  wished me  good  luck;  others  just  hang  up  the  phone  or  said  they  did  not  want  to  be 
bothered with  ‘this  kind  of nonsense’.  For  the  second  round  I  did not draw  a new  sample  of 
postal codes, but randomly selected a second address in the remaining 68 postal codes. Hence, I 
gave  these postal codes a  ‘second chance’. This  led  to  fourteen more  interviews, after which  I 
repeated the process a third time for the remaining 54 postal codes. After three sample rounds in 
these ninety postal codes, the total response was 47 people. This is 52% of all postal codes, and 
22% of all households that were approached (see also table 3). 
 
Biases after stage 1 
After these three rounds  the quotas  for middle‐aged people were almost  filled, but most older 
and younger respondents were yet to be  found. Hence, a new random sample would not have 
been  useful:  I  would  have  found more middle‐aged  people  whom  I  did  not  need  anymore, 
whereas the number of older and younger respondents would only slowly increase.  
                                                            
88 CBS = Central Bureau of Statistics. The file, ‘Postcodegebieden 2004’, gave information on many 
characteristics of all postal codes in the Netherlands, such as number of inhabitants, grade of urbanity, 
household composition, mean income, the distribution of genders and age groups, and the percentage of non-
Western migrants, as of 1 January 2004. 
89 The range of the postal codes was 1011 AC up to 2015 AJ, as this was the maximum number that could be 
included in an Excel file (practical considerations). This resulted in the exclusion of the largest part of 
Haarlem and surroundings and the inclusion of some towns just outside North-Holland (Almere, Abcoude). 
90 I used the website www.random.org for this procedure. 
91 I used a website that gives all addresses that are included in the phone book per postal code 
(www.gevonden.cc/postcode.php), and I checked the results of the sample with the regular phone directories 
on the internet, which are more up-to-date. I only selected household addresses, and hence excluded stores 
and businesses. 
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The sampling procedure: Randomly filling the quotas 
 
With the creation of eighteen quota of five people each (the nine mentioned quota, each 
equally divided by men and women), I wanted to be able to systematically compare the 
different groups, without running the risk that certain groups are underrepresented. 
However, I did not simply apply a traditional quota sample (as described by Bryman 2012: 
203-4), in which respondents are chosen primarily by the interviewer himself. This would 
lead to biases and exclude less accessible people (ibid.). Instead, I partly used random 
samples in order to fill the quota, and I persevered with less accessible people. So, despite 
predefining characteristics of respondents, I wanted chance to decide which people to 
select.86 

I sent letters to randomly selected addresses in which I asked the residents to 
cooperate with my research. In these letters, printed on university paper, I introduced my 
research, gave an approximate duration of the interview (sixty to ninety minutes), and 
promised a book or CD voucher worth ten euro in return. In a two page appendix I 
answered some possible questions, e.g. on anonymity, and referred to my UvA web page 
and my supervisors. I tried to persuade people in a language that was not too complex nor 
too simple, in order to interest a wide range of respondents. 

 After a few days I telephoned the households and asked the person who took up the 
phone whether someone in his/her household wanted to participate in my research. If no 
one answered the call, I tried again later on different dates and different times of day, up to 
a maximum of ten times. Upon reading the letter, most people had already made up their 
mind about their cooperation, so I could hardly ever persuade non-willing people, however 
sympathetic, over the telephone.  
 The people who did want to cooperate, an average of about 25% (see table 3), often 
became enthusiastic after reading my letter; some of them said they never participate in 
research but made an exception for this one. I asked these willing people three initial 
questions about their birth year, educational level and parents’ educational level in order to 
determine whether they fit any of the quotas.87 Because certain quotas filled up very 
quickly while others remained empty, in a later stage I randomly selected households in 
deliberately selected neighbourhoods. This may have caused certain biases, but chance 
remained the main selection criterion. In the final stage I left the random selection behind 
and used my personal network instead. In this way I found the last fifteen respondents. A 
complete overview of the different sampling stages, technical procedures and ways to 
avoid biases, can be found in box 3. 
                                                            
86 This procedure – a random sample in pre-selected neighbourhoods in order to fill certain quota – was 
partly inspired by Lamont (1992: 217-220). 
87 This sometimes led to quite absurd situations. Once I turned down a higher educated woman with lower 
educated parents who was born in 1945, because this quota had already been filled. However, I did accept 
her partner, who was also a higher educated woman with lower educated parents, but born in 1944. 
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By means of the different sampling techniques I was eventually able to interview 
ninety respondents, in the period from April 2009 to December 2010. They are distributed 
over the quotas as planned, except for some minor differences: in three quotas the gender 
division is not 5:5 but 4:6 or 6:4. On several other points I decided along the way to be not 
as strict as planned: first, a high education can also mean the highest secondary school 
level (VWO; before 1968 HBS or gymnasium); and second, people born before 1925 were 
included too. The oldest respondent was born in 1915. 
 
Box 3. The sampling procedure in three stages 
 
Stage 1: random selection 
I started the sample with the collection of a large file of postal codes (CBS 2006)88 in roughly the 
province of North‐Holland.89  I  first made some pre‐selections  for both practical and  theoretical 
reasons:  I  excluded  the  areas  roughly north of Alkmaar which were  too  far  from Amsterdam, 
postal codes with fewer than ten  inhabitants, and postal codes with 20% or more non‐Western 
migrants. This resulted in a sample frame of 40,195 postal codes, from which I randomly selected 
90.90 Within each of  these 90 postal codes  I  randomly selected one address  that  is  included  in 
phone directories.91  

This  first sample  resulted  in 24 people willing  to cooperate, of whom 22  fit one of  the 
quotas. Middle‐aged and higher educated people were  severely overrepresented. Some of  the 
non‐willing people were very kind on the phone, explained why they did not want to participate, 
and  wished me  good  luck;  others  just  hang  up  the  phone  or  said  they  did  not  want  to  be 
bothered with  ‘this  kind  of nonsense’.  For  the  second  round  I  did not draw  a new  sample  of 
postal codes, but randomly selected a second address in the remaining 68 postal codes. Hence, I 
gave  these postal codes a  ‘second chance’. This  led  to  fourteen more  interviews, after which  I 
repeated the process a third time for the remaining 54 postal codes. After three sample rounds in 
these ninety postal codes, the total response was 47 people. This is 52% of all postal codes, and 
22% of all households that were approached (see also table 3). 
 
Biases after stage 1 
After these three rounds  the quotas  for middle‐aged people were almost  filled, but most older 
and younger respondents were yet to be  found. Hence, a new random sample would not have 
been  useful:  I  would  have  found more middle‐aged  people  whom  I  did  not  need  anymore, 
whereas the number of older and younger respondents would only slowly increase.  
                                                            
88 CBS = Central Bureau of Statistics. The file, ‘Postcodegebieden 2004’, gave information on many 
characteristics of all postal codes in the Netherlands, such as number of inhabitants, grade of urbanity, 
household composition, mean income, the distribution of genders and age groups, and the percentage of non-
Western migrants, as of 1 January 2004. 
89 The range of the postal codes was 1011 AC up to 2015 AJ, as this was the maximum number that could be 
included in an Excel file (practical considerations). This resulted in the exclusion of the largest part of 
Haarlem and surroundings and the inclusion of some towns just outside North-Holland (Almere, Abcoude). 
90 I used the website www.random.org for this procedure. 
91 I used a website that gives all addresses that are included in the phone book per postal code 
(www.gevonden.cc/postcode.php), and I checked the results of the sample with the regular phone directories 
on the internet, which are more up-to-date. I only selected household addresses, and hence excluded stores 
and businesses. 
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The causes  for  the absence of  these groups were diverse. Young people were probably 
missing because many of them are not listed in phone directories, due to the growing importance 
of mobile phones among this group. Others explained to me they were too busy with their work 
and/or  their children:  lack of  time was  the most  frequently mentioned  reason people gave  for 
their  unwillingness,  next  to  ‘no  interest’  or  ‘just  don’t  feel  like  it’.  Older  people  considered 
themselves ‘too old’ for an interview or thought they were not interesting to me, as their cultural 
participation  had  declined  dramatically:  ‘I  hardly  go  out  anymore’. My  attempts  to  downplay 
their objections  (‘anyone can be  interesting to my research’) could persuade only a  few elderly 
people.  

Finally,  I  noticed  that  among  the  lower  educated  group  especially  the  people with  an 
MBO education, people with  ‘white collar’  jobs, and people who were  ‘upwardly mobile’  in the 
working sphere responded. People with manual  jobs were underrepresented, as well as people 
who  liked cultural  items  that are often defined as  ‘low culture’, such as Dutch  language music. 
Soon after the start of my research  I deleted the word  ‘cultural’ from my  letters, because  I had 
noticed that many lower educated people define this word in a more exclusive (‘high’) way than I 
do as a social scientist. However, the remaining list of five fields (including the theatre and visual 
arts) still triggered some non‐response.  

Table 2.2 presents some characteristics of the postal codes where I did and did not find 
someone willing  to  cooperate.  The  ‘willing’  column  includes  six  postal  codes where  someone 
wanted to cooperate who did not  fit any quota. The table clearly shows that the response was 
lower  in postal codes with many older people and  in postal codes with many people with  lower 
incomes.92  
 
Table  2.2.  Characteristics  of  the  postal  codes  where  I  did  and  did  not  find  people  willing  to 
cooperate. (source: CBS 2006; numbers dating from 1 January 2004). 

  willing
(n = 53) 

not willing / not reached 
(n = 37) 

 
urbanity (addresses per km2) 
 

2621.21 1950.00
 

% 0‐15 years old  17.60 12.00* 
% 15‐25 years old  9.15 10.08 
% 25‐45 years old  32.92 26.14* 
% 45‐65 years old  27.85 25.97 
% over 65 years old 
 

12.43 26.00** 

fiscal income per month (euros)  2526.53 2038.89** 
* p < .05; **p < .01 (t‐test; right column compared to left column). 
   

Among  the  willing  people,  the  higher  educated  respondents  live  in  more  well‐to‐do 
neighbourhoods (a mean income of € 2757.14) than the lower educated ones (€ 2219.05), which 
                                                            
92 The underrepresentation of younger people however is not visible. This might have two causes: 1) the age 
groups have shifted since 1 January 2004, when the birth cohort 1965-’85 was between 18 and 38 years old; 
2) I could not reach people without a phone book entry who are included in the CBS data. 
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verifies my  expectation  that  a  person’s  educational  level  and  neighbourhood’s mean  income 
correlate. More  interestingly,  table 2.2  shows  that  the people who did not want  to  cooperate 
even  live  in poorer neighbourhoods  (€ 2038.89)  than  these  lower  educated  respondents.  This 
confirms my impression that people with the lowest incomes and hence the least education were 
underrepresented in my sample. 
 
Stage 2: random selection in deliberately selected neighbourhoods 
This analysis gave me a tool to proceed. In order to find specific groups, I could now draw random 
samples  from  pre‐selected  postal  codes  with  certain  characteristics.  I  drew  three  of  those 
samples: 
1. In order to find older, higher educated people, I first selected the postal codes with the 10% 

highest incomes (€ 3200 and higher), and then selected within this group the 79 postal codes 
where more  than  50%  of  the  residents was  over  65  years  old  (1‐1‐2004).  In  the  letter  I 
explicitly wrote that I was looking for people over 65, in order to reduce the excuses of being 
too old  for an  interview. After  randomly  selecting addresses  in 54 of  these postal  codes,  I 
found 15 new respondents. They were all but one over 65 years old, and all but two higher 
educated. These quotas were now almost  filled. Examples of  the people  I  found are  some 
higher  managers,  a  full  professor,  a  GP,  an  engineer  and  an  architect,  all  retired.  A 
disadvantage of this sampling method  is that economic capital now plays a more  important 
role  in this group than  in the other age groups. We must keep  in mind that people  living  in 
the green villa  suburbs of  ‘Het Gooi’ and  in  the well‐to‐do neighbourhoods of Amsterdam‐
South are overrepresented.  

2. In order to find people with a  lower education than MBO, possibly occupying manual jobs, I 
randomly selected 50 postal codes (and then one address in each) from the postal codes with 
the 10%  lowest  incomes  (€ 1500 and  lower).  I adapted my  letter somewhat, by simplifying 
the text. I also deleted words that scared many lower educated people off, such as ‘theatre’ 
and  ‘visual arts’. This  resulted  in  six new  respondents,  three of  them  indeed with a  lower 
education than MBO. They included a driver, a factory worker, and a shop assistant, all three 
born in the 1980s.  

3. Because  the  quotas  for  the  youngest  age  group  (born  between  1965  and  ’85) were  still 
relatively empty after these two additional samples,  I selected all postal codes where more 
than  60%  of  the  residents  were  between  25  and  45  years  old  (on  1‐1‐2004).  From  this 
selection I excluded the postal codes where more than half of the other 40% (i.e., 20%) was 
between  45  and  65  years  old,  in  order  to  reach  families  with  young  children.  From  the 
remaining 1608 postal codes I randomly selected 50, and again one address in each. Six out of 
seven respondents that this sample generated indeed belonged to the youngest age group.  

 
Stage 3: network sample 
By now, I had found 75 respondents and most quotas were filled. New samples  in order to find 
specific  people would not be productive,  as most willing people would not  fit  an open  quota 
anymore. Furthermore, of  the  fifteen people  I was  still  looking  for, nine were young upwardly 
mobile people, who cannot be retrieved via specific postal code selections. This group is not very 
prominent, as upward mobility nowadays does not accelerate as much as in the period from the 
1940s until the 1970s (Buis 2010: 69‐87): people with lower educated parents now often receive 
low education themselves (except perhaps for migrants).  
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The causes  for  the absence of  these groups were diverse. Young people were probably 
missing because many of them are not listed in phone directories, due to the growing importance 
of mobile phones among this group. Others explained to me they were too busy with their work 
and/or  their children:  lack of  time was  the most  frequently mentioned  reason people gave  for 
their  unwillingness,  next  to  ‘no  interest’  or  ‘just  don’t  feel  like  it’.  Older  people  considered 
themselves ‘too old’ for an interview or thought they were not interesting to me, as their cultural 
participation  had  declined  dramatically:  ‘I  hardly  go  out  anymore’. My  attempts  to  downplay 
their objections  (‘anyone can be  interesting to my research’) could persuade only a  few elderly 
people.  

Finally,  I  noticed  that  among  the  lower  educated  group  especially  the  people with  an 
MBO education, people with  ‘white collar’  jobs, and people who were  ‘upwardly mobile’  in the 
working sphere responded. People with manual  jobs were underrepresented, as well as people 
who  liked cultural  items  that are often defined as  ‘low culture’, such as Dutch  language music. 
Soon after the start of my research  I deleted the word  ‘cultural’ from my  letters, because  I had 
noticed that many lower educated people define this word in a more exclusive (‘high’) way than I 
do as a social scientist. However, the remaining list of five fields (including the theatre and visual 
arts) still triggered some non‐response.  

Table 2.2 presents some characteristics of the postal codes where I did and did not find 
someone willing  to  cooperate.  The  ‘willing’  column  includes  six  postal  codes where  someone 
wanted to cooperate who did not  fit any quota. The table clearly shows that the response was 
lower  in postal codes with many older people and  in postal codes with many people with  lower 
incomes.92  
 
Table  2.2.  Characteristics  of  the  postal  codes  where  I  did  and  did  not  find  people  willing  to 
cooperate. (source: CBS 2006; numbers dating from 1 January 2004). 

  willing
(n = 53) 

not willing / not reached 
(n = 37) 

 
urbanity (addresses per km2) 
 

2621.21 1950.00
 

% 0‐15 years old  17.60 12.00* 
% 15‐25 years old  9.15 10.08 
% 25‐45 years old  32.92 26.14* 
% 45‐65 years old  27.85 25.97 
% over 65 years old 
 

12.43 26.00** 

fiscal income per month (euros)  2526.53 2038.89** 
* p < .05; **p < .01 (t‐test; right column compared to left column). 
   

Among  the  willing  people,  the  higher  educated  respondents  live  in  more  well‐to‐do 
neighbourhoods (a mean income of € 2757.14) than the lower educated ones (€ 2219.05), which 
                                                            
92 The underrepresentation of younger people however is not visible. This might have two causes: 1) the age 
groups have shifted since 1 January 2004, when the birth cohort 1965-’85 was between 18 and 38 years old; 
2) I could not reach people without a phone book entry who are included in the CBS data. 
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verifies my  expectation  that  a  person’s  educational  level  and  neighbourhood’s mean  income 
correlate. More  interestingly,  table 2.2  shows  that  the people who did not want  to  cooperate 
even  live  in poorer neighbourhoods  (€ 2038.89)  than  these  lower  educated  respondents.  This 
confirms my impression that people with the lowest incomes and hence the least education were 
underrepresented in my sample. 
 
Stage 2: random selection in deliberately selected neighbourhoods 
This analysis gave me a tool to proceed. In order to find specific groups, I could now draw random 
samples  from  pre‐selected  postal  codes  with  certain  characteristics.  I  drew  three  of  those 
samples: 
1. In order to find older, higher educated people, I first selected the postal codes with the 10% 

highest incomes (€ 3200 and higher), and then selected within this group the 79 postal codes 
where more  than  50%  of  the  residents was  over  65  years  old  (1‐1‐2004).  In  the  letter  I 
explicitly wrote that I was looking for people over 65, in order to reduce the excuses of being 
too old  for an  interview. After  randomly  selecting addresses  in 54 of  these postal  codes,  I 
found 15 new respondents. They were all but one over 65 years old, and all but two higher 
educated. These quotas were now almost  filled. Examples of  the people  I  found are  some 
higher  managers,  a  full  professor,  a  GP,  an  engineer  and  an  architect,  all  retired.  A 
disadvantage of this sampling method  is that economic capital now plays a more  important 
role  in this group than  in the other age groups. We must keep  in mind that people  living  in 
the green villa  suburbs of  ‘Het Gooi’ and  in  the well‐to‐do neighbourhoods of Amsterdam‐
South are overrepresented.  

2. In order to find people with a  lower education than MBO, possibly occupying manual jobs, I 
randomly selected 50 postal codes (and then one address in each) from the postal codes with 
the 10%  lowest  incomes  (€ 1500 and  lower).  I adapted my  letter somewhat, by simplifying 
the text. I also deleted words that scared many lower educated people off, such as ‘theatre’ 
and  ‘visual arts’. This  resulted  in  six new  respondents,  three of  them  indeed with a  lower 
education than MBO. They included a driver, a factory worker, and a shop assistant, all three 
born in the 1980s.  

3. Because  the  quotas  for  the  youngest  age  group  (born  between  1965  and  ’85) were  still 
relatively empty after these two additional samples,  I selected all postal codes where more 
than  60%  of  the  residents  were  between  25  and  45  years  old  (on  1‐1‐2004).  From  this 
selection I excluded the postal codes where more than half of the other 40% (i.e., 20%) was 
between  45  and  65  years  old,  in  order  to  reach  families  with  young  children.  From  the 
remaining 1608 postal codes I randomly selected 50, and again one address in each. Six out of 
seven respondents that this sample generated indeed belonged to the youngest age group.  

 
Stage 3: network sample 
By now, I had found 75 respondents and most quotas were filled. New samples  in order to find 
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1940s until the 1970s (Buis 2010: 69‐87): people with lower educated parents now often receive 
low education themselves (except perhaps for migrants).  
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Despite their near non‐existence,  I was still eager to find them,  in order to complete all 
predefined quotas. Therefore,  in  the  last  stage of my  research  I asked people  I know whether 
they  would  know  someone  fulfilling  my  requirements.  Via  colleagues,  friends,  and  family 
members – sometimes  in more than one step, such as a friend’s friend’s daughter – I found the 
final  fifteen  respondents. Despite  the  relative homogeneity  in  this group of acquaintances,  the 
people they supplied me with were very diverse. 
 
Summary 
To  sum  it all up,  table 2.3 provides an overview of  the  response  rates  in  the different  sample 
stages.  
 
Table 2.3. Overview of the sample results. 
sample  number of 

approached 
addresses 

number of 
respondents 

willing, 
but not in 
quota 

willing
people, 
total (%) 

not 
willing 

not 
reached 

stage 1     
1st round  90 22 2 26.7% 53  13 
2nd round  68 14 4 26.5% 40  10 
3rd round 
 

54 11 3 25.9% 35  5 

stage 2     
‘rich & old'  54 15 3 33.3% 33  3 
low incomes  50 6 2 16.0% 36  6 
25‐45 y.o. 
 
stage 3 

50 7 5 24.0% 23  15 

via  friends 
etc. 
 

N/A  15 N/A N/A N/A  N/A

TOTAL  366  90 19 25.6%* 220  52 
* The total percentage does not include the respondents found via friends. 
 
 
The increased role of education: Some consequences for the research 
 
The rigid division in age and education groups in my sample design ignores the growing 
importance of education as a status indicator during the twentieth century. This means that 
both educational differences and parents’ education are more important for the younger 
respondents than they are for the older ones.93 In this section I will show that this shift 
causes diverging degrees of representativeness within the different quotas as well as a 

                                                            
93 Of course all research in which age and education are included as independent variables must face this 
change, but in my sample design it becomes more visible. 
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diverging significance of upward mobility for different age groups. I will conclude with an 
explanation why I exclude parents’ education in the quantitative analysis of this research. 

In the course of the twentieth century people’s educational level became 
decreasingly influenced by their father’s educational level and occupational status (De 
Graaf & Ganzeboom 1993; Buis 2010), and more by their own intellectual capabilities. 
The significance of class decreased. Higher secondary school levels – and as a 
consequence universities – became more and more accessible to the children of people 
with lower incomes, which stimulated upward mobility. This process was partially 
influenced by major educational reforms in the 1960s, but already accelerated before94 
(Buis 2010: 69-87). Previously, children who had the intellectual potential to follow a 
higher education but whose parents could not afford it (or did not stimulate learning) were 
more often excluded. Furthermore, diplomas became more important to achieve jobs with 
a higher function level and occupational status (De Graaf 1996). This means that (young) 
lower educated people nowadays occupy on average lower functions than some decades 
ago (ibid.: 109).  

This credential inflation downplays the importance of social mobility somewhat. 
Many of my lower educated respondents did rise on the occupational ladder, and therefore 
might be interpreted as upwardly mobile too. They for instance made a career in the 
company where they worked. Some of them said that they ‘only’ had a certain education, 
‘but’ they now worked on, e.g., ‘HBO level’.95 Others followed courses later in life or read 
many books in order to ‘inform’96 themselves. Jan (LOM3) for example was born in 1939 
and followed technical school, like his father (a ‘simple civil servant’). Later he did some 
other technical courses, and he ended up as a computer specialist in a large hardware 
company. When talking about ‘high culture’, he says: 
 

I did not attend HBS or grammar school of course, I had to catch up all by myself. Look, 
someone else learns it in a time period of four or five years, but I’ve been learning for forty 
years now to... And maybe I know even more than many grammar school students, because I 
travel and I know much and I’m interested in tribes and peoples. 

 
Like Jan, 85-year-old Marianne (LOF2) is also credited as a respondent with a low 
education. However, she resembles the elite in many ways. She was married to an 
academically trained businessman who did well, and she now lives in one of the most 
affluent areas in the Netherlands. She even owns original paintings by well-known 

                                                            
94 The largest acceleration was for 12-year-old boys between 1941 and 1960 (i.e. birth cohort 1929-48); for 
12-year-old girls between 1952 and 1977 (birth cohort 1940-65) (Buis: 2010). 
95 In the course of a working career, the direct effect of educational level on occupational status decreases. 
However, this intragenerational mobility has not decreased in the second half of the twentieth century (De 
Graaf & Luijkx 1995). 
96 The best translation of the Dutch word ‘ontwikkeld’ (literally ‘developed’) is ‘educated’, but this 
translation would be confusing, as these people ‘educated’ themselves, without formal higher education. 
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nineteenth century Dutch artists. Hence, marriage can also be a means to rise on the social 
ladder. Furthermore, the MMS school (intermediate girls’ school) that she attended in the 
1930s was a respectable educational level in a time in which only few women attended 
university. These alternative types of upward mobility – by professional career, self-
education and marriage – were not taken into account in my research design. 

This neglect influences the composition of the quotas of lower educated people. 
Within the middle-aged and older age groups, I interviewed several of these lower 
educated people had ‘informed’ themselves. As they were more eager to participate in my 
research than for example manual workers, they are overrepresented in these two quotas. 
Hence, self-selection led to sample biases in these quotas. Most of the younger 
respondents with a low educational level, on the other hand, work in occupations with less 
status and in lower functions. They did not make a career in the working sphere. In this 
quota, the sample is probably less biased than among the older groups. Hence, the possible 
taste differences that I will find between the lower educated respondents of different age 
groups are not only caused by age or birth cohort, but also by the higher degree of 
‘informed’ people in the older age groups. If I had defined upward mobility by means of 
occupational status, many of the middle-aged and older lower educated respondents would 
have been classified as such. 
 A second group whose composition is influenced by credential inflation is the 
older (and in a lesser extent middle-aged) upwardly mobile people. They are classified as 
upwardly mobile because their parents have a lower educational level, but many of these 
parents made a career in the working sphere. Many respondents told me that their parents 
were rather intelligent or ‘informed’, but just did not receive a higher education because of 
their parents’ low incomes. The large families they were born in and the interference of 
World War II also played a role for some (cf. Matthys 2010: 75-86). Two examples: 
 

My father never got the chance to educate himself, because he had to work very hard all of 
his life. (…) He was fourteen years old when his father died (…) and then he had to take over 
his father’s fuel business. (…) We always say: ‘If dad would have had the chance to go on to 
higher education, he would probably have become a teacher, in geography or something.’ 
(Trudy, LMF1) 
 
My father was born in 1908 and at age 7 he became an orphan. (...) He attended seminary for 
one year. He was a very intelligent man, during that year he learned to speak French, and he 
could still manage in France with this one year of French lessons, I find that very special. He 
had an enormous interest in history, he always wanted to know everything. So, he’d just been 
born in the wrong time. And I once said to him: ‘you just should have finished that 
seminary’, but that was so costly for this family, so he felt troubled.  
But what did your father do for a living, later in life? 
He became a bus driver. 
A bus driver. 
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Became a bus driver, so, yes, there wasn’t more on the cards for him. (Yme, UMF2) 

 
Another respondent, university educated, has a father who only went to elementary school 
but who later in life worked himself up to the position of mayor in a provincial town. 
Although this respondent’s parents undoubtedly belonged to the local elite, in my sample 
he is classified as upwardly mobile. However, he closely resembles my educated 
respondents with educated parents. Other examples of people who might be 
‘misclassified’ as upwardly mobile are HBO educated respondents with MBO educated 
parents. They only rose slightly on the educational ladder.  
 Because of these diverging ways to define upward mobility, the significance of 
educational upward mobility in my research is not as large as I expected it to be. In the 
quantitative analysis of the ranking question, to be discussed in chapter 3, no differences 
appeared between the educated respondents with educated parents and the upwardly 
mobile respondents.97 These differences did exist between the higher educated (both 
groups taken together) on the one hand and the lower educated on the other, despite the 
sampling biases in the latter group.  

Therefore, I do not use this distinction in the statistical analyses, but turn to the 
actual educational level instead: HBO or university. There are hardly any significant 
differences between these two groups either98, but educational level is easier to calculate 
with: it can be turned into an ordinal variable with four values (see table 2.4). 
Coincidentally, the numbers of HBO and university educated people in my sample are 
exactly the same. Moreover, both groups are almost equally distributed over the upwardly 
mobile people and the educated with educated parents, and over the birth cohorts. Only on 
gender the distribution is now distorted: I interviewed more HBO educated women and 
more university educated men.  

Table 2.4 shows the distribution of respondents according to the new variables that 
I will use in the dissertation. The lower education group has been split too, although in 
some analyses they will remain one category. The Dutch education system, including all 
abbreviations and acronyms, is explained in appendix 1. However, upward mobility did 
play an important role in some individual narratives on ambivalent feelings about cultural 
hierarchy, caused by internal struggles between parental and destination milieu. Chapter 5 
will deal with these interesting qualitative data in more detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
97 An Anova test on the different items showed that there was only one exception (p < .01): pianist Wibi 
Soerjadi is liked more by educated people with educated parents than by upwardly mobile people. 
98 There are significant differences (p < .05) with three items: one in the taste ranking, two in the hierarchy. 
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Table 2.4. Eventual distribution of respondents over educational levels and birth cohorts. 
educational level  birth cohorts TOTAL 
  before 1945 1945‐1965 1965‐1985  
1. lower than MBO  8 4 3 15 
2. MBO, HAVO, MMS 2 6 7 15 
3. HBO, VWO, HBS  9 11 10 30 
4. university 
 

11 9 10 30 

TOTAL  30 30 30 90 
 

 
On the practice of interviewing 
 
Most interviews took place at people’s homes, which I preferred because of the privacy 
and quietness. Furthermore, I was able to get an impression of how people live: I made 
field notes about, for instance, the paintings and photographs on the walls and the content 
of the bookcases. However, some people preferred to be interviewed at their working 
place or in a café, and three respondents came to my office. The interviews took 84 
minutes on average, ranging from 43 to 142 minutes. The duration of the interviews 
increased with age.99 During several interviews the respondents’ partners were present in 
the background, sometimes adding some factual information, sometimes denying claims 
(‘No, we never go to the cinema, only twice a year or so’). Once I interviewed a married 
couple, although the husband remained the main respondent. All interviews were recorded 
and then transcribed as verbatim as possible. Due to a mistake, one interview, with 
Hanneke (HMF4), was not recorded, but I worked out my notes shortly after it took place. 
Some further recordings are disturbed by background noises (see appendix 2). 
 The practice of the sociological interview has some specific characteristics that are 
often ignored in qualitative research, which I discuss in this section. Respondents do not 
give an account of the objective facts, but give a presentation of self, which partly depends 
on the image they have of the interviewer. Sometimes people do not even have an opinion, 
but construct one on the spot. They might have a different view of the concepts that the 
interviewer uses, which influences their answers. Although qualitative sociologists often 
distinguish themselves from quantitative studies because of the meanings and nuances 
they can look for, they often still strive for ‘objectivity’ and ‘neutrality’. However, a 
sociological interview is a social interaction in which the respondent and interviewer 
together construct a reality (Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 1-6).100 This process in itself is 

                                                            
99 Pearson’s correlation is 0.37, significant with p < .001. Regression analysis shows that level of education 
plays an indirect role, too. There is no relation to gender. 
100 Anthropologists tend to be more aware of such matters. 
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highly interesting to study and is not necessarily ‘distorting’. In this section I will reflect 
on several of these issues.  
 
 
The presentation of self 
 
It is important to keep in mind that people do not necessarily tell ‘the truth’ in interviews. 
By means of different interview techniques and specific questions on several aspects of 
taste I tried to come close to ‘objective’ facts and ‘sincere’ opinions as much as possible, 
but we must realise that people often give socially desirable answers. In an interview they 
give a ‘presentation of self’; they play the role of the ideal respondent and they want to 
present themselves in the most positive way (Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 1-13). 
 One might expect that everyone wants to present him/herself as a knowledgeable 
person with a ‘good’ cultural taste and a high frequency of cultural participation, hence 
causing biases towards highly cultured narratives. However, this is not true. For one 
person the ideal self-image is being ‘high cultural’, for another one having an original and 
individual taste, for a third one an anti-elitist view. People have different reference points 
for their ideal self, and these are interesting in itself (cf. Eliasoph 1990; Ollivier 2008a: 
127).  
 Interview research is an excellent way to unravel these ideals. In surveys people 
present their ideal self too, but in such quantitative research this cannot be identified. In 
interviews one can specifically read between the lines: the doubtful remarks, the self-
justifications, the contradictions of oneself, the nervous laughs, the hesitations, and the 
unfinished sentences (Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 30-37). Take as an example this quote 
by Maria (HMF3), a 64-year-old woman from a well-to-do family. She is a ballet 
aficionado and has just elaborated on her preference for both classical (Giselle) and 
‘modern-classical’ (Romeo & Juliette) ballet. When asked what she likes less in the field 
of ballet, she replies: 
 

Yes, well, what I like less, yes, I hardly dare to say it, the, er, the less well-trained groups – I 
don’t have any problems with experimental, not at all – but er, yes, there are some less well-
known groups which are greatly admired and often written about, but where physical control 
is actually lacking. And then I think: well guys, yes, I don’t know. It cannot grip my 
attention. 

 
When one only looks at the factual information in this quote, one simply finds that Maria 
prefers ballets that demonstrate a good education and physical control (craftsmanship) 
over experimental dances (innovativeness), although she does not particularly dislike the 
latter. However, this quote reveals so much more. First, she observes a contradiction 
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99 Pearson’s correlation is 0.37, significant with p < .001. Regression analysis shows that level of education 
plays an indirect role, too. There is no relation to gender. 
100 Anthropologists tend to be more aware of such matters. 
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highly interesting to study and is not necessarily ‘distorting’. In this section I will reflect 
on several of these issues.  
 
 
The presentation of self 
 
It is important to keep in mind that people do not necessarily tell ‘the truth’ in interviews. 
By means of different interview techniques and specific questions on several aspects of 
taste I tried to come close to ‘objective’ facts and ‘sincere’ opinions as much as possible, 
but we must realise that people often give socially desirable answers. In an interview they 
give a ‘presentation of self’; they play the role of the ideal respondent and they want to 
present themselves in the most positive way (Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 1-13). 
 One might expect that everyone wants to present him/herself as a knowledgeable 
person with a ‘good’ cultural taste and a high frequency of cultural participation, hence 
causing biases towards highly cultured narratives. However, this is not true. For one 
person the ideal self-image is being ‘high cultural’, for another one having an original and 
individual taste, for a third one an anti-elitist view. People have different reference points 
for their ideal self, and these are interesting in itself (cf. Eliasoph 1990; Ollivier 2008a: 
127).  
 Interview research is an excellent way to unravel these ideals. In surveys people 
present their ideal self too, but in such quantitative research this cannot be identified. In 
interviews one can specifically read between the lines: the doubtful remarks, the self-
justifications, the contradictions of oneself, the nervous laughs, the hesitations, and the 
unfinished sentences (Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 30-37). Take as an example this quote 
by Maria (HMF3), a 64-year-old woman from a well-to-do family. She is a ballet 
aficionado and has just elaborated on her preference for both classical (Giselle) and 
‘modern-classical’ (Romeo & Juliette) ballet. When asked what she likes less in the field 
of ballet, she replies: 
 

Yes, well, what I like less, yes, I hardly dare to say it, the, er, the less well-trained groups – I 
don’t have any problems with experimental, not at all – but er, yes, there are some less well-
known groups which are greatly admired and often written about, but where physical control 
is actually lacking. And then I think: well guys, yes, I don’t know. It cannot grip my 
attention. 

 
When one only looks at the factual information in this quote, one simply finds that Maria 
prefers ballets that demonstrate a good education and physical control (craftsmanship) 
over experimental dances (innovativeness), although she does not particularly dislike the 
latter. However, this quote reveals so much more. First, she observes a contradiction 
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between craftsmanship and experiments: implicitly she says that experimental groups are 
often, though not necessarily, less well-trained and lack physical control. Second, and for 
this point more important, she expresses a hesitancy to give her opinion (‘I hardly dare to 
say this’). Apparently, she perceives a dislike for lack of craftsmanship as socially 
undesirable; she is afraid that I, the interviewer, would disapprove. She hastily adds that 
this dislike does not imply a dislike for experimental ballet (stressed once again with ‘not 
at all’), which she probably perceives as having a high cultural value; as something a 
woman of her stature should like. The downplaying of her critique (‘actually’) adds to this 
hesitance. Third, by referring to the great admiration and the texts (perhaps reviews) 
written about experimental, less well-known, groups, she shows both her knowledgeability 
of this different discourse and her relation to it. She shows her awareness of her position in 
a wider field, rather than presenting her opinion as isolated. 

This focus on ‘phrases in between’ is not only possible in the analysis of 
transcripts afterwards, but also during the interview itself. I observed many of them on the 
spot and often asked my respondents to reflect on them.  
 
 
Perceptions of the interviewer 
 
The presentation of self that people give partly depends on the perceptions they have of 
the person they are talking to: me. They see a thirty-something, casually dressed, 
spectacled man from the university who is doing research on cultural taste. These separate 
elements of my identity – gender, age, education, appearance, interest – feed their 
expectations about my own cultural taste and my knowledge.101 My young age for 
example leads many older respondents to explain the culture from their youth more 
elaborately, even with well-known names such as Cliff Richard. Helma (UOF3), who is 
71, says she adores Dutch singer Herman van Veen*, who ‘you will probably abhor, at 
least my children do’.  

While age differences do not cause any significant problems, my academic 
background might. Respondents might feel they have to pronounce a ‘high cultural’ taste 
as they presume me to expect that. Although I never observed any ‘dishonest’ or 
‘insincere’ answers – it is hard to ‘fake’ a taste in a field that one does not know much 
about; people can at most exaggerate or conceal certain things – I did notice several 
moments of embarrassment, such as in Maria’s example above. On cultural subsidies, for 
instance, some respondents initially feel that they should be a proponent: ‘a tricky 
question’102, as Elly (UYF1) calls it. Furthermore, people apologise for not liking art or 

                                                            
101 Several respondents explicitly asked me for my taste or opinion, but I always postponed a reply until the 
interview was finished. 
102 In Dutch: ‘gewetensvraag’, which literally translates to ‘question of conscience’. 
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classical music or for frequenting theatres too rarely.103 When I ask for their reasons, they 
might feel they have to justify themselves.104 However, I always asked for reasons, even 
when it appeared self-evident and I felt a little embarrassed to seemingly ask for the sake 
of asking.  

Some respondents hesitate to express their dislikes, as they are afraid to hurt my 
feelings. When I keep probing on the reasons for her dislike for U2, which she qualifies as 
‘whinge rock’ with ‘whiney voices’105, Carmen (UYF6) asks me: ‘Do I insult you now?’ 
And when I laugh because of Anneke’s (UMF1) story on ‘irritating’ Dutch language 
music, to which she is ‘allergic’, she continues: ‘Yes, you have to react neutrally, don’t 
you? Because maybe this is really what you think is great!’ In order to take away these 
hesitations, I initially encouraged people in my introduction to be completely frank and 
not to think about what I might find. Because many respondents replied that this was self-
evident, I soon stopped with these encouragements. 

Of course people often make negative remarks about cultural items that I 
personally like, but I never showed my opinion and just asked neutrally for a reason for 
their dislikes. Conversely, when a respondents and I share a certain taste or dislike, this 
neutral pose is harder. It is very tempting to speak along with someone about something 
that we both like, or to immediately understand a dislike. Most of the times I could 
suppress this inclination, but it undoubtedly influenced the way in which I probed for more 
details. 
 My knowledge, or the lack of it, is even harder to conceal. When someone talks 
about a subject that I know much about, such as art house films or contemporary popular 
music, it is easy to forget asking for further details. Conversely, I did probe a lot on such 
divergent genres as ballet, jazz, and hardcore house, of which I am an outsider. Sometimes 
my lack of knowledge led to embarrassing moments. When Peter (LMM1) explains the 
need of a good sound system in his living room. I ask him: 
 

This sound system you have, can you describe that? Dolby surround, or...? 
No, no, the contrary! 
The contrary, oh well, I indeed don’t know much about technique. 
Er, it’s not about the technology, it’s about trying to create a true-to-life106 sound. 

 

                                                            
103 Another possible explanation for these apologies is that people feel they disappoint me when they cannot 
answer all my questions. 
104 These ‘observations’ could also be my perceptions: how I think people see me – which is not necessarily 
correct – can influence my interviewer behaviour. 
105 In Dutch: zeikrock, zeurstemmen. 
106 In Dutch he said ‘natuurgetrouw’, which should be translated with ‘high fidelity’ when music is 
concerned. This English term is common in Dutch as well, but as he did not say that, I chose a more literal 
translation. 
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He then gives me a lecture on the purpose and quality of different hi-fi systems, after 
which he concludes: 
 

Music for me is emotion. (...) Look, I find it important that the sound system can bring across 
that emotion. Dolby surround doesn’t do that. That only puts across effects. It’s effects, not 
emotion. … Nice, eh? Conducting interviews! 

 
Peter explicitly distinguishes himself from people who merely listen to music on the 
background, who do not invest in a good sound quality. That this clearly includes me 
makes it somewhat embarrassing, but also highly informative. My lack of knowledge 
provokes him to elaborate more on the details of hi-fi and to distinguish himself more. 
 
 
Constructing an answer 
 
Despite these (well-considered or unconscious) self-presentations, many respondents have 
never thought about their cultural taste, let alone cultural hierarchies, in such an explicit 
and detailed way. They do not have a ready-made story that they can tell me as soon as I 
have pushed the button of particular questions (cf. Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 14-16; 
Eliasoph 1990). They did not polish a story over the years in order to give a nice and 
coherent narrative about themselves (cf. Giddens 1991: 76).107 On their general biography, 
they often do have such a story; it is striking how many respondents can answer my 
introductory questions eloquently, but start stammering as soon as the questions on 
cultural taste come up.  

Several respondents state that the interview gives them the opportunity to think 
about things they never thought about before. Some of them even mention this to be their 
main reason to cooperate, such as Paul (HMM1). Reflecting on his lack of time since he 
has children, he says: 
 

They are scarce, the moments that you start thinking at all. Maybe that’s why I immediately 
said ‘yes’ to your request, I thought: yes, I like to talk about these things again. What actually 
remains... do I still have a taste, am I still engaged in...? I just take what comes along.  

 
Others started realising things about themselves while talking. Marsha (HYF2) for 
instance told about the large differences in musical taste she used to have with her brother: 
he liked synthesizer pop, she preferred soul, and their tastes only met in bands such as 
Earth, Wind & Fire. She concluded this memory with:  
 
                                                            
107 In oral history, Lummis (1998: 274) speaks about the difference between ‘memory’ – people’s standard 
life story – and ‘recall’ – the recollections that come up when an interviewer asks specific questions. 
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That’s funny, because now that I’m talking about it, I actually realise it for the first time, that 
I think: god, yes, that was indeed the way it was. Yes. Yeah, it never occurred to me, no. 
Nice, to deal with these things so consciously! 

  
When opinions are concerned, it becomes even more evident that many people do not have 
clear-cut views. Holstein & Gubrium (1995: 27-29) state that the ‘improvisational 
narrative combines aspects of experience, emotion, opinion, and expectation, connecting 
disparate parts into a coherent, meaningful whole’. Some respondents for instance have 
never thought about cultural subsidies. Sander (HYM2) tries to formulate an opinion, but 
has difficulties with unravelling the threads in his mind and with the presentation of his 
political self: 
 

Do you think it is good that the arts and culture are being subsidised? 
Oh, difficult question [silence, 16 sec.]. Err, phew, is really a difficult question. 
I know, it’s complicated. 
Err... [silence, 19 sec.] Actually, I just don’t know. Look, I must say I am rather a supporter 
of some free market system, without, I guess I’m really, to just put myself in a box, but I’m 
really not that right-wing, I think I’m really very much for the environment, but also, arts and 
culture, that turns out, I think is really important and nice, although I don’t collect it 
[reference to previous part of the interview]. Only the question if you then should say: yes, it 
has a special position so we should subsidise it... Look, the fact that so many people find it 
special, or say they find this... Look, I do find, for example the music industry of course is 
being, by the internet and such, all a bit... Let me put it this way: I really hate the media. 
Why? Well, two examples, well, the first example has nothing to do with it, but maybe the 
second does, but (...) 

 
And so he goes on for a few more minutes, in which he, among others, tries to distinguish 
between cultural disciplines. Finally, he concludes: ‘When there is no solution, I say: yes, 
subsidise it. But, actually I don’t really know.’ Although his thoughts about this topic go 
in many directions, in which several arguments can be recognised that others use as well 
(free market, special position of art, number of people), in the end I am asking him for an 
opinion that he does not have. This is the case in many survey based opinion polls as well, 
but then the abovementioned hesitations and doubts would simply end up in the box ‘don’t 
know’, ‘neutral’, or perhaps ‘agree’ (cf. Eliasoph 1990). Interviews are an ideal method to 
uncover the ways in which opinions or perceptions are constructed and hence to value 
these opinions and perceptions. 
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Diverging interpretations of used concepts 
 
In order to let respondents speak in their own words as much as possible, I postponed 
using the concepts ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ and ‘good taste’ and ‘bad taste’ myself 
until the final part of the interview. However, also the few specific words that I did use – 
both in the interview and in the letter and phone conversation in advance – can invoke 
diverging interpretations, influencing the course of the interview. People often interpreted 
the concepts ‘culture’ and ‘art’ in either a narrower or a broader way. The same counts for 
specific cultural fields, such as ‘the visual arts’. 

The narrowing down of the concept ‘culture’ already has its onset in the telephone 
conversations with potential respondents who have received my letter. Several people do 
not want to be interviewed, because they say they do not like culture. In response to my 
question whether this means they never listen to music nor watch TV, though, most of 
them say they do. In their view, culture is something ‘high’ in itself, something serious or 
sacred, in which they do not participate themselves. A similar reasoning becomes clear 
among people who did agree to be interviewed, when asking about their definition of ‘high 
culture’ or for their card ranking. Some reject the concept because ‘culture is culture’ 
(Jacobus, UOM4; Yvonne, LOF3; Pauline, UMF3), often implying that it is high in itself. 
Others do not understand the question and therefore rank items from ‘culture’ to ‘no 
culture’ (‘Mozart is culture of course’, Cora, LYF5; ‘the piano is more like culture’, 
Noortje, UYF4; ‘a DJ does not have much to do with culture’, Arie, LMM2). Remarks like 
these are also made earlier in the interview. Respondents start speaking about something 
(a detective writer, a sensational TV documentary), but interrupt themselves because it is 
‘no culture’ and thus no subject for the interview. The adjective ‘cultural’ is used in a 
narrow way too. Some call certain friends and relatives ‘more cultural’ (Noortje, UYF4; 
Sander, HYM2), ‘less cultural’ (Inge, UYF3), or even ‘a-cultural’ (Ria, HOF1), and the 
same counts for certain items (‘I like the more cultural films’, Don, UYM3). 

For many, the word ‘art’ even has a stronger connotation with ‘high’ artefacts. 
When I wanted to discuss the visual arts, I often pointed at paintings or sculptures in the 
living room or garden in order to get people talking. Several respondents, however, refuse 
to call their own possessions art.  
 

[I point at a painting of a Mediterranean landscape, about which Elly starts a discussion with 
her husband, Ko, on the couch] 
Was it art, this painting, Ko, or not? Haha, well, actually I don’t know. 
Ko: No, it’s machine made. 
It’s machine made. Well, it does have... it could’ve been... 
Ko: You can order it and then it’s being painted. So not a real painting. 
No, it’s not really art. (Elly, UYF1) 
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[I point at a black-and-white Route 66 poster above the couch] 
It’s a Route 66 photo, yes, but we just like it, so we bought it when we started living together. 
(...) But I don’t think it is... I find it a kunstig [see below] picture, but I don’t see it as art. (...) 
You won’t find it in the Van Gogh [Museum], to name only one, or in the Stedelijk 
[Museum]*. (Marc, LYM1) 
 
[Gerard wants to show me a sculpture in the garden, which I do not see immediately] 
It’s in the garden, it’s a garden sculpture, I don’t think you can see it from there. 
I see a gnome over there. 
No, that’s not it. (...) The gnome is not art. Well, to produce it maybe, but... to me it’s not art. 
(Gerard, LMM3) 

 
Apparently, art is something hand-made or authentic, to be found in a museum. Machine-
made paintings, photographs and garden-gnomes are not perceived as art. The production 
of an object, however, can be kunstig, which could literally be translated as ‘artful’, but 
which, in the true sense of the word, means skilfully or ingeniously made.  

Both in Dutch and English, the word kunst (art) can refer to different things: a 
specific field within the cultural domain (the visual arts, opposed to music or film); 
something of high value or something beautiful (opposed to low culture or kitsch); and a 
certain skill (opposed to something easily done or made). The latter meaning implies a 
different way of narrowing down the definition of art: for several respondents, a painting 
or sculpture can only be called art when it is skilfully made. These – often lower educated 
or upwardly mobile – people stress the third meaning of the word and thereby exclude 
certain abstract and conceptual art, or wonder why other people do label it as art (cf. 
Newman et al. 2013): 
 

But certainly modern paintings, it’s not for me. I mean, Mondrian, those squares, I think: 
yeah, nicely invented, it’s great all these squares, but it has nothing to do with art. Absolutely 
not. No. (Michiel, UMM1) 
 
Just like Mondrian with all these squares, well, I don’t see the art in it. (...) My brother (...) 
once drew a very large horse on his bedroom wall. Wonderful! So beautiful! A horse at a 
gallop, gee! Now that was art! My goodness! I liked it so much! Yes, I mean: that was art, 
but what they sometimes make these days, I think: what on earth are they doing? (Brecht, 
LOF4) 
 
Well, maybe you like it, that doesn’t matter to me, but (...) such lines, that I think: yes, very 
beautiful, but if I would draw a line over here and such, then I also have these lines. My 
husband sometimes draws things as well, and then I think: well, kunstig, you know, that’s 
what I find art. My mother always embroidered, [points at the wall], well, don’t you think 
that’s a piece of art? There’s another one over there, and one upstairs, and the one behind the 
door: well, you try it! And that’s what I understand as art, and not what they sell for millions. 
(Truus, LMF2) 
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Diverging interpretations of used concepts 
 
In order to let respondents speak in their own words as much as possible, I postponed 
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to call their own possessions art.  
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her husband, Ko, on the couch] 
Was it art, this painting, Ko, or not? Haha, well, actually I don’t know. 
Ko: No, it’s machine made. 
It’s machine made. Well, it does have... it could’ve been... 
Ko: You can order it and then it’s being painted. So not a real painting. 
No, it’s not really art. (Elly, UYF1) 
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[I point at a black-and-white Route 66 poster above the couch] 
It’s a Route 66 photo, yes, but we just like it, so we bought it when we started living together. 
(...) But I don’t think it is... I find it a kunstig [see below] picture, but I don’t see it as art. (...) 
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Apparently, art is something hand-made or authentic, to be found in a museum. Machine-
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Just like Mondrian with all these squares, well, I don’t see the art in it. (...) My brother (...) 
once drew a very large horse on his bedroom wall. Wonderful! So beautiful! A horse at a 
gallop, gee! Now that was art! My goodness! I liked it so much! Yes, I mean: that was art, 
but what they sometimes make these days, I think: what on earth are they doing? (Brecht, 
LOF4) 
 
Well, maybe you like it, that doesn’t matter to me, but (...) such lines, that I think: yes, very 
beautiful, but if I would draw a line over here and such, then I also have these lines. My 
husband sometimes draws things as well, and then I think: well, kunstig, you know, that’s 
what I find art. My mother always embroidered, [points at the wall], well, don’t you think 
that’s a piece of art? There’s another one over there, and one upstairs, and the one behind the 
door: well, you try it! And that’s what I understand as art, and not what they sell for millions. 
(Truus, LMF2) 
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Besides a narrower meaning, the concept ‘art’ can also be interpreted in a broader way 
than I intend in my research (or than people think I intend). Several higher educated 
respondents claim that art can also include fashion (Ria, HOF1), cuisine (Rodney, 
HMM2), design (Deirdre, HYF6), or the work of a carpenter or furniture maker (Inge, 
UYF3; Rodney, HMM2). Louis (UMM4) even discusses sports as potential branch of art: 
‘Actually you could wonder: why isn’t sport within the domain of art?’ 
 The word ‘culture’ has a broader meaning than intended in this research, too, yet in 
a different, ‘anthropological’, way (cf. Ollivier 2008a: 137-8). This comes to the fore 
when asking about high and low culture. ‘Culture is very broad, it’s life actually’, 
according to Nel (LYF4). Others refer to scientific discoveries (Helma, UOF3), national 
and religious customs (Pauline, UMF3), and ‘a reflection of society’ (Patrick, HYM3). 94-
year-old Henricus (HOM1) even goes back to the etymology of the word: 
 

The word ‘culture’ always strikes me. It comes from colere I think, yes, it’s the Latin word, 
it’s cultivating actually, isn’t it? To care, but really, to cultivate: what one does with the soil 
what an animal cannot do. (...) So, with material things, think of architecture or painting or 
sculpture or whatever. Or, and that’s maybe at least as important, with non-material things, 
so to speak, being occupied. In which man in one way or the other actually becomes man, 
accomplishes the whole humanitas, so to speak.  

 
Therefore, he has problems with the terms high and low culture. On the latter he says: 
 

No, I don’t think that low culture exists. (...) Culture is always a contribution to the reality as 
man meets, namely nature. In a certain way. That is culture. (...) Each attempt to do 
something with the natural in which a human being has emerged, is born, raised, occupied, 
means that you should strive for higher things. And also the simplest cultivation of soil, 
throwing some seeds for instance, is already a concept of culture. 

 
Some of the specific cultural fields were also interpreted in a different way than I 
expected. With music it works in the same way as with ‘art’ or ‘culture’: some people 
exclude genres they dislike (e.g. dance, hip hop, experimental jazz) from the domain of 
music. Natasha (HOF2), for instance, comments on the Eurovision Song Contest: ‘It’s just 
not music. It’s not music! It’s something different. (…) For me, music is broader, deeper.’ 
Maria (HMF3) presumes that some bricklayers ‘might like music too’, implying that 
music is limited to the classical music she likes herself.  
 On a more practical level, also ‘visual arts’ and ‘television series’ were often 
interpreted in a different way than intended. The Dutch term for visual arts, beeldende 
kunst, closely resembles the word beeldhouwkunst, which means sculptural art. A beeld 
can both refer to an image and a sculpture. Thus, many initially omitted their taste for 
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paintings, which they only included after further probing. Even television series could be 
interpreted in a broader or narrower way than the fictional series that I meant. Some 
people wanted to include all kinds of TV programmes that contain more than one episode, 
such as news shows, quizzes and reality TV; others initially restricted themselves to 
fictional series that are told in a continuing format, thus excluding sitcoms and whodunits.  
 
With these important notes on the nature of the sociological interview in general and the 
use of certain cultural concepts in particular, we are ready to enter the empirical results. I 
begin, however, with a chapter on the quantitative data, but will continue the character of 
this last section by first describing the actual practice of the card ranking assignment. 
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paintings, which they only included after further probing. Even television series could be 
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Chapter 3 
 

The relation between hierarchy and taste:  
The ranking of items 

 
 
Yes, this [her musical preferences] is also a bit elitist, isn’t it? God, my preference is indeed 
highly elitist then, haha! 
(Yme, UMF2) 
 
Well, that’s the same list but exactly the other way round. Low is me, haha! 
(Jeroen, LYM3) 

 
These are two opposite responses to my question to rank cards with musical items in a 
hierarchical order, i.e., from ‘high’ to ‘low culture’. Both respondents had first ranked the 
cards according to their personal taste and started to rethink the order of the cards for the 
follow-up question. Yme, a 64-year-old retired manager in social work, then realised that 
her taste ranking closely resembles the cultural hierarchy that she perceives. From the 
nineteen items she knew, she preferred the classical composers Bach, Mozart and Vivaldi 
most and Pink Floyd, Ella Fitzgerald and André Hazes least. The only change she made in 
the second ranking was moving Fitzgerald up seven positions. Although her hierarchy 
only partially resembles the mean hierarchy of all respondents, she is a perfect example of 
higher educated middle-aged and older people who personally prefer what they perceive 
as high culture and who dislike low culture. 
 The second example, on the other hand – 25-year-old driver Jeroen – had ranked 
the composers at the bottom of his list of preference, alongside country singer Dolly 
Parton. His list was headed by pop singers Norah Jones and Céline Dion as well as trance 
DJ Tiësto. When I asked for his high–low ranking, he realised that this implied an opposite 
order. Eventually, he did not reverse his taste ranking completely – in his hierarchy 
classical pop/rock bands Rolling Stones, ABBA and Beatles are ranked at the top 
(followed by classical music) and contemporary pop items Metallica, Britney Spears and 
50 Cent at the bottom – but his large rearrangements and his remarkable comment ‘low is 
me’ are typical for lower educated young respondents who perceive their own taste as low 
on the status ladder. 
 These two examples illustrate, first, how people distinguish hierarchical perception 
from personal taste and, second, that they have – more or less – the same idea of what 
counts as high and low. Hence, the card ranking assignment with which I concluded each 
interview is a good way to unravel the differences people perceive between their own taste 
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and their hierarchical perception. Furthermore, it can expose an average perceived cultural 
hierarchy, which goes further than the simple high–low dichotomy that many scholars on 
cultural taste use a priori. Finally, factors that influence deviations between individual 
hierarchies can be determined. The rationale behind this novel method and the selection of 
thirty items have been explained in chapter 2. This chapter will discuss the results of these 
rankings and its implications. Although I focus on statistics, I will illustrate the numbers 
with some illuminating quotes. The actual logic behind people’s hierarchies and behind 
their definitions of high and low culture will be discussed in chapter 7. 

The chapter begins with a critical discussion of the actual practice of the ranking 
assignment. It shows that the final rankings are sometimes the result of a kind of 
negotiation between interviewer and respondent, although these do not influence the 
results to a large degree. Processes like these are often ignored in reports on sociological 
(particularly quantitative) research. After this introduction, the quantitative analysis starts 
with a section on the diverging knowledge level of the different items, which puts the 
rankings in perspective. Next, I present the average cultural hierarchy that the respondents 
perceived, compared to the average taste ranking. I will show that the consensus on this 
hierarchy is surprisingly high, particularly on both ends of the ladder. However, I will also 
explore and explain the mechanisms behind variations between hierarchies. Systematic 
comparison with the taste rankings learns that the cultural hierarchy that most people 
perceive closely resembles the taste ranking of older and higher educated people, as the 
examples above already suggest. This ‘dominant’ hierarchy persists in people’s 
perception, despite many claims of the blurring of boundaries.  
 
 

Puzzles, negotiations, and refusals: The ranking in practice 
 
The request to rank cards was a pleasant surprise to the majority of my respondents. Many 
of them saw it as a game or a puzzle and spent quite some time ordering the cards, 
thinking things over, and rearranging them after a thorough look. Some were glad to get 
the opportunity to speak about their own taste, such as Peter (LMM1). On disliking Marco 
Borsato, he said: ‘Many people won’t agree with me, but that’s fine, now I can do it by 
myself and they can’t comment.’ Many responded to the names in an impulsive way 
(Michiel (UMM1) about Norah Jones: ‘She is terrible, disgusting! Can I put her on 
number 50?’), and many extensively explained the motivation of their rankings. 
Furthermore, the second ranking assignment, perception of hierarchy, led to careful 
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rearrangements, which indicates that many people experience a difference between their 
taste and their hierarchical perception.108 

Despite these enthusiastic and conscientious responses, people also met some 
difficulties. In this section, I show that some of these problems could easily be solved, but 
that other problems might have influenced the nature of the rankings. These difficulties led 
to additional explanations on my behalf, sometimes negotiations between me and the 
respondents, and finally some non-response. 

A minority of people had problems with the taste ranking, because their taste 
varies over time or depends on their mood. Others complained that their real favourites 
were not included, so they had to place an item on top that they ‘also like’. Some said that 
certain genres, such as classical music and rock, are incomparable. Items were sometimes 
considered as ambiguous: André Hazes was disliked by some who did prefer one or two 
particular songs, which led to doubts on the exact ranking. Furthermore, the single 
representatives of certain genres caused dilemmas: when you like dance music, but not the 
only dance act in the pile, Tiësto, where to put him? Maria (HMF3) for instance, a devotee 
of piano music, does not like Wibi Soerjadi nor Glenn Gould: ‘Why of all pianists did you 
choose those two, what gave you that idea?’ She positioned both in the lower half of her 
ranking. A hip hop fan on the other hand, Richard (LYM5), placed 50 Cent on number 2 
as a representative of this genre, even though he did not like this particular rapper. 

The taste ranking, however, was relatively easy compared to the hierarchy ranking. 
As said in chapter 2, I initially phrased this question in terms of status, but due to 
incomprehension and misunderstandings, I soon rephrased it into the distinction between 
high and low culture. Respondents often referred to the definition they had given in the 
open interview question on these concepts. Louis (UMM4) for instance had defined ‘high 
culture’ as ‘what readers of [quality newspaper] NRC Handelsblad* give three stars’, and 
as a result ranked the cards with the same logic. André Rieu ended up in the lower half of 
his ranking, because he ‘is in the world of NRC completely not done109.’  

However, some people did not know these concepts. Michiel (UMM1) heard ‘this 
term for the first time’, Didi (LMF4) found it a ‘strange description’, Noortje (UYF4) 
concluded that she is ‘apparently not familiar with this subject’, and Richard (LYM5) 
stated that ‘culture is for everyone’. In these cases I sometimes returned to the phrasing 
with ‘status’, which more than once resulted in a certain understanding after all. Two 
people ranked the cards according to their ‘cultural’ value, hence equating the high/low-
distinction with ‘culture’ or ‘no culture’. Nineteen respondents who are not familiar with 
the concept speculated about its meaning. Some of them only started guessing when they 
heard the second term, ‘low culture’, so they can see the distinction. Jeroen (LYM3) for 

                                                            
108 Half of the respondents were asked to rank the cards on a hierarchical order first, and to their personal 
taste second. This led to similar rearrangements. 
109 In Dutch, he used the word fout, which will be explained in chapter 4. 
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108 Half of the respondents were asked to rank the cards on a hierarchical order first, and to their personal 
taste second. This led to similar rearrangements. 
109 In Dutch, he used the word fout, which will be explained in chapter 4. 
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instance speculated about stupid TV shows versus the talk show De Wereld Draait Door*, 
for the ‘highly learned’.110 The music these ‘highly learned’ like is ‘something with the 
violin’. With Cora (LYF5) the question on high culture led to the following dialogue: 
 

High culture? To be honest I have never heard of it. I know culture, but not high culture. 
Yeah, or ‘culture with a capital C’, ‘art with a capital A’111, these kinds of things. 
OK, yes OK, er... what image do I have? I’m thinking of people who are very knowledgeable 
about these things, and very specific art. Mmm... Haha, I can’t say anything better about it! 
And for example the concept ‘low culture’? 
OK [pronounced as if she suddenly gets it] (...) But do you mean a section of the population? 
No no no, more, for example within music or within art: is there something which is 
regarded as high culture – regardless of whether you agree – and what’s regarded as 
low culture? 
OK, er, well, I think indeed things like Jan Smit* [she had mentioned him before, when 
discussing her dislikes], that kind, that that’s low culture. And er, in music... well, perhaps 
certain composers, from classical music, that that’s high culture, I can imagine. Yes, haha! 
So I can make the distinction. 
Yes, exactly, but the concepts in itself, those are new, so to speak. 
Yes, to be honest I’d never heard of it. 

 
The adjectives ‘high’ and ‘low’ remind people of hierarchies in general, so they can 
speculate that high and low culture might be related to the higher and lower strata in 
society. Most of them know more or less what cultural taste people in these different strata 
have, as the previous interview question on the bank manager and the bricklayer showed. 
But, in daily life, they never think about these matters; they just like what they like, and 
are not bothered with what others might think of it, let alone what higher educated people 
would think. Their definitions of and opinions on high and low culture are only triggered 
by the interview setting.  

Dialogues such as the quote above can be seen as a kind of negotiation between 
interviewer and respondent. Sometimes this went a little further, when different 
understandings were exchanged. When people, for instance, knew the concepts high and 
low culture but did not agree with them (because they held an egalitarian view), I asked 
them to rank the cards anyway according to what they think is perceived as such in 
society. But, ‘society’ appeared to be an ambiguous concept too: some for instance 
interpreted it as the taste of the majority. Once or twice I even cautiously interfered people 
while they were ranking, when I saw that the ranking did not correspond with the 
respondent’s previously given definition of the concepts (for example when classical 
music was suddenly ranked at the bottom, although s/he had defined this before as high 
culture). I had to make sure that the respondents understood what I meant, but I did not 

                                                            
110 Literal translation of hooggeleerden, which could also be translated with ‘professors’ or ‘erudite people’. 
111 The Dutch expression (‘Kunst met een grote K’) is more common than it is in English. 
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want to influence their rankings too much. This is a delicate matter. It might appear as if I 
let people reproduce my own predetermined view, but my main aim was to let the 
rankings correspond in broad lines with their previous answer on high and low culture, in 
order to observe how they produce this ranking in more detail.112  

Taste and hierarchy rankings might also influence each other. As said in chapter 2, 
half of the respondents were asked the hierarchy ranking question first and the taste 
question second. Some of these respondents found it hard to keep their personal taste out 
of this hierarchy, but they were often aware of this intermingling: ‘What you like yourself, 
you put higher anyway’ (Sandra, HYF1), ‘I have the inclination to lay the things that I 
myself really hate at the bottom’ (Inge, UYF3). Some others, especially older respondents 
with a high education, were surprised about the taste ranking question, as they already 
ranked it according to their taste when I asked for their hierarchical perception: ‘I do it, 
self-willed as I am, and headstrong as I am, according to what I think of it. Not because 
someone else says so’ (Ton, HMM4). Although the two rankings often indeed influenced 
each other113, with most respondents the differences between taste and hierarchy were 
large enough for me to conclude that they were able to distinguish the two. 

Negotiations also took place in order to let respondents rank the cards in a long line 
rather than in small groups. Stephan (HYM1) for instance initially wanted to produce three 
groups: 

 
I would say: high, medium, low, can I do that? Or do you want a better ranking? 
It doesn’t have to be one long row, but a little more differentiation would be nice. 
Yeah OK, but small groups are allowed, aren’t they? 
Yes that’s fine with me. [silence] And if you could perhaps, within a small group, a little 
bit… 
You do want them in one row. 

 
The respondents who produced small groups could be included in analysis by coding mean 
scores for each group of cards (e.g. the upper three items placed in one group gives a mean 
of 2 for each item).  

However, four people were only able to distribute the items into two or three large 
groups. These were not included in the quantitative analysis.114 This was one of the three 
main causes of non-response in the ranking assignment. A second cause of non-response 
consisted of physical and other difficulties with particularly older respondents, such as bad 
                                                            
112 Below we will see that I was not entirely consistent with interfering or not interfering. However, both the 
number of deviant hierarchies and the number of interferences are very small. 
113 Taste and hierarchy rankings of most items are significantly correlated. This correlation is strongest (over 
0.70) with the less known items Gould, Radiohead, and Coltrane. It is not clear whether these high 
correlations mean the two rankings influenced each other, or whether the majority like what they call high 
culture and dislike low culture. The order in which the two questions were asked hardly influenced the 
average rankings. 
114 Except for multiple correspondence analysis, for which I used ordinal variables of three values. 
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want to influence their rankings too much. This is a delicate matter. It might appear as if I 
let people reproduce my own predetermined view, but my main aim was to let the 
rankings correspond in broad lines with their previous answer on high and low culture, in 
order to observe how they produce this ranking in more detail.112  

Taste and hierarchy rankings might also influence each other. As said in chapter 2, 
half of the respondents were asked the hierarchy ranking question first and the taste 
question second. Some of these respondents found it hard to keep their personal taste out 
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you put higher anyway’ (Sandra, HYF1), ‘I have the inclination to lay the things that I 
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someone else says so’ (Ton, HMM4). Although the two rankings often indeed influenced 
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It doesn’t have to be one long row, but a little more differentiation would be nice. 
Yeah OK, but small groups are allowed, aren’t they? 
Yes that’s fine with me. [silence] And if you could perhaps, within a small group, a little 
bit… 
You do want them in one row. 

 
The respondents who produced small groups could be included in analysis by coding mean 
scores for each group of cards (e.g. the upper three items placed in one group gives a mean 
of 2 for each item).  

However, four people were only able to distribute the items into two or three large 
groups. These were not included in the quantitative analysis.114 This was one of the three 
main causes of non-response in the ranking assignment. A second cause of non-response 
consisted of physical and other difficulties with particularly older respondents, such as bad 
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sight, trembling, or fatigue at the end of a long interview. Some of them did not rank any 
cards, others did it only on taste. Finally, and most importantly, some people did not 
understand the concepts high and low culture at all, or simply refused this assignment. 
They said that taste is individual, or that they could only judge for themselves, rather than 
‘decide’ what the view in society is. In ’t Veld-Langeveld (1958: 57-58) reported similar 
problems with the ranking of occupations, particularly among respondents who are 
situated on the lower half of the status ladder (as perceived by the majority) themselves. 

These missing cases led to a non-response number of five for the taste ranking and 
thirteen for the perception of hierarchy.115 The thirteen people who did not produce a 
hierarchical ranking are equally distributed over the education groups and sexes, but older 
people (born before 1945) are overrepresented in this group. This has to be accounted for 
in the analysis, particularly when the two rankings are compared. 
 
 

Ignorance and faking: The knowledge of items 
 
Before turning to an analysis of people’s taste and hierarchy rankings, we should take a 
look at people’s knowledge of the different items. If, for instance, people from different 
educational levels appreciate a certain item in the same way, it might still be possible that 
far more higher educated than lower educated people actually know this item. 
Furthermore, strong correlations between certain variables and items that few people know 
are statistically less significant. In this section I investigate which items are more known 
than others and whether this knowledge level is related to people’s age, level of education 
or gender.  

The number of cards that people ranked ranged from all 30 to only 12, with a mean 
of 23.4, and a standard deviation of 3.9.116 In table 3.1 the items are ordered by the number 
of people that know it. The right column contains the number of people who mentioned 
the names spontaneously during the open part of the interview (i.e., before the cards 
appeared on the table), whether in a positive way or not. 

Table 3.1 shows that eight items are known to all respondents, and another six to at 
least eighty. These include all four Dutch language singers, all classical composers except 
Schönberg, and all classic pop/rock bands except Pink Floyd. Only four items, excluding 
non-existent Pirakovich, are known to less than half of the sample. 

 

                                                            
115 76 respondents did both rankings. 
116 Knowledge is operationalised as including an item in the taste ranking. However, a few respondents used 
slightly more cards for their perceived hierarchy than for their taste ranking, as they thought they needed less 
knowledge to judge the former. Some, for instance, perceived Schönberg as high culture, without actually 
knowing any music of this composer. In this section, this is labeled as ‘not known’. 
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Table 3.1. Number of people that rank the items according to their taste, and number of 
people that mentioned the items spontaneously in the interview. 

 
number of people 
that ranked item 

(n = 85) 

number of people 
that mentioned item

spontaneously 
(n = 90) 

The Beatles  85  37
André Hazes  85  37
W.A. Mozart  85  30
J.S. Bach  85  27
Marco Borsato  85  23
Frans Bauer  85  21
André Rieu  85  18
Ramses Shaffy  85  6
Rolling Stones  84  32
Johann Strauss Jr  84  7
ABBA  83  12
Wibi Soerjadi  82  2
A. Vivaldi  81  5
Jacques Brel  80  4
Dolly Parton  72  2
Pink Floyd  71  4
Britney Spears  70  3
Ella Fitzgerald  69  3
Céline Dion  68  4
Aretha Franklin  66  0
Tiësto  63  5
Metallica  57  3
Norah Jones  53  3
John Coltrane  45  2
50 Cent  43  0
A. Schönberg  41  2
Radiohead  35  2
Glenn Gould  33  0
Tori Amos  26  1
J. Pirakovich  5  N/A
 

In the right column one can see that many of these well-known items are often 
mentioned spontaneously as well. Of the ten most frequently mentioned names in the 
interviews, eight had been selected for the ranking assignment a priori. The two other 
names that I had not selected are composer Ludwig van Beethoven and Dutch language 
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singer Jan Smit, both mentioned 23 times. Only three of the names on the cards are never 
mentioned spontaneously.  

The number of items people know correlates negatively with age: Pearson’s r is -
0.57 (significant with p < .01). People born before 1945 know on average 20.1 items, 
whereas people born after 1965 know 25.3 items. This may be counter-intuitive, but it is 
mainly due to the large number of popular music items in the set. Almost everyone knows 
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and ABBA, but most other pop and rock items are less 
well-known among the oldest group. Further down the table the middle-aged group drops 
out as well: contemporary artists 50 Cent, Radiohead and Tori Amos are almost 
exclusively known by the youngest respondents. Many middle-aged and older respondents 
even reacted surprised when they read the name 50 Cent. They pronounced it in Dutch 
(‘vijftig cent’) and asked me what this card was doing there. On the other hand, it is 
striking how many older people do know the names Britney Spears and Tiësto – probably 
due to wide media coverage – though without knowing exactly what they do. Lydia 
(LOF1) called Spears a ‘model’, and Ria (HOF1) asked me: ‘Did she make music too? I 
thought she was only known for doing strange things all the time.’ Tiësto is widely known 
for being an internationally successful Dutch DJ117, but many older and middle-aged 
respondents associate this profession with nothing more than playing other ones’ records: 
‘He doesn’t make music himself, does he?’ (Hillie, HOF4). They thus wondered why he 
was included. Some items, on the other hand, are better known among the older and 
middle-aged respondents: jazz musicians Ella Fitzgerald and John Coltrane (middle-
aged118), and classical music figures Arnold Schönberg and Glenn Gould (old and middle-
aged119).  

Level of education does not have an effect on the number of cards people know. 
However, the four items that are known by the fewest people (the connoisseurs) – 
Schönberg, Radiohead, Glenn Gould, and Tori Amos – are better known among the higher 
educated.120 Gender does not play a role in the level of knowledge; Céline Dion is the only 
item that is more known among women.121 

Of course, it is possible that people exaggerate their knowledge. When a name 
sounds familiar, one might be inclined to include the item in the ranking, though maybe 
not in a top or bottom position. This is, probably, particularly the case with classical 
music, often perceived as music one should know, which people might include to avoid 
embarrassment towards the interviewer. It is striking how many people include the four 

                                                            
117 Several older respondents pronounced it as DG (deegee rather than deejay). 
118 Cramér’s V is .36 (p < .01) and .28 (p < .05) respectively, when age is coded in three categories. 
119 Kendall’s tau-c is .41 and .31 respectively (p < .01). Jacques Brel is slightly more known among older 
people as well (Kendall’s tau-c is .12; p < .05). 
120 Kendall’s tau-c is .27, .23, .35, and .22 respectively (p < .05; for Gould p < .01). Education was coded 
with three values. 
121 Cramér’s V is .22 (p < .05). 
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main composers in their rankings; Bach and Mozart are even known by everyone. 
However, this does not mean they can all distinguish them from each other. Many 
respondents have a basic idea of and opinion on classical music and thus lump the 
composers together (often keeping the alphabetical order of the pile), in the lower half of 
their taste ranking and at the top of the hierarchy. This probably happened far less with 
other musical genres: people who know what hip hop sounds like but who have never 
heard of 50 Cent did not include this item in their ranking. Sometimes people also 
confused artists with others. Rudolf (UOM1), for example, praised Dolly Parton for her 
song Stay with your man, which does not exist. He was probably thinking of Stand by your 
man by her fellow country singer Tammy Wynette. 

I tested the ‘faking’ of knowledge by means of the fictitious item Pirakovich, 
whose name – as intended – reminded people of a Russian composer or pianist. Eighty 
people honestly excluded him from their list; only five thought or pretended that his name 
sounded familiar. Three of them ranked him somewhere between the real composers, 
whether as likes or dislikes. Only one of them ranked all thirty cards, which means that the 
other four did exclude other cards they did not know. This result gives me reason to 
believe that people might have ‘faked’ their knowledge for other items too, but that in 
general people were sincere about their knowledge and the lack of it. Hence, the card 
ranking assignment gives for the most part valid information. 
 
 

Consensus on high and low culture: Hierarchy and taste compared 
 
Before moving to the core of this chapter – the presentation of the average rankings in the 
cultural hierarchy, compared to the average taste rankings – I must include a note on 
coding. The easiest way to code rankings would have been to use the numbers 1 (the top 
position) to 30 (the bottom), or the reverse. However, the number of items that people 
know varies. The value ‘20’, for instance, would have an ambiguous meaning: for one 
person it would mean a two thirds position in the ranking, for the other the bottom of the 
list. Therefore, I recoded them into the percentiles in an individual’s complete ranking. 
The top item in each ranking is given the value 100, the bottom 0.  

The left columns of table 3.2 present the average hierarchy scores of all 
respondents (n = 77) ranked from high to low. It shows that the top-five consists of 
classical composers, who are followed by some items from chansons, jazz and classic 
rock. 38% of the respondents place Bach in the top position, 19% chooses Mozart, and 8% 
Vivaldi; in total 73% place an item from classical music on top. At the bottom of the 
ranking one finds some Dutch language singers, contemporary pop and rock acts, and 
country singer Dolly Parton. There is a little more dispersion at this side of the list. 23% 
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main composers in their rankings; Bach and Mozart are even known by everyone. 
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their taste ranking and at the top of the hierarchy. This probably happened far less with 
other musical genres: people who know what hip hop sounds like but who have never 
heard of 50 Cent did not include this item in their ranking. Sometimes people also 
confused artists with others. Rudolf (UOM1), for example, praised Dolly Parton for her 
song Stay with your man, which does not exist. He was probably thinking of Stand by your 
man by her fellow country singer Tammy Wynette. 

I tested the ‘faking’ of knowledge by means of the fictitious item Pirakovich, 
whose name – as intended – reminded people of a Russian composer or pianist. Eighty 
people honestly excluded him from their list; only five thought or pretended that his name 
sounded familiar. Three of them ranked him somewhere between the real composers, 
whether as likes or dislikes. Only one of them ranked all thirty cards, which means that the 
other four did exclude other cards they did not know. This result gives me reason to 
believe that people might have ‘faked’ their knowledge for other items too, but that in 
general people were sincere about their knowledge and the lack of it. Hence, the card 
ranking assignment gives for the most part valid information. 
 
 

Consensus on high and low culture: Hierarchy and taste compared 
 
Before moving to the core of this chapter – the presentation of the average rankings in the 
cultural hierarchy, compared to the average taste rankings – I must include a note on 
coding. The easiest way to code rankings would have been to use the numbers 1 (the top 
position) to 30 (the bottom), or the reverse. However, the number of items that people 
know varies. The value ‘20’, for instance, would have an ambiguous meaning: for one 
person it would mean a two thirds position in the ranking, for the other the bottom of the 
list. Therefore, I recoded them into the percentiles in an individual’s complete ranking. 
The top item in each ranking is given the value 100, the bottom 0.  

The left columns of table 3.2 present the average hierarchy scores of all 
respondents (n = 77) ranked from high to low. It shows that the top-five consists of 
classical composers, who are followed by some items from chansons, jazz and classic 
rock. 38% of the respondents place Bach in the top position, 19% chooses Mozart, and 8% 
Vivaldi; in total 73% place an item from classical music on top. At the bottom of the 
ranking one finds some Dutch language singers, contemporary pop and rock acts, and 
country singer Dolly Parton. There is a little more dispersion at this side of the list. 23% 
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position Frans Bauer at the bottom, 18% Hazes, and 10% each 50 Cent and Britney 
Spears. 
 
Table 3.2. Mean hierarchy scores, compared with mean taste scores.  
  hierarchy (n = 77) taste (n = 85)* 

 
position  average

score 
standard
deviation 

position average 
score 

standard
deviation 

J.S. Bach  1  90.5 20.2 2 66.9  32.5
W.A. Mozart  2  88.7 17.6 4 64.2  30.7
A. Vivaldi  3  81.1 20.8 6 63.7  31.5
A. Schönberg**  4  80.8 14.4 12 57.6  31.0
Johann Strauss Jr  5  74.6 22.1 18 49.3  24.1
Jacques Brel  6  66.6 17.7 3 65.2  24.5
Ella Fitzgerald  7  65.5 19.4 9 60.2  23.8
The Beatles  8  64.1 19.4 1 69.7  22.2
Glenn Gould**  9  59.8 27.4 16 53.8  27.5
John Coltrane  10  59.3 21.8 8 62.0  23.6
Aretha Franklin  11  58.4 16.6 7 62.4  21.2
Wibi Soerjadi  12  55.9 25.6 20 41.5  23.3
Ramses Shaffy  13  54.1 18.2 17 52.3  23.9
Pink Floyd  14  53.5 19.7 15 54.3  27.9
Rolling Stones  15  53.0 20.4 11 57.9  26.0
Tori Amos**  16  49.3 22.8 14 54.7  27.4
Norah Jones  17  46.7 16.5 5 63.4  26.2
Radiohead**  18  41.9 25.5 10 59.3  36.3
ABBA  19  41.5 23.6 13 57.4  28.0
André Rieu  20  40.2 26.9 23 35.8  26.5
Céline Dion  21  36.0 18.9 21 41.1  27.9
Tiësto  22  30.4 20.6 22 37.2  31.0
Marco Borsato  23  27.6 18.9 19 41.5  29.8
Metallica  24  26.4 19.7 25 34.3  30.4
Dolly Parton  25  25.3 16.7 24 35.5  23.4
Britney Spears  26  19.6 15.2 28 27.6  22.9
50 Cent  27  17.4 15.2 27 31.1  27.0
André Hazes  28  15.9 18.9 26 32.7  29.2
Frans Bauer  29  13.5 19.6 29 24.9  25.9
*  The  taste  ranking which  excludes  the  respondents who  did  not  produce  a  hierarchy 
ranking  (hence, with n = 77)  shows only minor differences with  the  complete  sample’s 
ranking. 
**  The  four  items  that  less  than  half  of  the  respondents  know  are  printed  in  italics; 
Pirakovich is excluded. 
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These initial findings are in line with research in which high and low culture are defined a 
priori. However, after a closer look we see more nuances. First, classical musicians are 
much more dispersed than the composers are. André Rieu even ends up in the lower half 
of the hierarchy; apparently he is more associated with the lower educated people who like 
him than with the classical music he plays (he often plays Strauss, who is positioned much 
higher, on number 5). Second, popular music cannot easily be defined as low (or 
middlebrow) culture. Classic rock bands such as The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and Pink 
Floyd are ranked higher than contemporary items. Within contemporary music a divide 
appears between Tori Amos and Radiohead on the one hand and 50 Cent and Britney 
Spears on the other. The former are more often credited as being ‘alternative’, the latter as 
more ‘commercial’. 
 When we compare this hierarchy with the average taste ranking, on the right side 
of table 3.2, we see both differences and similarities. All items from classical music appear 
higher in the hierarchy than in the taste ranking, in which they are more dispersed. 42% 
like a classical music item most, particularly Bach (20%), who is preferred by more people 
than the item that has the highest mean score, The Beatles (7%). People on average like 
Bach, Mozart and Vivaldi very much, but the other composers and musicians who are 
ranked high in the hierarchy are positioned much lower in the taste list. A similar, yet 
smaller, effect can be seen with Ella Fitzgerald, Ramses Shaffy and Pink Floyd.122 In 
contrast, items such as The Beatles (number 1 on taste), Jacques Brel (3), and particularly 
Norah Jones (5) are liked much more than they are perceived as high culture. These strong 
differences show that many people can distinguish their own taste from their perception of 
a cultural hierarchy: they see classical music as high culture, whether they like it or not.  

Arie (LMM2) for instance, a 57-year-old bank employee, positions the composers 
in the lower half of his taste ranking (‘Look, they have some nice tracks, but it doesn’t say 
much to me’), but puts them in the top of his hierarchy: 
 

Johann Sebastian Bach, that’s high, I also saw Mozart somewhere, that’s also high I think. 
(…) Yes, I take what’s culture to me [he did not know the term ‘high culture’ as such], so 
that’s more classical. (…) Also what lasts, so to speak. 

 
In contrast to the upper half, however, in the lower half of the table the differences 
between taste and hierarchy are much smaller. Frans Bauer is both liked least and 
perceived as the lowest culture, and the other items at the bottom hardly change positions 
either. Apparently, most people consider their dislikes as low culture, whereas they do not 
necessarily perceive their likes as high culture. They distinguish ‘good’ from ‘high’, but 

                                                            
122 These differences become more visible when one excludes all classical music items from table 3.2. Ella 
Fitzgerald, for example, then jumps from number 6 in the taste ranking to number 2 in the hierarchy. 
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priori. However, after a closer look we see more nuances. First, classical musicians are 
much more dispersed than the composers are. André Rieu even ends up in the lower half 
of the hierarchy; apparently he is more associated with the lower educated people who like 
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contrast, items such as The Beatles (number 1 on taste), Jacques Brel (3), and particularly 
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differences show that many people can distinguish their own taste from their perception of 
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Arie (LMM2) for instance, a 57-year-old bank employee, positions the composers 
in the lower half of his taste ranking (‘Look, they have some nice tracks, but it doesn’t say 
much to me’), but puts them in the top of his hierarchy: 
 

Johann Sebastian Bach, that’s high, I also saw Mozart somewhere, that’s also high I think. 
(…) Yes, I take what’s culture to me [he did not know the term ‘high culture’ as such], so 
that’s more classical. (…) Also what lasts, so to speak. 

 
In contrast to the upper half, however, in the lower half of the table the differences 
between taste and hierarchy are much smaller. Frans Bauer is both liked least and 
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122 These differences become more visible when one excludes all classical music items from table 3.2. Ella 
Fitzgerald, for example, then jumps from number 6 in the taste ranking to number 2 in the hierarchy. 
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tend to see ‘bad’ and ‘low’ as one and the same. Rudolf (UOM1), a 66-year-old retired 
civil servant in the cultural sector, had positioned Bauer and Hazes at the bottom of his 
taste ranking, and even exaggerated his enthusiasm when defining them as low culture:123 
 

I should also decide what’s the very lowest culture? So I should send André Hazes to hell? 
Haha, he goes to hell, he’s the lowest in, er…, OK. Well, he must burn with Frans Bauer 
(…), André Rieu goes with them! 
 

There are also some lower educated respondents who perceive their own preferences as 
low culture, such as Jeroen in the beginning of this chapter and Rik (LYM4): ‘I guess I’d 
better turn it around, haha!’ Another example is 59-year-old Truus (LMF2), a retired 
homecare nurse, who moved down her favourite singer Frans Bauer severely when asked 
for the hierarchy, ending up on the sixth position from below: ‘I won’t put Frans on the 
lowest spot, come on!’ To her, Britney Spears is the ‘lowest’ culture. 

Not only does the average cultural hierarchy differ from the average taste rankings, 
there is also high consensus on this hierarchy. Personal tastes differ a lot – that is no 
surprise – but most respondents agree about classical music being high culture and Dutch 
language singers being low culture. The highest and lowest means in the hierarchy ranking 
are much closer to the maximum (100) and minimum (0) scores than the highest and 
lowest means in taste are: the hierarchy means range from 90.5 to 13.5, the taste means 
from 69.7 to 24.9. Also, the standard deviations124 are lower for hierarchy than for taste. 
The differences in dispersion can be visualised excellently with box plots.125 Figure 3.1 
contains the box plots of the upper and lower items of both rankings: Bach (highest 
culture), Frans Bauer (lowest culture and liked least), and – as a comparison – The Beatles 
(liked best). 

These plots show once again that, although the majority of respondents likes Bach 
and dislikes Bauer, the consensus on their positions as high and low culture respectively is 
much higher. 81% of the respondents places Bach in the upper 10% of the hierarchy. Only 
half of them (41% of all respondents) also place him in the upper 10% of their taste 
ranking; the rest (much) lower. Whether one likes Bach or not, his music is perceived as 
high culture. In contrast, the taste dispersion of The Beatles is smaller than Bach’s and 
Bauer’s, but there is less consensus on their position in the cultural hierarchy. 
 
                                                            
123 Rudolf also perceived his personal preferences and high culture as one and the same, except for Strauss, 
who appears much higher in his hierarchy than in his taste ranking. 
124 Formally, the dispersion of a ranking variable cannot be measured with the standard deviation, but it 
gives an illuminating picture anyway (cf. Van Heek et al. 1958: 323 n23). 
125 Box plots show both the position and dispersion of variables. The coloured block ranges from the 25th to 
the 75th percentile and hence consists of 50% of all observations; the horizontal line in the middle is the 
median (50th percentile). The vertical lines above and below the block indicate the observations within 1.5 
inter-quartile range from the block. Observations outside this range are considered outliers and are marked 
with identifying numbers. 
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Figure 3.1. Box plots of taste (left; n = 85) and hierarchy (right; n = 77) for J.S. Bach, Frans 
Bauer and The Beatles 
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Outliers and dispersion: Variations in the hierarchy 
 
Despite this high consensus on the upper and lower items in the hierarchy, there are some 
deviations to be explained. First, some respondents have an opposite view or do not 
understand the concept of cultural hierarchy at all. Furthermore, the dispersion of items in 
the middle of the list is much higher than at the extremes: for most people it is clear that 
Bach is high culture and Frans Bauer low culture, but what about items such as André 
Rieu or The Rolling Stones? This section discusses these deviations, dispersions and 
nuances, again in comparison with the taste rankings. 
 
 
High and low reversed: Deviant cases discussed 
 
The box plots in the previous section reveal some outliers who undermine the consensus. 
Not only do some respondents place Bach and/or Bauer somewhere in the middle of the 
hierarchy, three people even perceive an opposite hierarchy. Gerard (LMM3; nr. 11 in the 
figures), Robert (LOM4; nr. 33), and Greet (LMF3; nr. 35) – all three with an educational 
level lower than MBO – perceive Bach and other classical composers as low culture and 
Bauer and other Dutch language singers as high culture.126 They interpreted my 
question127 in a different way: according to them, high is what most people in Holland 
(particularly younger people) prefer. ‘There just are fewer people who like classical 
music’, is how Robert explains his low ranking of the composers. In the specific interview 
question on high and low culture, two of the outliers do have a view that is more or less in 
line with most respondents: Robert perceives beautifully made paintings and sculptures as 
high culture and mass production as low; Gerard sees high culture as incomprehensible art 
for art’s sake. However, these views do not come forward in their ranking of cards.  

The question is how to interpret these deviant cases within the larger picture. In the 
section on the practice of ranking I wrote that I sometimes interfered when people 
produced hierarchies that contradicted their own definitions, but apparently I was not 
consistent. If I would never have interfered, there would have been more deviant cases; 
and if I would have interfered more consistently, the consensus would have been higher. 
This closer look on the outliers gives me reason to believe that the consensus might have 
been higher when everyone would have understood the question correctly, in line with the 
previously asked definition. However, one of the three outliers did not know the concepts 
‘high’ and ‘low culture’, nor did several other respondents who did not rank the items at 

                                                            
126 In the case of Frans Bauer, Sonja (HYF3; nr. 32) is an outlier as well, but I consider that as a mistake: she 
is no outlier on most of the other items. 
127 Because Greet did not know the concepts high and low culture, I phrased the ranking question in terms of 
status. The other two were asked about high and low (culture). 
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all. Most of them were people with a low educational level. This group is 
underrepresented in the sample, both due to the comparative quota sample and to selective 
non-response (see chapter 2). Among a more random sample from the Dutch population, 
the knowledge of and consensus on cultural hierarchy would most probably have been less 
high.  

Therefore, the consensus on the perception of a cultural hierarchy must be 
downplayed. However, it is still highly relevant to study the smaller deviations among the 
people who do share a sense of high and low culture. In the remainder of this section I will 
investigate the dispersion of the items between the high and low extremes, and I will show 
how variations are related to educational level, age and gender. The three outliers 
discussed above will in some cases be excluded from analysis, in order to better grasp the 
variation among the majority. For example, if I had excluded them from table 3.2, the 
means of the upper and lower items would have become closer to 100 and 0 
respectively128, and the standard deviations would have become severely smaller (e.g., for 
Bach: 9.3 instead of 20.2). It would only slightly influence the actual ranking.129  
 
 
Is André Rieu high or low? High dispersion on specific items 
 
When one studies the standard deviations from the upper to the lower items without the 
three outlier respondents, the following picture emerges (figure 3.2). Figure 3.2 shows that 
the consensus is highest on the two items on the left (Bach and Mozart), followed by some 
other items at both extremes. In the middle of the hierarchy the standard deviations are 
much higher. This is in line with Van Heek’s findings in the 1950s on the ranking of 
occupations: doctors and university professors were almost unanimously seen as high 
status occupations, and deliverymen and market vendors as low status occupations, 
whereas consensus was far lower on military, religious and artistic occupations in the 
middle (Van Heek et al. 1958: 25-28). A similar figure on the standard deviations of the 
taste rankings (not included) does not give such a picture, but a more horizontal line with 
fluctuations. 

The four items with standard deviations over 25 are Glenn Gould and Radiohead, 
who both belong to the least known items, and well-known classical musicians André 
Rieu and Wibi Soerjadi. The latter two are even more dispersed on hierarchical perception 
than on taste, contrary to all other items.130 Apparently, regardless of people’s personal 
taste, their opinions differ whether these two musicians should be perceived as high or as 
low culture. The histogram on the left in figure 3.3 even shows that fewer respondents 

                                                            
128 Of course, studying medians rather than means would have given a similar picture. 
129 Only John Coltrane and Metallica would move up one step. 
130 In the case of Glenn Gould the standard deviations in both rankings are almost equal. 
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underrepresented in the sample, both due to the comparative quota sample and to selective 
non-response (see chapter 2). Among a more random sample from the Dutch population, 
the knowledge of and consensus on cultural hierarchy would most probably have been less 
high.  

Therefore, the consensus on the perception of a cultural hierarchy must be 
downplayed. However, it is still highly relevant to study the smaller deviations among the 
people who do share a sense of high and low culture. In the remainder of this section I will 
investigate the dispersion of the items between the high and low extremes, and I will show 
how variations are related to educational level, age and gender. The three outliers 
discussed above will in some cases be excluded from analysis, in order to better grasp the 
variation among the majority. For example, if I had excluded them from table 3.2, the 
means of the upper and lower items would have become closer to 100 and 0 
respectively128, and the standard deviations would have become severely smaller (e.g., for 
Bach: 9.3 instead of 20.2). It would only slightly influence the actual ranking.129  
 
 
Is André Rieu high or low? High dispersion on specific items 
 
When one studies the standard deviations from the upper to the lower items without the 
three outlier respondents, the following picture emerges (figure 3.2). Figure 3.2 shows that 
the consensus is highest on the two items on the left (Bach and Mozart), followed by some 
other items at both extremes. In the middle of the hierarchy the standard deviations are 
much higher. This is in line with Van Heek’s findings in the 1950s on the ranking of 
occupations: doctors and university professors were almost unanimously seen as high 
status occupations, and deliverymen and market vendors as low status occupations, 
whereas consensus was far lower on military, religious and artistic occupations in the 
middle (Van Heek et al. 1958: 25-28). A similar figure on the standard deviations of the 
taste rankings (not included) does not give such a picture, but a more horizontal line with 
fluctuations. 

The four items with standard deviations over 25 are Glenn Gould and Radiohead, 
who both belong to the least known items, and well-known classical musicians André 
Rieu and Wibi Soerjadi. The latter two are even more dispersed on hierarchical perception 
than on taste, contrary to all other items.130 Apparently, regardless of people’s personal 
taste, their opinions differ whether these two musicians should be perceived as high or as 
low culture. The histogram on the left in figure 3.3 even shows that fewer respondents 

                                                            
128 Of course, studying medians rather than means would have given a similar picture. 
129 Only John Coltrane and Metallica would move up one step. 
130 In the case of Glenn Gould the standard deviations in both rankings are almost equal. 
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position Rieu in the middle category (41-60%) than in the two adjacent categories. This is 
not the case with any of the other items.  
 
Figure 3.2. Standard deviations of items in cultural hierarchy, according to rank, excluding 
the three outliers (n = 74) 

 
 
 
Figure  3.3.  Distribution  of  the  hierarchical  rankings  of  André  Rieu  (n  =  77)  and Wibi 
Soerjadi (n = 74). 

 
 

Cora (LYF5) explains her doubts on the position of Rieu: ‘This is a dubious one. 
You could see it as high because it is classical music, but at the same time I find it getting 
close to volks*.’ Koos (UMM3) thinks Rieu and Soerjadi perform a bridging function, just 
as Waldo de los Rios and James Last did before. He has learned to appreciate classical 
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music thanks to these intermediaries. People give different reasons for their doubts about 
Soerjadi. Louis (UMM4): ‘What he does is OK, I guess, but the image that he created of 
himself will not be swallowed by the highly skilled.’ This image leads to fierce reactions: 
‘That bloke has really lost his marbles! With those strange toys [Disney figures] in his 
house’ (Henny, UMF5). Some praise Soerjadi’s technical skills, but say at the same time 
that he ‘is acting a bit too popular’ (Ton, HMM4), his piano playing is too ‘superficial’ 
(Maria, HMF3) or ‘practiced’ (Marleen, HOF5), and his choice of works is ‘never 
exciting’ (Emiel, HOM2). The results of these reflections are different though: Maria 
eventually perceives Soerjadi as high culture (79); Henny as low culture (4). Chapter 7 on 
artistic criteria will dive more deeply into the diverging rationales of people’s rankings. 
 
 
The consecration of Bach: The role of educational level 
 
We know that the level of education is an important factor in explaining variations in 
cultural participation and cultural taste: higher educated people more often visit ‘high’ 
cultural institutions and like ‘higher’ (and also more) genres than lower educated people 
(see introduction). In this section, we will recognise similar differences in musical taste. 
But how does educational level influence the perceptions of cultural hierarchy? Do higher 
educated people perceive classical music as higher in the hierarchy than lower educated 
people do? Can the high dispersion of the items in the middle of the hierarchy be 
explained with education? In this section, I will use correlations to study the influence of 
education on these hierarchy rankings, as compared with the influence on taste. The level 
of education is coded in four categories, which has been explained more elaborately in 
chapter 2 (table 2.4; see also appendix 1): 
 

1. lower than MBO 
2. MBO, HAVO, MMS 
3. HBO, VWO, HBS 
4. university 

 
Table 3.3 presents the rank correlations (Spearman’s rho131) between educational level and 
the taste and hierarchy rankings per item. As the number of respondents is not high, 
particularly with less well-known items, only strong correlations are significant. The items 
are presented in the order of the mean hierarchy, as presented in table 3.1. 
 

                                                            
131 Spearman’s rho is used to correlate ordinal variables. Education is ordinal; the taste and hierarchy can be 
treated as such as they represent rankings. In the section on age (a scale variable) I use Pearson’s r. 
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himself will not be swallowed by the highly skilled.’ This image leads to fierce reactions: 
‘That bloke has really lost his marbles! With those strange toys [Disney figures] in his 
house’ (Henny, UMF5). Some praise Soerjadi’s technical skills, but say at the same time 
that he ‘is acting a bit too popular’ (Ton, HMM4), his piano playing is too ‘superficial’ 
(Maria, HMF3) or ‘practiced’ (Marleen, HOF5), and his choice of works is ‘never 
exciting’ (Emiel, HOM2). The results of these reflections are different though: Maria 
eventually perceives Soerjadi as high culture (79); Henny as low culture (4). Chapter 7 on 
artistic criteria will dive more deeply into the diverging rationales of people’s rankings. 
 
 
The consecration of Bach: The role of educational level 
 
We know that the level of education is an important factor in explaining variations in 
cultural participation and cultural taste: higher educated people more often visit ‘high’ 
cultural institutions and like ‘higher’ (and also more) genres than lower educated people 
(see introduction). In this section, we will recognise similar differences in musical taste. 
But how does educational level influence the perceptions of cultural hierarchy? Do higher 
educated people perceive classical music as higher in the hierarchy than lower educated 
people do? Can the high dispersion of the items in the middle of the hierarchy be 
explained with education? In this section, I will use correlations to study the influence of 
education on these hierarchy rankings, as compared with the influence on taste. The level 
of education is coded in four categories, which has been explained more elaborately in 
chapter 2 (table 2.4; see also appendix 1): 
 

1. lower than MBO 
2. MBO, HAVO, MMS 
3. HBO, VWO, HBS 
4. university 

 
Table 3.3 presents the rank correlations (Spearman’s rho131) between educational level and 
the taste and hierarchy rankings per item. As the number of respondents is not high, 
particularly with less well-known items, only strong correlations are significant. The items 
are presented in the order of the mean hierarchy, as presented in table 3.1. 
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Table 3.3. Spearman correlations between educational level and the rankings of taste and 
hierarchy.  (The  four  items  that  less  than  half  of  the  respondents  know  are  printed  in 
italics; fictitious Pirakovich is excluded.) 
items, ranked from 
high to low culture 

taste
(n = 85) 

hierarchy
(n = 77) 

J.S. Bach  .44*** .40***
W.A. Mozart  .37*** .30**
A. Vivaldi  .37** .13
A. Schönberg  .41** .21
Johann Strauss Jr  .02 ‐.14
Jacques Brel  .17 .18
Ella Fitzgerald  .18 .22
The Beatles  ‐.17 ‐.14
Glenn Gould  .42* .48**
John Coltrane  .11 .05
Aretha Franklin  ‐.06 .03
Wibi Soerjadi  ‐.10 ‐.19
Ramses Shaffy  .04 .10
Pink Floyd  .21 .09
Rolling Stones  .03 .08
Tori Amos  ‐.00 .01
Norah Jones  ‐.07 .21
Radiohead  .16 .23
ABBA  ‐.48*** ‐.33**
André Rieu  ‐.21 ‐.32**
Céline Dion  ‐.48*** ‐.22
Tiësto  .03 ‐.01
Marco Borsato  ‐.39*** ‐.16
Metallica  ‐.08 .07
Dolly Parton  ‐.11 .08
Britney Spears  ‐.04 .01
50 Cent  ‐.25 .00
André Hazes  ‐.18 ‐.15
Frans Bauer  ‐.38*** ‐.32**

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 

In the taste column on the left, we see that five items correlate positively with level 
of education, not surprisingly all from classical music: the three main composers (Bach, 
Mozart and Vivaldi) and the two less well-known items (Schönberg and Gould). We saw 
before that the latter two are better known among the higher educated; it is striking that 
within this small knowledgeable group education also plays a role in the appreciation. The 
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other items from classical music (Strauss, Rieu and Soerjadi132) do not correlate 
significantly with education133, nor do the items from jazz and chansons. Four items 
correlate negatively with education: two Dutch language singers (Bauer and Borsato, but 
not Hazes) and two commercial pop items (ABBA and Céline Dion).134  
 When we look at the perceived hierarchies in the right column, however, four of 
these nine correlations do not appear. The correlations that do remain – though most of 
them less strong – are with Bach, Mozart, and Gould (positively), and with ABBA and 
Bauer (negatively). Furthermore, in the hierarchy André Rieu also correlates negatively 
with educational level. Apparently, the large dispersion that we saw in figure 3.3 is partly 
caused by the fact that lower educated people, without significantly liking him more, 
perceive this violinist as higher on the status ladder (they probably see Rieu as an 
exponent of classical music) than higher educated people do (who perceive Rieu as music 
for the common people).  

These correlations are partially caused by the three previously identified outliers, 
who perceived an opposite hierarchy: all three had an education lower than MBO. If these 
three respondents are excluded from analysis, the significant correlations get weaker, but 
they do not disappear, except for Mozart.135 Hence, even in the low dispersions of the top 
and bottom items – the high consensus on Bach as high culture and Bauer as low culture – 
there is variation that can be explained with level of education, regardless of the 
outliers.136 At the top of the hierarchy, this can be explained with the explicit consecration 
of Bach as the most important composer by the (higher educated) classical music lovers, 
whereas the (lower educated) non-connoisseurs often group all composers together or rank 
them randomly. On the other hand, most of the larger dispersions in the middle cannot be 
explained with education. Perhaps it is age that matters. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
132 Soerjadi is the only item where parents’ education plays a role: he is significantly liked less by upwardly 
mobile people than by the higher educated with higher educated parents. 
133 However, in Bourdieu’s study (1984: 17), Strauss’ Blue Danube was clearly more appreciated by the 
lower and lower-middle classes. 
134 An Anova analysis, which compares means per category, shows some more significant effects with items 
that are less linearly distributed: André Hazes and 50 Cent are liked most by MBO educated people and 
André Rieu by people with less than MBO. The F values are 4.4, 3.3, and 5.4 respectively (p < .01; for 50 
Cent p < .05). This could be an age effect: in my sample people with less than MBO are older. 
135 Because Spearman’s rho is a rank correlation, outliers do not influence the outcomes much anyway. 
136 An Anova analysis shows more significant effects than correlations do, but most of these disappear when 
the three outliers are excluded. The significant effects that remain are with Bach, Rieu (both linearly), 
Strauss (perceived as higher culture by MBO and HBO educated people), and Ramses Shaffy (perceived as 
higher by MBO and university educated people). The F values are 3.5, 3.4, 3.1, and 4.2 respectively (p < .05; 
for Shaffy p < .01). 
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italics; fictitious Pirakovich is excluded.) 
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Johann Strauss Jr  .02 ‐.14
Jacques Brel  .17 .18
Ella Fitzgerald  .18 .22
The Beatles  ‐.17 ‐.14
Glenn Gould  .42* .48**
John Coltrane  .11 .05
Aretha Franklin  ‐.06 .03
Wibi Soerjadi  ‐.10 ‐.19
Ramses Shaffy  .04 .10
Pink Floyd  .21 .09
Rolling Stones  .03 .08
Tori Amos  ‐.00 .01
Norah Jones  ‐.07 .21
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ABBA  ‐.48*** ‐.33**
André Rieu  ‐.21 ‐.32**
Céline Dion  ‐.48*** ‐.22
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Britney Spears  ‐.04 .01
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before that the latter two are better known among the higher educated; it is striking that 
within this small knowledgeable group education also plays a role in the appreciation. The 
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other items from classical music (Strauss, Rieu and Soerjadi132) do not correlate 
significantly with education133, nor do the items from jazz and chansons. Four items 
correlate negatively with education: two Dutch language singers (Bauer and Borsato, but 
not Hazes) and two commercial pop items (ABBA and Céline Dion).134  
 When we look at the perceived hierarchies in the right column, however, four of 
these nine correlations do not appear. The correlations that do remain – though most of 
them less strong – are with Bach, Mozart, and Gould (positively), and with ABBA and 
Bauer (negatively). Furthermore, in the hierarchy André Rieu also correlates negatively 
with educational level. Apparently, the large dispersion that we saw in figure 3.3 is partly 
caused by the fact that lower educated people, without significantly liking him more, 
perceive this violinist as higher on the status ladder (they probably see Rieu as an 
exponent of classical music) than higher educated people do (who perceive Rieu as music 
for the common people).  

These correlations are partially caused by the three previously identified outliers, 
who perceived an opposite hierarchy: all three had an education lower than MBO. If these 
three respondents are excluded from analysis, the significant correlations get weaker, but 
they do not disappear, except for Mozart.135 Hence, even in the low dispersions of the top 
and bottom items – the high consensus on Bach as high culture and Bauer as low culture – 
there is variation that can be explained with level of education, regardless of the 
outliers.136 At the top of the hierarchy, this can be explained with the explicit consecration 
of Bach as the most important composer by the (higher educated) classical music lovers, 
whereas the (lower educated) non-connoisseurs often group all composers together or rank 
them randomly. On the other hand, most of the larger dispersions in the middle cannot be 
explained with education. Perhaps it is age that matters. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
132 Soerjadi is the only item where parents’ education plays a role: he is significantly liked less by upwardly 
mobile people than by the higher educated with higher educated parents. 
133 However, in Bourdieu’s study (1984: 17), Strauss’ Blue Danube was clearly more appreciated by the 
lower and lower-middle classes. 
134 An Anova analysis, which compares means per category, shows some more significant effects with items 
that are less linearly distributed: André Hazes and 50 Cent are liked most by MBO educated people and 
André Rieu by people with less than MBO. The F values are 4.4, 3.3, and 5.4 respectively (p < .01; for 50 
Cent p < .05). This could be an age effect: in my sample people with less than MBO are older. 
135 Because Spearman’s rho is a rank correlation, outliers do not influence the outcomes much anyway. 
136 An Anova analysis shows more significant effects than correlations do, but most of these disappear when 
the three outliers are excluded. The significant effects that remain are with Bach, Rieu (both linearly), 
Strauss (perceived as higher culture by MBO and HBO educated people), and Ramses Shaffy (perceived as 
higher by MBO and university educated people). The F values are 3.5, 3.4, 3.1, and 4.2 respectively (p < .05; 
for Shaffy p < .01). 
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The canonisation of classical rock: The role of age 
 
Table 3.4. Pearson correlations between age and the rankings of taste and hierarchy. (The 
four items that less than half of the respondents know are printed in italics; Pirakovich is 
excluded.) 
items from high  
to low culture 

taste
(n = 85) 

hierarchy
(n = 77) 

J.S. Bach  .44*** .04
W.A. Mozart  .48*** ‐.11
A. Vivaldi  .45*** .03
A. Schönberg  .22 .03
Johann Strauss Jr  .47*** ‐.19
Jacques Brel  .08 ‐.10
Ella Fitzgerald  ‐.11 ‐.30*
The Beatles  ‐.29** ‐.29*
Glenn Gould  .20 ‐.12
John Coltrane  ‐.01 .13
Aretha Franklin  ‐.15 ‐.22
Wibi Soerjadi  .51*** .15
Ramses Shaffy  .07 ‐.32**
Pink Floyd  ‐.31** ‐.35**
Rolling Stones  ‐.41*** ‐.45***
Tori Amos  ‐.40* ‐.42*
Norah Jones  ‐.35** ‐.09
Radiohead  ‐.48** ‐.46**
ABBA  ‐.02 ‐.02
André Rieu  .22* ‐.08
Céline Dion  .12 .23
Tiësto  ‐.38** ‐.01
Marco Borsato  ‐.35** .13
Metallica  ‐.43** ‐.24
Dolly Parton  ‐.15 ‐.26*
Britney Spears  ‐.38** .13
50 Cent  ‐.51*** ‐.24
André Hazes  ‐.50*** ‐.05
Frans Bauer  ‐.11 .06
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 
As explained in the first two chapters, age – or rather: year of birth – plays an important 
role in musical taste too. Again, the question is whether it is also a relevant factor in 
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perceived hierarchies. Table 3.4 shows the significant Pearson correlations between age on 
the one hand and the taste and hierarchy rankings on the other.  

With no less than eighteen items the taste rankings correlate significantly with age. 
Six classical music items are liked more by older people. In the previous section, we saw 
that most of these are also liked more by the higher educated, but there are some 
differences: Strauss, Soerjadi and Rieu (often perceived as more accessible) only correlate 
with age; Gould and Schönberg (more complex) only with education. The hierarchical 
perceptions of these classical items do not correlate with age, as opposed to education. The 
scatter plot and Loess regression curve137 in figure 3.4 for instance shows that Bach is 
perceived as high culture (green dots and curve) by people from all ages, whereas the 
position in the taste ranking (blue dots and curve) rises with age.  

The opposite is true, though less linear, for the Dutch language singers André 
Hazes (figure 3.5) and Marco Borsato (not included): they are liked more by younger 
people, but people from all ages perceive them as low culture. There is no age effect with 
Frans Bauer. 

As expected, most popular music items are liked more by younger people. Even 
with the items that are not well-known among older people, such as Radiohead and 50 
Cent, there is a strong age effect among the people who do know them. However, younger 
people perceive only some of these items as higher in the hierarchy than older people do. 
With the pop items that are often regarded as relatively more commercial (50 Cent, 
Britney Spears, Tiësto, Metallica and Norah Jones) the correlations with age that existed in 
the taste rankings do not appear in the hierarchy. There is a consensus among all ages on 
their low (or intermediate) cultural status, regardless of people’s own taste. The 
correlations between age and hierarchy do remain and sometimes even become stronger 
with the more classic (Beatles, Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd) and alternative pop/rock items 
(Radiohead, Tori Amos). Younger people perceive this music as relatively high culture 
and thus make distinctions within popular music, whereas older people tend to perceive all 
pop items as low culture. Radiohead, for instance, was placed very high by some. Ronald 
(UYM4) explains its number one position, just above Bach, with the band’s innovative 
character (see also chapter 7):  
 

There are only a few bands that have innovated and changed music and that gave it such a 
personal feel and artistic dimension, so I don’t think it’s unreasonable to put it next to 
someone like Bach. Because in our time they have been pioneering. 

 
 

                                                            
137 The lines in the scatter plots are Loess lines (‘locally weighted scatterplot smoothing’), which give a more 
accurate image of the distribution than linear (or parametric) regression does. 
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perceived hierarchies. Table 3.4 shows the significant Pearson correlations between age on 
the one hand and the taste and hierarchy rankings on the other.  

With no less than eighteen items the taste rankings correlate significantly with age. 
Six classical music items are liked more by older people. In the previous section, we saw 
that most of these are also liked more by the higher educated, but there are some 
differences: Strauss, Soerjadi and Rieu (often perceived as more accessible) only correlate 
with age; Gould and Schönberg (more complex) only with education. The hierarchical 
perceptions of these classical items do not correlate with age, as opposed to education. The 
scatter plot and Loess regression curve137 in figure 3.4 for instance shows that Bach is 
perceived as high culture (green dots and curve) by people from all ages, whereas the 
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The opposite is true, though less linear, for the Dutch language singers André 
Hazes (figure 3.5) and Marco Borsato (not included): they are liked more by younger 
people, but people from all ages perceive them as low culture. There is no age effect with 
Frans Bauer. 

As expected, most popular music items are liked more by younger people. Even 
with the items that are not well-known among older people, such as Radiohead and 50 
Cent, there is a strong age effect among the people who do know them. However, younger 
people perceive only some of these items as higher in the hierarchy than older people do. 
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137 The lines in the scatter plots are Loess lines (‘locally weighted scatterplot smoothing’), which give a more 
accurate image of the distribution than linear (or parametric) regression does. 
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Figure  3.4  and  3.5.  Scatter  plots  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and 
hierarchy rankings (y‐axis) for J.S. Bach and André Hazes 
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Figure  3.6  and  3.7.  Scatter  plots  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and 
hierarchy rankings (y‐axis) for Britney Spears and The Rolling Stones 
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This difference between commercial and classic/alternative pop items is illustrated in 
figure 3.6 (Britney Spears) and 3.7 (Rolling Stones). The latter also shows the non-linear 
distribution: only respondents older than 60 like this band less and perceive it as lower 
culture. 

Furthermore, with three items age only correlates with hierarchy and not with taste: 
jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald, country singer Dolly Parton, and particularly Dutch 
chansonnier Ramses Shaffy. Younger people perceive them as ‘higher culture’ than older 
people do, without liking them more. Shaffy is even liked less by younger people, as 
figure 3.8 shows: the Loess curves of taste and hierarchy intersect twice. The youngest 
respondent, Noortje (UYF4; 24 years old), finds Shaffy ‘terrible, because my grandfather 
used to be a big fan’, but ranks him higher in her hierarchy: ‘You belong there too, 
unfortunately.’ 60-year-old Karin (UMF4), on the other hand, found Shaffy ‘terrific’ in her 
youth, but does not perceive him as high culture:  
 

What will survive in eternity, that’s what it’s about. I think. Well, eternity is a big word, but 
what proofs itself in fifty years from now. And then he does not belong in that group. It will 
gradually shift. In fifty years he is not known anymore. 

 
Figure  3.8.  Scatter  plot  with  Loess  lines  of  age  (x‐axis)  and  the  taste  and  hierarchy 
rankings  (y‐axis)  for  Ramses  Shaffy.  The  taste  (t)  and  hierarchy  (h)  rankings  of 
respondents Noortje  (UYF4)  and  Karin  (UMF4)  are  labelled  (they  are  the  dots  directly 
above the labels).  
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These three singers and the classic pop/rock bands were most productive before the 
youngest respondents were born. Schmutz (2005) showed that older pop albums have a 
higher chance to be included in an all-time list by critics and other professionals138, but, 
apparently, it is mainly younger people who are receptive to this ‘retrospective 
consecration’ of the music from their parents’ youth. It takes some distance to canonise 
music.  
 
 
The irrelevance of gender 
 
In contrast to age and education, gender does not play a role in the taste rankings, nor in 
the hierarchies. Comparing means only reveals three significant differences, presented in 
table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5. Average taste and hierarchy rankings for men and women. 
  men women
Tori Amos: taste  42.0 64.0*
Pink Floyd: taste  63.4 46.3**
Johann Strauss Jr: hierarchy  66.8 82.1**
* p < .05; ** p < .01, as compared to men (Anova test) 
 
On the one hand, this lack of gender differences is no surprise. Previous research has 
shown there are few gender differences in musical taste, compared with narrative fields 
such as film or literature (e.g. Bennett et al. 2009; see introduction). On the other hand, it 
is striking that the gender difference for Pink Floyd does not appear for other rock bands, 
such as Radiohead or The Rolling Stones. Tori Amos is probably liked more by women 
because she often sings about feminine issues, but it is a surprise that some other (female) 
singers, such as Norah Jones, are not liked more by women too. Finally, I do not have an 
explanation for the hierarchy difference with Strauss, who is ranked closer to the other 
composers by women than by men, whereas there is no significant taste difference. 
 
 
High culture as the old higher educated’s taste  
 
Putting everything together, we see that the average hierarchy that most people perceive 
closely resembles the taste ranking of older, higher educated people. Younger, lower 

                                                            
138 US magazine Rolling Stone’s ‘500 Greatest Albums of All Time’, published in 2003. 
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138 US magazine Rolling Stone’s ‘500 Greatest Albums of All Time’, published in 2003. 
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educated people have an entirely different taste, but perceive a similar hierarchy. Table 3.6 
illustrates this by showing the top-5 and bottom-5 items in taste and hierarchy of the two 
most contrasting groups. There are some differences in the exact order of the composers 
and of the pop and Dutch artists, but the general tendency is the same. Only included are 
the items that more than half of the respondents in the particular group know. Therefore, 
the rankings of higher educated old people consist of 21 items, against 24 for the lower 
educated young people. 
 
Table 3.6. Top‐5 and bottom‐5 taste and hierarchy rankings of two groups. Classical music 
items are printed in bold; Dutch language singers in italics. 
Higher educated* old people (< 1945) Lower educated* young people (‘65‐‘85)
Taste (n = 16)  Hierarchy (n = 14) Taste (n = 10) Hierarchy (n = 9) 
1. Bach  1. Bach  1. Norah Jones 1. Mozart 
2. Mozart  2. Mozart  2. Aretha Franklin 2. Strauss 
3. Vivaldi  3. Vivaldi  3. Marco Borsato 3. Bach 
4. Schönberg  4. Schönberg 4. ABBA 4. Vivaldi 
5. Glenn Gould  5. Strauss  5. André Hazes 5. Beatles 
…  …  … …
17. Dolly Parton  17. Marco Borsato 20. Jacques Brel 20. Marco Borsato
18. Marco Borsato 18. Dolly Parton 21. Strauss 21. 50 Cent 
19. Britney Spears  19. Britney Spears 22. Bach 22. André Hazes 
20. Frans Bauer  20. André Hazes 23. Vivaldi 23. Frans Bauer 
21. André Hazes  21. Frans Bauer 24. Mozart 24. Britney Spears
*High = HBO and university; low = MBO and below. 
 
This can also be shown by comparing the mean deviations between taste and hierarchy of 
the different age and education groups. I developed a measure that – for each respondent – 
divides the mean difference between the items in the taste and hierarchy rankings by the 
number of items a respondent ranked. This ‘deviation measure’ results in a score with a 
minimum of 0 (no differences) and a maximum of 0.5 (e.g., upside down).139 The 
deviation is higher for younger people (Pearson’s r is -0.60; p < .001) and lower educated 
people (Spearman’s rho is -0.33; p < .01). Table 3.7 shows the mean deviation measures of 
the nine different age and education groups. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
139 The actual scores range from 0 (four respondents) to 0.45. 
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Table 3.7. Mean ‘deviation measures’ per age/education group 
group  N  mean st.dev.
university, old  5  .03 .03
university, middle‐aged  9  .16 .11
university, young  10  .18 .07

 
HBO, old  8  .10 .07
HBO, middle‐aged  8  .14 .07
HBO, young  10  .26 .11

 
lower ed., old  8  .15 .05
lower ed., middle‐aged  9  .23 .09
lower ed., young  9  .37 .10

 
TOTAL  76  .19 .12
 
 

Conclusion: A persisting but changing cultural hierarchy 
 
The alternative method of ranking items hierarchically and comparing the outcomes with 
people’s taste rankings teaches us that most people – apart from three lower educated 
respondents and some people who did not know the concepts ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ – 
recognise a cultural hierarchy, which often differs from their personal taste. Furthermore, 
in broad strokes there is consensus on the nature of this hierarchy, despite significant taste 
differences. Particularly the high position of classical music and the low position of certain 
Dutch language music and some contemporary pop acts is hardly debated.  
 Apparently, the cultural hierarchy that Bourdieu (1984) once described, and which 
some scholars take as their starting point for research, seems to persist. Even the lower 
educated with opposite tastes do not produce an opposite ranking, but recognise this 
hierarchy. This is also in line with Bourdieu, who assumed that people from the working 
classes recognise the dominant hierarchy, and hence their own inferior (dominated) 
position in this hierarchy (1984: 372-396). Thanks to this overall acceptance of the 
hierarchy, it is being reproduced over and over again. My research contributed to this 
knowledge by explicitly separating people’s tastes and distinctive practices from their 
hierarchical perceptions. Although many people perceive their dislikes as low culture, they 
do distinguish what’s good from what’s high. These findings stand in contrast with 
present-day notions of the blurring or even disappearing of high-low boundaries: these 
perhaps lose their relevance to people, but the hierarchy is still known. 
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 Although the perception of cultural hierarchy persists, the exact ranking is not set 
in stone. Young people perceive popular music items from a recent past as higher on the 
ladder than older people do, sometimes even higher than the people who like these items 
do. New forms of culture can become canonised after a few decades, with younger 
generations as key actors. Although this research is not longitudinal and we must be 
careful with interpreting age differences as changes, the findings suggest that a similar 
research in the 1940s would have resulted in a significant lower position of jazz. Similarly, 
a repetition of this research a few decades from now might result in a higher position of 
then ‘classic’ rapper 50 Cent. Along with their ageing and the entry of new generations, 
the exact nature of the hierarchy will continuously change, without losing its general 
principle. This is something different than the blurring of high and low. Defining these 
domains with strict boundaries does not help us understand the (changing) nature of 
cultural taste and participation. 
 These findings leave us with some essential questions. First, if the hierarchy 
continues to exist but changes in its exact composition, what logics do people apply to 
define this hierarchy? Do they gradually replace the classic criteria of good art with the 
modern ones, which emerged in the nineteenth century? This would explain the 
distinctions between ‘alternative’ and ‘commercial’ pop items in the individual 
hierarchies. Or does the slow canonisation of classical pop music follow the same 
principal of aging: high culture consists of the items that have survived the ages? A more 
obvious explanation would be that people simply apply a social logic to their rankings: if 
the higher educated start liking new genres, this music automatically rises on the ladder. 
These options will be discussed in chapter 7 on artistic criteria. 
 A second set of questions, on the actual meaning people attach to their rankings, is 
the subject of the next two chapters. The quantitative part of my research shows that 
people are able to rank items in a certain way when they are asked for it explicitly; when 
they are put in a template that was presupposed by the researcher. However, the perception 
and definition of cultural hierarchy do not necessarily result in acceptance. Knowing is 
something different than agreeing. A significant number of respondents only executed the 
ranking assignment under protest, after having rejected the concepts ‘high culture’ and 
‘low culture’ in the previous interview question. How do they reconcile this perception 
with their opinion? And are people’s hierarchical practices different from their 
perceptions, too? For instance, does lower educated people’s self-positioning on the lower 
half of the ladder result in resistance or resentment, or do they happily accept their 
allegedly inferior position? Do the older higher educated, who perceive their own taste as 
high culture, also easily distinguish from ‘lower’ tastes, or is this relation not so strict? The 
next chapter will deal with both hierarchical and anti-hierarchical narratives, after which 
chapter 5 looks at the people who combine both narratives or do not use either. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Distinction or not?  
Hierarchical versus egalitarian narratives 

 
 
An important question that rises after chapter 3 is whether the recognised cultural 
hierarchy actually plays a role in people’s lives, or, more particularly, in their narrative on 
their and others’ cultural taste. To begin with, the words ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ as 
such are rarely mentioned. Only ten out of ninety respondents use such terms in the 
interview before the concepts are introduced by me in one of the last questions. They all 
but one have a high education, particularly university (six). Only one of them says ‘high 
culture’ literally; the others use the adjective ‘highly cultural’, the comparative or 
superlative degrees ‘higher culture’ or ‘highest culture’, or the English term ‘highbrow’. 
The term ‘low culture’ and derivatives are never brought up. Furthermore, the few people 
who indeed use these terms are not necessarily in favour of them. 
 Five of these ten respondents use the term in a neutral sense in relation to the taste 
of bank managers or writers, two of the occupations I asked specific questions about:  
 

Well, the stereotype of course is that bank managers like higher culture and visit the theatre, 
and, er, like classical music, and er, films I don’t know, that’s not related. No. It’s rather the 
higher culture. Liking the right books, by the best writers. (Monique, HYF5) 

 
This question on occupations was introduced by me in order to bring in (fractions of) 
social classes, so it is no wonder that this is a good opportunity to begin speaking in 
hierarchical terms. Others use comparable expressions in relation to the taste of these two 
occupations, such as ‘good taste’, ‘higher stuff’, or ‘high-flown’.  
 However, people more often use the term to describe culture they do not like than 
for things liked. Charles (HOM3), for instance, is a jazz lover, but: 
 

Sometimes there are forms… someone like Thelonious Monk, who plays somewhat more 
experimental, complex music. Sometimes better, sometimes less, but it can be too 
experimental to me, or too highbrow, for the initiates, which I’m not. (...) When it gets too 
complicated, not that I don’t like it, but... apparently if it gets too a-melodic, I have more 
problems with it. 

 
Charles places high culture above himself; apparently he perceives himself as inferior in 
this respect. However, using these terms does not inevitably imply approval of cultural 
hierarchy. The upwardly mobile Inge (UYF3) uses it to describe the culture she did not 
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social classes, so it is no wonder that this is a good opportunity to begin speaking in 
hierarchical terms. Others use comparable expressions in relation to the taste of these two 
occupations, such as ‘good taste’, ‘higher stuff’, or ‘high-flown’.  
 However, people more often use the term to describe culture they do not like than 
for things liked. Charles (HOM3), for instance, is a jazz lover, but: 
 

Sometimes there are forms… someone like Thelonious Monk, who plays somewhat more 
experimental, complex music. Sometimes better, sometimes less, but it can be too 
experimental to me, or too highbrow, for the initiates, which I’m not. (...) When it gets too 
complicated, not that I don’t like it, but... apparently if it gets too a-melodic, I have more 
problems with it. 

 
Charles places high culture above himself; apparently he perceives himself as inferior in 
this respect. However, using these terms does not inevitably imply approval of cultural 
hierarchy. The upwardly mobile Inge (UYF3) uses it to describe the culture she did not 
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grow up with, but she immediately places it ‘between large quotation marks’. She is 
ambivalent about it. Others mention ‘high culture’ in order to look down on and to cherish 
an anti-elitist view. Carmen (UYF6) accuses some acquaintances who regularly visit the 
theatre of ‘showing off: “look at me visiting the theatre (…), look at me visiting high 
culture”’. She thinks that students in theatre studies, who used to be in the same building 
as the film and TV studies she did herself, ‘feel more superior, because it’s a higher art or 
something’. She does not like ‘the difference between high and low’. Thus, it can also 
point at an egalitarian view: one can use the term ‘high culture’ in order to reject it.  
 The low frequency of these terms and the ambivalent usage seems to suggest that 
cultural hierarchy is not important to people, other than their recognition in a card ranking 
assignment. Indeed, many share more egalitarian views or are ambivalent about their 
distinctive practices. However, this chapter shows that Dutch people still culturally 
distinguish, next to more egalitarian views.  
 
In this chapter, I will explore and discuss both the hierarchical practices that correspond 
with (or somewhat deviate from) the hierarchical rankings in the previous chapter, and the 
more egalitarian practices and opinions that oppose this view. In the first half of the 
chapter, several types of the hierarchical narrative will be discussed. It shows that cultural 
distinction has far from disappeared, despite the theories on the individualisation in society 
and the decreasing significance of social hierarchy. Furthermore, one can not only 
distinguish oneself from others below, but also look up to those who are higher. As we 
will see, these two phenomena often go together. This section wants to complement and 
nuance the findings of Bourdieu (1984), by unravelling the several ways in which the 
hierarchical narrative can come across. The second half of the chapter explores the 
opposite view, which is more in line with contemporary ideas on individualism: egalitarian 
narratives, expressed by people who oppose the high–low distinction and who reject the 
unjust behaviour of certain elites. I will show, however, that these anti-hierarchical 
expressions can be understood as an alternative way of distinctive practices. I will start 
both parts of the chapter with an elaborate description of an exemplary case – Ria and Nel 
respectively – that points at many issues to be discussed. In chapter 5 we will see how 
both contrasting narratives can also be combined or ignored. 
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Looking down and up: Hierarchical narratives 
 
‘I’m not culturally literate’: The case of Ria 
 
In our telephone conversation Ria (HOF1) warns me that she is not culturally literate, but 
that she would like to participate in my research anyway. During the interview, in a nice 
villa in a well-to-do neighbourhood in a provincial town, I increasingly wonder why she 
said that. The 69-year-old retired teacher in English and in textile arts appears to be a fond 
lover of jazz music, particularly Billie Holiday and Chet Baker, but also some more 
contemporary musicians. The card with John Coltrane appears at the top of her taste 
ranking. She is interested in fashion, which she explicitly describes as an art form, and in 
ballet; she used to dance herself. She likes art house movies and loves classic European 
films by directors such as Antonioni. In her garden there are several sculptures, both 
figurative and abstract. Some of them were made by her mother, who worked as an artist, 
as did her deceased first husband. During and after the interview, she shows some art 
books, for example from the recent Der Blaue Reiter exhibition in The Hague. On my way 
out, she recommends a novel to me by the Flemish writer Hugo Claus. I presume she 
would be perceived by many as a culturally literate woman. 
 So, why does Ria think she is not culturally literate? Or rather: why does she 
express this to me? The answer appears simple: she does not like classical music. She does 
not particularly dislike it either – apart from opera, which she finds too theatrical and even 
‘disgusting’ – but she never listens to it: ‘When I hear it I like it, but there is something in 
me that prevents me from going further with it.’ And, apparently, she thinks she should. 
Responding to the card with Vivaldi, she says: ‘That is the first music that I sometimes 
listened to a little more, when I thought: I should really make an effort for classical 
music.’ She is ashamed that she does not know the items Glenn Gould and Pirakovich (not 
realising the latter is fictitious): ‘That’s too bad, isn’t it? I really don’t know anything 
about it.’ She explains: 
  

I like to listen to music, but I am ab-so-lu-te-ly, er, how do you say it, undeveloped in the 
field of music. Of course that’s my own fault, but I always say it’s because I didn’t grow up 
with it. But of course that’s nonsense, because you can do many things after that. I can’t 
bring myself to listen to classical music. 

 
Not just in classical music, also in her favourite music genre, jazz, she calls herself 
‘undeveloped’ compared to her partner.  
 

I completely trust my intuition (...), I don’t know if it’s a genre, I don’t know these names, 
but I don’t like this lively, experimental stuff. It should all be a little, er, yes, basic, and 
building on that. I am very intuitive, so with music as well, I am a bit simple, haha! (...) [My 
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grow up with, but she immediately places it ‘between large quotation marks’. She is 
ambivalent about it. Others mention ‘high culture’ in order to look down on and to cherish 
an anti-elitist view. Carmen (UYF6) accuses some acquaintances who regularly visit the 
theatre of ‘showing off: “look at me visiting the theatre (…), look at me visiting high 
culture”’. She thinks that students in theatre studies, who used to be in the same building 
as the film and TV studies she did herself, ‘feel more superior, because it’s a higher art or 
something’. She does not like ‘the difference between high and low’. Thus, it can also 
point at an egalitarian view: one can use the term ‘high culture’ in order to reject it.  
 The low frequency of these terms and the ambivalent usage seems to suggest that 
cultural hierarchy is not important to people, other than their recognition in a card ranking 
assignment. Indeed, many share more egalitarian views or are ambivalent about their 
distinctive practices. However, this chapter shows that Dutch people still culturally 
distinguish, next to more egalitarian views.  
 
In this chapter, I will explore and discuss both the hierarchical practices that correspond 
with (or somewhat deviate from) the hierarchical rankings in the previous chapter, and the 
more egalitarian practices and opinions that oppose this view. In the first half of the 
chapter, several types of the hierarchical narrative will be discussed. It shows that cultural 
distinction has far from disappeared, despite the theories on the individualisation in society 
and the decreasing significance of social hierarchy. Furthermore, one can not only 
distinguish oneself from others below, but also look up to those who are higher. As we 
will see, these two phenomena often go together. This section wants to complement and 
nuance the findings of Bourdieu (1984), by unravelling the several ways in which the 
hierarchical narrative can come across. The second half of the chapter explores the 
opposite view, which is more in line with contemporary ideas on individualism: egalitarian 
narratives, expressed by people who oppose the high–low distinction and who reject the 
unjust behaviour of certain elites. I will show, however, that these anti-hierarchical 
expressions can be understood as an alternative way of distinctive practices. I will start 
both parts of the chapter with an elaborate description of an exemplary case – Ria and Nel 
respectively – that points at many issues to be discussed. In chapter 5 we will see how 
both contrasting narratives can also be combined or ignored. 
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Looking down and up: Hierarchical narratives 
 
‘I’m not culturally literate’: The case of Ria 
 
In our telephone conversation Ria (HOF1) warns me that she is not culturally literate, but 
that she would like to participate in my research anyway. During the interview, in a nice 
villa in a well-to-do neighbourhood in a provincial town, I increasingly wonder why she 
said that. The 69-year-old retired teacher in English and in textile arts appears to be a fond 
lover of jazz music, particularly Billie Holiday and Chet Baker, but also some more 
contemporary musicians. The card with John Coltrane appears at the top of her taste 
ranking. She is interested in fashion, which she explicitly describes as an art form, and in 
ballet; she used to dance herself. She likes art house movies and loves classic European 
films by directors such as Antonioni. In her garden there are several sculptures, both 
figurative and abstract. Some of them were made by her mother, who worked as an artist, 
as did her deceased first husband. During and after the interview, she shows some art 
books, for example from the recent Der Blaue Reiter exhibition in The Hague. On my way 
out, she recommends a novel to me by the Flemish writer Hugo Claus. I presume she 
would be perceived by many as a culturally literate woman. 
 So, why does Ria think she is not culturally literate? Or rather: why does she 
express this to me? The answer appears simple: she does not like classical music. She does 
not particularly dislike it either – apart from opera, which she finds too theatrical and even 
‘disgusting’ – but she never listens to it: ‘When I hear it I like it, but there is something in 
me that prevents me from going further with it.’ And, apparently, she thinks she should. 
Responding to the card with Vivaldi, she says: ‘That is the first music that I sometimes 
listened to a little more, when I thought: I should really make an effort for classical 
music.’ She is ashamed that she does not know the items Glenn Gould and Pirakovich (not 
realising the latter is fictitious): ‘That’s too bad, isn’t it? I really don’t know anything 
about it.’ She explains: 
  

I like to listen to music, but I am ab-so-lu-te-ly, er, how do you say it, undeveloped in the 
field of music. Of course that’s my own fault, but I always say it’s because I didn’t grow up 
with it. But of course that’s nonsense, because you can do many things after that. I can’t 
bring myself to listen to classical music. 

 
Not just in classical music, also in her favourite music genre, jazz, she calls herself 
‘undeveloped’ compared to her partner.  
 

I completely trust my intuition (...), I don’t know if it’s a genre, I don’t know these names, 
but I don’t like this lively, experimental stuff. It should all be a little, er, yes, basic, and 
building on that. I am very intuitive, so with music as well, I am a bit simple, haha! (...) [My 
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partner] always discovers new things, he goes much deeper into it than I do. I like to hear it 
every now and then, but I’m not really searching for it. [italics added] 

 
When I ask her about her image of high culture, her immediate response is: ‘Classical 
music, and maybe opera. Would there be anything higher?’ With low culture she thinks of 
pop music, films for the masses, and, jokingly, the television show Boer zoekt vrouw*. 
Earlier in the interview she told with some embarrassment that she watched all episodes of 
all seasons of this highly popular dating show for farmers. She also likes Spoorloos*, 
‘which is not really, er, high-minded or cultural’. She calls her TV taste ‘very opposite to 
my film taste’, but, when asked, she is not ashamed of it. In other words: she defines high 
culture as what she does not like and low culture as what she likes, although she wishes 
for it to be otherwise. 
 However, there is also some low culture that she does not like. She mentions in 
particular ‘those strange Dutch singers’ with these ‘funny Dutch tunes’. ‘Most of the times 
I find them annoying odd customers, this Jan Smit*, and there are some others.’ She looks 
down on people who are less cultured, despite her denial of being cultured herself. She 
accuses her friends of going to the cinema just to have fun rather than to be critical; she is 
surprised that her sister (a judge) has never heard of the painter Kandinsky; and she calls 
her son (a construction worker, and hence downwardly mobile) ‘very a-cultural’:  
 

Although I took him with me to exhibitions when he was a child, you would never guess that 
his father was a sculptor. (...) He would never visit an exhibition by himself, let alone a stage 
play. And film is more, well... And books, he only reads thrillers, I believe, and not even 
often. So: a-cultural. I think he inherited it from my father [a doctor], who was really a-
cultural too. 

 
Ria not only perceives a clear distinction between high and low culture, but also 
recognises the things that are in-between: musicals are lower than operas, but could be a 
nice stepping stone; literary thrillers are higher than normal thrillers. Both in high and in 
low culture there are things that she likes and that she dislikes, although she never 
explicitly calls her preferences high. She feels embarrassed when she deviates from the 
‘normal’ picture. This is an excellent example of a hierarchical narrative, both looking up 
to and down on other people and their tastes, and even down on herself. She positions 
herself somewhere in between – middlebrow, one might say, with ‘cultural goodwill’ 
(Bourdieu 1984).  
 
In this section, I discuss these different types of hierarchical narratives, referring both to 
Ria and to other respondents. I will begin with distinction: looking down on other people 
and their tastes, and deriving status out of one’s own taste. Second, I discuss several ways 
of looking up, including looking down on oneself, or feeling embarrassed. Finally, I 
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discuss several specific utterances of hierarchical narratives, related to frequency, 
knowledge and attitude.  
 
 
‘Everyone watches pulp’: Exploring cultural distinction 
 
Although Bourdieu (1984: 56) describes cultural taste first and foremost as the strong 
dislike of others’ tastes – and, thus, dislikes as the ultimate class barrier – not every 
expressed dislike can easily be interpreted as an act of cultural distinction. Nor even can 
every divergence from others’ preferences, as Kuipers & Friedman (2013) showed too. 
Henny (UMF5), for instance, speaks in a very negative way about Dutch music because of 
the simple lyrics, but the distinctive character of her quote is less clear: 
 

I always say: ‘even if I were given a free ticket, I wouldn’t go’, you know, haha! No, it 
doesn’t appeal to me. I mean, I really like having fun and crazy stuff, but I don’t see myself 
dancing the polonaise* at those performances, no. 

 
Although she clearly distinguishes herself from this music and its cheerful dance routines, 
her social distinction from those who like it is less obvious. Moreover, she downplays this 
distinction after a follow-up question, by explicitly accepting these people as they are and 
by showing interest in their opinions. Perhaps Henny does indeed strongly distinguish 
herself from these Dutch music lovers and she indeed wants to present herself as someone 
with a ‘good taste’, but her strictly personal and downplaying narrative makes it difficult 
to interpret. The researcher cannot distinguish her account from a similar dislike by 
someone who is entirely neutral about it (see chapter 5 for these neutral narratives). 

Hence, we must be careful with our interpretations of (sometimes harshly) 
expressed dislikes, even when it concerns items that are looked down on very often, such 
as Dutch language music and soap operas. Bourdieu (1984) describes distinction as a 
largely unconscious process. People whose parents possessed much cultural capital were 
brought up with the tools to appreciate certain cultural objects. They acquired a certain 
habitus, and hence a certain taste. They show their status by speaking about culture in a 
certain way and by visiting the ‘right’ events, but not necessarily with the intent of doing 
so or with the intent of excluding other people. Their cultural behaviour and taste are self-
evident and embodied. This unconscious and implicit mentality is hard to observe in a 
sociological interview. It becomes even more difficult when subtle distinctions are at stake 
rather than the more obvious class differences. Bourdieu argued that the small distinctions 
from people just one step down the ladder are more salient than looking down on the 
working class (pp. 60-61). One has to worry more about the people with whom one 
immediately competes in the power struggle than about the ‘harmless’ people further 
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partner] always discovers new things, he goes much deeper into it than I do. I like to hear it 
every now and then, but I’m not really searching for it. [italics added] 

 
When I ask her about her image of high culture, her immediate response is: ‘Classical 
music, and maybe opera. Would there be anything higher?’ With low culture she thinks of 
pop music, films for the masses, and, jokingly, the television show Boer zoekt vrouw*. 
Earlier in the interview she told with some embarrassment that she watched all episodes of 
all seasons of this highly popular dating show for farmers. She also likes Spoorloos*, 
‘which is not really, er, high-minded or cultural’. She calls her TV taste ‘very opposite to 
my film taste’, but, when asked, she is not ashamed of it. In other words: she defines high 
culture as what she does not like and low culture as what she likes, although she wishes 
for it to be otherwise. 
 However, there is also some low culture that she does not like. She mentions in 
particular ‘those strange Dutch singers’ with these ‘funny Dutch tunes’. ‘Most of the times 
I find them annoying odd customers, this Jan Smit*, and there are some others.’ She looks 
down on people who are less cultured, despite her denial of being cultured herself. She 
accuses her friends of going to the cinema just to have fun rather than to be critical; she is 
surprised that her sister (a judge) has never heard of the painter Kandinsky; and she calls 
her son (a construction worker, and hence downwardly mobile) ‘very a-cultural’:  
 

Although I took him with me to exhibitions when he was a child, you would never guess that 
his father was a sculptor. (...) He would never visit an exhibition by himself, let alone a stage 
play. And film is more, well... And books, he only reads thrillers, I believe, and not even 
often. So: a-cultural. I think he inherited it from my father [a doctor], who was really a-
cultural too. 

 
Ria not only perceives a clear distinction between high and low culture, but also 
recognises the things that are in-between: musicals are lower than operas, but could be a 
nice stepping stone; literary thrillers are higher than normal thrillers. Both in high and in 
low culture there are things that she likes and that she dislikes, although she never 
explicitly calls her preferences high. She feels embarrassed when she deviates from the 
‘normal’ picture. This is an excellent example of a hierarchical narrative, both looking up 
to and down on other people and their tastes, and even down on herself. She positions 
herself somewhere in between – middlebrow, one might say, with ‘cultural goodwill’ 
(Bourdieu 1984).  
 
In this section, I discuss these different types of hierarchical narratives, referring both to 
Ria and to other respondents. I will begin with distinction: looking down on other people 
and their tastes, and deriving status out of one’s own taste. Second, I discuss several ways 
of looking up, including looking down on oneself, or feeling embarrassed. Finally, I 
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discuss several specific utterances of hierarchical narratives, related to frequency, 
knowledge and attitude.  
 
 
‘Everyone watches pulp’: Exploring cultural distinction 
 
Although Bourdieu (1984: 56) describes cultural taste first and foremost as the strong 
dislike of others’ tastes – and, thus, dislikes as the ultimate class barrier – not every 
expressed dislike can easily be interpreted as an act of cultural distinction. Nor even can 
every divergence from others’ preferences, as Kuipers & Friedman (2013) showed too. 
Henny (UMF5), for instance, speaks in a very negative way about Dutch music because of 
the simple lyrics, but the distinctive character of her quote is less clear: 
 

I always say: ‘even if I were given a free ticket, I wouldn’t go’, you know, haha! No, it 
doesn’t appeal to me. I mean, I really like having fun and crazy stuff, but I don’t see myself 
dancing the polonaise* at those performances, no. 

 
Although she clearly distinguishes herself from this music and its cheerful dance routines, 
her social distinction from those who like it is less obvious. Moreover, she downplays this 
distinction after a follow-up question, by explicitly accepting these people as they are and 
by showing interest in their opinions. Perhaps Henny does indeed strongly distinguish 
herself from these Dutch music lovers and she indeed wants to present herself as someone 
with a ‘good taste’, but her strictly personal and downplaying narrative makes it difficult 
to interpret. The researcher cannot distinguish her account from a similar dislike by 
someone who is entirely neutral about it (see chapter 5 for these neutral narratives). 

Hence, we must be careful with our interpretations of (sometimes harshly) 
expressed dislikes, even when it concerns items that are looked down on very often, such 
as Dutch language music and soap operas. Bourdieu (1984) describes distinction as a 
largely unconscious process. People whose parents possessed much cultural capital were 
brought up with the tools to appreciate certain cultural objects. They acquired a certain 
habitus, and hence a certain taste. They show their status by speaking about culture in a 
certain way and by visiting the ‘right’ events, but not necessarily with the intent of doing 
so or with the intent of excluding other people. Their cultural behaviour and taste are self-
evident and embodied. This unconscious and implicit mentality is hard to observe in a 
sociological interview. It becomes even more difficult when subtle distinctions are at stake 
rather than the more obvious class differences. Bourdieu argued that the small distinctions 
from people just one step down the ladder are more salient than looking down on the 
working class (pp. 60-61). One has to worry more about the people with whom one 
immediately competes in the power struggle than about the ‘harmless’ people further 
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down the ladder. Due to this implicitness, the researcher must look for clues in people’s 
narratives that reveal distinctive motives. However, these clues are easier to find in 
interview phrases on lower-class tastes, such as the ones below.  

Let us investigate another example of a harsh aversion towards Dutch language 
music. Ton (HMM4) is a 53-year-old lawyer who himself loves classical music and opera. 
On the question which music he dislikes, he answers: 
 

Haha, most Dutch language music! That’s a bit like the joke: I make something that is really 
ugly, but you are so stupid that you buy it anyway. Then I don’t feel addressed. Jantje Smit*, 
Palingsound*, that kind of things, Shalalalie*, then I think: fuck off. I find it an insult. Yeah, 
I mean: I happen to possess two ears, I am not a complete retard, so you shouldn’t force it on 
me. It means nothing to me. 
 

Although Ton does not explicitly mention people who like Dutch language music, he 
implicitly distinguishes himself from them by describing himself as ‘not a complete retard’ 
and as possessing two ears. Apparently, those who do buy this music are either stupid, 
retarded, or deaf.  

The most common way for people to clearly express distinction is by more 
explicitly connecting certain dislikes to the people who do like them. The quotes below are 
just some random examples: 
 

It doesn’t grip me, I find it gross, and er… yes, common too, often. You quickly associate it 
with the audience that attends these [concerts], at least I do. (Marsha, HYF2) 
 
Jan Smit* back then, as a 12-year-old, yes it’s nice for grandma but not for me. (Alexander, 
HYM4) 
 

These ‘other’ people can simply be ‘the masses’, or ‘the majority’. This more general way 
of ‘othering’ is often connected with a certain objectification of the bad quality of others’ 
preferences. Ton answered my question on good and bad taste with: ‘Whichever way you 
look at it, whether you like the genre or not, it is not quality. “De gustibus non est 
disputandum”,140 some say, but you can say something about it.’ Several respondents 
regret the ‘bad quality’ of present-day Dutch television by referring to its popularity 
among the majority of viewers: 
 

These days there’s no good television anymore. Because they’re occupied with the ratings. 
And well, the common people don’t watch good stuff, it’s just the way it is. They cannot 
appreciate that, so it’s scheduled around midnight. (Marianne, LOF2) 
 

                                                            
140 There is no disputing about taste.  
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When you let people choose… let’s take television: when the ratings are ruling, everyone 
watches pulp. (…) When you’re used to only watching X Factor, how on earth can you 
watch something else? I cannot blame anyone, but there should be a few channels that do 
take on this education. Everything is being popularised! (Karin, UMF4) 
 

Distinction was also triggered by a specific interview question on the tastes of three 
occupations, particularly the bricklayer’s. Although many people object stereotypes and 
others downplay their answers, many clearly distinguish themselves from this exemplar of 
the working class: 
 

It sounds very elitist what I’m about to say, but I think that the average bricklayer, well, does 
not have the erudite knowledge to visit a concert building. Also due to a certain social 
inhibition. And he doesn’t attend good films and plays. No, that’s terrible generalising of 
course, but of course it’s the image that appears. 
And what does a bricklayer listen to? 
Yes, he goes to Hazes, well that’s not possible anymore [he died a few years before], he goes 
to André Rieu, I think. If he goes at all. It’s just the highest level. But it’s very elitist to say 
so, but I do think that’s the image. And a bricklayer attends football matches. (Helma, UOF3) 
 
A bricklayer and music, again a bit exaggerated, well, you have to think more of the Jan 
Smits* and Frans Bauers in this world. And TV shows like Daughter Swap and Mother-in-
law Swap (…), I mean the more commercial shows. (…) And films: James Bond I think. 
Yes, just adventure movies, lots of bang bang! (Michiel, UMM1) 

 
The latter quote shows several particular ways of expressing distinction that occur more 
often: pluralisation, parody and onomatopoeia. First, disliked items can be pronounced in 
the plural sense (often followed by ‘in this world’) in order to make them into categories 
and thus to distance oneself from them.141 Second, names and titles are parodied to show 
contempt. Wife Swap is an existing TV show which resulted in many spin-offs and 
imitations, but these do not include Daughter Swap and Mother-in-law Swap.142 Another 
example is ‘André Riool’ (Brigitte, HMF5), a combination of André Rieu with the Dutch 
word for sewer. Third, the utterance ‘bang bang’ (Dutch: ‘pief paf poef’) in order to refer 
to movies with lots of gun fights is an example of onomatopoeia. 
 Another particular way to express social distinction is to put people into boxes. The 
same Michiel calls his wife ‘a typical Sky Radio* girl’. He connects her preference for 
‘rather soft, quiet, melodic music’ with the radio station that plays such music and that she 
often listens to, and he subsequently derives a certain type from it. Similarly, Piet 
(HMM3) calls his girlfriend ‘really such an RTL watcher’ and Inge (UYF3) calls her sister 
                                                            
141 This is not necessarily derogatory. Elly (UYF1) for instance speaks in a positive way about the ‘Hans van 
Manens in this world’, referring to a highly esteemed choreographer. 
142 The Dutch title of Wife Swap is Jouw vrouw, mijn vrouw, literally: ‘Your wife, my wife’. Michiel’s 
parodies should literally be translated as ‘My daughter, your son’ and ‘My mother, your mother-in-law’, but 
for readability I changed them into parodies of the English title. 
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down the ladder. Due to this implicitness, the researcher must look for clues in people’s 
narratives that reveal distinctive motives. However, these clues are easier to find in 
interview phrases on lower-class tastes, such as the ones below.  

Let us investigate another example of a harsh aversion towards Dutch language 
music. Ton (HMM4) is a 53-year-old lawyer who himself loves classical music and opera. 
On the question which music he dislikes, he answers: 
 

Haha, most Dutch language music! That’s a bit like the joke: I make something that is really 
ugly, but you are so stupid that you buy it anyway. Then I don’t feel addressed. Jantje Smit*, 
Palingsound*, that kind of things, Shalalalie*, then I think: fuck off. I find it an insult. Yeah, 
I mean: I happen to possess two ears, I am not a complete retard, so you shouldn’t force it on 
me. It means nothing to me. 
 

Although Ton does not explicitly mention people who like Dutch language music, he 
implicitly distinguishes himself from them by describing himself as ‘not a complete retard’ 
and as possessing two ears. Apparently, those who do buy this music are either stupid, 
retarded, or deaf.  

The most common way for people to clearly express distinction is by more 
explicitly connecting certain dislikes to the people who do like them. The quotes below are 
just some random examples: 
 

It doesn’t grip me, I find it gross, and er… yes, common too, often. You quickly associate it 
with the audience that attends these [concerts], at least I do. (Marsha, HYF2) 
 
Jan Smit* back then, as a 12-year-old, yes it’s nice for grandma but not for me. (Alexander, 
HYM4) 
 

These ‘other’ people can simply be ‘the masses’, or ‘the majority’. This more general way 
of ‘othering’ is often connected with a certain objectification of the bad quality of others’ 
preferences. Ton answered my question on good and bad taste with: ‘Whichever way you 
look at it, whether you like the genre or not, it is not quality. “De gustibus non est 
disputandum”,140 some say, but you can say something about it.’ Several respondents 
regret the ‘bad quality’ of present-day Dutch television by referring to its popularity 
among the majority of viewers: 
 

These days there’s no good television anymore. Because they’re occupied with the ratings. 
And well, the common people don’t watch good stuff, it’s just the way it is. They cannot 
appreciate that, so it’s scheduled around midnight. (Marianne, LOF2) 
 

                                                            
140 There is no disputing about taste.  
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When you let people choose… let’s take television: when the ratings are ruling, everyone 
watches pulp. (…) When you’re used to only watching X Factor, how on earth can you 
watch something else? I cannot blame anyone, but there should be a few channels that do 
take on this education. Everything is being popularised! (Karin, UMF4) 
 

Distinction was also triggered by a specific interview question on the tastes of three 
occupations, particularly the bricklayer’s. Although many people object stereotypes and 
others downplay their answers, many clearly distinguish themselves from this exemplar of 
the working class: 
 

It sounds very elitist what I’m about to say, but I think that the average bricklayer, well, does 
not have the erudite knowledge to visit a concert building. Also due to a certain social 
inhibition. And he doesn’t attend good films and plays. No, that’s terrible generalising of 
course, but of course it’s the image that appears. 
And what does a bricklayer listen to? 
Yes, he goes to Hazes, well that’s not possible anymore [he died a few years before], he goes 
to André Rieu, I think. If he goes at all. It’s just the highest level. But it’s very elitist to say 
so, but I do think that’s the image. And a bricklayer attends football matches. (Helma, UOF3) 
 
A bricklayer and music, again a bit exaggerated, well, you have to think more of the Jan 
Smits* and Frans Bauers in this world. And TV shows like Daughter Swap and Mother-in-
law Swap (…), I mean the more commercial shows. (…) And films: James Bond I think. 
Yes, just adventure movies, lots of bang bang! (Michiel, UMM1) 

 
The latter quote shows several particular ways of expressing distinction that occur more 
often: pluralisation, parody and onomatopoeia. First, disliked items can be pronounced in 
the plural sense (often followed by ‘in this world’) in order to make them into categories 
and thus to distance oneself from them.141 Second, names and titles are parodied to show 
contempt. Wife Swap is an existing TV show which resulted in many spin-offs and 
imitations, but these do not include Daughter Swap and Mother-in-law Swap.142 Another 
example is ‘André Riool’ (Brigitte, HMF5), a combination of André Rieu with the Dutch 
word for sewer. Third, the utterance ‘bang bang’ (Dutch: ‘pief paf poef’) in order to refer 
to movies with lots of gun fights is an example of onomatopoeia. 
 Another particular way to express social distinction is to put people into boxes. The 
same Michiel calls his wife ‘a typical Sky Radio* girl’. He connects her preference for 
‘rather soft, quiet, melodic music’ with the radio station that plays such music and that she 
often listens to, and he subsequently derives a certain type from it. Similarly, Piet 
(HMM3) calls his girlfriend ‘really such an RTL watcher’ and Inge (UYF3) calls her sister 
                                                            
141 This is not necessarily derogatory. Elly (UYF1) for instance speaks in a positive way about the ‘Hans van 
Manens in this world’, referring to a highly esteemed choreographer. 
142 The Dutch title of Wife Swap is Jouw vrouw, mijn vrouw, literally: ‘Your wife, my wife’. Michiel’s 
parodies should literally be translated as ‘My daughter, your son’ and ‘My mother, your mother-in-law’, but 
for readability I changed them into parodies of the English title. 
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‘really type RTL4*’, both referring to the most successful commercial TV station. 
Although the latter immediately downplays the, possibly, derogatory connotation (see 
chapter 5), these presented ‘types’ are meant to sketch a clear picture of a certain person 
from whom they dissociate themselves towards the interviewer.  
 A related distinctive ‘technique’ is to present the tastes of acquaintances as logical 
packages, consisting of certain (bad) tastes that apparently belong together. Koos 
(UMM3), for instance, speaks derogatorily about his brother, who likes André Hazes and 
watches films broadcast on commercial TV channel Veronica*, and he continues: ‘He also 
reads De Telegraaf*, it all fits perfectly.’ Jan (LOM3), who does not like ‘light movies’, 
says that his son probably does: ‘He doesn’t like jazz. He likes... he went to André Hazes, 
that sort of thing. (...) And when he still lived here, he bought De Telegraaf on Sundays.’ 
Apparently, the music of André Hazes, light and commercial films and the popular 
newspaper De Telegraaf all belong to the same category, which the respondents expect the 
interviewer to understand, similar to the ‘type RTL4’ and the ‘Sky Radio girl’. They 
recognise taste clusters as if they studied Bourdieu’s correspondence analyses.  
 Besides looking down on others’ tastes, cultural distinction also implies taking 
pride of one’s own tastes and activities, from which one can derive status. This is even 
harder to grasp in sociological research, as it happens in an even more implicit and 
unconscious way than negative utterances. If an interview respondent speaks elaborately 
about his taste, for instance by dropping a lot of less familiar names, at what point can this 
be interpreted as cultural distinction and as status attainment? It might often be the case, 
but the researcher cannot know for sure. It might lead to accusations of over-interpreting 
people’s motives, similar to critiques Bourdieu often faced. Hence, one must carefully 
unravel narratives in order to grasp how people ‘do status’.  
 The few respondents who are explicit about their status aims speak about their past. 
Marleen (HOF5), for instance, tells about her upbringing: she learned to play bridge and to 
play the piano, because it was important ‘to be able to take part in a conversation’. 
Annemarie (UOF2) says that she ‘found it important for a long time to love modern art’, 
but that this tendency has decreased in recent years. 36-year-old Don (UYM3) is the 
clearest about this change in his distinctive behaviour since high school: 
 

I consider it somewhat as a kind of identity that I had at the time and that I don’t have any 
more. It was more like making a statement, it also felt that way. I wasn’t an inbred interest, it 
was an acquired interest.  
But what kind of statement? Or to whom did you want to make this statement? 
Well, to the people whom I then saw, and during the [name school]. These people had 
completely different interests, more like partying, and I didn’t feel involved. So I oriented 
myself towards poetry and alternative music and that kind of stuff, if you get what I mean. 
You oppose yourself somewhat to your environment, so to speak. That kind of feeling. 
And later this disappeared, this opposing, or…? 
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(…) I noticed with myself: some things I really like, but other things I mainly like because 
so-and-so like it. Then I started to gain more knowledge [about these other things], but it has 
still not become my own. Do you get what I mean? (…) I put it aside because I didn’t feel 
enough with it. 

 
It is easier to speak in such terms about the past than about the present: one can look at 
one’s former self with more distance, and also distinguish oneself from this former self. In 
the present, some respondents recognise their distinctive behaviour only in a self-mocking 
way. Joris (UYM1) calls himself a ‘pretentious prick’ who regards his own opinion on 
alternative pop music as better than professional reviewers’ opinions143, and he explains 
his attendance every two years at the Venice Biennale rather than regular museum visits 
with: ‘I have done my duty’. Speaking about modern and futurist architecture, Sander 
(HYM2) asks me if I have ever heard of Zaha Hadid: ‘She is really top of the bill, if you 
ever want to be hip in a bar… well, no one knows her.’ Hence, he jokingly offers me the 
opportunity to attain status by mentioning her to others, and perhaps does so himself. 
However, his bluffing abilities are limited, as he calls Hadid an Israeli (‘I believe’), 
whereas she was born in Iraq.  

Although mainly the higher educated look down on others, some lower educated 
do too (cf. Lamont 2000). For example, many respondents who mention the daily soap 
opera Goede tijden, slechte tijden*144 in a negative way are lower educated (university 
educated people mention it less often, probably because it is not in their frame of reference 
when thinking about TV series). Remco (LYM2), for instance, does not understand that 
‘for half of the Dutch population, or three quarters of the population, it is the ultimate 
favourite, each day again.’ He finds it ‘dramatic’ and adds that he ‘would never watch it’. 
With respect to Dutch language singers, it is interesting to see that most older and higher 
educated people dislike them all indiscriminately, whereas lower educated and younger 
people discern clear differences within this genre. They distinguish Dutch language pop 
music (such as Marco Borsato) from volks* music (Frans Bauer, André Hazes). Fans of 
mainstream pop music often like Borsato too, such as Rik (LYM4): ‘When I hear Marco 
Borsato passing by I don’t mind that much, but I really can’t stand this volks singing.’ 
Similarly, he looks down on ‘anti-social’ people in a nearby neighbourhood, whom he 
later associates with the bricklayers I asked a question about (cf. Bennett et al. 2009: 211 
on working-class opinions about the ‘non-respectable’ ‘Chavs’). It differs per person, 
however, in which of the two categories popular contemporary singers such as Jan Smit* 
and Nick & Simon* belong, but the definitions of both categories and the arguments with 
                                                            
143 He says this in relation to a different cultural field, the theatre, in which he does not feel as this 
pretentious prick, because he is less knowledgeable. 
144 Although this is the most successful soap opera on Dutch television, with, at the time of my interviews, 
average ratings of 1 to 1.5 million people (source: www.kijkonderzoek.nl; after 2010 the ratings began to 
rise again), most people who mention this series speak about it in a negative way, including the lower 
educated respondents. 
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‘really type RTL4*’, both referring to the most successful commercial TV station. 
Although the latter immediately downplays the, possibly, derogatory connotation (see 
chapter 5), these presented ‘types’ are meant to sketch a clear picture of a certain person 
from whom they dissociate themselves towards the interviewer.  
 A related distinctive ‘technique’ is to present the tastes of acquaintances as logical 
packages, consisting of certain (bad) tastes that apparently belong together. Koos 
(UMM3), for instance, speaks derogatorily about his brother, who likes André Hazes and 
watches films broadcast on commercial TV channel Veronica*, and he continues: ‘He also 
reads De Telegraaf*, it all fits perfectly.’ Jan (LOM3), who does not like ‘light movies’, 
says that his son probably does: ‘He doesn’t like jazz. He likes... he went to André Hazes, 
that sort of thing. (...) And when he still lived here, he bought De Telegraaf on Sundays.’ 
Apparently, the music of André Hazes, light and commercial films and the popular 
newspaper De Telegraaf all belong to the same category, which the respondents expect the 
interviewer to understand, similar to the ‘type RTL4’ and the ‘Sky Radio girl’. They 
recognise taste clusters as if they studied Bourdieu’s correspondence analyses.  
 Besides looking down on others’ tastes, cultural distinction also implies taking 
pride of one’s own tastes and activities, from which one can derive status. This is even 
harder to grasp in sociological research, as it happens in an even more implicit and 
unconscious way than negative utterances. If an interview respondent speaks elaborately 
about his taste, for instance by dropping a lot of less familiar names, at what point can this 
be interpreted as cultural distinction and as status attainment? It might often be the case, 
but the researcher cannot know for sure. It might lead to accusations of over-interpreting 
people’s motives, similar to critiques Bourdieu often faced. Hence, one must carefully 
unravel narratives in order to grasp how people ‘do status’.  
 The few respondents who are explicit about their status aims speak about their past. 
Marleen (HOF5), for instance, tells about her upbringing: she learned to play bridge and to 
play the piano, because it was important ‘to be able to take part in a conversation’. 
Annemarie (UOF2) says that she ‘found it important for a long time to love modern art’, 
but that this tendency has decreased in recent years. 36-year-old Don (UYM3) is the 
clearest about this change in his distinctive behaviour since high school: 
 

I consider it somewhat as a kind of identity that I had at the time and that I don’t have any 
more. It was more like making a statement, it also felt that way. I wasn’t an inbred interest, it 
was an acquired interest.  
But what kind of statement? Or to whom did you want to make this statement? 
Well, to the people whom I then saw, and during the [name school]. These people had 
completely different interests, more like partying, and I didn’t feel involved. So I oriented 
myself towards poetry and alternative music and that kind of stuff, if you get what I mean. 
You oppose yourself somewhat to your environment, so to speak. That kind of feeling. 
And later this disappeared, this opposing, or…? 
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(…) I noticed with myself: some things I really like, but other things I mainly like because 
so-and-so like it. Then I started to gain more knowledge [about these other things], but it has 
still not become my own. Do you get what I mean? (…) I put it aside because I didn’t feel 
enough with it. 

 
It is easier to speak in such terms about the past than about the present: one can look at 
one’s former self with more distance, and also distinguish oneself from this former self. In 
the present, some respondents recognise their distinctive behaviour only in a self-mocking 
way. Joris (UYM1) calls himself a ‘pretentious prick’ who regards his own opinion on 
alternative pop music as better than professional reviewers’ opinions143, and he explains 
his attendance every two years at the Venice Biennale rather than regular museum visits 
with: ‘I have done my duty’. Speaking about modern and futurist architecture, Sander 
(HYM2) asks me if I have ever heard of Zaha Hadid: ‘She is really top of the bill, if you 
ever want to be hip in a bar… well, no one knows her.’ Hence, he jokingly offers me the 
opportunity to attain status by mentioning her to others, and perhaps does so himself. 
However, his bluffing abilities are limited, as he calls Hadid an Israeli (‘I believe’), 
whereas she was born in Iraq.  

Although mainly the higher educated look down on others, some lower educated 
do too (cf. Lamont 2000). For example, many respondents who mention the daily soap 
opera Goede tijden, slechte tijden*144 in a negative way are lower educated (university 
educated people mention it less often, probably because it is not in their frame of reference 
when thinking about TV series). Remco (LYM2), for instance, does not understand that 
‘for half of the Dutch population, or three quarters of the population, it is the ultimate 
favourite, each day again.’ He finds it ‘dramatic’ and adds that he ‘would never watch it’. 
With respect to Dutch language singers, it is interesting to see that most older and higher 
educated people dislike them all indiscriminately, whereas lower educated and younger 
people discern clear differences within this genre. They distinguish Dutch language pop 
music (such as Marco Borsato) from volks* music (Frans Bauer, André Hazes). Fans of 
mainstream pop music often like Borsato too, such as Rik (LYM4): ‘When I hear Marco 
Borsato passing by I don’t mind that much, but I really can’t stand this volks singing.’ 
Similarly, he looks down on ‘anti-social’ people in a nearby neighbourhood, whom he 
later associates with the bricklayers I asked a question about (cf. Bennett et al. 2009: 211 
on working-class opinions about the ‘non-respectable’ ‘Chavs’). It differs per person, 
however, in which of the two categories popular contemporary singers such as Jan Smit* 
and Nick & Simon* belong, but the definitions of both categories and the arguments with 
                                                            
143 He says this in relation to a different cultural field, the theatre, in which he does not feel as this 
pretentious prick, because he is less knowledgeable. 
144 Although this is the most successful soap opera on Dutch television, with, at the time of my interviews, 
average ratings of 1 to 1.5 million people (source: www.kijkonderzoek.nl; after 2010 the ratings began to 
rise again), most people who mention this series speak about it in a negative way, including the lower 
educated respondents. 
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which volks singers are denounced are similar to those used by the higher educated (see 
for more details Van den Haak 2011). Hence, the tastes of the working and lower-middle 
class are less homogeneous than Bourdieu suggested, but are perceived by those involved 
(i.e., lower educated respondents) in a hierarchical way too (cf. Lamont 2000). 

More explicit distinctive behaviour than this I only observed in some more 
particular ways, described in the section ‘Frequency…’ below. Thus, although cultural 
likes and dislikes are often expressed in a harsh way, actual cultural distinction from other 
people mainly happens in more subtle ways, which are not easily extractable from 
people’s narratives. In the next section we will see that the other side of the hierarchical 
coin, looking up, is more customary and more explicit. 
 
 
‘I feel like an inferior person’: Looking up to others and down on oneself 
 
When one studies hierarchical practices and perceptions, one should not only examine 
distinctions from below, but also the ways in which people look up to or admire others (cf. 
Lamont 1992; 2000). When mainly the higher educated look down, one would logically 
expect the lower educated to be the ones who look up most, or who look down on 
themselves most. After all, they are positioned – and position themselves, as we saw in the 
previous chapter – on the lower half of the social ladder and hence might look up to 
everyone above them, including ‘high cultural’ tastes. They might express embarrassment 
for their own taste, which they could perceive as inferior (cf. Bourdieu 1984: 372-396). 
However, this is not completely true. In this section, I show that indeed some lower 
educated apologise for their ‘low’ taste, but that the people who look up to others are 
mainly the higher educated who also distinguish themselves from below.  

The four respondents – all lower educated – who watch Goede tijden, slechte 
tijden* speak about this series as negative as the non-watchers do. All four try to justify 
themselves by starting their answer with ‘it’s very strange’ (Greet, LMF3), ‘something 
ridiculous, I find myself’ (Peter, LMM1) or ‘now I must be very careful’ (Rik, LYM4), or 
by saying they only watch it every now and then (Cora, LYF5; Peter). Two of them are 
regular viewers, but, they stress, only for some relaxation after a busy day. They do not 
stay at home to watch it, nor do they record it when they are out. Rik: ‘Other than that, I 
don’t care at all, it’s the same every day. But it’s just a habit.’ Truus (LMF2) says 
something similar about American soap opera The Bold and the Beautiful: it is ‘nonsense’ 
and ‘always the same’. The people who watch these series presume that others do not like 
it and look down on it. Apparently, they are ashamed of their ‘low’ taste and want to 
justify themselves, at least towards the (higher educated) interviewer.  

Lower educated respondents speak in a similar way about their preferences for 
such things as cowboy movies (‘simple entertainment’, Ruud, LOM2), country singer Jim 
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Reeves (‘others might call him corny’, Hans, LMM4), newspaper De Telegraaf* (‘that’s 
not the best, but it’s an easy read’, Johan, LOM1), or André Rieu (‘I hardly dare to 
mention his name’, Yvonne, LOF3). Furthermore, some of them call themselves ‘maybe a 
little stupid’ (Johan), ‘an inferior person’ with ‘a common taste’ (Yvonne), ‘in some 
respects a philistine’145 (Robert, LOM4), ‘almost a philistine’ (Marc, LYM1146), ‘simple’ 
(Gerard, LMM3) or ‘superficial’ (Marieke, LMF5) for not liking art, poetry or the theatre. 
Although this enumeration appears to reveal a tendency of self-deprecation among the 
lower educated, they do it as subtle and between the lines as the higher educated 
distinguish themselves. The few respondents who like Dutch language music – the main 
negative object for others’ distinction – do not apologise for their taste nor justify 
themselves.147  

The large taste differences between higher and lower educated are apparently 
hardly expressed in an open and explicit way by either side. Perhaps the differences are 
too obvious to do so, or expressing these distinctions is perceived as a taboo in an 
allegedly egalitarian society. This slightly inferior yet not consistent attitude towards the 
higher value of other tastes also comes to the fore in Lamont (2000), Bennett et al. (2009: 
204/5) and Friedman & Kuipers (2013). Before moving to more explicitly egalitarian 
narratives (part two of this chapter) and to ambivalent feelings (chapter 5), however, I will 
take a closer look at the remarkable perceptions of inferiority among the higher status 
groups. 
 The higher educated look up to others and down on themselves much more often 
and more explicitly than the lower educated do. This might seem odd, but can be 
explained with their greater awareness of cultural hierarchy. They position themselves 
somewhere on this ladder, which almost never means at the top, and thus look both down 
and up. Often they strive for more, but they feel they are not able to come up to the mark. 
They, for example, like classical music, but stress that it is only ‘light’ classical music: ‘I 
don’t get any further than Mozart and Beethoven and then it already ends’ (Anneke, 
UMF1). Many higher educated both look down on and up to others at the same time, 
taking what one might call a ‘middlebrow’ position. Ria, who dismissed her own position 
as being not culturally literate, was an excellent example. There are several others who 
also doubt their own position despite what others would probably call a ‘high’ cultural 
taste. Gabriël (UOM6), a classical music lover who regularly attends stage plays and who 
likes to paint, calls high culture ‘intangible’. He confirms my suggestion that he is 
somewhere in between high and low. 

                                                            
145 In Dutch: cultuurbarbaar, or cultural barbarian. 
146 Quote from the telephone conversation before the interview. 
147 Only one higher educated fan of this music did: Elly (UYF1) has liked this music since her childhood, but 
is aware that others look down on it. When she was young, her class mates laughed at her because she knew 
many of these songs by heart: ‘It was not popular if you could sing Alle duiven op de Dam*.’ Nowadays she 
does not reveal her taste to her colleagues at the town hall. 
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which volks singers are denounced are similar to those used by the higher educated (see 
for more details Van den Haak 2011). Hence, the tastes of the working and lower-middle 
class are less homogeneous than Bourdieu suggested, but are perceived by those involved 
(i.e., lower educated respondents) in a hierarchical way too (cf. Lamont 2000). 

More explicit distinctive behaviour than this I only observed in some more 
particular ways, described in the section ‘Frequency…’ below. Thus, although cultural 
likes and dislikes are often expressed in a harsh way, actual cultural distinction from other 
people mainly happens in more subtle ways, which are not easily extractable from 
people’s narratives. In the next section we will see that the other side of the hierarchical 
coin, looking up, is more customary and more explicit. 
 
 
‘I feel like an inferior person’: Looking up to others and down on oneself 
 
When one studies hierarchical practices and perceptions, one should not only examine 
distinctions from below, but also the ways in which people look up to or admire others (cf. 
Lamont 1992; 2000). When mainly the higher educated look down, one would logically 
expect the lower educated to be the ones who look up most, or who look down on 
themselves most. After all, they are positioned – and position themselves, as we saw in the 
previous chapter – on the lower half of the social ladder and hence might look up to 
everyone above them, including ‘high cultural’ tastes. They might express embarrassment 
for their own taste, which they could perceive as inferior (cf. Bourdieu 1984: 372-396). 
However, this is not completely true. In this section, I show that indeed some lower 
educated apologise for their ‘low’ taste, but that the people who look up to others are 
mainly the higher educated who also distinguish themselves from below.  

The four respondents – all lower educated – who watch Goede tijden, slechte 
tijden* speak about this series as negative as the non-watchers do. All four try to justify 
themselves by starting their answer with ‘it’s very strange’ (Greet, LMF3), ‘something 
ridiculous, I find myself’ (Peter, LMM1) or ‘now I must be very careful’ (Rik, LYM4), or 
by saying they only watch it every now and then (Cora, LYF5; Peter). Two of them are 
regular viewers, but, they stress, only for some relaxation after a busy day. They do not 
stay at home to watch it, nor do they record it when they are out. Rik: ‘Other than that, I 
don’t care at all, it’s the same every day. But it’s just a habit.’ Truus (LMF2) says 
something similar about American soap opera The Bold and the Beautiful: it is ‘nonsense’ 
and ‘always the same’. The people who watch these series presume that others do not like 
it and look down on it. Apparently, they are ashamed of their ‘low’ taste and want to 
justify themselves, at least towards the (higher educated) interviewer.  

Lower educated respondents speak in a similar way about their preferences for 
such things as cowboy movies (‘simple entertainment’, Ruud, LOM2), country singer Jim 
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Reeves (‘others might call him corny’, Hans, LMM4), newspaper De Telegraaf* (‘that’s 
not the best, but it’s an easy read’, Johan, LOM1), or André Rieu (‘I hardly dare to 
mention his name’, Yvonne, LOF3). Furthermore, some of them call themselves ‘maybe a 
little stupid’ (Johan), ‘an inferior person’ with ‘a common taste’ (Yvonne), ‘in some 
respects a philistine’145 (Robert, LOM4), ‘almost a philistine’ (Marc, LYM1146), ‘simple’ 
(Gerard, LMM3) or ‘superficial’ (Marieke, LMF5) for not liking art, poetry or the theatre. 
Although this enumeration appears to reveal a tendency of self-deprecation among the 
lower educated, they do it as subtle and between the lines as the higher educated 
distinguish themselves. The few respondents who like Dutch language music – the main 
negative object for others’ distinction – do not apologise for their taste nor justify 
themselves.147  

The large taste differences between higher and lower educated are apparently 
hardly expressed in an open and explicit way by either side. Perhaps the differences are 
too obvious to do so, or expressing these distinctions is perceived as a taboo in an 
allegedly egalitarian society. This slightly inferior yet not consistent attitude towards the 
higher value of other tastes also comes to the fore in Lamont (2000), Bennett et al. (2009: 
204/5) and Friedman & Kuipers (2013). Before moving to more explicitly egalitarian 
narratives (part two of this chapter) and to ambivalent feelings (chapter 5), however, I will 
take a closer look at the remarkable perceptions of inferiority among the higher status 
groups. 
 The higher educated look up to others and down on themselves much more often 
and more explicitly than the lower educated do. This might seem odd, but can be 
explained with their greater awareness of cultural hierarchy. They position themselves 
somewhere on this ladder, which almost never means at the top, and thus look both down 
and up. Often they strive for more, but they feel they are not able to come up to the mark. 
They, for example, like classical music, but stress that it is only ‘light’ classical music: ‘I 
don’t get any further than Mozart and Beethoven and then it already ends’ (Anneke, 
UMF1). Many higher educated both look down on and up to others at the same time, 
taking what one might call a ‘middlebrow’ position. Ria, who dismissed her own position 
as being not culturally literate, was an excellent example. There are several others who 
also doubt their own position despite what others would probably call a ‘high’ cultural 
taste. Gabriël (UOM6), a classical music lover who regularly attends stage plays and who 
likes to paint, calls high culture ‘intangible’. He confirms my suggestion that he is 
somewhere in between high and low. 

                                                            
145 In Dutch: cultuurbarbaar, or cultural barbarian. 
146 Quote from the telephone conversation before the interview. 
147 Only one higher educated fan of this music did: Elly (UYF1) has liked this music since her childhood, but 
is aware that others look down on it. When she was young, her class mates laughed at her because she knew 
many of these songs by heart: ‘It was not popular if you could sing Alle duiven op de Dam*.’ Nowadays she 
does not reveal her taste to her colleagues at the town hall. 
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Some respondents can, when asked, indicate which parts of high and low culture 
they do and do not like. Ronald (UYM4) is an avid art lover and considers alternative rock 
bands such as Radiohead high culture, but he finds ‘high’ orchestral music in the 
Concertgebouw* ‘boring’ and does not like ballet. At the same time he looks down on 
regional novels and most Dutch language music, with a few exceptions. And Monique 
(HYF5), who does not like classical music, says: 
 

I don’t like stage plays, no. And that’s part of high culture, but I don’t like it. No. Most high 
culture, well, maybe literature, I would fit in that box, so to speak. But for the rest I don’t. 
No, no, OK, and within what is perceived as low culture, are there things that you do 
and do not like? 
Yes, maybe I am a bit at the borderline in that respect. I regularly visit museums, I regularly 
read complex books, literary books mainly. [And] I don’t like action movies. I think I do and 
don’t belong to both [high and low], so to say. I’m a borderline case. 

 
Another example of such dual hierarchical thinking is Yme (UMF2). On my question on 
good and bad taste, she tells the story of an acquaintance, who inherited ‘a very beautiful 
Rosenthal plate with gold’, but who hung it on the wall between ‘the gypsy girl with the 
tear’ and an embroidered courtyard. ‘That is not right at all!’, she says twice. But, on the 
other hand, she knows that a different acquaintance, who is from ‘a different social class, 
old money’, sometimes looks down on her taste. She cannot remember an example, but 
she points at a cage decorated with birds that could be the object of her acquaintance’s 
contempt. Apparently she can imagine that a certain object in her house that she likes 
herself might be the target of others’ disdain. She positions herself between her two 
acquaintances. 

On a more subtle level, often within popular culture, ‘guilty pleasures’ and 
‘youthful lapses’ can be interpreted as expressions of looking down on oneself. First, 
people can enjoy simple things they only like every now and then, although they are aware 
of its low status, such as romance novels, soap operas, James Bond movies, or, Deirdre’s 
(HYF6) example: sensational TV documentaries on Siamese twins. They use it only for 
the entertainment value, as a snack in between meals (cf. Ollivier 2008: 134-5). Sandra 
(HYF1) studied Dutch literature and works for a literary fund, but: 
 

Sometimes I like to read the kind of book that’s an easy read, you know, such a novel for 
women. Actually I think that’s not done (...). Sometimes it’s amazing, then I think: ‘Why did 
I just read this book?’. But it’s really for relaxation, I can forget it all immediately. 

 
Often they talk about these guilty pleasures in a somewhat shameful manner, or as a reply 
to my question whether they like certain things that they do not tell others. By explaining 
such a taste with, for instance, escapism, one not only distinguishes from a particular side 
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of oneself (looking up), but implicitly also from those who enjoy the same thing more 
regularly (looking down). This is quite similar to the ironical use of ‘bad taste’, with which 
one can distinguish from people who like the same object more sincerely. However, I did 
not find many ironical utterances among my respondents.  

A comparable dual response is given when people are asked about the culture they 
used to like but have left behind. Twelve respondents (among whom three lower educated 
people, three young upwardly mobile women, and three parents who watched with their 
children) used to watch the soap series Goede tijden, slechte tijden*, but became bored 
and quit. Most of them stress it was a long time ago: ‘until I was 14 or something’ 
(Sander, HYM2; now 25), or even ‘100,000 years ago’ (Georgia, HYF4). Another object 
of these ‘youthful lapses’ is the commercial pop music from people’s teenage years, 
whether it is the Four Tops (1960s), The Sweet (1970s), Modern Talking (1980s), or Take 
That (1990s). An adjective that is sometimes used in this respect is fout(e), which literally 
means ‘wrong’, but which in this sense has connotations with ‘bad taste’ and ‘not done’. 
Modern Talking were two ‘foute figures’ (Don, UYM3) and in the 1990s there was ‘foute 
hardcore techno’ (Carmen, UYF6). Joris (UYM1), who is a devoted music lover and who 
particularly likes experimental electronic music, makes the following confession: 
 

Maybe I am less, er, proud, well, proud... there’s always a light embarrassment: what we [he 
and his brother] used to share a long time ago was Genesis, mainly their early records, a bit 
of that foute seventies sympho rock. What I still like in a way, but of course it has been 
degenerated into all kinds of sugary Phil Collins melodies. I once saw him live, by the way, 
but... I know I will remain anonymous, so I dare to say it. 
Haha, yes, because Phil Collins is, er... 
Well, yes, look, I try, I am not pretentious about my musical knowledge or something (...), 
but it’s always a bit like… people don’t take you very seriously when you’re still open about 
that. No. (...) But that’s a sin of my youth, let’s consider it that way. 

 
Hence, people still want to distance themselves from the things they do not like anymore. 
Similar to the formerly distinctive persons described above, they distinguish themselves 
from their younger self; they were different people back then.  

As said, especially the higher educated are concerned with these kinds of self-
explanations, as they are also more aware of these subtle hierarchies. They aspire to like 
‘high culture’ in the same way as the elite does, and at the same time distinguish 
themselves from below. This narrative is comparable to Bourdieu’s description of ‘cultural 
goodwill’ (1984: 318-371), although he attributes this to the less highly educated middle 
classes. My data indicate, however, that the phenomenon of ‘cultural goodwill’ is more 
widespread than Bourdieu describes (cf. Ollivier 2008a), perhaps because the middle class 
itself is nowadays, in the Netherlands, much larger than it was in the 1960s in France. 
Most higher educated respondents who strongly distinguish themselves from below also 
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good and bad taste, she tells the story of an acquaintance, who inherited ‘a very beautiful 
Rosenthal plate with gold’, but who hung it on the wall between ‘the gypsy girl with the 
tear’ and an embroidered courtyard. ‘That is not right at all!’, she says twice. But, on the 
other hand, she knows that a different acquaintance, who is from ‘a different social class, 
old money’, sometimes looks down on her taste. She cannot remember an example, but 
she points at a cage decorated with birds that could be the object of her acquaintance’s 
contempt. Apparently she can imagine that a certain object in her house that she likes 
herself might be the target of others’ disdain. She positions herself between her two 
acquaintances. 

On a more subtle level, often within popular culture, ‘guilty pleasures’ and 
‘youthful lapses’ can be interpreted as expressions of looking down on oneself. First, 
people can enjoy simple things they only like every now and then, although they are aware 
of its low status, such as romance novels, soap operas, James Bond movies, or, Deirdre’s 
(HYF6) example: sensational TV documentaries on Siamese twins. They use it only for 
the entertainment value, as a snack in between meals (cf. Ollivier 2008: 134-5). Sandra 
(HYF1) studied Dutch literature and works for a literary fund, but: 
 

Sometimes I like to read the kind of book that’s an easy read, you know, such a novel for 
women. Actually I think that’s not done (...). Sometimes it’s amazing, then I think: ‘Why did 
I just read this book?’. But it’s really for relaxation, I can forget it all immediately. 

 
Often they talk about these guilty pleasures in a somewhat shameful manner, or as a reply 
to my question whether they like certain things that they do not tell others. By explaining 
such a taste with, for instance, escapism, one not only distinguishes from a particular side 
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of oneself (looking up), but implicitly also from those who enjoy the same thing more 
regularly (looking down). This is quite similar to the ironical use of ‘bad taste’, with which 
one can distinguish from people who like the same object more sincerely. However, I did 
not find many ironical utterances among my respondents.  

A comparable dual response is given when people are asked about the culture they 
used to like but have left behind. Twelve respondents (among whom three lower educated 
people, three young upwardly mobile women, and three parents who watched with their 
children) used to watch the soap series Goede tijden, slechte tijden*, but became bored 
and quit. Most of them stress it was a long time ago: ‘until I was 14 or something’ 
(Sander, HYM2; now 25), or even ‘100,000 years ago’ (Georgia, HYF4). Another object 
of these ‘youthful lapses’ is the commercial pop music from people’s teenage years, 
whether it is the Four Tops (1960s), The Sweet (1970s), Modern Talking (1980s), or Take 
That (1990s). An adjective that is sometimes used in this respect is fout(e), which literally 
means ‘wrong’, but which in this sense has connotations with ‘bad taste’ and ‘not done’. 
Modern Talking were two ‘foute figures’ (Don, UYM3) and in the 1990s there was ‘foute 
hardcore techno’ (Carmen, UYF6). Joris (UYM1), who is a devoted music lover and who 
particularly likes experimental electronic music, makes the following confession: 
 

Maybe I am less, er, proud, well, proud... there’s always a light embarrassment: what we [he 
and his brother] used to share a long time ago was Genesis, mainly their early records, a bit 
of that foute seventies sympho rock. What I still like in a way, but of course it has been 
degenerated into all kinds of sugary Phil Collins melodies. I once saw him live, by the way, 
but... I know I will remain anonymous, so I dare to say it. 
Haha, yes, because Phil Collins is, er... 
Well, yes, look, I try, I am not pretentious about my musical knowledge or something (...), 
but it’s always a bit like… people don’t take you very seriously when you’re still open about 
that. No. (...) But that’s a sin of my youth, let’s consider it that way. 

 
Hence, people still want to distance themselves from the things they do not like anymore. 
Similar to the formerly distinctive persons described above, they distinguish themselves 
from their younger self; they were different people back then.  

As said, especially the higher educated are concerned with these kinds of self-
explanations, as they are also more aware of these subtle hierarchies. They aspire to like 
‘high culture’ in the same way as the elite does, and at the same time distinguish 
themselves from below. This narrative is comparable to Bourdieu’s description of ‘cultural 
goodwill’ (1984: 318-371), although he attributes this to the less highly educated middle 
classes. My data indicate, however, that the phenomenon of ‘cultural goodwill’ is more 
widespread than Bourdieu describes (cf. Ollivier 2008a), perhaps because the middle class 
itself is nowadays, in the Netherlands, much larger than it was in the 1960s in France. 
Most higher educated respondents who strongly distinguish themselves from below also 
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look up to others. Sole distinction without looking up, which one would expect people rich 
in cultural capital to do, is rare. On the higher rungs of the social ladder there is a 
continuous struggle for status, which makes positioning oneself and justifying oneself 
towards the interviewer a complex matter. 
 
 
Frequency, knowledge and attitude: Specific hierarchical practices 
 
In the last two sections we saw that people can distinguish themselves from and look up to 
people who like certain things, but there are several more ways in which hierarchical 
practices and perceptions can come to the fore. In this section I discuss hierarchical logics 
on the frequency of cultural visits, on the knowledge of cultural items, and on the attitude 
with which people enjoy culture. Although these narratives are interwoven in a high 
degree, I discuss them separately. 
 
Frequency 
 

Do you ever visit the theatre? 
Er, not much, I think twice a year or so? Yes. Yes. That er, not much. I would... I guess that’s 
what nine out of ten people answer to that question: ‘Actually I would like to go more often’. 
(Inge, UYF3) 

 
As Inge predicts, indeed many people say they do not visit the theatre, concert hall, 
cinema or museum as often as they would like to. Nine out of ten is a little exaggerated, 
but more than twenty out of ninety respondents, of all educational levels and ages, literally 
say something along the lines of ‘not enough’ or ‘very little’ somewhere in the interview. 
However, frequency is a relative concept. Charles (HOM3) goes to the cinema once or 
twice a month, which is quite often compared to others, but he continues: ‘I don’t know 
whether that’s often or not, but not enough for me’. Marianne (LOF2) has a subscription to 
the Concertgebouw*, which she visits every Thursday, but she compares it to another 
activity: ‘In my opinion we don’t go the opera enough’. 

People often give lack of time as a reason, due to work or children. Others do not 
know anyone to go with, for example because their partner does not want to go. Or they 
say they just forget to go: ‘Then it peters out, that’s of course stupid’ (Johan, LOM1), 
‘we’re completely growing dull’ (Rudolf, UOM1). Many older people say they do not 
attend cultural events anymore because of their age, but they do not seem to regret it. Most 
of these reasons we already know from other researches on cultural participation (e.g., 
Ganzeboom 1989; De Haan & Knulst 2000; Van Steen & Lievens 2011), although some 
of my respondents doubt their own arguments:  
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I think that if we didn’t have children, we would have gone on discovery tours much more 
often in the weekends – the pre-eminent period of rest. Well, that made me think: what is this? 
Or is that a mere pretext, is it just some kind of an excuse? I don’t think so. (Paul, HMM1) 

 
However, a more interesting question is whether people do not do as much as they think 
they should do. This implies the perception of a ‘frequency hierarchy’, in which people 
would like to have a higher position. The respondents quoted above belong to the group 
who visit cultural events relatively often, compared to many lower educated people. 
Recent research showed that the actual amount of cultural participation is the most 
important distinction between people, rather than the ‘brow-level’ or ‘legitimacy’ of the 
activities (Bennett et al. 2011; Coulangeon 2013a; Prieur & Savage 2013).148  

Some explicitly admire people who attend cultural activities more often, or express 
some embarrassment about their own low frequency. However, it is often hard for the 
researcher to distinguish between an intrinsic desire for more and social desirability. 
People who do visit cultural institutions often (or enough, to their mind), hardly ever brag 
about it. Only one person uses frequency to define high culture (‘visiting many museums 
and that sort of thing’, Trudy, LMF1), and only a few look down on others who are not as 
culturally active as they are, such as Ria (HOF1) with her ‘a-cultural’ son. Yme (UMF2) 
expresses her shock about the non-cultural attitude of her former colleagues. She grew up 
in an Amsterdam suburb, where ‘we went to the opera, we went to the theatre, we went to 
school concerts, we went to museums; I came into my own more than enough’. Later, she 
worked as a manager in health care and welfare institutions in different towns in the 
countryside. She tells: 
 

The work in itself was nice, but my goodness, culturally... no one read a book, no one ever 
went to an exhibition or a movie. Yes, one of the members of the team sometimes went to the 
cinema, so when I went to the Rotterdam film festival, she wanted to know what I had seen. 
But for the rest: nothing, nothing, nothing. And then I thought: goodness, it is poor around 
here. I found that striking. I could share something with the woman from administration, but 
for the rest, all members of the team, nothing, completely nothing. 
So sometimes you discovered someone like the secretary with whom you could share 
something, but with others you tried and it didn’t work? 
Well, sometimes, during coffee, it comes up: ‘What did you do during the weekend?’, ‘I 
went to a museum’, ‘Why would you go there?’. Well, these kinds of remarks, so, at some 
point, you don’t bring it up anymore. 

 

                                                            
148 These studies are based on multiple correspondence analysis, in which the participation dimension 
explains most of the variance. These studies can also be criticised because ‘high’ cultural activities are often 
overrepresented in the questionnaire (cf. Prieur & Savage 2013: 252). 
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look up to others. Sole distinction without looking up, which one would expect people rich 
in cultural capital to do, is rare. On the higher rungs of the social ladder there is a 
continuous struggle for status, which makes positioning oneself and justifying oneself 
towards the interviewer a complex matter. 
 
 
Frequency, knowledge and attitude: Specific hierarchical practices 
 
In the last two sections we saw that people can distinguish themselves from and look up to 
people who like certain things, but there are several more ways in which hierarchical 
practices and perceptions can come to the fore. In this section I discuss hierarchical logics 
on the frequency of cultural visits, on the knowledge of cultural items, and on the attitude 
with which people enjoy culture. Although these narratives are interwoven in a high 
degree, I discuss them separately. 
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Do you ever visit the theatre? 
Er, not much, I think twice a year or so? Yes. Yes. That er, not much. I would... I guess that’s 
what nine out of ten people answer to that question: ‘Actually I would like to go more often’. 
(Inge, UYF3) 

 
As Inge predicts, indeed many people say they do not visit the theatre, concert hall, 
cinema or museum as often as they would like to. Nine out of ten is a little exaggerated, 
but more than twenty out of ninety respondents, of all educational levels and ages, literally 
say something along the lines of ‘not enough’ or ‘very little’ somewhere in the interview. 
However, frequency is a relative concept. Charles (HOM3) goes to the cinema once or 
twice a month, which is quite often compared to others, but he continues: ‘I don’t know 
whether that’s often or not, but not enough for me’. Marianne (LOF2) has a subscription to 
the Concertgebouw*, which she visits every Thursday, but she compares it to another 
activity: ‘In my opinion we don’t go the opera enough’. 

People often give lack of time as a reason, due to work or children. Others do not 
know anyone to go with, for example because their partner does not want to go. Or they 
say they just forget to go: ‘Then it peters out, that’s of course stupid’ (Johan, LOM1), 
‘we’re completely growing dull’ (Rudolf, UOM1). Many older people say they do not 
attend cultural events anymore because of their age, but they do not seem to regret it. Most 
of these reasons we already know from other researches on cultural participation (e.g., 
Ganzeboom 1989; De Haan & Knulst 2000; Van Steen & Lievens 2011), although some 
of my respondents doubt their own arguments:  
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I think that if we didn’t have children, we would have gone on discovery tours much more 
often in the weekends – the pre-eminent period of rest. Well, that made me think: what is this? 
Or is that a mere pretext, is it just some kind of an excuse? I don’t think so. (Paul, HMM1) 

 
However, a more interesting question is whether people do not do as much as they think 
they should do. This implies the perception of a ‘frequency hierarchy’, in which people 
would like to have a higher position. The respondents quoted above belong to the group 
who visit cultural events relatively often, compared to many lower educated people. 
Recent research showed that the actual amount of cultural participation is the most 
important distinction between people, rather than the ‘brow-level’ or ‘legitimacy’ of the 
activities (Bennett et al. 2011; Coulangeon 2013a; Prieur & Savage 2013).148  

Some explicitly admire people who attend cultural activities more often, or express 
some embarrassment about their own low frequency. However, it is often hard for the 
researcher to distinguish between an intrinsic desire for more and social desirability. 
People who do visit cultural institutions often (or enough, to their mind), hardly ever brag 
about it. Only one person uses frequency to define high culture (‘visiting many museums 
and that sort of thing’, Trudy, LMF1), and only a few look down on others who are not as 
culturally active as they are, such as Ria (HOF1) with her ‘a-cultural’ son. Yme (UMF2) 
expresses her shock about the non-cultural attitude of her former colleagues. She grew up 
in an Amsterdam suburb, where ‘we went to the opera, we went to the theatre, we went to 
school concerts, we went to museums; I came into my own more than enough’. Later, she 
worked as a manager in health care and welfare institutions in different towns in the 
countryside. She tells: 
 

The work in itself was nice, but my goodness, culturally... no one read a book, no one ever 
went to an exhibition or a movie. Yes, one of the members of the team sometimes went to the 
cinema, so when I went to the Rotterdam film festival, she wanted to know what I had seen. 
But for the rest: nothing, nothing, nothing. And then I thought: goodness, it is poor around 
here. I found that striking. I could share something with the woman from administration, but 
for the rest, all members of the team, nothing, completely nothing. 
So sometimes you discovered someone like the secretary with whom you could share 
something, but with others you tried and it didn’t work? 
Well, sometimes, during coffee, it comes up: ‘What did you do during the weekend?’, ‘I 
went to a museum’, ‘Why would you go there?’. Well, these kinds of remarks, so, at some 
point, you don’t bring it up anymore. 

 

                                                            
148 These studies are based on multiple correspondence analysis, in which the participation dimension 
explains most of the variance. These studies can also be criticised because ‘high’ cultural activities are often 
overrepresented in the questionnaire (cf. Prieur & Savage 2013: 252). 
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Ria and Yme do not distinguish themselves from people with a low frequency, but with no 
frequency at all – that is, in their more narrow definition of culture as something worthy. 
They do not distinguish from people with the wrong taste, but from those who do not share 
their taste. 

In one cultural field, the frequency narrative works out in a reverse way: television. 
The studies quoted above indeed show that low participation in several cultural activities 
corresponds with high amounts of TV watching (Bennett et al. 2011; Coulangeon 2013a; 
Prieur & Savage 2013). My higher educated respondents do not meet television with high 
esteem. Inge, who was quoted at the beginning of this section with her desire to visit the 
theatre more often, answers the question on her television behaviour with ‘more than I 
would like to’. She does not think she watches as much as ‘the average Dutchman’, but it 
is very easy to turn it on after work, ‘and then I don’t turn it off again’. Some call it an 
addiction: of the eight respondents who use the word ‘addicted’ in relation to culture, six 
refer to television.149 People distinguish themselves by not watching (‘For some time I 
even got rid of the TV because I got so tired of it’, Carmen, UYF6), or by only watching 
specific programmes (‘If I watch TV, I make choices, I do it very consciously, I would 
never just turn on the TV just to have something to do’, Anneke, UMF1). Robert (LOM4) 
and his wife clearly state that they do not watch television before 8 p.m. and that they did 
not allow their children either. I asked: 
 

Do you know people who do turn on the television a lot? 
He: Well, look around you! All the people around here, when you get up in the morning, you 
see these ‘blue eyes’ everywhere. 
She: But people also use the TV as a radio, don’t they? That’s how it’s used. Because our 
children [who are in their thirties] do the same. (...) 
He: And their kids are put in front of the TV early in the morning, with children’s shows, that 
er... 
She: Yes, small children, TV is the nanny for the kids. 

 
Thus, the frequency narrative is closely related to the more usual hierarchical narratives: 
people look down on doing the wrong things too often and the right things too little, and 
they look up to frequent cultural visits and to ignoring television. 
 
Knowledge 
Second, and related, people practise cultural hierarchy when speaking about the amount of 
knowledge of certain cultural fields. Some sociologists tested people’s degree of 
knowledge as one of the important aspects of taste (e.g., Bennett et al. 2009; Ollivier 
2008a), but its distinctive value has only been hinted at by Bourdieu (1984: 25-28; 63-

                                                            
149 The other two refer to the film series Lord of the Rings and to computer game World of Warcraft. When 
speaking about addiction, people more often refer to others than to themselves. 
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68).150 People sometimes look down, though, on others who do not know certain things, 
such as Ria did when her sister did not know Kandinsky. Another example is flight 
attendant Alexander (HYM4), who makes fun of the people he meets at flights to holiday 
resorts such as the Greek island Crete, but who have never heard of its beautiful caves.  

Some others pride themselves on their large amount of knowledge. Maria (HMF3) 
is an avid ballet lover who is not pleased with the new ballet reviewer in NRC 
Handelsblad*. The reviewer made some – in Maria’s view – stupid remarks about certain 
dancers, which showed that ‘she does not understand what an artist is’. Consequently, she 
seriously considered applying for the job of reviewer herself. Other respondents brag 
about less concrete knowledge: the self-proclaimed ability to judge. ‘Because I saw so 
much in life, I can say something about whether something is beautiful or ugly’, Patrick 
(HYM3) says. Hanneke (HMF4) distinguishes herself from status-seeking art buyers 
among her friends: ‘They buy things that are in fashion, or that can yield money, whereas I 
buy things because they’re good, I have an eye for that’. When speaking about his 
‘scanning’ eye on exhibitions, Ronald (UYM4) praises his own ability – which he as a 
social scientist thinks to share with the interviewer – to quickly understand things:  
 

It’s also a technique you develop, you probably have that too: you just need less time than 
other people to fathom something, you can more easily position it in different frames. We are 
of course used to historicise and culturalise and socially interpret everything all the time, and 
to see how everything connects. 

 
A more implicit, and hence hard to tackle, way of knowledge distinction is mentioning 
many names of less well-known composers, rock bands or musical subgenres in a natural 
way.  

The reverse is more customary: people who look up to more knowledgeable people 
or who are embarrassed about their own lack of knowledge, particularly on classical music 
and the visual arts. They think they should know more about it, and they admire people 
who do. Many people who claim to like classical music immediately downplay their 
knowledge about it. Perhaps they do not want to brag about their ‘high cultural’ taste too 
much, or they just want to cover themselves in case I will ask more detailed questions. 
Some examples: 

 
I listen to music rather often, in general classical music, requiems and such, by Fauré and 
Verdi. But it’s not that I go deep into that, not that I know much about it, it’s not like that. 
But well, it does fascinate me. (Hans, LMM4) 
 

                                                            
150 Furthermore, in subcultures it is important to be ‘in the know’ about the latest trends, whether (partially) 
adopting them or not (Thornton 1995; cf. Michael 2013).  
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Ria and Yme do not distinguish themselves from people with a low frequency, but with no 
frequency at all – that is, in their more narrow definition of culture as something worthy. 
They do not distinguish from people with the wrong taste, but from those who do not share 
their taste. 

In one cultural field, the frequency narrative works out in a reverse way: television. 
The studies quoted above indeed show that low participation in several cultural activities 
corresponds with high amounts of TV watching (Bennett et al. 2011; Coulangeon 2013a; 
Prieur & Savage 2013). My higher educated respondents do not meet television with high 
esteem. Inge, who was quoted at the beginning of this section with her desire to visit the 
theatre more often, answers the question on her television behaviour with ‘more than I 
would like to’. She does not think she watches as much as ‘the average Dutchman’, but it 
is very easy to turn it on after work, ‘and then I don’t turn it off again’. Some call it an 
addiction: of the eight respondents who use the word ‘addicted’ in relation to culture, six 
refer to television.149 People distinguish themselves by not watching (‘For some time I 
even got rid of the TV because I got so tired of it’, Carmen, UYF6), or by only watching 
specific programmes (‘If I watch TV, I make choices, I do it very consciously, I would 
never just turn on the TV just to have something to do’, Anneke, UMF1). Robert (LOM4) 
and his wife clearly state that they do not watch television before 8 p.m. and that they did 
not allow their children either. I asked: 
 

Do you know people who do turn on the television a lot? 
He: Well, look around you! All the people around here, when you get up in the morning, you 
see these ‘blue eyes’ everywhere. 
She: But people also use the TV as a radio, don’t they? That’s how it’s used. Because our 
children [who are in their thirties] do the same. (...) 
He: And their kids are put in front of the TV early in the morning, with children’s shows, that 
er... 
She: Yes, small children, TV is the nanny for the kids. 

 
Thus, the frequency narrative is closely related to the more usual hierarchical narratives: 
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Knowledge 
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149 The other two refer to the film series Lord of the Rings and to computer game World of Warcraft. When 
speaking about addiction, people more often refer to others than to themselves. 
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68).150 People sometimes look down, though, on others who do not know certain things, 
such as Ria did when her sister did not know Kandinsky. Another example is flight 
attendant Alexander (HYM4), who makes fun of the people he meets at flights to holiday 
resorts such as the Greek island Crete, but who have never heard of its beautiful caves.  

Some others pride themselves on their large amount of knowledge. Maria (HMF3) 
is an avid ballet lover who is not pleased with the new ballet reviewer in NRC 
Handelsblad*. The reviewer made some – in Maria’s view – stupid remarks about certain 
dancers, which showed that ‘she does not understand what an artist is’. Consequently, she 
seriously considered applying for the job of reviewer herself. Other respondents brag 
about less concrete knowledge: the self-proclaimed ability to judge. ‘Because I saw so 
much in life, I can say something about whether something is beautiful or ugly’, Patrick 
(HYM3) says. Hanneke (HMF4) distinguishes herself from status-seeking art buyers 
among her friends: ‘They buy things that are in fashion, or that can yield money, whereas I 
buy things because they’re good, I have an eye for that’. When speaking about his 
‘scanning’ eye on exhibitions, Ronald (UYM4) praises his own ability – which he as a 
social scientist thinks to share with the interviewer – to quickly understand things:  
 

It’s also a technique you develop, you probably have that too: you just need less time than 
other people to fathom something, you can more easily position it in different frames. We are 
of course used to historicise and culturalise and socially interpret everything all the time, and 
to see how everything connects. 

 
A more implicit, and hence hard to tackle, way of knowledge distinction is mentioning 
many names of less well-known composers, rock bands or musical subgenres in a natural 
way.  

The reverse is more customary: people who look up to more knowledgeable people 
or who are embarrassed about their own lack of knowledge, particularly on classical music 
and the visual arts. They think they should know more about it, and they admire people 
who do. Many people who claim to like classical music immediately downplay their 
knowledge about it. Perhaps they do not want to brag about their ‘high cultural’ taste too 
much, or they just want to cover themselves in case I will ask more detailed questions. 
Some examples: 

 
I listen to music rather often, in general classical music, requiems and such, by Fauré and 
Verdi. But it’s not that I go deep into that, not that I know much about it, it’s not like that. 
But well, it does fascinate me. (Hans, LMM4) 
 

                                                            
150 Furthermore, in subcultures it is important to be ‘in the know’ about the latest trends, whether (partially) 
adopting them or not (Thornton 1995; cf. Michael 2013).  
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Don’t ask me how many symphonies Bach or Mozart or whoever made, if they made these 
things at all, but, er, I do like to listen to it. (Michiel, UMM1) 
 
I’m hardly able to, er, well, Mozart and Beethoven I can distinguish, but the Fourth of 
Brahms, you know, (...) and to tell which part, no, I can’t do that from hearing. (Hillie, 
HOF4) 
 
I often visit museums, but yes, I don’t know that much about it, or something, but I do know 
what appeals to me, and what does not appeal to me. (Nori, UYF2) 
 

Some respondents are acquainted with more knowledgeable people, to whom they look 
up. They respect the connoisseurs. Marianne (LOF2), for instance, claims that her late 
husband had the ability to recognise the conductor in a recording: ‘Most of the times he 
was right. Yes, that much did he know of it!’ Pauline’s partner (UMF3) ‘knows after three 
bars who plays what’ and Yme’s partner (UMF2), who is a music teacher, even hears 
where a concert is recorded: 
 

My husband hears which concert hall it is: ‘Hey’, he says, ‘that’s the Concertgebouw*, and 
that must be De Doelen [in Rotterdam]’. So he can hear from the acoustics where it was 
recorded. Well, I don’t have that. (...) Sometimes, we sit in the car and then he says: ‘Oh, I 
think that’s The Met in New York’, that’s a certain sound. Well, we’ve been there once, but 
we never heard a concert there, so he cannot know that. But then he heard it several times on 
the radio, so he can recognise where it’s from: ‘Hey, that might be Vienna!’ 

 
Whether Yme exaggerates or not – maybe her partner often guesses wrong too – the point 
is that she admires her partner for his ability. She has learned to listen to music more 
carefully herself – so she can now recognise different instruments and themes – but she 
still feels inferior to her partner in this respect. Piet (HMM3) uses similar terms to define 
high culture: 
 

These are the people who can evaluate a concert on its quality. Look, when I buy a Mozart 
DVD at the Kruidvat*, I already find it wonderful, but a real connoisseur immediately hears: 
‘Folks, this is no good’. I think that’s very bright of these people. Also, that they can write a 
classical concert review in a newspaper, that’s very bright, I find that high culture, yes. I’m 
not able to do that, I miss the nuances, you must have attended a conservatory for that, you 
need an education for that.  

 
He positions himself somewhere in between high and low culture: ‘I try to bridge it [the 
boundary between high and low], by just touching upon that high culture, haha.’ Sandra 
(HYF1) expresses a similar kind of ‘cultural goodwill’. She admires colleagues who judge 
books or the TV talk show Zomergasten* ‘much more intellectually’ than she does: ‘With 
me it’s more like: I lean towards it, I long for it or something, haha, but... I’m still 
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moderate.’ She herself finds it ‘very difficult to really say what I think of something, it’s 
more a feeling’. 
 These people have about the same taste as the people they admire, but they claim 
an inferior position on the amount of knowledge on these objects. They position the more 
knowledgeable people higher in a hierarchy. Some let their more knowledgeable 
acquaintances guide them. Stephan (HYM1), for example, only goes to the theatre with 
friends who know much about it and who recommend certain plays. ‘I find that the 
difficult aspect of the theatre, that I cannot... I’m not good at choosing myself’, he 
explains. Similarly, Marsha (HYF2) talks about her ex-partner, a theatre producer: 
 

She sensed  really well what I liked. So she saw something new and took me with her. And 
er… but you need someone like that who can make that translation, so to speak, or who can 
make that connection. 
 

Hence, Stephan and Marsha admire people who do not only have more knowledge on 
certain cultural fields, but who even know better than they do themselves what they like. 

This ‘knowledge hierarchy’ can be observed within fields such as popular music 
too. 59-year-old Koos (UMM3) was unpleasantly surprised when he met a younger 
inhabitant of the Rotterdam neighbourhood Kralingen who had never heard of the famous 
(Woodstock-like) pop festival Kralingen that took place there in 1970: ‘When you live 
there, you should know that.’ Conversely, some older respondents sometimes admit in an 
embarrassed way that they do not know much about contemporary pop music. Some think 
they should know more about it, in order to keep up with their children, or, in case of 
teacher Pauline (UMF3), with their pupils.  
 
An open attitude 
A final way to distinguish oneself from others is by looking down on the ways people 
enjoy culture. They do not mind that others listen to a certain kind of music, but they do 
distinguish from their listening attitude. Particularly, one should be open to something 
new, pay attention, take an effort to like something, be critical; and not immediately give 
up when one does not like it and then turn to the easiest things one already knows (cf. 
Ollivier 2008a: 132-5; Michael 2013). This is, for instance, a commonly heard notion 
among the fans of contemporary classical music, who have made an effort to like this 
‘complex’ music and who are always open to new compositions, however hard to 
understand. They look down on the regular concertgoers who listen to Mozart and 
Beethoven for the umpteenth time (Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012).  

This distinction practice can also be observed in other genres, such as jazz and 
pop/rock music. Peter (LMM1), for instance, stresses the need for a good sound system in 
order to really enjoy music. He distinguishes himself from most people around him, who 
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just listen to music in the background while doing something else. Nori (UYF2) talks 
about her sister, who ‘only looks at things that cross her path’ and who ‘is not very 
passionate about it’. It is mainly higher educated people who express such views, but some 
lower educated respondents, such as Geer (LYF1), make comparable distinctions. She 
likes the more alternative pop and rock music that is played on the public radio station 
3FM* – often seen as less mainstream than some other popular stations – and that can be 
heard at the Lowlands Festival*. Her favourite bands include Muse, The Editors and 
Moke*. 

 
My sister doesn’t like, er... she likes the, let’s say, well-known music, so what you hear on 
the radio. When I say ‘I like this’, she says ‘I don’t like it at all’ and she doesn’t listen to it 
anymore, so to speak. You know. She doesn’t make an effort, it should come easily. (...) If I 
would give her a CD, then she puts it on the cupboard and it stays there. That’s what I mean. 
I wondered, do you also sometimes hear a CD that you don’t like at first, but that you 
listen to again because you perhaps will start to like it? 
Yes, you should listen to a CD two or three times before you really, er, that’s my opinion. 
Then you still don’t have to like everything of course. 

 
Marieke (LMF5) even makes distinctions between ways of listening to Dutch language 
music: 
 

Marco Borsato I think made many cheerful but also less cheerful songs, songs that deal with 
all kinds of things in life, and I listen to that. And maybe I can’t sing along that often, but I’m 
much more occupied with what the song is about, what it’s about in my perception. 
Sometimes, you can interpret it in various ways. And he [her husband] is not engaged with 
that at all. No, no. 

 
Marieke’s husband wants music, and also other cultural objects, to be cheerful. She tells 
that he did not like the snapshot-like paintings that her sister-in-law made of their children. 
The children looked rather sad, whereas he thought they should have laughed, with their 
faces directed towards the viewer.  

With this type of distinction there is also a counterpart: people who look up to 
others with a ‘better’ cultural attitude. Some stress they only listen to music in the 
background while doing other things, or for relaxation. They know that others listen much 
more ‘intellectually, (...) with one’s mind’ (Hillie, HOF4), and maybe even make a study 
of it. Anneke (UMF1) does not look for new music, because people she knows, such as her 
son, already do this for her.  
 

I remain lazy this way. (...) I always feel a bit like a follower and a consumer. And then I 
wonder if I would search for things myself. Yes, I don’t know. I’m afraid that I will always 
recruit people around me to take care of this. And until now that went well, so... 
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Furthermore, some people admit that their taste in a certain field is rather limited, one-
sided or conservative. I deliberately use the word ‘admit’, because that is how they put it, 
as self-defence: ‘I’m not an avant-garde consumer, I’m afraid’ (Louis, UMM4). Toon 
(HOM5) compares himself to his wife and daughter, who like experimental films more 
than he does:  
 

I don’t like it when I have watched a film and I am left with a lot of questions no one can 
answer, and that I am sent home with that. (...) 
Yes, and your wife and youngest daughter are more into that. 
Yes, they don’t mind, they are filling this in themselves, and then I think: maybe the director 
meant something completely different. [Then they say:] ‘Yes, but I think...’ Well, that’s a 
way of... they are completely right, and maybe this is all the purpose of it and such, but I 
myself don’t feel fine with this. 
No. No. And what do they think of your taste, do you know that? 
... Well, yes, they find me, er, I think, a little, a little limited, that I’m not open enough to new 
forms, all that stuff. Maybe that’s right, haha, I can’t dispute that. 

 
Similar opinions are heard on contemporary classical music, experimental jazz and 
abstract or conceptual art. Some admire relatives or friends with a ‘distinct taste’ (Helma, 
UOF3), ‘a better eye for art’ (Coen, UOM2) or ‘a practised ear for music’ (Monique, 
HYF5). Many people know that it is an ‘acquired taste’ for which others have made great 
efforts, but they do not wish to invest time in order to acquire this taste themselves.151  
 
Hence, the hierarchical narrative, which is rarely expressed in an explicit and conscious 
way, can come across in several different ways. Not only does it include distinguishing 
from and looking down on other people with less ‘legitimate’ tastes, it also comprises 
looking up to those with ‘better’ tastes and implicitly looking down on oneself. 
Furthermore, this dual hierarchical speech not only refers to people with a certain taste, 
but also to people who attend cultural activities more or less often, who know more or less 
about art, and who enjoy art with a better or worse attitude. These different dimensions of 
cultural taste have been researched more often (since Bourdieu most extensively by 
Bennett et al. (2009)), but rarely in terms of distinction and looking up. These narratives 
are interwoven in a high degree. People who speak in a hierarchical way, mostly but not 
only higher educated respondents, often use the complete range rather than limiting 
themselves to only one aspect. Many people who distinguish also look up to others; they 
visualise themselves in a certain position in the cultural hierarchy, above certain people 
and below others.  

                                                            
151 More on acquired tastes and the related perception of complexity in chapter 7. 
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151 More on acquired tastes and the related perception of complexity in chapter 7. 
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Thus far, people’s narratives seem to be in line with Bourdieu’s findings in 1960’s 
France, despite some nuances and deviations about, for instance, the salience of cultural 
goodwill. Furthermore, it is in line with the findings in chapter 3 on the rankings of 
musical items. However, chapter 1 showed that, in recent decades, cultural hierarchy has 
often been debated, due to increased individualism, egalitarianism and openness. The 
second part of this chapter will show that such anti-hierarchical narratives, ignored by 
Bourdieu, are widespread too. I will discuss the egalitarian and individualist narratives that 
explicitly object cultural hierarchy, or that at least question the high position of certain 
people and cultural objects in this hierarchy. It shows that both ideas are clearly present 
among the contemporary Dutch. However, I will also argue that the anti-hierarchical 
opinions in fact result in alternative distinctions from those who do practise hierarchy. 
Whether one expresses oneself in a hierarchical way or explicitly opposes this, one speaks 
distinctively about others. 
 
 
Egalitarianism, individualism and anti-elitism: Anti-hierarchical 
narratives  
 
‘We’re all the same’: The case of Nel 
 
Like many others, Nel (LYF4) does not have difficulties with defining high and low 
culture. High culture is ‘very classic, and very stiff’, which she associates with ‘stately 
people’, whereas with low culture ‘I think you should look at my kind, how I live my life’. 
She makes a distinction between people working with their head and those working with 
their hands. While ranking the cards, she clearly connects this social hierarchy with a 
cultural hierarchy, from classical music to Dutch language singers. She likes the latter 
herself. Hence, she seems to think hierarchically. However, these are just her responses to 
explicit interview questions. She does not agree. She continues her definition of high 
culture with a comment that puts it in perspective: 
 

At least, that’s how the word comes across, but it’s not always true. (...) But the image is 
often quite different than the reality appears to be. Because I’ve seen it, I mean, a doctor, you 
may think ‘well, a doctor, a classical doctor’, but when you meet him in private at a birthday 
party or whatever, he can be completely different. (...) The impression you have is not always 
right: someone can be completely different at work than in reality. (...) People can have 
different sides. 

 
Earlier in the interview, she had also put the bank manager I asked about in perspective: 
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Well, that can be very broad too, you can easily be mistaken. I have managers around me 
who do like Dutch language music and another one who likes classical. (...) When I see 
someone walking stiffly in a suit, then I [can] think ‘Oh God, a manager’, well, I don’t easily 
look up to someone anymore. Because: they’re all people, and one person earns more money 
than the other or has more responsibilities than the other, but (...) as a human being he just 
remains a human being. Then I think: we’re all the same, they have to sleep too, take a 
shower, eat, change clothes, so that won’t be different. No, I see through that, yes. 

 
Nel does not want to look up to other people, who have higher functions, more money, 
more formal clothes. Nor to people who like classical music, although that is only a minor 
part of her statement. She is aware that other people do – otherwise she would not say this 
– but she wants to treat people equally. She expresses an egalitarian view. 
 Nel was born in 1978 in Amsterdam in a family of tradespeople. Her father used to 
be a butcher and now owns a wholesale business for restaurants. She studied to be a 
secretary (MBO level*), but became a receptionist instead. She worked for different 
companies and institutions, which is how she met people of all kinds, including the doctor 
and manager types. In her large, close family – whose members all live in or around 
Amsterdam – everyone loves Dutch language music, particularly by Amsterdam singers 
such as André Hazes and Peter Beense*. At birthday parties everyone listens to this music 
and sings along. Furthermore, she likes to visit bars that are devoted to this kind of music. 
Her HBO educated brother, who is eight years her junior, prefers mainstream pop music 
(‘Top 40 music’), but he likes the Dutch singers too. Besides her Amsterdam background, 
she gives her ‘good-humoured’ personality as an explanatory factor for her preference for 
this ‘cheerful’ music. She likes a cosy and enjoyable atmosphere, and these singers bring 
her in the right mood. At times she also likes more quiet music, but she prefers the 
cheerful and danceable. 
 She can imagine that colleagues sometimes become irritated when she is singing 
out loud, but she does not understand that people actually look down on her taste. Others 
mind the music she plays more than she minds theirs. Her taste is more varied, she says. 
However, she questions her friends’ and colleagues’ sincerity: 
 

Yes, not everyone likes it, no. (...) My friends, yes, some like it very much, such as André 
Hazes, they can all live with that, but really, someone like Frans Bauer, it’s no use bringing 
him up, because that’s really, er, fout*. But when you turn your head, they can all sing along, 
so then I think to myself: hmm...  

 
Furthermore, she criticises the social distinctions people make that are based on cultural 
taste: 
 

I see people judging others for their musical preference, and then I think: what’s it all about? 
Is it about the person that you like at that moment, or like to be with, or is it in the end about 
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Thus far, people’s narratives seem to be in line with Bourdieu’s findings in 1960’s 
France, despite some nuances and deviations about, for instance, the salience of cultural 
goodwill. Furthermore, it is in line with the findings in chapter 3 on the rankings of 
musical items. However, chapter 1 showed that, in recent decades, cultural hierarchy has 
often been debated, due to increased individualism, egalitarianism and openness. The 
second part of this chapter will show that such anti-hierarchical narratives, ignored by 
Bourdieu, are widespread too. I will discuss the egalitarian and individualist narratives that 
explicitly object cultural hierarchy, or that at least question the high position of certain 
people and cultural objects in this hierarchy. It shows that both ideas are clearly present 
among the contemporary Dutch. However, I will also argue that the anti-hierarchical 
opinions in fact result in alternative distinctions from those who do practise hierarchy. 
Whether one expresses oneself in a hierarchical way or explicitly opposes this, one speaks 
distinctively about others. 
 
 
Egalitarianism, individualism and anti-elitism: Anti-hierarchical 
narratives  
 
‘We’re all the same’: The case of Nel 
 
Like many others, Nel (LYF4) does not have difficulties with defining high and low 
culture. High culture is ‘very classic, and very stiff’, which she associates with ‘stately 
people’, whereas with low culture ‘I think you should look at my kind, how I live my life’. 
She makes a distinction between people working with their head and those working with 
their hands. While ranking the cards, she clearly connects this social hierarchy with a 
cultural hierarchy, from classical music to Dutch language singers. She likes the latter 
herself. Hence, she seems to think hierarchically. However, these are just her responses to 
explicit interview questions. She does not agree. She continues her definition of high 
culture with a comment that puts it in perspective: 
 

At least, that’s how the word comes across, but it’s not always true. (...) But the image is 
often quite different than the reality appears to be. Because I’ve seen it, I mean, a doctor, you 
may think ‘well, a doctor, a classical doctor’, but when you meet him in private at a birthday 
party or whatever, he can be completely different. (...) The impression you have is not always 
right: someone can be completely different at work than in reality. (...) People can have 
different sides. 

 
Earlier in the interview, she had also put the bank manager I asked about in perspective: 
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Well, that can be very broad too, you can easily be mistaken. I have managers around me 
who do like Dutch language music and another one who likes classical. (...) When I see 
someone walking stiffly in a suit, then I [can] think ‘Oh God, a manager’, well, I don’t easily 
look up to someone anymore. Because: they’re all people, and one person earns more money 
than the other or has more responsibilities than the other, but (...) as a human being he just 
remains a human being. Then I think: we’re all the same, they have to sleep too, take a 
shower, eat, change clothes, so that won’t be different. No, I see through that, yes. 

 
Nel does not want to look up to other people, who have higher functions, more money, 
more formal clothes. Nor to people who like classical music, although that is only a minor 
part of her statement. She is aware that other people do – otherwise she would not say this 
– but she wants to treat people equally. She expresses an egalitarian view. 
 Nel was born in 1978 in Amsterdam in a family of tradespeople. Her father used to 
be a butcher and now owns a wholesale business for restaurants. She studied to be a 
secretary (MBO level*), but became a receptionist instead. She worked for different 
companies and institutions, which is how she met people of all kinds, including the doctor 
and manager types. In her large, close family – whose members all live in or around 
Amsterdam – everyone loves Dutch language music, particularly by Amsterdam singers 
such as André Hazes and Peter Beense*. At birthday parties everyone listens to this music 
and sings along. Furthermore, she likes to visit bars that are devoted to this kind of music. 
Her HBO educated brother, who is eight years her junior, prefers mainstream pop music 
(‘Top 40 music’), but he likes the Dutch singers too. Besides her Amsterdam background, 
she gives her ‘good-humoured’ personality as an explanatory factor for her preference for 
this ‘cheerful’ music. She likes a cosy and enjoyable atmosphere, and these singers bring 
her in the right mood. At times she also likes more quiet music, but she prefers the 
cheerful and danceable. 
 She can imagine that colleagues sometimes become irritated when she is singing 
out loud, but she does not understand that people actually look down on her taste. Others 
mind the music she plays more than she minds theirs. Her taste is more varied, she says. 
However, she questions her friends’ and colleagues’ sincerity: 
 

Yes, not everyone likes it, no. (...) My friends, yes, some like it very much, such as André 
Hazes, they can all live with that, but really, someone like Frans Bauer, it’s no use bringing 
him up, because that’s really, er, fout*. But when you turn your head, they can all sing along, 
so then I think to myself: hmm...  

 
Furthermore, she criticises the social distinctions people make that are based on cultural 
taste: 
 

I see people judging others for their musical preference, and then I think: what’s it all about? 
Is it about the person that you like at that moment, or like to be with, or is it in the end about 
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the music as well? I mean, he can listen to the music when I’m not around or vice versa, or... 
you sometimes have to turn a blind eye to something, you know. I think, I’m not going to 
select someone on that [basis], let’s put it that way, that wouldn’t be me. 

 
Hence, Nel not only refuses to look up to others, she also hates others looking down on 
her. One should not make social nor cultural distinctions, let alone if one is not sincere 
about one’s (dis)likes. She dislikes items from both ‘low culture’ and ‘high culture’ 
without judging people who do like these. For example, many people she knows still 
watch Goede tijden, slechte tijden* on a daily basis, but: ‘then I think “well, fine”, but I 
just don’t follow it anymore’. And, conversely, she does not like classical music or the 
visual arts either, but interprets her dislikes individually rather than distinctively: ‘There 
must be something that people see in [art], but I don’t find it.’ About her likes, such as 
musicals and Dutch drama films, she speaks in a rather neutral way too. She does not 
believe one can decide what is good or bad taste, such as in clothing or food: ‘Stay 
yourself, just do what you like and with which you feel fine, that’s important, keep close 
to yourself.’ 
 
Explicit egalitarian and anti-hierarchical expressions such as the above will be the topic of 
this section. First, I discuss the purely individualist views such as Nel’s: the idea that tastes 
simply differ and that one cannot dispute about them. In particular, I analyse the answers 
to the interview question on good and bad taste. Next, I discuss people’s opposition 
against the concepts high and low culture, which are often considered disparaging. Third, I 
examine a specific form of anti-hierarchical expressions: condemning elites who do 
distinguish themselves or who act snobbishly. This leads me to a final section, in which I 
argue that this antipathy towards distinction can in fact be interpreted as an alternative 
version of distinction, based on a logic of authenticity and morality. 
 
 
‘There is no disputing about taste’: Individualist views 
 
In the section on distinction, we saw Ton disagreeing with the saying ‘De gustibus non est 
disputandum’, better known in English as ‘There is no disputing about taste’ or ‘There is 
no accounting for taste’. He suggests that the bad quality of certain Dutch language singers 
can be determined objectively. Many respondents do not agree with Ton. Four of them 
actually use this saying152 (though not in Latin), and many others say something similar, 
such as ‘tastes differ’ or ‘to each his own’.153 Furthermore, several respondents state that 
                                                            
152 Furthermore, at least two respondents used this saying before the interview, e.g., during the telephone 
conversation. They were surprised they would be interviewed about something as undisputable as taste. 
153 In Dutch respectively: ‘Over smaak valt niet te twisten’, ‘smaken verschillen’, and ‘ieder zijn smaak’ (or, 
twice: ‘ieder zijn meug’). 
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taste is something subjective or personal, and others say that a particular dislike is their 
opinion, about which others may think differently.  

About one third of all respondents154 make such egalitarian remarks already in the 
first, open, part of the interview, before specific questions on concepts such as high and 
low culture come up. They say it in reply to questions on the reasons for their dislikes and, 
particularly, on taste differences with significant others. ‘Of course we discuss it 
sometimes,’ Michiel (UMM1) replies to my question on the music differences between 
him and his partner, ‘but we both think it’s not relevant. Marit (LYF2) explains: ‘When I 
want to hear things that he doesn’t like, I just plug my MP3 player in my ears.’ Annemarie 
(UOF2) and a friend ‘agree to disagree’155 about klezmer music, because ‘you cannot 
rationalise it, use convincing arguments why it is or is not [good music]’. Hence, they 
explicitly treat taste differences as something individual and non-hierarchical. They might 
perceive a social hierarchy in a more general way (although Nel above seems to oppose 
hierarchy as such), but they regard cultural taste as not relevant to this discussion.156  
 Specific interview questions that also trigger such expressions are those on (1) 
reviews, (2) shame and particularly (3) good and bad taste. Newspaper reviews are 
sometimes perceived as the opinion ‘of one person’ that can be completely opposite to 
yours and should not be taken too seriously. The question on whether they hide parts of 
their taste from others (indicating shame) sometimes leads to defensive responses: ‘That is 
my taste, and if someone doesn’t like it, well, too bad!’ (Michiel, UMM1). Some of these 
respondents describe themselves as ‘too down-to-earth’ to worry about others’ opinions. 
Finally, the question on ‘good taste’ is often answered with adjectives such as ‘personal’, 
‘individual’, ‘subjective’, ‘arbitrary’ and ‘neutral’, even by people who did not make such 
statements in the previous part of the interview. Warde (2007: 7-8) faced the same 
rejection against these concepts in British focus groups. More than with any other 
interview question, people make comparisons to cultural fields that are not a topic of the 
interview, such as clothing, food and interior design. It is in particular food that is brought 
up when claiming egalitarianism. Gabriëlle (UOF1) answers: 
 

Well, that really does not exist. No, really. It’s just what you like yourself (...). With clothes 
and such, yeah, good taste: no. Because, it’s the same with food, good taste: if I like beet 
salad, and you say ‘huwl, how nasty!’, well, who’s got a good taste, you or me? 

 
One person, art teacher Brigitte (HMF5), says that one can dispute about taste, but she 
means the opposite of Ton’s opinion. On the question on good and bad taste she replies: 

                                                            
154 They are from all age and education groups, but strikingly more middle-aged people and women. In their 
study on humour in the UK and the Netherlands, Friedman & Kuipers (2013) found such expressions mainly 
among the lower educated. 
155 She uses the English expression. 
156 See chapter 5 on ‘neutral’ respondents for the irrelevance of cultural taste in judging others. 
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the music as well? I mean, he can listen to the music when I’m not around or vice versa, or... 
you sometimes have to turn a blind eye to something, you know. I think, I’m not going to 
select someone on that [basis], let’s put it that way, that wouldn’t be me. 

 
Hence, Nel not only refuses to look up to others, she also hates others looking down on 
her. One should not make social nor cultural distinctions, let alone if one is not sincere 
about one’s (dis)likes. She dislikes items from both ‘low culture’ and ‘high culture’ 
without judging people who do like these. For example, many people she knows still 
watch Goede tijden, slechte tijden* on a daily basis, but: ‘then I think “well, fine”, but I 
just don’t follow it anymore’. And, conversely, she does not like classical music or the 
visual arts either, but interprets her dislikes individually rather than distinctively: ‘There 
must be something that people see in [art], but I don’t find it.’ About her likes, such as 
musicals and Dutch drama films, she speaks in a rather neutral way too. She does not 
believe one can decide what is good or bad taste, such as in clothing or food: ‘Stay 
yourself, just do what you like and with which you feel fine, that’s important, keep close 
to yourself.’ 
 
Explicit egalitarian and anti-hierarchical expressions such as the above will be the topic of 
this section. First, I discuss the purely individualist views such as Nel’s: the idea that tastes 
simply differ and that one cannot dispute about them. In particular, I analyse the answers 
to the interview question on good and bad taste. Next, I discuss people’s opposition 
against the concepts high and low culture, which are often considered disparaging. Third, I 
examine a specific form of anti-hierarchical expressions: condemning elites who do 
distinguish themselves or who act snobbishly. This leads me to a final section, in which I 
argue that this antipathy towards distinction can in fact be interpreted as an alternative 
version of distinction, based on a logic of authenticity and morality. 
 
 
‘There is no disputing about taste’: Individualist views 
 
In the section on distinction, we saw Ton disagreeing with the saying ‘De gustibus non est 
disputandum’, better known in English as ‘There is no disputing about taste’ or ‘There is 
no accounting for taste’. He suggests that the bad quality of certain Dutch language singers 
can be determined objectively. Many respondents do not agree with Ton. Four of them 
actually use this saying152 (though not in Latin), and many others say something similar, 
such as ‘tastes differ’ or ‘to each his own’.153 Furthermore, several respondents state that 
                                                            
152 Furthermore, at least two respondents used this saying before the interview, e.g., during the telephone 
conversation. They were surprised they would be interviewed about something as undisputable as taste. 
153 In Dutch respectively: ‘Over smaak valt niet te twisten’, ‘smaken verschillen’, and ‘ieder zijn smaak’ (or, 
twice: ‘ieder zijn meug’). 
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taste is something subjective or personal, and others say that a particular dislike is their 
opinion, about which others may think differently.  

About one third of all respondents154 make such egalitarian remarks already in the 
first, open, part of the interview, before specific questions on concepts such as high and 
low culture come up. They say it in reply to questions on the reasons for their dislikes and, 
particularly, on taste differences with significant others. ‘Of course we discuss it 
sometimes,’ Michiel (UMM1) replies to my question on the music differences between 
him and his partner, ‘but we both think it’s not relevant. Marit (LYF2) explains: ‘When I 
want to hear things that he doesn’t like, I just plug my MP3 player in my ears.’ Annemarie 
(UOF2) and a friend ‘agree to disagree’155 about klezmer music, because ‘you cannot 
rationalise it, use convincing arguments why it is or is not [good music]’. Hence, they 
explicitly treat taste differences as something individual and non-hierarchical. They might 
perceive a social hierarchy in a more general way (although Nel above seems to oppose 
hierarchy as such), but they regard cultural taste as not relevant to this discussion.156  
 Specific interview questions that also trigger such expressions are those on (1) 
reviews, (2) shame and particularly (3) good and bad taste. Newspaper reviews are 
sometimes perceived as the opinion ‘of one person’ that can be completely opposite to 
yours and should not be taken too seriously. The question on whether they hide parts of 
their taste from others (indicating shame) sometimes leads to defensive responses: ‘That is 
my taste, and if someone doesn’t like it, well, too bad!’ (Michiel, UMM1). Some of these 
respondents describe themselves as ‘too down-to-earth’ to worry about others’ opinions. 
Finally, the question on ‘good taste’ is often answered with adjectives such as ‘personal’, 
‘individual’, ‘subjective’, ‘arbitrary’ and ‘neutral’, even by people who did not make such 
statements in the previous part of the interview. Warde (2007: 7-8) faced the same 
rejection against these concepts in British focus groups. More than with any other 
interview question, people make comparisons to cultural fields that are not a topic of the 
interview, such as clothing, food and interior design. It is in particular food that is brought 
up when claiming egalitarianism. Gabriëlle (UOF1) answers: 
 

Well, that really does not exist. No, really. It’s just what you like yourself (...). With clothes 
and such, yeah, good taste: no. Because, it’s the same with food, good taste: if I like beet 
salad, and you say ‘huwl, how nasty!’, well, who’s got a good taste, you or me? 

 
One person, art teacher Brigitte (HMF5), says that one can dispute about taste, but she 
means the opposite of Ton’s opinion. On the question on good and bad taste she replies: 

                                                            
154 They are from all age and education groups, but strikingly more middle-aged people and women. In their 
study on humour in the UK and the Netherlands, Friedman & Kuipers (2013) found such expressions mainly 
among the lower educated. 
155 She uses the English expression. 
156 See chapter 5 on ‘neutral’ respondents for the irrelevance of cultural taste in judging others. 
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(...) One can dispute about taste. So we should keep doing that by all means. Yes. So, that is 
my answer. Dispute it, bring it under discussion! I think that’s the most important. Just take 
that challenge. Look, and that is exactly the essence of what’s lacking in the Dutch education 
system: philosophy. We don’t have philosophy in our lessons. Teach people to make choices. 
Teach people that tastes can differ. 

 
Hence, one can use different arguments to defend the same opinion: that no taste can be 
treated as superior to another. Knowing this, it is no surprise that many people also oppose 
the term ‘high culture’, discussed below.  
 
 
‘Hazes can be high culture too’: Opposing the high–low distinction 
 
Even more than good and bad taste, it is the terms high and low culture that meet fierce 
resistance (cf. Vander Stichele 2007: 339-340). When asked, several people say they do 
not like these ‘strange’ concepts and that you ‘just cannot use’ them. Similar to Henricus 
(HOM1), who was quoted in chapter 2 with his etymological explanation of the word 
‘culture’, five respondents simply say that ‘culture is culture’, without any further 
distinctions. Pauline (UMF3) for example says: 
 

No, I don’t find that a pleasant concept. No. I mean, I also find it a bit of a pleonasm, I mean, 
culture for me is always high. I can’t make a classification of high and low culture, no. No, I 
have a nasty feeling about it. 
Yes, OK. The next question would have been what image you have of the concept ‘low 
culture’, but that... If high culture is a pleonasm, then low culture is, er... 
Haha, that’s right! Then low culture doesn’t exist, no. Culture is something you should 
cherish. That can’t be high or low to me. 

 
High culture is called ‘a very arrogant label’ (Marsha, HYF2), a ‘nasty expression’ (Koos, 
UMM3), ‘sounding pretentious’ (Toon, HOM5), ‘hot air’ (Rodney, HMM2), ‘hoo-ha’ 
(Ton, HMM4) and with ‘an elitist flavour’ (Inge, UYF3). Similarly, using the term low 
culture is ‘mean to say’ (Georgia, HYF4), ‘disparaging’ (Aagje, LYF3) and ‘awfully 
discriminating’ (Helma (UOF3), who calls the term bad taste ‘derogatory’). ‘Why should 
something that I don’t like be low culture?’, Maria (HMF3) wonders.  
 Several respondents say they are not even familiar with the concept ‘high culture’, 
although their explanation proofs otherwise. Dick (UMM2) for example, who will 
eventually say that this view is ‘forced upon you’, answers the question on his image of 
high culture with: 
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If it exists at all. 
Yes, that’s another matter. 
So I don’t have an image. No I wouldn’t have an image, I wouldn’t know what low culture is 
either (...). Sometimes it’s thought that... well, let’s take ballet or very classical [music] or 
something, that that would be high culture, but I don’t see that at all, that’s just 
entertainment. I think that, maybe Mozart with his long hair, Strauss too, they were let’s say 
what The Beatles were in the 1970s [sic], and The Rolling Stones.  

 
Hans (LMM4), the respondent who has been quoted before with his preference for the 
requiems of Fauré and Verdi, gives a similar response: 
 

Oh, that er, I don’t know what that is. I er, have André Hazes on my MP3 player too, and I 
like that too, that can affect you too, what he sings. But also, what I said, classical music too, 
that can affect you too, but Hazes too, and that can be high culture too. I don’t think that’s a 
division, I mean for me, someone else may think something completely different. 

 
Hence, Dick and Hans initially pretend not to know the concepts, but by using examples 
that most people associate with high culture (Mozart) and low culture (Hazes) 
respectively, they reveal that they do know the concepts and how they are used. They 
simply do not agree; their claimed ignorance is a cover-up for rejection. 
 Some people associate the high–low division with the past, which corresponds with 
present-day assumptions on the blurring of cultural hierarchies. 45-year-old Bart (HMM5) 
uses André Hazes – again – as an example: 
 

Do you think the differences between high and low play an important role in the 
Netherlands? 
For me they don’t. I mean, I like André Hazes and I like paintings, but classical music rather 
not, so I think it’s mixed a little. I think this distinction used to be much larger. You weren’t 
allowed to like André Hazes. Fortunately, that’s no longer the case. 
No, OK. You weren’t allowed to like that by whom? 
Yes, well. You weren’t allowed to like certain music, were you? That’s the 1970s [mumbles]. 
In my youth: if you liked André Hazes, you were mentally disturbed (...). Really, then you 
still had highly educated people who only listened to classical music, and the lower educated 
could like Hazes. Well, that’s all mixed up now, so I believe this distinction is much smaller. 

 
62-year-old Vincent (UMM5) adds some concrete stories to this view on the changing 
status of high and low. He remembers how classmates at the gymnasium* called him to 
account when he wrote a piece for the school paper on pop radio station Veronica*. As a 
baker’s son, he had difficulties to adapt to this elite school, where pupils were seen as 
‘morons’ if they did not like classical music. When he asked his English teacher what the 
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(...) One can dispute about taste. So we should keep doing that by all means. Yes. So, that is 
my answer. Dispute it, bring it under discussion! I think that’s the most important. Just take 
that challenge. Look, and that is exactly the essence of what’s lacking in the Dutch education 
system: philosophy. We don’t have philosophy in our lessons. Teach people to make choices. 
Teach people that tastes can differ. 

 
Hence, one can use different arguments to defend the same opinion: that no taste can be 
treated as superior to another. Knowing this, it is no surprise that many people also oppose 
the term ‘high culture’, discussed below.  
 
 
‘Hazes can be high culture too’: Opposing the high–low distinction 
 
Even more than good and bad taste, it is the terms high and low culture that meet fierce 
resistance (cf. Vander Stichele 2007: 339-340). When asked, several people say they do 
not like these ‘strange’ concepts and that you ‘just cannot use’ them. Similar to Henricus 
(HOM1), who was quoted in chapter 2 with his etymological explanation of the word 
‘culture’, five respondents simply say that ‘culture is culture’, without any further 
distinctions. Pauline (UMF3) for example says: 
 

No, I don’t find that a pleasant concept. No. I mean, I also find it a bit of a pleonasm, I mean, 
culture for me is always high. I can’t make a classification of high and low culture, no. No, I 
have a nasty feeling about it. 
Yes, OK. The next question would have been what image you have of the concept ‘low 
culture’, but that... If high culture is a pleonasm, then low culture is, er... 
Haha, that’s right! Then low culture doesn’t exist, no. Culture is something you should 
cherish. That can’t be high or low to me. 

 
High culture is called ‘a very arrogant label’ (Marsha, HYF2), a ‘nasty expression’ (Koos, 
UMM3), ‘sounding pretentious’ (Toon, HOM5), ‘hot air’ (Rodney, HMM2), ‘hoo-ha’ 
(Ton, HMM4) and with ‘an elitist flavour’ (Inge, UYF3). Similarly, using the term low 
culture is ‘mean to say’ (Georgia, HYF4), ‘disparaging’ (Aagje, LYF3) and ‘awfully 
discriminating’ (Helma (UOF3), who calls the term bad taste ‘derogatory’). ‘Why should 
something that I don’t like be low culture?’, Maria (HMF3) wonders.  
 Several respondents say they are not even familiar with the concept ‘high culture’, 
although their explanation proofs otherwise. Dick (UMM2) for example, who will 
eventually say that this view is ‘forced upon you’, answers the question on his image of 
high culture with: 
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If it exists at all. 
Yes, that’s another matter. 
So I don’t have an image. No I wouldn’t have an image, I wouldn’t know what low culture is 
either (...). Sometimes it’s thought that... well, let’s take ballet or very classical [music] or 
something, that that would be high culture, but I don’t see that at all, that’s just 
entertainment. I think that, maybe Mozart with his long hair, Strauss too, they were let’s say 
what The Beatles were in the 1970s [sic], and The Rolling Stones.  

 
Hans (LMM4), the respondent who has been quoted before with his preference for the 
requiems of Fauré and Verdi, gives a similar response: 
 

Oh, that er, I don’t know what that is. I er, have André Hazes on my MP3 player too, and I 
like that too, that can affect you too, what he sings. But also, what I said, classical music too, 
that can affect you too, but Hazes too, and that can be high culture too. I don’t think that’s a 
division, I mean for me, someone else may think something completely different. 

 
Hence, Dick and Hans initially pretend not to know the concepts, but by using examples 
that most people associate with high culture (Mozart) and low culture (Hazes) 
respectively, they reveal that they do know the concepts and how they are used. They 
simply do not agree; their claimed ignorance is a cover-up for rejection. 
 Some people associate the high–low division with the past, which corresponds with 
present-day assumptions on the blurring of cultural hierarchies. 45-year-old Bart (HMM5) 
uses André Hazes – again – as an example: 
 

Do you think the differences between high and low play an important role in the 
Netherlands? 
For me they don’t. I mean, I like André Hazes and I like paintings, but classical music rather 
not, so I think it’s mixed a little. I think this distinction used to be much larger. You weren’t 
allowed to like André Hazes. Fortunately, that’s no longer the case. 
No, OK. You weren’t allowed to like that by whom? 
Yes, well. You weren’t allowed to like certain music, were you? That’s the 1970s [mumbles]. 
In my youth: if you liked André Hazes, you were mentally disturbed (...). Really, then you 
still had highly educated people who only listened to classical music, and the lower educated 
could like Hazes. Well, that’s all mixed up now, so I believe this distinction is much smaller. 

 
62-year-old Vincent (UMM5) adds some concrete stories to this view on the changing 
status of high and low. He remembers how classmates at the gymnasium* called him to 
account when he wrote a piece for the school paper on pop radio station Veronica*. As a 
baker’s son, he had difficulties to adapt to this elite school, where pupils were seen as 
‘morons’ if they did not like classical music. When he asked his English teacher what the 
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title of Elvis Presley’s song Hound dog meant, the teacher slowly replied: ‘I want to have 
nothing to do with that’.157 He is glad that this denunciation of popular culture has ended. 

Several respondents wonder who decides what belongs to high culture and what 
does not. It is an ‘image that is forced upon you’, according to Dick (UMM2), and Carmen 
(UYF6) says: ‘It’s being put in boxes (…), it’s created by people themselves’. Some have 
an idea who is forcing this. Inge (UYF3) simply keeps it to ‘the bigwigs’158, but Louis 
(UMM4) and Toon (HOM5) have more detailed explanations. Toon starts his account with 
the example of a book: 
 

The man who wrote it, well, he just wrote a book. And we all liked it, and suddenly there is 
someone who says: ‘Ah, that is culture!’ (...) So, often it seems to me an affair for people 
who are the experts to engage themselves with. And certainly, when you’re speaking about 
low culture: you don’t create that. Whatever you do, you don’t say: ‘Now I’m going to do 
something for low culture’, you just can’t. In other words: who’s going to decide whether 
something is high or low? Well, it’s the experts, they have a sort of final judgement about it. 

 
This exposé resembles the sociological explanation of high culture as a social 
construction, rather than as an objective quality. Louis, an art journalist, deconstructs the 
concept even more. He calls high culture: 
 

…what the readers of NRC Handelsblad* have marked with three stars. So it doesn’t say 
anything about the thing itself, about the cultural object itself, it says something about the 
audience. The audience decides what high culture is. 

 
After this relatively neutral analysis, however, he becomes more sour: 
 

That’s why I have problems with NRC Handelsblad, that whole newspaper gives off an air 
of: we are ‘the grindstone of the mind’ [which was the paper’s slogan for a while], and if you 
belong with us, then you can say, too, that you belong to the elite who decides which are the 
right opinions, what’s the right taste. 

 
He compares it to the ‘right’ political opinions on art subsidies, development aid and the 
Dutch military presence in Afghanistan, although he shares many of the opinions that the 
NRC stands for. Then he turns it into a generational issue, by accusing the baby 

                                                            
157 Apart from the question on high and low culture, there are several other respondents who notice an 
upward mobility of Dutch language music, which ‘used to be not cool’ (Midas, LMM5) or ‘absolutely 
forbidden’ (Piet, HMM3). The same is being said by some about pop music, in particular ABBA (one of the 
items in the card ranking question), which ‘used to be not done’ (Michiel, UMM1), but which has turned 
into ‘an item of cultural worth [cultuurgoed], (...) accepted by everyone’ (Marieke, LMF5). In other words, 
they perceive dynamics in the cultural hierarchy rather than increasing egalitarianism. 
158 In Dutch: ‘hoge heren’. This literally means ‘high gentlemen’, which gives it both a hierarchical and a 
gendered touch. 
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boomers159 of prescribing ‘the authoritative opinion’. Hence, the recognition of the role of 
‘symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu 1986) in the attribution of cultural goods to high and low 
culture, good and bad taste, can easily turn into a somewhat resentful opinion about the 
people who decide: the ‘bigwigs’, the ‘experts’, the editors and readers of NRC 
Handelsblad. At first sight, this anti-elitism might turn into a reverse hierarchy, but, in the 
next section, I argue that it is rather a particular kind of the anti-hierarchical or egalitarian 
attitude. 
 
 
Resisting fakeness and snobbery: Anti-elitism as a form of egalitarianism 
 
This resistance against concepts such as ‘good taste’ and ‘high culture’ comes to the fore 
excellently in the resistance against people who do use such concepts and who do 
distinguish themselves culturally. These ‘elites’ should share an egalitarian attitude too, 
and they should not behave in a superior way, it is thought. This is an important aspect of 
anti-elitism, of which different elites can be the target. It has often been argued that anti-
elitism has become more important, or at least more visible, in recent years. For example, 
voters of populist parties and (often anonymous) bloggers express severe opposition 
towards certain elites, or simply ‘the elite’.160 Sociologists have explained this attitude 
with the resentment of the ‘losers of meritocracy’: if positions are increasingly based on 
individual merits – or, even more so, if positions are said to be based on merits solely – 
those who lack these merits are blamed (and often blame themselves) for their low 
positions and experience a lack of respect (e.g. Kochuyt & Derks 2003; Tonkens & 
Swierstra 2008). In return, they resent the successful and express anti-elitist opinions. 

However, I found few of these strong anti-elitist attitudes in my research. This is 
probably due to a bias in the sample, as anti-elitists are less eager to be interviewed by an 
individual from an elite institution, the university, about what they perceive as an elite 
subject, ‘culture’. When looking at the opinion on art subsidies, for example, one of the 
main targets of Dutch populists, only nine out of the 73 respondents that I asked this 
question respond negatively; and three out of these nine make exceptions for beginning 
artists or for art education at schools. These nine responses are not restricted to the lower 
educated, but are equally distributed over the education groups.161 The strongest reactions 
come from two lower educated respondents who think that artists should create art in their 
                                                            
159 He situates their birth dates between 1945 and 1955. He himself was born in 1956. 
160 However, unlike popular belief, populism as such, of which anti-elitism is an important aspect, did not 
increase in recent years in Western-European countries (Rooduijn 2013). 
161 I did not ask this question to 17 of the respondents (particularly in the first stage of my research). Of the 
73 people whom I did ask, 47 people are in favour, 14 have mixed feelings, and two have no opinion. The 
first associations people have with this subject vary too: some mainly think of grants for individual artists, 
others link it to lower entrance prices for cultural institutions (museums, concerts), or to art education for 
children. I did not specify this myself in the interview question. 
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(UYF6) says: ‘It’s being put in boxes (…), it’s created by people themselves’. Some have 
an idea who is forcing this. Inge (UYF3) simply keeps it to ‘the bigwigs’158, but Louis 
(UMM4) and Toon (HOM5) have more detailed explanations. Toon starts his account with 
the example of a book: 
 

The man who wrote it, well, he just wrote a book. And we all liked it, and suddenly there is 
someone who says: ‘Ah, that is culture!’ (...) So, often it seems to me an affair for people 
who are the experts to engage themselves with. And certainly, when you’re speaking about 
low culture: you don’t create that. Whatever you do, you don’t say: ‘Now I’m going to do 
something for low culture’, you just can’t. In other words: who’s going to decide whether 
something is high or low? Well, it’s the experts, they have a sort of final judgement about it. 

 
This exposé resembles the sociological explanation of high culture as a social 
construction, rather than as an objective quality. Louis, an art journalist, deconstructs the 
concept even more. He calls high culture: 
 

…what the readers of NRC Handelsblad* have marked with three stars. So it doesn’t say 
anything about the thing itself, about the cultural object itself, it says something about the 
audience. The audience decides what high culture is. 

 
After this relatively neutral analysis, however, he becomes more sour: 
 

That’s why I have problems with NRC Handelsblad, that whole newspaper gives off an air 
of: we are ‘the grindstone of the mind’ [which was the paper’s slogan for a while], and if you 
belong with us, then you can say, too, that you belong to the elite who decides which are the 
right opinions, what’s the right taste. 

 
He compares it to the ‘right’ political opinions on art subsidies, development aid and the 
Dutch military presence in Afghanistan, although he shares many of the opinions that the 
NRC stands for. Then he turns it into a generational issue, by accusing the baby 
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boomers159 of prescribing ‘the authoritative opinion’. Hence, the recognition of the role of 
‘symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu 1986) in the attribution of cultural goods to high and low 
culture, good and bad taste, can easily turn into a somewhat resentful opinion about the 
people who decide: the ‘bigwigs’, the ‘experts’, the editors and readers of NRC 
Handelsblad. At first sight, this anti-elitism might turn into a reverse hierarchy, but, in the 
next section, I argue that it is rather a particular kind of the anti-hierarchical or egalitarian 
attitude. 
 
 
Resisting fakeness and snobbery: Anti-elitism as a form of egalitarianism 
 
This resistance against concepts such as ‘good taste’ and ‘high culture’ comes to the fore 
excellently in the resistance against people who do use such concepts and who do 
distinguish themselves culturally. These ‘elites’ should share an egalitarian attitude too, 
and they should not behave in a superior way, it is thought. This is an important aspect of 
anti-elitism, of which different elites can be the target. It has often been argued that anti-
elitism has become more important, or at least more visible, in recent years. For example, 
voters of populist parties and (often anonymous) bloggers express severe opposition 
towards certain elites, or simply ‘the elite’.160 Sociologists have explained this attitude 
with the resentment of the ‘losers of meritocracy’: if positions are increasingly based on 
individual merits – or, even more so, if positions are said to be based on merits solely – 
those who lack these merits are blamed (and often blame themselves) for their low 
positions and experience a lack of respect (e.g. Kochuyt & Derks 2003; Tonkens & 
Swierstra 2008). In return, they resent the successful and express anti-elitist opinions. 

However, I found few of these strong anti-elitist attitudes in my research. This is 
probably due to a bias in the sample, as anti-elitists are less eager to be interviewed by an 
individual from an elite institution, the university, about what they perceive as an elite 
subject, ‘culture’. When looking at the opinion on art subsidies, for example, one of the 
main targets of Dutch populists, only nine out of the 73 respondents that I asked this 
question respond negatively; and three out of these nine make exceptions for beginning 
artists or for art education at schools. These nine responses are not restricted to the lower 
educated, but are equally distributed over the education groups.161 The strongest reactions 
come from two lower educated respondents who think that artists should create art in their 
                                                            
159 He situates their birth dates between 1945 and 1955. He himself was born in 1956. 
160 However, unlike popular belief, populism as such, of which anti-elitism is an important aspect, did not 
increase in recent years in Western-European countries (Rooduijn 2013). 
161 I did not ask this question to 17 of the respondents (particularly in the first stage of my research). Of the 
73 people whom I did ask, 47 people are in favour, 14 have mixed feelings, and two have no opinion. The 
first associations people have with this subject vary too: some mainly think of grants for individual artists, 
others link it to lower entrance prices for cultural institutions (museums, concerts), or to art education for 
children. I did not specify this myself in the interview question. 
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spare time, rather than as a subsidised job: ‘Each day there’s eight hours of working and 
eight hours of sleeping, then you have eight hours left. If you want to be creative, you can 
do it then’ (Ruud, LOM2); ‘I would like to play with clay all day long, too, but when are 
you an artist? And that’s being subsidised!’ (Rik, LYM4).162 However, there are more 
lower educated respondents who do not mind when art that they dislike personally is 
subsidised. Remco (LYM2), for instance, says: ‘When I don’t like a painting, I can’t say 
that it isn’t art. For another one it is art.’ He thinks that people ‘who hopefully know more 
about it’ should decide which work of art does and does not receive subsidies.163  
 More salient in my sample are critiques on certain specific characteristics of the 
‘elite(s)’, i.e. the producers and consumers of ‘high culture’, from both the cultural and 
economic elite. First, some higher educated young respondents criticise (elements of) 
‘high culture’ harshly. Joris (UYM1) associates the concept with the old-fashioned classic 
stage plays that attract an older and more conservative audience. He prefers small 
innovative plays instead. ‘A concept such as high culture doesn’t make me stand in awe 
for certain art’, he concludes euphemistically. Dutch theatre is the target of mockery and 
contempt by more respondents. Carmen (UYF6) calls Dutch actors ‘conceited’, Yvonne 
(LOF3) thinks that subsidised plays are ‘often monstrosities’, and Patrick (HYM3) even 
uses the interview to pour his heart out: 
 

The Dutch theatre is really so bad. It radiates fakeness. It’s such a clique, it’s all ‘like knows 
like’, and it has all the same artificiality. I really find it terrible. Really, er, I get sick when I 
see it. Then I would even rather watch an old farce with André van Duin* (...), you know, I 
find that much much better than this artificial fake stuff by these quasi-intellectual actors that 
we now have. So. I said it.  

 
He comes back to this when addressing high culture. According to Patrick, Dutch actors 
‘can really act in such a superior way, but I think that’s just very low’. In other words, 
acting superior when you are not is inferior. His contempt is not directed at high culture 
itself, whatever that is, but at those who unjustly behave as if they belong to it. They are 
not real but fake, not artistic but artificial, not intellectual but quasi-intellectual. Patrick 
does express his admiration for many painters, jazz musicians, cult film directors and other 
artists, as long as they are – in his view – really good, rather than pretend to be. However, 
he admits that the discussion on ‘real’ quality is as ‘venturing on thin ice’. 

In the cases above, the producers of culture – actors, painters – are criticised, but 
more often the allegedly ‘fake’ or ‘pretentious’ consumers of culture are condemned. 
Carmen, for instance, was quoted before with her contempt of people who ‘show off’ with 
                                                            
162 This corresponds with the relatively low position that artists have in research on the ranking of 
occupations (close to shopkeepers and craftsmen), particularly among people from lower status groups (Van 
Heek et al. 1958: 39; Sixma & Ultee 1983: 371; Elshout forthcoming). 
163 Van Steen and Lievens (2011: 329-330) found similar results in Flanders: many people who do not like 
art do think it is important and they do not perceive it as elitist. 
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their theatre visits. Another example is Sander (HYM2), who cannot handle the way some 
of his acquaintances talk about cult films (which he does not particularly dislike, although 
he prefers action movies). He mocks their speaking style by exaggerating their opinion on 
a – probably – fictitious film: 
 

They like this new film that no one knows, [continues with a pretentious voice:] ‘in which 
the life of a prostituted old nun is laid under the magnifying glass, and with a fish-eye 
camera’, whatever. That’s all fine with me, but it doesn’t say anything to me. And when it’s a 
very good film, I would gladly see it, but I’m not part of this cult scene. 

 
Alexander (HYM4), who recently discovered cult or art house movies too, distinguishes 
himself from the visitors who attend these only to show off, or – to translate literally – to 
‘act interestingly’. Sometimes he does not understand the plot of such a movie, but: 
 

Fortunately, my mate has the same thing. Then we look at each other – we both went to 
university, so it’s not like we’re the only idiots in the cinema. And then again you hear 
people acting very interestingly, like ‘wuwu’ this and ‘wuwu’ that. Well, that’s not me, then I 
think: ahh, what’s it all about? 

 
He observed the same behaviour at the opera, which he once visited as an experiment. 
Similarly, Joke (LOF5) suspects the lovers of contemporary classical music of being 
insincere. She once saw television interviews with the visitors of the premiere of a 
composition by contemporary composer Peter Schat*: 
 

They were all wildly enthusiastic. And then I wondered: do they really like it, or do they just 
want to be included? Isn’t that often the case, that you don’t dare to say: ‘Well, sorry, I really 
hate it’. But well, maybe there are people who find it splendid, but I don’t. 

 
She does not make clear whether she suspects people of showing off or of being polite, but 
the accusation of snobbery as such is pronounced by more respondents. Although the word 
‘snob’ itself is almost never used – only by three respondents, one of them to apologise for 
her own remarks – many people think that others visit certain cultural events or talk about 
it in a certain way with the sole purpose of showing off.164 These are some of the 
associations people have with the concept ‘high culture’: 
 

But of course there are also a lot of people who – how shall I say it – feel highly cultural 
although they aren’t, let’s formulate it that way, haha! I mean, there are people who think the 

                                                            
164 Unlike Peterson & Kern (1996), who equal all ‘univore’ lovers of high culture with snobs, I use the word 
in the more common meaning: people who visit cultural institutions in order to show off, to present their 
status. Later, Peterson (2005: note 5) reflected on this. 
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do it then’ (Ruud, LOM2); ‘I would like to play with clay all day long, too, but when are 
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subsidised. Remco (LYM2), for instance, says: ‘When I don’t like a painting, I can’t say 
that it isn’t art. For another one it is art.’ He thinks that people ‘who hopefully know more 
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‘elite(s)’, i.e. the producers and consumers of ‘high culture’, from both the cultural and 
economic elite. First, some higher educated young respondents criticise (elements of) 
‘high culture’ harshly. Joris (UYM1) associates the concept with the old-fashioned classic 
stage plays that attract an older and more conservative audience. He prefers small 
innovative plays instead. ‘A concept such as high culture doesn’t make me stand in awe 
for certain art’, he concludes euphemistically. Dutch theatre is the target of mockery and 
contempt by more respondents. Carmen (UYF6) calls Dutch actors ‘conceited’, Yvonne 
(LOF3) thinks that subsidised plays are ‘often monstrosities’, and Patrick (HYM3) even 
uses the interview to pour his heart out: 
 

The Dutch theatre is really so bad. It radiates fakeness. It’s such a clique, it’s all ‘like knows 
like’, and it has all the same artificiality. I really find it terrible. Really, er, I get sick when I 
see it. Then I would even rather watch an old farce with André van Duin* (...), you know, I 
find that much much better than this artificial fake stuff by these quasi-intellectual actors that 
we now have. So. I said it.  

 
He comes back to this when addressing high culture. According to Patrick, Dutch actors 
‘can really act in such a superior way, but I think that’s just very low’. In other words, 
acting superior when you are not is inferior. His contempt is not directed at high culture 
itself, whatever that is, but at those who unjustly behave as if they belong to it. They are 
not real but fake, not artistic but artificial, not intellectual but quasi-intellectual. Patrick 
does express his admiration for many painters, jazz musicians, cult film directors and other 
artists, as long as they are – in his view – really good, rather than pretend to be. However, 
he admits that the discussion on ‘real’ quality is as ‘venturing on thin ice’. 

In the cases above, the producers of culture – actors, painters – are criticised, but 
more often the allegedly ‘fake’ or ‘pretentious’ consumers of culture are condemned. 
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their theatre visits. Another example is Sander (HYM2), who cannot handle the way some 
of his acquaintances talk about cult films (which he does not particularly dislike, although 
he prefers action movies). He mocks their speaking style by exaggerating their opinion on 
a – probably – fictitious film: 
 

They like this new film that no one knows, [continues with a pretentious voice:] ‘in which 
the life of a prostituted old nun is laid under the magnifying glass, and with a fish-eye 
camera’, whatever. That’s all fine with me, but it doesn’t say anything to me. And when it’s a 
very good film, I would gladly see it, but I’m not part of this cult scene. 

 
Alexander (HYM4), who recently discovered cult or art house movies too, distinguishes 
himself from the visitors who attend these only to show off, or – to translate literally – to 
‘act interestingly’. Sometimes he does not understand the plot of such a movie, but: 
 

Fortunately, my mate has the same thing. Then we look at each other – we both went to 
university, so it’s not like we’re the only idiots in the cinema. And then again you hear 
people acting very interestingly, like ‘wuwu’ this and ‘wuwu’ that. Well, that’s not me, then I 
think: ahh, what’s it all about? 

 
He observed the same behaviour at the opera, which he once visited as an experiment. 
Similarly, Joke (LOF5) suspects the lovers of contemporary classical music of being 
insincere. She once saw television interviews with the visitors of the premiere of a 
composition by contemporary composer Peter Schat*: 
 

They were all wildly enthusiastic. And then I wondered: do they really like it, or do they just 
want to be included? Isn’t that often the case, that you don’t dare to say: ‘Well, sorry, I really 
hate it’. But well, maybe there are people who find it splendid, but I don’t. 

 
She does not make clear whether she suspects people of showing off or of being polite, but 
the accusation of snobbery as such is pronounced by more respondents. Although the word 
‘snob’ itself is almost never used – only by three respondents, one of them to apologise for 
her own remarks – many people think that others visit certain cultural events or talk about 
it in a certain way with the sole purpose of showing off.164 These are some of the 
associations people have with the concept ‘high culture’: 
 

But of course there are also a lot of people who – how shall I say it – feel highly cultural 
although they aren’t, let’s formulate it that way, haha! I mean, there are people who think the 

                                                            
164 Unlike Peterson & Kern (1996), who equal all ‘univore’ lovers of high culture with snobs, I use the word 
in the more common meaning: people who visit cultural institutions in order to show off, to present their 
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world of themselves, (...) but that’s not really correct. They pretend to be very interested or to 
know much about something, but actually that’s not true. (Lydia, LOF1) 

 
I think that these artists and these intellectuals who are on that level make it high themselves. 
Above the rabble and the riff-raff. That doesn’t need to be. I think they do it themselves. Yes, 
that’s my idea. (Henny, UMF5)  
 
Whether they like it or not, such as classical music, whether you like it because you must like 
it, that’s another story of course. I suspect that, now and then, that they like abstract art 
because they’re supposed to. (...) Your friends must see that you’ve been there or that you 
have this kind of art in your home. (Ruud, LOM2) 
 
[on reading reviews:] I also have an acquaintance who wants to know everything but who 
never visits anything, but she does want to know. And in company she talks about it as if 
she’d been there. And, this fakeness, I never want to perform, haha! (Yvonne, LOF3) 
 

The last example, Yvonne, sometimes responds to this perceived snobbery by ‘provoking 
a little’. She likes to exaggerate her dislike for her friends’ preferences (classical music, 
difficult literary books, intellectual TV documentaries), because ‘one is supposed to like 
it’. Gabriëlle (UOF1) does something similar, when she quarrels with her brother-in-law 
about his looking down on André Rieu. He calls Rieu ‘rubbish’ and ‘second-rate’, but 
‘when I know [my brother-in-law is] coming, then I put on his CD anyway, just to tease 
him, you know.’ Sander (HYM2), who was quoted above with his mockery of cult film 
lovers, criticises his former classmates at a high-profile gymnasium*, who ‘know 
everything about classical music, play the violin and study Greek or Latin’ and who 
distinguish themselves from certain forms of popular culture. He uses children’s television 
in the 1990s as an example, comparing the commercial show Telekids* with the more 
alternative public television programme Villa Achterwerk*: 
 

[I watched] Telekids on Saturdays, or, er, if you’re culturally correct you should say Villa 
Achterwerk, but I watched both. Well, that’s considered strange. It appears. 
It was strange to watch both? 
No, rather, what I mean, again in this classification. When you’re in this classical world and 
you’re talking about TV series you used to watch, then of course you must have watched 
Villa Achterwerk, because that was... And if you dig in your heels and say ‘well, I always 
watched Telekids, actually I liked it’, then of course you’re immediately not done. 

 
Although most of the targets above can be associated with the cultural elite, snobbery is 
even more associated with members of the economic elite. No less than 33 out of 90 
respondents spontaneously say that bank managers, about whom I asked a specific 
interview question, regularly visit events they do not like themselves. Fourteen of them 
say this with a certain compassion: bank managers sometimes just have to visit an event 
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they do not like, because their bank sponsors it or because a business relation invited them. 
Some of the respondents personally know a (local) bank manager or someone similar and 
heard him complain about it. Eighteen respondents, all but one with a high educational 
level, approach the definition of snobbery more closely. They say bank managers visit the 
Concertgebouw* each Wednesday or Thursday night – the opinions differ on the exact day 
– with the aim to see their friends and relations rather than to listen to the music. They 
come there ‘to be seen’ (Helma, UOF3; Joris, UYM1; Koos, UMM3), ‘to do business’ 
(Yme, UMF2), or ‘to do some networking’ (Joris, UYM1). They want others to see ‘that 
he paid 500 euro for a seat in the front rank’ (Nori, UYF2). Furthermore, they buy art as 
an investment, rather than as an aesthetic pleasure (Stephan, HYM1; Yme, UMF2; 
Deirdre, HYF6). Only one respondent, Charles (HOM3), explicitly denies such claims. 
According to him, bank managers do not visit cultural events ‘within a strict framework 
of: this is what we must like, or this is what we have sponsored.’ Only two respondents 
associate the cultural elite occupation, (female) writers165, with snobbery.  
 Although it is less relevant whether these negative stereotypes of bank managers 
are true, it is interesting to share that one of my respondents, Coen (UOM2), indeed visits 
the Concertgebouw several times a year with the aim of meeting his former colleagues. As 
a retired high executive in a multinational industrial firm, he is the highest manager that I 
interviewed. Although he enjoys these concerts as well as the atmosphere, he does not 
particularly like music. He showed me that he was able to carry his complete CD 
collection with only two hands, adding: ‘It’s from my whole life, so that’s not much, is it?’ 

Other qualitative researchers reported similar rejections against ‘claims to 
superiority’ (Warde 2007: 16), ‘cultural paternalism’ (Bennett et al. 2009: 204), 
‘hypocrisy’ (Friedman & Kuipers 2013: 190) and the ‘snobbish’ proponents of 
incomprehensible art (Vander Stichele 2007: 332). The latter presumes ‘a certain 
sensitivity for the symbolic violence that is exercised upon them’ (ibid.; my translation), 
and Daloz (2007: 53) even calls this attitude ‘reverse symbolic violence’. Hence, it is 
mainly the suspected insincerity, the fakeness, of certain elites that is condemned, 
particularly when these elites are believed to force their opinions upon others. People from 
higher classes or with a higher educational level can be who they are and like what they 
want, but they should be true to themselves. They should not pretend to have a taste that 
they do not have, visit cultural events only to be seen, or talk about culture in a mystifying 
way, and they should certainly not unjustly distinguish themselves from others. They 
should act normal, ‘just like us’. Whether or not the suspicions on these insincerities are 
justified is not important for this rejection. Therefore, this anti-elitism is a particular kind 
of egalitarianism rather than a counter-hierarchy with the elite on the bottom. I did not find 
such radical views. 
                                                            
165 I asked the question on writers to only 82 respondents: because eight people refused to think in 
stereotypes, I left it at the bank managers. 
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world of themselves, (...) but that’s not really correct. They pretend to be very interested or to 
know much about something, but actually that’s not true. (Lydia, LOF1) 

 
I think that these artists and these intellectuals who are on that level make it high themselves. 
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interview question, regularly visit events they do not like themselves. Fourteen of them 
say this with a certain compassion: bank managers sometimes just have to visit an event 
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 Although it is less relevant whether these negative stereotypes of bank managers 
are true, it is interesting to share that one of my respondents, Coen (UOM2), indeed visits 
the Concertgebouw several times a year with the aim of meeting his former colleagues. As 
a retired high executive in a multinational industrial firm, he is the highest manager that I 
interviewed. Although he enjoys these concerts as well as the atmosphere, he does not 
particularly like music. He showed me that he was able to carry his complete CD 
collection with only two hands, adding: ‘It’s from my whole life, so that’s not much, is it?’ 

Other qualitative researchers reported similar rejections against ‘claims to 
superiority’ (Warde 2007: 16), ‘cultural paternalism’ (Bennett et al. 2009: 204), 
‘hypocrisy’ (Friedman & Kuipers 2013: 190) and the ‘snobbish’ proponents of 
incomprehensible art (Vander Stichele 2007: 332). The latter presumes ‘a certain 
sensitivity for the symbolic violence that is exercised upon them’ (ibid.; my translation), 
and Daloz (2007: 53) even calls this attitude ‘reverse symbolic violence’. Hence, it is 
mainly the suspected insincerity, the fakeness, of certain elites that is condemned, 
particularly when these elites are believed to force their opinions upon others. People from 
higher classes or with a higher educational level can be who they are and like what they 
want, but they should be true to themselves. They should not pretend to have a taste that 
they do not have, visit cultural events only to be seen, or talk about culture in a mystifying 
way, and they should certainly not unjustly distinguish themselves from others. They 
should act normal, ‘just like us’. Whether or not the suspicions on these insincerities are 
justified is not important for this rejection. Therefore, this anti-elitism is a particular kind 
of egalitarianism rather than a counter-hierarchy with the elite on the bottom. I did not find 
such radical views. 
                                                            
165 I asked the question on writers to only 82 respondents: because eight people refused to think in 
stereotypes, I left it at the bank managers. 
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Authentic tastes and moral boundaries: Egalitarianism as alternative distinction 
 
Although the deliberate refusal to culturally distinguish and to use a hierarchical narrative 
can be seen as a form of egalitarianism rather than as an opposite hierarchy, it is in itself 
still a form of distinction making, yet on different grounds. It is a distinction with anti-
distinction: people distinguish from those who distinguish. This phenomenon can be 
observed in three, interlinked, ways: as distinctions between fractions of the elite, i.e. 
between economic and cultural ‘capitalists’; as individual distinctions based on 
authenticity; and as moral distinctions. This alternative way of looking at anti-hierarchical 
narratives is the subject of this final section of chapter 4.  

First, it is striking that the anti-elitist view sketched above is almost exclusively 
expressed by higher educated respondents, who, more or less, belong to an elite 
themselves, or who aspire to do so. They are in a competition struggle with other elites or 
elite fractions, and hence distinguish themselves more often from them. The competition 
between the cultural and economic fractions of the elite have been described by Bourdieu 
(1984: 260-283) as a form of distinction vis-à-vis each other. The above section showed 
that many higher educated respondents explicitly distinguish themselves from the 
economic elite (personified as bank managers), not only for this elite’s ‘conservative’ 
taste, but particularly for their alleged status attainment. They perceive a difference with 
writers, the third occupation in the interview schedule, who are more often associated – 
though not as frequent as the bank managers are linked to status distinction – with broad 
and refined tastes, aesthetic interests and individual choices.166 Monique (HYF5) 
compares the two: 

 
Yes, the bank manager of course has an air of showing off, of acting because he has a lot of 
money and he can afford to sit in the front rank of the theatre, whereas a writer has an image 
of interest and of intellectual things rather than ‘I’m rich so I can buy a ticket’, haha! 
 

In other words, the economic elite is accused of status distinction, whereas the cultural 
elite is perceived to be more sincere in relation to their cultural taste.167 However, this 
sincerity and this purely individual choice can lead to status distinction too, yet in a 

                                                            
166 The perceived differences between bank managers and writers might partially be gendered, as I 
specifically (and regrettably) asked for a female writer (‘schrijfster’ in Dutch; see chapter 2). However, I did 
not find other perceived gender differences that are related to the presence or absence of individual choice 
(see chapter 6). 
167 The lower educated do not distinguish between the two elite occupations as the higher educated do. They 
often associate the occupations with their intrinsic nature (e.g., writers like quietness to be able to 
concentrate), and they only distinguish the bricklayer (the third occupation) from the other two. 
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different way. Nori (UYF2) describes how writers, too, use their taste to distinguish, 
although she initially says they do not: 
 

A writer, she is less occupied [than a bank manager] with proving herself to the outside 
world. So she prefers smaller productions and the things with which she attracts attention, at 
least within her own small group, like ‘What I discovered now!’ So, er, small exhibitions and 
small film productions, and er, an unknown singer in South-Africa who really no one knows, 
but she does! 

 
This is a more individual type of distinction, which is the second way of perceiving 
egalitarian attitudes differently. Writers, according to Nori, distinguish themselves from 
other individuals who do not know this South-African singer. They proudly belong to a 
small group who attend the same little-known exhibition. Developing a personal, 
‘authentic’, taste becomes an important asset as such, with which one can distinguish from 
those who follow others’ tastes. 
 In a previous section, I presented individualism as a form of egalitarianism: 
because tastes are purely individual, they are equal; one cannot and should not distinguish 
good taste from bad. Some respondents, however, clearly attach a distinctive feature to 
this individualism. ‘Sometimes you hear people echo each other, no opinion of their own’, 
says Piet (HMM3) disapprovingly. Michiel (UMM1) praises his daughter for ‘not 
following the crowd’ but rather being ‘a little more alternative in her choices, more self-
willed also’. One has to search actively for new things and be able to explain one’s choice 
rather than only saying one likes it. Several respondents, including Nori, give this 
argument in their reply on the question on good taste: 
 

Traditionally spoken, good taste is also the higher culture. It’s the theatre and the opera. But 
well, actually, I rather find good taste when you have thought about it, in which someone 
finds a, er, feeling. The intellectual satisfaction of a good book or an interesting play. And 
not like: because it is a stage play it is good. That would be my personal distinction. 
(Monique, HYF5) 
 
Good taste is what fits the person. So you shouldn’t put on – speaking about clothes – what’s 
fashionable, but what fits you, as a person. (Anneke, UMF1) 
 
Good taste is taste that you can explain for yourself. But then it doesn’t matter so much what 
the object is that you like. But when you yourself have thought about it (...) and you have 
your reasons for [liking or disliking] it, then I already find it good taste. Or, ‘already’, then I 
find it good taste. And bad taste, then, is when people just accept everything indiscriminately, 
indeed like: ‘Oh, my group says that I must like that painting, so, yeah, indeed, (...), that 
appeals to me’. You know, so when you just don’t think about it yourself but accept things 
indiscriminately. (Nori, UYF2) 
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Authentic tastes and moral boundaries: Egalitarianism as alternative distinction 
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can be seen as a form of egalitarianism rather than as an opposite hierarchy, it is in itself 
still a form of distinction making, yet on different grounds. It is a distinction with anti-
distinction: people distinguish from those who distinguish. This phenomenon can be 
observed in three, interlinked, ways: as distinctions between fractions of the elite, i.e. 
between economic and cultural ‘capitalists’; as individual distinctions based on 
authenticity; and as moral distinctions. This alternative way of looking at anti-hierarchical 
narratives is the subject of this final section of chapter 4.  

First, it is striking that the anti-elitist view sketched above is almost exclusively 
expressed by higher educated respondents, who, more or less, belong to an elite 
themselves, or who aspire to do so. They are in a competition struggle with other elites or 
elite fractions, and hence distinguish themselves more often from them. The competition 
between the cultural and economic fractions of the elite have been described by Bourdieu 
(1984: 260-283) as a form of distinction vis-à-vis each other. The above section showed 
that many higher educated respondents explicitly distinguish themselves from the 
economic elite (personified as bank managers), not only for this elite’s ‘conservative’ 
taste, but particularly for their alleged status attainment. They perceive a difference with 
writers, the third occupation in the interview schedule, who are more often associated – 
though not as frequent as the bank managers are linked to status distinction – with broad 
and refined tastes, aesthetic interests and individual choices.166 Monique (HYF5) 
compares the two: 

 
Yes, the bank manager of course has an air of showing off, of acting because he has a lot of 
money and he can afford to sit in the front rank of the theatre, whereas a writer has an image 
of interest and of intellectual things rather than ‘I’m rich so I can buy a ticket’, haha! 
 

In other words, the economic elite is accused of status distinction, whereas the cultural 
elite is perceived to be more sincere in relation to their cultural taste.167 However, this 
sincerity and this purely individual choice can lead to status distinction too, yet in a 

                                                            
166 The perceived differences between bank managers and writers might partially be gendered, as I 
specifically (and regrettably) asked for a female writer (‘schrijfster’ in Dutch; see chapter 2). However, I did 
not find other perceived gender differences that are related to the presence or absence of individual choice 
(see chapter 6). 
167 The lower educated do not distinguish between the two elite occupations as the higher educated do. They 
often associate the occupations with their intrinsic nature (e.g., writers like quietness to be able to 
concentrate), and they only distinguish the bricklayer (the third occupation) from the other two. 
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different way. Nori (UYF2) describes how writers, too, use their taste to distinguish, 
although she initially says they do not: 
 

A writer, she is less occupied [than a bank manager] with proving herself to the outside 
world. So she prefers smaller productions and the things with which she attracts attention, at 
least within her own small group, like ‘What I discovered now!’ So, er, small exhibitions and 
small film productions, and er, an unknown singer in South-Africa who really no one knows, 
but she does! 

 
This is a more individual type of distinction, which is the second way of perceiving 
egalitarian attitudes differently. Writers, according to Nori, distinguish themselves from 
other individuals who do not know this South-African singer. They proudly belong to a 
small group who attend the same little-known exhibition. Developing a personal, 
‘authentic’, taste becomes an important asset as such, with which one can distinguish from 
those who follow others’ tastes. 
 In a previous section, I presented individualism as a form of egalitarianism: 
because tastes are purely individual, they are equal; one cannot and should not distinguish 
good taste from bad. Some respondents, however, clearly attach a distinctive feature to 
this individualism. ‘Sometimes you hear people echo each other, no opinion of their own’, 
says Piet (HMM3) disapprovingly. Michiel (UMM1) praises his daughter for ‘not 
following the crowd’ but rather being ‘a little more alternative in her choices, more self-
willed also’. One has to search actively for new things and be able to explain one’s choice 
rather than only saying one likes it. Several respondents, including Nori, give this 
argument in their reply on the question on good taste: 
 

Traditionally spoken, good taste is also the higher culture. It’s the theatre and the opera. But 
well, actually, I rather find good taste when you have thought about it, in which someone 
finds a, er, feeling. The intellectual satisfaction of a good book or an interesting play. And 
not like: because it is a stage play it is good. That would be my personal distinction. 
(Monique, HYF5) 
 
Good taste is what fits the person. So you shouldn’t put on – speaking about clothes – what’s 
fashionable, but what fits you, as a person. (Anneke, UMF1) 
 
Good taste is taste that you can explain for yourself. But then it doesn’t matter so much what 
the object is that you like. But when you yourself have thought about it (...) and you have 
your reasons for [liking or disliking] it, then I already find it good taste. Or, ‘already’, then I 
find it good taste. And bad taste, then, is when people just accept everything indiscriminately, 
indeed like: ‘Oh, my group says that I must like that painting, so, yeah, indeed, (...), that 
appeals to me’. You know, so when you just don’t think about it yourself but accept things 
indiscriminately. (Nori, UYF2) 
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In other words, tastes are of equal value to them, provided that they are shaped 
individually and argued well. People who share this view still look down on other people, 
namely those who just follow the flock unthinkingly (cf. Michael 2013). Although this 
‘flock’ is often associated with the ‘mainstream’, preferred by ‘the masses’, or with the 
latest trends, it can also refer to the ‘good’ tastes among certain ‘snobbish’ elites. Pauline 
(UMF3), a teacher in Dutch literature, says that people ‘imitate each other tremendously’ 
in liking literary books such as Joe Speedboot* and The Kite Runner: ‘You must read it!’ 
She prefers less well-known books. Georgia (HYF4), an artist and VJ, used to hang out 
with a ‘highly purist’ group in rock music, who searched for original versions of classic 
records, but she eventually ‘liberated’ herself by attending a Justin Timberlake stadium 
concert. She wanted ‘to make a sort of statement to myself or something, because I liked 
the music; so then I completely let it go’. She thus dared to follow her individual taste in 
this music, which is often perceived as mainstream, without being bothered anymore about 
the possible pressure of her more ‘alternative’ peers. 

This conditional egalitarian view is comparable to the hierarchical view based on 
the open attitude with which people learn to appreciate new cultural objects, described 
previously in this chapter. People distinguish themselves (and look up to others) with a 
personal taste that they searched for and found themselves, that they developed by 
persevering when it did not immediately appeal, and that they ideally can explain with 
their own individual arguments. They do not conform to the ‘insincere’ and ‘fake’ 
majority in either group (‘high culture’ or the ‘mainstream’), but they develop their own 
‘authentic’ taste instead. This is similar to Van Eijck’s idea on distinctive cultural 
omnivores who look down on narrow-minded ‘univores’ (2000; cf. Bourdieu 1984: 365-
371; Thornton 1995). This ‘quest for authenticity’ has often been analysed (e.g. Taylor 
1989; Guignon 2004; Lindholm 2008), but rarely in terms of social distinction.168 
However, people perceive authenticity as a social virtue (Guignon 2004: 161), with which 
they can distinguish from those who do not display this virtue (cf. Van Eijk 2013: 534).  

This authentic distinction can also be described as a moral one, which is a third 
alternative way of interpreting anti-hierarchical attitudes as distinctive. This moral turn 
comes to the fore best when respondents compare cultural hierarchy with social 
stratification in general. I began the section on anti-hierarchical narratives with the case of 
Nel, who immediately connected high culture with her opinion on doctors and managers: 
people who ‘sleep, take a shower, eat, change clothes’ like she does herself. Joke (LOF5) 
expresses herself in a similar way: 
 

                                                            
168 To fill this hiatus, my MA student Nella van Gemert studied such moral distinctions by New Age 
practitioners, who strongly promote the ‘authentic self’. However, their distinctions from ‘less authentic’ 
individuals were much weaker than from institutions such as organised religions (Van Gemert 2013). 
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It’s also how you look at people, isn’t it? I mean, the bank manager and prince Alexander 
[the Dutch crown prince Willem-Alexander; now king] have to wipe their asses just like the 
garbage man has. So I see, you know, we are all people, and I think: when you do something 
and you contribute to society, you are of equal worth. And whatever you like, you like. And I 
just don’t want to make such a great fuss about it, no large distinction. Yes? 

 
Similarly, Truus (LMF2) does not want to distinguish between her son, who has a low 
education and works in the steel industry, and her daughter, who has a slightly higher 
education and works in the administrative sector. ‘If you’re just friendly and nice, then it’s 
fine with me, and they don’t have to earn so much money and have a high education if 
they can’t’, she continues. She does not feel inferior to people who learned more. One 
might expect these utterances to be confined to lower educated people, such as the three 
respondents above, but these egalitarian views are shared by some higher-status 
respondents. They, for instance, do not want to look down on bricklayers, ‘who are 
marvellous people’ for whom ‘I have much, much respect’ (Marianne, LOF2169). The most 
striking example is Maria (HMF3), who stems from a wealthy family in one of the most 
affluent towns in the Netherlands. In her youth, it was a big issue what her classmates’ 
parents did for a living, but: 
 

It started to bother me. It really started to bother me. (...) It doesn’t interest me where 
somebody comes from. Who are you? What’s your attitude towards life? Are you decent? 
Yes, how old-fashioned: are you decent? That’s the only thing that interests me, haha!  

 
Decency and friendliness, a contribution to society: it are moral values with which people 
with an egalitarian attitude judge other people, rather than with class, education, wealth, or 
cultural taste. They are egalitarian with respect to socioeconomic and cultural hierarchy, 
but (unconsciously) replace these with a moral hierarchy. Such moral distinctions were 
neglected by Bourdieu (1984), but brought under the attention by Lamont (1992).170 In her 
study on the ‘symbolic boundaries’ that French and American members of the upper-
middle class draw to distinguish worthy from less worthy people, she found that cultural 
boundaries such as described by Bourdieu are indeed important – particularly in France – 
but these boundaries should be analytically separated from economic and moral 
boundaries – applied more often (and in different ways) by Americans. The latter tend to 
appreciate assets such as honesty, friendliness and modesty (acting like ‘one of the guys’), 
which can also be recognised in the narratives above (Lamont 1992: 35-43). Conversely, 
they look down on ‘phonies’:  
 
                                                            
169 Although Marianne was classified as a lower educated woman, this 85-year old lady has a respectable 
MMS* diploma, married a university educated man and lives in an expensive flat in an affluent town. 
170 Van Eijk (2011: 264-5) also describes anti-elitism in moral terms, when people perceive elites as 
unrespectable. 
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with a ‘highly purist’ group in rock music, who searched for original versions of classic 
records, but she eventually ‘liberated’ herself by attending a Justin Timberlake stadium 
concert. She wanted ‘to make a sort of statement to myself or something, because I liked 
the music; so then I completely let it go’. She thus dared to follow her individual taste in 
this music, which is often perceived as mainstream, without being bothered anymore about 
the possible pressure of her more ‘alternative’ peers. 

This conditional egalitarian view is comparable to the hierarchical view based on 
the open attitude with which people learn to appreciate new cultural objects, described 
previously in this chapter. People distinguish themselves (and look up to others) with a 
personal taste that they searched for and found themselves, that they developed by 
persevering when it did not immediately appeal, and that they ideally can explain with 
their own individual arguments. They do not conform to the ‘insincere’ and ‘fake’ 
majority in either group (‘high culture’ or the ‘mainstream’), but they develop their own 
‘authentic’ taste instead. This is similar to Van Eijck’s idea on distinctive cultural 
omnivores who look down on narrow-minded ‘univores’ (2000; cf. Bourdieu 1984: 365-
371; Thornton 1995). This ‘quest for authenticity’ has often been analysed (e.g. Taylor 
1989; Guignon 2004; Lindholm 2008), but rarely in terms of social distinction.168 
However, people perceive authenticity as a social virtue (Guignon 2004: 161), with which 
they can distinguish from those who do not display this virtue (cf. Van Eijk 2013: 534).  

This authentic distinction can also be described as a moral one, which is a third 
alternative way of interpreting anti-hierarchical attitudes as distinctive. This moral turn 
comes to the fore best when respondents compare cultural hierarchy with social 
stratification in general. I began the section on anti-hierarchical narratives with the case of 
Nel, who immediately connected high culture with her opinion on doctors and managers: 
people who ‘sleep, take a shower, eat, change clothes’ like she does herself. Joke (LOF5) 
expresses herself in a similar way: 
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practitioners, who strongly promote the ‘authentic self’. However, their distinctions from ‘less authentic’ 
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It’s also how you look at people, isn’t it? I mean, the bank manager and prince Alexander 
[the Dutch crown prince Willem-Alexander; now king] have to wipe their asses just like the 
garbage man has. So I see, you know, we are all people, and I think: when you do something 
and you contribute to society, you are of equal worth. And whatever you like, you like. And I 
just don’t want to make such a great fuss about it, no large distinction. Yes? 

 
Similarly, Truus (LMF2) does not want to distinguish between her son, who has a low 
education and works in the steel industry, and her daughter, who has a slightly higher 
education and works in the administrative sector. ‘If you’re just friendly and nice, then it’s 
fine with me, and they don’t have to earn so much money and have a high education if 
they can’t’, she continues. She does not feel inferior to people who learned more. One 
might expect these utterances to be confined to lower educated people, such as the three 
respondents above, but these egalitarian views are shared by some higher-status 
respondents. They, for instance, do not want to look down on bricklayers, ‘who are 
marvellous people’ for whom ‘I have much, much respect’ (Marianne, LOF2169). The most 
striking example is Maria (HMF3), who stems from a wealthy family in one of the most 
affluent towns in the Netherlands. In her youth, it was a big issue what her classmates’ 
parents did for a living, but: 
 

It started to bother me. It really started to bother me. (...) It doesn’t interest me where 
somebody comes from. Who are you? What’s your attitude towards life? Are you decent? 
Yes, how old-fashioned: are you decent? That’s the only thing that interests me, haha!  

 
Decency and friendliness, a contribution to society: it are moral values with which people 
with an egalitarian attitude judge other people, rather than with class, education, wealth, or 
cultural taste. They are egalitarian with respect to socioeconomic and cultural hierarchy, 
but (unconsciously) replace these with a moral hierarchy. Such moral distinctions were 
neglected by Bourdieu (1984), but brought under the attention by Lamont (1992).170 In her 
study on the ‘symbolic boundaries’ that French and American members of the upper-
middle class draw to distinguish worthy from less worthy people, she found that cultural 
boundaries such as described by Bourdieu are indeed important – particularly in France – 
but these boundaries should be analytically separated from economic and moral 
boundaries – applied more often (and in different ways) by Americans. The latter tend to 
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which can also be recognised in the narratives above (Lamont 1992: 35-43). Conversely, 
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169 Although Marianne was classified as a lower educated woman, this 85-year old lady has a respectable 
MMS* diploma, married a university educated man and lives in an expensive flat in an affluent town. 
170 Van Eijk (2011: 264-5) also describes anti-elitism in moral terms, when people perceive elites as 
unrespectable. 
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It was used again and again (…) to describe people who are not sincere, who pretend to know 
more than they do, or to be something they are not, who have no substance and judge a book 
by its cover. They “do things that are totally without basis”, they try to put on a show. (ibid.: 
26) 

 
More in particular, Americans more often ascribe such characteristics to intellectuals, who 
they consider as unfriendly, uppish and – again – phony (ibid.: 123). The American 
aversion to intellectual phoniness finds its broader equivalent (i.e. opposing both cultural 
and economic elites) in one of the alleged characteristics of Dutch national culture: the 
quest for normalcy and the antipathy towards superior behaviour. Although often 
criticised, the popular Dutch expressions ‘doe maar gewoon, dan doe je al gek genoeg’ 
(‘just act normally, that’s crazy enough as it is’) and ‘niet je hoofd boven het maaiveld 
uitsteken’ (‘don’t put your head above ground level’, often followed by the threat that it 
will be chopped off if you do) illustrate this idea.  

Van Eijk (2013: 535) explains this substitution of socioeconomic and cultural 
egalitarianism with a moral hierarchy as an appeal to individual responsibility. One cannot 
help being born in a lower or higher class and possessing a different taste, and therefore 
one should not be judged by such qualities. However, one is assumed to be able to choose 
one’s own moral values and behaviour. Therefore, people more easily distinguish from 
others on such individual, ‘voluntary’, attributes. 

However, my research shows a richer picture than this national stereotype and this 
absence of cultural and economic boundaries. Indeed, like the Americans and unlike the 
French, many Dutch people use moral boundaries to reject the phony, the superior, the 
inauthentic, and hence oppose the drawing of both cultural and economic boundaries, but 
the first part of this chapter showed that these cultural boundaries are prominent too. Two 
opposing narratives – the (culturally) hierarchical on the one hand and the (culturally) anti-
hierarchical and thus morally distinctive on the other hand – are both widespread in the 
Netherlands.  
 
 

Conclusion: The coexistence of opposite narratives  
 
In the first part of this chapter, we saw that many of the phenomena that Bourdieu 
observed in 1960s France can be recognised today in the Netherlands, even though both 
this nation and the present time are often perceived as more egalitarian. Although rarely 
explicitly, many respondents distinguish themselves from others with different tastes, 
particularly from those with a lower educational level. Even more implicit is their status 
claim in regard to their ‘good taste’, but both phenomena occur nevertheless. This is in 
line with the findings of several scholars, who critically responded to the initial 
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omnivorousness thesis on increasing openness and tolerance. Cultural distinction is still 
widespread, but not necessarily between the traditional domains of high and low (or 
popular) culture (cf. Holt 1998; Lizardo 2008; Prieur & Savage 2013). This part of the 
chapter was intended to describe such distinctive practices in all its facets. It includes the 
other side of the hierarchical coin, which is often overlooked: looking up to people with 
‘better’ tastes. People admire those with more knowledge on, for example, ‘more 
complex’ culture. They express embarrassment about their own taste, which they perceive 
as inadequate. They want to reach for more, but are not inclined to put much effort into it. 
Both sides of the hierarchical narrative are more often expressed by the higher educated, 
who thus perceive themselves on a particular position on the cultural ladder, above and 
below others. The lower educated participate less in these detailed discussions.  

However, the second part of the chapter showed that many people oppose this 
hierarchical way of looking at cultural taste. They express an individualist view instead, 
and they reject concepts such as high and low culture for being ‘arrogant’, ‘elitist’, and 
‘disparaging’. At first sight, these ideas are more in line with late twentieth century 
postmodern and late modernity theories and with the notion of the ‘open’ and ‘tolerant’ 
attitude of cultural omnivores. The Netherlands, in particular, is a relatively egalitarian 
country, in which (cultural) distinction is perceived to be taboo. However, many people 
who express egalitarian thoughts look down on those who do distinguish from others, who 
are perceived as fake and inauthentic snobs. They distinguish themselves from those who 
distinguish. As a consequence, they create a moral hierarchy instead, in which the 
expression of the purely personal taste, the authentic persona, is celebrated. The drawing 
of boundaries as such seems to be ubiquitous, but people are diverse in the kind of 
boundaries they draw. 

How can we explain the coexistence of these hierarchical and anti-hierarchical 
narratives? Is it simply a matter of two different groups, with different attitudes? Although 
the higher educated appear to be more hierarchical and the lower educated more anti-
hierarchical, there are many exceptions. In this chapter I presented the two opposite views 
as juxtaposed. However, many people use both narratives during one interview, often even 
within one sentence. In the next chapter, I will show how people combine both ‘cultural 
repertoires’, as I will call them, into an ambivalent amalgam, whereas others only use one 
of these repertoires, or do not use either. I will explore how both these ambivalences and 
the more neutral narratives come across. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Combining and ignoring repertoires:  
Ambivalences and neutrality 

 
 

It is kind of uppish to pretend to know better, or that your interest is supposedly more fun or 
more interesting than someone else’s. It’s not like: we are going to elevate your life, but we 
will try to show that there are different things that are nice as well. 

 
This is how television producer Marnix Ouweneel defends the choices made in the TV 
show Cultuurshake. In this programme, which was broadcast in the spring of 2008 and 
which consisted of ten episodes of about 25 minutes, people who were not accustomed to 
arts and culture were sent to stage plays, ballet performances and exhibitions.171 In each 
episode, a Dutch celebrity172 introduced a group of three ‘ordinary’ people, such as street 
sweepers, combat athletes, women from the countryside and youngsters with a Turkish 
background, to three different cultural events. Their expectations, immediate responses 
and evaluations were filmed. The participants were selected by the editors on the basis of 
opposites, mainly with the aim to let cultures ‘shake’. However, although these 
hierarchical contrasts were sharpened by the suggestive editing and somewhat ironic 
voice-over, the quote above illustrates the producer’s more egalitarian aim: something 
different is not necessarily something superior. However, some of the participants were 
hardly aware of these hierarchical and potentially elevating aims of the show; they spoke 
about culture in a more neutral way. 

Hence, Ouweneel shows ambivalence between a hierarchical and an egalitarian 
narrative. These narratives were discussed separately in the previous chapter, because of 
their conflicting nature. It would make perfect sense to believe that one speaks either in a 
hierarchical way or in an anti-hierarchical and hence egalitarian way, even though we have 
seen that the latter can be interpreted as morally distinctive. We often expect people to be 
coherent: you either think this or you think that, unless you are unsure. Most surveys are 
built on that idea; the intermediate category ‘mixed feelings’, ‘undecided’ or ‘agree nor 
disagree’ is almost never analysed. However, similar to Ouweneel, many respondents use 
elements of both narratives at the same time. While speaking about their and others’ tastes, 
or about more abstract issues such as high culture, they choose from different ‘cultural 
repertoires’ (Swidler 2001) in order to create their own mixed narrative. Furthermore, 

                                                            
171 It was broadcast on the public channel Nederland 2 by broadcast organization AVRO, from March until 
May 2008. 
172 The celebrities mainly included actors and (former) politicians. 
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some respondents use neither of the repertoires, or only slightly. They speak about cultural 
taste in a more neutral way, similar to some of the Cultuurshake participants. This neutral 
look can be described as a non-hierarchical rather than as an anti-hierarchical narrative. In 
this chapter, I will unravel how both the ambivalent and the neutral responses can be 
explained, as compared to those respondents who limit themselves to either the 
hierarchical or the egalitarian repertoire. Swidler’s ideas about culture as a ‘toolkit’ with 
different cultural repertoires, combined with Holstein & Gubrium’s (1995) methodological 
ideas (see chapter 2), help me analyse these different types of stories. 

I begin this chapter with a case study of the mentioned TV show Cultuurshake, 
which gives an excellent example of both ambivalent feelings and neutral attitudes. 
Second, I present an argued typology of four different types of respondents, based on their 
repertoire use. This results in two new types – the ambivalent type and the neutral type – 
which will be discussed respectively, including, again, two typical cases: Inge and Arie.  
 
 

The case of Cultuurshake: Ambivalence and neutrality about hierarchies 
in a television show 
 
Cultuurshake was broadcast as part of the cultural programming that is obligatory for each 
Dutch public broadcast organisation. The aim of Cultuurshake was to heighten the 
participants’ and, consequently, the viewers’ interest in ‘the fine arts’. The makers’ 
intention can be seen in light of a long tradition of cultural edification (e.g. Bevers 1988). 
The aim of this is to introduce people from lower strata of society to ‘high culture’, as this 
can enrich their lives, which in its turn can benefit society as a whole. Edification (in 
Dutch: verheffing, literally to be translated as ‘elevation’) implies an underlying logic: the 
existence of a cultural hierarchy, in which one can actually be elevated from one rung of 
the ladder to the other. This elevation aim has decreased in recent decades. Besides, one 
can wonder whether people can still be culturally elevated when the hierarchical discourse 
as such has come under pressure, when ‘high culture’ is less and less perceived as 
superior, and when egalitarian views gain ground. 

How did the producers of Cultuurshake cope with these contradicting views? And, 
what did the participants think of the idea to be elevated? In order to answer these 
questions, I conducted a case study on Cultuurshake, which preceded the main research of 
this dissertation. Early 2009, eight months after the show had ended173, I analysed the ten 
episodes and conducted interviews with the main producer and five out of thirty 

                                                            
173 Partly due to poor ratings (among others caused by non-prime time scheduling), the show was cancelled 
after the first season. 
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participants.174 This section sheds light on ambivalences in the relation to (cultural) 
hierarchy which I found in this case study.175 

In the first few episodes of Cultuurshake, a hierarchical view on culture is 
displayed very clearly. The tastes of the participants, such as Dutch language songs and 
action movie star Steven Seagal, are contrasted with the cultural activities they are about 
to experience, such as experimental jazz, both heavy and absurdist stage plays, and 
abstract and confronting paintings. The effect-driven editing and voice-over add to the 
resemblance to entertainment shows such as Wife Swap, which aim is to laugh about the 
awkward interactions between people from opposite milieus. Some outspoken negative or 
ironic reactions are shown, for instance by three street sweepers watching a modern ballet 
performance (‘two gays doing a dance of joy’); others just fall asleep during a play. On the 
other hand, the contrasts are not always that strong, and sometimes even absent. Not all 
participants are from the lower strata of society, and not all cultural activities (such as 
musicals, comedy shows and rock concerts) have a high status. 

Producer Marnix Ouweneel explains in an interview that the main purpose of the 
show was to make ‘positive television’, which means that viewers should respond in a 
positive way. When the participants only express negative opinions, the mission to make 
viewers enthusiastic about culture will be harder to accomplish. Therefore, the producers 
aimed for a mix of more and less accessible – and certainly not too complex or ‘alienating’ 
– cultural activities in each episode. They wanted the participants to make some kind of 
positive development. They concealed the elevating goal out of pragmatic considerations.  

Besides this pragmatism, both Ouweneel (in the interview) and some of the 
celebrity hosts (in the show) reject cultural hierarchies. The celebs want to introduce the 
participants to something they ‘do not know yet’, to a ‘different’ or ‘new’ world that they 
can ‘discover’. People do not have to like it, as long as they have ‘an open mind’.176 
Producer Ouweneel makes this relativistic and horizontal view more explicit in the quote 
that opens this chapter. He had the impression that the first episodes, described above, did 
have a ‘condescending tone’, ‘like: we are art lovers, and it’s ridiculous that they like 
Frans Bauer’. As the producers felt awkward about this themselves, they changed the tone 
and reduced or even reversed the contrasts in later episodes. In the ninth episode, for 
instance, three female members of the (elite) Lions Club went to the musical Tarzan and 
to a handbag museum. Hence, during the initial use of the hierarchical and elevation 
discourses, the producers felt uncomfortable. They did not want to be perceived as elitist. 

                                                            
174 The respondents were selected on a theoretical basis: those participants who could be interesting for 
research because of their background and their responses during the show were contacted. As the editors did 
not save the participants’ personal details, I had to retrieve them via alternative sources, such as the internet. 
Unlike the other respondents, they are presented with their real names. 
175 For a more detailed analysis of this case study in Dutch, see Van den Haak (2009). 
176 On the other hand, some of the celebs also express the view that people should learn how to look at art 
with a more aesthetic view, which comes close to Bourdieu’s notion of the ‘pure’ aesthetic. 
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It is therefore remarkable that the participants that I interviewed did not say they 
felt treated in a condescending way at all. Participants took over the producers’ and celebs’ 
vocabulary of learning something ‘new’ and ‘different’. They were ambivalent about the 
elevating aim. Some just did not understand the cultural activities they were sent too, 
others became enthusiastic and even said (in the show) that they wanted to continue 
attending cultural activities in their spare time.177 Even the participants from the contested 
first episodes were very enthusiastic about both the shooting and the eventual result on 
TV. They did not feel offended by the humorous editing or the explicit contrasts. Gym 
owner and combat sports trainer Bert, from the first episode, even found that the contrasts 
could have been presented in a more explicit way. The participants did not feel 
embarrassed about their own taste or about their reactions to the presented cultural items. 
The three catholic women from the countryside, for instance, brought their childhood’s 
‘poesiealbums’178 with them to a poetry evening, without realising that poets and 
television viewers might laugh at them. On the other hand, some participants did express 
some hierarchical consciousness. They used words like ‘Philistine’ (cultuurbarbaar) and 
‘ordinary folks’ (klootjesvolk) to describe themselves, whether or not in an ironic way. 
Another participant, nail salon owner Kimlien, objected to her perceived low position in 
the social hierarchy by presenting an alternative: she describes herself as ‘street smart’ 
rather than ‘book smart’.179 

Hence, rather than expressing a purely hierarchical view on culture or taking an 
anti-hierarchical, egalitarian position, the producers of Cultuurshake and the celebrities 
involved are more ambivalent on cultural hierarchy. They downplay the elevating aim of 
the show, because they do not wish to adopt an elitist view on culture. In order to avoid an 
arrogant or conceited tone, they gradually take the participants’ taste more seriously and 
reduce the contrasts. Partly, this stems from pragmatic considerations – they expected to 
get higher ratings from showing positive storylines only – but the relativism is also the 
result of embarrassment or to prevent any criticism. Most participants, on the other hand, 
are not aware of other people’s distinctive view on their taste, nor of the producers’ aim to 
elevate them, to lift them to a higher level. They merely enjoy being on the show, whether 
or not they like the cultural activities they are introduced to. The producers’ worries are 
not justified. 
 
 

                                                            
177 When interviewing five of them eight months later, however, only one of them actually had, during a visit 
abroad. 
178 The ‘poesiealbum’ (poetry album, but pronounced in a different way) is a booklet that young girls give to 
their friends and relatives with the request to write a simple verse, often accompanied by some drawings. 
179 She uses the original English words. 
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Cross-tabulating cultural repertoires: Developing a typology of 
respondents 
 
The case of Cultuurshake excellently shows that hierarchical and egalitarian speech, both 
discussed in the previous chapter, can go together. People can be ambivalent by being 
inconsistent or by downplaying distinctive statements, often out of embarrassment that 
others might find them elitist. Others do not seem to be aware of cultural hierarchies: they 
neither adopt this view nor reject it, but speak about culture in different – neutral – terms.  

Both ambivalent and neutral attitudes can also be recognised among the main 
respondents of this dissertation. In the previous chapter, I presented a clear-cut distinction 
between hierarchical and egalitarian views as if these are coherent narratives, told by 
coherent respondents. However, these narratives should be seen as opposing ‘cultural 
repertoires’ from which people can pick what they need for the argument they are making. 
Swidler (2001) showed that people are often inconsistent during an interview (as well as in 
everyday conversations). They use culture as an ‘oddly assorted toolkit’ rather than as a 
‘great stream in which we are immersed’ (p. 24): 
 

[M]ost of the expressive culture with which people normally come in contact has an 
ambiguous relationship to experience. People make use of varied cultural resources, many of 
which they do not fully embrace. The analytic problem then is to describe the varied ways 
people use diverse cultural materials, appropriating some and using them to build a life, 
holding others in reserve, and keeping still others permanently at a distance. (ibid.: 19) 

 
This picking from the toolkit is not as conscious and rational as the metaphor suggests 
(ibid.: 24), but by choosing a certain repertoire people at least show that they are familiar 
with it.180 They have, to a certain extent, command of certain repertoires and they can, 
more or less, easily switch to another repertoire when the circumstances demand this from 
them (ibid.: 25). For example, someone can speak very distinctively about taste – hence 
using a logic from the hierarchical repertoire – but suddenly switch to an egalitarian 
repertoire when discussing the taste of a personal acquaintance, or when thinking about 
taste in a more abstract way (such as the meaning of ‘good taste’). Most scholars on 
cultural taste, whether it is Bourdieu, the cultural omnivore scholars or even the more 
recent qualitative researchers, ignore these ambivalences.181 However, as Van Eijk puts it, 
‘rather than declaring such struggles [with class] as inconsistencies and contradictions, 
unusable for a solid sociological analysis, we could see them as expressions of a certain 
line of thought’ (2011: 253, my translation). A thorough analysis of people’s self-
presentational narratives reveals these inconsistencies, denials and doubts and can uncover 

                                                            
180 Naturally, by not using a certain repertoire, one does not show that one is not familiar with it. 
181 Some exceptions, such as Lahire and Vander Stichele, are discussed below. 
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are not aware of other people’s distinctive view on their taste, nor of the producers’ aim to 
elevate them, to lift them to a higher level. They merely enjoy being on the show, whether 
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what lies behind them. I will use Swidler’s theoretical framework in order to analyse the 
different repertoire uses, though in a more systematic way than she did herself. 
 In order to further unravel the ambivalences experienced during the interviews, it is 
first important to know who exactly are the people who combine both repertoires, and who 
do not. Therefore, I developed a typology of respondents, based on my interpretation of 
the degree of hierarchical and egalitarian repertoire use for each individual respondent.182 
Although somewhat arbitrary, I tried to interpret people’s narratives and repertoire use in 
the most conscientious way. I do not want to give the impression that the typology is rigid 
and unambiguous: differing interpretations of certain phrases can result in a different 
distribution over the types. I will discuss some of these possible deviations in the sections 
below.  

The first step in order to reach this typology is deciding the degree to which people 
use the hierarchical repertoire. Table 5.1 below shows the distribution of respondents over 
the degree in which they distinguish from below (‘looking down’) and the degree of 
looking up to those above (including the explicit refusal to look up: anti-elitism).183  
 
Table 5.1. Number of respondents that do or do not use a hierarchical narrative 
  looking down not looking down TOTAL 
looking up  24  12 36 
not looking up  9  18 27 
anti‐elitist184  18  9 27 
TOTAL  51  39 90 
 
The most frequent combination is looking down and up (24 respondents), which 
corresponds with the finding in chapter 4 on people positioning oneself in between others. 
This combination is followed by doing neither (18 people) and by the combination of 
looking down and anti-elitism (also 18). Two cells in this table, printed in italics, 
correspond with a non-hierarchical attitude; the other four cells are interpreted as 
hierarchical in one way or the other. In other words, 27 respondents do not use a 
hierarchical repertoire, whereas 63 do. 
 The degree of egalitarian repertoire use is established in a simpler way, by looking 
at the respondents who explicitly speak out in an egalitarian, anti-hierarchical, or 
                                                            
182 I started with a qualitative data matrix in the form of an extended Excel file. As I regarded the initial 
typology that resulted from this file as still too intuitive, I formalised and further developed the categories by 
means of both Atlas.ti (counting specific codes) and SPSS, in order to develop a more sound typology and to 
substantiate possible alterations. 
183 Initially, I coded both variables with four values, but for the sake of simplicity I reduced them to two and 
three values respectively. However, ‘not looking down’ now also comprises 18 respondents who do look 
down slightly: only once or twice in the interview or in a non-significant way. I will come back to this later. 
184 Chapter 4 showed that the anti-elitist attitude can be interpreted as morally distinctive, but in this table I 
treat it as non-distinctive. Furthermore, in this table, looking up and anti-elitism are mutually exclusive, 
whereas in reality they can go together. However, this is extremely rare. 
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individualist way, as coded in Atlas.ti. 27 respondents do not use such a narrative at all 
during the interview; the other 63 do. 28 of these 63 people already speak in an egalitarian 
way during the open part of the interview; the other 35 only in response to one or more of 
the structured questions in the second part (on reviews, occupations, high and low culture, 
good and bad taste, art subsidies, and/or the card ranking). I will come back to this nuance 
later in this chapter.  

Combining both repertoires results in the following cross-table (table 5.2). 
 
Table  5.2.  Number  of  respondents  that  (do  not)  use  the  hierarchical  and  egalitarian 
repertoire 
  use hierarchical 

repertoire 
no hierarchical 
repertoire 

TOTAL 

use egalitarian 
repertoire 

41  22  63 

no egalitarian 
repertoire 

22  5  27 

TOTAL  63  27 90 
 
This cross-table is the basis of a typology of respondents185, consisting of four types: 

1. The hierarchical type, in the lower left: 22 respondents use the hierarchical but not 
the egalitarian repertoire. Ria, discussed at length in the beginning of chapter 4, is 
one of them.  

2. The egalitarian type, in the upper right: an equal number of 22 respondents use the 
egalitarian but not the hierarchical repertoire. Nel, presented extensively in the 
second part of chapter 4, is one of them. Note that many respondents of this type 
did rank the cards in a hierarchical way, but this is no reason in itself to define 
them as ambivalent: it only shows that they recognise the hierarchical repertoire 
and can ‘work’ with it when asked, without using it of their own accord. 

3. The ambivalent type, in the upper left: 41 respondents (the largest group) use both 
repertoires simultaneously, or in different parts of the interview. This type will be 
analysed below, among others by looking into the example of Inge. 

4. The neutral type, in the lower right: only 5 respondents use neither repertoire but 
only speak about cultural taste in a more neutral way. They might be unaware of 
the hierarchical repertoire, which they neither support nor oppose. In the second 
part of this chapter, I present one of them, Arie. 

                                                            
185 A better formulation would be a typology of ‘interviews’ or even ‘narratives’ rather than of 
‘respondents’, as an interview is only a self-presentational snapshot in a respondent’s life (cf. Swidler 2001: 
243 n5). For reasons of readability I will stick to ‘types of respondents’, though. 
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This is a very formal way of classifying respondents. Later in the chapter I will propose 
some argued alterations, which would expand both the ambivalent and the neutral type.  

Table 5.3 gives an overview of the distribution and characteristics of respondents 
in this typology.  
 
Table  5.3. Mean  education  and  age  and  percentage  of  women  of  the  four  types  of 
respondents (n = 90) 
respondent type  n  mean education* mean age % women 
hierarchical  22  3.18 57.0 40.9% 
egalitarian  22  2.41 49.4 40.9% 
ambivalent  41  3.00 54.9 63.4% 
neutral  5  1.80 65.6 40.0% 
TOTAL  90  2.83 54.7 51.1% 
* Education is measured on a 4‐point scale (see chapter 2) 
 
The hierarchical repertoire, whether used solely or with ambivalences, is mainly used by 
the higher educated, whereas the egalitarian and neutral respondents more often have less 
education. These educational differences between the four types are significant (p < .01). 
The hierarchical respondents are somewhat older than average and the egalitarian a little 
younger, but these differences are not significant. Thus, on the basis of this typology, I 
cannot draw conclusions about a shift from a hierarchical to an egalitarian generation, nor 
about people becoming more hierarchical as they grow older.186 Although women appear 
to be ambivalent more often than men are, these gender differences are not significant 
either. The differences between the four types also become clear in the card ranking 
assignment: the ambivalent and hierarchical people have tastes that more closely resemble 
their hierarchical ranking, which means that they have a preference for the items that they 
perceive as high culture. The egalitarian and neutral people, on the other hand, have tastes 
that deviate more from their hierarchical ranking.  
 I will not discuss the hierarchical and egalitarian type in great detail, but refer to 
the analysis of both repertoires in chapter 4, and to the typical respondents Ria and Nel, 
who I presented in particular. I now go on with the ambivalent type, followed by the rare 
neutral type. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
186 Of course, when there had been a significant age effect, I would not have been able to conclude whether 
this is due to ageing or to generational shift. 
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Switching between repertoires: The ambivalent type 
 
‘I don’t mean it in a derogatory way’: The case of Inge 
 
Inge (UYF3) is one of those ‘ambivalent’ respondents who were already quoted several 
times in the previous chapter, both in the section on hierarchical narratives and in the 
section on egalitarianism. She is one of the few respondents who use the term ‘higher 
culture’ themselves, but she places it ‘between large quotation marks’. In her view, it is 
invented by ‘the bigwigs’ and there is ‘an elitist flavour’ attached to it. However, she 
makes these defensive remarks after giving examples of both high (classical music, the 
arts, architecture, late night public television) and low culture (commercial TV, Top 40 
music*). She then continues: 
 

But I find it... I have many difficulties with that distinction, because the words ‘higher’ and 
‘lower’ already imply that one is better than the other. (...) I think it might be more 
intellectual, but that doesn’t make it more valuable than something a carpenter has made, or 
something. Then it cannot be called art, but it can be the result of as much blood, sweat and 
tears, I would say. 

 
She recognises the hierarchy, but does not agree with its exact nature. A little earlier in the 
interview she said something similarly anti-hierarchical:  
 

When people get a good feeling when they see Gerard Joling* with a boa on stage, haha, then 
they have every right to, just like people who get a nice feeling at a classical concert, or 
something. 

 
She not only downplays her distinction from Joling, but her comparison with classical 
music reveals an egalitarian opinion. The reason Inge gives this remark is in order to 
downplay the ‘embarrassing’ anecdote she had just told about De Toppers*, the party band 
of which Gerard Joling is a member. Her sister once showed her a YouTube video of this 
band, which she liked more than she had expected. She confessed her appreciation to a 
befriended couple who always have strong opinions on the ‘right’ tastes. When speaking 
to this couple, ‘I can start a sentence with “I know you both find it very fout*, but...”’, and 
then she continues about the flowery bric-a-brac in her house or, as said, De Toppers. 
 This awareness of other people’s tastes and opinions and the urge to relate herself 
to these, combined with the downplaying of her own hierarchical remarks and her 
egalitarian attitude towards high culture, might have been shaped by her social trajectory. 
Inge is one of the few younger respondents in my sample with an extreme upward 
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mobility. She was born in 1979, in a village in the countryside, W.187, as the daughter of a 
fork-lift truck driver and a housewife who both did not receive much more education than 
primary school. After an extended school track (mavo, havo, vwo*, university) she 
eventually received two Master degrees with distinction, although at the moment of the 
interview she works as a shop assistant. In the interview, she links her educational 
trajectory to both her geographical and her cultural taste trajectory. At the primary school 
in W., she liked the boy band New Kids on the Block, because that was what the ‘cool 
girls’ in her class liked; the group to which she wanted to belong. She also liked rock 
bands such as Guns N’ Roses and singer-songwriters such as Joe Jackson, but ‘that 
remained under the surface; to the outside world I went along with the mainstream’. When 
she went to secondary education in a provincial town nearby, E., – which she calls ‘much 
more urban than W., though still not very urban’ – she felt that she could be herself more. 
She discovered Tori Amos, who is still her favourite singer because of her ‘poetic and 
illogical’ lyrics and her comforting, warm music.188 The kids in W. did not know Amos, 
but she could now share her taste with her ‘other peer group’ in E. Later, when she 
attended different universities in larger towns, she became acquainted with museums, art 
house cinemas, and the theatre. She hardly knew about the existence of such institutions 
when she was younger and lived in W. and E. 
 Now she has developed a specific taste in different fields, which she can describe 
in great detail. She, for instance, talks about Scandinavian films such as Together and 
Jalla! Jalla!, which she finds on the one hand ‘more light-hearted’ than certain other 
European art house films (such as La pianiste, her favourite), but on the other hand ‘better 
thought-out than most Hollywood productions’. In relation to the visual arts, she not only 
mentions the usual names, such as Van Gogh and Vermeer, but describes her love for 
Egon Schiele and Gustav Klimt too.189 However, she does not like abstract paintings. She 
evaluates her recent visit to a ‘cubism-like’ exhibition in the Hermitage Amsterdam* with: 
 

Abstract art I don’t really understand. I must know the concept to know why it’s interesting. 
A Kandinsky painting – well, perhaps it sounds very W-ish [referring to her native village] – 
but in my eyes it’s just a mess, haha! Yes, I just don’t get it. Maybe it’s also because I lack 
the visual ability to see the harmony between the different isolated things, or something. 

 
In other words, she knows exactly what she does not like and why others probably do, 
while she jokingly looks down on herself and on the milieu she is from. At the same time, 
however, she distinguishes herself from this milieu. With her parents and sister she does 
                                                            
187 For anonymity reasons, I do not fully mention the towns she has lived. 
188 Tori Amos – coincidentally one of the items in the card ranking question – ends up on the top position of 
her taste ranking and on number 6 in her hierarchy.  
189 Lower educated people who talk about art often only mention the most well-known names, such as 
Rembrandt and Van Gogh, whereas the higher educated, and particularly art lovers, are more specific (cf. 
Pérez-Rubiales 2011). 
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not talk about the ‘more sophisticated things’, not only because ‘it doesn’t speak to them 
at all’, but also because she knows ‘they find it boastful when you talk about the museum 
you visited, that’s bragging’. Rock music is the only link to her parents’ taste, as both she 
and her father love Pink Floyd.  

With her older sister – who still lives in W., works in a supermarket, and lives 
together with a plumber – she shares an addiction to America’s Next Top Model, although 
she has mixed feelings about this TV show: 
 

It’s just like eating a large bag of potato crisps at once, you know. Actually it’s not nice, but 
actually it is nice, you know. Afterwards you don’t have a saturated feeling, like when you 
have made a nice fruit salad or something. It’s just snacking, just like McDonald’s or 
something. (...) I also kinda like that it is not completely politically correct and culturally 
sound. Plus, that my sister, I’m very close to my sister, and she is really the RTL4* type so to 
speak, but – well she’s wonderful, I don’t mean it in a derogatory or negative way at all – but 
I also like it because she watches America’s Next Top Model as well. And then we love to 
nag about it between the two of us, about how stupid these girls are, you know. So that’s also 
part of why I watch these kinds of shows. 

 
This quote shows many ambivalences: not only about the show itself and about why she 
likes it (both she and her sister look down on the ‘stupid’ competitors), but also about her 
sister. Inge loves her sister, is close to her, and shares a part of her cultural taste with her, 
but, at the same time, she presents her to the interviewer in a way that sounds derogatory, 
which she immediately downplays. She negotiates between two self-presentations: as a 
higher educated woman with a ‘good’ or distinctive taste who must justify the deviations 
in her taste, and as a good and loving sister who treats her family members as equals. As a 
social climber, she can easily get along with people from different milieus: her sister and 
friends (whom she also refers to in response to my question on bricklayers), her cultural 
capital friends, her ex-boyfriend’s more economically oriented friends190, et cetera. She 
easily switches between them, and she feels obliged to explain this towards the 
interviewer. Although she is well aware of the positions of all these people on the social 
and cultural ladder and although she places herself somewhere in between them, she is 
hesitant to speak in a hierarchical way. She is distinctive but only reluctantly; she wants to 
be egalitarian but cannot maintain this view. She draws from different repertoires, 
depending on the situation, which can change because of a new interview question or 
because she suddenly realises that her narrative can be looked at from a different point of 
view. 
 

                                                            
190 These friends like ‘football and beer’. Although she is still friends with them after her relationship ended, 
she feels like an outsider. 
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mobility. She was born in 1979, in a village in the countryside, W.187, as the daughter of a 
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remained under the surface; to the outside world I went along with the mainstream’. When 
she went to secondary education in a provincial town nearby, E., – which she calls ‘much 
more urban than W., though still not very urban’ – she felt that she could be herself more. 
She discovered Tori Amos, who is still her favourite singer because of her ‘poetic and 
illogical’ lyrics and her comforting, warm music.188 The kids in W. did not know Amos, 
but she could now share her taste with her ‘other peer group’ in E. Later, when she 
attended different universities in larger towns, she became acquainted with museums, art 
house cinemas, and the theatre. She hardly knew about the existence of such institutions 
when she was younger and lived in W. and E. 
 Now she has developed a specific taste in different fields, which she can describe 
in great detail. She, for instance, talks about Scandinavian films such as Together and 
Jalla! Jalla!, which she finds on the one hand ‘more light-hearted’ than certain other 
European art house films (such as La pianiste, her favourite), but on the other hand ‘better 
thought-out than most Hollywood productions’. In relation to the visual arts, she not only 
mentions the usual names, such as Van Gogh and Vermeer, but describes her love for 
Egon Schiele and Gustav Klimt too.189 However, she does not like abstract paintings. She 
evaluates her recent visit to a ‘cubism-like’ exhibition in the Hermitage Amsterdam* with: 
 

Abstract art I don’t really understand. I must know the concept to know why it’s interesting. 
A Kandinsky painting – well, perhaps it sounds very W-ish [referring to her native village] – 
but in my eyes it’s just a mess, haha! Yes, I just don’t get it. Maybe it’s also because I lack 
the visual ability to see the harmony between the different isolated things, or something. 

 
In other words, she knows exactly what she does not like and why others probably do, 
while she jokingly looks down on herself and on the milieu she is from. At the same time, 
however, she distinguishes herself from this milieu. With her parents and sister she does 
                                                            
187 For anonymity reasons, I do not fully mention the towns she has lived. 
188 Tori Amos – coincidentally one of the items in the card ranking question – ends up on the top position of 
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not talk about the ‘more sophisticated things’, not only because ‘it doesn’t speak to them 
at all’, but also because she knows ‘they find it boastful when you talk about the museum 
you visited, that’s bragging’. Rock music is the only link to her parents’ taste, as both she 
and her father love Pink Floyd.  

With her older sister – who still lives in W., works in a supermarket, and lives 
together with a plumber – she shares an addiction to America’s Next Top Model, although 
she has mixed feelings about this TV show: 
 

It’s just like eating a large bag of potato crisps at once, you know. Actually it’s not nice, but 
actually it is nice, you know. Afterwards you don’t have a saturated feeling, like when you 
have made a nice fruit salad or something. It’s just snacking, just like McDonald’s or 
something. (...) I also kinda like that it is not completely politically correct and culturally 
sound. Plus, that my sister, I’m very close to my sister, and she is really the RTL4* type so to 
speak, but – well she’s wonderful, I don’t mean it in a derogatory or negative way at all – but 
I also like it because she watches America’s Next Top Model as well. And then we love to 
nag about it between the two of us, about how stupid these girls are, you know. So that’s also 
part of why I watch these kinds of shows. 

 
This quote shows many ambivalences: not only about the show itself and about why she 
likes it (both she and her sister look down on the ‘stupid’ competitors), but also about her 
sister. Inge loves her sister, is close to her, and shares a part of her cultural taste with her, 
but, at the same time, she presents her to the interviewer in a way that sounds derogatory, 
which she immediately downplays. She negotiates between two self-presentations: as a 
higher educated woman with a ‘good’ or distinctive taste who must justify the deviations 
in her taste, and as a good and loving sister who treats her family members as equals. As a 
social climber, she can easily get along with people from different milieus: her sister and 
friends (whom she also refers to in response to my question on bricklayers), her cultural 
capital friends, her ex-boyfriend’s more economically oriented friends190, et cetera. She 
easily switches between them, and she feels obliged to explain this towards the 
interviewer. Although she is well aware of the positions of all these people on the social 
and cultural ladder and although she places herself somewhere in between them, she is 
hesitant to speak in a hierarchical way. She is distinctive but only reluctantly; she wants to 
be egalitarian but cannot maintain this view. She draws from different repertoires, 
depending on the situation, which can change because of a new interview question or 
because she suddenly realises that her narrative can be looked at from a different point of 
view. 
 

                                                            
190 These friends like ‘football and beer’. Although she is still friends with them after her relationship ended, 
she feels like an outsider. 
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In the next two sub sections, I explore the ways in which ambivalences to hierarchies can 
come to the fore, namely being inconsistent within the course of an interview and 
downplaying statements immediately after they are made. This will be followed by three 
sub sections that suggest explanations for these ambivalences. 
 
 
Distinctive or not? Being inconsistent 
 
There are several ways in which ambivalence about cultural hierarchy can come to the 
fore. The first one, being inconsistent within the course of an interview, can best be 
illustrated by presenting contrasting quotes from respondents who have already been 
quoted before. Some explicit hierarchical or egalitarian statements in chapter 4 were made 
by people who said something opposite in a different part of the interview, as the example 
of Inge already showed. Take, for instance, Koos (UMM3), a construction engineer, who 
was briefly quoted with his distinctive remarks on his brother’s preferences for singer 
André Hazes, TV channel Veronica and newspaper De Telegraaf (‘it all fits perfectly’). 
On the latter example, he sometimes tells his brother, an elevator mechanic: ‘You should 
get rid of that paper, those people only tell lies!’ He continues that construction workers 
‘can only talk about chicks and football, that’s how it works’. He also disqualifies the 
boisterous nouveaux riches in his village (‘not my kind of people’), who have a lot of 
money and drive big cars, but who like Hazes too. Later, however, he says that ‘you just 
cannot use’ the concept low culture, because it is based on stereotypes and prejudice. He 
finds high culture ‘a nasty expression’ (also quoted before). Furthermore, he criticises 
people who look down on watching television, whereas in his view this medium does not 
only bring bad stuff.  
 Hence, Koos is very distinctive during the more open part of the interview, when 
he can speak about his and others’ likes and dislikes in his own words. At that time, his 
value judgements about other people’s tastes are very strong. He can present himself 
towards the interviewer as a cultured person who has thought about his taste and who 
distinguishes himself from bad tastes, which the interviewer will probably share. 
However, when I later ask specific questions on high and low culture and on good and bad 
taste, he suddenly realises the hierarchical and unequal connotations of these terms. His 
self-presentation changes into having a relativist and egalitarian opinion, which he might 
believe is more sound. There is a distinction between his concrete views on his and others’ 
taste on the one hand and his opinions on more abstract cultural taste notions on the other 
hand (cf. Payne & Grew 2005 on class). Not all distinctive respondents change repertoires 
in their responses to these concepts, but the terms are rarely defended either. Most people 
who do not explicitly oppose ‘high culture’ simply give their definition or an 
interpretation, without value judgements. 
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 Besides specific and structured questions in a distinct part of the interview, also 
follow-up questions can trigger a change of repertoires. Henny (UMF5) was quoted in the 
section on egalitarianism with her resistance to people who make high culture ‘high 
themselves, above the rabble and the riff-raff’. Furthermore, although she strongly dislikes 
Dutch language music, she initially does not look down on those who do like this; she just 
would never attend such concerts herself and she would not dance the polonaise* (see the 
section on distinction in chapter 4). However, when I ask her whether she ever speaks with 
her friends and colleagues about their taste differences, she changes her attitude: 
 

Yeah, well, then I say like ‘it doesn’t appeal to me and I don’t get a kick out of it’, but I 
accept the person as he is, because he does like it. And I try to ask: ‘What is it that you like 
about it, and what makes you go there?’ So you sometimes discuss that, yes. Because it’s not 
like everyone should like what I like, that’s not the way it is. And I accept those people as 
they are, who have a nice evening, because that’s what it’s supposed to do, doesn’t it? That 
everyone has some fun and pleasure in his life. But er, no, not for me, haha! 

 
Because she is asked to look at something from another perspective, she suddenly realises 
that she does not want to look down on her friends and colleagues, let alone in their faces. 
She switches from a distinctive to an inclusive repertoire, although she seems to limit the 
use of this repertoire to her actual conversations with these other people.191 The shift to an 
actual or imagined experience provokes the use of a different repertoire, because she has 
to ‘[make] sense of many different scenes or situations of action’ (Swidler 2001: 34). She 
changes repertoires several more times during the interview. I will come back to personal 
acquaintances as a reason for ambivalences below. 
 A final but slightly different example is Yvonne (LOF3), the lower educated 
widow of a local bank manager in an affluent region of the Netherlands, who is not 
consistent in looking up to other people. On the one hand, she thinks she has ‘a bit of a 
common taste’ because she does not like poetry, she once hardly dared to confess to 
friends that she had never visited the Concertgebouw*, and she dislikes a certain literary 
book that was praised by many others: 
 

Then I feel like an inferior person. [This writer] wins awards and is praised in every possible 
way, and actually I don’t like it. Then I think: yes, it must be me, I guess. But fortunately 
there are more people like me. 

 
With the latter phrase, she refers to a woman she met, who had the same opinion as she 
had about that particular book. This also helps her to put her feelings of inferiority in 

                                                            
191 The original Dutch version of the utterance ‘accept someone as he is’ (‘iemand in zijn waarde laten’: to 
let someone be in their worth) is more close to an actual interaction with this person than it sounds in 
English. 
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In the next two sub sections, I explore the ways in which ambivalences to hierarchies can 
come to the fore, namely being inconsistent within the course of an interview and 
downplaying statements immediately after they are made. This will be followed by three 
sub sections that suggest explanations for these ambivalences. 
 
 
Distinctive or not? Being inconsistent 
 
There are several ways in which ambivalence about cultural hierarchy can come to the 
fore. The first one, being inconsistent within the course of an interview, can best be 
illustrated by presenting contrasting quotes from respondents who have already been 
quoted before. Some explicit hierarchical or egalitarian statements in chapter 4 were made 
by people who said something opposite in a different part of the interview, as the example 
of Inge already showed. Take, for instance, Koos (UMM3), a construction engineer, who 
was briefly quoted with his distinctive remarks on his brother’s preferences for singer 
André Hazes, TV channel Veronica and newspaper De Telegraaf (‘it all fits perfectly’). 
On the latter example, he sometimes tells his brother, an elevator mechanic: ‘You should 
get rid of that paper, those people only tell lies!’ He continues that construction workers 
‘can only talk about chicks and football, that’s how it works’. He also disqualifies the 
boisterous nouveaux riches in his village (‘not my kind of people’), who have a lot of 
money and drive big cars, but who like Hazes too. Later, however, he says that ‘you just 
cannot use’ the concept low culture, because it is based on stereotypes and prejudice. He 
finds high culture ‘a nasty expression’ (also quoted before). Furthermore, he criticises 
people who look down on watching television, whereas in his view this medium does not 
only bring bad stuff.  
 Hence, Koos is very distinctive during the more open part of the interview, when 
he can speak about his and others’ likes and dislikes in his own words. At that time, his 
value judgements about other people’s tastes are very strong. He can present himself 
towards the interviewer as a cultured person who has thought about his taste and who 
distinguishes himself from bad tastes, which the interviewer will probably share. 
However, when I later ask specific questions on high and low culture and on good and bad 
taste, he suddenly realises the hierarchical and unequal connotations of these terms. His 
self-presentation changes into having a relativist and egalitarian opinion, which he might 
believe is more sound. There is a distinction between his concrete views on his and others’ 
taste on the one hand and his opinions on more abstract cultural taste notions on the other 
hand (cf. Payne & Grew 2005 on class). Not all distinctive respondents change repertoires 
in their responses to these concepts, but the terms are rarely defended either. Most people 
who do not explicitly oppose ‘high culture’ simply give their definition or an 
interpretation, without value judgements. 
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 Besides specific and structured questions in a distinct part of the interview, also 
follow-up questions can trigger a change of repertoires. Henny (UMF5) was quoted in the 
section on egalitarianism with her resistance to people who make high culture ‘high 
themselves, above the rabble and the riff-raff’. Furthermore, although she strongly dislikes 
Dutch language music, she initially does not look down on those who do like this; she just 
would never attend such concerts herself and she would not dance the polonaise* (see the 
section on distinction in chapter 4). However, when I ask her whether she ever speaks with 
her friends and colleagues about their taste differences, she changes her attitude: 
 

Yeah, well, then I say like ‘it doesn’t appeal to me and I don’t get a kick out of it’, but I 
accept the person as he is, because he does like it. And I try to ask: ‘What is it that you like 
about it, and what makes you go there?’ So you sometimes discuss that, yes. Because it’s not 
like everyone should like what I like, that’s not the way it is. And I accept those people as 
they are, who have a nice evening, because that’s what it’s supposed to do, doesn’t it? That 
everyone has some fun and pleasure in his life. But er, no, not for me, haha! 

 
Because she is asked to look at something from another perspective, she suddenly realises 
that she does not want to look down on her friends and colleagues, let alone in their faces. 
She switches from a distinctive to an inclusive repertoire, although she seems to limit the 
use of this repertoire to her actual conversations with these other people.191 The shift to an 
actual or imagined experience provokes the use of a different repertoire, because she has 
to ‘[make] sense of many different scenes or situations of action’ (Swidler 2001: 34). She 
changes repertoires several more times during the interview. I will come back to personal 
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 A final but slightly different example is Yvonne (LOF3), the lower educated 
widow of a local bank manager in an affluent region of the Netherlands, who is not 
consistent in looking up to other people. On the one hand, she thinks she has ‘a bit of a 
common taste’ because she does not like poetry, she once hardly dared to confess to 
friends that she had never visited the Concertgebouw*, and she dislikes a certain literary 
book that was praised by many others: 
 

Then I feel like an inferior person. [This writer] wins awards and is praised in every possible 
way, and actually I don’t like it. Then I think: yes, it must be me, I guess. But fortunately 
there are more people like me. 

 
With the latter phrase, she refers to a woman she met, who had the same opinion as she 
had about that particular book. This also helps her to put her feelings of inferiority in 

                                                            
191 The original Dutch version of the utterance ‘accept someone as he is’ (‘iemand in zijn waarde laten’: to 
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perspective. She suspects the persons who she initially sees as superior of being fake: they 
are ‘fanatics’, they like books because ‘one is supposed to’, and they pretend to have 
visited things although they have only read about them. The wish to no longer look down 
on herself suddenly turns her cultured friends into elitist and inauthentic snobs, from 
whom she can now morally distinguish. She is looking for arguments to legitimise her 
situation, and she finds herself one from a different repertoire, which helps her to 
downplay her initial feelings. According to Swidler, ‘people orient themselves partly by 
bouncing their ideas off the cultural alternatives made apparent in their environments’ 
(ibid.: 30). 
 
 
‘That’s not a value judgement’: Downplaying statements 
 
Besides being inconsistent in the course of an interview, many respondents, including 
those quoted above, downplay certain statements immediately after saying them. This 
particular form of switching repertoires is ignored by Swidler. Both Henny and Koos, for 
instance, want to make sure that I understand that they do not think Frans Bauer and André 
Hazes to be bad people (Henny on Bauer: ‘He’s a nice bloke and a good person’; Koos on 
Hazes: ‘Nothing at the expense of that man, he’s not a swindler or anything’). 
Downplaying can also occur before the act: Koos precedes his negative valuation of the 
nouveaux riches with ‘I’m not allowed to say that of course…’.  

This is the second way in which ambivalences can come across: the immediate 
downplaying of distinctive statements. People say they do not want to be ‘negative’, 
‘mean’, ‘insulting’, ‘derogatory’, ‘shitty’, ‘elitist’, ‘arrogant’, ‘snobbish’, or ‘pedantic’, 
right before or after saying something that can easily be interpreted as negative, mean, 
insulting, and so on. They mean things ‘with all due respect’. They say that they ‘actually 
cannot judge’ the item they just denounced, because they hardly know it. Or they conclude 
that ‘tastes differ’ after all. As said, some downplay their statements in advance: ‘It sounds 
very elitist when I will say that, but I don’t think the average bricklayer has the erudition to 
go to a concert building’ (Helma, UOF3; italics added). 

Respondents who downplay hierarchical utterances without explicitly switching to 
the egalitarian repertoire are not classified as ambivalent, but it would make sense to do 
so. Four of these ‘hierarchical people’ downplay their statements often, ten others 
occasionally.192 If I were to transfer these four to fourteen respondents from the 
hierarchical to the ambivalent type, the latter would even expand to more than half of the 
sample. Let us therefore explore this type of ambivalence a little more.  

                                                            
192 Often means that three or more quotes are given the Atlas code ‘downplaying’; occasionally means that 
one or two quotes are given this code. 
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Often people do not want to insult the producers of culture that they look down on, 
as the Bauer and Hazes examples above illustrated. They think the singers are nice people 
although they do not like their music. Or they admire their ability to reach a large 
audience: ‘There are so many people who have fun with him [Bauer], who am I to reject 
that?’ (Berend, LOM5).193 Others respect disliked artists for their craftsmanship, such as 
Sandra (HYF1) on certain Dutch language singers: ‘They are professionals as well (...), 
they can sing better than I can, probably.’ 
 More common is the unwillingness to look down on the consumers of certain 
culture. Charles (HOM3), for example, speaks about low culture as ‘very accessible, easily 
recognisable, for the general public,’ but downplays the latter remark by saying: ‘I don’t 
mean that the general public has it wrong, per se’. Vincent (UMM5) explicitly 
distinguishes between producers and consumers of culture. When talking about bad taste, 
he thinks of simple, coarse, and banal humour, such as in improvisational comedy show 
De Lama’s*. He becomes quite enraged, but then he puts it in perspective: ‘I’m talking 
about the people who do this [make these TV shows], not about the people who watch. I 
mean, (…) I don’t judge them, I only think “Good heavens”.’ Peter (LMM1) is the most 
outspoken respondent in downplaying his choice of words. He describes low culture as 
‘more volks*, to express myself that way, more coarse’, but he continues: 
 

That’s not a value judgement by the way. Let that be clear. You have to give it a name, and I 
think that’s the danger of language and giving names, that you sometimes say things with 
which you perhaps express yourself in a derogatory way, but that you don’t mean that way. 
(...) And volks doesn’t really sound, er, yes, I wouldn’t know how I could say it differently. If 
there are different terms for it, I’d be glad to hear it! 

 
These hesitations to disqualify certain people mainly occur when discussing people who 
are perceived as lower on the ladder, who have tastes that strongly deviate from the 
respondent’s. Therefore, it is no wonder that specifically the questions on high and low 
culture, good and bad taste, and the taste of a bricklayer trigger such downplaying 
remarks. Many respondents object to these questions, by saying that their answers are 
based on ‘prejudices’, ‘stereotypes’ or ‘generalisations’, but they reply nevertheless. They, 
for example, address the stereotypes but add that it could also be otherwise, such as Louis 
(UMM4) comments on a bricklayer: 
 

I expect of course that his preference is less sophisticated, yes, I think that he – that counts 
for everyone with more practical and less theoretical schooling – likes André Hazes. Of 
course it sounds silly and prejudice-like, but in 80% of the cases it will be that way. But there 

                                                            
193 It is particularly André Rieu who is, despite people’s dislike, admired for his worldwide successes and for 
the way he brings classical music to a large audience (cf. Bellavance 2008: 201-2 on the Québécois 
ambivalence about Céline Dion). 
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whom she can now morally distinguish. She is looking for arguments to legitimise her 
situation, and she finds herself one from a different repertoire, which helps her to 
downplay her initial feelings. According to Swidler, ‘people orient themselves partly by 
bouncing their ideas off the cultural alternatives made apparent in their environments’ 
(ibid.: 30). 
 
 
‘That’s not a value judgement’: Downplaying statements 
 
Besides being inconsistent in the course of an interview, many respondents, including 
those quoted above, downplay certain statements immediately after saying them. This 
particular form of switching repertoires is ignored by Swidler. Both Henny and Koos, for 
instance, want to make sure that I understand that they do not think Frans Bauer and André 
Hazes to be bad people (Henny on Bauer: ‘He’s a nice bloke and a good person’; Koos on 
Hazes: ‘Nothing at the expense of that man, he’s not a swindler or anything’). 
Downplaying can also occur before the act: Koos precedes his negative valuation of the 
nouveaux riches with ‘I’m not allowed to say that of course…’.  

This is the second way in which ambivalences can come across: the immediate 
downplaying of distinctive statements. People say they do not want to be ‘negative’, 
‘mean’, ‘insulting’, ‘derogatory’, ‘shitty’, ‘elitist’, ‘arrogant’, ‘snobbish’, or ‘pedantic’, 
right before or after saying something that can easily be interpreted as negative, mean, 
insulting, and so on. They mean things ‘with all due respect’. They say that they ‘actually 
cannot judge’ the item they just denounced, because they hardly know it. Or they conclude 
that ‘tastes differ’ after all. As said, some downplay their statements in advance: ‘It sounds 
very elitist when I will say that, but I don’t think the average bricklayer has the erudition to 
go to a concert building’ (Helma, UOF3; italics added). 

Respondents who downplay hierarchical utterances without explicitly switching to 
the egalitarian repertoire are not classified as ambivalent, but it would make sense to do 
so. Four of these ‘hierarchical people’ downplay their statements often, ten others 
occasionally.192 If I were to transfer these four to fourteen respondents from the 
hierarchical to the ambivalent type, the latter would even expand to more than half of the 
sample. Let us therefore explore this type of ambivalence a little more.  

                                                            
192 Often means that three or more quotes are given the Atlas code ‘downplaying’; occasionally means that 
one or two quotes are given this code. 
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Often people do not want to insult the producers of culture that they look down on, 
as the Bauer and Hazes examples above illustrated. They think the singers are nice people 
although they do not like their music. Or they admire their ability to reach a large 
audience: ‘There are so many people who have fun with him [Bauer], who am I to reject 
that?’ (Berend, LOM5).193 Others respect disliked artists for their craftsmanship, such as 
Sandra (HYF1) on certain Dutch language singers: ‘They are professionals as well (...), 
they can sing better than I can, probably.’ 
 More common is the unwillingness to look down on the consumers of certain 
culture. Charles (HOM3), for example, speaks about low culture as ‘very accessible, easily 
recognisable, for the general public,’ but downplays the latter remark by saying: ‘I don’t 
mean that the general public has it wrong, per se’. Vincent (UMM5) explicitly 
distinguishes between producers and consumers of culture. When talking about bad taste, 
he thinks of simple, coarse, and banal humour, such as in improvisational comedy show 
De Lama’s*. He becomes quite enraged, but then he puts it in perspective: ‘I’m talking 
about the people who do this [make these TV shows], not about the people who watch. I 
mean, (…) I don’t judge them, I only think “Good heavens”.’ Peter (LMM1) is the most 
outspoken respondent in downplaying his choice of words. He describes low culture as 
‘more volks*, to express myself that way, more coarse’, but he continues: 
 

That’s not a value judgement by the way. Let that be clear. You have to give it a name, and I 
think that’s the danger of language and giving names, that you sometimes say things with 
which you perhaps express yourself in a derogatory way, but that you don’t mean that way. 
(...) And volks doesn’t really sound, er, yes, I wouldn’t know how I could say it differently. If 
there are different terms for it, I’d be glad to hear it! 

 
These hesitations to disqualify certain people mainly occur when discussing people who 
are perceived as lower on the ladder, who have tastes that strongly deviate from the 
respondent’s. Therefore, it is no wonder that specifically the questions on high and low 
culture, good and bad taste, and the taste of a bricklayer trigger such downplaying 
remarks. Many respondents object to these questions, by saying that their answers are 
based on ‘prejudices’, ‘stereotypes’ or ‘generalisations’, but they reply nevertheless. They, 
for example, address the stereotypes but add that it could also be otherwise, such as Louis 
(UMM4) comments on a bricklayer: 
 

I expect of course that his preference is less sophisticated, yes, I think that he – that counts 
for everyone with more practical and less theoretical schooling – likes André Hazes. Of 
course it sounds silly and prejudice-like, but in 80% of the cases it will be that way. But there 

                                                            
193 It is particularly André Rieu who is, despite people’s dislike, admired for his worldwide successes and for 
the way he brings classical music to a large audience (cf. Bellavance 2008: 201-2 on the Québécois 
ambivalence about Céline Dion). 
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are also... a bricklayer could just as well be a member of a choir, where he started to 
appreciate Bach. That’s possible, isn’t it? But well, most prejudices are correct. Yes. 

 
The more subtle distinctions – i.e., from people with about the same status, from people 
with more economic than cultural capital, or within certain cultural domains – are less 
often downplayed. Apparently, people do not perceive distinction as such as a taboo, but 
they are more often anxious about distinction from people further down the ladder. 
Looking down on bricklayers, or on people who like ‘low culture’, does not uphold the 
egalitarian attitude that they want to perform, whereas ‘horizontal’, anti-elitist or moral 
distinctions are acceptable. Downplaying distinctions based on the frequency of cultural 
participation, on cultural knowledge and on the open attitude (see chapter 4) is even rarer. 
Distinction from certain ‘lower’ tastes that people simply have is less acceptable than 
distinction from people who have – according to the individualist and meritocratic idea – 
‘chosen’ a certain taste. People with about the same educational level can easily be blamed 
for their bad taste, whereas lower educated people cannot (cf. Van Eijk 2011; 2013).  

One might interpret such downplays as the switching of repertoires in an instant, 
but often they only give a slight glimpse of the other repertoire. As said before, I often did 
not code these people as using the egalitarian repertoire at all. Rather than exploring the 
repertoires people draw from to make sense of their lives and their opinions, it is useful to 
look at the different presentations of self people give in an interview. After all, it is not 
only a question of searching for the right argument, but also of presenting this argument 
towards the interviewer. 

In interviews, as in daily life, people want to give a good presentation of their 
‘inner self’. When they say or do something that conflicts with this ideal self, or that they 
think might cause misunderstandings, they must correct this. Therefore, they often 
contradict themselves, laugh nervously, or downplay certain remarks that they made too 
quickly. When people are, for instance, speaking in a negative or generalising way about 
ethnic minorities, they often explicitly add, right before or after the remark, that they are 
certainly not racists (cf. Eliasoph 1999). When they use a word such as ‘volks’, when they 
say something negative on bricklayers, or when they firmly reject an artist, they suddenly 
realise that they do not want to be perceived as an elitist or unsympathetic person. They 
feel they must correct the wrong image that the interviewer might have gotten, in order to 
restore the balance. It is good to have strong opinions, as long as these are not at the 
expense of other people, in particular of people from lower status groups. By 
downplaying, often in fixed phrases, they try to equilibrate the hierarchical and the 
egalitarian repertoire.194 It is less necessary to downplay distinctions from people closer on 
the status ladder, or even on the same rung, because in these cases the egalitarian idea is 
not challenged. 
                                                            
194 See the last section of chapter 2 for the methodological argument for exploring self-presentations. 
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In the next two sections I will explore in more detail an important cause for both 
inconsistent narratives and the downplaying of derogatory statements: the social proximity 
of people with different tastes in general and the proximity of family members of 
upwardly mobile people in particular. Finally, I will turn back to Swidler and connect her 
general theoretical framework to Lahire’s ideas on multiple habitus. 
 
 
‘I don’t dare to say it’s kitsch’: The bad tastes of proximate others  
 
An important reason I observed why people experience difficulties with (cultural) 
inequalities is because they personally know people with different tastes. It is relatively 
easy to look down on ‘abstract’ people from lower classes and with a lower education, 
such as bricklayers (although remarks about them were often downplayed too), but it 
becomes more awkward when friends or colleagues are at stake (cf. Payne & Grew 2005, 
on class perceptions). I unintentionally triggered these kinds of responses by continuously 
asking follow-up questions – however neutrally formulated – on significant others’ tastes. 
Above, we saw the example of Henny, who downplayed her dislike for Dutch language 
music because some of her colleagues do like this. She works as a policy adviser at the 
town hall of a medium-sized municipality, where people from different social groups 
work. Similarly, Marleen (HOF5) says about taste differences: ‘I think you should accept 
that from each other; otherwise it’s very intolerant.’ And Monique (HYF5), also on a 
friend who likes Dutch language music: ‘I’m not crucifying her for it because it’s not my 
taste’.  

The proximity of others with opposite tastes can lead to uncomfortable situations 
in which one keeps one’s opinions to oneself, in order not to hurt these acquaintances’ 
feelings. Brigitte (HMF5) is an art teacher at a child care institution, where most of her 
colleagues received a lower level of education than she did, and certainly no artistic 
training. To my question if she knows people who like the American TV series that she 
abhors, she says: 
 

Yes, the girls with whom I work, they often have – yes, that’s very mean to say – but they 
often have MBO* schooling, and they love following these series. Yes. They really like it a 
lot. They also get many of their ideas from these series. That’s why it’s often difficult to pass, 
er, my vision of art on to them. Because they say: ‘Yes, but that’s beautiful, isn’t it?’ No, it’s 
kitsch, you know! But, yes, I don’t dare to say that, then I say: ‘Well, you can also see it in 
another way.’ So I address it very carefully, because when I say ‘It is kitsch’, then I insult 
them of course. And I don’t want that of course, because I would only make them insecure. I 
think. 
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are also... a bricklayer could just as well be a member of a choir, where he started to 
appreciate Bach. That’s possible, isn’t it? But well, most prejudices are correct. Yes. 

 
The more subtle distinctions – i.e., from people with about the same status, from people 
with more economic than cultural capital, or within certain cultural domains – are less 
often downplayed. Apparently, people do not perceive distinction as such as a taboo, but 
they are more often anxious about distinction from people further down the ladder. 
Looking down on bricklayers, or on people who like ‘low culture’, does not uphold the 
egalitarian attitude that they want to perform, whereas ‘horizontal’, anti-elitist or moral 
distinctions are acceptable. Downplaying distinctions based on the frequency of cultural 
participation, on cultural knowledge and on the open attitude (see chapter 4) is even rarer. 
Distinction from certain ‘lower’ tastes that people simply have is less acceptable than 
distinction from people who have – according to the individualist and meritocratic idea – 
‘chosen’ a certain taste. People with about the same educational level can easily be blamed 
for their bad taste, whereas lower educated people cannot (cf. Van Eijk 2011; 2013).  

One might interpret such downplays as the switching of repertoires in an instant, 
but often they only give a slight glimpse of the other repertoire. As said before, I often did 
not code these people as using the egalitarian repertoire at all. Rather than exploring the 
repertoires people draw from to make sense of their lives and their opinions, it is useful to 
look at the different presentations of self people give in an interview. After all, it is not 
only a question of searching for the right argument, but also of presenting this argument 
towards the interviewer. 

In interviews, as in daily life, people want to give a good presentation of their 
‘inner self’. When they say or do something that conflicts with this ideal self, or that they 
think might cause misunderstandings, they must correct this. Therefore, they often 
contradict themselves, laugh nervously, or downplay certain remarks that they made too 
quickly. When people are, for instance, speaking in a negative or generalising way about 
ethnic minorities, they often explicitly add, right before or after the remark, that they are 
certainly not racists (cf. Eliasoph 1999). When they use a word such as ‘volks’, when they 
say something negative on bricklayers, or when they firmly reject an artist, they suddenly 
realise that they do not want to be perceived as an elitist or unsympathetic person. They 
feel they must correct the wrong image that the interviewer might have gotten, in order to 
restore the balance. It is good to have strong opinions, as long as these are not at the 
expense of other people, in particular of people from lower status groups. By 
downplaying, often in fixed phrases, they try to equilibrate the hierarchical and the 
egalitarian repertoire.194 It is less necessary to downplay distinctions from people closer on 
the status ladder, or even on the same rung, because in these cases the egalitarian idea is 
not challenged. 
                                                            
194 See the last section of chapter 2 for the methodological argument for exploring self-presentations. 
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In the next two sections I will explore in more detail an important cause for both 
inconsistent narratives and the downplaying of derogatory statements: the social proximity 
of people with different tastes in general and the proximity of family members of 
upwardly mobile people in particular. Finally, I will turn back to Swidler and connect her 
general theoretical framework to Lahire’s ideas on multiple habitus. 
 
 
‘I don’t dare to say it’s kitsch’: The bad tastes of proximate others  
 
An important reason I observed why people experience difficulties with (cultural) 
inequalities is because they personally know people with different tastes. It is relatively 
easy to look down on ‘abstract’ people from lower classes and with a lower education, 
such as bricklayers (although remarks about them were often downplayed too), but it 
becomes more awkward when friends or colleagues are at stake (cf. Payne & Grew 2005, 
on class perceptions). I unintentionally triggered these kinds of responses by continuously 
asking follow-up questions – however neutrally formulated – on significant others’ tastes. 
Above, we saw the example of Henny, who downplayed her dislike for Dutch language 
music because some of her colleagues do like this. She works as a policy adviser at the 
town hall of a medium-sized municipality, where people from different social groups 
work. Similarly, Marleen (HOF5) says about taste differences: ‘I think you should accept 
that from each other; otherwise it’s very intolerant.’ And Monique (HYF5), also on a 
friend who likes Dutch language music: ‘I’m not crucifying her for it because it’s not my 
taste’.  

The proximity of others with opposite tastes can lead to uncomfortable situations 
in which one keeps one’s opinions to oneself, in order not to hurt these acquaintances’ 
feelings. Brigitte (HMF5) is an art teacher at a child care institution, where most of her 
colleagues received a lower level of education than she did, and certainly no artistic 
training. To my question if she knows people who like the American TV series that she 
abhors, she says: 
 

Yes, the girls with whom I work, they often have – yes, that’s very mean to say – but they 
often have MBO* schooling, and they love following these series. Yes. They really like it a 
lot. They also get many of their ideas from these series. That’s why it’s often difficult to pass, 
er, my vision of art on to them. Because they say: ‘Yes, but that’s beautiful, isn’t it?’ No, it’s 
kitsch, you know! But, yes, I don’t dare to say that, then I say: ‘Well, you can also see it in 
another way.’ So I address it very carefully, because when I say ‘It is kitsch’, then I insult 
them of course. And I don’t want that of course, because I would only make them insecure. I 
think. 
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These sensitive contacts with lower educated persons at work even become somewhat 
schizophrenic in the case of Karin (UMF4). This former actress strongly dislikes Dutch 
television (‘it’s all about ratings’), but earlier in the interview she said that she coaches TV 
show hosts for a living. After some further negative remarks on Dutch TV I ask her: 
 

You are coaching people (...) and you work for television, whereas you are mainly 
irritated about it. 
Yes. No, I don’t show it to these people. I don’t interfere with the programme. That’s not my 
responsibility. I coach hosts and they are darlings, then it’s about people. And then I just 
think: if you want to get better at your job, then you say ‘they have’ and not ‘them have’.195 
(…) So I coach on language, posture, being natural, being yourself, no mannerisms, no 
clichés, (...). And which programme it is, I couldn’t care less. 
But do you work for commercial or public [television], or both? 
No, commercial. Entertainment even. It’s just everything that you don’t want to see. I don’t 
care. 
But you sometimes watch it to see if they’ve done well. 
Yes, I watch, of course. I just trained A. [name host] for the show B. [name show], so I had 
to see it once. (...) It doesn’t matter to me, there are hordes of people who watch it. But it’s 
not my kind of TV. But A. is a darling.196 

 
Naturally, this uneasiness comes to the fore during actual interaction with people from 
other backgrounds, but it is also experienced when the discussed others are absent. Patrick 
(HYM3) describes discussions he sometimes has with his girlfriend about the question 
whether it is allowed to condemn others’ tastes. She feels more awkward about this than 
he does: 
 

I can say ‘Well, that’s really shit’, but I won’t say it to that person, I would say it to my 
girlfriend. (...) But she thinks: ‘You cannot say that, because they like it.’ [Then I say:] ‘Yes, 
but I don’t say it to them, I say it to you.’ [Then she says:] ‘That isn’t nice, is it?’ 

 
This explains why the uneasiness is often also felt during a sociological interview: many 
people do not want to speak badly of others they know, even when these others are not 
present. 

Some scholars claim that people’s increasingly broad tastes are caused by a more 
open society or a decreased isolation, leading to more contact with people from different 
social groups (Peterson & Kern 1996: 905). Bryson (1996) coined the concept 
‘multicultural capital’ to address the increased ‘tolerance’ for others’ tastes (cf. Ollivier 
2008a). I argue, however, that contacts with different kinds of people do not necessarily 
lead to broader tastes, but to less distinctive and, moreover, more ambivalent stances 
                                                            
195 ‘Them have’ (‘Hun hebben’) is one of the most well-known mistakes in the Dutch language (or: 
deviations from standard Dutch), particularly made by lower educated people in certain regions.  
196 She mentions one other name, and then asks me to keep the hosts and shows anonymous. 
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towards others’ ‘bad tastes’. Tastes and opinions do not change that easily, but the 
expressions about tastes towards others do. On the other hand, the question is whether the 
degree of social contacts with different classes actually increased in the past decades, 
which the authors above assume. Some have suggested a growing gap between (often 
urban) elites and (often rural) ‘common people’, who increasingly live in completely 
separated worlds (Prieur & Savage 2013). Kuipers (2010: 17-18) assumes that it is the 
increased unease with status distinction that leads to a decrease of contacts between higher 
and lower educated people. Often, it is assumed that educational ‘homophily’197 in 
marriage relations (which is high) has increased in recent decades, but longitudinal studies 
in different countries show mixed results on this process, partially due to diverging 
operationalisations (Blossfeld 2009). Network analyses on class and educational 
homophily in friendship relations do not provide longitudinal data at all (McPherson et al. 
2001).  

Whether or not such a change has occurred, contacts between classes did become 
more informal in the course of the twentieth century (Wouters 2007). In a more formal, 
hierarchical society the positions people occupy are clear, so it is easy to express feelings 
of superiority (cf. DiMaggio 1987). But when informalisation occurs, display of 
superiority becomes suspect:  
 

Many remained convinced of the superiority of their own lifestyle, but as successful social 
mixing required a higher level of education and solidarity with people from lower-status 
groups, they came to experience excessively arrogant display of superiority as awkward and 
embarrassing. (Wouters 2007: 49) 
 

It is therefore likely that this embarrassment and unease with expressions of superiority 
and distinctive behaviour is more widespread in a more informal and egalitarian society 
such as the Netherlands in the early 21st century than it would be in a relatively more 
formal and hierarchical country such as France in the 1960s.  
 
 
‘It’s just not their world’: The unease of upwardly mobile people 
 
Social contacts with lower educated people can become even more awkward when the 
relationship is more intimate, for instance when the acquaintance with a different, ‘bad’, 
taste is a family member. Koos (UMM3) for instance, who was already quoted twice about 
looking down on his Hazes and Veronica liking brother, felt uncomfortable about this: ‘I 
am the oldest (...) and the oldest are always a little conceited (...), they want to dominate.’ 

                                                            
197 Sociologists describe relationships with the term ‘homophily’ to describe a similarity between certain 
attributes, in this case educational level. 
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but I don’t say it to them, I say it to you.’ [Then she says:] ‘That isn’t nice, is it?’ 

 
This explains why the uneasiness is often also felt during a sociological interview: many 
people do not want to speak badly of others they know, even when these others are not 
present. 
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relationship is more intimate, for instance when the acquaintance with a different, ‘bad’, 
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197 Sociologists describe relationships with the term ‘homophily’ to describe a similarity between certain 
attributes, in this case educational level. 
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Koos does not want his brother to think that he dominates him, so he tries to respect his 
choices. He does not explain why two people from one family can grow up so differently. 
Trudy (LMF1), who was born and raised in the Southern province of Brabant, explains her 
brother’s diverging taste with his marriage to an Amsterdam woman. She says she does 
not mind, as they are good people, but she often feels awkward too. Hence, she downplays 
her brother’s cultural inferiority by switching to a moral repertoire (cf. Van Eijk 2011: 
265): 
 

He is a very nice chap, that’s not the point, but we think: good, it’s your taste, fine, he lays a 
plush carpet on the table, haha, well, if it makes him happy… (…) Also as regards clothing, 
then I think: ‘My God, do I have to walk through town next to him?’ Haha! (...) The taste 
difference is very large, but what matters to me is: how are they themselves? I mean: when 
you visit them, they welcome you in the warmest way, you’re never too much, if necessary 
they will always help you. It’s just, yes, we have a completely different taste! 
 

Most respondents who distinguish themselves from family members’ tastes find an 
explanation in their own upward mobility. They received more education and ended up in 
higher occupations than their parents, sometimes also higher than their siblings.198 Just as 
Inge, they find it hard to deal with these differences with the people they grew up with. 
Carmen (UYF6), who studied film, thinks that her parents ‘don’t have the faintest idea 
what I did at the university, they really don’t get it’. Piet (HMM3) observes severe 
differences with his four brothers and sisters:199 
 

I really notice that I’m the only one who did HBS* (...), where they stimulated [cultural 
things], I always benefited a lot. (...) I cannot talk to them about that, about classical music 
and such, no, that really doesn’t appeal to them. I won’t say that I am an intellectual, but you 
can just notice clearly that they started to work immediately after the Mulo*, and more in the 
technical occupations. No, er, about art I cannot talk to them, no. 

 
Upwardly mobile people often do not speak about cultural taste with their family 
members. It is a subject that is either deliberately avoided or that just does not come up. 
And, when it does come up, they often try to spare their family’s feelings, by not speaking 
out (compare the careful conversations with lower educated colleagues above). When for 
example a movie is visited together, the social climber must make concessions. A few 
climbers, however, try to educate their family members, because they want to share their 
newly acquired taste with them. Kirsten (UYF5), for instance, discovered classical music 
and the theatre by herself and wanted to pass her interests on to her ‘little sister’. She 

                                                            
198 Koos is upwardly mobile too, but I had the impression that he perceived his brother as downwardly 
mobile rather than himself as upwardly mobile. Their father was a caretaker.  
199 Piet is no upwardly mobile in my categorisation, as his father was a teacher at a secondary school. His 
siblings however all had a lower education than Piet had. 
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found it ‘important for her cultural background’, ‘like cultural and artistic training’. 
However, this transfer does not always work out, which can result in embarrassment. 
Deirdre (HYF6), who works behind the scenes of an opera company, often gives her free 
tickets to people who never go to the opera, such as her parents:200 
 

‘Nice,’ my mother then says, ‘but I don’t understand why it was so grey’. [the opera was 
about Russian peasants] (...) But whether she liked the music? It was more like ‘well, it took 
a long time’. So, it’s just not their world, let’s put it that way. Yes, I won’t try it again. No. 
 

Some social climbers feel that they are stuck between their parents’ milieu and the cultural 
tastes of their present friends and colleagues, as we saw with Inge. Don (UYM3), for 
instance, distinguishes himself from his parents, particularly when he was younger (‘I 
found them petty bourgeois and simple, and I found myself very articulated and, how do 
you say that, very original’), but sometimes feels uncomfortable among his educated 
friends and colleagues too. Most of his friends want to see art house films, whereas for 
Don a ‘Pathé* movie’ is often fine as well: ‘I don’t always want to see an intellectual 
film.’ 
 

The funny thing is: I now mainly work with people who, I think, often visit the theatre and 
who are more art minded. But for myself, I notice that I have that interest far less, 
particularly with respect to speaking about it and discussing and analysing everything. 

 
He watches movies and listens to music in a more emotional way, whereas a good friend is 
much more critical and analytic: 
 

We don’t quarrel about it, but er... often I do have the feeling that he puts his own taste first 
and finds mine inferior, so to speak, but that could just as well be a feeling of mine. Well yes, 
I learned to just follow my own feeling and not feel ashamed when I like something. 
(...) 
On the one hand, we can find each other in our experience, and on the other hand, well, I 
wouldn’t exactly call it ‘irritated’, but I sometimes regret that he doesn’t get over his critical 
view (...). I’d say: give room to your emotion as well. 

 
He shows ambivalent feelings about the taste differences both between him and his parents 
and him and his friends. He looks down on his parents’ taste (although situating this in the 
past) and he looks up to the intellectual art perceptions of friends and colleagues, which he 
downplays by giving more room to emotion.201  

                                                            
200 Deirdre is no upwardly mobile in my categorisation – her father studied mathematics but did not finish 
his education – but she implicitly describes herself as one, particularly with respect to culture. Her parents 
did not perceive the art academy she attended as a ‘real’ education. 
201 More on the perceived distinction between ratio and emotion in chapter 7. 
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198 Koos is upwardly mobile too, but I had the impression that he perceived his brother as downwardly 
mobile rather than himself as upwardly mobile. Their father was a caretaker.  
199 Piet is no upwardly mobile in my categorisation, as his father was a teacher at a secondary school. His 
siblings however all had a lower education than Piet had. 
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 Similar ambivalences and uneasy feelings, yet in a broader sense than cultural 
taste, have been found in two Dutch dissertations on upwardly mobile people, defined as 
the university educated children of working-class parents (Brands 1992; Matthys 2010). 
According to Matthys, they often first gained the ‘social identification’ with ‘high culture’. 
Only later, they actually felt this ‘high cultural’ taste (pp. 260-5). This late ‘embodiment’ 
of taste is slightly recognisable in some of the narratives (such as Don above, who, with 
regard to art house movies, does not ‘feel’ this taste ‘yet’), but with most upwardly mobile 
respondents I do not recognise this. Nori (UYF2) for example, the most outspoken 
proponent of individual tastes in the previous chapter, explicitly denies social pressures in 
developing a preference for art house films: 
 

The first few times that I saw such a film, I also thought them to be boring, and, yes, I sort of 
grew into it, I don’t know how that originates, but… It’s not like I suddenly thought: oh yes, 
I’m higher educated now, so I should like that kind of films a lot, no, no. 

 
Later in the interview, it becomes clear that she recognises the opposite in others, from 
whom she wants to distinguish: ‘Taste is actually very primitive, (…) I think that people 
do it [changing tastes because of social position], by the way, but I would never fake a 
taste myself.’ 

In his research on tastes in humour, Friedman (2012) explains the ‘cultural 
homelessness’ that social climbers often experience during their life course. He downplays 
their ‘successful’ and ‘flexible’ broad tastes, such as described by omnivore scholars, and 
instead stresses the uncertainties and status anxieties that upwardly mobile people 
experience: 
 

He [a social climber] may cross the cultural hierarchy, but he still feels the pressure it exerts, 
the institutional power it wields, and therefore, he finds himself defending (rather than 
celebrating) his diverse comic style. (Friedman 2012: 484) 

 
Of course, the above does not mean that all upwardly mobile people face such difficulties. 
For instance, Joris (UYM1) looks down on his parents’ taste too, but he just enjoys 
mocking them. When his mother watches TV show Bananasplit*, or when his parents-in-
law want to see The Lord of the Rings at Christmas, he prefers ‘to keep the standards 
high’: 

 
Yes, sneering and acting sarcastically, actually to spoil other one’s fun! (...) Well, with my 
mother I wouldn’t call it spoiling: it’s the way we watch TV, we continuously sneer and 
make remarks (...). She also likes to read a lot, well, let’s say the lighter novels, romantic, or 
literary thrillers (...). I used to carp at her, but nowadays I think: well, yeah, I now give these 
books as a present. I wouldn’t have done that back then. I guess I’m growing up. 
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Besides mocking his parents’ taste without clear ambivalent feelings, he also links this 
behaviour to his youth, just as Don did. In their view, adolescents simply collide with their 
parents, including on such things as cultural taste, which is a stage that passes. When 
grown-up, one can still distinguish oneself from one’s parents, but there is no more need to 
do this in front of their faces.202 However, this does not necessarily mean an end to 
ambivalent feelings. 
 
 
To conclude 
 
Swidler proposes that people who have ‘unsettled lives’ more often switch repertoires. 
During or shortly after life-changing events, such as a divorce or, simply, adolescence, 
people think more intensively about their identity and use several repertoires (2001: 89-
93). People who have a more ‘settled live’, on the other hand, ‘are operating within 
established strategies of action’ (ibid: 89). One might interpret upward mobility as such a 
life-changing event. However, this passes far more gradually and often has already 
occurred in the past. Furthermore, this chapter showed that upwardly mobile people are 
not the only ones who often change repertoires or who downplay the one they use.  

It is, therefore, useful to look a little further in order to theoretically explain the 
ambivalences that many people nowadays experience. Lahire (2003; cf. 2008) provides 
such an explanation. He argues that people are more and more socialised in different 
settings – the family, the school, the peer group, the media – that all influence their 
perceptions, opinions and tastes. These influences can contradict each other, causing 
internal conflicts between ‘dispositions to act and dispositions to believe’ (2003: 336; cf. 
Swidler 2001: 185; Van Eijk 2011: 253). 
 

Such gaps between a person’s beliefs and the objective conditions of his existence, or 
between beliefs and dispositions to act, often lead to feelings of frustration, guilt, 
illegitimacy, or bad conscience. (Lahire 2003: 337) 

 
People in socially mixed working environments and upwardly mobile people can 
experience such a diverse set of influences in a more extreme way. People are not as 
coherent as Bourdieu suggests with his notion of an all-encompassing class habitus, 
influenced first and foremost by upbringing, nor as fragmented and agentic as postmodern 
scholars or researchers on cultural omnivores suggest (Lahire 2003: 345). People are 
shaped by several forms of habitus and by dispositions from different sources, which 
results in ‘mixed cultural capital’ (Friedman 2012). Bourdieu (2004, quoted by Friedman 

                                                            
202 More on perceived taste differences between parents and their children – mainly on the issue of pop 
music – in chapter 6. 
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202 More on perceived taste differences between parents and their children – mainly on the issue of pop 
music – in chapter 6. 
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2012: 485) would later call this the habitus clivé, or ‘split habitus’. Therefore, they have 
the idea that they are purely individual in their opinions and tastes (Vander Stichele 2007: 
33-46). However, they often experience doubts on whether they are ‘allowed’ to like a 
certain TV show or a pop song, which results in justifications towards others as well as to 
themselves. At the same time they wonder why they feel embarrassed. In this chapter, I 
showed that people also have doubts on the righteousness of cultural distinction, 
particularly but not only from people further down the ladder. These doubts lead to the 
continuous downplaying, often instantly, of what has been said before, which is 
strengthened by doubts on the presentation of self they want to give during a sociological 
interview. Upward mobility and informal relations that bridge class boundaries are only 
part of this explanation.  

These internal struggles have often been ignored in sociological research, which 
has focused more on people’s ‘objective’ tastes and their rational clarifications for these 
tastes. Swidler’s and Lahire’s theoretical ideas and Holstein & Gubrium’s methodological 
approach encouraged me to unravel these contradictions, doubts, embarrassments, self-
justifications, downplaying remarks and inconsistencies.203 However, despite these ideas, I 
must stress that the ‘ambivalent type’ only consists of 46% of my respondents (to be 
expanded to a maximum of 61% if the hierarchical respondents who downplay their 
statements are included). The other respondents do not show these ambivalences when 
cultural taste is concerned. They either purely use a hierarchical repertoire or an 
egalitarian one, or neither. I will now continue with the last type. 
 
 

Not engaging in the hierarchy debate: The neutral type 
 
There are five respondents left who have not been discussed before. These five people do 
not speak in a hierarchical nor in an anti-hierarchical way during my interview with them, 
and therefore cannot downplay anything either. They do not reflect on this discussion at 
all. Table 5.3 showed that these five people are mainly lower educated and somewhat 
older than the average respondents, but what else can be said about them? It is not easy to 
describe these respondents, as they are mainly defined by what they do not do: they do not 
refer to superior or inferior culture, higher or lower tastes, by themselves, nor do they 
oppose these hierarchical views. They do not even use egalitarian or individualist phrases 
such as ‘one cannot dispute about taste’ or ‘tastes just differ’. Instead, they use a more 
neutral tone and seem to be ignorant about the discussions that all other respondents, to a 
more or lesser degree, relate to. Cultural taste does not seem to play a significant role in 

                                                            
203 Vander Stichele’s dissertation (2007) was also influenced strongly by Lahire, with very fruitful results, 
but he still uses a rather objectivist approach in the eventual analysis of the interview transcripts. 
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classifying oneself and others, but perhaps other attributes do. In the card ranking 
question, their knowledge is relatively low, but their tastes are highly diverse. Four of 
them do recognise a cultural hierarchy that is more or less similar to the average perceived 
hierarchy. 

Giving examples of ‘neutral’ or ‘non-reflexive’ quotes will not be useful, because 
all respondents often speak in a neutral sense: most dislikes are described without explicit 
distinction, as I showed in the distinction section of chapter 4. The other three types just 
do not limit themselves to this neutrality. Let me therefore begin with extensively 
describing one typical example, Arie, to show what he does say about his cultural taste. 
 
 
‘It doesn’t appeal to me’: The case of Arie 
 
Arie (LMM2) does not like what is generally perceived as high culture, but explains his 
dislikes in neutral terms. Classical music ‘is not easy on the ear’; Mozart and Bach ‘have 
some nice little tracks, but they mean nothing to me’; the theatre ‘does not appeal to me’. 
He does not like ‘modern’ art (Picasso) either: ‘these modern [paintings] are wasted on 
me.’ On my question what he perceives as modern art, he replies: 
 

Well er, Herman Brood* and whatever, that’s for me, er, sometimes, just a bit of lines, and, 
that’s supposed to be art. Well, then I think: guys, I won’t spend any money on it. 

 
He does not explicitly look up to these matters, nor does he express clear anti-elitist views. 
He probably presumes that others do perceive Brood paintings as art, but does he perceive 
these people (and Brood himself) as higher on the ladder?204 Conversely, he does not 
particularly like Palingsound* and smartlappen* either – both often considered low 
culture – but he simply defines it as ‘more quiet music’. He says that Dutch language 
music used to be ‘old-fashioned’, but that nowadays the youth has rediscovered it. His 
wife and children have different tastes than he has, but he can explain this with gender and 
age: soap series are ‘for the women in the house’.205 Finally, he attributes different tastes 
to the three occupations I asked about, but does not add value judgements to his responses.  

He explains his lack of interest in art with his upbringing: ‘I don’t think that my 
father and my mother have ever seen a museum from the inside, so I did not grow up with 
that.’ Arie was born in 1951 as one of eleven children in a farmer’s family. He still lives in 
a village nearby. He only received a Mulo* education, but after he started working at the 
regional branch of a bank, he followed several courses, to eventually reach the position of 
                                                            
204 In the art world, Herman Brood – also a rock singer – is generally not perceived as a high cultural artist, 
partly because he mass-produced his paintings. The most probable reason Arie mentioned him, is because 
Brood was well-known as a TV celebrity and rock singer. See appendix for further details. 
205 More on perceived gender and age differences in chapter 6. 
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205 More on perceived gender and age differences in chapter 6. 
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financial controller. In his youth he listened to pop/rock music a lot – his favourite band 
being Creedence Clearwater Revival – but nowadays he only listens to music in the 
background, to break the silence. Sometimes he watches a nice thriller on TV. His wife 
chose the painting on the wall, which they bought in a furniture store. Two close friends 
from Africa gave them some African art, which he appreciates because of the personal 
connection (‘otherwise I would not have bought it’).  
 This neutral attitude about taste does not mean that he does not recognise cultural 
hierarchy when asked. After some hesitation, Arie ranks the cards with musical items from 
high to low in a way that is quite similar to most respondents: from classical music (‘what 
lasts’) to Tiësto (‘just a DJ, is low to me’). The preceding question on high and low 
culture, however, did not ring any bells. He started guessing: 
 

High culture? [silence] Pff, yes that is er... [silence]. Yes, is that er… the culture er, that it, 
then comes the idea of history, of er, that er, yes, er, in Egypt and whatever, that they did 
things there which are hardly understandable for that time, even now, building the pyramids 
and whatever. Nowadays they still make discoveries, it’s almost a mystery that people could 
do it back then. Yes, that’s... I see that as a high culture. But I can’t come up with another 
understanding. 
And the concept low culture? 
Yes, that’s er, the people in the bush-bush206, people who only live from nature, and er, 
without tools or whatever, without modern... That’s how I understand it, and not with the 
theatre and whatever, I’m not thinking of that at all. 

 
Apparently, Arie understands the concept ‘culture’ in the sense of ‘civilisation’. For 
instance, he talks about ‘a high culture’. At other moments in the interview, on the other 
hand, he uses a narrower definition than most respondents do: culture is what many would 
call high culture. He does not rank the cards from high to low culture, but from ‘culture’ to 
‘no culture’, which is more a question of in- and exclusion than of hierarchy. Culture is the 
domain of classical music, the theatre, and museums, to which Tiësto does not belong. Nor 
does Arie himself: when I asked him to be interviewed, he warned me that ‘culture is not 
his sort of thing’. Only when saying that he likes choir music because he used to sing in a 
church choir, he concludes: ‘So in that respect I’m a little bit of a cultural person after all, 
I think.’ 

Apart from the card ranking question, he does not clearly perceive ‘culture’ as 
something higher. In his view, it is just something else, something he dislikes. Hence, he 
speaks about cultural taste in a neutral way, without explicit egalitarian statements: he 
does not say that ‘tastes just differ’ or that one should not speak of ‘high culture’.207 He is 
not reflexive about these matters; he does not relate to the hierarchies that others perceive, 

                                                            
206 In Dutch, one can use the quasi-English term ‘bush-bush’ to refer to the wilderness, the jungle. 
207 Unfortunately, I did not ask him about good and bad taste. 
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nor to the way others criticise these hierarchies. Cultural taste does not play an important 
social role to him. It is not important for his ‘identity’, it just is. Perhaps he uses other 
ways to classify and categorise people, such as moral distinctions (Lamont 1992), but 
cultural taste is not one of them.  
 
 
Exploring and extending the neutral type 
 
A similar story can be told about four other respondents. These include two elderly people 
who were entirely occupied with other things than cultural taste and did not relate much to 
my interview questions. The first is Ruud (LOM2), a 70-year-old taciturn man who grows 
flowers (like his father and brothers) and who replied to most questions with long silences 
and extremely brief answers. He was particularly proud of his award-winning moustache, 
but he did not have much to tell about his musical or artistic preferences. The second is 
74-year-old divorced Brecht (LOF4) who was completely occupied with her extraordinary 
mix of spiritual self-help books that helped her cope with life. She also extensively 
showed me her record collection, ranging from Beethoven to Nana Mouskouri, but she 
spoke more in a factual and anecdotal than in a reflexive and explanatory way. I could not 
interpret her strong dislike of abstract art as an anti-elitist distinction either. 
 The third one, 85-year-old retired architect Frank (UOM5), was more engaged with 
cultural matters, as he often listened to classical music, used to play occasionally in an 
orchestra with family members, and had paintings on the wall which were made by a 
befriended artist. However, he did not use a hierarchical repertoire other than perhaps 
describing the development of his musical taste from ‘flat’ to ‘deeper’ and ‘more 
complex’. He could not provide examples, though. Finally, Elly (UYF1) is a 41-year-old 
upwardly mobile woman (her father was a factory worker) who works as a web editor for 
a large municipality. Although she does realise that her taste for Dutch language pop 
music and her lack of interest in museums do not fit her educational level and her 
colleague’s preferences, she does not show much of a hierarchical conscience.  
 The latter example is a doubtful case, as her somewhat embarrassed narrative can 
be interpreted as looking down on herself and hence as using the hierarchical repertoire. 
Classifying respondents by means of coding interview transcripts is a delicate matter, as 
slight re-interpretations can alter some classifications. I coded people who only rarely or 
slightly used hierarchical utterances, such as Elly, as non-hierarchical, but I coded people 
who only rarely or slightly used egalitarian utterances in a stricter way: only one such 
phrase was enough to classify the person as egalitarian. If I would have used a similar 
loose classification, seven egalitarian people (also relatively low educated) would have 
been categorised as neutral too. They express themselves in an egalitarian way only once, 
in response to one of the more specific questions in the second part of the interview. 
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nor to the way others criticise these hierarchies. Cultural taste does not play an important 
social role to him. It is not important for his ‘identity’, it just is. Perhaps he uses other 
ways to classify and categorise people, such as moral distinctions (Lamont 1992), but 
cultural taste is not one of them.  
 
 
Exploring and extending the neutral type 
 
A similar story can be told about four other respondents. These include two elderly people 
who were entirely occupied with other things than cultural taste and did not relate much to 
my interview questions. The first is Ruud (LOM2), a 70-year-old taciturn man who grows 
flowers (like his father and brothers) and who replied to most questions with long silences 
and extremely brief answers. He was particularly proud of his award-winning moustache, 
but he did not have much to tell about his musical or artistic preferences. The second is 
74-year-old divorced Brecht (LOF4) who was completely occupied with her extraordinary 
mix of spiritual self-help books that helped her cope with life. She also extensively 
showed me her record collection, ranging from Beethoven to Nana Mouskouri, but she 
spoke more in a factual and anecdotal than in a reflexive and explanatory way. I could not 
interpret her strong dislike of abstract art as an anti-elitist distinction either. 
 The third one, 85-year-old retired architect Frank (UOM5), was more engaged with 
cultural matters, as he often listened to classical music, used to play occasionally in an 
orchestra with family members, and had paintings on the wall which were made by a 
befriended artist. However, he did not use a hierarchical repertoire other than perhaps 
describing the development of his musical taste from ‘flat’ to ‘deeper’ and ‘more 
complex’. He could not provide examples, though. Finally, Elly (UYF1) is a 41-year-old 
upwardly mobile woman (her father was a factory worker) who works as a web editor for 
a large municipality. Although she does realise that her taste for Dutch language pop 
music and her lack of interest in museums do not fit her educational level and her 
colleague’s preferences, she does not show much of a hierarchical conscience.  
 The latter example is a doubtful case, as her somewhat embarrassed narrative can 
be interpreted as looking down on herself and hence as using the hierarchical repertoire. 
Classifying respondents by means of coding interview transcripts is a delicate matter, as 
slight re-interpretations can alter some classifications. I coded people who only rarely or 
slightly used hierarchical utterances, such as Elly, as non-hierarchical, but I coded people 
who only rarely or slightly used egalitarian utterances in a stricter way: only one such 
phrase was enough to classify the person as egalitarian. If I would have used a similar 
loose classification, seven egalitarian people (also relatively low educated) would have 
been categorised as neutral too. They express themselves in an egalitarian way only once, 
in response to one of the more specific questions in the second part of the interview. 
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Noortje (UYF4), for example, a 24-year-old woman who has an office job in a health care 
institution and who is an avid salsa dancer, stays neutral in almost the entire interview. For 
instance, she discusses her taste differences with two of her friends (rural music and 
hardcore respectively) and with her mother (classical) in a factual way. She only answers 
the question on good taste with:  
 

I think that everyone has their own taste and I don’t think that my taste is necessarily a good 
taste. For me it’s a good taste, but I think there are many different tastes. And I think that 
everyone should do what they like. 

 
She continues by saying that these matters are not a usual subject for discussion with 
others. Hence, based on the overall tendency of her narrative, she could have been 
classified as a neutral respondent too, despite this single egalitarian quote. The same 
counts for six other respondents. Similar to the ambivalent type, the neutral type can be 
extended, in this case to about twelve people, when looking more closely at the data, 
which makes this type more widespread. The next section discusses how we can take this 
neutral, or unreflexive, type serious. 
 
 
Taking serious non-hierarchical narratives 
 
That the neutral respondents should be distinguished from the anti-hierarchical ones can 
also be illustrated by means of Bröer’s model of ‘discourse resonance’ (Bröer 2006: 55-
56; 2008). He developed this model, drawing from discourse analysis and framing 
theories, to analyse whether and how people use the dominant discourse in a certain field. 
He calls people who mainly use the discourse that is dominant in society, in this case 
cultural hierarchy, ‘consonant’ with this discourse. The second type is ‘dissonance’: when 
people explicitly disagree with the dominant discourse, they must nevertheless refer to it 
to be able to attack it (cf. Van Eijk 2011). Hence, the dominant discourse still ‘resonates’ 
in the discussion and structures people’s narratives. In my research, the ‘dissonant’ 
attitude is the egalitarian repertoire, which is anti-hierarchical and sometimes anti-elitist. 
The individualist argument that ‘tastes just differ’ is expressed to distinguish from well-
known (whether or not dominant) views that taste differences are important. Bröer added 
a third type to his model, which can explain the neutral respondents at hand, who are 
neither consonant nor dissident.208 He calls them ‘autonomous’, but I would prefer the less 
agentic word ‘neutral’:  
 

                                                            
208 Bröer does not mention a fourth type, but ambivalence can be seen as a sub-type of the dissonant type, as 
people only partially conform to the dominant discourse, or struggle with it. 
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When people speak a different language (…), it is not a matter of dissonance, but of 
autonomy. Autonomy does not mean that the attribution of meaning takes place individually, 
but that the dominant political discourse is not or little used, and that the deviation of the 
dominant discourse does not result in conflict. (Bröer 2006: 56; my translation) 

 
Although the discourse in my research is not necessarily political and its dominance can 
be debated, this discursive model can provide us with a good theoretical argument to 
distinguish the ‘neutral’ respondents from the egalitarian ones. Rather than being anti-
hierarchical, they are non-hierarchical. It is simply not important to them, or so it appears 
in the interviews. 

Vander Stichele (2007: 393-5) argues that such neutral, or in his terms 
‘unreflexive’, people are often ignored in sociological research. Taciturn men like Ruud; 
people such as the spiritual Brecht who are occupied with entirely different things than 
what interests the researcher; respondents who speak in a neutral and factual way such as 
Arie, Frank and Noortje – sociologists often regard interviews with such people as a 
disappointment or even a failure. However, we must admit that the topic that interests us 
as sociologists is not always relevant to the people we interview. The above five (or in the 
extended version: twelve) respondents might be much more ‘reflexive’ on other topics, 
which Brecht for instance showed when she extensively related the different spiritualities 
in which she believes with the problems she had experienced in life (cf. Swidler 2001: 
220). They might classify themselves and others with other criteria, for instance by using 
economic and/or moral boundaries (Lamont 1992). I did not retrieve such alternative 
boundaries, because this was not the focus of my research. Furthermore, they might use 
several other repertoires to describe their cultural likes and dislikes, such as the artistic 
criteria which I will discuss in chapter 7.  

Hermes (1995: 12-17; cf. Vander Stichele 2007: 394-5) states that scholars tend to 
overestimate the significant meanings people attach to their cultural taste. She calls this 
the ‘fallacy of meaningfulness’: researchers tend to think that all respondents attribute 
significant meanings to the topic under study and they eagerly search for quotes that 
support these meanings. Many people, though, can routinely read magazines – Hermes’ 
topic of study – for some relaxation during dead moments, without reflecting on their 
choices or on the contents of the articles. The cultural taste of these ‘neutral’ people is not 
significant for their identity and for their classification of other people. Williams (2001), 
for instance, deliberately interviewed ordinary adolescents, rather than particular ‘fans’ or 
members of certain subcultures, about the meanings they attach to their (mainstream) 
musical preferences. These meanings were minimal. Other researchers studied tastes 
without focusing on distinctive practices and hierarchical perceptions, such as DeNora 
(2000) on the way women use music in everyday life, and Hennion (2001) on listening 
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attitudes. These scholars probably would have found interesting meanings in my ‘neutral’ 
respondents’ narratives that I ignored because of a different focus. 

Therefore, we must not exaggerate the fallacy of meaningfulness either. Indeed, 
the neutral respondents do not attach social meanings to cultural taste and they speak 
about culture in non-hierarchical terms, but perhaps they do attach different meanings to 
taste or speak about different topics in hierarchical terms. Furthermore, the neutral type 
consists of a minority in this research. By systematically retrieving meaningful (in my case 
hierarchical and/or anti-hierarchical) phrases and their interconnectedness, I was able to 
specifically distinguish ‘neutral’ respondents from other types. For the majority of my 
respondents, cultural taste is a more or less important classifying tool, whether in a 
consonant or in a dissonant way. Although the neutral type is probably underrepresented 
in my sample due to both the small quota of lower educated people (33%) and self-
selection according to interest in the topic, the lack of reflexive meanings is not 
widespread. I must certainly be aware of the ‘fallacy of meaningfulness’, but I do not want 
to fall into the trap of the ‘fallacy of meaninglessness’ instead.  
 
 
Conclusion: Uneasiness about cultural distinction 
 
At this point in the dissertation, it is time to recapitulate what we have found so far. 
Although the discursive strength of cultural hierarchy is high, which can be observed in 
the strong recognition of and consensus about the musical hierarchy and the familiarity 
with the terms ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, many people resist its implication: social 
inequality. In an allegedly egalitarian and individualist age, many people in the 
Netherlands oppose the idea that one cultural taste is better and thus higher than the other. 
They are often familiar with the idea that others culturally distinguish and thus actively 
practise hierarchy, but many, for their part, morally distinguish themselves from these 
‘snobbish’ elites. Thus, perceptions of cultural hierarchy often go together with negative 
opinions, which can result in an alternative, moral, hierarchy. 

Despite these often strong opinions against the drawing of cultural boundaries, 
many respondents do practise cultural hierarchy themselves. They look down on the tastes 
(and knowledge, attitudes, et cetera) of people below, and, at the same time, up to the 
tastes of people above. However, many of them do not feel comfortable with expressing 
such harsh opinions, particularly when the ‘bad’ tastes of people lower on the status ladder 
are at stake. This uneasiness about cultural distinction is often strengthened by the social 
proximity of these others. I showed that they can be ambivalent by switching between 
cultural repertoires (hierarchical and anti-hierarchical) and also by downplaying the use of 
the hierarchical repertoire. These balance restoring phrases can be explained with the self-
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presentation people give in a conversation: their sometimes strong distinctive utterances, 
used in order to present themselves as cultured people with a good taste, must immediately 
be downplayed when they might be interpreted by the interlocutor as offensive to other 
people, and hence as arrogant or elitist. In their view, the ‘victims’ of their distinction 
cannot help having a ‘lower’ taste. Drawing cultural boundaries between themselves and 
people closer on the status ladder is more common, as differing tastes are considered their 
own choice. Hence, the individualist and egalitarian idea not only results in a rejection of 
class distinction (which includes distinction on the basis of educational level), but also in a 
strong distinction from more or less social equals who ‘individually’ chose a wrong taste, 
or who lack individuality (by simply following the majority: either the ‘mainstream’ or 
‘high culture’).  
 I analysed the distribution of these practices and repertoires in a structured way, 
which showed that the ambivalent self-presentation is the most common. It appears that 
particularly higher educated people express themselves in a hierarchical way. These are 
the people who position themselves at some point in the upper half of the social ladder and 
who show an awareness of their hierarchical position vis-à-vis others. At the same time, a 
large part of this group does not feel comfortable with the social implications of their (self-
defined) high position, which leads them to be ambivalent or to downplay their distinctive 
utterances. Especially, but certainly not only, upwardly mobile people express such 
unease, as they are more aware of the excluding effects of distinctive behaviour, and as 
they sometimes feel awkward in their relations to both their relatives and their present 
acquaintances.  

Most lower educated people also perceive cultural hierarchy, yet to a lesser degree, 
but express themselves more often exclusively in an anti-hierarchical way. They often 
share egalitarian and individualist notions about cultural taste – as well as about social 
stratification in general – because they do not wish to be looked down on: whatever one’s 
social position is, everyone is, or should be, (morally) equal. Consequently, they do not 
produce a reverse hierarchy either. Finally, some of them (their number might have been 
higher with less self-selection bias in the sample) do not relate to, or reflect on, the 
hierarchy discussion at all, but speak in a more neutral way about taste. This does not 
mean that they do not classify themselves and others, but they do not use cultural taste for 
such classifications, nor do they oppose others who do so. 

Although the hierarchical type is on average somewhat older and the egalitarian 
type somewhat younger, these age differences are not significant. Hence, I can only 
cautiously speculate about a turn towards a less hierarchical era, in which people more and 
more refrain from cultural distinction. Whether the differences between my findings and 
Bourdieu’s theory stem from deviations in time (and place) or from my specific research 
question on hierarchical practices and perceptions cannot easily be answered. Similarly, 
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gender differences are not significant either, although women express themselves more 
often ambivalently than men do. 
 
In the two final chapters, I focus less on hierarchical and anti-hierarchical practices and 
opinions, but more on how people actually classify people and cultural items respectively. 
Chapter 6 discusses the narratives and characteristics people use to explain their own and 
others’ tastes, and chapter 7 unravels the criteria with which they classify cultural items, 
both in explaining their cultural likes and dislikes and in defining cultural hierarchy. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Taste biographies and classifications:  
How people explain their own and others’ tastes 

 
 
Het is me met de paplepel ingegoten: it was poured into me with the porridge spoon. It is 
what Dutch people say to explain how they were influenced by their parents from a young 
age on. In English one would say ‘I took it in with my mother’s milk’ or ‘I learned it at my 
mother’s knee’. Nine respondents use this expression with regard to their cultural taste209; 
once, even the single word paplepel, porridge spoon, was enough. Even more people, 
twenty, use the expression van huis uit, literally: from home.210 This includes those who 
explain why they do not like something and those who speak about others’ upbringing.  
 According to Bourdieu (1984), cultural taste is shaped in the habitus by 
upbringing. People from the dominant class are (often implicitly) trained from a young age 
on to like the high arts, to distinguish between cultural items, and to speak about art in a 
sophisticated way. They recognise each other by their way of speech. Middle-class people 
who rise on the social ladder by education learn about arts and culture at school too, but 
this is often not enough to really be able to join the conversation of upper-class people. 
Thus, cultural taste is an exclusion mechanism. Other research has shown, by means of 
multiple regression and other statistical techniques, that cultural taste and cultural 
participation can indeed be explained more in relation to parental milieu (class, parents’ 
education, or more specifically: parents’ cultural behaviour) than by level of education 
(Nagel 2004; Bennett et al. 2009; Vlegels & Lievens 2011; for an overview see Sullivan 
2011). Atkinson (2011) and Rimmer (2011) complemented these findings with qualitative 
data. 
 What these scholars did not research, though, is how people themselves explain the 
origin of, and dynamics in, their cultural taste. Do they see their taste as an individual 
attribute and a personal achievement, as the result of discoveries by chance perhaps? Or do 
they share the sociological view on the role of upbringing and education? In other words: 
how do people narrate their ‘taste biography’? These questions have rarely been 
investigated, as most researchers focus on either people’s static tastes, or on objective 
explanatory factors. Atkinson (2011) and Vander Stichele (2007: 316-323) are two of the 
few exceptions, although the former does not discuss deviant outcomes nor the role of 

                                                            
209 One of them, Kirsten (UYF5), uses the less common version pollepel, wooden spoon. 
210 Although, in English, one would say ‘by birth’, I will use the literal translation ‘from home’ throughout 
this chapter, always printed in italics. 
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other network members than parents, and the latter describes the influences in a relatively 
more objectivist way. 
 Second, how people perceive the origin of their and others’ tastes has never been 
researched.211 In quantitative research, background variables such as gender, age, income, 
residential area, religion and ethnicity are used to explain the variation of tastes within 
society, besides social origin and education. But, how do people themselves explain why 
their taste differs from their neighbours’? Do they attribute this to age, to gender, to class? 
The previous two qualitative chapters focused on people’s opinions on others’ tastes – 
looking down or up; treating them as equal – but this chapter looks at the question how 
people explain the origin of their own and others’ taste. Although I never asked specific 
interview questions in order to explore such explanatory narratives, people’s taste 
biographies and their discussions about others (from family members to bank managers 
and bricklayers) often reveal how they explain these differences.  

Hence, the main aim of this chapter is not to counter or downplay the usual 
explanatory factors, but simply to investigate how people themselves perceive these 
matters. As I do not test one or more theories, and as I initially did not intend to research 
these specific questions, this chapter has a more explorative and inductive nature than the 
rest of this book. The first part of this chapter deals with the explanations people give for 
the origin of their taste, by means of an exploration of their taste biographies. It shows that 
parental influence plays a large role in people’s narratives, both among those who say they 
inherited their cultural taste from their parents and among those who say they did not. In 
addition, many respondents want to pass their taste on, successfully or not, to their 
children. Furthermore, several sources of secondary socialisation are explored: not only 
school, but also some often ignored influences, such as friends and partners. Although this 
section is mainly devoted to examples from what is generally perceived as high culture, I 
include a sub-section on the parental transfer of tastes for pop music, which has never 
been described before. The second part of the chapter discusses people’s perceptions of 
the nature of taste differences. In a quantitative way, I show that the usual explanatory 
factors, such as age, gender and class indicators, are important in people’s minds too. 
Furthermore, I unravel how they exactly speak about these factors, such as the preference 
for individual and agentic explanations (level of education, place of residence) over more 
or less predetermined factors (class, intelligence).  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
211 An exception might be De Waal’s (1989) study on Dutch adolescents’ perceptions of art lovers.  
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Porridge spoons and planting seeds: Perceptions of the origins of taste 
 
I begin this section with diverging accounts of parental socialisation, which will be 
followed by accounts of secondary socialisation, such as the school and significant others 
besides parents. Then I turn to the way respondents aim to pass their cultural taste on to 
their own children. I conclude with a section on the transferral of pop music, which people 
narrate in a similar way as that of ‘high culture’.  
 
 
‘Brought up with culture’: The importance of parental socialisation 
 

I was brought up with classical music, and particularly opera, because my father always 
listened to opera. 
(...) 
Your father listened to opera. What did you think of it? 
Yes, I have always liked it. Recently, I went to see another opera. I was in Sofia with a 
friend, and then we saw La Bohème. Yes, fantastic! But it’s also... something that I don’t play 
myself often. But I never hated it. And my father, he collects records, LPs, several thousands, 
maybe he has 5,000 records [not only opera]. (Ronald, UYM4) 
 
Did you also visit museums when you were young? 
Yes, certainly, my parents always took me with them. My mother also organised exhibitions, 
and she framed lithographs. I always helped. I know everything about frames! (Hanneke, 
HMF4)212 
 
I can also – I learned it from my father – I can also really enjoy Bach cantatas. (Paul, 
HMM1) 

 
Several respondents explicitly state – whether or not in response to a specific question on 
the origin of their taste – that they thank their cultural taste to their parents. This inherited 
taste mostly concerns items from what is generally perceived as high culture, such as 
classical music and the visual arts (exceptions are discussed below). It is not necessarily 
people’s first preference: they can for instance prefer pop music, but like their parents’ 
classical music too (cf. Atkinson 2011).  

Whether or not people use the paplepel metaphor, the repertoire of cultural 
upbringing by parents is strongly present. People’s belief in this influence also comes to 
the fore when they compare themselves to others with a different upbringing: 
 

Tonight we’re going to [the opera] The Flying Dutchman, and my friend wouldn’t think of 
going there. 

                                                            
212 This is not a literal quote, as this interview was not recorded. 
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No, she doesn’t like it at all? 
Yes, she wasn’t brought up with it. I think, these kinds of things, you have to hear it a lot 
before you start liking it. (Marianne, LOF2) 
 
But also my partner, well, where she’s from, the German countryside, a milieu and 
environment where she’s from is not oriented at all towards art and culture (…). Errr, so she 
isn’t used to that from home and now she is discovering it through me. And she really likes it. 
Also in music. She now discovers different things, that she never encountered before. And 
museums: we went to Munich, she has lived there for seven years and studied at the 
university, but this was the first time she visited (...) the [museum] Alte Pinakothek. (Marsha, 
HYF2) 

 
The parental influence repertoire becomes even more salient when people who did not 
grow up with ‘high culture’ – often lower educated or upwardly mobile – explain their 
lack of interest with the same logic (cf. Vander Stichele 2007: 319-320). Remember Arie, 
the ‘neutral type’ from the previous chapter, who explained: ‘I think my father and mother 
never saw a museum from the inside, so I didn’t receive it from home.’ Similarly, 57-year-
old Didi (LMF4) partly explains her dislike for operas with her parental background and 
her upbringing in the countryside: 
 

I think: maybe you must learn to like it. (…)  But firstly: we weren’t taught that when we 
were young. Because there was nothing. I mean: when I was young, I believe the first six 
years we didn’t even have a car. And you live in a backwater, so you don’t go anywhere. 
You go to primary school, you go to church on Sundays, you go to catechism, and once in a 
while you visit relatives. And that’s it! I didn’t experience it as a lack. Back then. Absolutely 
not. We weren’t trained in music either. I remember that, at primary school, we had a teacher 
who could give recorder lessons [the musical instrument]. Well, my parents allowed me to 
buy a recorder. So I had recorder lessons for a short while, and when the teacher left, the 
recorder got back into the box. Because there was no one else to teach me, haha, yes, so we 
weren’t spoiled. And television: we had the first... well, I’d almost moved out when we got 
television. There just was no television. You can’t imagine, can you? 

 
Some respondents downplay the strength of their parents’ influence, though, because their 
brothers and sisters have a different taste despite a similar upbringing (cf. Vander Stichele 
2007: 320). 

Whether one was brought up with ‘high culture’ or not, the paplepel repertoire 
comes to the fore in two different ways, depending on the degree of explicitness. First, 
parents can deliberately feed their children with a certain kind of porridge: they can 
explicitly educate or stimulate them in liking certain music or in visiting museums. Sheila 
(HMF1), for instance, remembers that ‘my mother found it important to pass it on’. 
Yvonne (LOF3), a foreman’s daughter, was not brought up with classical music herself, 
but recognises the deliberate cultural education in a childhood friend: 
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There were these Sunday afternoon concerts, and my friend had to listen compulsory. (...) 
But she’s, from her youth onwards, since she was a little child, she was confronted with that. 
And her parents had lots of it, and they told her all about it. She knew and knows a great deal 
about it. And that was to her advantage, because later she met her husband and she could 
continue with it of course. 
(...) 
And at her home, her father listened to..., or her mother... 
Er, her father was the school principal in our village, and her mother also had a similar 
function, and, well, they were from a different milieu than I was. At her place they did listen 
to this music, her father also played the piano really well, he could also compose, er, knew a 
lot, he wrote operettas for the children. It was a really really different upbringing she got. 

 
One does not even need a good relation with one’s parents to have fond memories about 
one’s cultural upbringing. Johan (LOM1) was taught how to play the piano by his father, 
whom he calls ‘dominant’ and ‘not easy’. ‘He imparted it in a less pleasant way’, with 
severe corrections following mistakes. However, at the age of 79, Johan still plays the 
piano regularly: ‘It wasn’t nice (...) but still, I learned it from him!’ 

The second way in which the paplepel repertoire is used is by means of more 
implicit exposure: all kinds of healthy ingredients come along with the porridge without 
specific purpose. When children are exposed to something, such as Ronald to the opera in 
the opening quote, they can begin to like it and remember it. Yme (UMF2; 64 y.o.) tells 
about her youth, when she was influenced by both her older brother and her father: 
 

When my brother came home at night, he put on classical music. So, as an 8-, 9-, 10-year-old 
I was lying in my bed and then I heard – yes, what do you hear – Vivaldi, Mozart, Bach. And 
that music has become so safe, so familiar, so it always stayed. My father really loved music, 
he sang in a choir, a church choir, so I... I regret that I never learned how to perform it 
myself, but I did learn how to listen. And I’m very glad I did. 

 
Several respondents did not like classical music or museums as a child, but began to like it 
when they grew older (cf. Vander Stichele 2007: 320). They suddenly recognised the 
melodies they always heard on Sunday mornings (Sandra, HYF1) or made a decision 
when entering a record store (Paul, HMM1):  
 

I was looking for something that I recognised from home, apparently I was looking for 
something familiar, I guess. I wanted to hear something in my digs, but not my father’s 
records, it had to be something different. Something that elaborated on it. So I think my taste 
was influenced a lot, now I’m saying this! 

 
Hence, the healthy ingredients included in the porridge can take some time to have an 
effect on people. This longer ‘incubation time’ can also occur after deliberate porridge 
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records, it had to be something different. Something that elaborated on it. So I think my taste 
was influenced a lot, now I’m saying this! 

 
Hence, the healthy ingredients included in the porridge can take some time to have an 
effect on people. This longer ‘incubation time’ can also occur after deliberate porridge 
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feeding, though: ‘We were always dragged along [to museums], of course, and at the time 
I didn’t like it at all, but afterwards I did’ (Stephan, HYM1). Anneke (UMF1) says, in 
retrospect, that her initial resistance to her cultural upbringing was due to her adolescence: 
‘I think, when I’m really honest, that I always liked it, but now I can just admit it.’ 
 Besides studying the various usages of the upbringing repertoire, it is worth taking 
a look at the distribution of actual taste homologies between my respondents and their 
parents. If we look at the specific case of classical music, about which I have the most 
complete information, parents’ tastes are often indeed similar to the respondents’, but 
there are also many deviations. Table 6.1 shows the indicative numbers of respondents 
who do and do not like classical music, as compared to (what they told about) at least one 
of their parents. 28 respondents were less clear about either their own or their parents’ 
taste for classical music, because they did not tell much about it or because they were 
ambivalent. They are not included in the table. The table also shows the distribution over 
the three education groups from the quota sample and the mean age. 

Table 6.1 makes clear that the largest group consists of people who like classical 
music similar to their parents (27 people). This group includes six people for whom it took 
a few years before the proverbial penny dropped. Parental background is important in this 
matter: more than half of them have parents with a high educational level. Furthermore, 
they are relatively old, as are the people who like classical music despite their parents’ 
dislike. The group that does not like classical music similar to their parents is also 
significant, with 15 individuals. They are mainly lower educated and relatively young. As 
we saw above, some of them use the upbringing repertoire to explain their dislike. 
 
Table 6.1. Respondents who  like classical music, as compared  to  (one of)  their parents: 
number, education group, mean age (n = 62) 
(one of) parents like 

classical music 
respondent likes
classical music 

n high 
educ. 

upw. 
mobile 

low 
educ. 

mean 
age 

yes  yes  27 16 8 3  61 
no  no  15 3 2 10  46 
yes  no  5 0 2 3  32 
no  yes  15 4 7 4  62 

 
 Despite these high numbers for taste homologies between parents and their 
children, there are also twenty respondents who show a deviation from this pattern. First, 
five people do not like classical music ‘despite’ their parents’ liking. They are mainly 
young (which implies that the penny might drop later) and lower educated. Classical 
music was not as omnipresent in their parental homes as it was in the homes of those 
quoted above, because only one of the parents liked it, and only as part of a broader taste. 
Marit’s (LYF2) father, for instance, likes both classical and folk music, and he plays both 
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the violin and the mandolin. ‘I was brought up with that too (...), so er... but I don’t like 
these CDs or anything.’ Some respondents do not seem to know what their parents like 
exactly: Rik (LYM4) mentions Bach, ‘heavy violin music’ and André Rieu in one 
sentence, although this combination is rather unlikely. 
 The second deviation regards fifteen people who like classical music ‘despite’ their 
parents’ dislike. It will be no surprise that, in this group, upwardly mobile people are 
somewhat overrepresented.213 These people came into contact with this music in a 
different way, such as at school or via a partner. This secondary socialisation will be 
discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Opening windows: Different sources of secondary socialisation 
 
Some of the fifteen respondents who say to like classical music despite their parents’ 
dislike cannot explain how their interest came about: ‘It just emerged’ (Piet, HMM3), ‘not 
everything can be explained’ (Alfred, UOM3). Similarly, Kirsten (UYF5) says that she has 
‘always been interested in art, and my parents didn’t provide for that either, but I’ve 
always been searching for that a bit.’ At age twelve, her interest prompted her to apply for 
a secondary school that was known for its artistic mission, although it was in a different 
town, far from home. During an open day, she saw ‘many paintings in this school, and 
they did a lot with creativity and art, that was their showpiece, and I liked it so much to see 
this! So it triggered me tremendously.’ However, many people who said they were not 
influenced by their parents do provide alternative explanations for the origin of their 
cultural taste. Whereas sociologists often confine secondary socialisation in ‘high culture’ 
to formal education while ignoring other sources, in this section I will discuss people’s 
narratives on various secondary influences: school itself, friends, colleagues, and partners. 

According to Bourdieu and others (see above), school mainly strengthens the 
cultural influences that were already present thanks to the parental milieu. Because 
children of higher educated parents attend different schools than children of lower 
educated parents, and because they are more inclined to pick up what they are presented 
with, they have a head start, it is argued. Indeed, some respondents, particularly older 
ones, who spontaneously recall a specific music or art teacher already came from a 
culturally minded milieu: 

 
I still see him sitting there. Just a piano, it wasn’t a grand piano, just a piano. And he sang 
Schubert for us, he also analysed it, how the piece was constructed, and how those two 
voices were opposed. Yes, that is useful, (...) I always remembered it. (Jacobus, UOM4) 
 

                                                            
213 HBO educated people are also overrepresented, with seven people, compared to four academics. 
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children of higher educated parents attend different schools than children of lower 
educated parents, and because they are more inclined to pick up what they are presented 
with, they have a head start, it is argued. Indeed, some respondents, particularly older 
ones, who spontaneously recall a specific music or art teacher already came from a 
culturally minded milieu: 

 
I still see him sitting there. Just a piano, it wasn’t a grand piano, just a piano. And he sang 
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213 HBO educated people are also overrepresented, with seven people, compared to four academics. 
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What kind of visual arts do you like? 
Yes... err... visual arts... how shall I say it? We had a tremendously good teacher at grammar 
school: L.H. He was a painter himself: he did painting and mainly drawing, I think. I also 
loved to draw, the art of drawing attracted me, this black-and-white. (Henricus, HOM1) 

 
Where Jacobus and Henricus do argue that their school teachers played some part in their 
artistic upbringing, others give their school teachers the main credits for their interest in 
classical music or the visual arts. In reply to my question whether he visited museums as a 
child, for example with school, Piet (HMM3) says he ‘discovered’ museums via school. 
‘A new world opened up’, he later adds. Two more respondents share their memories of 
specific teachers: 
 

Did your [musical] taste change in the course of your life, were things added? 
Well, at primary school, I had Mrs. B., she played the violin (...). She introduced the 
Nutcracker Suite to us, she brought the record to school, and Peter and the Wolf. So she laid 
the foundation a little bit. Well, there were some kids who hated it, but I really liked it. Yes, 
and later I met my husband, who was a musician, and then I was really introduced. (Joke, 
LOF5) 
 
How did you discover art? 
(…) Look, I think the foundation of all this can actually be traced back to my secondary 
school. We had an extremely stimulating Dutch teacher, and he not only gave Dutch 
literature, but he also knew how to speak about it (…) and who stimulated your eagerness 
and your curiosity. And, well, after that there were some college friends who influenced it – 
let’s go here; did you see that? – and who took me with them. And this is how it develops: 
stimuli from the outside and then fermenting in the inside. (Rudolf, UOM1) 
 

Although not everyone has fond memories of art and music classes, the specific interview 
question on the usefulness of cultural education receives applause by almost all 
respondents. This is probably not due to social desirability, as the preceding question on 
the usefulness of art subsidies does meet some criticism. Some people who do not support 
art subsidies already make an exception for money that is aimed at cultural education 
before the specific question on this matter is asked. Some respondents use this question to 
reflect on the lack of education in their own youth. Monique (HYF5) and Coen (UOM2) 
regret not having received a good cultural education: ‘If I would have been introduced to it 
at a young age, I would perhaps have developed an eye for it’ (Monique); ‘I think my 
disinterest is partly due to my secondary school, that they – in one way or the other – 
didn’t manage to do that properly’ (Coen).214  

When parents nor school teachers transfer a certain cultural taste, there are still 
other possibilities for secondary socialisation. Strikingly, Atkinson (2011: 181, n. 12) did 
                                                            
214 Of course, not all respondents picked up the art lessons at school, similar to those who said not to have 
learned it from their parents. 
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not find such accounts in his qualitative research in the UK on the genesis of cultural 
tastes.215 However, when reflecting on his former colleagues, Rudolf (UOM1) mentions 
many sources that can affect you: 
 

Your entire life you meet people who influence you. And you know they influence you and 
that it is nice that they do that. And who open doors, no, windows I should say, who open 
windows for you. 

 
The first source of these opened windows is friends. Kirsten, quoted above, could not 
explain her love for art as a child, but she does remember how she discovered classical 
music, particularly opera. Her childhood friend’s parents listened to it, ‘with some wine in 
the garden, and the whole setting was great (...), and then I started listening to it myself 
more.’ Similarly, 70-year-old Toon (HOM5) discovered classical music forty years ago 
thanks to a friend, who took him to a Bach concert. He quotes him: ‘You should listen to 
this, you with your jazz music, come with me!’ Toon was very impressed, and it never left 
him.  

Second, colleagues at work can influence people’s taste, particularly when people 
from different backgrounds work together. A respondent from a working-class family, 
Dick (UMM2), once had a senior colleague who played classical music in their mutual 
office. He found it very relaxing. Twenty years later, he still listens to it. Trudy (LMF1), a 
nurse with working-class parents, was taken to the Concertgebouw by a professor who 
worked in the same hospital and who had an extra ticket. Afterwards, she wondered why 
she had never gone there before.  
 Third, the most frequent factor in secondary socialisation that people mention is 
(ex-)partners. Take Joke (LOF5), who said above that, besides school, her husband really 
introduced her to classical music: ‘He told me everything, and explained everything, how 
you should listen, (...) it was a drastic change.’ Although they got divorced a long time 
ago, she is ‘still grateful’ for his influence. In return, she told him everything about jazz, 
which was at the time not appreciated (‘a dirty word’) in the conservatory where he was 
educated. Another fine example is Annemarie (UOF2), who immediately starts talking 
about her partner when I ask her about her musical taste, and who contrasts her partner 
with her parents: 
 

My partner (...) is much better in musical knowledge, and she very much influenced my taste. 
From home I like simple pop, songs that are easy for the ear, and some popular classics, so to 
speak, like Tchaikovsky, Liszt, that kind of work, Dvorak. And via E. I have... she is very 
good at keeping up with current developments in pop music, world music too. And I like to 
listen along with her, but she is the creative one in discovering things. And we also regularly 

                                                            
215 Vander Stichele (2007: 320) does mention such influences in his account of in-depth interviews in 
Flanders, Belgium, but he does not discuss them further. 
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215 Vander Stichele (2007: 320) does mention such influences in his account of in-depth interviews in 
Flanders, Belgium, but he does not discuss them further. 
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visit concerts. And gradually I became more acquainted with – I used to like Beethoven – 
with Monteverdi and Bach on the one hand, and on the other hand also the modern serious 
music. And that is really an acquired taste that you must learn to appreciate. (...) 
And you discovered that via your partner? 
Yes, yes. Of course I did have some... look, my father whistled Tchaikovsky’s Waltz of the 
Flowers while shaving, but he didn’t go much further, so I didn’t receive much more from 
home. And E. used to visit concerts with her parents, so it was much earlier that she 
developed it a little further. 

 
Both Annemarie and her partner had notable careers, but they have different backgrounds. 
Annemarie’s parents owned a small hotel, whereas her partner is ‘from a rather well-to-do 
environment’, ‘a more sophisticated milieu’: her father owned a large company and the 
family was acquainted with well-known Dutch artists and writers. Note that Annemarie 
was not entirely sealed off from classical music. Her father whistled popular classical 
tunes, and she herself liked Beethoven before meeting her partner. However, she 
experienced her introduction to both Baroque and contemporary classical music as a 
significant change. Some others who already liked classical music were also introduced to 
other genres by partners. Both Ton (HMM4) and Karin (UMF4) became acquainted with 
opera, and Yme (UMF2) with choir music, thanks to their (former) partners. The same 
counts for the visual arts: art lover Ria (HOF1) learned to like abstract art thanks to her ex-
husband, a sculptor.  
 Hence, when the love for ‘high culture’ is not provided for in the parental home, 
there are still several sources of secondary socialisation left that can culturally influence 
someone. Similar to cultural upbringing in the family, in the above quotes on secondary 
influences we can recognise two ways in which this can work: both intentionally (‘You 
should listen to this’) and via sheer exposure (classical music in the office). Some people 
are still enthusiastic about certain school teachers; others thank friends and colleagues 
from different backgrounds for taking them to concerts or museums or for playing 
different music at work. But, people mainly remember their partners to have influenced 
their cultural taste. It is striking that many of the quoted respondents still express their 
gratitude for the discoveries they did thanks to former partners, sometimes decades ago. 
 
 
Turning Orfeo into a fairytale: Passing culture on to one’s children 
 
Arie (LMM2), who I presented in chapter 5 as the typical example of the ‘neutral’ type, 
says that he does not like art, because his parents did not like it either. Asked about his 
own three children, who are in their early twenties, he says something similar: 
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I think neither of them [likes visual arts]. No, they weren’t provided with that from home. 
Again, I wasn’t provided with that from home, and that passes from parent to child, I think. I 
think you have to be brought up with that. 

 
When the lack of cultural upbringing is passed down the next generation, it will be no 
surprise that the opposite is also true: people try to teach their children what they were 
taught by their parents.216 Whereas most people do not know exactly what rationale their 
parents used in their passing on of culture – and whether their parents even had a rationale 
– they often do know why and how they pass(ed) culture on to their own children. As 
Atkinson (2011: 176) put it, a cultural upbringing is ‘undertaken not through rationalistic 
calculation or reflexivity but with the vague belief that it is “useful” and “normal” – “the 
kind of thing you do”’.  
 Both aspects of the upbringing repertoire that I derived above from people’s 
accounts of their own youth – explicit education and implicit exposure – can be recognised 
again when they speak about their children. The deliberate and active aspect of the 
paplepel is emphasised by Gabriëlle (UOF1): one should take children to stage plays ‘to 
let them get used to it’, ‘to teach them a little’. She is glad that her adult son now does the 
same with his children. Even someone like Michiel (UMM1), who does not particularly 
like art himself, stresses deliberate transferral: ‘We try to visit a museum once a year, and 
we do. Certainly with the children, we always did that, because we think it is important.’ 
Others stress the more implicit upbringing by means of exposure, such as Henny (UMF5): 
‘I don’t believe that I indoctrinated him [her son], but I do think I influenced him with my 
interests in certain things.’ Frank (UOM5) says that his son ‘at a certain moment, also 
liked string quartets by Mozart’, because ‘he had heard it so often, then you start hearing 
something in it, don’t you?’ 

One more element of the paplepel repertoire that is often heard is the idea that a 
spoonful of sugar helps the porridge go down. Children should not be overwhelmed with 
culture that is too complex or too far from their personal interests, but it should be made 
accessible to them, offered in small steps (cf. Van den Haak 1999).217 Joke (LOF5), for 
instance, took her children and now takes her grandchildren to museums, concerts and 
ballet performances. In the Rijksmuseum*, she starts with the historic dollhouse 
department and then ‘you sneakily take them to some other things’, because ‘you 
shouldn’t overwhelm them with it, I think, you should do it step by step’. Similarly, she 
takes her granddaughter to the Concertgebouw, ‘but it should be something that’s easy for 
the ear, because it’s a long sit for an eight-year-old.’ When one does take a giant leap at 

                                                            
216 There are also a few exceptions, such as Anneke (UMF1): ‘As a sign of resistance to my parents, I didn’t 
take my children to any museum.’ She continues: ‘They should either discover it by themselves, or not.’ 
217 Koos (UMM3) uses the same logic when explaining his own rising interest in classical music in his 
youth, thanks to popularising musicians such as Waldo de los Rios and James Last (‘music for the millions’). 
He thinks that, nowadays, André Rieu performs a similar ‘bridging function’. 
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home. And E. used to visit concerts with her parents, so it was much earlier that she 
developed it a little further. 

 
Both Annemarie and her partner had notable careers, but they have different backgrounds. 
Annemarie’s parents owned a small hotel, whereas her partner is ‘from a rather well-to-do 
environment’, ‘a more sophisticated milieu’: her father owned a large company and the 
family was acquainted with well-known Dutch artists and writers. Note that Annemarie 
was not entirely sealed off from classical music. Her father whistled popular classical 
tunes, and she herself liked Beethoven before meeting her partner. However, she 
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Turning Orfeo into a fairytale: Passing culture on to one’s children 
 
Arie (LMM2), who I presented in chapter 5 as the typical example of the ‘neutral’ type, 
says that he does not like art, because his parents did not like it either. Asked about his 
own three children, who are in their early twenties, he says something similar: 
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I think neither of them [likes visual arts]. No, they weren’t provided with that from home. 
Again, I wasn’t provided with that from home, and that passes from parent to child, I think. I 
think you have to be brought up with that. 

 
When the lack of cultural upbringing is passed down the next generation, it will be no 
surprise that the opposite is also true: people try to teach their children what they were 
taught by their parents.216 Whereas most people do not know exactly what rationale their 
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‘I don’t believe that I indoctrinated him [her son], but I do think I influenced him with my 
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One more element of the paplepel repertoire that is often heard is the idea that a 
spoonful of sugar helps the porridge go down. Children should not be overwhelmed with 
culture that is too complex or too far from their personal interests, but it should be made 
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instance, took her children and now takes her grandchildren to museums, concerts and 
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216 There are also a few exceptions, such as Anneke (UMF1): ‘As a sign of resistance to my parents, I didn’t 
take my children to any museum.’ She continues: ‘They should either discover it by themselves, or not.’ 
217 Koos (UMM3) uses the same logic when explaining his own rising interest in classical music in his 
youth, thanks to popularising musicians such as Waldo de los Rios and James Last (‘music for the millions’). 
He thinks that, nowadays, André Rieu performs a similar ‘bridging function’. 
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once, one should explain to one’s children the elements that might interest them. Deirdre 
(HYF6), for example, discusses how she gradually passes on her newly acquired passion 
for opera – which she was not brought up with herself – to her daughters, aged 10 and 12: 

 
I play these operas for my children, because you can just explain Orfeo like a fairytale: that 
Eurydice died, that he wants to bring her back, that he wasn’t allowed to look behind him; 
well they like it. And they also joined me to La Bohème, I brought them with me, also to 
ballet performances. So they get much more than I got... 
Yes, and do they like it? 
Yes, they like it. But they can also look behind the scenes. Because I think that sitting still for 
two hours is not fun. Even though something happens, with ballet they become annoyed 
because they don’t speak, it’s only dancing. They find that difficult, that Cinderella expresses 
everything through dance. Yes, and in opera you have to get through it before you..., 
sometimes we leave during the interval. At the beginning I say ‘Well, now comes a nice part’ 
or ‘There’s a horse in it, a real horse’ or whatever, other crazy things, and then we leave at 
the interval. That’s just enough for their attention span and then we go. That’s fine with me. 
But they become acquainted with it much more than I used to.  

 
Hence, by offering a fairytale-like interpretation, by pointing at elements that children may 
like, and by leaving before the break, she tries to make her daughters enthusiastic about a 
cultural genre that usually does not attract children quickly.  
 Some respondents legitimise the cultural upbringing of their children with what 
Isaiah Berlin called ‘positive freedom’: children do not have to like it necessarily, but they 
should be offered a wide range of possibilities in order to become acquainted with what is 
out there, and to eventually make their own choices (Blokland 1993; cf. Van den Haak 
1999).218 Joke, who I quoted above about her grandchildren, continues: ‘When they don’t 
pick it up, well that’s fine, too. But you should give them the chance to learn something 
and to be able to enjoy it.’ She uses the metaphor of seeds: parents plant some seeds, and 
‘with one person the seed germinates, with the other it doesn’t.’ In her case, her daughter 
did adopt her taste, but both her sons did not (‘they will never visit a museum’). Karin 
(UMF4) uses the same metaphor when she tells that her children, who are now young 
adults, initially did not like the cultural excursions during vacation: 
 

In the beginning they hated it, as small children, haha! So I promised them an ice-cream as 
soon as we left the church, but we did go. (...) I noticed it when they got older, that the seed 
was planted anyway. I notice that they – also without me – visit a museum when they are in a 
certain town. Fortunately, it worked. Yes. [italics added] 

 
On classical music, Karin later says that her children are not engaged in it ‘yet’. When I 
repeat the word ‘yet’, she explains: ‘I hope it will happen, yes’. Didi (LMF4) experienced 

                                                            
218 Cf. the expressed rationale in the case of TV show Cultuurshake in chapter 5. 
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the same thing, now that her daughter of 22 has begun visiting old towns on her holidays 
rather than just lying on the beach: ‘You give them a bit of education, and for the rest they 
have to develop it themselves.’ Rudolf’s (UOM1) daughter (26) only recently began to ask 
her father about his passion, classical music, which she was always exposed to as a child: 
‘She now says: “Show me the way, give me some CDs that I should hear.”’ Thus, the seed 
often needs some time to germinate, as we saw earlier with the respondents who 
discovered certain cultural items themselves a long time after having been exposed to it 
during their childhood. But, even then, not all seeds germinate, as some parents say in a 
somewhat regretful way. 
 
 
Understanding Jimi Hendrix: Parental influences in pop music 
 
‘I have been to Bob Dylan in my mother’s belly’. This is how 31-year-old Joris (UYM1) 
illustrates in a rather extreme way how he was brought up with popular music. According 
to him, his father was, ‘until my adolescence (...), the main supplier, so to speak, of 
music’. Attending concerts ‘was not that much stimulated, but certainly not stopped’. 

Thus far, I only discussed the transfer of classical music and the visual arts, which 
are usually perceived – also by most of my respondents – as high culture. Bourdieu and 
others also spoke mainly about ‘legitimate culture’ when stressing the important influence 
of parental background and – to a lesser degree – school education. Of course, among 
lower-class people cultural taste is transferred by parents too, but Bourdieu and others 
write less about this kind of habitus formation. Popular culture, in particular pop music, is 
often exclusively perceived as youth culture. Socialisation in pop music is mainly 
explained by the influence of peers (e.g. Van Wel et al. 1994: 21), which might include 
siblings (ibid.: 62-63), and by mass and niche media (Bennett 2001; Wermuth 2002). 
Youth subcultures such as rock ‘n’ roll and punk are first and foremost described as 
oppositional to the (musical) tastes of older generations, particularly parents (cf. Bennett 
2000; 2001; 2013). Although the relations between parents and children have become 
easier in recent decades – a shift from a command model to a negotiation model (De 
Swaan 1979) – children’s musical tastes are still often perceived as deviating from their 
parents’ tastes (Bennett 2013: 124-8). And, although the first pop generations have grown 
older and have raised children themselves, their tastes often still diverge from their 
children’s due to the fast succession of musical styles and artists. Therefore, parental 
influences in popular music have almost never been researched. The first exceptions 
appeared only recently. Ter Bogt et al. (2011) quantitatively analysed the influence of 
parents’ taste for musical genres during their adolescence on their teenage children’s 
present taste. Andy Bennett (2013: 128-150) gave an interesting qualitative account of 
aging rock fans, which includes some sections on their ‘mentorship’ towards younger 
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because they don’t speak, it’s only dancing. They find that difficult, that Cinderella expresses 
everything through dance. Yes, and in opera you have to get through it before you..., 
sometimes we leave during the interval. At the beginning I say ‘Well, now comes a nice part’ 
or ‘There’s a horse in it, a real horse’ or whatever, other crazy things, and then we leave at 
the interval. That’s just enough for their attention span and then we go. That’s fine with me. 
But they become acquainted with it much more than I used to.  

 
Hence, by offering a fairytale-like interpretation, by pointing at elements that children may 
like, and by leaving before the break, she tries to make her daughters enthusiastic about a 
cultural genre that usually does not attract children quickly.  
 Some respondents legitimise the cultural upbringing of their children with what 
Isaiah Berlin called ‘positive freedom’: children do not have to like it necessarily, but they 
should be offered a wide range of possibilities in order to become acquainted with what is 
out there, and to eventually make their own choices (Blokland 1993; cf. Van den Haak 
1999).218 Joke, who I quoted above about her grandchildren, continues: ‘When they don’t 
pick it up, well that’s fine, too. But you should give them the chance to learn something 
and to be able to enjoy it.’ She uses the metaphor of seeds: parents plant some seeds, and 
‘with one person the seed germinates, with the other it doesn’t.’ In her case, her daughter 
did adopt her taste, but both her sons did not (‘they will never visit a museum’). Karin 
(UMF4) uses the same metaphor when she tells that her children, who are now young 
adults, initially did not like the cultural excursions during vacation: 
 

In the beginning they hated it, as small children, haha! So I promised them an ice-cream as 
soon as we left the church, but we did go. (...) I noticed it when they got older, that the seed 
was planted anyway. I notice that they – also without me – visit a museum when they are in a 
certain town. Fortunately, it worked. Yes. [italics added] 

 
On classical music, Karin later says that her children are not engaged in it ‘yet’. When I 
repeat the word ‘yet’, she explains: ‘I hope it will happen, yes’. Didi (LMF4) experienced 

                                                            
218 Cf. the expressed rationale in the case of TV show Cultuurshake in chapter 5. 
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the same thing, now that her daughter of 22 has begun visiting old towns on her holidays 
rather than just lying on the beach: ‘You give them a bit of education, and for the rest they 
have to develop it themselves.’ Rudolf’s (UOM1) daughter (26) only recently began to ask 
her father about his passion, classical music, which she was always exposed to as a child: 
‘She now says: “Show me the way, give me some CDs that I should hear.”’ Thus, the seed 
often needs some time to germinate, as we saw earlier with the respondents who 
discovered certain cultural items themselves a long time after having been exposed to it 
during their childhood. But, even then, not all seeds germinate, as some parents say in a 
somewhat regretful way. 
 
 
Understanding Jimi Hendrix: Parental influences in pop music 
 
‘I have been to Bob Dylan in my mother’s belly’. This is how 31-year-old Joris (UYM1) 
illustrates in a rather extreme way how he was brought up with popular music. According 
to him, his father was, ‘until my adolescence (...), the main supplier, so to speak, of 
music’. Attending concerts ‘was not that much stimulated, but certainly not stopped’. 

Thus far, I only discussed the transfer of classical music and the visual arts, which 
are usually perceived – also by most of my respondents – as high culture. Bourdieu and 
others also spoke mainly about ‘legitimate culture’ when stressing the important influence 
of parental background and – to a lesser degree – school education. Of course, among 
lower-class people cultural taste is transferred by parents too, but Bourdieu and others 
write less about this kind of habitus formation. Popular culture, in particular pop music, is 
often exclusively perceived as youth culture. Socialisation in pop music is mainly 
explained by the influence of peers (e.g. Van Wel et al. 1994: 21), which might include 
siblings (ibid.: 62-63), and by mass and niche media (Bennett 2001; Wermuth 2002). 
Youth subcultures such as rock ‘n’ roll and punk are first and foremost described as 
oppositional to the (musical) tastes of older generations, particularly parents (cf. Bennett 
2000; 2001; 2013). Although the relations between parents and children have become 
easier in recent decades – a shift from a command model to a negotiation model (De 
Swaan 1979) – children’s musical tastes are still often perceived as deviating from their 
parents’ tastes (Bennett 2013: 124-8). And, although the first pop generations have grown 
older and have raised children themselves, their tastes often still diverge from their 
children’s due to the fast succession of musical styles and artists. Therefore, parental 
influences in popular music have almost never been researched. The first exceptions 
appeared only recently. Ter Bogt et al. (2011) quantitatively analysed the influence of 
parents’ taste for musical genres during their adolescence on their teenage children’s 
present taste. Andy Bennett (2013: 128-150) gave an interesting qualitative account of 
aging rock fans, which includes some sections on their ‘mentorship’ towards younger 
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generations, including their own children. In this section, though, I mainly look at the 
perspective of the adult children, rather than the parents’ point of view. 

It is mainly the children of lower educated parents who mention these influences. It 
is striking that they use similar repertoires as higher educated respondents do when 
speaking about the transferral of ‘high culture’.219 In the following quotes, the similarities 
in vocabulary are printed in italics. Geer (LYF1) always listens to the radio, because ‘you 
get it from home, in our home the radio was always turned on’. Cora (LYF5) notices ‘that 
indeed my father provided that, like Leonard Cohen, I still like to listen to him very 
much’. Ronald (UYM4), whose father also listened to opera (see above), ‘really grew up 
with John Denver; my parents always listened to him’. And Joachiem (UYM2) says he 
was ‘infected’ by his father. In contrast, Rik (LYM4) was ‘not brought up at all’ with 
music: when his parents were out working, ‘the nanny just turned on what she liked’. As 
with high culture, in popular music we recognise both the active transfer and the simple 
impact of exposure.  

Furthermore, as in classical music, the penny might drop somewhat later. 
Carmen’s (UYF6) father listened to sixties’ and seventies’ rock music, such as The 
Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin, which he ‘provided’. On my question what she herself 
thought of her father’s taste, she mentions Jimi Hendrix as an example: 
 

Well, I do notice that it certainly influenced my taste, but I noticed it much later, actually. 
And I also noticed much later that... My father used to listen to Jimi Hendrix a lot at home, 
but at the time I didn’t like it at all. Actually, it irritated me when I was younger. But when I 
was older, I started working in a store, and my boss, an old surfer, played Jimi Hendrix. And 
actually, only then I started to like it. And then I thought: gosh, my father already passed it 
on to me back then. Although I didn’t understand it at that time.220 But when I was working 
in that store and I had no choice at all, because he played it almost every day, then, yes, then 
suddenly you get it. Suddenly you understand Jimi Hendrix! 

 
It is no surprise that only younger respondents mention popular music when discussing 
their parental influences. Their parents were the first generation to be exposed to pop/rock 
music, and they later – implicitly or explicitly – transferred it to their children. These 
children adopted this and developed their own particular taste from that point onwards (cf. 
Bennett 2013: 145-150). The mentioned influences mainly concern singers and bands 
from the sixties and seventies, but the respondents do not restrict themselves to these 
‘classics’. The respondents quoted above mention contemporary bands such as Coldplay 
and The Editors and genres such as hip hop and techno among their favourites. They 
might, in their turn, pass their taste on to their children.  

                                                            
219 School is absent in this story. Some respondents do remember how, conversely, teachers’ denunciations 
of pop bands triggered their interest. See for example Vincent’s account on Elvis Presley in chapter 5. 
220 The recording is not clear at this point. This sentence is my interpretation, based on the context. 
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Some of my respondents ‘teach’ their children about pop music. Deirdre (HYF6) 
for example, who was quoted in the previous section with her active opera lessons, also 
shows her children YouTube videos from the time of her own youth. She tried to explain 
them that Nirvana was once pioneering, although her daughters do not quite understand 
the innovative nature of this grunge band: ‘It didn’t make much of an impression, I must 
say.’ Marieke (LMF5), on the other hand, tells that her children (7 and 8) cannot get 
enough of Michael Jackson, whom they – like many children221 –discovered when he had 
died. Passing on pop culture is a relatively new phenomenon, that will only become more 
important in the future.222 

My respondents, however, speak more often about the transfer of popular music in 
the opposite direction. Parents ‘learn’ (Marieke) new music from their children; they say 
to have been ‘influenced’ (Charles, HOM3) or even ‘raised’ (Henny, UMF5) by them with 
respect to contemporary genres (hip hop, r&b, dance) and artists (Adele, Amy 
Winehouse). Hence, people are not only influenced by their parents, siblings, partners, 
friends, colleagues and school teachers, but – somewhat later in life – also by their 
children.  
 
In this first part of chapter 6, we saw how people explain the origin of and changes in their 
cultural taste. People who like ‘high culture’ are brought up with this by their parents 
and/or they learned it at school. When this did not happen, they could catch up with the 
help of friends and partners, who in their turn did probably receive a cultural paplepel, 
either from their parents or at school. This repertoire is also used by several people who 
were not raised with ‘high culture’ themselves. This implies that people explain taste 
differences with differences in parental milieu and, to a lesser extent, educational level. 
Some of the quotes in this section made this more explicit, such as the references to 
income (‘well-to-do’, Annemarie), occupation (the school principal, Yvonne), milieu (both 
Annemarie and Yvonne), and place (German countryside, Marsha). In the second part of 
this chapter, I will explore the different factors – both the above mentioned and influences 
such as gender and age – that my respondents come up with to explain taste differences.  
 
 

 
 
 

                                                            
221 Yaël Vinckx, NRC Handelsblad, 24-09-2009, ‘Michael Jackson danst grappig, vinden kinderen’ (Michael 
Jackson dances in funny way, children find). 
222 Bennett (2001: 155) also speculates about ‘a scenario in which middle aged, middle class professional 
couples continue to (…) share their musical heritage, and the nostalgic moments it inspires, with their own 
children’. 
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with high culture, in popular music we recognise both the active transfer and the simple 
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Furthermore, as in classical music, the penny might drop somewhat later. 
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Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin, which he ‘provided’. On my question what she herself 
thought of her father’s taste, she mentions Jimi Hendrix as an example: 
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was older, I started working in a store, and my boss, an old surfer, played Jimi Hendrix. And 
actually, only then I started to like it. And then I thought: gosh, my father already passed it 
on to me back then. Although I didn’t understand it at that time.220 But when I was working 
in that store and I had no choice at all, because he played it almost every day, then, yes, then 
suddenly you get it. Suddenly you understand Jimi Hendrix! 

 
It is no surprise that only younger respondents mention popular music when discussing 
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music, and they later – implicitly or explicitly – transferred it to their children. These 
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‘They are too simple for that’: How people explain taste differences 
 

I try not to read too many reviews, because I know that many critics are just male sourballs: 
male, higher educated, white, sometimes homosexual, they’re often sour I think. (Carmen, 
UYF6) 

 
At the [Fantastic Film] Festival you see many common-or-garden people, so to speak, not 
those exotic, culturally sound, Amsterdam citizens, but also ‘normal’ people like me and my 
next-door neighbour, who go there specifically for that. So: a bit of everything. (Monique, 
HYF5223) 

 
People use all kinds of characteristics to categorise themselves and others, and to explain 
differences between people, in this case cultural taste. In the first quote above, Carmen 
uses gender, educational level, ethnicity and even sexuality in one sentence in order to 
distinguish herself from critics (although she shares high education). Monique adds place 
of residence and a sense of normality. Although some people explain taste differences 
simply in terms of individual personality (‘When your character is more extreme, you like 
more extreme music’, Sander, HYM2), most people use group characteristics that explain 
why they or others have a certain taste. This can go as far as religion (‘It’s because of my 
catholic background’, Pauline, UMF3), ethnicity (‘You don’t see many ethnic minorities 
in museums or at concerts, unfortunately’, Hans, LMM4), and sexual orientation (‘He’s a 
huge Madonna fan, but maybe it has something to do with his sexual inclination: there are 
many gays who happen to like Madonna’, Peter, LMM1). However, the most common 
characteristics are age, gender and several indicators of social stratification, particularly 
educational level.  

These are the same criteria that I used myself to design the quotas with which I 
selected my respondents, as well as the main independent variables that are used in most 
sociological studies on cultural taste and participation. Previous chapters showed that 
some of these variables are indeed related to tastes, hierarchical perceptions and the use of 
hierarchical and anti-hierarchical repertoires. Only gender, in correspondence with 
previous research (see introduction), did not play a large role. This chapter, on the other 
hand, deals with the differences that people experience themselves and with the nature of 
the symbolic boundaries they draw between themselves and others. How do they 
legitimise their own taste and its development, and how do they clarify why their partners, 
children, friends, etcetera, like something else, besides the specific cultural upbringing 
discussed above? Earlier, we saw that many people look down on or up to others, whether 
or not downplaying this, but does this mean they use class or educational level in these 
distinctive practices? This section delves into these rarely researched questions.  

                                                            
223 Monique herself lives in a suburban town close to Amsterdam. 
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 Of course, the initial questions I asked over the telephone about people’s age, 
education and parents’ education might already have given respondents a clue about my 
interests. However, I believe that this initial knowledge influenced only a few people in 
their narrative. On the other hand, specific interview questions on the tastes of three 
occupations and on high and low culture and the card ranking assignment did guide 
respondents in a certain direction. Many people only mentioned class or educational 
differences in this final part of the interview. Therefore, in this chapter, I consistently 
separate remarks in the ‘core’ or open interview from those in the final, more structured, 
part (which starts with the three occupations). One might argue that questions in the core 
interview (about the respondents’ parents, children, partners and siblings) also evoke 
responses on age and gender. Similarly, questions on the dynamics of taste trigger them to 
reflect on the consequences of growing older. However, only when people explain a taste 
difference or a personal change with these characteristics (‘My children like pop music 
and I don’t, because they are young and I’m not’; ‘I started to like art, because I grew 
older’224), it was included in the analysis. 

Table 6.2 shows the number of people225 that refer to a certain characteristic in the 
core interview and the number that first mentions it in the more structured part. They are 
ranked by number in the core interview. Social stratification is subdivided by three 
indicators, which do not add up, because many respondents mention more than one 
indicator. 

Age is the only characteristic that more than half of the respondents (59) mention 
during the core interview. It is followed by several indicators of social stratification. These 
indicators are most often added in the second part of the interview. Respondents mention 
on average 2.1 characteristics226 in the core interview (up to a maximum of 8, by Inge 
(UYF3)), and 3.2 in the entire interview (maximum 9, by Sandra (HYF1); minimum 0, by 
three respondents). Younger and higher educated people mention slightly more 
characteristics than older and lower educated people.227 Looking at the typology in chapter 
5, ambivalent people mention most characteristics, and neutral people the least.228 

In this section, I will not discuss the characteristics in the exact same order as in 
the table. I begin with the most salient characteristic, age, which includes perceived 
differences between birth cohorts and between parents and children. Next, I discuss the 
perception of gendered tastes. Subsequently, I discuss the several ways in which people 

                                                            
224 These are fictitious quotes. 
225 This table does not contain hard numbers, as it is often a matter of interpretation whether a certain 
characteristic is applicable for a given quote. Compare the typology in chapter 5. 
226 The different aspects of social stratification are counted separately. 
227 However, the differences are not strong. For educational level it is significant (p < .05; using Anova), but 
for age it is not (p < .05; using Pearson’s r). The number of mentioned criteria does not significantly 
correlate with the duration of the interview either (Pearson’s r is .20). 
228 These differences even become larger when taking into the account the reconsidered typology, which 
consists of more ambivalent and neutral respondents, and fewer hierarchical and egalitarian ones. 
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refer to social stratification: both in terms of class and its several alternatives (occupation, 
education, intelligence). The next sub-section shows that place of residence often 
functions as an alternative for class too. Finally, I show that people also take into account 
economic capital and the type of education one received (humanities vs. science). The 
other mentioned characteristics are too rare to discuss separately. 
 
Table  6.2.  Numbers  of  respondents  who  refer  to  certain  differences  during  the  core 
interview and who first refer to them in the later part of the interview (n = 90) 
characteristic  n core n later n total 
age  59 9 68 
social stratification  35 26 61 
         * educational level  16 17 33 
         * class/milieu/stratum229  15 25 40 
         * intelligence230  14 10 24 
         * occupation  5 3 8 
         * economic capital/income  4 9 13 
gender  27 2 29 
place of birth; place of residence  19 3 22 
type of study/occupation  10 4 14 
religion  7 3 10 
sexual inclination  5 2 7 
ethnicity  4 6 10 
other characteristics  6 2 8 
 
 
Youth culture and conservatism: The interrelatedness of age and birth cohort 
 
Often it is people’s surprise about a certain individual’s taste that reveals their idea of what 
is supposed to be ‘normal’. Berend (LOM5) shows this in a quote on jazz: 
 

I experienced it several times in my life, that you are at a certain place and unexpectedly 
someone says: ‘This Stan Kenton, I find him terrific!’ A former friend of M. [his daughter] 
was here once, she heard Stan Kenton, and she was so surprised. ‘How wonderful that is!’, 
she said. [whispering:] I was astonished. Very young girl, she was seventeen or something!231 

                                                            
229 Class includes references to the elite and posh on the one hand; and volks*, the masses and the common 
people on the other. It partly scores high due to its function as a rest category for social stratification; the 
word ‘class’ itself is mentioned by only eleven respondents (with regard to cultural taste), mostly in the later 
part of the interview. 
230 Intelligence is not a source for social stratification as such, but is often used by respondents as an 
alternative for educational level. 
231 This quote follows his answer on the bricklayer’s taste, to which he also answers that he can be surprised. 
He speaks in retrospect, as his daughter was 44 at the time of the interview. 
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17-year-old girls generally do not like jazz, Berend presumes, let alone the progressive big 
band leader Stan Kenton. Conversely, 25-year old Jeroen (LYM3) expresses his surprise 
that his mother listens to the mainstream pop station Radio 538*, which mainly plays 
‘young guy’s music’. An example of such a Radio 538 listening mother is 55-year-old 
Henny (UMF5), who claims that her 29-year-old son finds her ‘cool’: 
 

Years ago, me and a younger friend went to, what’s it called, Dance Valley*. My son was 
bragging about it to his mates: ‘My mother goes to Dance Valley’, haha! You know, I 
thought: I’d like to know what it’s like up there and what goes on, just to experience it. Like I 
said, I’m in for these kinds of things. And then you can think ‘yes, god, you’re that old’, but 
there’s a whole mixture of ages at these parties, so you don’t have to be ashamed or 
whatever. And still, I was like, well, what do I care, no one knows me there, I want to 
experience how it is. Yes. Yes, he found it cool. 

 
50-year-old Michiel (UMM1) also visits dance festivals, but his daughter is less 
supportive: ‘According to my daughter, I should be ashamed that I like Armin van 
Buuren* and Tiësto, well, I don’t give a damn, haha!’. He thinks she associates both DJs 
with ‘16- and 17-year-old kids’, not with ‘a 50-year-old geezer’. Two middle-aged 
respondents want to avoid an elderly image and therefore stay away from classical music: 
Henny says that ‘I feel too young for that, haha, it’s more for old and settled people, they 
go to concerts and such’; and Hanneke (HMF4; 47 y.o.) would find herself ‘an old tart if I 
were to like classical music’.  

These examples mainly have to do with age itself. They express the idea that 
people quit pop music and start liking classical music and serious art when they grow 
older. This view is shared by most popular music scholars, who focus on the relation 
between popular music and (oppositional) youth culture (Bennett 2013: 1-4). Aging rock 
fans are often ridiculed and stereotyped in popular media (ibid.: 13-20). It is a strong 
repertoire: some young respondents presume that their interest in ‘high cultural’ fields will 
develop later on; parents hope the same when speaking about their children. If this change 
does not happen, it is met with surprise by others, as the quotes above indicate. However, 
age differences often have more to do with birth cohorts and with relations between 
parents and children than with individuals growing older. Bennett calls the idea that 
people (should) change when reaching a certain age a social construction. Its significance 
has decreased in recent decades, but this is not often recognised (ibid.: 2013: 14; 20-23). 
In this sub-section, I discuss the taste differences that people attribute to these three inter-
connected aspects of age: first age itself, then birth cohort and finally parent–child 
relationships. 

Besides a change from popular to ‘high culture’ described above, age also plays a 
role in people’s perceptions of changes within pop cultural taste during and after 
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adolescence. Several young respondents who describe such an individual change believe 
this to be more general. 25-year old Sander (HYM2), for instance, says: ‘I used to like pop 
music, from when I was about 12 until 18, like most teenagers I think. And after that it 
started to develop and then [I began to like] less-known artists.’ 30-year-old Inge (UYF3) 
generalises her own adolescence too, although it was quite different from Sander’s: 
 

I notice that, now I grow older, I want to hear more quiet music, haha, I lost much of my 
bleakness, I think. (...) During adolescence, like many people, I think, I liked to be down a bit 
and wallow in my misery, and like ‘Kurt Cobain does understand it’, you know, haha, a bit in 
that mindset. And fortunately you grow out of that. 

 
Apart from the growing interest in ‘high culture’ and the changed taste within popular 
culture, age is also associated with a decreased interest after a certain point. Elderly 
people, on average, do not go out much, as many studies on cultural participation have 
shown (e.g., De Haan & Knulst 2000; Newman et al. 2013). Several elderly respondents 
indeed say they are not as culturally active anymore, because they rarely leave the house, 
let alone at night. ‘When you’re a little bit older, you don’t feel the need any more (...) to 
get into the car at night and drive to Amsterdam’, says suburban Joke (LOF5; 66 y.o.). 
People not only participate less outdoors, 94-year-old Henricus (HOM1) says that even his 
interest in listening to music diminished:  
 

I think it has to do with old age. It’s very strange, I think, when you get old... You withdraw 
into yourself more. That’s a danger, and I try to avoid it, but you can’t avoid it completely. 
Clearly. You turn inside yourself more. So the distance that I used to have, or the affection, I 
can’t find the word, for classical things such as Bach (...), it has decreased, yes. It’s 
decreased. Slowly, it’s become something from your past. I still like it, but it doesn’t grab me 
as it used to. Do you understand? But that’s of course the youthful enthusiasm you have 
then... and the older resignation, yes. You just let it be. Maybe I say it a little too strong, but 
in a way that’s what it boils down to. 

 
Distinctive remarks with respect to age are more often directed towards the tastes of older 
people than the reverse. ‘Jan Smit*, at age 12, he’s nice for grandma but not for me’, 
mocks Alexander (HYM4; 38 y.o.). 31-year-old Joris (UYM1) remembers the ‘elderly 
performance’ of the stage play Phaedra he once visited, in which a member of the 
audience caused a loud beep when re-adjusting his hearing device. Since then, he 
associates ‘classic plays’ with hearing devices, and thus looks for more innovative plays 
with a younger audience instead. Furthermore, some older and middle-aged respondents 
speak in a somewhat self-deprecating way. They call themselves ‘conservative’ (Piet, 
HMM3, 59) or ‘old-fashioned’ (Marieke, LMF5, 47) for not liking contemporary pop 
music; they conclude a negative opinion on present-day norms with ‘says granny’ (Helma, 
UOF3, 71); or call their dislike for modern sceneries in opera ‘a little antique, but hey, 
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that’s what I am myself’ (Sjef, HOM4, 79). This one-way distinction in favour of the 
young232 also explains why some of the middle-aged respondents above want to prevent 
developing a taste that is associated with old people. 

The image of the elderly as conservative is probably caused by the changing of 
birth cohorts rather than by age itself: older people do not like new developments which 
are preferred by people who were born in a later time period, and hence they cannot catch 
up. This is the second aspect of age differences that some people reflect on. People who 
grew up in a certain era like different music, different comedians and different theatre 
genres than those who grew up twenty years later. They are more likely to preserve the 
taste they developed when they were young than to change it when they grow older. Many 
respondents refer to ‘my time’ when they talk about their formative (often teenage) years; 
cultural items from before and after this period they do not know or understand. 85-year-
old Marianne (LOF2) still talks with anger about the revolution in the Dutch theatre that 
took place in the 1960s (the ‘Tomato Action’), which ‘ruined many things for our 
generation’. She continues: ‘And we were not the only ones, but our generation, such as 
friends and neighbours... Since then, me and my husband never attended a stage play 
anymore. Well, that’s terrible, isn’t it?’ The oldest respondent, 94-year-old Henricus 
(HOM1), speaks about the emergence of youth culture after his own youth: 
 

I hardly knew it. Of course, I’m from a very early generation, and pop music is really 
something that gradually emerged after the war. Before the war you didn’t have that, and it 
took some time before this pop music really received some attention. Whereas nowadays it’s 
become a kind of vital necessity, apparently. For many young people that is. If you hear 
what’s on television and such, on the radio... in news bulletins, you are disturbed all the time 
by one or another piece of pop. 

 
His lack of interest did not prevent him from appreciating the iPod filled with 
contemporary music that his grandchildren recently gave him. He tries to acquire a bit of 
taste for it, ‘or at least some understanding’. For the middle-aged respondents who did 
grow up with youth culture, it is the contemporary genres such as dance and hip hop that 
are not appreciated anymore: ‘The current pop scene, I completely lost that connection’ 
(Piet, HMM3, 59 y.o.) (cf. Bennett 2013: 124-8). The developments in popular music are 
perceived as moving so quickly that some respondents even notice severe taste differences 
between themselves and their brothers and sisters who are only a few years older or 
younger.  
 These cohort differences often lead to quarrels between parents and their children, 
the third way in which age plays a role. 43-year-old Patrick (HYM3) analyses the 
development of musical tastes between the cohorts in his family: 

                                                            
232 Of course, this might also be caused by the young age of the interviewer. 
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that’s what I am myself’ (Sjef, HOM4, 79). This one-way distinction in favour of the 
young232 also explains why some of the middle-aged respondents above want to prevent 
developing a taste that is associated with old people. 
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respondents refer to ‘my time’ when they talk about their formative (often teenage) years; 
cultural items from before and after this period they do not know or understand. 85-year-
old Marianne (LOF2) still talks with anger about the revolution in the Dutch theatre that 
took place in the 1960s (the ‘Tomato Action’), which ‘ruined many things for our 
generation’. She continues: ‘And we were not the only ones, but our generation, such as 
friends and neighbours... Since then, me and my husband never attended a stage play 
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I hardly knew it. Of course, I’m from a very early generation, and pop music is really 
something that gradually emerged after the war. Before the war you didn’t have that, and it 
took some time before this pop music really received some attention. Whereas nowadays it’s 
become a kind of vital necessity, apparently. For many young people that is. If you hear 
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His lack of interest did not prevent him from appreciating the iPod filled with 
contemporary music that his grandchildren recently gave him. He tries to acquire a bit of 
taste for it, ‘or at least some understanding’. For the middle-aged respondents who did 
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 These cohort differences often lead to quarrels between parents and their children, 
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232 Of course, this might also be caused by the young age of the interviewer. 
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My father said: ‘You should listen to jazz, because this pop music is absolutely nothing!’ (...) 
And then I said: ‘Yes, but your father told you to listen to classical music, and you 
stubbornly listened to jazz.’ His father hated jazz. ‘And that’s how music develops, dad.’ (...) 
And that’s true of course. If I now look at certain hardcore house festivals, then I think... I 
can’t stand that either. Like my grandpa couldn’t stand jazz. (…) You know, it’s as if a 
person has only a few decades in his life in which he opens his mind for new things, and, at a 
certain moment, it’s done. 

 
Some respondents see these quarrels inherently connected to growing up, apart from 
differing formation eras. ‘Children never follow their parents,’ Jan (LOM3) concludes 
with regret, ‘raising them doesn’t imply they follow in your footsteps’, although in the 
first part of this chapter we saw that they often do. Don (UYM3), now 36, looks back on 
his youth:  
 

When I was 18 or so, around the time that you leave home and go to college and things like 
that, I sometimes had discussions with them, and then you react against your parents a little, 
so you start developing your own taste, and, well, this taste didn’t correspond with theirs. 

 
Often, it is believed that this generation gap has decreased since the 1960s and ’70s (cf. De 
Swaan 1979). Nowadays, parents are used to youth culture and can understand new genres 
more than their parents could understand youth culture as a whole (Bennett 2013). 45-
year-old Anneke (UMF1), for example, expresses her openness to the musical tastes of her 
children, who often let her hear music, whereas her parents at the time found her taste just 
‘noise’. Not everyone agrees with this idea, though: 61-year-old Greet (LMF3) perceives 
the gap with her children as larger than she had with her parents, who used to like Cliff 
Richard just as much as she did. This might have to do with her specific adolescent taste, 
as Cliff Richard was not as ‘wild’ and ‘deviant’ as many other singers and bands in the 
1960s. 

Hence, age, cohort and parent–child relationships are intricately interconnected. 
People’s tastes often change when they grow older, but the degree and direction of this 
change can differ between birth cohorts, who are raised in different eras. In recent 
decades, the change that implies increasing interest in classical music when growing older, 
which was discussed in the first part of this chapter, becomes less significant. More often, 
changes occur within popular culture. Furthermore, generational gaps between parents and 
their children probably have become weaker for younger birth cohorts, both because of 
more informal and equal relations between parents and children, and because present-day 
parents grew up with popular youth culture too. 
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Chick flicks and macho shows: Perceptions of gendered tastes  
 
‘I am a man, I always say, so I always represent myself as such too, and I can’t do that 
with a chick film.’ Rik (LYM4) uses his cultural taste for his self-presentation as a 
masculine man, as he does not want people to think that he is even a little feminine. Sex 
and the City is taboo to him. Emotional TV shows are only watched by his mother and by 
other women he knows, ‘and then they also cry, they really empathise with it’.  

Whereas age and cohort differences are associated with music and – to a lesser 
extent – the ‘high’ arts (the visual arts, the theatre), gender distinctions are pronounced 
much more when talking about fields such as film and television, which contain a more 
explicit narrative. There are only a few respondents who speak about ‘men’s music’ 
(Marsha (HYF2): ‘Bruce Springsteen, you know, that kind of stuff’) or ‘women’s humour’ 
(again Marsha), but these kinds of qualifications are much more common with regard to 
film and TV.233 Spectacular action movies full of violence are associated with men; soap 
series and emotional drama films with women. The latter are sometimes called ‘women’s 
films’ or ‘chick flicks’234, both by women and men. These are the terms used to explain 
why one’s partner does or does not like certain films, such as Greet (LMF3) about the 
Dutch film Komt een vrouw bij de dokter*: ‘My husband didn’t want to join me, (...) he’d 
heard that not many men go to watch this film, it’s really a women’s film.’ Midas 
(LMM5) explains why he dislikes soap operas: ‘I don’t belong to their target group. That’s 
my wife and maybe my daughter. They love that kind of stuff, I don’t understand why.’  

Due to the male dominance in cultural production (see introduction) and traditional 
perceptions of female inferiority, one might expect that stereotypical feminine tastes are 
often looked down on. While this is indeed the case, women also look down on 
stereotypical male tastes. Monique (HYF5), who likes art house movies, works in the IT 
sector, in which ‘nine out of ten colleagues are men, and they really watch these men’s 
films, with car chases and that kind of things’. Furthermore, both men and women look 
down on stereotypical tastes by people of their own gender, or speak ironically about their 
gendered taste.235 Rik, quoted above, prefers masculine films such as the street racing film 
series The Fast and the Furious, but he does not express himself completely seriously 
when describing it: ‘The little boy’s dream, you know, the nice cool big car, driving like 
crazy, story line makes no sense, but it’s easily enjoyable.’ Similarly, Paul (HMM1) calls 
the British car show Top Gear that he sometimes watches a ‘super masculine show, a 
macho show’. 

                                                            
233 The lack of perceived gender differences in music corresponds with the lack of actual gender differences 
in the card ranking question (see chapter 3) and with previous research (see introduction). 
234 The Dutch often use this original English term. 
235 However, Bennett et al. (2009: 102-4) showed that women are more defensive about their taste for 
romance novels than men are about their taste for whodunits and other ‘male’ genres. 
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It is not women’s tastes per se that are looked down upon, nor simply the 
respective tastes of the other sex. Some respondents seem to distinguish from gendered 
tastes as such, whereas they perceive good taste, or high culture, as gender-neutral. This 
idea can most clearly be observed in Inge’s case (UYF3), who has a Master’s degree in 
gender studies. When speaking about her sister’s friends, who have a lower education than 
she has, she says: 

 
It’s just, well, very nice, but they’re also quite average people: the boys watch Die Hard and 
the girls Sex and the City. (...) Then I don’t bring up [art house film] La Pianiste, haha. 

 
She elaborates on this issue in response to the interview question on the bricklayer’s taste: 
 

Er, yes, then I have a stereotype that I think is correct, because I know quite some 
bricklayers, construction workers, plumbers, carpenters, and it’s really, traditionally very 
much gendered: men watch men’s shows, that’s what bricklayers do, I guess, a little 
sensational and such. And of course that’s over-simplified, I know, but that’s the image that I 
see confirmed around me. 
And in music? 
Er, that’s more difficult, TV is easier (...). Maybe Bon Jovi or something, quite male music, 
it’s mainly gendered, that’s what I think, male stuff. So, not a nice piece of jazz, or, no, some 
guitar, or Slam FM*, that kind, Top 40*. 

 
Hence, Inge links gender differences to both working-class and ‘average’ people, in 
contrast to the more gender-neutral tastes among people with a higher educational level 
such as herself. This idea corresponds with earlier findings on the strong significance of 
gender differences in the working class (Bourdieu 1984: 380-4), caused by the separate 
spheres in which men and women live, due to a less advanced women’s emancipation in 
this class (Kuipers 2006: 52). Bennett et al. (2009: 233) relate this to the different status 
attributions of gender stereotypes between classes: 
 

Possibly, with a more rigid and less varied range of cultural capitals available, being a 
feminine woman, or a masculine man, operates as cultural capital in itself among the working 
class. A more fluid gender style has greater currency among the women and men from the 
professional-executive class. 

 
On the other hand, significant gender differences are often found among the educated in 
relation to participation rate: women read more and visit more cultural events than men do 
(see introduction). Louis (UMM4) also refers to this, yet in a hyperbolic way: ‘90% of all 
literature is read by women, I believe.’ 
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Coalmen, PhDs, and high IQs: Finding alternatives for class differences 
 
Bourdieu explains taste differences first and foremost in relation to class background, 
through the habitus formation in the parental milieu. Class, however, is rarely mentioned 
explicitly by my respondents in the core interview. Upwardly mobile Yme (UMF2) is one 
of the exceptions. When she reflects on the concepts ‘good and bad taste’, she explains her 
taste difference with the woman next-door: ‘She is clearly from a different social class. 
Yes, old money. Different, raised completely differently. I’m from the working class.’ 
Others use words that more implicitly refer to class, such as ‘elite’, ‘posh’ (Dutch: kak), ‘a 
different milieu’, ‘higher layers’, or even a reference to the royal family (‘You won’t find 
these kind of paintings in the house of [Queen] Beatrix’, Rik, LYM4) for the upper class; 
and ‘volks’*, ‘common people’, ‘the masses’, or ‘the man in the street’ to refer to lower 
classes.  

Previous research showed that the Dutch generally do not like to speak in terms of 
class: they are not only hesitant to look down on lower classes (which corresponds with 
my findings on ambivalences on cultural distinction in general), but also to define 
themselves in terms of class (e.g., Van Eijk 2011; 2013; cf. Payne & Grew 2005). 
However, many respondents search for alternatives that refer to social stratification after 
all. As Payne & Grew concluded from their study in the UK: ‘[I]t is possible to talk about 
class without ever mentioning the “c-word”’ (2005: 902). In this sub-section, I discuss 
occupation, educational level and intelligence respectively, followed in the next sub-
sections by place of residence and income. 

The first class indicator that is often mentioned is occupation: ‘high’ occupations 
are associated with ‘high culture’. When 94-year-old Henricus (HOM1) recalls the poor 
cultural participation in the small village where he was the general practitioner, he says 
that, besides himself, only the head teacher, the minister, the priest, the notary and an 
engineer might have visited the theatre. In short: the dignitaries of the village. Sometimes, 
the relation with occupation is triggered by the interview question on bank managers, 
bricklayers and writers. Marleen (HOF5) links a bricklayer to TV series Baantjer*, but 
continues that ‘a good friend of mine, a mathematician, loved Baantjer too, so you never 
know’. As with age, with class indicators it is often the surprise people express about 
others’ tastes, or the anticipation of the potential surprise of the interviewer, that reveals 
their perceptions of differences. Joke (LOF5), for instance, reflects on her father’s love for 
opera and choir music: ‘Despite him being a coalman, he had an ear for this music.’ The 
unexpected ‘low’ taste of people with a high occupation, such as the mathematician’s 
preference for Baantjer, can also function as an alibi to like this oneself: 
 

I’m mad about As The World Turns. That sounds extremely contradictory, but (...) to me it’s 
a kind of antidepressant in the morning. [I once met] a gynaecologist and she was mad about 
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it as well. I think: well, if even a gynaecologist likes this, I don’t have to feel like an idiot. 
(Helma, UOF3) 

 
Similar surprises can be found with regard to the second indicator of social 

stratification: educational level. Some respondents, for instance, link the occupations I ask 
about with their presumed educational level. Emiel (HOM2), a retired medical professor, 
replies to my question on bricklayers’ tastes by discussing unusual people he sometimes 
meets at concerts for contemporary classical music: 

 
That can be all kinds of things. Yes, there are... look, a bricklayer doesn’t have a high 
education, but also among the ‘not-high-educated’ there are people who like classical music. 
And to my surprise, you also see in the series that I visit in the Muziekgebouw aan ’t IJ* on 
Thursday nights [with contemporary classical music] – where you see alternative companies 
playing music from different countries, and where you hear music that’s not easy on the ear 
(...) – that you sit next to someone who, when you hear him talking, clearly has less 
education, and who can enjoy it. I sometimes find that unusual, that this music, which my 
own acquaintances dislike, is sometimes appreciated by those kind of people. (...) 
Coincidentally you sit next to someone with whom you start talking, who shows – or 
‘shows’; of whom you can presume – that he didn’t have a college degree or some other high 
education, but that he does find it worth visiting. That’s striking with this modern music, that 
suddenly people like it of whom you’d never expected it. 

 
Not only does Emiel reflect on the exception to the rule, which he expresses as a surprise, 
he also turns the bricklayer into a person with a low educational level. Many respondents 
answer one or more of the interview questions on the three occupations in such an indirect 
way. They want to avoid clichés, stereotypes and generalisations, but reveal their beliefs 
after all. Also self-legitimations, which Helma above showed by referring to a person with 
a high occupation liking As The World Turns, occur with references to educational level. 
Joke (LOF5) legitimises her taste for the TV series Star Trek as follows: 
 

Yeah, well, some people think you’re a nerd or crazy when you like it. Well, that, phew, I 
like it, and I’m in good company: my boss has a Master’s degree and a Ph.D. and he has all 
seasons of Star Trek at home, he bought them all on DVD. So he’s as crazy as I am, so I’m in 
good company, haha. 

 
Although educational level is the most frequently used hierarchical characteristic to 
explain taste differences, the rationale behind it is diverse. The actual additional cultural 
value of a high educational level is not mentioned as often as one might expect, apart from 
the examples on the school’s role in the first part of this chapter. Berend (LOM5) is one of 
the few examples: 
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[on high culture:] You also have to understand it. Look, if you ask me: ‘What do you think of 
that poem?’, then I get the message, so to speak. But that’s due to my average education, I 
don’t quite understand those lyrics. So, it makes sense that I don’t like it. 

 
More often, respondents refer to a certain subculture of people who had the same type of 
education and who therefore have similar tastes. Michiel (UMM1) says of his deviant taste 
among academic friends: ‘I liked these alternative genres like Pink Floyd and so on far 
less, but, in university circles, this was much more in focus.’ Similarly, Sandra (HYF1) 
says that she does not have much contact with lower educated people, who live in a 
different world: ‘We did VWO* of course, you know, so you’re in such a scene.’ By 
attending higher educational levels, one ‘gets in touch’ (Pauline, UMF3) with things one 
would otherwise not have: ‘If you went to college, you were recommended certain things 
of course’ (Sandra, HYF1). This difference between the actual educational value and 
simply the circle of educated friends in the influence on cultural taste has also been 
pointed out by Friedman (2012: 476-7).  
 A third indicator of social stratification in people’s perception is intelligence or 
intellect. This is often used as an alternative for educational level, in order to explain taste 
differences between classes or occupations. Some explicitly connect intelligence and 
education, as Berend above does when he links his average education with not 
understanding poetry, but others focus on intelligence as such. Hence, they attribute taste 
differences to a personal (innate perhaps) characteristic, whereas those who use 
educational level as their main explanatory factor focus more on achieved merits. Some 
people, for example, contrast ‘intellectuals’ and ‘simple people’. Marleen (HOF5) 
presumes that a bricklayer will not appreciate a certain Dutch comedy show (Toren C*, 
her favourite), because he will not be able to apprehend the ‘cynical and sarcastic’ element 
of this ‘really coarse humour’: ‘They’re too simple for that, they don’t understand that.’ 
Henny (UMF5), although later downplaying the concept ‘low culture’, presumes that 
‘there are gradations (...) as regards level of intelligence (...); someone who has a lower 
level of development will not desire to go to a museum with Rembrandt or anything’. 
Louis (UMM4) even links it to specific IQ values. In reply to a question on cultural 
education at school, he says:  
 

I assume that in general people with brains, let’s say with an IQ over 110, are spontaneously 
inclined to be curious about cultural expressions. I mean, there’s no escape, even when they 
don’t go to a school where it’s taught, then they start searching for it themselves. Yes, people 
with brains sooner get bored, so they are looking for things not to get bored, and then you 
end up there [with ‘culture’]. 

 
In other words, these respondents express views that closely resemble Ganzeboom’s 
(1982) ideas on the varying degrees of the ability to understand ‘complex’ culture. That 
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it as well. I think: well, if even a gynaecologist likes this, I don’t have to feel like an idiot. 
(Helma, UOF3) 

 
Similar surprises can be found with regard to the second indicator of social 

stratification: educational level. Some respondents, for instance, link the occupations I ask 
about with their presumed educational level. Emiel (HOM2), a retired medical professor, 
replies to my question on bricklayers’ tastes by discussing unusual people he sometimes 
meets at concerts for contemporary classical music: 

 
That can be all kinds of things. Yes, there are... look, a bricklayer doesn’t have a high 
education, but also among the ‘not-high-educated’ there are people who like classical music. 
And to my surprise, you also see in the series that I visit in the Muziekgebouw aan ’t IJ* on 
Thursday nights [with contemporary classical music] – where you see alternative companies 
playing music from different countries, and where you hear music that’s not easy on the ear 
(...) – that you sit next to someone who, when you hear him talking, clearly has less 
education, and who can enjoy it. I sometimes find that unusual, that this music, which my 
own acquaintances dislike, is sometimes appreciated by those kind of people. (...) 
Coincidentally you sit next to someone with whom you start talking, who shows – or 
‘shows’; of whom you can presume – that he didn’t have a college degree or some other high 
education, but that he does find it worth visiting. That’s striking with this modern music, that 
suddenly people like it of whom you’d never expected it. 

 
Not only does Emiel reflect on the exception to the rule, which he expresses as a surprise, 
he also turns the bricklayer into a person with a low educational level. Many respondents 
answer one or more of the interview questions on the three occupations in such an indirect 
way. They want to avoid clichés, stereotypes and generalisations, but reveal their beliefs 
after all. Also self-legitimations, which Helma above showed by referring to a person with 
a high occupation liking As The World Turns, occur with references to educational level. 
Joke (LOF5) legitimises her taste for the TV series Star Trek as follows: 
 

Yeah, well, some people think you’re a nerd or crazy when you like it. Well, that, phew, I 
like it, and I’m in good company: my boss has a Master’s degree and a Ph.D. and he has all 
seasons of Star Trek at home, he bought them all on DVD. So he’s as crazy as I am, so I’m in 
good company, haha. 

 
Although educational level is the most frequently used hierarchical characteristic to 
explain taste differences, the rationale behind it is diverse. The actual additional cultural 
value of a high educational level is not mentioned as often as one might expect, apart from 
the examples on the school’s role in the first part of this chapter. Berend (LOM5) is one of 
the few examples: 
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[on high culture:] You also have to understand it. Look, if you ask me: ‘What do you think of 
that poem?’, then I get the message, so to speak. But that’s due to my average education, I 
don’t quite understand those lyrics. So, it makes sense that I don’t like it. 

 
More often, respondents refer to a certain subculture of people who had the same type of 
education and who therefore have similar tastes. Michiel (UMM1) says of his deviant taste 
among academic friends: ‘I liked these alternative genres like Pink Floyd and so on far 
less, but, in university circles, this was much more in focus.’ Similarly, Sandra (HYF1) 
says that she does not have much contact with lower educated people, who live in a 
different world: ‘We did VWO* of course, you know, so you’re in such a scene.’ By 
attending higher educational levels, one ‘gets in touch’ (Pauline, UMF3) with things one 
would otherwise not have: ‘If you went to college, you were recommended certain things 
of course’ (Sandra, HYF1). This difference between the actual educational value and 
simply the circle of educated friends in the influence on cultural taste has also been 
pointed out by Friedman (2012: 476-7).  
 A third indicator of social stratification in people’s perception is intelligence or 
intellect. This is often used as an alternative for educational level, in order to explain taste 
differences between classes or occupations. Some explicitly connect intelligence and 
education, as Berend above does when he links his average education with not 
understanding poetry, but others focus on intelligence as such. Hence, they attribute taste 
differences to a personal (innate perhaps) characteristic, whereas those who use 
educational level as their main explanatory factor focus more on achieved merits. Some 
people, for example, contrast ‘intellectuals’ and ‘simple people’. Marleen (HOF5) 
presumes that a bricklayer will not appreciate a certain Dutch comedy show (Toren C*, 
her favourite), because he will not be able to apprehend the ‘cynical and sarcastic’ element 
of this ‘really coarse humour’: ‘They’re too simple for that, they don’t understand that.’ 
Henny (UMF5), although later downplaying the concept ‘low culture’, presumes that 
‘there are gradations (...) as regards level of intelligence (...); someone who has a lower 
level of development will not desire to go to a museum with Rembrandt or anything’. 
Louis (UMM4) even links it to specific IQ values. In reply to a question on cultural 
education at school, he says:  
 

I assume that in general people with brains, let’s say with an IQ over 110, are spontaneously 
inclined to be curious about cultural expressions. I mean, there’s no escape, even when they 
don’t go to a school where it’s taught, then they start searching for it themselves. Yes, people 
with brains sooner get bored, so they are looking for things not to get bored, and then you 
end up there [with ‘culture’]. 

 
In other words, these respondents express views that closely resemble Ganzeboom’s 
(1982) ideas on the varying degrees of the ability to understand ‘complex’ culture. That 
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class and intelligence do not necessarily go together is illustrated by Deirdre (HYF6), who 
claims that high culture is not necessarily ‘for a higher class, it’s more about the level of 
intelligence you need to understand it’. 

Hence, in order to avoid speaking about class, which is seen as a predetermined 
characteristic of people and which is hence perceived taboo to classify individuals with 
(see also the taboo on class distinction in chapters 4 and 5), people use alternatives that 
have a more agentic and meritocratic touch: one’s level of education or one’s chosen 
occupation. However, some respondents’ focus on intelligence, which is perceived as a 
more innate characteristic, diminishes the agentic notion of education. In the next sub-
sections we will see that place of residence, too, often implicitly refers to social 
stratification, and that income plays a quite different role. 
 
 
‘Grachtengordel’ and mobility: Place as a metaphor for class 
 

There are clear boundaries in Holland, I find, between high and low culture, between the 
Grachtengordel and the Vinexwijk... That some people can live in such a superficial way, it’s 
a mystery to me, no, there’s a clear boundary between them. (Piet, HMM3) 

 
Piet, who lives in a small historical town near Amsterdam, links my question on high and 
low culture to certain places, which he uses as metaphors of class. The Grachtengordel is 
the famous ring of canals in the Amsterdam city centre, where the housing prices are high 
and many national cultural institutions are based. Therefore, the term is often used – 
mostly, but not only, in a pejorative way – as a pars pro toto for the cultural elite.236 
Sander (HYM2), for instance, places the card with singer Ramses Shaffy* high in the 
hierarchy, because ‘I find him of some higher value, a Grachtengordel person’. In 
contrast, Vinexwijk is the general name of large suburban neighbourhoods built in the 
1990s and 2000s237, which – in people’s perception – are highly homogeneous, both in 
terms of morphology and population (e.g. Lupi et al. 2007: 7). They mainly attract middle-
class families and people who are richer in economic capital than in cultural capital (De 
Stigter-Speksnijder 2007: 41; De Wijs-Mulkens 1999: 188-194). Among city dwellers 
(who more often possess cultural capital), it has a connotation of boredom, partly because 
living areas are usually strictly separated from working, shopping and leisure areas.  
 References to place often relate to the availability of cultural institutions. In the 
countryside, there is less opportunity to participate in ‘high culture’. 58-year-old Truus 

                                                            
236 Hubert Smeets (2013) calls it ‘the centre of Dutch high culture’ (my translation), because one fifth of all 
Dutch cultural institutions is located either in the Grachtengordel or in the equally well-to-do neighbourhood 
Old-South (Oud-Zuid). He dates the origin of the pejorative use of the term back to the 1990s.  
237 In the strict sense, the term Vinexwijk only refers to neighbourhoods built according to a specific policy 
(of which ‘Vinex’ is an acronym), but it is generally used in a broader sense. 
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(LMF2) has lived in the same village her entire life, where there has always been a lack of 
art. Recently, she recalls, a hat museum opened in a village nearby, but she did not visit it 
yet. ‘But, back then, there were no museums around here, no, I don’t remember us visiting 
a museum in my youth.’  
 These differences in place are observed especially by respondents who have lived 
in several places. City inhabitants who move to a small village are sometimes disappointed 
about the lack of cultural interest among the villagers, as Yme (UMF2) showed in chapter 
4 (‘it is poor around here’). Emiel (HOM2), who is a devotee of contemporary classical 
music (see above), lived for a while in a town in the north of the Netherlands, in which 
‘there was a cultural centre, but you were lucky if they played Schubert’. He continues: 
‘But, in Amsterdam, one has of course every opportunity’ to hear contemporary music.  
 Conversely, people from the countryside who move to a larger town often get in 
touch with a more diverse set of cultural institutions. They discover museums, theatres and 
art house cinemas. This geographical mobility is sometimes closely linked to upward 
social mobility: they move to a large town because they go to university. In retrospect, my 
respondents find it hard to unravel whether it is mainly the geographical or social mobility 
that changed their interests. They, too, use their movement as a metaphor for class 
mobility. In chapter 5, we saw how Inge’s taste moved from New Kids on the Block in her 
native village, via Tori Amos in the small town where she went to school, to museums and 
theatres in Amsterdam, and that she again uses a reference to her native village to explain 
why she still does not understand Kandinsky. Similarly, Joris (UYM1; 31 y.o.) recalls how 
he and a friend used to rent CDs from the local library in the village where he was born 
(about 15,000 inhabitants). Later they moved to a larger town nearby (about 150,000 
inhabitants), where the library had a larger and more diverse collection: 
 

There, we were looking for more depth, so to speak. In H. [village] they did have Nick Cave, 
but still very much at the surface (...), and in A. [large town] they had so much vague stuff, 
there you ended up with The Inspiral Carpets, a vaguer band in the 1990s. And Britpop was 
guiding us a bit, so we read NME [New Musical Express, British magazine], because they 
had it in A., rather than OOR* [Dutch rock magazine] of course. 

 
What is striking about this quote is not only the geographical distinction within popular 
music that Joris experienced, but also the relativity of this distinction. Singer Nick Cave 
and magazine OOR, which he both found in the village library, are generally perceived at 
the more alternative (‘vague’) side of the popular music spectrum already, but apparently 
this was not ‘vague’ enough for him. 
 Among the respondents who link cultural taste with place of residence, the city is 
valued more positively than the countryside or small towns ‘in the province’. The 
opposite, a romanticisation of rural areas such as in the late eighteenth century, does not 
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class and intelligence do not necessarily go together is illustrated by Deirdre (HYF6), who 
claims that high culture is not necessarily ‘for a higher class, it’s more about the level of 
intelligence you need to understand it’. 

Hence, in order to avoid speaking about class, which is seen as a predetermined 
characteristic of people and which is hence perceived taboo to classify individuals with 
(see also the taboo on class distinction in chapters 4 and 5), people use alternatives that 
have a more agentic and meritocratic touch: one’s level of education or one’s chosen 
occupation. However, some respondents’ focus on intelligence, which is perceived as a 
more innate characteristic, diminishes the agentic notion of education. In the next sub-
sections we will see that place of residence, too, often implicitly refers to social 
stratification, and that income plays a quite different role. 
 
 
‘Grachtengordel’ and mobility: Place as a metaphor for class 
 

There are clear boundaries in Holland, I find, between high and low culture, between the 
Grachtengordel and the Vinexwijk... That some people can live in such a superficial way, it’s 
a mystery to me, no, there’s a clear boundary between them. (Piet, HMM3) 

 
Piet, who lives in a small historical town near Amsterdam, links my question on high and 
low culture to certain places, which he uses as metaphors of class. The Grachtengordel is 
the famous ring of canals in the Amsterdam city centre, where the housing prices are high 
and many national cultural institutions are based. Therefore, the term is often used – 
mostly, but not only, in a pejorative way – as a pars pro toto for the cultural elite.236 
Sander (HYM2), for instance, places the card with singer Ramses Shaffy* high in the 
hierarchy, because ‘I find him of some higher value, a Grachtengordel person’. In 
contrast, Vinexwijk is the general name of large suburban neighbourhoods built in the 
1990s and 2000s237, which – in people’s perception – are highly homogeneous, both in 
terms of morphology and population (e.g. Lupi et al. 2007: 7). They mainly attract middle-
class families and people who are richer in economic capital than in cultural capital (De 
Stigter-Speksnijder 2007: 41; De Wijs-Mulkens 1999: 188-194). Among city dwellers 
(who more often possess cultural capital), it has a connotation of boredom, partly because 
living areas are usually strictly separated from working, shopping and leisure areas.  
 References to place often relate to the availability of cultural institutions. In the 
countryside, there is less opportunity to participate in ‘high culture’. 58-year-old Truus 

                                                            
236 Hubert Smeets (2013) calls it ‘the centre of Dutch high culture’ (my translation), because one fifth of all 
Dutch cultural institutions is located either in the Grachtengordel or in the equally well-to-do neighbourhood 
Old-South (Oud-Zuid). He dates the origin of the pejorative use of the term back to the 1990s.  
237 In the strict sense, the term Vinexwijk only refers to neighbourhoods built according to a specific policy 
(of which ‘Vinex’ is an acronym), but it is generally used in a broader sense. 
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(LMF2) has lived in the same village her entire life, where there has always been a lack of 
art. Recently, she recalls, a hat museum opened in a village nearby, but she did not visit it 
yet. ‘But, back then, there were no museums around here, no, I don’t remember us visiting 
a museum in my youth.’  
 These differences in place are observed especially by respondents who have lived 
in several places. City inhabitants who move to a small village are sometimes disappointed 
about the lack of cultural interest among the villagers, as Yme (UMF2) showed in chapter 
4 (‘it is poor around here’). Emiel (HOM2), who is a devotee of contemporary classical 
music (see above), lived for a while in a town in the north of the Netherlands, in which 
‘there was a cultural centre, but you were lucky if they played Schubert’. He continues: 
‘But, in Amsterdam, one has of course every opportunity’ to hear contemporary music.  
 Conversely, people from the countryside who move to a larger town often get in 
touch with a more diverse set of cultural institutions. They discover museums, theatres and 
art house cinemas. This geographical mobility is sometimes closely linked to upward 
social mobility: they move to a large town because they go to university. In retrospect, my 
respondents find it hard to unravel whether it is mainly the geographical or social mobility 
that changed their interests. They, too, use their movement as a metaphor for class 
mobility. In chapter 5, we saw how Inge’s taste moved from New Kids on the Block in her 
native village, via Tori Amos in the small town where she went to school, to museums and 
theatres in Amsterdam, and that she again uses a reference to her native village to explain 
why she still does not understand Kandinsky. Similarly, Joris (UYM1; 31 y.o.) recalls how 
he and a friend used to rent CDs from the local library in the village where he was born 
(about 15,000 inhabitants). Later they moved to a larger town nearby (about 150,000 
inhabitants), where the library had a larger and more diverse collection: 
 

There, we were looking for more depth, so to speak. In H. [village] they did have Nick Cave, 
but still very much at the surface (...), and in A. [large town] they had so much vague stuff, 
there you ended up with The Inspiral Carpets, a vaguer band in the 1990s. And Britpop was 
guiding us a bit, so we read NME [New Musical Express, British magazine], because they 
had it in A., rather than OOR* [Dutch rock magazine] of course. 

 
What is striking about this quote is not only the geographical distinction within popular 
music that Joris experienced, but also the relativity of this distinction. Singer Nick Cave 
and magazine OOR, which he both found in the village library, are generally perceived at 
the more alternative (‘vague’) side of the popular music spectrum already, but apparently 
this was not ‘vague’ enough for him. 
 Among the respondents who link cultural taste with place of residence, the city is 
valued more positively than the countryside or small towns ‘in the province’. The 
opposite, a romanticisation of rural areas such as in the late eighteenth century, does not 
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appear in the interviews. Furthermore, I must be cautious not to interpret all references to 
place as a class indicator. Four respondents explain their and others’ preference for Dutch 
language music with their Amsterdam roots, in particular linked to the ‘Jordaan’. The 
Jordaan used to be a poor working-class neighbourhood, which is still famous for its 
tradition of Dutch language songs. For some respondents, this is indeed a matter of class, 
but for others it is strictly the local influence of a specific kind of songs they are referring 
to.  
 
 
Nouveaux riches and snobbery: Cultural versus economic capital 
 
Another hierarchical characteristic that is sometimes mentioned, income, works in an 
opposite way. Many people condemn those with very high incomes, because they are 
associated with snobbery and insincerity. Hence, people replace economic boundaries by 
moral boundaries (cf. chapter 4; Lamont 1992; Van Eijk 2013). Income is mainly 
discussed in reply to the interview question on bank managers. Some look down on the 
nouveaux riches, who are only interested in money, material goods and status. Koos 
(UMM3), for example, gradually increases his anger towards some of his fellow villagers: 
 

These new rich, here in A. [name village], there is a substantial group of those kind of 
people. I cannot say it of course, but they’re not my type of people, they all have an SUV, 
you know, a too large car that uses too much gas. You can also see it a bit in the interiors of 
their homes, at least, it’s not my taste. And you notice it in their behaviour: they don’t give a 
shit about anything. And they’re in the wrong businesses, like gambling machines. There 
were also many of those drug dealers when we just arrived here. 

  
Some respondents distinguish different types of bank managers. Helma (UOF3), for 
instance, says that she knows ‘bankers who visit the Concertgebouw* two or three times a 
month, but our son-in-law is absolutely not interested in that, he’s only occupied with 
money.’ Her husband, who just enters the room, a retired businessman, adds that he once 
knew a well-known banker who was ‘a very erudite man’ and who loved classical music. 
He compares this man to ‘such a Mister Rijkman Groenink [former CEO of ABN Amro], 
just to mention a name, well, he does visit concerts, but for different reasons.’ These 
quotes show that valuations of people with high incomes do not go together with 
valuations of people from higher social classes, with high educational levels and high 
intelligence, discussed above.  

These examples of high incomes as a negative benchmark can be related to 
Bourdieu’s distinction between economic and cultural capital within the dominant class. 
People who possess more cultural than economic capital often look down on those with an 
opposite distribution of capitals. Only a few respondents speak about such differences in 
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cultural taste; more often they refer to divergent motives to visit the arts. The interview 
question on bank managers and (female) writers reveals such differences between 
snobbery and individual taste, as described in chapter 4. Besides this specific interview 
question, differences between cultural and economic capital are only hinted at by two 
respondents: Inge (UYF3) speaks distinctively – though in a downplaying way – about her 
economically oriented friends ‘who like football and beer’; and Carmen (UYF6) 
conversely becomes irritated by her ‘dramatic’ and ‘emotional’ artistic acquaintances, 
whom she perceives as ‘arrogant’ because they are convinced that they are studying ‘a 
higher art’.  
 
 
The bicycle repairman from Delft: Perceptions of type of occupation 
 
Most references to the type of occupation people have do not imply differences between 
cultural and economic occupations, but are related to the type of study they did at 
university: technical studies versus the humanities. Let me illustrate this with the example 
of Sjef (HOM4), a retired mechanical engineer with a great passion for classical music and 
classical arts. More recently, he began to appreciate more modern, non-figurative art, but 
his preference remains with the classics. He explains his taste with the peculiar phrase: ‘Of 
course, I am what they call a bicycle repairman from Delft.’ Sjef studied mechanical 
engineering at the well-known University of Technology in Delft.238 By calling himself a 
bicycle repairman, he speaks ironically about his technological background. To my 
question whether his friends with whom he visits museums have a different background, 
he replies: 
 

Yes, they have a different background, they’re no bicycle repairmen, haha! No, they’re more 
from the humanities, I’m a science guy.239 And that does make a difference. We also look at 
the technical side of art. We always want to know how it’s constructed, whereas others watch 
art more with their feelings I suppose. So, there’s a clear difference. (…) And others, well, 
they cannot understand our profession at all. When you’re not a science guy, that doesn’t 
work!   

 
The way people appreciate art is influenced by the type of (university) background they 
have. Particularly respondents with a technical training explain how they look at art in a 
different way. Patrick (HYM3) is the son of a painter and an art gallery owner, but he 
studied to be a constructional engineer himself. When speaking about art, he says: 

                                                            
238 Delft is nowadays best-known for its high percentage of technical students. Thus, a reference to Delft as 
such implies a technological association. 
239 In Dutch, these differences are referred to with Greek letters: ‘They’re alphas, I’m a beta.’ The third 
Greek letter, gamma, refers to the social and behavioural sciences. 
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appear in the interviews. Furthermore, I must be cautious not to interpret all references to 
place as a class indicator. Four respondents explain their and others’ preference for Dutch 
language music with their Amsterdam roots, in particular linked to the ‘Jordaan’. The 
Jordaan used to be a poor working-class neighbourhood, which is still famous for its 
tradition of Dutch language songs. For some respondents, this is indeed a matter of class, 
but for others it is strictly the local influence of a specific kind of songs they are referring 
to.  
 
 
Nouveaux riches and snobbery: Cultural versus economic capital 
 
Another hierarchical characteristic that is sometimes mentioned, income, works in an 
opposite way. Many people condemn those with very high incomes, because they are 
associated with snobbery and insincerity. Hence, people replace economic boundaries by 
moral boundaries (cf. chapter 4; Lamont 1992; Van Eijk 2013). Income is mainly 
discussed in reply to the interview question on bank managers. Some look down on the 
nouveaux riches, who are only interested in money, material goods and status. Koos 
(UMM3), for example, gradually increases his anger towards some of his fellow villagers: 
 

These new rich, here in A. [name village], there is a substantial group of those kind of 
people. I cannot say it of course, but they’re not my type of people, they all have an SUV, 
you know, a too large car that uses too much gas. You can also see it a bit in the interiors of 
their homes, at least, it’s not my taste. And you notice it in their behaviour: they don’t give a 
shit about anything. And they’re in the wrong businesses, like gambling machines. There 
were also many of those drug dealers when we just arrived here. 

  
Some respondents distinguish different types of bank managers. Helma (UOF3), for 
instance, says that she knows ‘bankers who visit the Concertgebouw* two or three times a 
month, but our son-in-law is absolutely not interested in that, he’s only occupied with 
money.’ Her husband, who just enters the room, a retired businessman, adds that he once 
knew a well-known banker who was ‘a very erudite man’ and who loved classical music. 
He compares this man to ‘such a Mister Rijkman Groenink [former CEO of ABN Amro], 
just to mention a name, well, he does visit concerts, but for different reasons.’ These 
quotes show that valuations of people with high incomes do not go together with 
valuations of people from higher social classes, with high educational levels and high 
intelligence, discussed above.  

These examples of high incomes as a negative benchmark can be related to 
Bourdieu’s distinction between economic and cultural capital within the dominant class. 
People who possess more cultural than economic capital often look down on those with an 
opposite distribution of capitals. Only a few respondents speak about such differences in 
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cultural taste; more often they refer to divergent motives to visit the arts. The interview 
question on bank managers and (female) writers reveals such differences between 
snobbery and individual taste, as described in chapter 4. Besides this specific interview 
question, differences between cultural and economic capital are only hinted at by two 
respondents: Inge (UYF3) speaks distinctively – though in a downplaying way – about her 
economically oriented friends ‘who like football and beer’; and Carmen (UYF6) 
conversely becomes irritated by her ‘dramatic’ and ‘emotional’ artistic acquaintances, 
whom she perceives as ‘arrogant’ because they are convinced that they are studying ‘a 
higher art’.  
 
 
The bicycle repairman from Delft: Perceptions of type of occupation 
 
Most references to the type of occupation people have do not imply differences between 
cultural and economic occupations, but are related to the type of study they did at 
university: technical studies versus the humanities. Let me illustrate this with the example 
of Sjef (HOM4), a retired mechanical engineer with a great passion for classical music and 
classical arts. More recently, he began to appreciate more modern, non-figurative art, but 
his preference remains with the classics. He explains his taste with the peculiar phrase: ‘Of 
course, I am what they call a bicycle repairman from Delft.’ Sjef studied mechanical 
engineering at the well-known University of Technology in Delft.238 By calling himself a 
bicycle repairman, he speaks ironically about his technological background. To my 
question whether his friends with whom he visits museums have a different background, 
he replies: 
 

Yes, they have a different background, they’re no bicycle repairmen, haha! No, they’re more 
from the humanities, I’m a science guy.239 And that does make a difference. We also look at 
the technical side of art. We always want to know how it’s constructed, whereas others watch 
art more with their feelings I suppose. So, there’s a clear difference. (…) And others, well, 
they cannot understand our profession at all. When you’re not a science guy, that doesn’t 
work!   

 
The way people appreciate art is influenced by the type of (university) background they 
have. Particularly respondents with a technical training explain how they look at art in a 
different way. Patrick (HYM3) is the son of a painter and an art gallery owner, but he 
studied to be a constructional engineer himself. When speaking about art, he says: 

                                                            
238 Delft is nowadays best-known for its high percentage of technical students. Thus, a reference to Delft as 
such implies a technological association. 
239 In Dutch, these differences are referred to with Greek letters: ‘They’re alphas, I’m a beta.’ The third 
Greek letter, gamma, refers to the social and behavioural sciences. 
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I’m rather analytical, I’m really technical in heart and soul. I have much more with technique 
than with art, or with how it looks. I’m much more curious about the construction of a couch 
than whether it is comfortable or how it looks. (...) [He points at a painting on the wall:] I 
really like this image, but I’m specifically curious about the techniques, how he made it. 

 
Some other respondents recognise such a technical attitude in friends. Sander (HYM2), 
who studied classical literature, speaks about his museum visits with a friend, a furniture 
designer. This friend is more ‘mathematically inclined’; in the Parthenon in Athens he 
looks for ‘the golden ratios’, ‘that’s what he finds interesting’. Apart from the visual arts, 
it is mainly film with which technically oriented people distinguish themselves from 
others. They prefer films with special effects, as long as they are based in reality: ‘I am too 
exact for that’, says physicist Paul (HYM1) about the ‘fairytale-like’ comic book 
adaptation X Men. Apart from some possible exceptions, these differences are not clearly 
perceived in a hierarchical way. Sjef might speak in a derogatory way about himself, but 
he also turns it around (‘they cannot understand our profession’); others sound rather 
neutral on the matter. Prieur & Savage (2013) propose an increased symbolic value of 
scientific and technical orientations as compared to a humanities based cultural capital (cf. 
Lamont 1992 on the American-French distinctions in this matter), but I did not find 
indications that people perceive such value. 
 
 

Conclusion: Ambivalent perceptions of agency and structure 
 
After exploring distinctive and anti-hierarchical practices and narratives – whether or not 
with ambivalence – in previous chapters, which showed how people value their and 
others’ tastes, this chapter analysed how people explain taste differences. I showed that 
people’s narratives often correspond with sociological notions on the influence of parental 
background. Bourdieu (1984) theorised on the acquisition of cultural capital in the parental 
milieu and on the habitus formation from early childhood, which was further empirically 
proven in both quantitative and qualitative research. When parents listen to classical music 
or visit museums often, it is likely that people imitate this behaviour. This process 
becomes visible in the vocabulary my respondents use: they were provided with their taste 
‘from home’ (van huis uit) and it was poured down into them with the porridge spoon 
(paplepel), either deliberately or more implicitly, by means of exposure. This repertoire is 
even more stirking when realising that people who did not grow up with ‘high culture’ – 
as their parents did not know or like it and therefore were not able to pass it on – use the 
same vocabulary. 
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 However, this does not mean – as the second part of this chapter showed – that 
people often refer to class background when explaining taste differences with others. Only 
a minority of respondents actually uses terms like ‘class’ or ‘milieu’, or specific concepts 
such as ‘elite’ and ‘volks’*, to point at such differences in parental background. As chapter 
5 already indicated, people in the Netherlands often do not wish to speak in terms of class, 
although many people do express themselves in hierarchical terms (yet often 
ambivalently). This chapter showed that they replace class as an explanatory factor with 
attributes that are less determined by parental background but that are believed to be 
personally chosen: level of education (including the specific type of study), occupation 
and place of residence. They value individual agency more than structural explanations. 
Although they clearly recognise parental influence, the meritocratic idea of individual 
achievement is strongly anchored in people’s narratives.  
 This also comes to the fore in the narratives of respondents (though a minority) 
who like classical music or visual arts despite their parents’ lack of interest and despite a 
lower class background. First, specific cultural education at (secondary) school plays a 
role, although for many who recall this it meant a complementary effect on top of parental 
milieu (again in line with Bourdieu and others). However, a more frequent narrative, 
which is often ignored in sociological research, is the influence of significant others 
besides parents. Friends, colleagues at work, and (ex-)partners play an important role in 
people’s recollections of the shaping of their taste. This is particularly true for upwardly 
mobile people, who became acquainted with people from higher milieus during their 
social trajectory. It is no surprise, then, that educational level as an explanatory factor for 
taste differences often refers more to the influence of different people one meets at schools 
and universities than to the actual educational value of these educational institutions.  
 Besides indicators of social stratification, this chapter also showed the value people 
attribute to other characteristics, such as age, in order to explain taste differences. 
Respondents often believe that people only start to appreciate classical music and other 
aspects of ‘high culture’ once they get older. However, I only heard such stories from 
people who were brought up with it but for whom it took a little longer before the ‘seed 
germinated’, for instance due to active resistance during and after adolescence. Cohort 
effects seem to play a larger role, both in reality and in people’s narratives. People who 
were brought up with youth culture, starting with the baby boom generation, often stick to 
this taste, whether or not complemented with, for instance, classical music. Furthermore, 
they often transfer this taste to their own children, who in their turn develop their own 
preferences in contemporary music, too. This chapter showed that children of younger 
(and also lower educated) parents describe this process in about the same terms and 
metaphors as others describe the transfer of ‘high culture’.  
 Hence, this chapter showed that the hierarchical perceptions described in previous 
chapters are related to different, sometimes contrasting, explanatory narratives. On the one 
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hand, many explain their and others’ tastes with exposure in the parental milieu (which 
idea should be extended with the transfer of popular culture among younger cohorts), but, 
on the other hand, they often avoid speaking explicitly in terms of class background. 
Besides some fond recollections of inspirational teachers who complemented parental 
influence, the role of higher educational levels is often reduced to the friends one meets 
along the way. People prefer notions of individual agency, and they complement parental 
influences with the effect that personally selected friends and partners have on their taste.  
 
I now move from the classification of people to the classification of cultural objects. The 
next chapter explores the criteria that people apply to like or dislike specific cultural 
artefacts and to distinguish from others, as well as the criteria by which they define high 
and low culture and rank items accordingly. 
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Chapter 7 
 

How to value art?  
On the criteria for good art and high culture 

 
 

What image I have of high culture? Err, artists, generally with HBO* education or academic, 
so highly skilled in their profession, who reach for excellence, whether in reproducing a work 
of art, often in music, or in the creation of a work of art, in which the search for new 
horizons, finding new perspectives, is an incentive of ambition. And then it can be traditional 
(…), like beautiful 18th century refined paintings (…), or more contemporary directions. Like 
Jeff Poons [sic], you can say: ‘Jesus, do we have to give money to that?’, but it does open up 
really new artistic dimensions, whatever you think of it. Although low culture does not 
exclude excelling at all, because in there people excel too. (…) (Rudolf, UOM1) 

 

Thinking out loud, Rudolf tries to give a well verbalised definition of high culture, but he 
becomes entrapped in the different criteria he tries to apply. He must downplay his 
emphasis on excellent craftsmanship, because low cultural artists might be great craftsmen 
too. Furthermore, he applies both the classic logic of traditional and well-made art and the 
modern, ‘pure aesthetic’ logic of innovation, which emerged in the nineteenth century. 
When subsequently ranking thirty cards with musical items, he forgets both logics 
immediately, but applies a logic of popularity instead. After a probing question, he 
changes this into a link with social hierarchy: he now perceives high culture as what high 
status people prefer. When speaking about his own taste earlier in the interview, he also 
uses other criteria: he prefers films with ‘psychological depth’ over ‘ordinary’ American 
stuff, although he adds that the latter sometimes makes you laugh; and he dislikes theatre 
because of the unrealistic way of acting. Hence, he speaks of content, complexity, the 
mainstream, humour and realism. 

This chapter will scrutinise the differences and similarities between the criteria 
people – often implicitly – use to explain why they like or dislike certain items on the one 
hand, and to describe high and low culture on the other. Bourdieu (1984: 28-41) 
distinguished the ‘pure aesthetic’ from the ‘popular aesthetic’. High status people have 
inherited the habitus that uses the former: the inclination to perceive works of art purely 
for its aesthetic qualities, which means preferring form over function, relating the object to 
other works of art, and favouring complexity. With this ‘aesthetic disposition’ they can 
justify the superiority of legitimate (high) culture and make distinctions within this 
domain. Lower status people, on the other hand, do not know or understand this pure 
aesthetic and use a popular aesthetic instead: art should have a function related to daily 
life, such as a recognisable relation to reality, a moral message, or an appeal to the 
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immediate senses. These criteria are more suitable for popular (and ‘low’) culture (cf. 
Bennett et al. 2009). 

Later scholars used such criteria to determine the changing degree of pure and 
popular discourse in, for instance, reviews (Baumann 2001; Van Venrooij & Schmutz 
2010). These showed that professionals also apply (aspects of) the pure aesthetic within 
domains of popular culture, implying that these domains are rising within the cultural 
hierarchy. Several qualitative researchers showed how higher educated people use such 
‘pure’ criteria to make distinctions within a seemingly omnivorous taste (Vander Stichele 
2007; Bellavance 2008) or to distinguish within specific popular music genres (Thornton 
1995; Wermuth 2002; Bachmayer & Wilterdink 2009). However, most of these sources do 
not focus on such criteria, but only mention some of them shortly, as an aside to their main 
argument.  

In comparison, this chapter does scrutinise the application of many of these 
criteria, both ‘popular’ and ‘pure’, in detail. How do people actually use these criteria 
when describing their likes and dislikes; is there indeed a clear distinction between higher 
and lower educated people; and when do criteria collide within people’s narratives? The 
analysis is based on the detailed coding of all ninety interview transcripts, which enables 
me to analyse them quantitatively and to describe them code by code. This pioneering 
activity is the first aim of this chapter. 

The second aim, which relates back to the questions posed in the introduction and 
chapter 1, is to analyse which criteria people use to describe high and low culture and to 
rank musical items hierarchically. In previous chapters, we saw that many people object 
using such terms or claim not even to know them, but many others (and also many of 
those who first objected) do give detailed definitions or examples, in which they often use 
artistic criteria. A first question is whether people use the same criteria to explain their 
personal taste and to define high culture, or whether they apply different or even 
conflicting logics. Second, do they use the ‘classic’ or the ‘modern’ logic in their 
perception of hierarchy? In chapter 1, we saw how, in the course of centuries, several 
criteria emerged for cultural distinction and cultural hierarchy. Until the nineteenth 
century, the criteria craftsmanship (to a minor degree), civilisation, morality and 
complexity played a role in defining and institutionalising ‘high culture’. During the 
nineteenth century, originality, authenticity and the rejection of commercial values 
emerged as important criteria, as well as the preference of form over function. This is 
defined by Bourdieu as the ‘pure aesthetic’. Lizardo (2008) focused only on the latter, 
arguing that the hierarchy of rigid high and low cultural domains has been replaced by a 
hierarchy of embodied cultural capital – i.e. a hierarchy of ways to enjoy and discuss 
cultural objects, and hence a hierarchy of art criteria. At the end of chapter 1, I 
hypothesised that these hierarchies did not succeed each other, but now coexist: on the one 
hand (higher educated) people use the ‘modern criteria’ to justify their likes and dislikes 
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within any cultural field (in line with Lizardo), whereas, on the other hand, they still 
recognise the domains of high and low culture based on ‘classic criteria’ (ignored by 
Lizardo). In this chapter, I will find out whether this hypothesis of two diverging logics is 
true. 

With two different aims and two partly overlapping sets of criteria – the exact use 
of ‘pure’ and ‘popular’ aesthetics in personal taste, and the ‘classic’ and ‘modern’ 
definitions people attach to high and low culture – this ambitious chapter runs the risk of 
leaving the reader in confusion. For reasons of clarity, I will, therefore, first discuss the 
separate criteria one by one, before returning to the big picture. Within each section, I will 
show in which ways this specific criterion is used; what, if any, the differences are 
between higher and lower educated people and perhaps between age groups or between 
men and women; whether and how this criterion collides with competing criteria; and 
whether and how it is used to define high and low culture. The focus will vary per section, 
depending on the most salient findings.  

After briefly presenting a large table with the different uses of all criteria at hand, I 
start with some criteria that Bourdieu categorised as the popular aesthetic: the emotions it 
evokes and the content of works of art. These are followed by criteria that I described in 
chapter 1 as the classic attributes for good art and high culture, which partially overlap 
with the popular aesthetic: the moral aspects of art, the degree of realism, and 
demonstrated craftsmanship. An intermezzo on the colliding views on a specific art form, 
abstract art, functions as a bridge between popular and pure aesthetics. The part on the 
‘pure aesthetic’ starts with a discussion of complexity, which is used both within the 
classic and the modern logic of high culture (see chapter 1). This will be followed by the 
modern (i.e. nineteenth century) criteria, which Bourdieu attributes to the pure aesthetic: 
the preference of form over function, the emphasis on original and innovative art, and 
perceived authenticity. I close with several ‘social’ criteria, that link the judgement of art 
and the definition of high culture to the number and/or status of people that like this art. At 
the end of the chapter, I will bring all criteria back together in order to coherently answer 
the two main questions posed above, with the help of both the qualitative and the 
quantitative analysis. 
 
 

A quantitative account of criteria 
 
I start the discussion on criteria with a brief presentation of quantified data. In Atlas.ti I 
defined 35 codes on art criteria, both a priori and emerging from the data, which I 
attributed to quotes in the interview transcripts. The transcripts were coded and re-coded 
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Popular aesthetics  
 
According to Bourdieu’s maxim ‘form over function’, which stands central in his 
definition of ‘aesthetic disposition’, people with a high level of cultural capital judge, for 
instance, a film for its stylistic characteristics and its position in cinematic history and are 
not bothered much with the actual subject, the storyline or the evoked emotions. Feelings 
are more controlled (Bourdieu 1984). Those with a low degree of cultural capital only see 
a film for what it brings them: in terms of content (they recognise situations, like the 
storyline, can learn something) and of emotions (they are moved, thrilled or cheered up). 
This is the core of the ‘popular aesthetic’ (Bourdieu 1984: 28-41; cf. Schulze 1992). 
However, this distinction appears to be highly simplistic. The next two sub-sections show 
that the lower educated indeed often use this popular aesthetic, but that respondents with a 
higher educational level do not refrain from it. 
 
 
From sentiment to enthralment: Valuations of emotions 
 
One of the most important aspects of popular aesthetic is the emotional appeal of art. On 
the one hand, my research shows that people with a low educational level indeed often 
value cultural items for their emotional impact: they wish particular films and TV shows 
to be either moving, funny, exciting or cheerful, making them cry, laugh, shiver or cheer 
up. Among this group, there are sometimes distinctions, mainly between men and women, 
between which emotions should come first. Aagje (LYF3), for example, does not 
understand why many of her friends like ‘very sad’ films such as Titanic: 
 

You don’t go watch a movie in order to cry, you know, that’s what I think.  I do want to 
relax, but not in that way. No, preferably not. I just like to laugh, or something like ‘whooo 
scary, what will happen now?’ That’s what I prefer. No, crying is not my thing. 
 
I don’t like heavy stuff. Problems you can read in the newspaper, you know. It must be 
relaxing, you have to leave the theatre with a good feeling. (Gerard, LMM3) 

 
Higher educated people often look down on TV shows, music and films that are obviously 
produced with the aim to evoke emotions and which they regard too ‘sentimental’, 
‘melodramatic’ or ‘sugary’.243 Others distinguish themselves from bad comedies (‘I am 
funny enough myself!’, Hanneke, HMF4) or from music that is nothing more than 
cheerful.  
                                                            
243 Sometimes items that are usually perceived as high culture are valued in a similar way, such as opera 
(‘It’s always so sad, and they die so slowly’, Marleen, HOF5) and composer Händel (‘too much melody and 
a bit too sugary’, Henricus, HOM1). 
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carefully, in order to apply strict interpretations.240 Appendix 3 gives the 
operationalisations of all criteria. In SPSS, I recorded the use of criteria per respondent as 
binary variables: either present or absent.241 I must note that the presence of a criterion 
does not necessarily imply that a respondent finds this an important aspect: it also includes 
those who explicitly say that they do not find it important or who speak about the 
suspected opinions of other persons (friends, relatives, the three occupations). However, 
this simple count does give us some interesting insights into the actual use of, and thus 
familiarity with, different logics, which will be analysed more thoroughly in a qualitative 
way. 
 Respondents use on average 15.6 criteria in an interview, ranging from 4 (Jacobus, 
UOM4) to 26 (Inge, UYF3). The higher educated use significantly more criteria (17.0) 
than the lower educated (12.8).242 The number of criteria correlates negatively with age 
(Pearson’s r is -.39; p < .01), which is mainly caused by the high number used by the 
youngest birth cohort. There is no significant relation with gender. 
 Table 7.1 shows for each of the 35 criteria first the total number of respondents 
who use it, followed by the distribution over education and age groups. Significant 
differences (Chi square) are marked in the respective right columns: seven criteria 
correlate with education and eight with age, none of which with both. Not included in the 
table are gender differences, because these were only slightly significant (p < .05) with 
regard to two criteria: women use ‘personal motives’ and ‘craftsmanship’ more than men 
do. The four columns on the right indicate the number of respondents who mention a 
criterion in reply to some specific interview questions: on high and low culture, on good 
and bad taste, and during the ranking of cards according to taste and hierarchical 
perception. Note that the criteria ‘emotion’ and ‘originality’ are umbrella terms, which 
comprise the indented codes underneath. 

The table is structured according to the logic of this chapter. The sections below 
discuss the different criteria one by one and will refer to table 7.1 whenever necessary. In 
the conclusion of this chapter, I will come back to some general trends that appear from 
both the quantitative and the qualitative analysis. 
 
 
 

                                                            
240 A small number of other criteria which I coded less carefully or which I included along the way are thus 
excluded from this quantitative analysis. Furthermore, the criterion ‘initial attraction’, which almost all 
respondents use, is also excluded. 
241 Thus, the actual number of a certain code during an interview is not counted, because the lengths of 
quotes differs: if an answer is split up into three quotes which all get the same code, the number is higher 
than if the same answer is treated as one quote with one code. 
242 Among the higher educated, there is no difference with regard to parents’ education or between university 
and HBO. 
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240 A small number of other criteria which I coded less carefully or which I included along the way are thus 
excluded from this quantitative analysis. Furthermore, the criterion ‘initial attraction’, which almost all 
respondents use, is also excluded. 
241 Thus, the actual number of a certain code during an interview is not counted, because the lengths of 
quotes differs: if an answer is split up into three quotes which all get the same code, the number is higher 
than if the same answer is treated as one quote with one code. 
242 Among the higher educated, there is no difference with regard to parents’ education or between university 
and HBO. 
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Furthermore, DeNora (2000: 48-58) states that people of whichever background 
deliberately use music in order to evoke, strengthen or counter a certain emotion. 
Although emotions as such appear to be ubiquitous, my research suggests that higher 
educated people might distinguish high (‘new’, touching, and so on) from low emotions 
(sentimental, merely funny246), although no one makes this difference explicit. 

This distinction also comes to the fore when studying the few respondents who 
perceive emotion to be the basis for cultural hierarchy. Upwardly mobile Don (UYM3) 
finds that many colleagues and friends from higher backgrounds value films and music 
with their minds rather than their hearts, which implies a low value for the expression of 
emotions as such. Carla (UOF4) makes this more explicit: 
 

The most important difference is that, with lower culture, people are warmer towards each 
other, they can dance with each other and link arms and swing, and sing lustily, and cry and 
laugh, so emotions are rather clear. That’s what I find interesting of this volks* attitude; 
people are really direct. And with high culture, people keep it more hidden, they don’t let it 
come to the surface that easily. Yes, people struggle with their emotions, everything is more 
abstract.  

 
On the other hand, the emotional response makes some people value certain ‘low cultural’ 
items higher. Paul (HMM1) prefers André Hazes over other Dutch singers, because ‘this 
man always manages to touch some kind of chord’. He defines low culture with what 
‘doesn’t move you’ and high culture with ‘what kind of feeling you have when you 
leave’.247 Hence, because people of all backgrounds find emotion an important aspect of 
art, even though they implicitly distinguish between high and low emotions, it only plays a 
small and even ambiguous role in defining high and low culture.  
 
 
From substance to interpretation: Valuations of content 
 
The second evaluation criterion for art that, according to Bourdieu, does not have priority 
among the higher educated is its actual content. As with emotion, this is only partly true. 
Many respondents with a lower educational level indeed stress the storyline and the 
message of – in particular – films.248 ‘It should have some sort of story(line)’ is a literal 

                                                            
246 Cf. Kuipers (2006: 248), who concludes her work on high and low tastes in humour with the thesis that 
‘even the highest humor will always be a bit low’. 
247 However, in Paul’s actual hierarchical ranking, Hazes is ranked as low culture. 
248 In music, contents play a role when discussing a song’s lyrics, which shows a striking gender difference. 
Of the 23 respondents who say something about lyrics, women are predominantly positive about certain 
lyrics or explicitly say to pay attention to the contents of a song, whereas men are overrepresented among 
those who prefer music (form) over lyrics. This gender division is regardless of age or educational level. 
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On the other hand, however, emotional attachment to art is not limited to lower 
educated people. Table 7.1 shows that the higher and lower educated use this and related 
criteria equally. Many higher educated respondents say they want to be ‘touched’, 
‘moved’ or ‘gripped’ by art, whether it is music, film, or painting. They talk about the 
books that ‘do something to you’ (Toon, HOM5), the Mozart Requiem that leaves one 
‘enthralled’ (Frank, UOM5), or the film or stage play that makes the entire audience sit in 
silence after it has ended (Helma, UOF3; Koos, UMM3). Some cannot tell exactly when 
something moves them, or what it is that moves them: 
 

I like opera, it can move me, I find that special. I always say: it comforts you while you 
didn’t even know you were sad. It does something to you, even when you didn’t even know 
you needed it. (Deirdre, HYF6) 
 
I’ve been to Rome a few years back. I also visited the Vatican, a huge museum, halls full of 
stuff. But what touched me most was, at the end of one of these halls, a modern piece of art 
with a really vague image, in certain colours; it touched me more than the masters and the 
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. With some things you just immediately have a feeling. It 
evokes something, rather than just being an image. Yes, it’s very unpredictable, it can be 
anything. (Monique, HYF5) 
 

Similarly, higher educated people can perceive culture as exciting (Rudolf (UOM1) calls 
medieval woodcarving ‘exciting in its simplicity’) or cheerful (Ronald (UYM4) became 
very happy and ‘bursting with energy’ when he had visited a Shakespeare play).  

The heart and the mind do not contradict but complement each other. This 
becomes clear when looking at the research that BA student Laura Vermeulen did among 
lovers of contemporary classical music (Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012). Although 
they focus their narrative on the complexity and novelty of this music and on the efforts 
they have paid to learn to appreciate it244, in the end it is about –different, unknown – 
emotions: ‘Music can confront you, evoke new emotions, and preferably emotions I don’t 
know. Art makes it possible to become acquainted with new emotions’ (sound engineer, 
male, 40 y.o.). Roose (2008) and Rössel (2011) also showed that emotion plays a role 
among most audiences of concerts and operas, whereas ‘pure’ aesthetic criteria, such as 
innovativeness and analytic ways of listening, complement this factor among the group 
with the highest cultural capital.245 Reflecting on Bourdieu, Roose (2008: 247) concludes: 
 

Yet, it is perfectly in line with Kant’s disinterested view on art and with the classical ideal of 
‘Bildung’. For the inner circle [of concertgoers] it is exactly the intellectual effort and 
distanced approach that enables a thorough emotional appreciation of a concert. 

                                                            
244 See below for more on complexity and the effort to reach an ‘acquired taste’. 
245 They studied Belgian concertgoers and German opera visitors respectively, both by means of surveys. 
They both compared visitors with different degrees of attendance frequency rather than educational levels to 
determine the amount of this specific form of cultural capital. 
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This does not mean, however, that people with a higher educational level do not 
speak about contents when describing their personal taste. They do so often, but in a more 
abstract way and with more details about their interpretations of the film’s content or 
about the director’s intention. They like ‘a beautiful, wound up, well-constructed story’ 
(Toon, HOM5) with ‘beautiful dialogues’ (Vincent, UMM5) about ‘relations between 
people’ (Hillie, HOF4), ‘communication between people’ (Yme, UMF2), ‘people who 
develop themselves’ (Ton, HMM4), ‘changes in society’ (Marleen, HOF5), and above all 
‘psychological’ matters (several respondents). When discussing specific films or TV 
series, they often describe its contents more abstractly than lower educated respondents 
do: 
 

The best film I saw in ages, coincidentally three weeks ago, was called Nothing personal. It’s 
a Dutch-Irish coproduction, do you know it? I found it an extraordinary film, I’m still 
thinking of it. It’s about minimalism: what are the essential affairs in life, what’s the bottom 
line? That’s exactly what occupies me. But so delicate and so beautifully done and so 
splendidly acted. But I found the message really special. I appreciated that film a lot. 
(Charles, HOM3) 
 
A film like Temps du Loup [English title: Time of the Wolf] is really one of the films that 
stayed with me for a long time, so to speak, exactly because of the abstract and dystopian 
aspect of it. Dystopia I find interesting anyhow. Recently, I saw The Book of Eli, also such a 
film, and it’s post-apocalyptic. A bit like these dark and heavy auteur films, that’s what I 
like. (Joris, UYM1) 
 
I mainly watch films that contain gay themes. It’s because... a friend of mine once described 
it as: always in search for yourself. I think that is typically a kind of gay theme, that you try 
to interpret your own homosexuality in a broader context of films. (…) [He continues about 
stereotypes in Hollywood films]. What I like about those Korean and Japanese films, but also 
Scandinavian, German and French films, is that they contain gays with whom I can identify 
more, whose lives I get, in whose choices I can put myself. And there is some intelligence in 
these films that I miss in American films. (Ronald, UYM4) 

 
The interpretation of an artwork can also be made too obvious. Georgia (HYF4), who is an 
artist herself, criticises other artists who explain exactly what they mean by their works: 
 

They tell very long stories about it, and then you think: what nonsense this is! (...) It’s exactly 
what a real artist would never do, so to speak, because he will give you the opportunity to 
decide it for yourself. But they almost hang a user’s manual next to it. (...) Sometimes I begin 
hating art, because, actually, the wrong people say the wrong things. 

 
Similarly, Joke (LOF5) says that she dislikes arts about which ‘the artist had this and that 
thought’. Hence, interpreting is something the viewer must do, not the artist.  
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quote of Jeroen, Gerard, Greet and Didi (LYM3, LMM3, LMF3, LMF4). The latter 
downplays this statement by adding that ‘every film has a story’, but that ‘certain stories 
just don’t appeal’ to her. ‘It should be a story with which I can identify’, she clarifies. This 
identification is often related to a personal interest, which is, of all criteria, the only 
(sub)criterion that is mentioned more often, though not significantly, by the lower 
educated (see table 7.1) (cf. Newman et al. 2013). Rik (LYM4) likes sports films such as 
Any given Sunday, because he played football (soccer) himself and he recognises the 
intense team spirit: ‘When I see such a film, it reminds me of back then.’ People say they 
like a certain film because they know the location, they experienced the time period, or 
they have a professional interest. Artworks are cherished because of a personal memory or 
because an acquaintance or family member painted it especially for them. Truus (LMF2), 
for instance, likes two paintings in her living room: one depicting a house where she once 
lived, and one that reminds her of her father. 

For these respondents, the presence of content stands in contrast to a lack of 
content, or to a lack of substance (another translation of the Dutch word inhoud). This is 
perceived as valueless. They dislike films about ‘strange animals coming out of wells, 
with tentacles’ (Karin, UMF4), which is only one of the few evocative descriptions of 
‘empty’ action and horror movies respondents give.249 Several people, particularly 
upwardly mobile and lower educated respondents, say they want to learn something when 
they see a film or visit a museum, rather than to ‘just watch TV stupidly’ (Aagje, LYF3). 
They like to watch documentaries, such as on Discovery Channel. For some, learning is 
even the only reason to read books: Brecht (LOF4), one of the ‘neutral’ respondents in 
chapter 5, reads spiritual self-help books that teach her ‘to improve myself’ and ‘to deal 
with myself better’. 

Therefore, some respondents, particularly lower educated, associate high culture 
with content and low culture with a lack of content. This comes to the fore in reply to the 
question on the taste of writers: they watch films ‘with substance’ (Geer, LYF1), ‘with a 
real storyline’ (Jeroen, LYM3), ‘in which something sensible is told’ (Joke, LOF5); they 
listen to music ‘in which something is expressed by means of language’ (Berend, LOM5); 
and they like ‘more serious’ culture (several respondents). Subsequently, high culture is 
culture ‘with a deeper meaning’ (Nori, UYF2), ‘in which you can see things’ (Remco, 
LYM2) and in which the artist ‘tries to say something’ (Rik, LYM4; who contrasts this 
with DJ Tiësto, who ‘doesn’t say anything’).250 Apparently, in this way they try to touch 
upon high culture and distance themselves from low culture, without realising that most 
higher educated people do not define high culture in such terms. 
                                                            
249 Some lower educated respondents who do like these kinds of films explicitly add that they do not care 
about the storyline. Avatar for example is liked because of the 3D imagery, but ‘the story behind it I don’t 
care’ (Rik, LYM4). Another respondent however, Aagje (LYF3), likes Avatar because of its message. 
250 Some of them therefore do not value abstract art as high culture, because they perceive this as lacking 
content (see the section on abstract art below). 
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youth (cf. Ter Bogt 1997; Bennett 2000: 14-17; Lopes 2002). Besides sex, also violence, 
gross language and bad jokes about, for instance, minorities have been the subject of 
moral panic (Cohen 1972). Lamont (1992) brought morality back under sociological 
attention, by distinguishing moral boundaries as a third way of drawing symbolic 
boundaries between people, next to economic and cultural ones. She found that Americans 
attach a higher value to moral issues than the French do (cf. Kuipers 2006, who found 
similar differences between the Americans and the Dutch).252  

Only a few respondents associate high culture or good art with high morals and 
civilisation. Some expect positive consequences of good art, and therefore of art subsidies: 
it can take away ‘the vulgarisation and disinterest in society’ (Alexander, HYM4), it is 
‘important for the ethics in society’ (Paulan, HOF3), or it is simply ‘civilised’ (Greet, 
LMF3). More often, moral judgements are used when discussing good and bad taste. It is 
the most frequently mentioned criterion in reply to the specific interview question on this 
distinction (see table 7.1). People often drift away from culture in the narrow sense, when 
they speak about etiquette, decent clothing and respectful behaviour. They sometimes 
regret that these more strict morals have decreased (cf. Woodward & Emmison 2001). 
Paulan (HOF3), for example, defines good taste as: 
 

Refinement. Harmony, er, harmonic confrontation, is also good taste. (…) And compassion. 
Yes, it’s quite abstract what I say, but good taste is to take the other into consideration. I 
think that that’s important. Being considerate to the other person, to other movements. Like 
you can say: it can be tasteless when someone makes a remark that hurts someone’s feelings. 
Well, good taste is when it’s not hurting someone, it may be confrontational, but with 
consideration. (…) There’s so much slating going on, it irritates me. Bad taste is slating, 
negativism, not giving space to the other. (…)  

 
Besides such general remarks, some respondents (see table 7.1) use moral criteria to 
criticise both the contents and form of cultural items and artists, although it does not have 
the character of a moral panic. They (used to) prefer The Beatles over The Rolling Stones 
because of their more ‘civilised’ behaviour, they dislike films in which the characters 
behave badly253, or they try to morally raise their children while watching television 
together: 
 

The kids like to watch America’s Next Top Model, with all these girls who want to become a 
model. They speak so mean about each other – I do understand that they [her kids] like to see 
which assignment the girls get – but I say something about it every time. Or I emphasise the 
nicest girls, like ‘She’s acting nicely, isn’t she? How kind that she helped the other one.’ I try 

                                                            
252 Conversely, Friedman & Kuipers (2013) found that lower educated people also criticise the humour of 
higher educated people for moral reasons.  
253 Gabriëlle (UOF1) and Greet (LMF3) more or less dislike the Dutch film Komt een vrouw bij de dokter*, 
which is about a man who cheats on his wife while she is dying of cancer, for this reason. 
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In other words, lower and higher educated people have different hierarchical 
perceptions of contents. The lower educated look down on lack of contents, which they 
implicitly perceive as low culture. They prefer content that one can personally relate to, 
and they specifically value content that can teach one something. Lower educated and also 
upwardly mobile respondents perceive this information aspect as high culture.251 Many 
higher educated people, on the other hand, look somewhat down on this aspect, but apply 
more abstract speech to describe contents, including interpretations on its meaning. 
Implicitly, they value this higher. However, the pure aesthetic maxim ‘form over function’ 
remains important among some higher educated, which would still mean that the emphasis 
on contents as such is still hold in low regard. Conversely, the lower educated’s implicit 
maxim ‘function over form’ plays a significant role in their dislike of abstract art, which is 
considered as high culture by many others. Hence, the criterion ‘content’ is a complex one, 
with contradicting logics. In the sections on abstract art and on ‘form over function’, I will 
delve deeper into this issue.  
 
 

Classic criteria for high culture 
 
Several art criteria form a basis of both popular aesthetics and of the classic characteristics 
of good art and high culture. The first two are related to the contents of a work of art 
described above: good art should be morally just (the opposite is more common: bad art 
and low culture are considered immoral) and should portray a realistic image of life. In 
order to reach the latter, particularly in painting and acting, artists should be accomplished 
craftsmen; craft being the third criterion in this section. 
 
 
‘I don’t want to be shocked’: Valuations of morality 
 
Moral issues have long been neglected in the sociology of cultural taste and distinction, 
including by Bourdieu. However, in chapter 1, I showed that moral aspects were an 
important aspect of the classic logic of cultural hierarchy, as high culture was presented as 
more civilised and (more implicitly) morally better. Conversely, in the course of the 
nineteenth and twentieth century, popular culture has often been denounced because of the 
immoral values that might damage society. Whether it is the ‘decadent’ jazz rhythms in 
the 1920s, Elvis Presley’s sensuous hip movements in the 1950s or Miley Cyrus’s 
‘twerking’ dance at the 2013 MTV Awards, they have been criticised for corrupting the 

                                                            
251 Lamont (1992: 91-98) showed that American upper-middle class men also emphasise this aspect of art, 
whereas the French look down on this. 
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252 Conversely, Friedman & Kuipers (2013) found that lower educated people also criticise the humour of 
higher educated people for moral reasons.  
253 Gabriëlle (UOF1) and Greet (LMF3) more or less dislike the Dutch film Komt een vrouw bij de dokter*, 
which is about a man who cheats on his wife while she is dying of cancer, for this reason. 
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for ‘ruining people in his Factory’ and for ‘not giving a shit about anyone, including those 
whom he expected to buy his art’.  
 Thus, although many respondents make moral statements about culture and about 
people, for instance when discussing the concept of good taste or when disliking coarse 
humour or dismal sculptures, there is only limited proof in my sample of strong moral 
judgements on (the societal effects of) violence and sex in art. When moral issues are at 
stake, my respondents tend to downplay their opinions, in order to respect those of others, 
comparable to the downplaying of distinctive remarks in chapter 5. People do not want to 
be known as overly moralistic: ‘I’m not shocked, absolutely not, I can handle it,’ Hans 
(LMM4) hastily adds after saying that he dislikes coarse comedians, ‘I’m not a Calvinist!’ 
 
 
On nonsense and naturalness: Valuations of realism 
 
Besides containing some substance, for many people – of whichever educational level – 
the contents of narrative disciplines (films, TV series, stage plays) should be close to life: 
realistic, or at least plausible. This is recognisable in Bourdieu’s ‘popular aesthetic’, 
although it is almost never discussed in literature on cultural taste.  

When story lines or characters deviate too much from reality, many respondents 
give up. They criticise divergent films and series, from Rocky (‘he pulls at a knuckle-
duster, boxes a few times, and then wins everything; it’s just not reality’, Rik, LYM4), to 
Sex and the City (‘it’s dramatised too much’, Kirsten, UYF5), to Amadeus (‘a falsification 
of history’, Frank, UOM5). The main target of people’s discontent in this respect is the 
genre science fiction, which is called ‘furthest from reality’ (Joachiem, UYM2), ‘not real’ 
(Elly, UYF1), ‘nonsense’ (Cora, LYF5), and ‘ridiculous’ (Gabriëlle, UOF1). 
 Some people do prefer a certain lack of realism in films, such as the ‘unreal’ and 
‘weird’ series Lost (Hanneke, HMF4) and the ‘bizarre scenes’ in Jim Jarmusch’s films 
(Patrick, HYM3). Others say to like certain films despite the lack of reality: 
 

I like to watch the sort of detective-like films, but also CSI [Crime Scene Investigation], 
those slightly exaggerated investigative films in which they always solve everything – 
contrary to reality, but OK, they solve everything: they use one hair to find a complete army 
of criminals – but I find it interesting to watch, I like to watch it. (Gerard, LMM3) 
 
I can tell you something about action movies. At first, it never interested me because I found 
it rather unrealistic. But after a while I discovered a way to watch it. I’m talking about those 
action movies from the 1970s and ’80s, early ’90s. (…) You should see the humour of it, you 
shouldn’t approach it like something realist, but with some humour. And, yes, then I actually 
started to like it. 
Yeah exactly, the makers don’t mean it seriously themselves. 
Exactly, you should take it with a grain of salt. (Joachiem, UYM2) 
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to teach them that. Because I find this competitive thing difficult, that people demolish each 
other like that on TV. (Deirdre, HYF6) 

 
The main target of these respondents is certain comedians and TV show hosts who use 
gross humour and vulgar language and who make fun of others. Helma (UOF3) prefers 
comedian Herman Finkers*, who ‘did not insult anybody, did not hurt anyone, did not use 
gross language’, over Theo Maassen*, who is ‘often too coarse’ and who speaks about ‘all 
those obscenities’. She recognises his craftsmanship (‘I can see that he’s good’), but she 
tries to avoid his shows. Others, however, say they can handle coarse comedians because 
of their ‘fluctuations with more subtle moments’ (Anneke, UMF1), or because their 
humour is ‘good for a laugh, but always somewhat nasty too’ (Monique, HYF5).  
 Although many respondents personally dislike extremely violent and bloody films, 
naked people on stage, and ‘aggressive’ or ‘anti-woman’ music (metal, hip hop), there are 
only a few who actually disapprove of such cultural items because of the potential 
negative consequences in society. More often, respondents speak about other people they 
know or knew who reject these things. Liesbeth’s (HMF2) parents thought that The 
Beatles were ‘not good for the development’ of their children, Hanneke’s (HMF4) sister 
argued that playing with Barbie dolls ‘leads to anorexia’, and Richard’s (LYM5) more 
religious brother does not listen to pop music, which is ‘used by the devil’. Similarly, 
Sonja (HYF3) ranks 50 Cent and Metallica at the bottom of her hierarchy, because ‘some 
people despise it, because it’s bad for society, and they incite people’, but this is not her 
own opinion. When I confront Sander (HYM2), who likes ‘coarse comedians with good 
jokes’, with the negative opinion of older respondents on these comedians, he clarifies his 
opinion: ‘It’s not that I walk on the street and swear the shit out of people or beat them up, 
let that be clear, but when jokes are made about it, I like that of course.’ Thus, he 
downplays the impact on society by separating the valuation of the content of a cultural 
item, in this case a comedy show, with behaviour in real life. 
 The rare negative accounts on moral issues in avant-garde art forms, as described 
by Heinich (2000) in the US and France, are also mostly either attributed to others or 
downplayed. Carmen (UYF6), for instance, likes artists who try to ‘push back the 
boundaries’ that others do not want to be crossed. Karin (UMF4) personally dislikes a 
‘dismal’ and ‘troll-like’ Kenyan sculpture her husband once bought, ‘The suffering 
African’, but she puts her dislike in perspective: ‘In a museum, an art work does not have 
to be beautiful, it may shock, but in my house I want things that give me an aesthetic 
pleasure, I don’t want to be shocked day in day out.’  

What some people do object to themselves is the immoral personality of certain 
artists. Four people say to dislike André Hazes’s music because they hate the man Hazes, 
particularly due to his violent and drunken behaviour towards his first wife (Joke, LOF5; 
Trudy, LMF1). Similarly, Ton (HMM4) despises the ‘overrated’ pop artist Andy Warhol 
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This wish for realism and for convincing acting is also a reason for many to dislike the 
(Dutch) theatre. In order to reach the entire audience, stage actors must speak with a loud 
and articulate voice, which is dismissed by some as ‘unnatural’ (Annemarie, UOF2), 
‘artificial’ (Ria, HOF1; Marleen, HOF5), ‘exaggerated’ (Ria), ‘affected’ (Marleen; 
Kirsten, UYF5), ‘different from real life’ (Berend, LOM5) and ‘like reciting a lesson’ 
(Vincent, UMM5). One could wonder, though, how accurate people’s image of present-
day theatre is. As an example of Dutch actors who ‘scream tender things’ and ‘overact’, 
Midas (LMM5) mentions Ko van Dijk* – who died in 1978. 85-year-old Marianne 
(LOF2) on the other hand regrets the disappearance of actors such as Ko van Dijk, 
because ‘nowadays they don’t learn to articulate anymore at drama school; they speak to 
the walls rather than to the audience’. Dutch theatre has changed, but whichever view 
people have of it, many dislike it for the way of acting, or for the lack of craftsmanship: 
the next criterion. 
 
 
On skills and virtuosity: Valuations of craftsmanship 
 
In order to reach a certain level of realism, particularly in acting and painting, a high 
degree of craftsmanship is required. Painters, sculptors, and actors are often admired more 
for their outstanding skills than for their imagination or their innovativeness. Other 
cultural professions are also judged by their craftsmanship, such as musicians, singers, 
dancers and comedians. Until the nineteenth century, it was the main criterion by which 
people judged art, as we saw in the first chapter, but it has not disappeared.255 However, I 
will show that the higher educated tend to use it in a different manner than the lower 
educated do. 

The Dutch frequently use the adjective and adverb knap, which refers to the 
admiration of a specific craft, comparable but not equal to skilful, deft, dexterous.256 In 
this chapter, I leave this word untranslated: 
 

One of our neighbours has an exhibition at the moment in the local library, we were invited 
to the opening. I find it immensely knap how she paints all these flowers. I look at it in a 
down-to-earth way: how did she do it? (…) Last Sunday I saw [Rembrandt’s] The Night 
Watch again, and it’s nice to see it again, but that’s it. I’m more interested in the technique, 
like the tip of the shoe and that kind of things, how he can do that. (Coen, UOM2) 
 
I found it so knap acted, because, as I see it: these actors must delve really deep inside 
themselves to evoke certain emotions. Well, I find that very beautiful, when you see this 

                                                            
255 A 2013 exhibition on craftsmanship in the Rotterdam Museum Boijmans van Beuningen displayed many 
ingenuously made works of art, stating that craftsmanship is back in fashion. 
256 The word knap also has different meanings, such as smart and handsome. 
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However, Joachiem draws a certain line to indicate which degree of realism he does and 
does not appreciate. He does not like science fiction, fantasy and horror, but cannot 
explain why: it surprises him during the interview. Similarly, Michiel (UMM1) likes the 
series The West Wing because of its ‘realistic image of how such an American president 
must feel and behave’ and he equally likes 24 despite its lack of realism, but he hates the 
‘incomprehensible nonsense’ of horror movies such as Nightmare on Elm Street and 
supernatural series such as Charmed. A hierarchical order in this respect is not easily 
recognisable, and realism does not play a role in people’s perception of high and low 
culture (table 7.1).  

In non-narrative disciplines, such as the visual arts, realism is an issue too, yet in a 
different way.254 People can admire the realist style of painters such as Rembrandt and 
Vermeer: 
 

I don’t know why, but I find sixteenth and seventeenth century art, particularly the portraits, 
just really beautiful. It’s almost photographic, is my idea, it seems like those people are 
looking at you, also kind of scary that they’re so true to life. But I also like that people are so 
recognisable and human. (Carmen, UYF6) 

 
Turning back to the narrative cultural fields, it is important to add that people also 

want things to look real, for instance by means of special effects in films. An important 
aspect of this desire for plausibility is the often expressed wish for good acting and natural 
dialogues. Some explicitly criticise Dutch films and TV series and praise the British for 
their acting: 
 

Dutch series I don’t watch. In general I find them of very bad quality. Very stiff, really 
clumsy dialogues. Then I think: in real life people don’t speak like that. (Monique, HYF5) 
 
Inspector Morse was great too! And it was acted well! They can act, which is unbearable in 
the Netherlands, I just can’t bear it. I would never watch those detective series they make 
here in Holland, you just can’t watch it, you can’t watch it! There’s no tension, and the 
acting, well... In England you have real actors and they are so great! (Marianne, LOF2) 
 
The English are very solid in that respect. (...) They’re always acting, that’s why they’re such 
good actors: because their entire life is a stage play. Those kids who are sent to boarding 
school at age six, then you must play a role in order to remain standing. So they’re forced to 
act from a young age on. (Brigitte, HMF5) 

 

                                                            
254 On less realistic art, though, the opinions differ strongly. This will be discussed in a specific section on 
abstract art. 
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want things to look real, for instance by means of special effects in films. An important 
aspect of this desire for plausibility is the often expressed wish for good acting and natural 
dialogues. Some explicitly criticise Dutch films and TV series and praise the British for 
their acting: 
 

Dutch series I don’t watch. In general I find them of very bad quality. Very stiff, really 
clumsy dialogues. Then I think: in real life people don’t speak like that. (Monique, HYF5) 
 
Inspector Morse was great too! And it was acted well! They can act, which is unbearable in 
the Netherlands, I just can’t bear it. I would never watch those detective series they make 
here in Holland, you just can’t watch it, you can’t watch it! There’s no tension, and the 
acting, well... In England you have real actors and they are so great! (Marianne, LOF2) 
 
The English are very solid in that respect. (...) They’re always acting, that’s why they’re such 
good actors: because their entire life is a stage play. Those kids who are sent to boarding 
school at age six, then you must play a role in order to remain standing. So they’re forced to 
act from a young age on. (Brigitte, HMF5) 

 

                                                            
254 On less realistic art, though, the opinions differ strongly. This will be discussed in a specific section on 
abstract art. 
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Actually, it counts for all the arts: it’s not about the technique, but the technique benefits you. 
Without technique, you can’t do anything. Sometimes you see musicians who put technique 
first, then everyone shouts ‘Aah how wonderful, how knap, how knap!’ Yes, but I want to 
hear music! 

 
Only some (upwardly mobile and lower educated) people associate high and low culture 
with craftsmanship, but they do this in conflicting ways: they either associate skills with 
either high or low culture. On the one hand, some say that high culture implies great skills 
which require long training, such as Rudolf above.257 On the other hand, some higher 
educated respondents think that bricklayers (and in one case a bank manager) only like art 
that is skilfully made, implicitly saying that valuing craft is an aspect of low culture. This 
latter idea is also recognised by some lower educated respondents who associate high 
culture with abstract art, that they do not see as skilful and that they therefore dislike. In 
the next section, on the different aspects of abstract art, we will see that many lower 
educated people do not like art that – in their view – does not show any craftsmanship. 
 
 

When contrasting criteria collide: An intermezzo on abstract art 
 

It can be the idea. Sometimes it’s very naïve and easy, but then I think: yes, but you were the 
trendsetter! Some people say about Picasso: ‘We can do that too.’ Or about Karel Appel*: 
‘My child can do that.’ Or about Matisse: ‘That’s not like reality.’ But you know… look at 
those colours and those things mixed up, how beautiful that is! (Monique, HYF5) 

 
Monique disputes the claims that people who do not like abstract art make about the lack 
of craftsmanship and realism. Instead, she focuses on formal aspects (colours and 
composition) and innovativeness. She values abstract art with a more pure aesthetic: form 
over function, the relation to previous art. Different criteria to value cultural objects 
collide when respondents discuss abstract art, or ‘modern art’, as many call it. I include in 
this discussion non-realist but figurative art such as Picasso’s cubist paintings and 
conceptual art such as Damien Hirst’s installations. Many people dislike these art forms 
because, in their view, they lack the classic criteria discussed above: content, realism and 
craftsmanship. Some say that is why they do not understand it, implying high complexity. 
This corresponds with Halle’s findings on American dislikes for abstract art (1993: 122-8). 
However, Halle showed that those who do like abstract art do not apply ‘pure aesthetic’ 
criteria, but rather focus on the decorative function and the role of imagination (ibid.: 128-

                                                            
257 Some higher educated respondents object to the ‘arrogant’ idea that fellow highly educated people have 
that low culture implies a lack of skill. However, hardly anyone actually associates low culture with lack of 
skill, so they are objecting a non-existent idea. 
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process happening, that you really see it building up. At a certain point, there is indeed an 
explosion (…), fantastic, very nice to witness that process. That’s what I like about the 
theatre. (…) And also the courage, I think you need a lot of guts to display that. (Kirsten, 
UYF5) 

 
Although craftsmanship retains its significance, many do not perceive it as the most 
important aspect of good art. Several higher educated respondents state that craftsmanship 
is a precondition for reaching other goals and thus for making beautiful art. Ton (HMM4) 
recalls a disappointing performance of one of his favourite Mahler symphonies: 
 

Mahler is very beautiful, but certainly not simple. If you don’t choose the right tempo and the 
way in which you… – it consists of different pieces that succeed each other – then it becomes 
brassy, then it’s difficult to keep track of the theme. Let’s put it that way. They didn’t 
succeed in that movement; it became disjointed. One motive here, a melody there, a firm 
kettledrum in the middle. But in order to keep the tension, phew! (…) Mahler’s First 
Symphony begins with a very long, very high bowed note, which creates a tension – yes, you 
have to hold that. If they succeed in that, it leads to goose bumps, that’s just the way it is. 
 
For the larger part, music is emotion. You just need tools to express that emotion, and often 
it’s playing an instrument. Or your voice, but it just needs a lot of work. You know, it’s a 
nice expression: ‘Kunst ist schön aber macht viele Arbeit’ [German for: art is beautiful but 
requires a lot of work]. During my first drumming lesson, I thought ‘man, what’s this?’ you 
know. Doing different things with four limbs. Same with the piano, violin: it’s just not that 
easy. And what I find poor is that nowadays everything just hangs together from a few 
samples, you know, it’s all ready-made and cut-and-paste and we have another hit. (Patrick, 
HYM3) 

 
For many higher educated respondents, craftsmanship is a necessary though not sufficient 
condition for good art: they dislike certain things despite good technical skills. During the 
card ranking session, people often praise musicians such as André Rieu and Wibi Soerjadi, 
singers such as Marco Borsato, and bands such as ABBA for their craft in playing music, 
singing or composing, but they criticise them for not being original or authentic, which 
they apparently perceive as more important criteria. Similarly, realist painters are 
sometimes praised but not appreciated: 
 

In Florence, I saw Michelangelo, and well, you discover why it’s so special and 
extraordinary, the imitation of the natural human body into perfection, knap knap knap. But 
someone else becomes enormously lyrical about it, whereas I’m looking at it emotionless. 
(Rudolf, UOM1) 

 
Maria (HMF3) summarises this view most eloquently. Reflecting on piano players she 
does and does not like, she quotes her former piano teacher: ‘Virtuosity follows from and 
serves to the benefit of musicality.’ She continues:  
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‘My child can do that.’ Or about Matisse: ‘That’s not like reality.’ But you know… look at 
those colours and those things mixed up, how beautiful that is! (Monique, HYF5) 

 
Monique disputes the claims that people who do not like abstract art make about the lack 
of craftsmanship and realism. Instead, she focuses on formal aspects (colours and 
composition) and innovativeness. She values abstract art with a more pure aesthetic: form 
over function, the relation to previous art. Different criteria to value cultural objects 
collide when respondents discuss abstract art, or ‘modern art’, as many call it. I include in 
this discussion non-realist but figurative art such as Picasso’s cubist paintings and 
conceptual art such as Damien Hirst’s installations. Many people dislike these art forms 
because, in their view, they lack the classic criteria discussed above: content, realism and 
craftsmanship. Some say that is why they do not understand it, implying high complexity. 
This corresponds with Halle’s findings on American dislikes for abstract art (1993: 122-8). 
However, Halle showed that those who do like abstract art do not apply ‘pure aesthetic’ 
criteria, but rather focus on the decorative function and the role of imagination (ibid.: 128-
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that low culture implies a lack of skill. However, hardly anyone actually associates low culture with lack of 
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Although craftsmanship retains its significance, many do not perceive it as the most 
important aspect of good art. Several higher educated respondents state that craftsmanship 
is a precondition for reaching other goals and thus for making beautiful art. Ton (HMM4) 
recalls a disappointing performance of one of his favourite Mahler symphonies: 
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way in which you… – it consists of different pieces that succeed each other – then it becomes 
brassy, then it’s difficult to keep track of the theme. Let’s put it that way. They didn’t 
succeed in that movement; it became disjointed. One motive here, a melody there, a firm 
kettledrum in the middle. But in order to keep the tension, phew! (…) Mahler’s First 
Symphony begins with a very long, very high bowed note, which creates a tension – yes, you 
have to hold that. If they succeed in that, it leads to goose bumps, that’s just the way it is. 
 
For the larger part, music is emotion. You just need tools to express that emotion, and often 
it’s playing an instrument. Or your voice, but it just needs a lot of work. You know, it’s a 
nice expression: ‘Kunst ist schön aber macht viele Arbeit’ [German for: art is beautiful but 
requires a lot of work]. During my first drumming lesson, I thought ‘man, what’s this?’ you 
know. Doing different things with four limbs. Same with the piano, violin: it’s just not that 
easy. And what I find poor is that nowadays everything just hangs together from a few 
samples, you know, it’s all ready-made and cut-and-paste and we have another hit. (Patrick, 
HYM3) 

 
For many higher educated respondents, craftsmanship is a necessary though not sufficient 
condition for good art: they dislike certain things despite good technical skills. During the 
card ranking session, people often praise musicians such as André Rieu and Wibi Soerjadi, 
singers such as Marco Borsato, and bands such as ABBA for their craft in playing music, 
singing or composing, but they criticise them for not being original or authentic, which 
they apparently perceive as more important criteria. Similarly, realist painters are 
sometimes praised but not appreciated: 
 

In Florence, I saw Michelangelo, and well, you discover why it’s so special and 
extraordinary, the imitation of the natural human body into perfection, knap knap knap. But 
someone else becomes enormously lyrical about it, whereas I’m looking at it emotionless. 
(Rudolf, UOM1) 

 
Maria (HMF3) summarises this view most eloquently. Reflecting on piano players she 
does and does not like, she quotes her former piano teacher: ‘Virtuosity follows from and 
serves to the benefit of musicality.’ She continues:  
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plates ‘that are supposed to represent something’: ‘the child delivery of the chief 
inspector’); or they start guessing what the artist’s intention might have been. This can 
lead to awkward situations. Sheila (HMF1) commented on a painting that her sister had 
bought: 
 

I asked her really cautiously: ‘Is it an animal?’ Haha, I really saw two eyes and ears, but you 
have to be very careful! Then she e-mailed me back (…): ‘You might see that in it,’ haha, 
‘but you should follow the artist’ (…). And then I think: let’s not talk about it anymore, I 
don’t want to insult her of course. And well, she probably finds the things we buy idiotic, I 
think they [her sister and brother-in-law] find that too figurative. But that’s fine, we just 
accept each other as we are. 

 
In case an artwork does represent something, some people would prefer it to be realistic. 
Art should be ‘close to reality, the way it really is’, says Gabriëlle (UOF1), who dismisses 
both Picasso and Dalí. Trudy (LMF1) recalls a museum visit when she laughed out loud 
over a painting depicting a mountain with a hook for towels, called ‘Mountain with 
hook’.259 She continues: ‘I could have thought it up too, I just didn’t realise that this could 
also be art.’  
 Because of the lack of content and the non-realist character, many respondents say 
they do not understand abstract art. ‘There is a philosophy behind really modern art that I 
don’t understand’, says Lydia (LOF1). Toon (HOM5) states: 
 

When it’s not figurative, I find it difficult to determine what the artist intended. When some 
things are – in my view that is – put together: what do you mean? I don’t have the faintest 
idea. And I find, speaking about myself: such an image must appeal to me, like: it does 
something with you. It shouldn’t be like… if they would order me to put it in the right corner 
or something, or to turn it around, I wouldn’t know what to do. No. No, maybe I’m old-
fashioned, but so-called conceptual art is not for me. 

 
Some of them say they might understand it when it is explained by an expert, for instance 
by means of an audio tour in a museum (Alexander, HYM4). This understanding does not 
necessarily last long, though: Yvonne (LOF3) once understood Mondrian after she had 
seen a chronologically ordered exhibition (making visible the increasing degree of 
abstraction in his work), ‘but now it [her understanding] has completely disappeared, and 
now I don't think much of it again.’ 
 A final important objection people have against abstract art is the perceived lack of 
craftsmanship. Abstract paintings look much easier to produce than highly realist 
paintings. Respondents use several verbs for ‘making a mess’ and ‘fiddling around’ (in 
Dutch: kliederen, klodderen, klooien, rommelen) to describe the way such painters work. 
                                                            
259 I was not able to identify this painting. She might have meant Dalí’s ‘Mountain lake’, also known as 
‘Beach with telephone’, which depicts a mountain, a lake, and a telephone horn on a hook. 
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134). My research shows that Dutch abstract art lovers do often use the pure aesthetic: 
they appreciate abstract art for its formal aspects and for its originality and complexity. In 
this section, I discuss the relations between these criteria and people’s likes and dislikes in 
more detail. 

Although I never explicitly asked questions about specific terms such as ‘abstract’, 
‘modern’ or ‘realist’ art, in the interview section on the visual arts 69 out of 90 
respondents discuss this in one way or another. Among them, a clear gap appears between 
those who do and do not appreciate it. Of the 21 respondents who do not bring it up, seven 
dislike visual art in general, or are indifferent. Table 7.2 shows that those who like abstract 
art or who have mixed feelings have a higher educational level than the people who dislike 
it, though with many exceptions (cf. Bourdieu 1984; Halle 1993; Bennett et al. 2009; 
Berghman & Van Eijck 2009).258 There are no clear correlations with age and gender, in 
contrast to previous research (Berghman & Van Eijck 2009: 358). Note that liking abstract 
art does not imply that one likes all abstract artworks; there is only a gradual distinction 
between liking it and having mixed feelings.  
 
Table 7.2. Opinions on abstract, non‐realist, or conceptual art by educational level 
opinion  University  HBO lower 

educated 
total 

like  11  7 5 23 
mixed feelings  7  7 5 16 
dislike  7  7 16 30 
dislike visual art in  
     general 

1  2 4 7 

unknown  4  7 3 14 
 

total  30  30 30 90 
 
Among those who dislike abstract art, we recognise the popular aesthetic discussed above. 
Their main objection is the lack of content: it is just ‘a bunch of lines’, some ‘scratches’ or 
‘some circles on top of each other’. One cannot see or recognise what the artefact 
represents: ‘I have to see what it is. As soon as it is abstract or I have to make something 
out of it myself, I don’t like it’ (Marieke, LMF5). Some of them presume that those who 
do like it do recognise some particular object (which is not true, as we will see below). 
They state that they do not want to feel obliged to read on a plate what the artefact 
represents; they give nicknames to artworks in public space (Dick (UMM2) calls two iron 
                                                            
258 This table also shows a small difference in likes within the group of higher educated people, namely 
between HBO and university educated people. Not included in the table is another difference within this 
group: upwardly mobile people are less enthusiastic (fewer likes, more dislikes) about abstract art than 
higher educated people with higher educated parents. Hence, parental background plays a role too. 
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something with you. It shouldn’t be like… if they would order me to put it in the right corner 
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by means of an audio tour in a museum (Alexander, HYM4). This understanding does not 
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abstraction in his work), ‘but now it [her understanding] has completely disappeared, and 
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134). My research shows that Dutch abstract art lovers do often use the pure aesthetic: 
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this section, I discuss the relations between these criteria and people’s likes and dislikes in 
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respondents discuss this in one way or another. Among them, a clear gap appears between 
those who do and do not appreciate it. Of the 21 respondents who do not bring it up, seven 
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of them do attach an emotional value to their preference – abstract art touches them or 
gives them a certain peace – but other than that they apply a ‘pure aesthetic’. 
 The first aspect of the pure aesthetic they use is the preference of form over 
function. This can be recognised in the quotes by Alfred and Monique above on colours 
and forms. Halle also found this motive, but he downplays its degree of sophistication by 
simply calling it ‘decorative’: the colours and lines look good above the sofa (Halle 1993: 
128-132). Although it is hard to unravel the exact meaning in people’s quotes, in my view 
Halle emphasises his critique on Bourdieu too much. 
 The second aspect is the ability and inclination to relate artworks to other artworks, 
such as the following two quotes:  
 

Firstly, I find contemporary art more interesting. (…) [Artists] used to be in a guild, they 
painted in a certain way, they sculpted in a certain way, following certain norms (…), they 
had to work within a certain framework. This was broken through by someone like Picasso, 
or even Egon Schiele; both are rather figurative, you can still recognise what it’s about, but 
they’re trailblazers. (Charles, HOM3) 
 
[on visiting an exhibition on Der Blaue Reiter:] This period really appeals to me. (…) The 
interesting thing about Kandinsky is to see his development. He is one of the forerunners of 
the real abstract stuff, a bit towards cubism. And you can see that very well, it’s a very good 
exhibition. (Ria, HOF1) 

 
This aspect requires some knowledge on the position of certain artists in art history, 
although the accurateness can differ. 

Finally, some refer to the perceived complexity of abstract art. Appreciating it is 
something to be learned: because children only learn to like it when they grow up (Ria, 
HOF1); because one has to know more about it in order to understand it (Helma, UOF3; 
an opinion shared by some who do not like it); or because one first has to get used to it 
(Marianne, LOF2; Louis, UMM4). 85-year-old Marianne (LOF2) speaks about how she 
‘grew’ into the 1950s movement Cobra: ‘Initially, it was so modern, you actually didn’t 
like that. But those are the things that you learn to like by visiting it.’ Art journalist Louis 
(UMM4) feels that he is gradually moving forward through art history: 
 

Rather modern movements like Picasso and everything associated didn’t land , but now they 
do. (…) I think the entire post-war art I didn’t understand twenty years ago, but now I’m a 
huge admirer of Rothko, for instance (…), and the minimalists I also started to appreciate 
partially. Actually, I really shifted, very slowly: one could say I lag behind thirty to forty 
years; I just reached the 1970s. (…) So it shows that it’s partly an adjustment process. I think 
that when you see things back in museums, in galleries, at art fairs, in magazines, that some 
things will remain a closed book to you, like ‘how can people classify this as art at all?’, but 
with other things the penny begins to drop – not that I understand it, but that I start to sense 
the aesthetic. 
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Several respondents assume these paintings could have been made by themselves, by their 
grandchild, or by a baby – a well-known cliché. Gerard (LMM3) can appreciate non-
realist painter Dalí for his craftsmanship, but contradicts this with abstract art: 
 

A mess, when everyone goes wild over a load of black lines on an image with coloured 
squares because that’s it, then I think: I could do it myself. I think, I just never did it. Maybe I 
should have done it. It doesn’t appeal to me. That’s art for art’s sake. I mean: there are too 
many artworks along the road that you think: did it fall from the air by accident or did 
someone put it here? It means nothing.260 

 
Helma (UOF3) has learned to appreciate Picasso, but she restricts herself to his older 
work: ‘Picasso actually was quite able to paint. I’ve always only seen him as a cubist, but 
of course that’s nonsense, he could make wonderful things.’ In other words: most of the 
time he did not make wonderful things, but he was able to if he wanted. Some respondents 
who do like abstract or conceptual art draw a line when they presume a lack of 
craftsmanship, for example when Damian Hirst hires employees to execute his ideas 
(Ronald, UYM4). Modern art lover Carla (UOF4): 
 

Well, modern art is very broad, yes. But I must confess: there was a trend when people made 
a painting with a white canvas and one paintbrush, and I don’t like that at all. Sometimes this 
modern stuff is rather cheap. They should really work on it, they should really do something. 

 
Some of the objections above, which are similar to the findings of Halle (1993), are 
explicitly countered by the advocates of abstract art. Alfred (UOM3) for instance, who 
collected many large and colourful abstract paintings that visitors sometimes do not 
understand, disagrees with their desire for contents: ‘It does not have to mean anything, 
it’s about the combination of the colours and the forms. I have to explain that to them.’261 
Patrick (HYM3) does not understand people’s wish for realism, because one can as easily 
make a photograph. Finally, Henny (UMF5) quotes others on Mondrian’s alleged lack of 
craftsmanship: ‘People find that very simple, like “My brother can paint that too”. Well, I 
don’t think so, I’m pretty sure he can’t!’ This section’s opening quote by Monique shows 
similar counter-arguments. 

Contrary to what some opponents of abstract art presume, most proponents in my 
sample do not search for a meaning, nor do they try to interpret the contents or to 
recognise something. David Halle’s informants in the US often used their imagination and 
recognised landscapes in the abstract paintings they possessed, which still implies the 
application of ‘popular aesthetic’ (Halle 1993: 132-4), but my respondents did not. Some 
                                                            
260 This is very similar to one of Halle’s respondents, who said: ‘The paint fell off the truck and they cut the 
asphalt off and hung it on the wall.’ (Halle 1993: 125). 
261 This is his reaction to my leading question about people who might find his collection too complex 
because they cannot recognise anything. 
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of them do attach an emotional value to their preference – abstract art touches them or 
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Several respondents assume these paintings could have been made by themselves, by their 
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make a photograph. Finally, Henny (UMF5) quotes others on Mondrian’s alleged lack of 
craftsmanship: ‘People find that very simple, like “My brother can paint that too”. Well, I 
don’t think so, I’m pretty sure he can’t!’ This section’s opening quote by Monique shows 
similar counter-arguments. 

Contrary to what some opponents of abstract art presume, most proponents in my 
sample do not search for a meaning, nor do they try to interpret the contents or to 
recognise something. David Halle’s informants in the US often used their imagination and 
recognised landscapes in the abstract paintings they possessed, which still implies the 
application of ‘popular aesthetic’ (Halle 1993: 132-4), but my respondents did not. Some 
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even explains his appreciation of André Hazes by contrasting the ‘simplicity of his 
message’ (positive) to the ‘crudity’ (platheid, literally: flatness) of many other Dutch-
language singers (negative). 

Many higher educated respondents, however, look down on things that are ‘too 
simple’, and on the people who like these. Targets can be Dutch-language songs, soap 
series and Hollywood films, but also classical music that stays ‘on the surface’ (Maria 
(HMF3) on Wibi Soerjadi) or jazz that is too accessible: 
 

Dixieland, you know, [sings:] Oh when the saints go marching in. You know, that kind of 
shit. In popular speech that’s called jazz, but of course it’s terrible. Yes, haha! 
And can you explain what’s so terrible about it? 
Well, the first word that comes to mind is a kind of plebs. Just beaten flat. There’s hardly any 
content. You see that often with music, that with an accessible beat it’s being negated 
completely. This Dixieland is like tapadee tapadee tapadee ting ting, you know, which those 
dentists and their wives like, you know.262 With free jazz you have to think along, and I don’t 
do that with Dixieland. You can keep it at a distance and you don’t have to think about it. It 
comes your way and you think ‘hey’, and that’s it. (Patrick, HYM3) 

 
Patrick likes music to be complex rather than simple. This opinion is almost solely 
expressed by higher educated respondents. They prefer complicated plot lines or 
psychological depth in television series and films (Monique, HYF5), they want to discover 
different layers every time they listen to Bach (Liesbeth, HMF2), they want to see TV 
documentaries that ‘stimulate your mind, that make you think’ (Henny, UMF5), and they 
prefer ‘subtle’ films ‘that leaves something to the imagination’ (Ria, HOF1). Monique 
(HYF5) suddenly realises the connecting thread in her narrative near the end of the 
interview, when discussing the ‘heavy literature’ she reads: ‘It has to be difficult again, 
just like with music, (…) just like in films, and you have to think about it’. She continues: 
‘That’s relaxation.’ Hence, Monique enjoys to exert herself in order to understand 
complex cultural items (cf. Schulze 1992: 145; Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012).  

Eleven respondents literally say that certain music or art must be ‘learned’ in order 
to be appreciated, and nine more people say something similar in different words. The 
higher educated and the oldest age group are overrepresented in regard to this view.263 
You have to ‘practise’ (Kirsten, UYF5), ‘exert yourself’ (Marleen, HOF5; Don, UYM3), 
and ‘do your best’ (Liesbeth, HMF2) in order to like operas, Wagner symphonies, Bach’s 
St Matthew Passion or abstract art. You have to ‘force yourself’ (Annemarie, UOF2) to 
listen to music you do not like immediately, and when you ‘expose yourself’ to it (Louis, 
UMM4) ‘two or three times’ (Emiel, HOM2), or maybe even ‘six times’ (Annemarie), you 
                                                            
262 In this quote, Patrick does not look down on lower educated people, but on a particular occupation, which 
he perhaps associates with economic rather than cultural capital (cf. chapter 6). 
263 Sixteen higher educated (27% of the sixty higher educated respondents) versus five lower educated (17% 
of this group); twelve older people (40%), five middle-aged (17%) and four younger people (13%). 
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Although the interviews did not clarify perceived positions of abstract art in a cultural 
hierarchy – either the highest position within the visual arts because of the (once) 
innovative nature, or a somewhat lower position as it is less canonised than classical art – 
this section does show that many criteria of art appreciation (the popular versus the pure 
aesthetic) meet. I will now move on to these more ‘sophisticated’ criteria. 
 
 

An overarching criterion: Valuations of complexity 
 
Table 7.1 shows that an important criterion that people apply to explain their likes and 
dislikes, and one of the most frequently used factors of the high–low distinction, is 
complexity. Chapter 1 argued that this is both a criterion in the classic logic of 
understanding more formal art and in the modern logic of making effort to comprehend 
formal innovations.  

Complexity can be expressed in multiple ways. Respondents speak about 
‘complex’, ‘complicated’ and ‘difficult’ art versus ‘simple’ and ‘easy’ art. Cultural items 
also are distinguished by the amount of thinking it requires: ‘intelligent’, ‘intellectual’, 
‘sophisticated’ or ‘challenging’ versus ‘stupid’, ‘comprehensible’, ‘accessible’ or ‘no 
rocket science’. Others refer to a certain depth of art: ‘deep’, ‘profound’ and ‘layered’ 
versus ‘thin’. The Dutch words oppervlakkig and plat, which in English would be 
translated as ‘shallow’ and ‘crude’ respectively, also refer to a lack of depth: they literally 
mean ‘on the surface’ and ‘flat’. Finally, the terms ‘refined’ and ‘subtle’ can be linked to 
complexity. Note that the connotations of these words vary: ‘comprehensible’ is a more 
positive term to refer to lack of complexity than ‘stupid’ is. Table 7.1 shows that higher 
educated respondents speak about complexity significantly more often than the lower 
educated. 

On the one hand, many people prefer things to be easy. This is relatively more 
often the case among lower educated respondents, such as Yvonne (LOF3) on TV series 
The Mentalist: 
 

It doesn’t have to be complicated to me. It always has a happy ending, and for me that’s a 
condition to like something. (…) It’s ‘on the surface’ [oppervlakkig: see above], it’s very 
simple, but it entertains me, I like that. 

 
Some higher educated respondents agree to this idea, yet they turn to easy entertainment 
more occasionally, as an easy escape, ‘to turn off your brain’ (Monique, HYF5), or ‘to be 
entertained, because thinking I do all day’ (Michiel, UMM1). Some of them explicitly 
define simplicity (or plainness, unpretentiousness) as something positive. Paul (HMM1) 
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do that with Dixieland. You can keep it at a distance and you don’t have to think about it. It 
comes your way and you think ‘hey’, and that’s it. (Patrick, HYM3) 

 
Patrick likes music to be complex rather than simple. This opinion is almost solely 
expressed by higher educated respondents. They prefer complicated plot lines or 
psychological depth in television series and films (Monique, HYF5), they want to discover 
different layers every time they listen to Bach (Liesbeth, HMF2), they want to see TV 
documentaries that ‘stimulate your mind, that make you think’ (Henny, UMF5), and they 
prefer ‘subtle’ films ‘that leaves something to the imagination’ (Ria, HOF1). Monique 
(HYF5) suddenly realises the connecting thread in her narrative near the end of the 
interview, when discussing the ‘heavy literature’ she reads: ‘It has to be difficult again, 
just like with music, (…) just like in films, and you have to think about it’. She continues: 
‘That’s relaxation.’ Hence, Monique enjoys to exert herself in order to understand 
complex cultural items (cf. Schulze 1992: 145; Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012).  

Eleven respondents literally say that certain music or art must be ‘learned’ in order 
to be appreciated, and nine more people say something similar in different words. The 
higher educated and the oldest age group are overrepresented in regard to this view.263 
You have to ‘practise’ (Kirsten, UYF5), ‘exert yourself’ (Marleen, HOF5; Don, UYM3), 
and ‘do your best’ (Liesbeth, HMF2) in order to like operas, Wagner symphonies, Bach’s 
St Matthew Passion or abstract art. You have to ‘force yourself’ (Annemarie, UOF2) to 
listen to music you do not like immediately, and when you ‘expose yourself’ to it (Louis, 
UMM4) ‘two or three times’ (Emiel, HOM2), or maybe even ‘six times’ (Annemarie), you 
                                                            
262 In this quote, Patrick does not look down on lower educated people, but on a particular occupation, which 
he perhaps associates with economic rather than cultural capital (cf. chapter 6). 
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Although the interviews did not clarify perceived positions of abstract art in a cultural 
hierarchy – either the highest position within the visual arts because of the (once) 
innovative nature, or a somewhat lower position as it is less canonised than classical art – 
this section does show that many criteria of art appreciation (the popular versus the pure 
aesthetic) meet. I will now move on to these more ‘sophisticated’ criteria. 
 
 

An overarching criterion: Valuations of complexity 
 
Table 7.1 shows that an important criterion that people apply to explain their likes and 
dislikes, and one of the most frequently used factors of the high–low distinction, is 
complexity. Chapter 1 argued that this is both a criterion in the classic logic of 
understanding more formal art and in the modern logic of making effort to comprehend 
formal innovations.  

Complexity can be expressed in multiple ways. Respondents speak about 
‘complex’, ‘complicated’ and ‘difficult’ art versus ‘simple’ and ‘easy’ art. Cultural items 
also are distinguished by the amount of thinking it requires: ‘intelligent’, ‘intellectual’, 
‘sophisticated’ or ‘challenging’ versus ‘stupid’, ‘comprehensible’, ‘accessible’ or ‘no 
rocket science’. Others refer to a certain depth of art: ‘deep’, ‘profound’ and ‘layered’ 
versus ‘thin’. The Dutch words oppervlakkig and plat, which in English would be 
translated as ‘shallow’ and ‘crude’ respectively, also refer to a lack of depth: they literally 
mean ‘on the surface’ and ‘flat’. Finally, the terms ‘refined’ and ‘subtle’ can be linked to 
complexity. Note that the connotations of these words vary: ‘comprehensible’ is a more 
positive term to refer to lack of complexity than ‘stupid’ is. Table 7.1 shows that higher 
educated respondents speak about complexity significantly more often than the lower 
educated. 

On the one hand, many people prefer things to be easy. This is relatively more 
often the case among lower educated respondents, such as Yvonne (LOF3) on TV series 
The Mentalist: 
 

It doesn’t have to be complicated to me. It always has a happy ending, and for me that’s a 
condition to like something. (…) It’s ‘on the surface’ [oppervlakkig: see above], it’s very 
simple, but it entertains me, I like that. 

 
Some higher educated respondents agree to this idea, yet they turn to easy entertainment 
more occasionally, as an easy escape, ‘to turn off your brain’ (Monique, HYF5), or ‘to be 
entertained, because thinking I do all day’ (Michiel, UMM1). Some of them explicitly 
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You might say the symphonic music that is easily accessible, Haydn. Well, I still like it, but I 
listen… I don’t go to the large concert halls anymore.  
 
[Carmen likes art house films, but not everything:] 
Well, when you read a description such as, I don’t know, ‘poetic adaptation of…’, then you 
already know that it will be dry as dust, difficult, without text, black-and-white, 3½ hours. 
That’s perhaps too arty. (…) 
[on her friends’ film preferences and dislikes:] 
They find the storyline less important, or maybe they understand the storyline of art house 
films less well, or they think it is too long, they just want… I just can’t stand it that 
blockbuster stories [which her friends like] are so predictable, that you can draw it out. When 
I go to a film with friends, I guess I’m very annoying, like ‘I’m sure this one will fall in love 
with that one’. 
 

As in most literature on cultural hierarchy (see introduction and chapter 1), complexity is 
perceived by many respondents as one of the most important attributes of high culture, and 
simplicity or accessibility of low culture (see table 7.1). One third of my respondents 
mention one or more terms that refer to this concept in reply to my specific question on 
high and low culture. Although relatively few lower educated respondents do this (6 out of 
30), the criterion is brought up both by people who personally like culture that they 
perceive as complex and by those who do not. An example of the latter is Don (UYM3), 
who defines high culture as ‘intangible’ and ‘further from me, for a select group of 
people’, and low culture as ‘more accessible’. Similarly, Rodney (HMM2) perceives high 
culture as ‘difficult to understand’, ‘a challenge’, and something ‘you have to think about’; 
and low culture as ‘straightforward entertainment’. However, he earns a living as a juggler 
at festivals and perceives his own act as ‘straightforward entertainment’. Therefore, he 
‘developed an aversion against high art’, which he sometimes sees as ‘incomprehensible’ 
and ‘hot air’.  

Although complexity plays a large role in both describing one’s taste, 
distinguishing from others and defining high and low culture, it is rarely mentioned 
explicitly during the card ranking assignment. Most people produce a rather traditional 
hierarchy in which most classical composers are on top, despite the potentially perceived 
differences in complexity between them. Louis (UMM4) is one of the few exceptions. He 
gives composer Vivaldi an intermediate position: ‘Vivaldi is great, but he is too accessible, 
so… Yes, that’s how it works! So he’s near ABBA I think, is he? Yes, in the middle 
category.’ Jazz and popular items might have been ranked by many with this logic in 
mind, but no one makes this explicit.  
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‘grow into it’ (Sjef, HOM4; Brigitte, HMF5; Marianne, LOF2) and it becomes ‘familiar’ 
to you (Hillie, HOF4). It becomes an ‘acquired taste’ (Annemarie), comparable to food 
(Louis) such as ‘olives and French cheese’ (Kirsten) or ‘tomatoes and bitter chocolate’ 
(Jan, LOM3).264 Karin (UMF4) expresses this logic of learning best: 
 

At a certain point, this opera [by Janácek] touched me tremendously (…). And that was 
difficult music, it was not that accessible. I started with Verdi, some time ago, yes, that’s 
very accessible. Because you have a subscription [to the opera], you are confronted with 
operas that you think ‘ew’. But when you hear it again, and again, when you visit the opera 
for years, of course some things pass along, and then it might be possible that you are 
touched enormously and that it becomes accessible to you. It’s like literature of course. 
Sometimes you have to do your best for a minute. And then you get into it. (…) I find: art is 
difficult, you have to do your best to get access to it.  

 
Karin has learned to appreciate Janácek’s operas as well as Morandi’s still lifes (see next 
section), but in other fields she is still learning, or expects to learn in the future. ‘Modern 
art’ such as installations she does not understand, but she is following a course about it: ‘I 
didn’t understand it at all, I disliked it, I skipped those installations. Not anymore, now I 
adore it. Again: exert yourself, learn!’ Earlier in the interview, she said about ‘modern 
music’ (i.e., 20th and 21st century classical music): ‘I still have to learn to appreciate that, 
this ping ping and plok, and tang tang. So er, I’m not ready for it yet.’ After probing on the 
word ‘yet’, she adds – again – that she still has to ‘learn to listen to it’. 

Hence, Karin perceives herself to be on a path of learning. Similarly, many people 
implicitly position themselves at a certain point on a complexity continuum (cf. 
Ganzeboom 1982): they perceive some cultural items as too complex and others as too 
simple, but they vary in the exact positions (cf. Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012). 
Particularly experimental jazz and ‘modern music’ (‘with these difficult notes’, Marianne, 
LOF2) are perceived as still too complex by many higher educated respondents. Even 
Emiel (HOM2), one of the few frequent visitors of ‘modern music’ concerts in my sample, 
makes an exception: Schönberg’s twelve-tone music ‘remains difficult now and then, (…) 
so it doesn’t appeal to me.’ Paulan (HOF3) and Carmen (UYF6) also illustrate this 
intermediate position: 
 

[Paulan on music she does not like:] 
Bartók’s quartets I still find difficult. (…) This very modern music is of course interesting, 
but you have to study it in order to understand it. It doesn’t appeal to you at once, you have to 
dive into that. (…) 
[on music she does not like anymore:] 

                                                            
264 Some others say similar things about pop music (either about learning their children’s taste or – for 
younger respondents – developing their own taste), but in different words. 
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blockbuster stories [which her friends like] are so predictable, that you can draw it out. When 
I go to a film with friends, I guess I’m very annoying, like ‘I’m sure this one will fall in love 
with that one’. 
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simplicity or accessibility of low culture (see table 7.1). One third of my respondents 
mention one or more terms that refer to this concept in reply to my specific question on 
high and low culture. Although relatively few lower educated respondents do this (6 out of 
30), the criterion is brought up both by people who personally like culture that they 
perceive as complex and by those who do not. An example of the latter is Don (UYM3), 
who defines high culture as ‘intangible’ and ‘further from me, for a select group of 
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culture as ‘difficult to understand’, ‘a challenge’, and something ‘you have to think about’; 
and low culture as ‘straightforward entertainment’. However, he earns a living as a juggler 
at festivals and perceives his own act as ‘straightforward entertainment’. Therefore, he 
‘developed an aversion against high art’, which he sometimes sees as ‘incomprehensible’ 
and ‘hot air’.  

Although complexity plays a large role in both describing one’s taste, 
distinguishing from others and defining high and low culture, it is rarely mentioned 
explicitly during the card ranking assignment. Most people produce a rather traditional 
hierarchy in which most classical composers are on top, despite the potentially perceived 
differences in complexity between them. Louis (UMM4) is one of the few exceptions. He 
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LOF2) are perceived as still too complex by many higher educated respondents. Even 
Emiel (HOM2), one of the few frequent visitors of ‘modern music’ concerts in my sample, 
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[Paulan on music she does not like:] 
Bartók’s quartets I still find difficult. (…) This very modern music is of course interesting, 
but you have to study it in order to understand it. It doesn’t appeal to you at once, you have to 
dive into that. (…) 
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264 Some others say similar things about pop music (either about learning their children’s taste or – for 
younger respondents – developing their own taste), but in different words. 
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photography; and they try to discover patterns and themes in music. Some respondents 
who do make it explicit are upwardly mobile and say to have learned it – as a part of their 
‘acquired taste’: 
 

You just said you learned how to listen. What did you mean by that exactly? 
Well, like ‘Hey, hey, that comes back, or this hobo, it’s very beautiful this way’. So, like, 
extracting fragments from it. So that was different. I used to only listen to the piece in its 
entirety. And later I learned to make that distinction. And then you listen differently: whether 
the motive comes back. (Yme, UMF2) 
 
[on the theatre:] By now I’m used to minimalist settings. I had to get used to it. Sometimes I 
take someone with me (…) to the theatre, who says ‘Oh God, it’s an ugly setting!’. I got over 
it a long time ago. You grow each time you visit a play. When it’s minimalist, you can use 
your imagination. (Helma, UOF3)  

 
Similar to complexity, some respondents explicitly express their enjoyment of looking at 
formal aspects. Paul (HMM1) explains: 
 

I’m always looking at how they shot things [films], what kind of tricks they used, how they 
constructed the story (…). I analyse films rather than enjoying them. 
Does that imply that you enjoy it less? 
No. No, it’s just my way of enjoying. 
OK, because you said ‘rather than’. 
No, but I mean: normally, when I visit a ballet or an opera, I’m also looking at, not just the 
opera, but indeed, how it’s constructed (…), I find that interesting. 

 
Several respondents who do not use formal aspects to judge works of art, do recognise an 
aesthetic disposition in people they know. Some of them wonder why these acquaintances 
do not enjoy art ‘more emotionally’ (Don, UYM3), whereas others tend to admire these 
‘more technical’ or ‘more intellectual’ friends and relatives. Strikingly, both the people 
who themselves judge art on formal items and those who only recognise this in others 
have a high educational level. This implies that lower educated people, who speak about 
form much less, probably do not recognise this way of judging art.  
 Formal aspects do not play an important role in defining cultural hierarchy. Only 
the supposed ‘heaviness’ of certain classical music and ‘lightness’ of low/popular culture 
could be attributed to formal aspects. However, several formal aspects that I coded were 
excluded from this section, as they are used by many in an undistinguishable way.266  
 
 

                                                            
266 In table 7.1, several formal aspects (heaviness, tempo/speed, colour, melody) are headed under the 
popular aesthetic. These were used by all education groups alike, contrary to the code ‘form over content’. 
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Pure aesthetics and modern criteria for high culture  
 
This section is about the ‘pure aesthetic’ that appeared in the course of the nineteenth 
century as a new, ‘modern’, logic of cultural hierarchy and that is – as we will see – 
mainly applied by the higher educated: form over function; originality; and authenticity. 
Furthermore, in line with scholars such as Lizardo (2008), I show that this logic is also 
applied to make distinctions within popular culture. 
 
 
‘There’s a tension between the pots’: Valuations of form over function 
 

Many film reviewers are unconcerned – I find – with the editing, mise en scène, framing, the 
music. They mainly look at the storyline. Whereas for many films the storyline does not have 
to be important. I find that they always only look at the storyline, the plot, and how it is 
constructed, but I don’t think that’s the most important aspect of a film. You would rather say 
that about a book , I think. But a film has much more aspects than a book, but they don’t look 
at that. So I don’t attach much value to reviews. (Joachiem, UYM2) 

 
Joachiem is one of the few respondents who explicitly express a ‘pure aesthetic’ 
disposition, the idea that, according to Bourdieu, formal aspects are more important in art 
appreciation than functional aspects such as the contents and emotion.265 We saw it before 
with some defenders of abstract art, but this disposition is also applied in relation to 
figurative art (Karin (UMF4) on Morandi’s still lifes: ‘There’s a tension between the pots: 
if this pot were placed a little more to that side, it would be a dead picture’) or to items 
from popular culture:  
 

Ugly Betty is a comedy based on the fashion industry. And it’s filmed and edited in a unique 
way, the editing, the plot, it’s a parody on the old-fashioned soap opera. All those fades and 
cuts and the music… the way it is made, how it’s produced, is of extraordinary high quality 
(…). For example: they have a face, zoom in and then zoom out to the same face in a 
different setting [uses hands to explain]. (…) And all these subplots that are mixed up, it’s 
really well-made, rather artistic, it’s like art. The styling is what matters. And styling is art. 
(Rodney, HMM2) 

  
From an explanation why he likes a certain TV series, Rodney turns to an explicit 
statement about the relation between form and art. Many higher educated people, however, 
simply ‘do’ aesthetic disposition without explanation, as they regard it as self-evident to 
use formal aspects to judge works of art. They appreciate paintings and photographs for 
the composition and (lack of) colours; they like films with beautiful and original 
                                                            
265 It is striking that Joachiem looks down on professional film reviewers, despite their high degree of 
cultural (and symbolic) capital, and he does not speak of the possible stylistic elements in books. 
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Furthermore, people think that artists should innovate themselves. An often heard 
complaint about television series, ranging from soap operas to Desperate Housewives, is 
that it is always the same: ‘They’re recycling their storylines’ (Ronald, UYM4). Four 
respondents mention comedian Youp van ’t Hek* in this respect: ‘He’s been the same for 
years’ (Carmen, UYF6), ‘he always brings the same story’ (Alexander, HYM4) and ‘he is 
not innovative anymore’ (Marleen, HOF5).268  
 However, it is striking that most respondents mainly appreciate things that are new 
to them personally rather than innovative within art history or within an oeuvre. They wish 
to be surprised, to see or hear something they did not experience before, to visit films that 
deviate from the mainstream. The avant-garde criterion of inventing art that is truly 
original, which is one of the most important criteria used by art professionals, is valued 
much less. My respondents call this art ‘experimental’, a term that is often – more than 
‘innovative’ or ‘alternative’ – preceded by the adverb ‘too’. When art is ‘too experimental’ 
(or ‘too modern’), it means that ‘it doesn’t make sense’ (Louis, UMM4), that ‘I cannot 
follow it’ (Ronald, UYM4), that it is ‘too absurd’ (Inge, UYF3) or ‘too highbrow’ 
(Charles, HOM3). It is linked to such diverse things as conceptual art, free jazz, 
contemporary classical music and Asian cinema. Some stress they do appreciate 
experiments and innovations, as long as it does not go too far (comparable to self-
positionings in a complexity continuum, described above) and it is not a goal in itself: 
 

[on ballet:] Of course the idea reigns – and that’s on more levels within the arts, we also saw 
it really strongly in the theatre, in the opera a bit too – that if it’s not innovative, it’s not 
good. [She pauses.] It is fantastic when it’s innovative in a spontaneous way, but innovation 
for the sake of innovation, that is not art! (…) Of course, you shouldn’t stay forever stuck in 
the old either, but it should be inspiration, and not like ‘it should be innovative’. (Maria, 
HMF3) 

 
[on installation art:] I do appreciate it when you can see in art – however experimental – the 
hand of a craftsman. (Ronald, UYM4; see also the section on craftsmanship) 

 
People can even perfectly understand the position of a cultural item in art history, without 
appreciating it:  
 

Citizen Kane [from 1941] is a very important film for film history, and I’m probably one of 
the few who… I found it a nice film, but by far not as spectacular as many people think it is. 
Maybe I should just see it once more. But when I saw it, yes, what’s it about? 
And did your opinion differ from your fellow [film] students? 

                                                            
268 Carla (UOF4), however, says the opposite: ‘I find it interesting how he delivers his shows and how he 
constructs them, the composition of his stories, that’s what I also look at. And, well, he is imaginative and he 
brings many new things.’ 
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Seniority versus experiments: Valuations of originality 
 
Appreciation of form and complexity often goes hand in hand with appreciation of 
originality. People can easily understand what they already know, but they have more 
difficulty – whether valuing this positively or negatively – with something unfamiliar or 
new. Although the word ‘original’ as such is used by only four respondents (see table 7.1), 
many people like cultural items to be new, innovative, different, surprising or alternative, 
and they praise artists for their imagination, inventiveness and uniqueness. Apart from the 
term ‘alternative’, which often simply refers to a particular music genre or to art house 
cinema, these labels are used significantly more by higher educated respondents. 
However, it is not a prominent criterion in previous qualitative studies (Bennett et al. 
2009; Vander Stichele 2007).267 

The logic of originality comes to the fore best when looking at the opposite: many 
people (of all educational levels) dislike something for being cliché, predictable or always 
the same, or for being old-fashioned, conservative or dated. Some examples: 
 

I don’t really like, what’s it called, er, er, rap. I find it a bit cliché. It’s nice the first couple of 
times, and sometimes you hear something nice, but it’s a form in which I find that one is not 
much better than the other. (Charles, HOM3) 
 
[Often films are] a bit too predictable or something, that you don’t really feel you see 
something new, that by seeing the trailer you already know the entire film. (Stephan, HYM1) 
 
I’ve also been to all these ice landscapes [by painter Hendrick Avercamp], I believe in the 
Rijksmuseum*. Well, very knap [skilful], but when I’ve seen three of them, then the fourth is 
the same. I find they’re all the same. (Yvonne, LOF3) 

 
Instead, many people want to experience something new. Emiel (HOM2), the 
contemporary classical music lover quoted before, enjoys to exert himself with music he 
does not know yet, comparable to many respondents in Vermeulen’s study on this specific 
genre (Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012). Conversely, he dislikes Mozart because he 
considers his music not original anymore: 
 

If I would hear Mozart for the first time without ever having heard anything from that period 
or by him before, I would probably like it very much. But it’s just grown so ordinary in the 
course of time, there’s no chord in it of which you say ‘Gosh, this is something original, I 
wouldn’t have expected that’. You can easily whistle it, and well, that doesn’t interest me 
very much. 

 

                                                            
267 In a survey on classical music, Roose (2008) found that only the ‘inner circle’ of visitors likes music to be 
innovative. 
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Many people also follow this logic when ranking the cards with musical items, as we saw 
in chapter 3: the average ranking has classical music on top. Some explain this with the 
enduring element of this music. Karin (UMF4) showed this in chapter 3 with her low 
positioning of Ramses Shaffy, who she predicts not to have ‘eternal value’. Sandra 
(HYF1) adds: 
 

You know that this [classical music] has stood the test of time, and then you know that The 
Beatles are also doing well, and the Stones too. But here are some artists or genres that you 
think: yes, it can disappear. They succeed each other, and then you forget about it. But these 
[classical composers] stand for something, and they stay.  
 

Strikingly, even most fans of contemporary classical music presented in Vermeulen & Van 
den Haak (2012), who, with their innovative yet marginal taste, explicitly distinguish 
themselves from the ‘regular’ classical music lovers, perceive the old canon of composers 
as ‘higher’ culture than their own twentieth century preferences.  

Only a few respondents apply a modern logic to cultural hierarchy, by explicitly 
linking high culture to innovativeness and originality. They say that high culture is ‘in any 
case very experimental, and hence interesting for a small audience’ (Paul, HMM1), that it 
‘searches for new horizons and finds new perspectives’ (Rudolf, UOM1) and that it ‘in 
particular avoids repetitions’ (Charles, HOM3). Juggler Rodney (HMM2), quoted before 
on the complexity of high culture, adds that being ‘unique, creative, pioneering’ is better 
than ‘people who do the same old routines as 20 or 25 years ago’.  

Furthermore, several people express doubts on the logic of seniority, or combine 
different logics in one ranking. Inge (UYF3) thinks that Vivaldi’s music is high culture, 
because it is ‘more traditional, with a longer history’, but eventually she ranks him much 
lower because present-day intellectuals find him ‘not culturally sound’. Some others 
consider the innovativeness of artists as a second attribute after seniority, for instance by 
placing the ‘innovative’ items from jazz and pop music directly underneath the classics 
(e.g., Marleen, HOF5). In chapter 3, we saw that Ronald (UYM4) even positions 

Radiohead above Bach because of their ‘experimental and artistic character’ and their 
‘pioneering’ role in ‘innovating and changing music’. Yet, besides these exceptions, 
among most people seniority and age outweigh originality and innovation when defining 
cultural hierarchy. The modern logic did not eclipse the classic one as a basis for cultural 
hierarchy. Closely related to originality is the concept ‘authenticity’, the subject of the 
next sub-section. 
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Yeah I guess so. Because it’s a really innovative film with regard to the editing and certain 
angles they choose and I don’t know what, I guess the storyline too, so I should see it in its 
time. And I wasn’t able to at that moment. (Carmen, UYF6) 

 
[on ballet:] What was very experimental in the 1970s I don’t like. I can situate it in the time, 
like: oh, they must have been shocked! Then I see it in a historical perspective. But that 
shouldn’t mean that I still like it. But I do understand that it led to commotion or that it broke 
something open, but it shouldn’t necessarily be performed again. That’s what I find. It’s my 
opinion. (Deirdre, HYF6) 

 
These dislikes of experiments and innovations that go too far or that can be placed in a 
certain time period are expressed exclusively by respondents with a high educational level. 
Lower educated people probably do not like this kind of experiments either, but they do 
not speak about it – either because they do not know of its existence, or because they do 
not recognise its innovative nature.  
 An important question that remains is whether originality and innovativeness are 
perceived as aspects of high culture. On the one hand, high culture is often perceived as 
traditional, canonised art. The avant-garde is continuously attacking the canon, and might 
become canonised itself, but only at a later stage. On the other hand, one would expect the 
‘pure aesthetic’ criterion of innovativeness, which is used by higher educated people and 
by art professionals to distinguish from the non-original and cliché, to be an important 
building block for cultural hierarchy. However, this criterion is often used within popular 
culture too. Lizardo (2008) argued, quoted in chapter 1, that the modern logic of the pure 
aesthetic has eventually eclipsed the old cultural hierarchy. The question is what the status 
of innovative art is in the present. How do my respondents deal with this puzzle? 
 It appears that the classic logic is most common: people see high culture as old and 
traditional; it is ‘developed and went through some layers’ (Liesbeth, HMF2). Sjef 
(HOM4) would ‘not look for it [high culture] within modern art’. An important concept in 
this respect is the alleged eternal value of art: high culture is made by ‘immortal figures’ 
such as Bach and Van Gogh269 (Paulan, HOF3), it is ‘shaped by history (…) and passed on 
to next generations’ (Hillie, HOF4), and therefore it has ‘survived the ages’ (Yvonne, 
LOF3). Natasha (HOF2) argues:  
 

Classic is classic: it lives and will live on for years. What’s new, or in fashion, what people 
now find very good (…) will perhaps not be good anymore in ten years. The classics have 
been checked by the ages, by the time. That’s why it’s classic, it’s the best. 

 

                                                            
269 Van Gogh can be seen as a modern, innovative painter, but, more than a century after his death, Paulan 
(HOF3) perceives him as classic. 
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themselves from the ‘regular’ classical music lovers, perceive the old canon of composers 
as ‘higher’ culture than their own twentieth century preferences.  
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linking high culture to innovativeness and originality. They say that high culture is ‘in any 
case very experimental, and hence interesting for a small audience’ (Paul, HMM1), that it 
‘searches for new horizons and finds new perspectives’ (Rudolf, UOM1) and that it ‘in 
particular avoids repetitions’ (Charles, HOM3). Juggler Rodney (HMM2), quoted before 
on the complexity of high culture, adds that being ‘unique, creative, pioneering’ is better 
than ‘people who do the same old routines as 20 or 25 years ago’.  

Furthermore, several people express doubts on the logic of seniority, or combine 
different logics in one ranking. Inge (UYF3) thinks that Vivaldi’s music is high culture, 
because it is ‘more traditional, with a longer history’, but eventually she ranks him much 
lower because present-day intellectuals find him ‘not culturally sound’. Some others 
consider the innovativeness of artists as a second attribute after seniority, for instance by 
placing the ‘innovative’ items from jazz and pop music directly underneath the classics 
(e.g., Marleen, HOF5). In chapter 3, we saw that Ronald (UYM4) even positions 

Radiohead above Bach because of their ‘experimental and artistic character’ and their 
‘pioneering’ role in ‘innovating and changing music’. Yet, besides these exceptions, 
among most people seniority and age outweigh originality and innovation when defining 
cultural hierarchy. The modern logic did not eclipse the classic one as a basis for cultural 
hierarchy. Closely related to originality is the concept ‘authenticity’, the subject of the 
next sub-section. 
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Yeah I guess so. Because it’s a really innovative film with regard to the editing and certain 
angles they choose and I don’t know what, I guess the storyline too, so I should see it in its 
time. And I wasn’t able to at that moment. (Carmen, UYF6) 

 
[on ballet:] What was very experimental in the 1970s I don’t like. I can situate it in the time, 
like: oh, they must have been shocked! Then I see it in a historical perspective. But that 
shouldn’t mean that I still like it. But I do understand that it led to commotion or that it broke 
something open, but it shouldn’t necessarily be performed again. That’s what I find. It’s my 
opinion. (Deirdre, HYF6) 

 
These dislikes of experiments and innovations that go too far or that can be placed in a 
certain time period are expressed exclusively by respondents with a high educational level. 
Lower educated people probably do not like this kind of experiments either, but they do 
not speak about it – either because they do not know of its existence, or because they do 
not recognise its innovative nature.  
 An important question that remains is whether originality and innovativeness are 
perceived as aspects of high culture. On the one hand, high culture is often perceived as 
traditional, canonised art. The avant-garde is continuously attacking the canon, and might 
become canonised itself, but only at a later stage. On the other hand, one would expect the 
‘pure aesthetic’ criterion of innovativeness, which is used by higher educated people and 
by art professionals to distinguish from the non-original and cliché, to be an important 
building block for cultural hierarchy. However, this criterion is often used within popular 
culture too. Lizardo (2008) argued, quoted in chapter 1, that the modern logic of the pure 
aesthetic has eventually eclipsed the old cultural hierarchy. The question is what the status 
of innovative art is in the present. How do my respondents deal with this puzzle? 
 It appears that the classic logic is most common: people see high culture as old and 
traditional; it is ‘developed and went through some layers’ (Liesbeth, HMF2). Sjef 
(HOM4) would ‘not look for it [high culture] within modern art’. An important concept in 
this respect is the alleged eternal value of art: high culture is made by ‘immortal figures’ 
such as Bach and Van Gogh269 (Paulan, HOF3), it is ‘shaped by history (…) and passed on 
to next generations’ (Hillie, HOF4), and therefore it has ‘survived the ages’ (Yvonne, 
LOF3). Natasha (HOF2) argues:  
 

Classic is classic: it lives and will live on for years. What’s new, or in fashion, what people 
now find very good (…) will perhaps not be good anymore in ten years. The classics have 
been checked by the ages, by the time. That’s why it’s classic, it’s the best. 

 

                                                            
269 Van Gogh can be seen as a modern, innovative painter, but, more than a century after his death, Paulan 
(HOF3) perceives him as classic. 
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[earlier in the interview (see chapter 4), on the difference between Dutch language singers he 
loathes and a less known singer he had seen performing:] 
It grabbed me. It has something authentic. It wasn’t some stupid doggerel and tear-jerking. 
(Ton, HMM4) 

 
Apparently, authenticity is related to a closeness to real life, preferably with hardships. 
Artists should be faithful to themselves, rather than sing (or paint) about an emotion that 
they did not experience. The same logic appears among a larger group of people who use 
comparable terms271, such as the ‘real’ or ‘pure’ self (Marsha (HYF2) and Yme (UMF2) 
on Frans Bauer), the ‘unique personality’ (Ria (HOF1), who states that Norah Jones does 
not have this), and the perception of art as a ‘vocation’ (Midas, LMM5). The opposite of 
this realness is the ‘fake’ (Marit (LYF2) on the comedy film Ace Ventura), the ‘artificial’ 
and ‘plastic’ (Patrick (HYM3) on ABBA), the ‘overly produced’ (Carmen (UYF6) on 
Justin Timberlake), or even the ‘dehumanised’ (Koos (UMM3) on Britney Spears, 
although he says to like her music nevertheless).272 When artists create something only to 
generate an effect for the beholder rather than to follow an inner drive, it is often less 
appreciated (cf. Thornton 1995; Wermuth 2002; Vander Stichele 2007).  

As said, this interpretation of authenticity also refers to the original nature of art, as 
opposed to imitations and ‘clones’. Sandra (HYF1), for example, does not understand why 
many people buy ‘design-like stuff (…) which is copied for cheap chains’. Similarly, 
Brigitte (HMF5) rejects the design with which her son decorated his home: ‘It’s no real 
design, (…) it is the umpteenth copy’s copy, and even then it’s a near miss.’ She also 
detests ‘entirely synthetically fabricated music’ with ‘a fake flute that is just hardly a 
flute’. She compares this music with a candy floss, which ‘seems quite a lot, but in essence 
it’s absolutely nothing’. 

The second meaning of authenticity is less common among my respondents. Some 
people speak about artists who stay close to the roots of their art, whether it is the ‘real, 
natural folk music from different countries’ (Natasha (HOF2); as opposed to ‘modern folk 
music’) or the original way of playing Bach and Monteverdi with ‘old instruments’ 
(Paulan, HOF3; Maria, HMF3). The romantic ideal of the small, the local and the 
traditional is expressed best by Brigitte (HMF5), who dislikes cheap Dutch versions of 
international successful musicals: 
 

I’d rather see one of those family circuses in France, you know, that travels around from 
village to village. I can really enjoy that. You know, on a warm evening, with a dog and a 
horse and a camel, a lopsided camel . You can see the intention much more in that, I don’t 
know. Yes, with primitive means still doing everything. Yes, like that.  

                                                            
271 These do include some lower educated respondents, though they are still a minority (see table 7.1). 
272 Furthermore, some respondents dislike the theatre and the opera because of its fakeness and artificiality 
(see the section on realism). 
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‘It feels plastic to me’: Valuations of authenticity 
 
The logic of authenticity, which emerged in late eighteenth century Romanticism (see 
chapter 1), has various meanings. On the one hand, it refers to a certain uniqueness: the 
valuation of the ‘true’ emotions and intentions of the individual artist. This aspect can also 
come to the fore when speaking about uniquely produced works of art, as opposed to 
(cheap) copies. In other words, this refers to something new; something that did not exist 
before. On the other hand, authenticity relates to the supposed ‘origin’ of art: the 
traditional, ‘authentic’, way of making a certain art, preferably rooted in local 
communities of common people (cf. Johnston & Baumann 2007). This refers to something 
old, which may have existed for a long time already. This contradiction can be illustrated 
with the various meanings of ‘authentic music’: is an authentic musician someone who 
expresses his or her own personality in the interpretation of a classic work, or is he or she 
someone who stays as close as possible to the original intentions of the composer, played 
on ‘authentic’ instruments? Both meanings do share the same antagonist: homogeneity. 
Authentic culture is contrasted with national elite cultures and with (supra-national) mass-
produced products. These various meanings can be recognised in the narratives of my 
respondents. 

Only nine respondents, all with a high educational level (of whom only one is 
upwardly mobile), explicitly use the word ‘authentic’, mostly related to music.270 They 
mainly refer to the first meaning of the concept, the true intention of the artist, for example 
when distinguishing between Dutch language singers: 
 

[on the difference between André Hazes, whom he had praised for the ‘simplicity in his 
message’, and Marco Borsato:] 
Marco Borsato doesn’t have that. He doesn’t touch me at all, although maybe he is a far 
better singer than André Hazes has ever been, but… I have the idea, it feels plastic to me, he 
sings lyrics that don't show any hardship, and with an intonation that is not authentic or 
something. (Paul, HMM1)  
 
You said you don’t like certain Dutch language singers, Frans Duijts* and Thomas 
Berge*. Why don’t you like them and why do you like other Dutch language singers? 
Er, don’t know, the difference between this Frans Duijts and… Of course they call him the 
second André Hazes, well, there is only one André Hazes, I found him funny, nice, camp, but 
I also liked his music in a way. He’s not just anybody. He indeed went through so much shit, 
and that is more authentic, it’s authentic, it’s authenticity. And all those wannabes with their 
15 minutes of fame – Andy Warhol was right: you are already a hero when you help 
someone cross the street. (Alexander, HYM4) 
 

                                                            
270 Excluded are remarks on the authenticity of artworks, as opposed to reproductions. 
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not have this), and the perception of art as a ‘vocation’ (Midas, LMM5). The opposite of 
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and ‘plastic’ (Patrick (HYM3) on ABBA), the ‘overly produced’ (Carmen (UYF6) on 
Justin Timberlake), or even the ‘dehumanised’ (Koos (UMM3) on Britney Spears, 
although he says to like her music nevertheless).272 When artists create something only to 
generate an effect for the beholder rather than to follow an inner drive, it is often less 
appreciated (cf. Thornton 1995; Wermuth 2002; Vander Stichele 2007).  

As said, this interpretation of authenticity also refers to the original nature of art, as 
opposed to imitations and ‘clones’. Sandra (HYF1), for example, does not understand why 
many people buy ‘design-like stuff (…) which is copied for cheap chains’. Similarly, 
Brigitte (HMF5) rejects the design with which her son decorated his home: ‘It’s no real 
design, (…) it is the umpteenth copy’s copy, and even then it’s a near miss.’ She also 
detests ‘entirely synthetically fabricated music’ with ‘a fake flute that is just hardly a 
flute’. She compares this music with a candy floss, which ‘seems quite a lot, but in essence 
it’s absolutely nothing’. 

The second meaning of authenticity is less common among my respondents. Some 
people speak about artists who stay close to the roots of their art, whether it is the ‘real, 
natural folk music from different countries’ (Natasha (HOF2); as opposed to ‘modern folk 
music’) or the original way of playing Bach and Monteverdi with ‘old instruments’ 
(Paulan, HOF3; Maria, HMF3). The romantic ideal of the small, the local and the 
traditional is expressed best by Brigitte (HMF5), who dislikes cheap Dutch versions of 
international successful musicals: 
 

I’d rather see one of those family circuses in France, you know, that travels around from 
village to village. I can really enjoy that. You know, on a warm evening, with a dog and a 
horse and a camel, a lopsided camel . You can see the intention much more in that, I don’t 
know. Yes, with primitive means still doing everything. Yes, like that.  

                                                            
271 These do include some lower educated respondents, though they are still a minority (see table 7.1). 
272 Furthermore, some respondents dislike the theatre and the opera because of its fakeness and artificiality 
(see the section on realism). 
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‘It feels plastic to me’: Valuations of authenticity 
 
The logic of authenticity, which emerged in late eighteenth century Romanticism (see 
chapter 1), has various meanings. On the one hand, it refers to a certain uniqueness: the 
valuation of the ‘true’ emotions and intentions of the individual artist. This aspect can also 
come to the fore when speaking about uniquely produced works of art, as opposed to 
(cheap) copies. In other words, this refers to something new; something that did not exist 
before. On the other hand, authenticity relates to the supposed ‘origin’ of art: the 
traditional, ‘authentic’, way of making a certain art, preferably rooted in local 
communities of common people (cf. Johnston & Baumann 2007). This refers to something 
old, which may have existed for a long time already. This contradiction can be illustrated 
with the various meanings of ‘authentic music’: is an authentic musician someone who 
expresses his or her own personality in the interpretation of a classic work, or is he or she 
someone who stays as close as possible to the original intentions of the composer, played 
on ‘authentic’ instruments? Both meanings do share the same antagonist: homogeneity. 
Authentic culture is contrasted with national elite cultures and with (supra-national) mass-
produced products. These various meanings can be recognised in the narratives of my 
respondents. 

Only nine respondents, all with a high educational level (of whom only one is 
upwardly mobile), explicitly use the word ‘authentic’, mostly related to music.270 They 
mainly refer to the first meaning of the concept, the true intention of the artist, for example 
when distinguishing between Dutch language singers: 
 

[on the difference between André Hazes, whom he had praised for the ‘simplicity in his 
message’, and Marco Borsato:] 
Marco Borsato doesn’t have that. He doesn’t touch me at all, although maybe he is a far 
better singer than André Hazes has ever been, but… I have the idea, it feels plastic to me, he 
sings lyrics that don't show any hardship, and with an intonation that is not authentic or 
something. (Paul, HMM1)  
 
You said you don’t like certain Dutch language singers, Frans Duijts* and Thomas 
Berge*. Why don’t you like them and why do you like other Dutch language singers? 
Er, don’t know, the difference between this Frans Duijts and… Of course they call him the 
second André Hazes, well, there is only one André Hazes, I found him funny, nice, camp, but 
I also liked his music in a way. He’s not just anybody. He indeed went through so much shit, 
and that is more authentic, it’s authentic, it’s authenticity. And all those wannabes with their 
15 minutes of fame – Andy Warhol was right: you are already a hero when you help 
someone cross the street. (Alexander, HYM4) 
 

                                                            
270 Excluded are remarks on the authenticity of artworks, as opposed to reproductions. 
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in other words, with the original and perhaps authentic. Some downplay their negative 
statements by saying that ‘commercial can also be great’ (Richard, LYM5) or that ‘André 
Rieu, although being very commercial, does bring certain music to the people’ (Marieke, 
LMF5). Marsha (HYF2) tells that she sometimes regrets liking a song after it has turned 
into a huge hit: ‘Oh God, what a commercial taste I have!’ (cf. Thornton 1995; Wermuth 
2002; Vander Stichele 2007).  
 In these quotes, a distinction appears between commercial success as a goal and as 
a result. Many people reject cultural items that are made with commercial success as a 
goal, because of the compromises that must be made, such as simplicity (in order to attract 
a large audience) or low production costs (to make more profits). However, something can 
also unintentionally become commercially successful, which is valued in a more diverse 
way. A large majority of respondents speaks in terms of popularity or audience size, either 
negatively, positively or neutrally.273  

Most of these respondents perceive a large audience or a wide popularity as 
something negative, comparable to commercial value. They dislike ‘music for the masses’ 
(Henny, UMF5), ‘where everyone goes to’ (Jan, LOM3), ‘what you find in each living 
room’ (Berend, LOM5) or ‘what’s a favourite among three quarters of the Dutch 
[population]’ (Remco, LYM2). Within classical music, both the words ‘popular’ and 
‘well-known’ are often used as a pejorative, whether one is speaking about a 
‘popularising’ musician such as André Rieu or – less often – about well-known composers 
such as Verdi. Something good can also become ‘too popular’. Marsha (HYF2) highly 
enjoyed the first theatre show of comedy duo Plien & Bianca*, but: 
 

Afterwards they got larger and more well-known, but I find the quality of their work has 
decreased. Because they started to serve a larger audience, I think they became easier, and 
they’re less intelligent in their inventions. They’ve become strangers to themselves in my 
view. Or they developed into different directions, that’s possible too of course. 

 
Hence, in Marsha’s view, because Plien & Bianca reached a larger audience (with or 
without explicit intention), the complexity, intelligence and authenticity of their shows 
decreased. Conversely, a small audience is often valued as positive. Liesbeth (HMF2), for 
instance, strongly looks down on ‘the majority’ and ‘the masses’, while happily belonging 
to ‘a strong minority’ herself.  

This analysis is comparable to the distinctions from specific groups in society as 
discussed in chapter 6. However, in this section, I do not discuss quotes that show explicit 
distinction from lower-class or lower educated people, but rather distinction from the more 

                                                            
273 The more general terms ‘popular culture’ and ‘popular music’ are excluded from this analysis. 
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Although many people perceive authentic art and real artists as better than ‘fake’ and 
‘artificial’ art, this criterion does not play a large role in their perception of cultural 
hierarchy (see table 7.1). Only one respondent explicitly links authenticity to high culture: 
 

Culture that contains the heart of the artist, that’s high culture to me. And of course there are 
many artists who are commercial, and then I think it’s kind of selling your soul, that’s how it 
appears to me. So you have to really go for it. The most beautiful thing is – unfortunately not 
realistic, but I do see it in my sister – the only reason she makes art is because she finds it 
beautiful. [Sometimes] she gets an assignment, and she says ‘I can’t work with that, I don’t 
feel anything with it’, even though she can’t buy any food that month while she could get 
6,000 euro for this assignment. Then I think: ‘Woman, don’t be so stupid!’ But on the other 
hand I deeply respect it. (…) And that’s what I call high culture, that I think: you are so true 
to yourself. I admire that. (Anneke, UMF1) 

 
This quote also shows an antonym of authenticity that I did not mention yet: real art 
should not only stay away from the fake, the artificial and homogeneity, but also from 
commercial ends. When one makes art with commercial values in mind, one becomes 
distracted from one’s own feeling and from one’s roots. This is one of the subjects of the 
next section. 
 
 

Social criteria 
 
The final two criteria discussed are not linked to characteristics of the cultural objects 
themselves or of the producers, but more to characteristics of the consumers of these 
items: their number (popularity and commercial value, although the latter is also linked to 
the commercial aim of the producers of the objects) and their status. The latter is only 
discussed in relation to the definition of high and low culture. 
 
 
Mainstream versus underground: Perceived relations between popularity and quality 
 
Many people, particularly the higher educated, express negative feelings about art that is 
produced for commercial ends. They accuse certain artists of ‘selling’ themselves 
(Henricus (HOM1) on André Rieu), condemn film companies for ‘finding cheap ways to 
sell a movie’ (Charles, HOM3), and blame TV channels for broadcasting too many 
commercials breaks (Koos, UMM3; Jan, LOM3; Robert, LOM4). Others accuse certain 
people of buying art as an investment only. They contrast the commercial with the 
‘alternative’, the ‘idealist’ (both Patrick, HYM3) and the ‘progressive’ (Hanneke, HMF4), 
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in other words, with the original and perhaps authentic. Some downplay their negative 
statements by saying that ‘commercial can also be great’ (Richard, LYM5) or that ‘André 
Rieu, although being very commercial, does bring certain music to the people’ (Marieke, 
LMF5). Marsha (HYF2) tells that she sometimes regrets liking a song after it has turned 
into a huge hit: ‘Oh God, what a commercial taste I have!’ (cf. Thornton 1995; Wermuth 
2002; Vander Stichele 2007).  
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a result. Many people reject cultural items that are made with commercial success as a 
goal, because of the compromises that must be made, such as simplicity (in order to attract 
a large audience) or low production costs (to make more profits). However, something can 
also unintentionally become commercially successful, which is valued in a more diverse 
way. A large majority of respondents speaks in terms of popularity or audience size, either 
negatively, positively or neutrally.273  

Most of these respondents perceive a large audience or a wide popularity as 
something negative, comparable to commercial value. They dislike ‘music for the masses’ 
(Henny, UMF5), ‘where everyone goes to’ (Jan, LOM3), ‘what you find in each living 
room’ (Berend, LOM5) or ‘what’s a favourite among three quarters of the Dutch 
[population]’ (Remco, LYM2). Within classical music, both the words ‘popular’ and 
‘well-known’ are often used as a pejorative, whether one is speaking about a 
‘popularising’ musician such as André Rieu or – less often – about well-known composers 
such as Verdi. Something good can also become ‘too popular’. Marsha (HYF2) highly 
enjoyed the first theatre show of comedy duo Plien & Bianca*, but: 
 

Afterwards they got larger and more well-known, but I find the quality of their work has 
decreased. Because they started to serve a larger audience, I think they became easier, and 
they’re less intelligent in their inventions. They’ve become strangers to themselves in my 
view. Or they developed into different directions, that’s possible too of course. 

 
Hence, in Marsha’s view, because Plien & Bianca reached a larger audience (with or 
without explicit intention), the complexity, intelligence and authenticity of their shows 
decreased. Conversely, a small audience is often valued as positive. Liesbeth (HMF2), for 
instance, strongly looks down on ‘the majority’ and ‘the masses’, while happily belonging 
to ‘a strong minority’ herself.  

This analysis is comparable to the distinctions from specific groups in society as 
discussed in chapter 6. However, in this section, I do not discuss quotes that show explicit 
distinction from lower-class or lower educated people, but rather distinction from the more 

                                                            
273 The more general terms ‘popular culture’ and ‘popular music’ are excluded from this analysis. 
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Although many people perceive authentic art and real artists as better than ‘fake’ and 
‘artificial’ art, this criterion does not play a large role in their perception of cultural 
hierarchy (see table 7.1). Only one respondent explicitly links authenticity to high culture: 
 

Culture that contains the heart of the artist, that’s high culture to me. And of course there are 
many artists who are commercial, and then I think it’s kind of selling your soul, that’s how it 
appears to me. So you have to really go for it. The most beautiful thing is – unfortunately not 
realistic, but I do see it in my sister – the only reason she makes art is because she finds it 
beautiful. [Sometimes] she gets an assignment, and she says ‘I can’t work with that, I don’t 
feel anything with it’, even though she can’t buy any food that month while she could get 
6,000 euro for this assignment. Then I think: ‘Woman, don’t be so stupid!’ But on the other 
hand I deeply respect it. (…) And that’s what I call high culture, that I think: you are so true 
to yourself. I admire that. (Anneke, UMF1) 

 
This quote also shows an antonym of authenticity that I did not mention yet: real art 
should not only stay away from the fake, the artificial and homogeneity, but also from 
commercial ends. When one makes art with commercial values in mind, one becomes 
distracted from one’s own feeling and from one’s roots. This is one of the subjects of the 
next section. 
 
 

Social criteria 
 
The final two criteria discussed are not linked to characteristics of the cultural objects 
themselves or of the producers, but more to characteristics of the consumers of these 
items: their number (popularity and commercial value, although the latter is also linked to 
the commercial aim of the producers of the objects) and their status. The latter is only 
discussed in relation to the definition of high and low culture. 
 
 
Mainstream versus underground: Perceived relations between popularity and quality 
 
Many people, particularly the higher educated, express negative feelings about art that is 
produced for commercial ends. They accuse certain artists of ‘selling’ themselves 
(Henricus (HOM1) on André Rieu), condemn film companies for ‘finding cheap ways to 
sell a movie’ (Charles, HOM3), and blame TV channels for broadcasting too many 
commercials breaks (Koos, UMM3; Jan, LOM3; Robert, LOM4). Others accuse certain 
people of buying art as an investment only. They contrast the commercial with the 
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Hence, they say that large audiences and quality do not necessarily go together, or even 
that they are negatively correlated. Therefore, ‘good’ art should be protected. 

However, a strong minority of respondents (particularly upwardly mobile and 
lower educated people) value the popular and the commercial as more positive. Some, for 
instance, admire André Rieu for his ‘businesslike’ activities (Koos, UMM3): ‘People look 
down on him so much (…), but thousands of people enjoy it, and it’s a colourful spectacle, 
and I find this man smart [knap] because of that’ (Joke, LOF5). Michiel (UMM1) rejects 
slating reviews of films that ‘turn out to become top-notch box office hits’, suggesting that 
the reviewers were wrong. Alfred (UOM3) explicitly connects audience size with quality 
during the ranking of cards: ‘ABBA, they are good, they’re commercially successful, so 
they must be good.’ Conversely, small audiences count as negative: ‘Sometimes only two 
rows in the theatre are filled. Well, then it appears I have chosen the wrong play, and that 
it is best to leave’ (Sjef, HOM4). It is no surprise that these people also think differently 
about cultural subsidies: 
 

There are tremendously many artists (…). If you don’t subsidise them, the good ones will 
rise to the surface. I think. They sell. Just like with writers: so many books appear on the 
market, but the top writers reach hundreds of thousands of copies. And they get a decent fee 
for it. (Jan, LOM3) 
 
Maybe I would also enjoy to paint all day or to work for a month on a sculpture or 
something, but on the other hand I think: there is also an economic supply and demand, also 
in that field. (…) And some artists grow really large after a while, and then they earn a 
gigantic sum of money. (Elly, UYF1) 
 
[Theatres] were obliged to also programme plays that attracted fewer people. And the 
consequence was that people walked away. Whereas, if they had a good play with substance, 
they had a full house. (Sjef, HOM4) 

 
Hence, for these people the quality of art can be equalised with popularity and commercial 
success.277  
 The latter group does not link popularity and commercial aims to cultural hierarchy 
(except for some of the ‘outliers’ discussed in chapter 3, who produce an inverted 
hierarchy in their card ranking). Only people who connect small audiences with quality 
apply this logic to hierarchy. They perceive high culture as ‘what interests a select group 
of people’ (Don, UYM3; Nori, UYF2), ‘a small audience’ (Paul, HMM1), and which is 
‘certainly not based on the market’ (Charles, HOM3). Low culture in its turn refers to ‘the 
popular’ (Piet, HMM3), the ‘massive’ (Joachiem, UYM2) and ‘commercial stations and 
Top 40 music’ (Inge, UYF3). This logic leads Rodney (HMM2) even to rank the card with 
                                                            
277 Several others are more ambivalent about art subsidies. They call it a ‘catch 22’ situation (Rodney, 
HMM2) or discuss the excesses of the system without rejecting it as such. 
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amorphous ‘majority’, or the ‘masses’.274 The reason I discuss this subject here rather than 
in chapter 6, is that respondents often use terms to value cultural items that draw a large 
number of people, rather than terms that value people. The adjective ‘popular’ (and earlier 
in this section ‘commercial’) is the most visible one, but there are many more. Music and 
films are called ‘mainstream’ (8 respondents) or, the opposite, ‘underground’ (one 
respondent). Films are divided between, on the one hand, ‘blockbusters’ (4) and ‘box 
office hits’ (5) from ‘Hollywood’ (7), and, on the other hand, ‘cult movies’ (4) or ‘art 
house’ films (29).275 Others simply speak of ‘large’ (9) and ‘small’ (3) films, referring to 
audience size (and perhaps budgets) rather than to the length of the film. The terms that 
refer to large audiences are mostly used in a negative way; references to small audiences 
in a positive way. An exception is ‘Top 40’ as a metaphor for mainstream music (used 20 
times), which is both used in a derogatory way and by people who like it. Most of the 
mentioned terms (except ‘Top 40’ and ‘filmhuis’) are almost exclusively used by higher 
educated respondents, particularly from the youngest age group. Lower educated 
respondents do often watch Hollywood blockbusters, but they do not call them that way.276 
 This logic also comes to the fore when discussing the use of cultural subsidies, 
about which I asked a specific interview question. The proponents of this Dutch system 
want the government to support cultural forms that do not attract many people: 
 

Mass culture doesn’t have to be subsidised, but what I call important culture, that’s 
something that will always attract only a relatively small fraction of the population (…), who 
cannot pay for that as a group. Because it’s worth the effort that this culture remains. (Emiel, 
HOM2) 
 
Without subsidy, it will of course be smashed by the masses. Whereas democracy entails that 
there’s not only a majority, but that there can also be minorities. (Paul, HMM1) 
 
It’s very difficult to rate it at its true value. You cannot say: there are too few people so I 
don’t subsidise it anymore, because it is bad or something. Because these kinds of arguments 
aren’t valid. So you need kinds of experts, a committee of experts who know what’s good 
and what’s bad. (Stephan, HYM1) 

 

                                                            
274 The word ‘mass’ as such is used by 19 respondents, from all education and age groups, in a negative way 
(‘mass audience’,  ‘mass production’, ‘mass culture’). Higher educated, young and middle-aged, and male 
respondents are overrepresented. 
275 The English words ‘mainstream’, ‘underground’, ‘blockbuster’ and ‘cult’ are used literally. ‘Box office 
hit’ is my translation of ‘kaskraker’ (literally: cash cracker). Eight people literally say ‘art house’; 24 say the 
Dutch version ‘filmhuis’ (as three of them say both, the total is 29). 
276 They more often speak – whether positively or negatively – in terms of genres, such as thrillers, 
comedies, horror, science fiction or war movies. The higher educated use these genre denominators too, but 
they complement them with derogatory terms such as ‘blockbuster’ in order to indicate what they think most 
people like.  
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Hence, they say that large audiences and quality do not necessarily go together, or even 
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That’s a classic image, high culture is what I know from my childhood: it’s opera, classical 
music, er, yes, it’s really what was the top for me, so to speak, those with a lot of money, a 
tremendously good education, academically trained, you know. (…) So that’s my old 
association, and yes, it’s still like that. (Vincent, UMM5) 
 
Then you think about the highly trained and such, who can give a good judgement on 
something? High culture… that it’s difficult to understand? (…) And low culture is of course 
accessible, like Frans Bauer fans and such, I think. Yes, because you can really see it: at an 
antique fair or whatever you won’t see a bricklayer walking around to see if he can buy 
something nice. (Gabriëlle, UOF1) 

 
Similar things are said – though less often – in relation to good and bad taste and when 
ranking the cards in hierarchical order. Paul (HMM1) shares his doubts on the ranking: on 
the one hand he associates high culture with the preferences of ‘the elite’ and low culture 
with ‘the masses’, but on the other hand he wants to take into account the ‘societal impact’ 
or the ‘surprise value’ of acts like ABBA and Tiësto. These two items therefore end up 
high in his ranking.  

Finally, several people say that the definition of high culture is ‘created’ or even 
‘forced upon us’ by certain elites (see also chapter 4), and some others that high culture is 
first and foremost a product of status distinction. According to Sander (HYM2), ‘there are 
people who clearly want to distinguish’. Sheila (HMF1) answers a question I rarely asked: 
 

What is, according to you, the difference that other people see between high and low, 
what’s the distinction exactly? 
I think that people who like what others would call inferior culture don’t have such an image 
about that, but rather just watch or buy what they like. And exactly the people who have an 
image of higher culture look down on the others. And that’s why I can’t do anything with 
these concepts, because I think: to everyone his own taste, and yes, I don’t see that in [terms 
of] higher and lower. 
 
I think that the artists and intellectuals who are on that level make it high themselves: above 
the rabble and the riff-raff. They don’t have to do that. (Henny, UMF5) 
 

Thus, this almost ‘sociological’ explanation of cultural hierarchy as a social construction is 
given particularly by people who do not agree with high–low distinctions and who say not 
to distinguish themselves. 
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non-existent composer Pirakovich, of whom he admits he had never heard, at the top of 
the hierarchy, because he is ‘less known among the public’. He consequently positions 
Arnold Schönberg on number two. More often, high culture is not explicitly connected to 
a small audience, but to an elite audience. This link to social stratification is discussed in 
the next section. 
 
 
High culture for elites: Valuations of social status 
 
This chapter showed that several criteria to judge art are also used as a distinction marker 
between high and low culture. However, the introduction showed that cultural hierarchy is 
often not explained with specific characteristics of the cultural products or with the size of 
the audience, but linked to social hierarchy. High culture is what high status people prefer; 
low culture is intended for the ‘common people’.  

This logic is applied by more respondents (32) than any artistic criterion discussed 
earlier in this chapter, as table 7.1 shows. People of all educational levels make this 
connection; older respondents are underrepresented. It is also the most apparent 
connection, as respondents who never even heard of high culture can come up with this 
logic themselves: ‘I don’t know this expression, high culture, but I interpret it as elitist 
culture’, Paul (HMM1) says in a questioning tone. This interpretation may be partly 
triggered by the adjectives ‘high’ and ‘low’ and/or by the previous interview question on 
the tastes of three occupations. Several respondents only begin to talk about social 
stratification after a probing question on the importance of the high–low division in the 
Netherlands, sometimes because they first pretend not to know the concepts (see chapter 
4). Trudy (LMF1) initially merely links high and low culture to specific domains (classical 
music and reading books, versus renting films), but continues after the follow-up question: 
 

Yes, I find that a difficult question, whether that, er… I think so, I think so. Yes, I think that a 
bank manager will sooner get an invitation for the opening of a nice exhibition or a gallery 
than a bricklayer, as a matter of speaking. I think that there’s a large difference. It’s the same 
as, just an example: the hospital [where she works as a nurse] gives a new year’s concert 
every year, and only the managers get invited, the bigwigs so to speak. Whereas we would 
also like to attend, but apparently the tickets are only allotted to… [She continues that not all 
managers want to attend these concerts, so they sometimes pass their tickets on to others, like 
her]. When you eventually attend such a concert, you indeed see more professors and that 
kind of people, haha, so such a difference is really being made between higher and lower 
culture. 

 
Trudy (LMF1) refers to different ranks within the hospital where she works. Others 
connect it to class, level of education or income: 
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by Bourdieu (1984), who explicitly links this aesthetic with ‘the taste of necessity’ of the 
working class. They value a cultural object for its contents (including the right morals), for 
the diverse emotions it invokes and for the skills of the artist, for instance his/her ability to 
paint highly realist portraits. However, my research, in addition to some previous studies 
(e.g., Roose 2008; Rössel 2011), shows that this logic is used by people of whichever 
educational background. The popular aesthetic criteria in the upper half of table 7.1 do not 
show any significant differences between education groups, and only sometimes between 
birth cohorts. Most of these criteria are even used slightly more by the higher educated, 
except for ‘personal motives’. The lower educated limit themselves more to popular 
criteria, whereas the higher educated apply both aesthetic logics. Hence, the latter are not 
only more omnivorous in what they like, as many scholars since Peterson & Simkus 
(1992) have shown, but also in how they like this.  

This interesting finding must be specified somewhat, though, as the qualitative 
analysis showed that the higher educated use this popular aesthetic in a more complex or 
abstract way. There appears to be a hierarchy within this aesthetic, whether it is within the 
criterion of emotion, contents or craftsmanship. The lower educated want to laugh, cry or 
become scared when they see a film, whereas the higher educated more often wish to be 
‘moved’ or ‘touched’ and sometimes even search for ‘new’ emotions. They look down on 
the ‘sentimental’: too strong, deliberately invoked emotions. Similarly, lower educated 
people wish cultural objects to possess content as such (as opposed to ‘empty’ art such as 
– in their view – abstract paintings) and to contain story lines that they can personally 
relate to; medium educated people prefer art that can teach them something, such as 
documentaries on Discovery Channel; and academics value more complex storylines that 
can be interpreted in different ways. Finally, craftsmanship is highly valued by lower 
educated people, whereas the higher educated perceive it as a necessary but not sufficient 
condition to make good art.  

The higher educated apply both the pure aesthetic and more abstract forms of the 
popular aesthetic not only within the traditional domain of high culture, but also within 
many popular culture genres, as several other studies showed before. These conclusions 
give ammunition to Holt’s (1998) and Lizardo’s (2008) proposition that the ‘embodied’ 
taste nowadays is more important than the ‘objective’ taste, meaning that a hierarchy of 
artistic criteria has eclipsed the hierarchy of cultural objects. ‘It ain’t what you do, it’s the 
way that you do it’, as Van Eijck (2013) paraphrased Ella Fitzgerald in his inaugural 
lecture. The question remains whether this use of pure aesthetics across domains has 
broken down cultural hierarchy, or whether high culture is still mainly founded in what I, 
in chapter 1, called the classic logic of cultural hierarchy. This is the subject of the next 
section. 
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Conclusion 
 
This chapter gave an extensive overview of the logics behind several criteria of art 
appreciation. Because of the pioneering and explorative nature of this study, I chose to 
present the criteria one by one, in order to thoroughly scrutinise the role of each single 
criterion in the narratives of respondents from different backgrounds. At the end of this 
long chapter, though, it is time to wrap up the parts in order to answer the two main 
questions posed at the beginning: (1) can we recognise a ‘popular’ and ‘pure aesthetic’, as 
described by Bourdieu, and are these logics indeed mainly applied by the lower and higher 
educated respectively; and (2) which criteria play the most important role in defining high 
and low culture? In order to answer these questions, I will also take another look at table 
7.1.  
 
 
The application of criteria in general 
 
When we look at the pure aesthetics in the lower half of table 7.1, we see that many 
criteria are indeed applied more by the higher educated.278 These differences are 
significant with seven out of twelve criteria in this category (excluding the umbrella term 
‘originality’), the strongest being ‘form over content’(i.e., explicit remarks on this 
aesthetic disposition), depth and innovativeness.279 In the qualitative account of these 
criteria, we clearly saw that the higher educated of whichever age often distinguish from 
people who like ‘too simple’ cultural products and say to prefer culture that requires more 
efforts. The ‘acquired taste’ is advocated in many different ways. Furthermore, formal 
aspects of art are appreciated, particularly when in a new, original or innovative way. 
Finally, authenticity is highly valued, both in relation to the artist’s ‘real’ intentions (which 
may not be ‘commercial’) and – to a lesser degree – to the ‘true origin’ of the art or to the 
origin in a specific region. However, many higher educated people do not want things to 
go too far: when culture is getting ‘too complex’ or ‘too experimental’ – in their view 
incomprehensible – they withdraw. They implicitly locate themselves on a certain spot on 
a complexity continuum (cf. Ganzeboom 1982). The lower educated would probably 
position themselves somewhere on such a continuum too, but they do not often speak in 
such terms.  
 This account indeed leads to the expectation that the ‘popular aesthetic’ is mainly 
applied by lower educated people and shunned by higher educated people. This is stated 

                                                            
278 This section is about the application of criteria in the entire interview, whether describing likes and 
dislikes or replying to specific interview questions. The next section deals specifically with the latter. 
279 Note that differences are always measured between three groups. Sometimes the level of significance can 
be higher when only two groups are compared. 
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such terms.  
 This account indeed leads to the expectation that the ‘popular aesthetic’ is mainly 
applied by lower educated people and shunned by higher educated people. This is stated 

                                                            
278 This section is about the application of criteria in the entire interview, whether describing likes and 
dislikes or replying to specific interview questions. The next section deals specifically with the latter. 
279 Note that differences are always measured between three groups. Sometimes the level of significance can 
be higher when only two groups are compared. 
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the ages, with highly moral or civilised art and/or with artists with great skills.281 In the 
card ranking, this logic also prevails (cf. Vermeulen & Van den Haak 2012). Morality is 
even by far the most frequently applied criterion when the distinction between good and 
bad taste is at stake. Only twelve respondents apply one or more of the modern criteria 
such as innovativeness and authenticity on their definition of high culture. Some of them 
explicitly state that modern or abstract art belongs to this domain more than classical art 
does, but there are more people who explicitly state the reverse.282  

Summarised, apart from the expressed objections and many people’s ignorance, 
people often associate high culture with complex, classical and civilised art, that draws a 
small elite audience; and low culture with simple or vulgar cultural objects that draw a 
mass audience of common people. An important reason why many object these 
descriptions is that both these social distinctions and these objective criteria are not that 
clear anymore in a time of cultural omnivores and egalitarian ideals. Therefore, the 
perceptions that people have of cultural hierarchy do, in their view, not (or: no longer) 
correspond with the perceived social hierarchy. This is partly caused by the emergence of 
alternative criteria of arts appreciation in the course of the nineteenth century, which many 
(particularly higher educated) people now apply to all cultural domains, whether 
categorised as high or as low. However, only a minority of respondents perceive this 
modern logic as a basis for cultural hierarchy in itself.  

My research does not confirm Lizardo’s (2008) assumption that the emergence of 
cultural hierarchy in the nineteenth century eventually led to its own collapse in the 
twentieth century. First, as I showed in chapter 1, what emerged in the nineteenth century 
was not cultural hierarchy as such, but a competing, ‘modern’, logic of an already existing, 
‘classic’, cultural hierarchy. Second, both logics are still competing. The modern logic 
nowadays shapes the taste distinctions of higher educated people, which consequently 
leads to a cultural hierarchy of ‘embodied tastes’, that breaches the classic domains of high 
and low culture. However, such a new hierarchy is only recognised by a few people (and 
often mixed with the classic logic), whereas more people still perceive a classic cultural 
hierarchy. Although many of them object to this classic hierarchy, as we saw in chapter 4, 
they do not realise that the result of new distinctive practices could be interpreted as the 
emergence of a new kind of hierarchy.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
281 There are no clear differences between education groups. Older respondents are overrepresented. 
282 Among the youngest birth cohort, the classic and modern logic are balanced, but the other cohorts, as 
well as the three education groups, favour the classic logic. 
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The perceived characteristics of high culture 
 
The second question that this chapter wants to answer is which criteria people apply in 
their definitions and descriptions of high and low culture. What is the logic behind cultural 
hierarchy in people’s perceptions? Is it the classic logic of classical, civilised and 
formalised art, or is it the modern logic of formal innovation and authenticity? First, I must 
repeat the finding from chapter 4 that many respondents (26, to be exact) object to such 
‘elitist’ and ‘derogatory’ terms, and 27 more are ambivalent about it. Furthermore, 25 
people do not know the concepts, of whom 19 guessed what they might mean.280 
However, many respondents, including those who object or speculate, try to define and 
interpret the concepts ‘high’ and ‘low culture’ anyway, which can hence be the object of 
analysis. 
 Table 7.1 showed that the most important logic behind cultural hierarchy, 
mentioned by 32 respondents, is simply the link to social hierarchy: high culture consists 
of the cultural objects preferred by higher classes or by higher educated people. Although 
this logic does not take into account the increasing number of high status cultural 
omnivores, which undermines the hierarchy, it is the most common, sociological, 
definition. It is often applied by the respondents who speculate about the meaning of the 
concepts, as the adjectives ‘high’ and ‘low’ as such often refer to social stratification. It is 
closely related to another frequently used social criterion: popularity and audience size. In 
this view, high culture is not only characterised by its elite audience, but more generally 
by its small and therefore exclusive audience, whereas the most popular is perceived as 
lower on the ladder (the three statistical ‘outliers’ gave a reverse logic, implying that 
classical music is low culture). This logic is applied most during the ranking of cards 
within the field of music (the right column in table 7.1), although I must note that many 
respondents ranked in silence and I did not always ask for people’s explanations.  

The most frequently used artistic criterion, though applied less during the card 
ranking, is complexity, whether people personally prefer this ‘difficult’ high culture or not. 
Chapter 1 described complexity as the only criterion that forms a basis for both logics of 
cultural hierarchy, which obscures the differences between the two. Let us therefore take a 
look at the differences between the classic and modern criteria. Table 7.1 in itself is 
somewhat vague in this respect, because both positive and negative utterances are counted, 
and because it does not become clear how many people use several criteria 
simultaneously. A more thorough look at people’s individual replies to the question on 
high and low culture reveals that the classic criteria are more frequently used than the 
modern ones. About 26 people associate high culture with classical art that has survived 

                                                            
280 Not included in these 25 are the nine people who only say not to know the concepts, but whose objections 
reveal otherwise (e.g. ‘André Hazes can be high culture too’, LMM4). 
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who perceive such a hierarchy as more in line with their own tastes and distinctive 
practices, the lower educated are still looked down on in this new line of thinking. 
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Discussion: Possible opinions on a ‘new’ hierarchy 
 
Many people reject the ‘classic’ cultural hierarchy, that apparently does not play an 
important role in society anyhow, whereas most of them do not recognise a possible new 
cultural hierarchy that has emerged. The question rises what they would think of such a 
new hierarchy, if they were aware of it. I did not ask such a question in the interviews, as I 
only arrived at this conclusion during the data analysis, but we could speculate about such 
(virtual) opinions.  

For the higher educated (particularly the younger generations), I formulate two 
opposing expectations. On the one hand, they could embrace this new hierarchy, as it is 
based on their own distinctive practices. When they prefer original and authentic art and 
distinguish from those who like – in their view – cliché and commercial cultural objects, 
they most likely would like their preferences to belong to this new ‘high culture’. 
Furthermore, they might perceive it as less class-based and more individualist and 
meritocratic than the classic hierarchy. As we saw before, it is easier to distinguish from 
those who either individually ‘chose’ the ‘wrong’ taste or who did not receive proper 
education than from those who ‘cannot help’ being born in a lower class and therefore 
possessing bad taste. On the other hand, they might reject any hierarchical idea, whether it 
is based on classic criteria or on the modern criteria that they apply themselves when 
describing their taste. Upwardly mobile people might be more prone to share such an 
unconditional (or perhaps ambivalent) egalitarian view, because of their background. They 
are a product of meritocracy, but also see its disadvantages and limitations, namely that 
class background is still a more important predictor of people’s achievements (and tastes) 
than many higher educated people expect. Therefore, they are not eager to look down on 
the tastes of those from a similar background who did not achieve the same (educational) 
success as they did. 

The lower educated would probably not recognise a new cultural hierarchy, as they 
are hardly aware of the artistic criteria that the higher educated apply in their distinctive 
practices. Both in the classic and in the modern version of cultural hierarchy they are 
positioned in the lower half themselves. They are the ones that are looked down on, 
whether it is by old elites who like ‘classic’ high culture, or by younger generations who 
prefer original and innovative art. Some lower educated also like items from this classic 
high culture, such as André Rieu, but are not aware of the low status of these items 
according to other (including modern) criteria. Therefore, they might understand the new 
hierarchy even less than they understood the classic one. A rejection of such an 
incomprehensible cultural hierarchy would be the most logical reaction. 
 Hence, although a modern cultural hierarchy has partially broken down the classic 
one, to the delight (if they would recognise it) of many (young) higher educated people 
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Conclusion 
 
 
Because so-called ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ (or high and popular culture) 
increasingly mix – thanks to boundary crossing artists and cultural consumers with broad 
tastes – the social significance of these concepts crumble, it is often said. In a postmodern 
view, cultural items, such as songs, films and books, are not (or should not be) placed in a 
hierarchical order, but are (or should be) valued equally. There is no disputing about taste, 
as the expression goes. This is the cultural equivalent of a more general egalitarian ideal 
that has often been heard in Western countries during the past half-century. 
 However, people do dispute about tastes, and social inequality still exists. Higher 
status people often distinguish themselves from lower status people, who have ‘bad 
tastes’. Furthermore, people who are closer in the social hierarchy make more subtle 
distinctions vis-à-vis each other. Hence, cultural hierarchy largely corresponds with social 
hierarchy (Bourdieu 1984). This idea has been contested by scholars on so-called ‘cultural 
omnivores’ (e.g., Peterson & Simkus 1992). The existence of high status people with 
broad tastes, who cross boundaries between ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, challenged 
both this ‘homology’ between cultural and social hierarchy and the idea of distinctive 
practices of elites. One can wonder whether it makes sense for people who combine high 
and low culture to derive status out of high culture and to look down on those who like 
low culture. And, more generally: how can people look down on others, when these others 
are perceived as equal? Scholars soon proposed several ways in which ‘omnivores’ can 
nevertheless distinguish from others, such as with their broad taste (looking down on the 
narrow-minded) and within their broad taste (e.g., looking down on bad tastes within a 
genre). This dissertation aimed to contribute to this discussion in a more detailed way, 
focussing on the potential ambivalences between cultural distinction and the perception of 
(and/or wish for) an egalitarian society. 

Another important question that remained open is what the concepts ‘high culture’ 
and ‘low culture’ actually mean. Does everyone understand the same when they use the 
terms? Many people, both within the cultural world, in the media and in academia, use 
these concepts uncritically, while at the same time claiming that their significance is 
declining. Some researchers simply defined high culture as the sum of certain a priori 
defined fields, such as classical music and museums. Such a definition, however, 
undervalues potential dynamic classifications. Cultural hierarchy is a socially constructed 
phenomenon, which gradually developed. Furthermore, there is no consensus on high 
culture’s characteristics: it cannot be classic and innovative at the same time,283 and the 

                                                            
283 One can recognise the innovative character of certain art in its time, but in the present the two criteria are 
incompatible. 
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How are these practices, perceptions and opinions related to people’s social 
position, as indicated by education, social origin (i.e., parents’ education), age and 
gender? 

 
I studied these questions by means of an innovative research design, consisting of 
interviews, analysed both in a qualitative and quantitative way, with a carefully selected 
sample of ninety Dutch people. The in-depth interviews were designed to first let people 
speak openly about their and others’ tastes in a variety of cultural fields, before moving on 
to more structured questions about, among others, high and low culture. I took in mind 
that people do not necessarily tell ‘facts’, but that a sociological interview is an 
exploration of the self-presentations people give, in interaction with the interviewer. The 
scrutiny of contradictions, ambivalences, hesitations and nuances enriched my 
understanding of cultural hierarchies in practice. Furthermore, I used a card ranking 
assignment to statistically analyse the actual shape such a hierarchy takes (as compared to 
people’s personal taste rankings), as well as the degree of consensus about or variations 
within the order of items. This mixed methods design enabled me to thoroughly study 
cultural hierarchy from different points of view.  
 
 
Hierarchical practices, perceptions and opinions 
 
Practising cultural hierarchy 
 
While the significance of cultural distinction, particularly in contemporary societies, has 
been contested, my research shows that there are many ways in which people – 
particularly higher educated – ‘do’ cultural hierarchy. First, they look down, though often 
not explicitly, on ‘lower’ tastes and on people who like these ‘lower’ tastes. They mock 
and stereotype others’ tastes and distance themselves from the popularity of these tastes. 
Sometimes, they speak somewhat ironically or apologetically about their own occasional 
‘guilty pleasures’. These distinctions do not only concern the specific tastes of others, but 
also the perceived absence (or low frequency) of certain cultural practices, the lack of 
knowledge, and the refusal to be open to new forms of culture that do not immediately 
appeal. Conversely, people pride themselves – though less explicitly – for their good taste, 
their frequent cultural activities, vast knowledge and open attitude towards ‘difficult’ art. 
Chapter 4 described such practices in great detail. 
 These distinctive practices also come to the fore when looking at the criteria people 
(often implicitly) use to explain their likes and dislikes, as discussed in chapter 7. In 
accordance with Bourdieu, the higher educated distinguish themselves from the lower 
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alleged complexity and moral value of high culture are contested, too. Even the historical 
accounts of the emergence of high culture differ, partially due to contradictory definitions. 

In this conclusion, I first recall the research questions and a brief sketch of the 
methodology. Subsequently, I present the main findings by answering the three research 
questions in separate sections. Finally, I give some suggestions for further research, based 
on (methodological) shortcomings of this research and on some afterthoughts on the 
relative role of cultural taste in hierarchical practices. 
 
 

Research questions and methods 
 
This dissertation aimed to unravel how people in the Netherlands perceive cultural 
hierarchy. In order to do this, I researched three different but related aspects of cultural 
hierarchy. First, how people practise, or ‘do’, cultural hierarchy when speaking about their 
cultural likes and dislikes. In other words: do they look down on, and up to, people with 
other tastes, or do they treat all tastes equally? Second, how people perceive and define 
cultural hierarchy: are they familiar with the concepts ‘high’ and ‘low culture’, and, if so, 
how do they define it and how do they classify cultural items? Third, what their opinions 
are on cultural hierarchy: one can perceive something hierarchically when asked or even 
sometimes practise hierarchy in one’s narrative, but nevertheless reject the idea of ‘high 
culture’ being superior. Finally, I connected these three aspects in order to explore 
contradictions and ambivalences. 

I compared several groups of respondents, in order to take into account birth 
cohort, gender, educational level and parents’ educational level. The tendency of increased 
egalitarian ideals led to the expectation that younger people express themselves in a 
relatively less hierarchical way. The comparison between upwardly mobile people and 
both high and low immobile people enabled me to study (perceptions of) the influence of 
parental upbringing, as compared to formal education.  

This resulted in three specific research questions: 
 

How do people in the Netherlands practise, perceive and value cultural hierarchy, 
and how is this related to their own taste preferences? 
 
To what extent are people consistent in their narrative, and if not, how can 
contradictions and tensions be explained? 
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and how is this related to their own taste preferences? 
 
To what extent are people consistent in their narrative, and if not, how can 
contradictions and tensions be explained? 
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Defining cultural hierarchy 
 
Above, we saw how people can practise cultural hierarchy in daily life – or, to be more 
precise: during an interview on taste – but defining it is something different. I studied how 
people describe ‘high culture’ when asked, and how they rank cultural items 
hierarchically. Chapter 3 showed that the great majority of my respondents are able to rank 
musical items in a hierarchical way, which often differs from their personal taste rankings. 
Some lower educated respondents even say that they personally prefer low culture. 
Regardless of their own preferences, people perceive classical composers as high culture 
and certain Dutch language singers and contemporary pop artists as low. In between, there 
are more deviations, but overall there is consensus.  
 Chapter 7 extensively analysed the criteria people apply to rank these items and to 
define high and low culture. The main logic people use is the link to social hierarchy: high 
culture is what high status people like. This interpretation is validated by the results from 
the card ranking: what is generally perceived as high culture corresponds with the tastes of 
most (older) higher educated respondents. This logic is partly triggered by the adjectives 
‘high’ and ‘low’, which give clues to the respondents who have never heard of the 
concepts. A strongly related logic is the size of the audience: high culture is preferred by a 
minority; low culture by the ‘masses’. There are only a few exceptions: some people turn 
this logic around in their rankings, by positioning the most popular items on top. 

Another often used criterion is seniority: high culture is older than low culture, it 
has survived (or, when somewhat younger, will survive) the ages. The divergent 
applications of this criterion explain the variations in the ranking of some popular music 
items from the 1960s and ’70s, which, according to younger respondents, have already 
survived the ages (read: decades). The two mentioned criteria – seniority and the social 
logic – can also collide, which partially explains the high dispersion in the ranking of 
popularising classical musician André Rieu: some perceive him as high (because of the 
seniority of the music he plays), others as low (because of the perceived low status of his 
audience), some express their doubts.  

A third important characteristic attributed to high culture is complexity: it is 
perceived as more difficult to understand (sometimes even too difficult) and thus requires 
training. Conversely, low culture is perceived as simple and easy to comprehend. This 
criterion corresponds with how people actually practise hierarchy, as we saw above.  

Furthermore, there are some other criteria that are applied, sometimes 
contradictory. Craftsmanship, for instance, is perceived by some as constitutive of high 
culture, whereas others think that this criterion is mainly appreciated among lower classes. 
The latter idea corresponds with the aversion of abstract art by many lower educated 
people, who dislike this art (among other reasons) for being too easy to produce. The 
civilisation discourse with which some intellectual proponents of high culture (quoted in 
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educated by more often applying a ‘pure aesthetic’. They prefer music, films and paintings 
that they perceive as more complex, original and authentic; and they dislike what they see 
as the simple, the cliché and the fake. They propagate the ‘acquired taste’: one should 
make an effort to learn to like something that at first sight does not appeal. Contrary to 
Bourdieu’s theory, though, they do not reject the ‘popular aesthetic’ that the lower 
educated apply. Instead, they are ‘omnivorous’ in the criteria they apply to judge cultural 
items. However, they do use this popular aesthetic in a slightly different manner, by 
speaking in a more elaborate and detailed way than the lower educated do. They often 
expect somewhat different emotions in music than the lower educated do, they wish to 
interpret ‘layers’ in the content of a film, and they tend to perceive craftsmanship in art not 
as a goal in itself but as a necessary, though not sufficient, precondition.  

Higher educated people seem to use some of these criteria as the basis for 
hierarchical scales, whether it is emotion (from cheap sentiments to being moved by 
‘unknown’ emotions) or originality (from the cliché to far-fetched experiments). Higher 
educated people position themselves on a certain location on these scales: they, for 
example, like to make some effort to understand complex symphonies, whereas they look 
down on those who prefer simple melodies and look up to those who understand 
‘incomprehensible’ atonal compositions. Most lower educated people, on the other hand, 
only apply the ‘popular aesthetic’, which implies an emphasis on the sheer attraction of 
cultural items and a relation to personal life. Hence, they do not position themselves on 
such scales. 

This positioning of specific artistic criteria on a scale is, among others, the basis of 
people’s self-positioning in a cultural hierarchy. This brings me to the second way of 
practising cultural hierarchy, described in chapter 4: looking up to others. Whereas people 
are often reluctant to openly look down on others, they experience it as easier to express 
their awe towards ‘higher’ tastes. Similarly, acquaintances with vast knowledge, a more 
open attitude and more frequent cultural activities are often admired. This goes together 
with self-deprecating speech on these several issues: downplaying one’s own taste, 
expressing embarrassment on one’s lack of knowledge, and so on. Although it is mainly 
the higher educated who look up, also the lower educated sometimes use such self-
deprecations, for example by apologising for watching soap series. Their hierarchical 
perception of cultural tastes makes the higher educated both look down and up, whereas 
the lower educated – as we will see below – more often resist hierarchical speech or even 
ignore it entirely.  
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These findings correspond with egalitarian ideals in contemporary Western 
countries, in particular in a country such as the Netherlands. One of the main elements of 
the Dutch national self-image is the quest for normalcy and the resistance against 
expressions of superiority. However, as we saw above, many people do practise hierarchy, 
particularly people with a high educational level. Therefore, we cannot simply explain the 
resistance against cultural hierarchy with ‘broad-minded’ and ‘tolerant’ cultural omnivores 
in an age of blurring boundaries. The tension between practice and opinion will be 
discussed below, alongside other tensions. 
 
 
Analysing contradictions and tensions 
 
The juxtaposition of the above sub-sections invokes some questions. A number of 
discrepancies and tensions come to the fore when the different elements of cultural 
hierarchy are combined. First, many people practise and oppose cultural hierarchy 
simultaneously (sections 1 and 3). Second, people sometimes practise cultural hierarchy in 
a different manner than they define it (sections 1 and 2). A third possible tension, between 
perception and resistance (sections 2 and 3) can easily be explained with the design of the 
research: I encouraged people to hierarchically rank items despite their objections or 
ambivalent feelings, according to the perception they have of the logic that others apply. 
This section will reveal and explain the first and second tension. 
 
 
Practising and opposing cultural hierarchy 
 
The first tension to be analysed is that cultural hierarchy is often rejected by people who 
practise it nevertheless. They are inconsistent in the course of the interview, and often they 
even seem to change opinions within one sentence. Respondents – particularly the higher 
educated – who show such ambivalence outnumber those who confine to either a 
hierarchical or an egalitarian narrative. In chapter 5, I used Swidler’s (2001) theoretical 
framework to explain these ambivalences. She showed that people often change 
repertoires when trying to narrate their lives or to build an argument. They can choose 
from several ‘cultural repertoires’, which shows their knowledge of these repertoires. For 
instance, people can speak about a certain cultural taste in a highly distinctive way, until 
they realise that they personally know someone who has such a taste. Opinions can alter 
when they are personalised, particularly the presentation of such opinions in the 
interaction with others, in this case with an interviewer. Besides, anti-hierarchical opinions 
can also be interpreted in a hierarchical way after all, as chapter 4 showed. People who 
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the introduction) justify its value is rarely used, but the related concept of morality is 
sometimes applied to describe the opposite: low culture and bad taste. Finally, some relate 
high culture to original, innovative or experimental art, which, however, often contradicts 
the logic of seniority. Below, we will see how such contradictions can be explained and 
contextualised, but first I discuss the third aspect of cultural hierarchy: opinions. 
 
 
Valuing cultural hierarchy 
 
Because I never explicitly asked for people’s opinions on cultural hierarchy, many people 
gave definitions and classifications when asked, without value judgement. Spontaneous 
expressions of approval were rare, whereas spontaneous objections and downplaying 
remarks were made much more often. This does not imply that those who did not give 
their opinion necessarily approve of cultural hierarchy. This section therefore focuses on 
the large minority (about 26 respondents) who spontaneously shared their negative 
opinions, as well as on those who expressed an ambivalent opinion (about an equal 
number). 

What struck me most while conducting interviews was the fierce resistance against 
the concepts ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, as well as against ‘good taste’ and ‘bad 
taste’. The second part of chapter 4 shows that many people – mostly, but not only, lower 
educated – reply to the specific interview questions on these matters with strong objections 
against the ‘arrogant’, ‘elitist’, ‘derogatory’ and ‘humiliating’ connotations of such terms. 
The concepts remind some of the past, as they remember low or popular culture being 
condemned by parents and teachers, while others try to clarify them in light of sociological 
explanations on social constructions by elites. Many people try to refrain from cultural 
distinction themselves (in other words: they do not want to practise hierarchy), and they 
object others who do distinguish. Snobbish elites are criticised strongly, whether it is the 
conceited cultural elite who unjustly regard their own taste as superior, or the insincere 
economic elite who visit the Concertgebouw only for status reasons. These responses are 
often accompanied by egalitarian utterances. When speaking about taste differences with 
others – whether they be relatives or anonymous bricklayers – relativist expressions such 
as ‘tastes just differ’ and ‘one cannot dispute about taste’ are frequently articulated.  

Some other people – though a small minority – do not only keep away from 
hierarchical ideas, but do not speak explicitly in an anti-hierarchical way either. They 
avoid narratives of hierarchy and anti-hierarchy completely, and speak in a more neutral 
way about cultural taste, as the second part of chapter 5 showed. Taste does not play a role 
in their classification and valuation of themselves and others; they seem to be occupied 
with other things. Many (not only in this particular group) have never even heard of the 
concept ‘high culture’, or pretend not to know it. 
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culture. Of course, this can simply be interpreted by proposing a hierarchy within a 
hierarchy, as the card rankings indicate: Radiohead is positioned higher than Britney 
Spears. However, the deviations between taste rankings and perceived hierarchies reveal a 
more complex situation. People sometimes distinguish themselves with items that do not 
appear high in their perceived hierarchy. Also, some position classical music high in the 
hierarchy, but criticise others who derive status out of their love for this music.  

Furthermore, they often apply different criteria. Lizardo (2008) claims, following 
Bourdieu, that cultural hierarchy is mainly founded on the modern logic of the 
autonomous art world, which emerged in the nineteenth century: the ‘pure aesthetic’ of 
innovation as well as authenticity. Because, in the twentieth and twenty-first century, 
people use the same logic to distinguish within popular culture, he argues, the domains of 
high and low culture lose their worth. One could conclude, though, that this should lead to 
ever changing hierarchies: high culture (which Bourdieu calls ‘legitimate culture’) always 
consists of those cultural items with which high status people distinguish themselves, 
valued for their formal, innovative and authentic qualities. This means that the rigid 
domain of high culture that Lizardo speaks about indeed disappears, and is replaced by a 
new, more fuzzy and dynamic, high culture. However, Lizardo only writes about how 
people practise cultural hierarchy, not how they define it. He defines it himself, but with 
the logic that undermines its present significance. 

My research showed that only a few of my (higher educated) respondents use this 
modern logic to define cultural hierarchy, even though this logic is applied by many of 
them to explain likes and dislikes and to distinguish from others. Most people define 
cultural hierarchy in different terms, such as seniority, next to the connection with social 
hierarchy and complexity. This way of defining high culture corresponds more with the 
classic logic of cultural hierarchy that I analysed in chapter 1. I argued that high culture 
gradually emerged as a separate domain in the course of several centuries, due to 
increasing demands for civilisation. A canon was being shaped of classic, highly moral 
and often complex culture, which was worth saving for, and transferring to, future 
generations. This is similar to the definition of high culture that most of my respondents 
give. In the nineteenth century, a competing logic appeared, by instigation of Romantic 
artists, who celebrated formal innovation and art for art’s sake. From this time on, both 
hierarchical logics were conflicting continuously, although in most people’s perception 
both domains of high culture seem to have merged into one homogeneous block. This still 
leads to confusion, when intellectuals, as quoted in the introduction, use diverging 
arguments to defend or to attack high culture.  

People practise cultural distinction with this modern logic, across the domains of 
high and low culture that were shaped according to the classic logic. But, because most 
people still perceive high culture in terms of the old definition, their distinctive practices 
do not result in a new ‘high culture’. Until the nineteenth century, people’s practising and 
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emphasise egalitarianism and who object ‘high culture’ distinguish themselves from 
‘snobs’ who do look down on others’ tastes. They apply moral rather than cultural criteria 
(cf. Lamont 1992) to classify themselves and others. They implicitly produce a new 
hierarchy, which ranges from ‘honest’ and ‘authentic’ individuals to people who use 
cultural taste for status reasons or who follow the majority.  

The switch in self-presentation described above occurs even more in the instant 
nuances people add to their distinctive utterances, by means of downplaying remarks such 
as ‘I don’t mean it in a derogatory way’. They suddenly realise that the interviewer might 
perceive them different from the self they wish to present, or that their expressed opinion 
contradicts social desirability; and they must correct this at once. Such corrections mainly 
take place when large distinctions from people further down the ladder are at stake, as they 
regard it as taboo to look down on lower classes (compare the objections against high and 
low culture). Distinctions from people who are more proximate in the social hierarchy are 
much easier. When people with about the same educational level have bad taste, they can 
simply be blamed for their ‘individual choice’ without remorse, whereas those lower 
educated are not held responsible for their ‘bad’ taste. 

As said, the switching between repertoires may be triggered by the sudden 
awareness that acquaintances have a different taste. People who work at socially diverse 
workplaces are more often confronted with people with ‘low’ tastes from whom they do 
not want to openly distinguish. Particularly in an informalised society such as the 
Netherlands, social exchange between people with different educational levels has become 
more awkward and complex, as Wouters (2007) argues. It even becomes more difficult for 
upwardly mobile people, when they feel they have outgrown their own relatives. On their 
way up, they became acquainted with new cultural tastes and they began to deviate from 
the tastes with which they grew up. But, unlike their equally educated friends with higher 
educated parents, it is hard for them to distinguish from ‘lower’ tastes, as they do not want 
to alienate themselves from their parents and siblings. Due to the increasing diversity of 
settings in which people are socialised, Lahire (2003) claims, people do not have a 
coherent ‘habitus’, and hence their actions and opinions are often inconsistent. 
 
 
Practising and defining cultural hierarchy 
 
The second tension, the different ways in which people practise and define cultural 
hierarchy, might be clarified with the above theoretical explanations, too, but there is more 
to be said. The question is how hierarchical practices in the core interview correspond with 
the rationale people use to describe hierarchies and rank items. People not only distinguish 
themselves with their ‘high cultural’ taste from people with ‘low cultural’ tastes, according 
to their own definitions and rankings, but they also distinguish within low (or popular) 
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to alienate themselves from their parents and siblings. Due to the increasing diversity of 
settings in which people are socialised, Lahire (2003) claims, people do not have a 
coherent ‘habitus’, and hence their actions and opinions are often inconsistent. 
 
 
Practising and defining cultural hierarchy 
 
The second tension, the different ways in which people practise and define cultural 
hierarchy, might be clarified with the above theoretical explanations, too, but there is more 
to be said. The question is how hierarchical practices in the core interview correspond with 
the rationale people use to describe hierarchies and rank items. People not only distinguish 
themselves with their ‘high cultural’ taste from people with ‘low cultural’ tastes, according 
to their own definitions and rankings, but they also distinguish within low (or popular) 
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than Bourdieu suggested, who focussed on cultural distinction among the dominant class 
(including the ‘dominated’ cultural elite), ‘cultural goodwill’ among the middle class, and 
feelings of inferiority among the working class. The lower educated, on the other hand, 
more often express themselves in an anti-hierarchical, egalitarian or individualist way. 
This implies that Bourdieu’s idea on the acceptance of an inferior position by people from 
lower strata, which contributes to the legitimation and reproduction of cultural hierarchy, 
must be rejected. Most of them indeed perceive a cultural hierarchy when asked, but often 
they do not agree with it. Some of them do not speak in hierarchical terms, not even to 
resist it, but remain neutral when discussing their own and others’ tastes.  
 The interplay of educational level and age comes to the fore best in the card 
ranking assignment. The musical hierarchy that most people perceive corresponds closely 
with the mean taste ranking of older, higher educated respondents. In contrast, the tastes of 
younger, lower educated respondents are more or less the opposite of this hierarchy, which 
they do recognise. This implies that cultural hierarchy as perceived by people not only 
resembles social hierarchy, but that it also represents the preferences of an older 
generation. This can mean two things. First, age itself can contribute to the perception of 
social hierarchy: older people, who have on average higher occupational positions and 
higher incomes, are more often perceived as part of ‘the elite’ than younger people with 
the same educational level, and hence their taste is perceived as higher culture. Second, it 
can imply that high culture is perceived as classic culture, which has survived the ages, 
and which is ‘coincidentally’ preferred by this group. This second interpretation is 
validated by the minute analysis of people’s definitions, in which classic criteria 
outnumber modern ones. Either way, it would be interesting to wait and see how 
hierarchical perceptions might change in the future, when newer generations, with tastes in 
popular culture and jazz, will have grown older (see also the suggestions for further 
research below). Younger people already perceive ‘classic’ rock bands and chansonniers 
as higher in the hierarchy than older people do. 
 Differences between birth cohorts as such are mainly found in the quantitative 
study on musical tastes: classical music lovers are older than fans of contemporary 
pop/rock acts. Other significant age differences can be found in the application of some 
specific artistic criteria, but these differences can partially be explained with the specific 
use of certain criteria (adjectives such as ‘alternative’ and ‘mainstream’) within popular 
culture. In the qualitative study on hierarchical practices and opinions, however, 
generational differences are weaker; when quantifying certain quotes and codes, these 
differences are not significant. There is a slight tendency towards egalitarianism among 
younger generations: younger people more often refuse to look up to others and they more 
often resist hierarchical concepts such as ‘high culture’. On the other hand, younger people 
tend to look down on others more than older people do. Therefore, we must be careful 
with interpreting these small differences as increasing egalitarianism.  
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defining of cultural hierarchy were presumably strongly related, but, since then, the 
competition between logics has broken down this strict relation. This has led to confusion 
on the question whether the relation between cultural hierarchy and distinction has faded 
or not. I hope this dissertation will contribute to clarifying this issue. 
 
 

Differences between research groups 
 
The third research question dealt with the relation between the findings and people’s social 
position, in other words with the differences and similarities between the groups under 
scrutiny. I designed a quota sample in order to systematically compare three educational 
groups (high stable, upwardly mobile, low stable) and three birth cohorts (before 1945, 
1945-’65, 1965-’85); and in each of the nine combinations I interviewed an equal number 
of men and women. As previous research already showed strong taste differences between 
educational groups and birth cohorts, this section focuses on differences with regard to the 
specific research questions. Of course, the presented differences are not as absolute as they 
may sound. They are general tendencies, gradual variations, and – in the quantitative part 
– statistically significant differences, but there is always considerable overlap between 
groups. For instance, in chapter 2, I already indicated that the operationalisation of upward 
mobility by means of educational level rather than occupational status causes some 
difficulties, due to credential inflation. Differences between high stable and upwardly 
mobile respondents are rare, except for some specific examples on ambivalences when 
dealing with two different milieus. 
 A striking difference between higher and lower educated respondents is the degree 
of details and – though a subjective criterion – sophistication in the narratives. The higher 
educated are more reflexive when speaking about their and others’ tastes and about their 
hierarchical perceptions than the lower educated are. Whatever I counted – explanations 
for taste differences, artistic criteria, specific examples – the higher educated mentioned 
significantly more than the lower educated did. On average, the interviews with them 
lasted longer. This partially strengthens the other results, for instance when discussing the 
use of many different criteria (a combination of both the popular and the pure aesthetic) by 
the higher educated (see above), and the ‘neutral’ or ‘non-hierarchical’ narratives of some 
of the lower educated.  
 The higher educated distinguish themselves more from others’ tastes, but they also 
look up more. Hence, they more often practise cultural hierarchy, and they clearly 
perceive themselves on a certain position on the ladder, which is almost never at the top. 
Furthermore, many of them downplay their distinctive utterances, particularly (but not 
only) upwardly mobile respondents. Hence, expressions of inferiority are more widespread 
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more ‘neutral’ respondents, and less consensus on hierarchical rankings. Future research 
should be more deeply involved into the cultural attitudes and hierarchical perceptions of 
these lower educated, who have often been underrepresented or even overlooked in 
previous research.  
 In order to better grasp the exact, and perhaps contradictory, hierarchical 
perceptions, definitions and classifications that are salient in the cultural field, it would be 
interesting to focus on cultural professionals, such as artists and cultural intermediaries 
(reviewers, publishers, curators). Their opinions matter more than the opinions of 
‘ordinary’ people, and they shape (and are shaped by) the particular field. Furthermore, 
they have probably thought about the topic before and might express themselves more 
eloquently. A hypothesis would be that professionals more often apply the modern logic to 
their hierarchical classifications, which would imply that they perceive high culture as 
more innovative and authentic than non-professionals do, and that their hierarchical 
practices and perceptions are more similar. Another possibility would be complete 
rejection of cultural hierarchy. 

Furthermore, although the broadness of discussed cultural fields helped me explore 
the potential similarities and differences between fields with regard to hierarchical 
perceptions and artistic criteria, this breadth of scope limited the depth of the interviews. 
Thanks to the large number of respondents, I was able to give an in-depth account of 
people’s practices and perceptions, but on an individual level many lacunae appeared. I 
sometimes skipped questions or neglected to ask for people’s motives on rankings, in 
order to prevent fatigue, which later hindered me in the precision of the analysis. I could 
have gained more depth if I had discussed fewer cultural fields and spent less time on 
biographical information. Future research could be restricted to only a few cultural fields 
in order to really grasp the hierarchical perceptions within such fields. An interesting field 
to be included would be literature. There are many sociological studies on subjects such as 
reading habits (e.g., Knulst & Kraaykamp 1998; Zavisca 2005), literary prestige (e.g., 
Verboord 2003) and publishers’ decisions (e.g., Franssen & Kuipers 2013), as there are 
debates in the literary world on cultural hierarchy within the field (cf. Vaessens 2009), but 
sociologists have ignored readers’ hierarchical perceptions and opinions. 
 Finally, as my research gives a snapshot in time of the practices and perceptions of 
a part of the Dutch population (in particular the province of North-Holland), comparative 
and longitudinal research designs are highly recommended. My findings deviate from 
Bourdieu’s theory in several ways and also downplay some of the claims on cultural 
omnivores, but it is hard to find out to what extent these deviations stem from differences 
in time and space, and to what extent from the specific research. Therefore, this research 
could be repeated in a similar way in several other countries in which social hierarchy in 
general is differently perceived. A second, but far more difficult and costly, expansion is 
research over a longer time period. As I was the first to specifically study hierarchical 
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 Gender does not play an important role, neither in the quantitative study nor in the 
qualitative one. Only three items in the card ranking showed significant differences 
between men and women, but I could not provide a logical explanation. Similarly, there is 
no explanation why women used two artistic criteria significantly more than men did 
(personal motives and craftsmanship). Men tend to look down on others more often and 
women tend to look up to others more often (which does not necessarily mean that they 
speak about each other), and women are a little more ambivalent on cultural hierarchy than 
men are. But again, these differences are small.  
 Finally, it is interesting to reflect on people’s own perceptions of taste differences, 
as discussed in chapter 6. This showed that many people explain tastes with socially 
stratified characteristics. People apply several alternative indicators of social class, such as 
educational level, occupation and intelligence. Furthermore, they explain class and 
educational differences by reflecting on their own and others’ parental upbringing and – to 
a lesser extent – art lessons at school. Those who were not brought up with ‘culture’ or 
who did not learn it at school, often do not like it themselves. This logic is recognised by 
many who did not receive this ‘from home’ or at school. Hence, many are familiar with 
the logic of the importance of parental upbringing, linked to social milieu, to become 
acquainted with and to enjoy art or classical music. With regard to age, taste differences 
between birth cohorts are recognised, too, but these are complemented with perceptions of 
age differences as such: several people think that a preference for ‘high culture’, 
particularly classical music, will increase when growing older. However, I only found a 
minority of respondents who indeed claimed to have ‘discovered’ classical music at a later 
age. Gender differences are also reflected on, but particularly within the lower strata of 
society: people tend to look down on strongly gendered tastes. 
 
 

Discussion and suggestions for further research 
 
Limitations of this research 
 
This study knows several limitations, which could be countered in future research. First, 
although the carefully designed quota sample enabled me to compare certain groups and to 
bring to light some significant phenomena, the lower educated were severely 
underrepresented. Not only because they consisted of no more than one third of the 
sample, but also because (middle-aged and older) manual workers more often refused to 
be interviewed than the lower educated who were upwardly mobile, as defined by 
occupational status. With a random sample from the Dutch population and less selective 
non-response, I would probably have found more clearly egalitarian attitudes as well as 
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because of gross behaviour, populist voting, physical appearance, and so on. Moreover, 
among the higher educated, this looking down on lower classes seems to be more bon ton 
than looking down on, for instance, other ethnicities.284 It explains why ‘classism’ is seen 
as a much smaller problem (and also why the term itself is less known as well as less 
studied285) than equivalents such as racism and sexism, of which people from the lower 
classes are often accused by people from the higher classes. 
 This study gives some clues for a possible solution. When cultural taste is at stake, 
many people do not wish to distinguish openly – and many others immediately downplay 
the distinctions they do express – from people who they believe cannot be accounted for 
their ‘bad taste’. As chapter 6 showed, people explain their own and others’ taste to a large 
degree with parental background: one must have learned certain cultural tastes (‘high 
culture’, such as classical music) from a young age on in order to be able to enjoy it. 
Conversely, they associate other tastes with people from lower class backgrounds, 
although they try to avoid speaking in terms of class. Distinctions from people closer on 
the social ladder (or at an equal position) who have ‘bad’ tastes are easier made and 
downplayed less. These tastes are perceived as individual choices, in line with notions of 
an individualising society, and can be criticised more easily. 

Hence, distinctive practices seem related to the perception people have of the role 
of individual choice, or agency, as compared to structural constraints. Chapter 5 showed 
that moral judgements, for instance against snobbish elites, are more easily made (cf. 
Lamont 1992; 2000), possibly because immoral behaviour is perceived as more agentic 
and less structurally constrained (cf. Van Eijk 2013). What complicates things, though, is 
the ambiguous role of meritocratic notions in this explanation. People increasingly explain 
social inequality with individual merits: people who are capable of following a high 
educational level and of occupying prestigious professions thank their high status (and 
high income) to their own efforts, it is thought. Conversely, people with a low status can 
be blamed for their lack of efforts.286 However, although many respondents use 
educational level, a more meritocratic concept, in order to avoid speaking in terms of 
class, they nevertheless believe parental upbringing to be the most important source for 
acquiring a certain cultural taste. Furthermore, another alternative that some people use for 
class is intelligence, which, as a basis for educational level, is often perceived as an innate 
characteristic, and hence not as agentic either.  
 Therefore, it remains an open question why class differences in cultural taste are 
often perceived as caused by external influences (mainly the family), whereas differences 

                                                            
284 However, Bennett et al. (2009: 211) claim that mainly ‘respectable’ working-class people, rather than 
middle and upper-class people or the higher educated, look down on these ‘chavs’. 
285 General literature on ‘classism’, particularly on ‘classist’ attitudes, is scarce. See Barone (1999) for a 
discussion on this omission. 
286 Although Young (1958), who coined the term ‘meritocracy’, defined merits as a combination of 
capabilities and efforts, people often focus on the latter when distinguishing from others.  
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perceptions and opinions, I do not know for sure whether something has actually changed 
over the past decades. A few respondents hinted at perceived changes, which also can be 
explained with some changes in society (the rise of popular culture, upward mobility, 
informalisation, and so on), but the actual change in hierarchical perceptions has not been 
researched. How will people rank items in twenty years from now? Will classical music 
still be on top, based on seniority and elite preferences, or is it replaced by more 
innovative genres within jazz and popular music, as some younger respondents already 
did? And, will distinctive practices have become even more awkward, and more restricted 
towards allegedly individual choices?  
 
 
The relative role of cultural taste in hierarchical practices: Some afterthoughts 
 
What does the conclusion – many people resist, or are ambivalent about, cultural 
distinction, while at the same time practising and perceiving cultural hierarchy and being 
able to define it – mean for practices, perceptions and valuations of social stratification in 
general? Which role does cultural taste play in this stratification, compared to people’s 
other characteristics and choices?  

This study shows that many people feel uncomfortable with social hierarchy. They 
have egalitarian ideals and do not wish to speak in terms of social class, but this does not 
correspond with social reality as they perceive it (cf. Van Eijk 2013). They believe that 
everyone should be equal, or at least should be treated as equal, but they nevertheless often 
look down on (and up to) others. Contacts with people of other backgrounds have become 
more informal than a few decades ago, which causes embarrassment when people still feel 
superior. This results in ambivalent phrasings and downplaying remarks during interviews. 
At the same time, the number of contacts with people from different backgrounds seem to 
have decreased: people seem to live more and more in separate worlds, each existing of 
people with a more or less similar lifestyle, class background or educational level (cf. 
Prieur & Savage 2013; Kuipers 2010). They meet people from other groups only 
occasionally or on a more professional basis, and they probably gain their (distorted?) 
knowledge about these other groups mainly via the media. 

The question we have to ask is which characteristics of people are the objects of 
distinction and which characteristics are not. To what extent does cultural taste play a role 
in these hierarchical practices? Because of the focus of this particular research, and of 
many other cultural sociological studies, cultural taste and practices seem to play a 
significant role, but other practices and opinions of people have been ignored. However, 
one needs only to follow the media to know that many openly look down on others’ 
political viewpoints, manners, bad health or use of language, to name just a few. This 
counts in particular for the characteristics of lower-class people, who are looked down on 
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Appendix 1 
 

Glossary of Dutch examples 
 
 
In this glossary, all Dutch concepts, artists, TV shows, and so on, that were marked with 
an asterisk (*) are explained. It is based on internet sources such as Wikipedia, 
www.kijkonderzoek.nl (TV ratings) and www.kabelraden.nl (radio ratings), as well as on 
my own knowledge.  
 
References to music charts are based on the Top 40* (which includes physical and digital 
sales as well as airplay; see www.top40.nl) and on sales charts (the ‘Single Top 100’ and 
‘Album Top 100’, based on physical and digital sales only287; see www.dutchcharts.nl), 
both until the end of 2013. The in- or exclusion of airplay often makes a large difference, 
particularly with regard to Dutch language singers, who often have short-lived number one 
hits in the sales chart only. 
 
When I refer to the research period, I mean the time of the interviews: 2009-2010.  
 
 
3FM 
Public radio station for pop/rock music, presents itself as less mainstream than some other 
radio stations, although the playlist does include many chart hits. Founded in 1965 as 
‘Hilversum 3’. In the research period, the market share was between 8 and 10%, which 
means a second to fourth place. 
 
Alle duiven op de Dam 
A 1972 song by Gert & Hermien, a married couple who later turned to religious songs. 
The chorus starts with ‘All the pigeons on the Dam Square / sha la la lee, sha la la la’. 
 
Appel, Karel 
Artist (1921-2006), made expressionist paintings and sculptures of often colourful and 
distorted figures. Member of the influential avant-garde Cobra group (1948-’51). He was 
one of the most well-known artists in the Netherlands, famous for his line ‘I’m just 
messing around’. 
 
                                                            
287 Since the summer of 2013, live streams (such as on Spotify) are also counted, which reduces the quick 
rotation of singles. 
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in political opinions and manners seem to be perceived as caused by individual choice. Or 
are they? Perhaps other factors play a more important role in social distinction, such as the 
importance people attach to the actual societal consequences of different characteristics: 
both voting behaviour and manners seem to matter more than cultural taste does. Another 
possibility might be that people in interviews often downplay distinctions on whichever 
topic, because they do not want to present themselves as arrogant or elitist, whereas the 
(social) media – one of my sources for the distinctions on voting behaviour, manners, and 
so on – represent a strong bias towards harsh opinions, including on cultural taste. 

Further specific and perhaps comparative research on people’s perceptions of, and 
opinions on, others’ political viewpoints, moral behaviour, language use, and so on, is 
needed in order to gain a more thorough insight into the relation between the role people 
attribute to agency versus structure on the one hand and their distinctive behaviour on the 
other. In line with Lamont’s (1992; 2000) studies on the cultural, economic and moral 
boundaries that people apply to judge others, such a study could make more clear which 
role cultural taste and lifestyle play in relation to other attributed characteristics of people 
in their hierarchical practices, perceptions and opinions. 
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Brood, Herman 
Rock singer and painter (1946-2001). In the 1970s, he gained fame as a rock singer and 
musician. He also became a well-known TV personality, partly due to his heavy drug use 
and non-conformist behaviour; he was known as Holland’s favourite junkie. Furthermore, 
he started to produce art: wild, colourful, figurative but non-realist paintings, which were 
sold in high amounts as screen prints. In 2001, he committed suicide by jumping off the 
roof of the Amsterdam Hilton hotel. 
 
Buuren, Armin van 
DJ and producer of trance music (b. 1976). Between 2007 and 2012, readers of British 
magazine DJ Mag voted him as the world’s best DJ five times. When the Dutch king, 
Willem-Alexander, was inaugurated in April 2013, Van Buuren performed together with 
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. 
 
Concertgebouw 
The main concert hall in the Netherlands (literally ‘concert building’), opened in 1888 in 
Amsterdam. It is hailed for its great acoustics. It is the home for the Royal Concertgebouw 
Orchestra, also founded in 1888. 
 
Dance Valley 
Yearly electronic music festival, held in a recreational area. It started in 1995 and has 
since grown to more than twenty stages, 200 DJs and 50,000 visitors. 
 
De Wereld Draait Door 
Talk show on public television, since 2005 broadcast every weekday at 7:30 p.m. (since 
2014 at 7 p.m.). It is a variety show full of interviews, brief music and comedy 
appearances and funny TV fragments, and it aims to provide the ‘talk of the day’. It is both 
criticised for the hurry with which topics are discussed and praised for providing a mix of 
high and low culture. 
 
Dijk, Ko van 
Actor (1916-1978). He was one of the most well-known actors in Dutch stage history, 
famous for his theatrical style of acting. 
 
Duijts, Frans 
Dutch language singer (b. 1979), started his career as an imitator of André Hazes*. He had 
a number one album in 2011, as well as a number one hit in the sales chart. 
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Baantjer 
Highly successful detective series on RTL4* (1995-2006), based on the police novels by 
A.C. Baantjer (1923-2010), always set in Amsterdam. Each episode is structured in the 
same way, and the crimes are always solved. The main character is an older detective, 
played by Piet Römer (1928-2012). 
 
Bananasplit 
Candid camera TV show on public television, in which both celebrities and unknown 
people are made fun of. It started in 1980; original Dutch clips were introduced in 1983. 
Since 2009, it is hosted by singer Frans Bauer*. 
 
Bauer, Frans 
Dutch language singer (b. 1973), who was born in a trailer park in the southern province 
of Brabant. He mainly sings cheerful and romantic songs, of which two reached the 
number one spot in the Top 40, in 1997 and 2003 (and one more in the sales chart). A 
reality soap on his private life, De Bauers (2003), received high ratings. He also hosts the 
TV show Bananasplit*. 
 
Beense, Peter 
Dutch language singer (b. 1963) who is more known in his home town Amsterdam, where 
he owns a bar in the city centre, than nation-wide. He is an admirer of André Hazes*.  
 
Berge, Thomas 
Dutch language singer (b. 1990), started his career as a teenager. He had two number one 
hits in the sales chart in 2009. 
 
Boer zoekt vrouw 
One of the most popular programmes of Dutch (public) television (since 2004), attracting 
millions of viewers. It is a dating show for farmers of different ages, who have difficulties 
finding a partner. The perceived authentic country life has been suggested as one of the 
reasons for its success. It is based on the British show Farmer wants a wife. 
 
Borsato, Marco 
Dutch language pop singer of Italian heritage (b. 1966). With fourteen number 1 hits in the 
Top 40 (including five duets; and three more in the sales chart), he is the most successful 
act in the Dutch charts ever besides The Beatles. His breakthrough was in 1990 in the TV 
show Soundmixshow, after which he sang Italian songs for some years. In 1994, he started 
his successful Dutch language career, consisting of both (power) ballads and up-tempo 
songs. He also works as an ambassador for NGO War Child. 
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 HBO, higher vocational training, leading to a Bachelor’s degree (in international 
relations, HBO schools can call themselves a ‘university of applied sciences’) [3] 

 university, academic training, since 2002 leading to Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees 
[4] 

 
Finkers, Herman 
Comedian (b. 1954), highly popular since the 1980s thanks to the TV broadcasts 
(including many reruns) of his theatre shows. He has a friendly absurdist style.  
 
fout 
Adjective that literally means ‘wrong’ or ‘mistaken’, but with respect to cultural taste has 
connotations with ‘bad taste’ and ‘not done’. 
 
Goede tijden, slechte tijden (GTST) 
Most popular Dutch soap opera, literally translated as Good times, bad times. It started in 
1990 as an adaptation of the Australian series The restless years, but the producers soon 
started using original scripts. It is the longest running soap opera on Dutch television. It is 
broadcast each weekday at 8 p.m. on RTL4*. Although the ratings have decreased since 
the most successful years in the early 1990s, in the research period it still attracted about 
1.5 million viewers a day. Since 2010, the ratings began to rise again. 
 
Gymnasium 
see Education system 
 
Havo 
see Education system 
 
Hazes, André 
Dutch language singer (1951-2004) from Amsterdam, who wrote and sang volks* songs. 
Although some of his songs were cheerful, most were of emotional and sentimental nature 
(e.g., about a lonesome Christmas, or about a boy who attaches a letter to a kite in order to 
reach his deceased mother). He also attracted higher educated people, partly because of 
camp value, and partly because he was perceived as a more ‘authentic’ (blues) singer than 
other volks singers. A 1999 documentary film about him, Zij gelooft in mij, attracted a 
broad audience. His sudden death at 53 sparked off many emotional reactions; his funeral 
service in the Ajax football stadium was broadcast live on national television and attracted 
six million viewers (on a population of over 16 million). He had three posthumous number 
one hits. 
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Duin, André van 
Holland’s most popular comedian (b. 1947), who gained success through his theatre 
revues, radio and television shows, and comical songs. His shows consist of sketches, 
jokes and impersonations, partly improvised. He mainly attracts a lower educated audience 
(Kuipers 2006), but he is also admired by more ‘highbrow’ comedians (cabaretiers) for 
his craftsmanship. 
 
education system 
The Dutch education system has changed several times during the twentieth century, most 
significantly after the Mammoetwet of 1968. Both old and new school levels are known in 
the Netherlands with their abbreviations and acronyms. 
 
Children go to elementary school until age 12. After the first year of secondary education, 
they spread out over different school levels, which give access to further diverging 
tracks.288 Below you find an overview. The numbers between square brackets indicate the 
operationalisation of school level in the quantitative analysis of this dissertation. Note that 
only a small minority of respondents received a higher secondary education [3] without 
advanced training. 
 
At this moment, the secondary school levels are, from lowest to highest: 
 VMBO, gives access to MBO. It was founded in 1999 as the result of a merger of the 

more practical VBO and the more theoretical Mavo [1] 
 Havo, gives access to HBO [2] 
 VWO, consisting of Atheneum and Gymnasium (in English: grammar school; it 

includes the courses Latin and Greek), gives access to the university [3]  
 
Before 1968, the secondary school levels were, from lowest to highest: 
 technical school for boys, domestic science school for girls [1] 
 Mulo, the lowest theoretical school level, but in itself once a means for upward 

mobility for children from working-class families [1] 
 MMS, a medium to high school level for girls, giving access to the current HBO [2] 
 HBS, higher school level, giving access to HBO and sometimes university [3] 
 Gymnasium, see above [3] 
 
After secondary school, people can attend advanced training, from lowest to highest: 
 MBO, medium vocational training (also gives access to HBO) [2] 

                                                            
288 In many schools, some of the tracks are combined in the first (and sometimes also second) year, such as 
Mavo/Havo and Havo/VWO, after which students have to choose one of the two directions.  
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Lama’s, De 
Comedy show on public television (2004-2008), in which young stand-up comedians 
improvise sketches, based on ideas by the host and the audience. It is based on the British 
show Whose line is it anyway? 
 
Lowlands 
Yearly three-day music festival, short for A Campingflight to Lowlands Paradise. Founded 
in 1993 as an alternative to the more rock oriented Pinkpop, it has become the most 
popular festival in the Netherlands, with over 50,000 visitors. The several stages host both 
famous bands and underground acts from many genres, as well as theatre, ballet, literature, 
film, and so on.  
 
Maassen, Theo 
Comedian (b. 1966), one of the most popular and critically acclaimed comedians of the 
late 1990s and 2000s (the generation after Youp van ’t Hek* and Herman Finkers*). More 
rooted in stand-up comedy, his innovative and socially critical shows and his interaction 
with the audience often break (moral) boundaries. He also acts in films. 
 
Mavo 
see Education system 
 
MBO 
see Education system 
 
MMS 
see Education system 
 
Moke 
Dutch stylised rock band in the Britpop genre, founded in 2005, popular at festivals. 
 
Mulo 
see Education system 
 
Muziekgebouw aan ’t IJ 
Concert hall in Amsterdam, built in 2005, which mainly programmes contemporary 
classical music and other less accessible music genres (Baroque, avant-garde jazz). 
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Hek, Youp van ’t  
Comedian (b. 1954), highly popular since the late 1980s, partially thanks to the TV 
broadcasts of his theatre shows, including several times on New Year’s Eve. He satirises 
both politicians, elites and middle-class people (including his own audience) in a 
hyperbolic style and sometimes foul language, and praises romanticism. He also writes a 
popular column in quality newspaper NRC Handelsblad*.  
 
Hermitage Amsterdam 
Dutch branch of the famous Saint-Petersburg museum, privately funded. It opened in 2009 
in a former nursing home in Amsterdam (built in 1681) and it shows parts of the Russian 
collection in temporary exhibitions. In the research period, these were about Russian tsars 
and early 20th century European paintings (‘Matisse to Malevich’). 
 
HBO 
see Education system 
 
HBS 
see Education system 
 
Joe Speedboot 
Best-selling and critically acclaimed 2005 novel by Tommy Wieringa (b. 1967), which 
meant his breakthrough to a larger audience. 
 
Joling, Gerard 
Singer and TV show host (b. 1960), known for his high voice. He broke through in the 
1980s with English language songs, but he later turned to Dutch. He hosted several shows 
on commercial TV with foute* humour, often together with singer Gordon. Both are 
members of party band De Toppers*. He had three number one hits in the Top 40 (in 
1985, 1989 and 2007) and eight more in the sales chart (2007-2013). 
 
Komt een vrouw bij de dokter 
Successful 2009 film, the adaptation of a best-selling 2003 book by writer Kluun, about a 
woman dying of cancer, while her husband is cheating on her. The title (‘Woman walks 
into a doctor’s office’) refers to the opening line of many jokes. 
 
Kruidvat 
Chemist’s chain that also sells classical CDs for low prices. 
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and early 20th century European paintings (‘Matisse to Malevich’). 
 
HBO 
see Education system 
 
HBS 
see Education system 
 
Joe Speedboot 
Best-selling and critically acclaimed 2005 novel by Tommy Wieringa (b. 1967), which 
meant his breakthrough to a larger audience. 
 
Joling, Gerard 
Singer and TV show host (b. 1960), known for his high voice. He broke through in the 
1980s with English language songs, but he later turned to Dutch. He hosted several shows 
on commercial TV with foute* humour, often together with singer Gordon. Both are 
members of party band De Toppers*. He had three number one hits in the Top 40 (in 
1985, 1989 and 2007) and eight more in the sales chart (2007-2013). 
 
Komt een vrouw bij de dokter 
Successful 2009 film, the adaptation of a best-selling 2003 book by writer Kluun, about a 
woman dying of cancer, while her husband is cheating on her. The title (‘Woman walks 
into a doctor’s office’) refers to the opening line of many jokes. 
 
Kruidvat 
Chemist’s chain that also sells classical CDs for low prices. 
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Radio 538 
Commercial pop radio station, founded in 1992. It mainly plays mainstream music, 
including the weekly Top 40*. During the research period it was the most popular channel 
in the Netherlands, with a market share between 9 and 12%. 
 
Rieu, André 
World famous violinist and conductor (b. 1949), who, with his Johann Strauss Orchestra, 
makes well-known classical melodies, particularly waltzes, known among a wide 
audience. His world tours include huge sets, nineteenth century costumes and dancing 
musicians, which breaks the classical music tradition of silence and contemplation. 
 
Rijksmuseum 
The Netherlands’ most famous national museum, built in Amsterdam in 1885. Although it 
exhibits art and historical artefacts from the entire Dutch history, the focus lies on the 17th 
century, including Rembrandt’s Night Watch and Vermeer’s Milkmaid. During the 
research period, the main building was closed due to reconstruction work. 
 
RTL4 
The first commercial TV channel in the Netherlands, founded in 1989. It has the second 
highest ratings, after the public channel Nederland 1. It broadcasts a news programme, 
showbiz news, the daily soap series Goede tijden, slechte tijden* and shows for the entire 
family. The Dutch RTL also owns three other channels (RTL5, -7 and -8). 
 
Schat, Peter 
Composer of contemporary music (1935-2003). He composed modernist (twelve-tone 
technique), serialist and electro-instrumental works. 
 
Shalalalie 
Dutch language song (originally: ‘Ik ben verliefd (Sha-la-lie)’) with which the Netherlands 
competed in the semi-finals of the Eurovision Song Contest of 2010, sung by then 18-
year-old volks* singer Sieneke. It was elected the day before the interview with Ton 
(HMM4), who referred to it in the interview. 
 
Shaffy, Ramses 
Dutch language chansonnier and actor (1933-2009) of Egyptian-Polish descent. He 
emerged in the 1960s as a bohemian singer in the Amsterdam theatre scene, with his vivid 
and emotional songs (sometimes translated from French), in his own show Shaffy 
Chantant. His abundant alcohol use caused an early Korsakoff's, but he remained popular 
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Nick & Simon 
Dutch language singing duo (b. 1984 and 1983 respectively) from Volendam (see 
Palingsound). Since 2006, their pop songs and ballads, in which one of them plays the 
guitar, are very successful among a young audience. They had five number one albums 
and ten number one singles in the sales chart (of which one also in the Top 40). They are 
also featured in their own reality soap and – after the research period – in several other TV 
shows, such as The Voice. 
 
NRC Handelsblad 
Newspaper, founded in 1970 as the result of the merger of two newspapers that had their 
origin in the 19th century. It is known as one of the two main ‘quality newspapers’ in the 
Netherlands (next to de Volkskrant). Although originally liberal, it does no longer have a 
political affiliation. 
 
OOR 
Monthly popular music magazine, founded in 1971. It focuses on rock and alternative or 
indie music, although other genres (electronic, hip hop) are also covered.  
 
Palingsound 
(Honorary) nickname for music from the town of Volendam. Although this is a small town 
(22,000 inhabitants), since the 1960s, it has produced many famous bands and singers 
(who are often related), both in English (The Cats, BZN) and in Dutch (Jan Smit*, Nick & 
Simon*, 3JS). Palingsound literally means ‘eel sound’, which refers both to its (former) 
population of fishermen and to the slick music.  
 
Pathé 
French film company, which is, in the Netherlands, primarily known for its multiplex 
cinemas that mainly show mainstream (Hollywood and Dutch) movies. 
 
Plien & Bianca 
Comedy duo (b. 1971 and 1968 respectively) who made several shows since 1997, often 
existing of (absurdist) sketches. They are also known for their collaboration with TV 
sketch show Koefnoen. 
 
polonaise 
A simple Dutch party dance, in which people follow each other in a long queue while 
holding each other’s shoulders, comparable to the conga. Not to be confused with the 
Polish dance and Chopin music. 
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makes well-known classical melodies, particularly waltzes, known among a wide 
audience. His world tours include huge sets, nineteenth century costumes and dancing 
musicians, which breaks the classical music tradition of silence and contemplation. 
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The Netherlands’ most famous national museum, built in Amsterdam in 1885. Although it 
exhibits art and historical artefacts from the entire Dutch history, the focus lies on the 17th 
century, including Rembrandt’s Night Watch and Vermeer’s Milkmaid. During the 
research period, the main building was closed due to reconstruction work. 
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The first commercial TV channel in the Netherlands, founded in 1989. It has the second 
highest ratings, after the public channel Nederland 1. It broadcasts a news programme, 
showbiz news, the daily soap series Goede tijden, slechte tijden* and shows for the entire 
family. The Dutch RTL also owns three other channels (RTL5, -7 and -8). 
 
Schat, Peter 
Composer of contemporary music (1935-2003). He composed modernist (twelve-tone 
technique), serialist and electro-instrumental works. 
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competed in the semi-finals of the Eurovision Song Contest of 2010, sung by then 18-
year-old volks* singer Sieneke. It was elected the day before the interview with Ton 
(HMM4), who referred to it in the interview. 
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and emotional songs (sometimes translated from French), in his own show Shaffy 
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Nick & Simon 
Dutch language singing duo (b. 1984 and 1983 respectively) from Volendam (see 
Palingsound). Since 2006, their pop songs and ballads, in which one of them plays the 
guitar, are very successful among a young audience. They had five number one albums 
and ten number one singles in the sales chart (of which one also in the Top 40). They are 
also featured in their own reality soap and – after the research period – in several other TV 
shows, such as The Voice. 
 
NRC Handelsblad 
Newspaper, founded in 1970 as the result of the merger of two newspapers that had their 
origin in the 19th century. It is known as one of the two main ‘quality newspapers’ in the 
Netherlands (next to de Volkskrant). Although originally liberal, it does no longer have a 
political affiliation. 
 
OOR 
Monthly popular music magazine, founded in 1971. It focuses on rock and alternative or 
indie music, although other genres (electronic, hip hop) are also covered.  
 
Palingsound 
(Honorary) nickname for music from the town of Volendam. Although this is a small town 
(22,000 inhabitants), since the 1960s, it has produced many famous bands and singers 
(who are often related), both in English (The Cats, BZN) and in Dutch (Jan Smit*, Nick & 
Simon*, 3JS). Palingsound literally means ‘eel sound’, which refers both to its (former) 
population of fishermen and to the slick music.  
 
Pathé 
French film company, which is, in the Netherlands, primarily known for its multiplex 
cinemas that mainly show mainstream (Hollywood and Dutch) movies. 
 
Plien & Bianca 
Comedy duo (b. 1971 and 1968 respectively) who made several shows since 1997, often 
existing of (absurdist) sketches. They are also known for their collaboration with TV 
sketch show Koefnoen. 
 
polonaise 
A simple Dutch party dance, in which people follow each other in a long queue while 
holding each other’s shoulders, comparable to the conga. Not to be confused with the 
Polish dance and Chopin music. 
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Spoorloos 
Highly popular emotional TV show on public television (since 1990) about people who 
search for long lost relatives, often adopted children’s biological parents and half-brothers 
and –sisters from parents’ previous relationships. 
 
Stedelijk Museum (Municipal Museum) 
Most important Dutch museum for 20th and 21st century art, built in Amsterdam in 1895. 
During the research period, it was closed due to reconstruction work. 
 
Telegraaf, De 
Largest newspaper of the Netherlands (founded in 1893), which mainly attracts a lower 
educated audience. It has a right-wing political affiliation, which is often actively 
propagated, with large, underlined, headlines. It also features many sports pages as well as 
entertainment and celebrity news. 
 
Telekids 
Children’s television show on RTL4* (1989-1999) and later RTL8 (since 2010), which 
was particularly popular on Saturday mornings. Besides American cartoons, it mainly 
featured a studio show hosted by Irene Moors and Carlo Boszhard (since 1993), who 
pretended to be a couple. One of the most popular weekly items was a parody on Goede 
tijden, slechte tijden*. 
 
Tiësto 
DJ and producer of trance music (b. 1969 as Tijs Verwest), who has had many 
international hits with both his own recordings and remixes for other artists. In 2002, ’03 
and ’04 readers of British magazine DJ Mag voted him as the world’s best DJ. 
 
Top 40 (or: Nederlandse Top 40) 
Most significant pop music chart in the Netherlands, founded in 1965. Nowadays, it is 
based on sales of CD singles and paid downloads, combined with airplay on several radio 
and TV stations. ‘Top 40 music’ is also a widespread metaphor for mainstream pop music, 
which, unlike more alternative acts in different genres, is featured in the charts. It is used 
both by respondents who like this kind of music and by those who look down on it. 
 
Toppers, De 
Party music trio and sometimes quartet (due to internal quarrels in varying line-ups), 
consisting of popular solo singers: Gerard Joling*, Gordon, René Froger and Jeroen van 
der Boom. Since 2005, they yearly perform in huge stadium shows, resulting in high CD 
and DVD sales. They sing covers of well-known Dutch and English language songs and 
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in the 21st century while residing in an Amsterdam nursing home. He died of cancer on 1 
December 2009, during my research period. 
 
Sky Radio 
Commercial radio station, founded in 1988, which plays non-stop accessible popular 
music. During the research period, it was the third to fourth radio station in the 
Netherlands, with a market share between 8 and 10%. 
 
Slam!FM 
Commercial radio station, founded in 2000, which focuses on electronic dance music and 
mainstream pop music. During the research period, the market share was about 2%, but it 
has gained popularity among teenagers. 
 
smartlap 
(Honorary) nickname for a sentimental (Dutch language) song, mostly of a narrative 
nature, for instance about death, poverty, crime, and alcoholism. Although the word 
smartlap (coined in the early 1960s) literally refers to grief, many people use it to describe 
‘lowbrow’ Dutch language music or volksmuziek* in general. 
 
Smit, Jan(tje) 
Dutch language singer (b. 1985) from Volendam (see Palingsound). At the age of eleven, 
when he was called Jantje Smit (a diminutive; many respondents still call him this way), 
he had a number one hit with a sentimental song about his deceased grandma. A few years 
later, as a young adult, he made his comeback and gained popularity among a younger 
audience, resulting in six more number one hits in the Top 40 (and even seventeen in the 
sales chart), plus seven number one albums. Furthermore, he was often in the news with 
his celebrity girlfriends (see also former prime minister Balkenende’s comments, referred 
to in the introduction). 
 
Soerjadi, Wibi 
Classical pianist (b. 1970), who is well-known among a broad audience, partially because 
of his media appearances on his private life (he lives in a castle filled with Disney toys and 
drives expensive cars). Due to his image and his ‘mannered’ way of playing, many people 
in the classical music world do not take him very seriously, although, in his teenage years, 
he won many prestigious prizes. In an interview (NRC Handelsblad, 15-5-2013), he resists 
the high–low distinction by referring to the 19th century more theatrical concert practice. 
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which, unlike more alternative acts in different genres, is featured in the charts. It is used 
both by respondents who like this kind of music and by those who look down on it. 
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Commercial radio station, founded in 1988, which plays non-stop accessible popular 
music. During the research period, it was the third to fourth radio station in the 
Netherlands, with a market share between 8 and 10%. 
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Commercial radio station, founded in 2000, which focuses on electronic dance music and 
mainstream pop music. During the research period, the market share was about 2%, but it 
has gained popularity among teenagers. 
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(Honorary) nickname for a sentimental (Dutch language) song, mostly of a narrative 
nature, for instance about death, poverty, crime, and alcoholism. Although the word 
smartlap (coined in the early 1960s) literally refers to grief, many people use it to describe 
‘lowbrow’ Dutch language music or volksmuziek* in general. 
 
Smit, Jan(tje) 
Dutch language singer (b. 1985) from Volendam (see Palingsound). At the age of eleven, 
when he was called Jantje Smit (a diminutive; many respondents still call him this way), 
he had a number one hit with a sentimental song about his deceased grandma. A few years 
later, as a young adult, he made his comeback and gained popularity among a younger 
audience, resulting in six more number one hits in the Top 40 (and even seventeen in the 
sales chart), plus seven number one albums. Furthermore, he was often in the news with 
his celebrity girlfriends (see also former prime minister Balkenende’s comments, referred 
to in the introduction). 
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Classical pianist (b. 1970), who is well-known among a broad audience, partially because 
of his media appearances on his private life (he lives in a castle filled with Disney toys and 
drives expensive cars). Due to his image and his ‘mannered’ way of playing, many people 
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people themselves, both in a derogatory and in a positive way. Volkse muziek is often 
Dutch language music, consisting of either cheerful or sentimental songs, with relatively 
simple lyrics, melodies and instrumentations. People from higher classes perceive some of 
it as authentic (compare the English word folk music, although this includes modern 
interpretations of traditional songs); and some as commercial, banal or too simple. 
 
VWO 
see Education system 
 
Zomergasten 
Prestigious talk show on public television, broadcast about six times each summer, since 
1988. In each show, a more or less prominent figure from politics, literature, the arts, 
science and other fields is interviewed for no less than three hours, alternated with his/her 
favourite (often not well-known) TV and film fragments. It is mainly watched and 
discussed by higher educated people. 
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medleys, dressed in glitter costumes. Although only Gordon and Joling are gay, camp and 
bad taste are celebrated in a stereotypically and over the top ‘gay’ way. In 2009, they 
competed in the semi-finals of the Eurovision Song Contest. 
 
Toren C 
Alternative, absurdist and often gross comedy sketch show (since 2008), with several 
characters played by two women (Margôt Ros and Maike Meijer), in a large office 
building (the title means ‘Tower C’).  
 
Veen, Herman van 
Singer, actor and comedian (b. 1945), whose theatre performances include (sometimes 
clownish) sketches and chanson-like songs. Many of his songs, including several 
children’s songs, are classics. He also wrote the children’s musical Alfred J. Kwak (1978), 
which was later turned into a popular cartoon (1989). 
 
Veronica 
Commercial (and between 1976 and 1995 public) TV and radio station. Because of its 
complex history, this description is limited to what respondents referred to. Vincent 
(UMM5) spoke about the original Veronica (1960-1974): a pirate radio station, 
broadcasting from the North Sea (outside Dutch borders), which was very popular among 
teenagers in the 1960s as the first Dutch pop/rock music station. Koos (UMM3) referred to 
the present-day commercial TV station (owned by SBS, since 2003), which mainly 
broadcasts American films and TV series. 
 
Villa Achterwerk 
Children’s television programme on public television since 1984, particularly referring to 
the Sunday morning shows since 1987 (although the title originates from a later date). It is 
the umbrella show for several other programmes and films, mainly from the Netherlands 
and other European countries. It distinguishes itself by broadcasting more alternative and 
boundary breaking shows and drama, as compared to most other, cartoon-based, children’s 
programmes. 
 
VMBO 
see Education system 
 
volks / volkse muziek 
Literally the word volks means ‘of the people’ (such as in Volkskrant: newspaper of the 
people), but it is more often used in the meaning ‘of the common people’ (the working 
class), or just ‘common’. It is used both by elites and middle classes and by working-class 
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broadcasting from the North Sea (outside Dutch borders), which was very popular among 
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broadcasts American films and TV series. 
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the Sunday morning shows since 1987 (although the title originates from a later date). It is 
the umbrella show for several other programmes and films, mainly from the Netherlands 
and other European countries. It distinguishes itself by broadcasting more alternative and 
boundary breaking shows and drama, as compared to most other, cartoon-based, children’s 
programmes. 
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Literally the word volks means ‘of the people’ (such as in Volkskrant: newspaper of the 
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Appendix 3 
 

Descriptions of criteria in table 7.1 
 
 
emotion (total)  umbrella term for the emotional aspects below 
        grief / touching art* that makes one cry or that touches one (incl. 

melancholia, nostalgia, romantic); and the extreme: 
sentimental, melodramatic, sugary 

        humour  humoristic, funny
        cheerful  art that makes one happy, creates a nice feeling, cheers up
        excitement  art that excites (mainly films), scares, frightens 
        emotion: other
 

other emotions, such as creating a certain atmosphere, 
making one sombre; or one’s preference depends on one’s 
mood 

content  (dis)liking art because of the contents, what it represents, a 
message (excl. purely descriptive quotes) 

personal motives  (dis)liking art for personal/biographical motives (memory to 
something or someone, profession, hobby, personal 
characteristic) 

interpretation  interpreting the meaning of the artist, symbols (a more 
sophisticated criterion than most other content related 
criteria) 

function  the function that art has for individuals or society, apart from 
sheer appreciation (or does not have: l’art pour l’art) 

informative  one can(not) learn something from art
serious  the literal use of the word ‘serious’ (e.g. ‘serious music’)
form: tempo/speed fast or slow, taking too long, boring
form: heavy vs. light  heavy or light (e.g. in music, literature)
form: colour  (dis)liking art for its (lack of) colours
form: melody  (dis) liking music for its (lack of) melody, incl. harmony, 

rhythm 
realism  art is (not) realistic, true to reality (e.g. paintings, films), 

recognisable 
craftsmanship 
 

art is (not) skilfully made, technical skills (including acting, 
singing, etc.) 

morality 
 

moral judgements, incl. vulgarity, (lack of) civilisation, 
(im)moral personalities (excl. disliking depictions of sex and 
violence for other than moral reasons) 
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age / seniority  old, classic (excl. ‘classical music’), traditional, new, 
contemporary, conservative, dated, eternal value (excl. 
‘modern’, which is used in a broader way: ‘modern art’ = 
abstract art) 

complexity   complex/difficult vs. easy/simple/comprehensible/accessible 
(to understand art, not to produce it) 

depth  depth or layers vs. shallowness, crudeness, thinness (in Dutch 
all these concepts refer to depth or lack thereof) 

intellect  intelligent/sophisticated vs. stupid art (excl. references to the 
intelligence of those who like this art, which are discussed in 
Ch. 6) 

refined / subtle  the literal words ‘refined’, ‘subtle’ and ‘nuanced’ 
form over content  explicit references to the aesthetic disposition: formal 

aspects are more important than the contents or than 
emotional value, etc. 

form: other  other formal aspects, such as style, composition, narrative 
structure 

originality (total)  umbrella term for the originality aspects below 
        cliché / standard the opposite of original (and related terms): cliché, 

predictable, standard, always the same, middle‐of‐the‐road 
        alternative  alternative (incl. the music genre), different, special, vague
        innovative  innovative, progressive, revolutionary, avant‐garde 
        experimental  literal use of the word ‘experiment(al)’
        original: literally  literal use of the word ‘original(ity)’
authenticity  
 

authentic or ‘real’ vs. inauthentic, fake, superficial (excl. the 
opposition between real artworks and reproductions) 

popularity   references to the popularity or the size of the audience, incl. 
‘mass(es)’, ‘large/small films’, ‘popular classical music’ (excl. 
the more general terms ‘popular music’ and ‘popular 
culture’) 

commercial  art produced for commercial ends, in order to attract a large 
audience and make money (incl. art bought as an investment)

well‐known  references to the degree of being well‐known, reputation 
mainstream  mainstream (literally), Top 40 (as a music ‘genre’), 

general/average 
social status  (only coded for the specific interview questions in the four 

columns on the right of table 7.1) cultural hierarchy is linked 
to social hierarchy or to status distinction; high culture is 
elitist, low culture for the common people 

* The term ‘art’ always refers to items from all cultural fields.  
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Summary 
 
 
Cultural taste is generally not perceived as something neutral. Although the expression 
‘there is no disputing about taste’ is often used, people do dispute about tastes. They attach 
meanings to tastes, they attribute status to certain tastes and they rank tastes in a 
hierarchical order. ‘Good tastes’ stand opposite to ‘bad tastes’, and ‘high culture’ to ‘low 
culture’. According to Pierre Bourdieu, cultural tastes plays an important role in shaping 
and reproducing social hierarchy. High status people distinguish themselves with their 
‘high cultural’ taste from those below. However, during the twentieth century, more and 
more voices have emerged on the fading of the boundaries between high and low culture. 
Cultural producers increasingly mix high and low art (e.g., in pop art); media and other 
‘gatekeepers’ discuss them side by side; and (higher educated) consumers have become 
‘cultural omnivores’. These developments went hand in hand with a declining importance 
of social hierarchy in general, more informal relations between social groups and 
increasing emphasis on individual choices. Hence, according to many critics, concepts 
such as ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ have lost their significance. Cultural items are – or 
should be – regarded as equal, rather than as hierarchical.  

Sociologists raised the question whether this blurring of boundaries and this 
broadening of tastes go together with decreasing cultural distinction. If one likes items 
from both high and low culture, why would one distinguish from others? However, many 
of them found that the broadness of people’s tastes must be downplayed and that cultural 
distinction often occurs within domains and genres: one can have, for instance, a good or 
bad taste within hip hop. Moreover, I argue that the concepts ‘high culture’ and ‘low 
culture’ as such should not be predetermined in order to measure cultural omnivorousness, 
which often happens in quantitative research. These are socially constructed concepts, of 
which the meanings can change over time. Jazz was once regarded as low culture, whereas 
nowadays many jazz genres are mainly appreciated by high status people. ‘High culture’ 
as a domain might remain significant, but one can wonder whether everyone defines it in 
the same way and whether the criteria to define cultural hierarchy have changed. For 
instance, does high culture consist of ‘the classics’ that have survived the ages, and/or 
does the concept refer to original, innovative and authentic art? 

In this dissertation, I ask the question whether and how people in the Netherlands 
actually perceive cultural hierarchy. Do concepts such as ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ 
mean anything to them, and if so, how do they define them? Besides the perceptions, 
definitions and classifications of cultural hierarchy, I also study how people practise 
cultural hierarchy in daily life, i.e., whether they express looking down on, or up to, 
others’ tastes. Finally, I study the opinions people have on these matters; one can perceive 
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Cultural taste is generally not perceived as something neutral. Although the expression 
‘there is no disputing about taste’ is often used, people do dispute about tastes. They attach 
meanings to tastes, they attribute status to certain tastes and they rank tastes in a 
hierarchical order. ‘Good tastes’ stand opposite to ‘bad tastes’, and ‘high culture’ to ‘low 
culture’. According to Pierre Bourdieu, cultural tastes plays an important role in shaping 
and reproducing social hierarchy. High status people distinguish themselves with their 
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‘gatekeepers’ discuss them side by side; and (higher educated) consumers have become 
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of social hierarchy in general, more informal relations between social groups and 
increasing emphasis on individual choices. Hence, according to many critics, concepts 
such as ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ have lost their significance. Cultural items are – or 
should be – regarded as equal, rather than as hierarchical.  

Sociologists raised the question whether this blurring of boundaries and this 
broadening of tastes go together with decreasing cultural distinction. If one likes items 
from both high and low culture, why would one distinguish from others? However, many 
of them found that the broadness of people’s tastes must be downplayed and that cultural 
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bad taste within hip hop. Moreover, I argue that the concepts ‘high culture’ and ‘low 
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which the meanings can change over time. Jazz was once regarded as low culture, whereas 
nowadays many jazz genres are mainly appreciated by high status people. ‘High culture’ 
as a domain might remain significant, but one can wonder whether everyone defines it in 
the same way and whether the criteria to define cultural hierarchy have changed. For 
instance, does high culture consist of ‘the classics’ that have survived the ages, and/or 
does the concept refer to original, innovative and authentic art? 

In this dissertation, I ask the question whether and how people in the Netherlands 
actually perceive cultural hierarchy. Do concepts such as ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ 
mean anything to them, and if so, how do they define them? Besides the perceptions, 
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their personal taste and to their perception of high and low culture. This part of the 
research, analysed in a quantitative way, enabled me to scrutinise the exact hierarchical 
rankings and the logics behind these rankings, as well as the differences and similarities 
between taste preferences and hierarchical perceptions.  

Before chapter 2 provides the details of these methodological issues, chapter 1 tries 
to explain the confusion on concepts such as ‘high culture’ by means of a historical 
account. Cultural distinction and cultural hierarchy are not as old as humanity, but 
emerged and developed in a few centuries’ time. During the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance, elites distinguished themselves through the possession of art, but this was 
mainly based on its size, grandeur and displayed craftsmanship. Elites and the common 
people often enjoyed cultural events together. From the sixteenth to nineteenth century, a 
complex interplay of civilisation and professionalisation processes resulted in a specific 
domain of ‘the fine arts’ and later ‘high(brow) culture’, which was perceived as morally 
better, more civilised and refined, and more complex than ‘common culture’. This is still 
an accepted way to classify ‘high culture’. During the nineteenth century, though, a new 
aesthetic logic emerged, that celebrated original and innovative art, in which formal 
aspects are emphasised over the contents and in which authenticity is hailed. At the same 
time, the emergence of mass culture industries led to increased critiques on ‘commercial’ 
art. Both logics, the ‘classic’ one and the ‘modern’ one, seem to mingle in people’s 
perception of high culture. In recent decades, people increasingly make distinctions within 
high and low domains, even within (sub)genres. They cross the boundaries between 
domains that were based on ‘classic’ criteria of seniority and civilisation, by applying 
‘modern’ criteria, such as originality and authenticity, for distinctions within these 
domains. Chapter 7 returns to this idea. 

Chapter 3 answers the question whether and how people in the Netherlands 
actually perceive cultural hierarchy, based on a quantitative analysis of the card ranking 
question on musical items. Although some people have difficulties with ranking the items 
and a few even refuse, there is quite a large consensus on both ends of the musical 
hierarchy: Bach and other classical composers are considered high culture, and some 
Dutch language singers and contemporary pop artists are positioned at the bottom of the 
ladder. In between, there are more variations. The mean hierarchy closely resembles the 
mean taste ranking of older, higher educated respondents. Younger, lower educated people 
do often produce a similar hierarchy, but it is opposite to their own taste. This implies that 
low status people recognise the cultural hierarchy, as Bourdieu stated. Still, there are some 
differences in hierarchical perceptions that can be explained with educational level and 
age. Young people perceive popular music items from a recent past as higher on the ladder 
than older people do, sometimes even higher than the people who like these items do. New 
forms of culture can become canonised after a few decades, which counters static notions 
of cultural hierarchy and rigid boundaries of high culture. 
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a hierarchy without agreeing with its existence or its consequences. I asked the following 
research questions: 

 
How do people in the Netherlands practise, perceive and value cultural hierarchy, 
and how is this related to their own taste preferences? 
 
To what extent are people consistent in their narrative, and if not, how can 
contradictions and tensions be explained? 
 
How are these practices, perceptions and opinions related to people’s social 
position, as indicated by education, social origin (i.e., parents’ education), age and 
gender? 

 
I studied these issues by conducting interviews with a sample of ninety Dutch 

people, distributed over three status groups, three age groups and an equal number of men 
and women. The status groups consist of higher educated people with equally educated 
parents, upwardly mobile people (i.e., being higher educated but with lower educated 
parents), and lower educated people with lower educated parents. The rationale behind 
comparing higher educated people with differently educated parents lies in Bourdieu’s 
thoughts (validated by others) that people’s upbringing plays a more important role in their 
cultural taste and participation than their educational track. Upwardly mobile people who 
aspire to join higher classes fail to do so, due to their lack of knowledge of the required 
cultural tastes and practices, Bourdieu claims. I complemented these two groups with 
lower educated people in order to test Bourdieu’s assumptions that lower status people 
acknowledge the higher value of certain cultural artefacts. I designed a quota sample, that 
was largely randomly filled by using phone directories, complemented by using my 
network.  

The range of cultural domains discussed in the interviews was broad: music, film, 
television fiction, theatre and the visual arts. The interviews consisted of three parts, which 
shed light on different aspects of the research questions. The first part concerned semi-
structured, open questions, in order to retrieve people’s perceptions of (the relation 
between) their own and others’ taste, and thus to explore their possible hierarchical 
practices. By letting people speak in their own words about the development of their 
cultural taste, whether or not in a distinctive way, I was able to study people’s 
interpretations and valuations of taste differences. The second part of each interview 
consisted of relatively more structured questions on concepts such as ‘high culture’ and 
‘low culture’, in order to specifically study people’s perceptions and definitions of (and 
often opinions on) cultural hierarchy. The final part was a ranking task, in which 
respondents were asked to rank thirty items from the field of music, both according to 
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their personal taste and to their perception of high and low culture. This part of the 
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a hierarchy without agreeing with its existence or its consequences. I asked the following 
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interpretations and valuations of taste differences. The second part of each interview 
consisted of relatively more structured questions on concepts such as ‘high culture’ and 
‘low culture’, in order to specifically study people’s perceptions and definitions of (and 
often opinions on) cultural hierarchy. The final part was a ranking task, in which 
respondents were asked to rank thirty items from the field of music, both according to 
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members. Upwardly mobile people, for instance, are often ambivalent about both their 
class of origin and their class of destination.  

The fourth type in the typology – besides the hierarchical, egalitarian and 
ambivalent type – is the ‘neutral’ type: those rare respondents who do not use the 
hierarchical repertoire nor the egalitarian one. This does not mean that they do not classify 
themselves and others, but they do not use cultural taste for such classifications, nor do 
they oppose others who do so. They do not reflect on the possible social significance of 
their and others’ tastes. Their low number in my sample, though, is probably partially 
caused by the underrepresentation of lower educated and culturally indifferent people.  

Chapter 6 leaves people’s valuations of taste differences behind and examines how 
people explain such differences. Many scholars researched explanatory factors of taste, but 
this chapter looks at people’s own views on this matter. It first shows that people’s 
narratives often correspond with sociological notions on the influence of parental 
background: people were provided with their taste ‘from home’ (van huis uit) and they 
took it in with the ‘porridge spoon’ (paplepel). However, this does not mean that people 
often refer to class background when explaining taste differences between them and 
others. More often, they replace class as an explanatory factor with comparable attributes 
that are less determined by parental background but that are believed to be personally 
chosen: educational level, occupation and place of residence. They value individual 
agency more than structural explanations. Although they clearly recognise parental 
influence, the meritocratic idea of individual achievement is also strongly anchored in 
people’s narratives. This also comes to the fore in the narratives of respondents (though a 
minority) who like, for instance, classical music despite their parents’ lack of interest and 
despite a lower class background. They refer to cultural education at school and, 
moreover, to significant others besides parents, such as friends and partners. This chapter 
also shows how people explain taste differences with other characteristics, such as age and 
gender. 

The final chapter explores which artistic criteria people use to describe their likes 
and dislikes, as well as to define ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’ and to rank items 
hierarchically. Bourdieu distinguished the ‘pure aesthetic’ from the ‘popular aesthetic’. 
High status people use the former: the inclination to judge works of art purely for its 
aesthetic qualities, which means preferring form over function, relating the object to other 
works of art, and favouring complexity. Lower status people, on the other hand, use a 
popular aesthetic: art should have a function related to daily life, such as a recognisable 
relation to reality, a moral message or an appeal to the immediate senses. My research 
shows that the former indeed is true, but that the ‘popular aesthetic’ is applied by 
respondents of all educational levels; the higher educated are more ‘omnivorous’ in their 
narratives. The latter apply both the pure aesthetic and more abstract forms of the popular 
aesthetic not only within the traditional domain of high culture, but also within many 
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That most people perceive a cultural hierarchy, does not mean that they practise it 
in daily life – or in a sociological interview – nor that they agree with it. Chapter 4 
examines such practices and opinions by looking at the qualitative data. On the one hand, 
hierarchical practices often indeed occur. People look down on others’ tastes (both across 
and within domains), as well as on the absence of certain tastes, the low frequency of 
attending cultural activities, low knowledge and wrong attitudes towards art. Furthermore, 
they also look up to others with a – in their view – better or higher taste, higher 
frequencies, and so on. Both sides of the hierarchical narrative are more often expressed 
by the higher educated, who thus perceive themselves on a particular position on the 
cultural ladder, above and below others. The lower educated participate less in these 
detailed discussions. The first part of chapter 4 scrutinises this hierarchical narrative in 
great detail.  

However, the second part of the chapter shows that the opposite narrative, 
egalitarianism, appears to be equally significant. Many people express an individualist 
view and they reject concepts such as high and low culture for being ‘arrogant’ and 
‘elitist’. At first sight, these ideas are more in line with late twentieth century notions on 
the ‘open’ and ‘tolerant’ attitude of cultural omnivores. However, many people who 
express egalitarian thoughts do look down on those who do distinguish from others, who 
are perceived as fake and inauthentic snobs. They distinguish themselves from those who 
distinguish. As a consequence, they create a moral hierarchy instead, in which the 
expression of the purely personal taste, the authentic persona, is celebrated. The drawing 
of ‘symbolic boundaries’ as such (Lamont) seems to be ubiquitous, but people are diverse 
in the kind of boundaries they draw. 

Whereas chapter 4 presents two opposing narratives separately, chapter 5 examines 
who exactly does and does not use these narratives, and why. Although over twenty 
respondents limit themselves to the hierarchical narrative and about an equal number to 
the egalitarian narrative, there is a larger number (about forty) that combines both ‘cultural 
repertoires’ – as I now call them – during one interview. In a typology I developed, based 
on the use of the two repertoires, I call them the ambivalent ones. Sometimes they are 
inconsistent in the course of an interview, but more often they immediately downplay their 
distinctive remarks. These balance restoring phrases can be explained with the self-
presentation people give in a conversation: their sometimes strong distinctive utterances, 
used in order to present themselves as cultured people with a good taste, must immediately 
be downplayed when they might be interpreted by the interlocutor as offensive to other 
people, and hence as arrogant or elitist. These hesitations to disqualify certain others most 
often occur when discussing others who are perceived as lower on the ladder, who have 
tastes that strongly deviate from the respondent’s. An important reason for such 
difficulties with (cultural) inequalities is because people often personally know these 
people with other tastes, and it even becomes more awkward when the others are family 
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Samenvatting 
 
 
Culturele smaak wordt over het algemeen niet als iets neutraals gezien. Hoewel de 
uitdrukking ‘over smaak valt niet te twisten’ vaak gebruikt wordt, twisten mensen wel 
degelijk over smaak. Ze geven betekenis aan smaken, ze kennen er status aan toe en ze 
rangschikken smaken in een hiërarchische volgorde. ‘Goede smaak’ staat tegenover 
‘slechte smaak’, ‘hoge cultuur’ tegenover ‘lage cultuur’. Volgens Bourdieu speelt 
culturele smaak een belangrijke rol in het vormen en reproduceren van een sociale 
hiërarchie. Mensen met veel status onderscheiden zich met hun ‘hoge’ culturele smaak van 
degenen met minder status. Gedurende de twintigste eeuw zijn er echter steeds meer 
stemmen opgegaan die zeggen dat de grenzen tussen hoge en lage cultuur vervagen. 
Culturele producenten mengen hoge en lage kunst (bijvoorbeeld in pop art); media en 
andere ‘poortwachters’ bespreken ze naast elkaar; en (hoogopgeleide) consumenten zijn 
‘culturele omnivoren’ geworden. Deze ontwikkelingen gingen gepaard met een afnemend 
belang van sociale hiërarchie in het algemeen, meer informele relaties tussen sociale 
groepen en een toenemende nadruk op individuele keuzes. Dus, zeggen veel critici, 
hebben concepten als ‘hoge’ en ‘lage’ cultuur aan belang ingeboet. Culturele items worden 
– of zouden moeten worden – gezien als gelijkwaardig en niet als hiërarchisch. 
 Sociologen hebben de vraag opgeworpen of deze vervaging van grenzen en deze 
verbreding van smaken betekenen dat er minder culturele distinctie is. Als je van dingen 
uit zowel de hoge als uit de lage cultuur houdt, waarom zou je je dan onderscheiden van 
anderen? Echter, veel van hen concludeerden dat de breedheid van smaken gerelativeerd 
moet worden en dat culturele distinctie vaak optreedt binnen domeinen en genres: je kunt 
bijvoorbeeld een goede of slechte smaak binnen de hiphop hebben. Sterker nog, wat mij 
betreft zouden de concepten ‘hoge cultuur’ en ‘lage cultuur’ an sich niet vooraf bepaald 
moeten worden om culturele omnivoriteit te meten, wat vaak gebeurt in kwantitatief 
onderzoek. Het zijn sociaal geconstrueerde begrippen, waarvan de betekenis in de loop 
van de tijd kan veranderen. Jazz werd ooit beschouwd als lage cultuur, terwijl veel 
jazzgenres tegenwoordig vooral gewaardeerd worden door mensen met veel status. ‘Hoge 
cultuur’ als domein mag dan misschien veelbetekenend blijven, maar je kunt je afvragen 
of iedereen dit op dezelfde manier definieert en of de criteria om te bepalen hoe de 
culturele hiërarchie eruitziet zijn veranderd. Bestaat hoge cultuur bijvoorbeeld uit ‘de 
klassieken’ die de eeuwen hebben doorstaan, en/of verwijst het begrip meer naar originele, 
vernieuwende en authentieke kunst? 
 In dit proefschrift stel ik de vraag of en hoe mensen in Nederland culturele 
hiërarchie eigenlijk waarnemen (percipiëren). Betekenen de begrippen ‘hoge cultuur’ en 
‘lage cultuur’ iets voor ze, en zo ja, hoe definiëren ze deze? Naast de percepties, definities 
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popular culture genres. The social hierarchy nowadays corresponds more with a hierarchy 
of artistic criteria (across domains) than with a hierarchy of cultural domains. At the same 
time, however, people more often define cultural hierarchy – whether they reject such a 
hierarchy or not – by applying the more classic criteria described in chapter 1. More 
people associate high culture with complex, classical and civilised art, than with original, 
innovative and authentic art. Their hierarchical practices (based more on the ‘modern 
logic’) and their hierarchical perceptions (based on the ‘classic logic’) do not fit. 

To conclude, many people in the Netherlands – particularly the higher educated – 
practise cultural hierarchy by distinguishing from, and looking down on, others’ tastes, as 
well as by looking up. At the same time, many resist such practices and the idea of a 
cultural hierarchy. Often, they are ambivalent about this; they combine the hierarchical 
and the anti-hierarchical repertoire or they immediately downplay distinctive remarks. On 
the other hand, they do define ‘high culture’ and rank items hierarchically when asked, 
and there is a high consensus – regardless of educational level or age – on the nature of 
this hierarchy. People practise cultural hierarchy with a ‘modern’ logic (that emerged in 
the nineteenth century), across the domains of high and low culture that were shaped 
according to the ‘classic’ logic (that emerged between the sixteenth and nineteenth 
century). But, because most people still perceive high culture in terms of the classic 
definition, their distinctive practices do not result in a new ‘high culture’. This has led to 
confusion on the question whether the relation between cultural hierarchy and distinction 
has faded or not. I hope this dissertation contributes to clarifying this issue. 
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people associate high culture with complex, classical and civilised art, than with original, 
innovative and authentic art. Their hierarchical practices (based more on the ‘modern 
logic’) and their hierarchical perceptions (based on the ‘classic logic’) do not fit. 
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well as by looking up. At the same time, many resist such practices and the idea of a 
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elk interview bestond uit relatief meer gestructureerde vragen over begrippen als ‘hoge 
cultuur’ en ‘lage cultuur’, om meer specifiek de percepties en definities van (en vaak 
opinies over) culturele hiërarchie te achterhalen. Het laatste deel was een 
rangordeningsopdracht, waarbij respondenten gevraagd werd om dertig items uit de 
muziek te rangschikken, zowel volgens hun persoonlijke smaak als volgens hun percepties 
van hoge en lage cultuur. Dit deel van het onderzoek, kwantitatief geanalyseerd, maakte 
het mogelijk om de precieze hiërarchische volgordes en de logica’s hierachter uit te 
pluizen, evenals de verschillen en overeenkomsten tussen smaakvoorkeuren en 
hiërarchische percepties.  
 Voordat hoofdstuk 2 de details van deze methodologische zaken geeft, probeert 
hoofdstuk 1 de verwarring over begrippen als ‘hoge cultuur’ op te helderen door middel 
van een historisch overzicht. Culturele distinctie en culturele hiërarchie zijn niet zo oud als 
de mensheid, maar ontstonden en ontwikkelden zich gedurende de laatste paar eeuwen. 
Tijdens de Middeleeuwen en de Renaissance onderscheidden elites zich al van anderen via 
het bezit van kunst, maar dit was nog vooral gebaseerd op de afmetingen, de grandeur en 
het geëtaleerde vakmanschap. Culturele gebeurtenissen werden door elites en de ‘gewone 
man’ vaak samen gevierd. Van de zestiende tot de negentiende eeuw ontwikkelde een 
complex samenspel van civilisatie en professionalisering zich tot een specifiek domein van 
‘de schone kunsten’ en later ‘hoge’ of ‘highbrow’ cultuur. Dit werd beschouwd als moreel 
beter, beschaafder, verfijnder en complexer dan volkscultuur. Dit is nog steeds een 
gebruikelijke manier om ‘hoge cultuur’ te classificeren. Tijdens de negentiende eeuw, 
echter, kwam er een nieuwe esthetische logica op, die originele en vernieuwende kunst 
hoog in het vaandel had staan, die vormaspecten benadrukte boven de inhoud van kunst, 
en die authenticiteit huldigde. Tegelijkertijd leidde de opkomst van industrieel 
geproduceerde ‘massacultuur’ tot toenemende kritiek op ‘commerciële’ cultuur. Beide 
logica’s, de ‘klassieke’ en de ‘moderne’, lijken door elkaar te lopen in de perceptie door 
mensen van hoge cultuur. In de afgelopen decennia zijn mensen steeds meer distincties 
gaan aanbrengen binnen hoge en lage domeinen, en zelfs binnen (sub)genres. Ze 
overschrijden de grenzen tussen domeinen die waren gebaseerd op ‘klassieke’ criteria als 
ouderdom en beschaving, door ‘moderne’ criteria als originaliteit en authenticiteit te 
gebruiken om zich binnen deze domeinen te onderscheiden. In hoofdstuk 7 kom ik op dit 
idee terug. 
 Hoofdstuk 3 beantwoordt de vraag of en hoe mensen in Nederland culturele 
hiërarchie daadwerkelijk waarnemen, gebaseerd op een kwantitatieve analyse van de 
rangordeningsvraag over items uit de muziek. Hoewel sommigen moeite hebben om items 
te rangschikken en een enkeling dit zelfs weigert, bestaat er een vrij grote consensus over 
de beide uiteinden van de muzikale hiërarchie: Bach en andere klassieke componisten 
worden beschouwd als hoge cultuur en sommige Nederlandstalige zangers en hedendaagse 
popartiesten worden geplaatst aan de onderkant van de ladder. Daartussenin zijn meer 
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en classificaties van culturele hiërarchie, bestudeer ik ook hoe mensen culturele hiërarchie 
in het dagelijks leven in de praktijk brengen of ‘doen’, dat wil zeggen of ze in hun manier 
van spreken neerkijken op, of opkijken naar, de smaak van anderen. Tot slot bestudeer ik 
de opinies die mensen hierover hebben; je kunt immers een hiërarchie herkennen zonder 
het met die hiërarchie of met de gevolgen ervan eens te zijn. Ik stelde de volgende 
onderzoeksvragen: 
 

Hoe ‘doen’, percipiëren en waarderen mensen in Nederland culturele hiërarchie, 
en hoe verhoudt zich dit met hun eigen smaakvoorkeuren? 
 
In hoeverre zijn mensen consequent in hun relaas, en als ze dat niet zijn, hoe 
kunnen tegenstellingen en spanningen verklaard worden? 
 
Hoe zijn deze praktijken, percepties en opinies gerelateerd aan de sociale positie 
van mensen, wat betreft opleiding, sociale herkomst (opleiding ouders), leeftijd en 
gender? 

 
 Ik heb deze zaken onderzocht door interviews te houden met een steekproef van 
negentig Nederlanders, verdeeld over drie statusgroepen, drie leeftijdsgroepen en een 
gelijk aantal mannen en vrouwen. De statusgroepen bestaan uit hoogopgeleiden met 
hoogopgeleide ouders, sociale stijgers (hoogopgeleiden met laagopgeleide ouders) en 
laagopgeleiden met laagopgeleide ouders. Ik vergeleek de eerste twee groepen, omdat 
volgens Bourdieu (gevalideerd door anderen) de opvoeding die mensen genoten hebben 
een belangrijker rol speelt in hun latere culturele smaak en deelname dan de opleiding die 
ze gevolgd hebben. Sociale stijgers die tot hogere klassen willen toetreden slagen hier 
vaak niet in, doordat ze te weinig weten van de vereiste culturele smaken en praktijken, 
aldus Bourdieu. Ik heb deze twee groepen aangevuld met laagopgeleiden om Bourdieus 
veronderstellingen te toetsen dat mensen met minder sociale status de hogere waarde van 
bepaalde culturele items erkennen. Om deze mensen te vinden heb ik een quotasteekproef 
ontworpen, die grotendeels willekeurig gevuld werd door middel van telefoongidsen, 
aangevuld door het aanboren van mijn netwerk. 
 In de interviews werden veel culturele domeinen bestreken: muziek, film, 
televisiefictie, theater en beeldende kunst. De interviews bestonden telkens uit drie delen, 
die verschillende aspecten van de onderzoeksvragen belichtten. Het eerste deel betrof 
semi-gestructureerde, open vragen, teneinde de percepties van mensen over (de relatie 
tussen) hun eigen en andermans smaak te achterhalen, en daarmee hun mogelijke 
hiërarchische praktijken te verkennen. Door mensen in hun eigen woorden over de 
ontwikkeling van hun smaak te laten praten, al dan niet op een distinctieve manier, kon ik 
hun interpretaties en waarderingen van smaakverschillen bestuderen. Het tweede deel van 
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elk interview bestond uit relatief meer gestructureerde vragen over begrippen als ‘hoge 
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In een typologie die ik ontwikkeld heb, gebaseerd op het gebruik van de twee repertoires, 
noem ik ze het ambivalente type. Sommigen zijn inconsequent in het verloop van een 
interview, maar meer mensen relativeren direct hun eigen distinctieve opmerkingen. Ze 
proberen meteen de balans te herstellen, omdat ze bezig zijn met hun zelfpresentatie in een 
gesprek: hun soms sterk distinctieve uitlatingen, die ze doen om zichzelf als ontwikkelde 
mensen met een goede smaak te presenteren, moeten onmiddellijk worden gerelativeerd 
als ze door de gesprekspartner geïnterpreteerd zouden kunnen worden als beledigend voor 
anderen, en dus als arrogant en elitair. Deze aarzeling om bepaalde anderen af te keuren 
komt het vaakst voor als het gaat om anderen die beschouwd worden als lager op de 
ladder, met een smaak die sterk afwijkt van die van de respondent. Een belangrijke reden 
voor deze moeite met (culturele) ongelijkheden is dat mensen degenen wier smaak ze 
afkeuren vaak persoonlijk kennen, en het wordt zelfs als nog lastiger ervaren als die 
anderen familie zijn. Sociale stijgers bijvoorbeeld zijn vaak ambivalent over zowel hun 
herkomstklasse als hun bestemmingsklasse. 
 Het vierde type in de typologie – naast het hiërarchische, egalitaire en ambivalente 
type – is het ‘neutrale’ type: de zeldzame respondenten die noch het hiërarchische noch 
het egalitaire repertoire gebruiken. Dit betekent niet dat zij zichzelf en anderen niet 
classificeren, maar dat zij voor deze classificaties niet culturele smaak gebruiken, noch dat 
ze zich verzetten tegen degenen die dit wél doen. Ze reflecteren niet op de mogelijke 
sociale betekenis van hun eigen en andermans smaak. Echter, hun lage aantal in mijn 
steekproef ligt waarschijnlijk mede aan de ondervertegenwoordiging van laagopgeleiden 
en mensen die nauwelijks in kunst en cultuur geïnteresseerd zijn. 
 Hoofdstuk 6 laat de waarderingen die mensen geven aan smaakverschillen achter 
zich en onderzoekt hoe mensen smaakverschillen verklaren. Veel wetenschappers hebben 
verklarende factoren van smaak onderzocht, maar dit hoofdstuk bekijkt hoe mensen hier 
zelf tegen aankijken. Het laat ten eerste zien dat de verklaringen van mensen vaak 
overeenkomen met sociologische noties over de invloed van het ouderlijk milieu: mensen 
hebben hun smaak ‘van huis uit meegekregen’, en het werd ze ‘met de paplepel 
ingegoten’. Toch betekent dit niet dat mensen vaak naar klasse verwijzen als ze 
smaakverschillen tussen henzelf en anderen verklaren. Vaker vervangen ze klasse als 
verklarende factor door vergelijkbare eigenschappen die echter minder bepaald zijn door 
ouderlijk milieu, maar die eerder gezien worden als persoonlijke keuzes: opleidingsniveau, 
beroep en woonplaats. Ze hebben meer op met individuele vrijheid (agency) dan met 
structurele verklaringen. Hoewel mensen duidelijk de invloed van de ouders (h)erkennen, 
is ook het meritocratische idee van individuele prestaties sterk verankerd in hun relaas. Dit 
blijkt ook uit de verhalen van respondenten (hoewel een minderheid) die bijvoorbeeld van 
klassieke muziek houden ondanks het feit dat hun ouders hier niet van hielden en ondanks 
hun lagere klassenachtergrond. Zij verwijzen naar cultuureducatie op school, en vooral 
naar andere belangrijke mensen in hun omgeving dan ouders, zoals vrienden en partners. 
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variaties. De gemiddelde hiërarchie lijkt sterk op de gemiddelde volgorde van de smaak 
van oudere, hoogopgeleide respondenten. Jonge laagopgeleiden produceren vaak een 
vergelijkbare hiërarchie, maar die is omgekeerd aan hun eigen smaak. Dit betekent dat 
mensen met een lage sociale status de culturele hiërarchie herkennen, zoals Bourdieu 
beweerde. Desondanks zijn er een paar verschillen in de hiërarchische percepties die 
verklaard kunnen worden met opleidingsniveau en leeftijd. Zo plaatsen jongeren populaire 
muziek uit een recent verleden als hoger op de ladder dan ouderen, soms zelfs hoger dan 
de mensen die van die muziek houden. Nieuwe cultuurvormen kunnen na een paar 
decennia tot de canon toetreden, wat ingaat tegen statische noties over culturele hiërarchie 
en rigide grenzen van hoge cultuur. 
 Dat de meeste mensen een culturele hiërarchie herkennen betekent niet per se dat 
ze het in het dagelijks leven – of in een sociologisch interview – in praktijk brengen, noch 
dat ze het ermee eens zijn. Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt dergelijke praktijken en meningen 
door naar de kwalitatieve gegevens te kijken. Enerzijds komen hiërarchische praktijken 
inderdaad veel voor. Mensen kijken neer op andermans smaak (zowel tussen als binnen 
domeinen), evenals op de afwezigheid van bepaalde smaken, lage bezoekfrequentie van 
culturele activiteiten, weinig kennis en verkeerde houdingen ten opzichte van kunst. Ook 
kijken ze op naar anderen met een – in hun ogen – betere of hogere smaak, hogere 
bezoekfrequenties, enzovoort. Beide zijden van het hiërarchische ‘narratief’ (de wijze 
waarop een verhaal verteld wordt) worden vaker gebezigd door hoogopgeleiden, die 
zichzelf dus waarnemen op een bepaalde positie op de culturele ladder, boven en onder 
anderen. Laagopgeleiden nemen minder aan dergelijke gedetailleerde discussies deel. Het 
eerste deel van hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt dit hiërarchische narratief zeer gedetailleerd. 
 Het tweede deel van het hoofdstuk laat echter zien dat het tegengestelde narratief, 
egalitarisme, net zo veel voorkomt. Velen drukken zich op een individualistische manier 
uit en verwerpen begrippen als hoge en lage cultuur als zijnde ‘arrogant’ en ‘elitair’. Op 
het eerste gezicht lijken dergelijke ideeën overeen te komen met eind-twintigste-eeuwse 
noties over de ‘open’ en ‘tolerante’ houding van culturele omnivoren. Echter, veel mensen 
die egalitaire gedachtes uiten kijken wél neer op degenen die zich wél onderscheiden van 
anderen. Zij zien deze mensen als nep, niet authentiek en snobistisch. Ze onderscheiden 
zich van degenen die zich onderscheiden. Ze creëren als het ware een morele in plaats van 
een culturele hiërarchie, waarin de uitdrukking van de puur persoonlijke en authentieke 
smaak wordt gehuldigd. Het optrekken van ‘symbolische grenzen’ op zich (Lamont) lijkt 
alomtegenwoordig te zijn, maar mensen verschillen in de soort grenzen die ze trekken. 
 Waar hoofdstuk 4 twee tegengestelde narratieven los van elkaar presenteert, 
onderzoekt hoofdstuk 5 wie deze narratieven precies wel en niet gebruiken, en waarom. 
Hoewel meer dan twintig respondenten zich beperken tot het hiërarchische narratief en een 
ongeveer gelijk aantal tot het egalitaire narratief, combineert een groter aantal (ongeveer 
veertig) beide ‘culturele repertoires’ – zoals ik ze in het vervolg noem – in één interview. 
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smaak wordt gehuldigd. Het optrekken van ‘symbolische grenzen’ op zich (Lamont) lijkt 
alomtegenwoordig te zijn, maar mensen verschillen in de soort grenzen die ze trekken. 
 Waar hoofdstuk 4 twee tegengestelde narratieven los van elkaar presenteert, 
onderzoekt hoofdstuk 5 wie deze narratieven precies wel en niet gebruiken, en waarom. 
Hoewel meer dan twintig respondenten zich beperken tot het hiërarchische narratief en een 
ongeveer gelijk aantal tot het egalitaire narratief, combineert een groter aantal (ongeveer 
veertig) beide ‘culturele repertoires’ – zoals ik ze in het vervolg noem – in één interview. 
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verhouding tussen culturele hiërarchie en distinctie al dan niet is vervaagd. Ik hoop dat dit 
proefschrift een bijdrage levert in de opheldering van deze zaak. 
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Verder laat dit hoofdstuk zien hoe mensen smaakverschillen verklaren met andere 
eigenschappen, zoals leeftijd en sekse. 
 Het laatste hoofdstuk verkent de kunstcriteria die mensen gebruiken, zowel om hun 
voorkeuren en afkeren te beschrijven als om ‘hoge cultuur’ en ‘lage cultuur’ te definiëren 
en items hiërarchisch te rangschikken. Bourdieu onderscheidde de ‘pure esthetiek’ van de 
‘populaire esthetiek’. Mensen met een hoge sociale status gebruiken de eerste: de neiging 
om kunstwerken puur op hun esthetische eigenschappen te beoordelen, wat betekent dat ze 
vorm belangrijker vinden dan functie, dat ze kunstwerken aan andere kunstwerken 
relateren en dat ze complexiteit hoog aanslaan. Mensen met weinig status daarentegen 
gebruiken een populaire esthetiek: kunst moet een functie hebben die gerelateerd is aan het 
dagelijks leven, zoals een herkenbare verhouding tot de werkelijkheid, een morele 
boodschap of een direct beroep op de zintuigen. Mijn onderzoek laat zien dat het eerste 
inderdaad waar is, maar dat de ‘populaire esthetiek’ door mensen van álle 
opleidingsniveaus wordt gebruikt; hoogopgeleiden zijn meer ‘omnivoor’ in hun manier 
van spreken. Zij passen de pure esthetiek en abstractere vormen van de populaire esthetiek 
niet alleen toe binnen het traditionele domein van hoge cultuur, maar ook binnen vele 
populaire genres. De sociale hiërarchie komt tegenwoordig meer overeen met een 
hiërarchie van kunstcriteria (domeinoverstijgend) dan met een hiërarchie van culturele 
domeinen. Tegelijkertijd definiëren mensen culturele hiërarchie echter – of ze deze nu 
verwerpen of niet – door de meer klassieke criteria te gebruiken zoals beschreven in 
hoofdstuk 1. Meer mensen associëren hoge cultuur met complexe, klassieke en beschaafde 
kunst dan met originele, vernieuwende en authentieke kunst. Hun hiërarchische praktijken 
(gebaseerd op de ‘moderne logica’) en hun hiërarchische percepties (gebaseerd op de 
‘klassieke logica’) komen niet overeen. 
 Samengevat brengen veel Nederlanders – met name hoogopgeleiden – culturele 
hiërarchie in de praktijk door zich te onderscheiden van, en neer te kijken op, andermans 
smaak, alsmede door tegen anderen op te kijken. Tegelijkertijd verzetten velen zich tegen 
dit soort distincties en tegen het idee van een culturele hiërarchie. Velen zijn er ambivalent 
over; ze combineren het hiërarchische en het anti-hiërarchische repertoire, of ze relativeren 
distinctieve opmerkingen direct. Aan de andere kant kunnen ze wel ‘hoge cultuur’ 
definiëren en items hiërarchisch rangschikken als ze daarom gevraagd wordt, en er is een 
grote consensus – ongeacht opleidingsniveau of leeftijd – over de aard van deze 
hiërarchie. Mensen brengen culturele hiërarchie in de praktijk met een ‘moderne’ logica 
(die opkwam in de negentiende eeuw), waarbij ze de domeinen van hoge en lage cultuur 
overstijgen die gevormd werden volgens de ‘klassieke’ logica (die opkwam tussen de 
zestiende en negentiende eeuw). Echter, omdat de meeste mensen hoge cultuur nog steeds 
in termen van de klassieke definitie definiëren, resulteren hun distinctieve praktijken niet 
in een nieuwe ‘hoge cultuur’. Dit heeft geleid tot verwarring over de vraag of de 
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